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Th~ Iri.sb Jr ],,nc:,~.hiy,{~ ]’~,1:-.-71 : A .~:._’i"’] bi~t.ory by ll.J. Lowe, PhD., 1974

An nna.13;:~is of d~,tr; drawn from c(.nsus enumorators’ hoolr, s for the

years 1851, 1361 ,nd 1871 sho~..:n that the L~ce,hire Irish were consistently
more likely to liw it, mu]tiple occupant3: dwcllinF, s and in court housin~

th~n the non-Irish. Irish ho~.’eholds ~,re usually ~om~’wh~t lar;,:er than
non-Irish hou::chold,~ because of l~.r~er nucle~r f~miljes ~nd a hi,,{ber

¯
~J-    " ~4incipience of non-family members. But the most ~ ~r].. ~nC difference between

the two communities ~..s tho high de-;tree of overcrowdin,~, :-,monL" the Irish.
Estimates b-,se, d on c~n-us data show thr, t the art~al numerical size of the

Lancashire Irish community was at ]ea~t 50-60~, !ar~,er than the number
of residents ,n.ctually bO-n in Irel~,nd. Only in Liverpool and Widnes

do there appe,~r to bow_: ;een identiFir, hle ,Iri,~:h nci,o-I~bourhoods’~ but
-other factors than a ~lesi~e for re, sidentin.l se.qre.c’~tion probably influenced

their emercence. Irish makes .~enerally were on ,~ lower occup,~,tiondl

scale than the non-Irish sad showed only a very s[u~fi.*~h upward mobility.

Iri’shwomen were nu~ch on an occn~ntJon,~]_ level ’~ith non-lrish women, but
they were .ct~li firmly in tl~ worl<in% class.

Irish immigrn, tion entailed social problems for urban Lanca~hire.

Throughout I,~,g6-71, ;~nd particularly ~urin£ the ].ate 18~Os and early
185Os~ the Irish were d. subst;~ntial problem for boRrds of guardians in

Liverpool~ ~;~nnhes+..er and Prep%on. Pu~,lic, he~,,ILh was an endemic problem
in Lancashire, which the Irish severely n, fufr;~vatcd during the l~te 184Os.

Improvement of health standa,rds was not helped ,~2~ ow;rcrowding ,~monF, t~.~e
Irish, but otherwise the~ were not considered ~ ,~peci~,l detriment to the

health of urban L~nczt-;hire. Dispror~ortion;~telTz high I~ vels of fi,qhfinff~

assault~ drunke~ne.q~ and petty offence~ made the Irish a serious crime
problem for Lanc~lzhire’s police forces.

Irish immigration ,Ereatly increased the number of Rom,-~n Cntho].ics i~

Lancashire. ]dven thou,orb religious worship was ]ar~fely ne,qlected, Irish
community life centred on the catholic church. The church’s social
4imension is evident in the rapidly expanded catholic school system

which developea to ~.;,~-,t the needs of thousands of catho] kc children in
the Irish community. ’[’l~c ch~rch furnished ;~ b:~,~i~ for Irish social

organisation as well. Op~osition to ti~e Irish als~ f’oc’~l~,d on %]~eir

relil~ion. II’, pnrtiCul:,r, the .,~ectarian brinksm;,ns.hip of the revived Orange
Order in Lancashire !’x’,~q~ent]y raised intercommunal tensions durin~ the

mid-ninet,~enth century. This antaconism was probabl.y the principal
obstacle to the assimila,tion of the 7rish into ],~,nc,~.’~hire community life.

During, I,~,~6-71 the Iri.~h showed little inclin::tion to particinate

in domestic British ~o]itics, on the n~tional or local !,vels. The
Irish Confed~:r,~te movement of l.~,’i,~, ,.,hich temporarily a].lied with the

Enfflish Chartists, att.r;~cted w~r~F ].itt].c S’d~port ~,-,lon,~ the Lancashire
.)Iri@h. In contrast~ the ~,~e.nian movement of the ibgOs attracted wide

support from Lanca,,~hire’s Irish community. The I[IB was origi’nally in-

tended as a mi].itary org~,nisation to ovcrt},row British rule in Ireland,
but it developed a ~ren, t social si~,nificance and helps to demonstrate

the development oe n coherent ide.~ of soci~l, cultural and national

community among, the’Lnnca.~hire Irish. The I]{B formed the orcanisa.tion,~l
base from which the bnnC,~shire Irish co~nmunity ’.,:a:!’ mobilized in

~unport of the. con:~titutionol ho,ne rule movement oF the Inter l,’)(t%s

and iJdOs.
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Introduction

A very significant part of the population of Lancashire

during the mid-nineteenth century was Irish-born. Even though

the Irish were a very conspicuous minority in urban Lancashire,

they have attracted very little serious study. Much is said

about the Lancashire Irish, but very little is known about

them. Two studies during the last decade touch peripherally

on the Lancashire Irish during 1846-71. J.A. Jackson’s The

Irish in Britain (1963) is a cursory sociological survey and

contains very little detailed information on the Irish in

Lancashire, or the Irish anywhere else in Britain. More rec-

ently, Kevin O’Connor has produced a book, also entitled The

Irish in Britain (1972). But although O’Connor provides some

useful observations on Irish immigration into contemporary

Britain, he has little to say about the nineteenth century.

A much more useful work was published by a Liverpool Irishman

in 1892. John Denvir’s The Irish in Britain is mainly a per-

sonal account of Irish nationalist politics during the later

nineteenth century. But when considered with his autobio-

graphy (1914), Denvir’s recollections provide some interest-

ing leads for further investigation. Altogether, the social

history of the Irish in Lancashire is largely unexplored terr-

itory.

Several works which do not deal directly with the Lancashire

Irish have influenced my approach to the subject. J.E. Handley’s

The Irish in modern Scotland (1947) and Oscar Handlin’s Boston’s

immigrants (revised edition, 1970) are examples of detailed

research into the social history of immigrant communities.

These studies furnish a good foundation to start from, as well

as suggesting the types of questions which ought to be addressed.

Stephen Thernstrom introduces several innovative elements into

the study of urban social history in The other Bostonians (1973),

but his work appeared too late to have any significant influence

on the course of my research.



My approach to the Lancashire Irish is topical, and since

the immigrants were seldom found outside of urban areas, it

is based on a detailed examination of seven sample towns.

Liverpool, Manchester-Salford, Oldham, Preston, St Helens

and Widnes were chosen because of their varying population den-

sities, industrial complexions and qeographical locations. As

we shall see in chapter 3, these seven towns contained more

than 65% of all the Irish-born residents of Lancashire. So a

close study of these towns will give us a good picture of Irish

life throughout urban Lancashire. Seasonal agricultural lab-

ourers from Ireland are not included in this study because they

usually did not settle in Lancashire.

The story of the Lancashire Irish is divided into four

main sections. The first considers the social background of

the Lancashire Irish, including general conditions in Ireland

and Lancashire, as well as living conditions and the occupat-

ional position of the Irish during 1846-71. Part II turns to

social problems generated in urban Lancashire by Irish immig-

ration, in particular, poverty, health and crime. The next

section encompasses community life among the Irish and takes

in their relationship with the catholic church, educational

opportunities for children of Irish families, their social

orientation and their relations with their English neighbours.

The final chapters deal with political activity among the

Lancashire Irish, which, during 1846-71, concerns two insurg-

ent, nationalist movements, the Irish Confederates and the

Irish Republican Brotherhood. All of these themes were com-

ponents of the experience of Irish life in urban Lancashire.

The chronological endpoints of this study, 1846 and 1871,

were chosen principally to encompass the precipitate emigrat-

ions from Ireland during the latter 184Os and to take advantage

of available census enumerators’ notebooks, which are only made

public one hundred years after they are current.



I have drawn on a number of local, primary sources to

fit the immigrant Irish into the Lancashire scene. Census

enumerators’ books have been employed extensively, as well

as publications produced by municipal authorities and a great

deal of manuscript material. Another valuable source has been

the local press. Of course, too much reliance on newspaper

reports has its disadvantages and press accounts are resorted

to only when other sources do not exist, or when they are

particularly appropriate as illustrative material. But press

commentary is used much less sparingly because mid-nineteenth-

century newspapers are one of the best sources for reflecting

general moods in the various towns. Local newsnaDers qive us

an opportunity to see mid-Victorian Lancashire, and, in part-

icular, the immigrant Irish, through the eyes of contemporaries,

which is an important dimension of social history.

There are several subtopics of this study which are not

discussed or are only partially developed. Some of these req-

uire major research projects, which are beyond the range of a

postgraduate’s income. Others, entailing much less work, cannot

be explored because sources are not available or viable research

techniques have yet to be devised. One of these topics in-

volves the existence, or non-existence, of homogeneous Irish

residential areas in Lancashire’s towns. Census enumerators’

books are a great help in this regard, but a method of approach,

involving much more precise definitions than are presently in

use, and an effective sampling technique must be worked out.

Also, the method by which the population samples in chapter 3

were obtained, while providing enough data to reduce the margin

of error to insignificance, is statistically amateurish. But

these are two deficiencies I hope to remedy as soon as time

allows.

An important way of assessing to what degree a minority

is assimilated by the larger community is through marriage

patterns. But there are several formidable obstacles to act-



ually accomplishing such a study. Principally, a great deal

of detailed biographical material would have to be compiled

for some hundreds of persons. For example, it would not be

enough to look at a census book and see that an Irish-born man

was married to an English-born woman. She may have been the

daughter of an Irishman, and, therefore, the match would ind-

icate marriage within the Irish community, rather than assim-

ilation into the English community via matrimony. In short,

the non-Irish-born members of the Irish community make this

question one which is very difficult to approach, because un-

less they can be accurately accounted for, any study of marr-

iage patterns will be handicapped by very misleading results.

If pertinent personal information can be obtained without too

much difficulty, over several generations, for large numbers

of persons, such a project would have a good chance of success.

But, once again, this is a subject I hope to tackle during fut-

ure research.

Chapter ii, which discusses the Irish Confederate move-

ment in Lancashire during 1848, suffers from historical imp-

ressionism, which is the result of almost total dependence on

newspaper reports for primary material. The press reports

he!p to outline a general picture, but many important details

remain obscure. Police files and seized evidence would add a

great deal of important data to this study, but both the

Manchester-Salford and Liverpool-Bootle police authorities

claim that no records from that period have survived. Since

other police archives for the 185Os and 186Os do survive, it

is hard to believe that there is nothing for 1848. Whatever

was not purposefully disposed of has probably been misplaced

in the recesses of large police stations, and I will continue

to press my enquiries to gain access to them. Also, a careful

search at the Public Record Officej London, may reveal Home

Office files relating to the state of urban Lancashire during

1848. For the time being, chapter Ii should be regarded as a

first insta]ment~    the groundwork for a more comprehensive

study.
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Despite these few restrictions, a large amount of

information is available for a study of the Lancashire Irish.

Indeed, there is at times so much useful data available in the

many interesting local sources that it may seem there is a

surfeit of supporting information. Besides fully developing

the theme trader consideration, this extensive information

helps to highlight local variations. The result is that a

very detailed picture of Irish in,migrant life in mid-

nineteenth-century Lancashire can be reproduced. And the

picture that emerges 1~irrors the great diversity and dissonance

of urban-industrial existence.



Part    I

The social background

Chapter    1

Ireland, 1846-71

The motivations behind emigration from Ireland are cen-

tral to any understanding of the social history of the

Lancashire Irish community. Socio-economic conditions in

Ireland during 1846-71 can be reviewed concisely, but this

certainly does not imply that the state of Ireland is an un-

important part of the story of the Lancashire Irish. The

changes which took place in Irish society during the mid-

nineteenth-century continued to affect the Lancashire Irish

because one of the principal causes of these changes was emi-

gration, which sent new Irish immigrants to the Northwest of

England throughout 1846-71.

Ireland in the 184Os was beset by many extreme problems.

During 1780-1845 Ireland experienced a rapid population inc-

rease. There was very little industry in the country and emi-

gration had not yet become a popular solution to scarcity of

agricultural employment. The pressure on the available arable

land became intense by 1845. ’Without industrialisation, a

population increase as large as Ireland then experienced can

only be borne by recourse to more and more intensive forms of

agriculture’I.    The support of a huge rural population was

made possibly by the expansion of potato-growing.

The growing of potatoes is one of the most labour-intensive
forms of agriculture known to man, and potatoes made the pop-
ulation increase possible, as the population increase made

potato-growing necessary.2

i.    Barbara Solow, The land question and
1870-1903 (Cambridge, Mass., 197i), p.91

2. Ibid., p.91.

the Irish economy,
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But the potato crop sometimes failed, as it did six times

during 1815-45, which left thousands of families in qreat
3

difficulties.

Pressure of population on land and resources subjected

the Irish to ’sufferings greater .... than the people of any
4

other country in Europe have to sustain’,      and the system

of land holding and leasing which prevailed during the first

half of the nineteenth century made the situation worse.

One element of this general land Droblem was the middleman

system, by which a landlord leased his land to a third party

who in turn sublet the land to tenant farmers.

Landowners were ready to exchange an extremely uncere~in in-
come from a large number of poor and troublesome occupyin~
tenants for a more secure return from a small number of co-
operative and solvent middlemen.5

Increased population and a shift to tillage farming during

the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries led to in-

tense subdivision of farms. Not only were middlemen sub-

letting land, but farmers who were leasing land also sub-

divided their holdings among their children and other ten-

ants. Subdivision was encouraged by the fact that potato

cultivation required much less space than other crops that

tenant farmers might raise to support their families. Sub-

division of land reached its ’final stage’ in the small

plots of potato ground which farm labourers received instead

of wages.6 So population continued to grow and the plots of

ground on which families depended for subsistence became

smaller~which left Ireland very vulnerable to disaster.

3.    J.S. Donnelly, Landlord and tenant in nineteenth-century
Ireland (Dublin, 197~), p.14

4.    Repo_rt from Her Majesty’s Commission of Inquiry into the
state of the law and practice in respect to the occupation of
land in Ireland-~the Devon Commission/, p.12, H.C., 1845
(605), xix, 12

5.    Donnelly, op. cit., pp 5-6

6. Ibid., p. ii



Not every landowner was content to allow this chaotic

system to continue. The small, hopelessly uneconomic holdings

were cultivated in a very primitive fashion, and generally

land was not improved to enhance production and living stand-

ards. Fencing, drainage, fertilising and road-making were

all neglected. The obstacles to such improvements were the

middlemen, who rarely encouraged improvement of land, and the

myriad of sub-tenants who did not have the capital for such

ventures. Landowners were falling increasingly into finan-

cial difficulties during the 183Os and 184Os and they began to

realise that middlemen and extreme subdivision of land were

preventing the realisation of the full rental value of their

land.7 Many landowners had put large tracts of their holdings

into tillage to take advantage of high prices during the early

nineteenth century, but it was becoming clear that greater

profits were possible by turning land over to grazing.

But middlemen and sub-lessees were totally inconsistent with

grazing. The small farms were needed for consolidation into

pastures, but very few of the tenant farmers or agricultural

labourers, who held only a small plot for potato ground, if they

held land at all, were needed on the larger farms. With no

available land to move them to, and no industrial sector to

absorb them, where were the tenant farmers to go? Sending

tenant farmers and labourers to reclaim bog or mountain land

or using them as hired labour on consolidated and improved
8

estates did not prove practicable on a wide scale.    Another

alternative was for the landowner to offer financial assist-

ance to help redundant tenants to emigrate to America, but

this was very costly and few landlords had the resources to

carry out assisted emigrations of significant numbers of
9

people.     ’By far the cheapest alternative open to landowners

dedicated to consolidation was that of eviction°’ i0

7. Ibid., pp 18-9 8.

9. Ibid., p. 25 iO.



Evictions were as unpopular among landowners as among

tenants because the ejected parties, and other tenants who

feared similar dispossession, often retaliated violently

against the landlord. But local opposition to land clear-

ances and consolidation of holdings could be overcome if,

for example, the landlord kept the land in his own hands until

indignation diminished. Tenants liable to eviction were usu-

ally persuaded to leave peacefully by a few small concess-

ions. Their arrears might be cancelled or they might rec-

eive a small cash payment. Unwanted tenants were often all-

owed freedom from a half-year’s rent and given permission to

take away the timber and thatch from their houses if they
]1

agreed to go quietly. These land clearances were proceeding

very gradually. But the movement towards consolidated hold-

ings and a smaller population resident on the land received

and unexpected fillip when the potato crop failed in 1845.

Hundreds of thousands of Irish tenant farmers and labourers

were now faced with starvation. The widespread distress con-

vinced most landlords that the primitive society based on

small, underproductive tillage farms and potato cultivation

had to be drastically reformed. If the extensive misery they

saw in Ireland was not enough to make up landowner’s minds,

the rising poor rates, which severely strained their finan-

cial resources, won them over to rationalisation of their

holdings. During 1846-52 thousands of families were forced

from their homes. The deDarture of tenants was aided by the

’Gregory clause’ of the parliamentary relief act of 1847,

which stated that no person was eligible for poor relief, in

the workhouse or outside it, who held more than a quarter-acre

of land. 1849-50 were the peak years for ejectments, but they

continued at a high level until the mid-1850s as consolidat-

ion for grazing continued. The encumbered estates act of 1849,

which set up special machinery to help indebted landowners to

sell off land, aided land clearance as the new landowners

ejected redundant tenants in an effort to ensure that the land

would be profitably employed.

II. Ibic~., P.25



i0

The dispossessed and those who simply gave up their

holdings in despair were largely unassimilable elsewhere

in Ireland. They were forced to emigrate to America or to

Britain. The disease, starvation and emigration resulting

from the potato blight and the land clearances of the later

184Os caused in Ireland ’the most drastic population losses
12

known to western society’. In five years the population

of Ireland declined by nearly 20%. Up to 1845 emigration had

been the last resort for the poor Irish tenant farmer or ag-

ricultural labourer. But more and more people were choosing

that alternative as a means of escaping hardship and poverty

in Ireland. It has been said that poor people from agricul-

tural backgrounds do not emigrate ’except under the sour of

extreme necessity’. ’They do not migrate whenever it is to
13

their economic interest, but only when they must.’ The

catalyst of the famine years relaxed remaining restraints

which inhibited emigration.

made their way to the ports.

graphic effect of this

Hundreds of thousands of people

Even though the immediate demo-

mass-flight was very great, its psychological legacy may have
been more profound. The traditional resistance to emigration,
already .... weakening before the famine, had been still further
broken down, and leaving the old country now came to be reg-
arded as the most practical, if still unpalatable, alternative
to dumb acquiescence in extreme poverty and insecurity at
home. 14

The principal group forced to leave their homes and to emi-

grate during the late 1840s and early 1850s ’belonged prin-

cipally to the lower classes - among whom famine and disease,

in all such calamitous visitations, ever make the greatest

15
ravages’.     The regions most affected by emigration during

12. Solow, op. cit., p. 92

13. Arthur Redford, Labour migration in England, 18OO-50,
ed. W.H. Chaloner, (2nd ed. MancHester) ,- ]967 ,--p. 95

14. F.S.L. Lyons, Ireland since the famine (London 1973),
p.44

15. Census of Ireland, 1851; Part IV:
H.C. ,--I]9~1q-3-40 , xxxi, 1 6

General Report~p. 16



1846-71, and by agrarian problems in general, were the pro-

vinces of Munster and Connaught. In 1841 Munster was the

most populous province, with 2.4 million persons. The total

in 1871 was only 1.4 million, a decrease of 42%. Connaught

was believed to have 1.4 million inhabitants in 1841, but in

1871 this figure fell 39% to 850,000.

People continued to emigrate from Ireland after the mass

exodus of 1846-55 in somewhat smaller numbers. But, during

1850-71, the country they left behind them was very different

from that of 1845. The smaller population took a qreat deal

of pressure off the available land. ’Where the population

density was moderate and farms were of moderate size, the
,16chances of a favourable economic adjustment were greatest.

The picture of an Irish peasantry being rack-rented and kept

in constant anxiety by the threat of eviction after the famine

is exaggerated and very misleading. Indeed, Ireland was bec-

oming increasingly prosperous during the several decades after

the famine crisis. The value of agricultural production, part-

icularly livestock, rose steadily after 1850 and the ’share

of agricultural output enjoyed by the tenants increased dram-
17

atically during this period’.      During the post famine years

rent increases of 40% ’would have allowed landlords and ten-
18ants to share equally in increases of agricultural output’.

19But in fact rents only increases, on average, 12-20%.

The pattern of rent increases on Irish estates was not elas-
tic and rents did not move up and down regularly as the value

16. Solow, op. cit., p. 109

17. W.E. Vaughan, A study of landlord and tenant relations
in Ireland between the famine and the land w-ar,-1850-78
(unpublished-P~?D. thesis, University of Dublin, Trinity Coll-
ege, 1974) , p.ll

Ibid., p. 48

Solow, op. cit., pp 69-71; Vaughan, op. cit., DD 48-9



of agricultural output fluctuated. Rent increases were, on
the whole, sporadic, occurred only once in twenty or thirty
years, and after the increase they remained stable for long
periods. 20

The landlords who are so often depicted as rapacious

oppressors of Irish farmers, squeezing every possible penny’s

worth of rent from their tenants, in fact ’unambitiously pre-

ferred steady incomes, undiminished by arrears, to incomes
21

inflated by rent increases’. Even thouqh tenants were not

paying all they might have been paying, rents still caused

problems, mainly because the rent burden was unevenly dist-

ributed among tenants and tenant’s incomes were sensitive to

changes in total agricultural output, of which rent was a
22

large proportion. The renting system which was ’riddled

with inconsistencies’, caused friction because tenants were

sensitive to any apparent threat to their new-found prosper-
23

ity. ’Prosperity and fear of dispossession are alw~ys bed-
24

fellows.’     This new type of insecurity illustrates that the

Ireland of 1850-71 had changed a great deal since 1845, when

subsistence had been the principal worry.

Evictions also became a much smaller problem after the
25

185Os,     But the large-scale evictions of the famine Deriod

strained landlord and tenant relations throughout the period

1849-80 because ’the savagery and ruthlessness which caused

26these clearances remained a living memory in Ireland’.

The threat of ejectment was an important techniaue in estate

management. ’An eviction process was a landlord’s first step

in recovering overdue rent; i± was designed for this purpose

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

Vaughan, op. cit., p. 48

Ibid., p. ii

Ibid., p. 61

Ibid., p. 61

Ibid., p. 62

Solow, op. cit., pp 155, 170

Vaughan, op. cit., pp 155-6



27
and not for the purpose of clearing away tenants.’     Threats

of evictions were used to solve such estate proble.~.s as rent

arrears, the removal of insolvent tenants, the epforcement

of rent increases, the consolidation of holdings, disputes
28

between tenants and bad farming by tenants.     When the num-

ber of ejectments increased during the post-famine decades,

the increase coincided with falls in the value of agricultural
29

produce and the consequent rise in the amount of rent arrears.

Since an eviction notice was more of a threat and means of

controlling tenants, most tenant farmers in Ireland during

1850-71 could consider themselves secure in their holdings

and their prosperity.

But there were surprisingly few advancements or innov-

ations in Irish agriculture to increase production. The old

ways of farming had become more profitable.

The value of agricultural production increased dramatically
between the early 185Os and the mid-187Os, but the volume
of output did not increase .... Irish farmers increased their
incomes by responding to the market and not by producing
more. 30

The principal handicap to greater productivity appears to

have been poor methods of cultivation. It seemed Irish far-

mers were very tolerant of weeds. It is said that ’they had
31

a lurking respect for these genuine children of the soil’.

A certain complacence in the new prosperity was also a reason

for agricultural stagnation. ’Since they were doing so well,

it is unlikely that farmers felt the need to improve their in-
32

comes by investing ~n fancy f~rming.~     Another reason for

unadventurous agriculture was hesitant investment in the land

by landlords or tenants. Tenants worried about compensation

27.

28.
29.

30.
31
32.

Solow, op. cit., p.172

Vaughan, op. cit., p.172
Ibid., p.156
Ibid., pp 314-5
Ibld., p.316
Ibid., p.318



for improvements that they carried out because until 1870

the tenant riqht custom, which guaranteed payment for a ten-

ants ’interest’ in the land if he left the holding, was reg-

ularly practiced only in Ulster. But since rents were stable

and the danger of eviction remote, tenants’ fears of losing the
33

value of their investments were largely unfounded.     The large

number of small holdinqs which still existed in post-famine

Ireland and the nature of Irish aqriculture discouraged land-
34

lords from making large capital outlays,     but there was
35

piecemeal, erratic investment which had some limited benefit.

It has been said that a consequence of the Land Act of 1870,

designed primarily to protect the tenants’ investments, was

the virtual cuttinq off of landlord investment in Irish aqric-
36

ulture. Landlord investment did not cease in 1870, but it
37

did decrease from an unimpressive level.      So even though

Ireland was a more prosperous country, generally, in 1871,

lack of agricultural innovation and the continued absence of

industry still meant Ireland was a bacl~,,’" ~’.~ society. This

backwardness was most visible in the west of Ireland, where

a great deal of hardship continued to exist.

Ireland’s prosperity after 1850 was attributable to a

more rational distribution of land. But that distribution

was only possible because of dramatic decreases in population

through emigration. Emigration was continuing during 1850-71,

but its intensity and character was not the same as the famine

exodus. The land clearances of improving landowners and those

resulting from sales of land in the Encumbered Estates Court,

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.
lords 1850-75’
History, p.18

Solow, op. cit., p. 36

Vaughan, op. cit., p. 121; Solow, op. cit., o. 84

Vaughan, op. cit., pp 117-8

Solow, oD. cit., p. 86

Cormac O Grada, ’The investment behaviour of Irish land-
, typescript to be published in Agricultural



as well as the physical depredations of the famine, had forced

thousands of whole families to emiqrate. When the pressure on

land eased, so too did emigration. Also, families less often

found it necessary to leave the country as entire units. But

still there was emigration of younger sons and dauqhters of

farmers, who could no longer count on a plot of potato ground

to subsist on. Despite a higher level of prosperity, there

was still a considerable number of Irish who could not be ab-

sorbed by the economy. Before 1845 they would have probably

remained in Ireland in an impoverished state. In the post-

famine period they left the country. Emigration was a safety-

valve to ensure that population pressure on the land would

not build up to the point where it jeopardised agricultural

prosperity. The main premise for Irish prosperity, in the

absence of industrialisation or improved agricultural methods,

was emigration of excess population.

The alternatives for the prospective emigrant were America,

Australia or Britain. Travel to America or Australia req-

uired more financial resources than many Irish people could

hope to accumulate. Many travelled to Britain, simply bec-

ause they did not have the money to go anywhere else. Those

who were not particularly enthusiastic about permanent settle-

ment in Britain could always console themselves with the hope

and the ambition of saving enouqh money to re-emigrate to

America or Australia. Some had friends or family already in

British towns and could count on a roof until settling in.

But the main attraction of Britain for the Irish seems simply

to have been that it was therel Anywhere seemed preferable

to staying where they were~ and the glimmer of hope they per-

ceived east of the Irish Sea contrasted decisively with the

grimness of Ireland.

There were observers who tried to discourage the Irish

from moving to urban Britain. A priest, Stephen Byrne, said

the ’secret of success or failure’ for the Irish emigrant was



to stay with farming because he knew it best, even though he

was not terribly successful at it. He recommended that the

Irish avoid cities, which meant avoiding Britain altogether,

where there was no place for them in agriculture. Abandon-

ing agriculture ’is, in most cases, the certain road to pov-

erty and dependence’.38 And another man, who was very inter-

ested in Irish emigration, warned: ’Place your Irish labourer

or small farmer on the land and away from the great cities and

his success is assured.’39 But hundreds of thousands of Irish-

men preferred the risk of ’poverty and dependence’ in Britain,

where they saw at least some opportunity, to ’poverty and

dependence’ in Ireland. The difference between the more cel-

ebrated and closely studied Irish emigrants who managed, by

their own resources or, less often, by assisted emigration,

to cross the Atlantic and the numerous body who went to

Britain is illustrated in an article by A.M. Sullivan~entit-

led ’An Irish colony in England’.

The class of emigrants, however, who have made Enqland their
abiding place, differ widely from those who, having a few
pounds to spare, fly the land from want of tenant laws to
secure the fruits of their industry - these have been, com-
paratively speaking, comfortable, and are intelligent and in
some degree educated, and emigrate, in some measure, from
choice. The former .... are for the most part, those who at
home, were most wretched, and who emigrate from necessity;
poor people who, when the crowbar had levelled the sheeling,
had no home but the ditch side or the workhouse.

Sullivan expressed fears for emigrants in Britain.

Imagine such a people thrown suddenly amongst an English pop-
ulation .... The Irish peasant, to whom the advantages and the
vices of English civilisation are alike unknown, and the
Englishman, skilled in handicraft and rancid with the immor-
ality which abounds amongst the mining and manufacturing
classes in England. In their eyes, the Irishman’s lack of

38. Stephen Byrne, Irish emigration to the United States ....

Facts and reflections e§Pe_c_ially addressed to Irish people
intending to emigrate from their native land; and to those
livinq in the larqe cities of Great Britain and the United
States ~New York, 1873), p.33 ......

39.    J.H. Tuke,                  ’Emigration from Ireland’ in Contemnorary Rev-
view, xi (Apr, 1882), p.712
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mechanical skill, and his utter ignorance of civilised wicked-
ness are equally heinous, and equally brand him as inferior.
To complete the antagonism, the Irishman’s language is to
them a foreign tongue, his religion is, in their eyes a jibe
and a reproach. Everything tends to place him in the position
of the bondsman and the serf. 40

Thousands of Irishmen found their way to Lancashire during

1846-71. What kind of place was Lancashire? And how did

the Lancashire Irish fare?

40. The Nation, 16 Feb 1856



Chapter    2

Lancashire, 1846-71

Even though the Irish settled in all Lancashire’s urban

centres during the nineteenth century, this study considers

their lives in seven sample towns throughout the county. An

Irish immigrant’s first experience of Lancashire was the port

of Liverpool, the largest urban area in the northwest of

England. During 1841-51 the population of the borough of

Liverpool grew by almost 25%, and stood at 375,955 persons at

the end of the decade. This steady increase continued during

the next twenty years, and there were 443,938 persons in the

borough in 1861 and 493,405 in 1871. Liverpool was the prin-

cipal import and export centre for the northern cotton-texile

industry, and, unlike southeast Lancashire, the most influent-

ial people of local society were merchants, rather than manu-

facturers - the Liverpool ’gentlemen’ instead of the Manchester

’men’. A good reason for the small influence of industrialists

was that even though Liverpool was a rapidly growing town dur-

ing the nineteenth century, this growth was not a response to,

nor did it bring with it, a growth of cotton-textile or heavier

industries in the town. Most of the industries there were ’dir-

ectly dependent on the port or - as in the very important case

of the building industry - on the actual physical growth of the
1

town itself’.     ’Service industry (trade, commerce, transport,

etc) was the dominant element in the occupational structure’.

Large numbers of unskilled labourers were needed to unload and

load ships, move the freight from dockside to warehouse, and
2

then to its ultimate destination.    There were other industries

related to shipping and commerce, such as the construction of

steam engines, the manufacture of chemicals for distilling,

i.    B.D. White, A history of the corporation of Liverpool,
1835-1914 (Liverpool, 19-5-i) , p.3
2.     R. Lawton,                   ’The population of Liverpool in the mid-nine-
teenth century’ in Trans Hist Soc Lancs-Ches, cvii (1956),
pp 94-5
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the making of cables, sugar refining, and ship repairs.

But no single one of these industries, or all of them con-

sidered together, dominated the Liverpool occupational scene

in the same way that cotton did in Preston or alkali did in Widnes.

Liverpool was a commercial and service centre based on its

docks, warehouses and abundant unskilled labour. And this con-

centration of untrained, casual labour was a primary source of

Liverpool’s formidable social maladies.

Lancashire was, of course, best known for its extensive

cotton industry. And the hub of that industry was Manchester.

There were 242,983 people in the town in 1841, but this fig-

ure increased to 303,382 in 1851. The population within the

municipal limits continued to expand to 338,722 in 1861 and

351,189 in 1871. Besides its numerous factories, Manchester,

even during the 183Os, became famous for its extensive ware-

houses, which represented to some ’the essentials of Manchester’
4

trade, the very reason for her existence’.    The attendant

engineering and transport industries, which served the mills

and warehouses, not only for Manchester, but for the whole of

southeast Lancashire, were also important to Manchester’s

trade. Its central position in northern industry also made

Manchester an important financial and banking city. Large

numbers of unskilled labourers were needed to tend the textile

machinery, to handle raw cotton and finished cloth in the ware-

houses, to drive wagons and pull barrows, and to work in the

construction trades.

The contiguous urban municipality of Salford lies on the

west bank of a bend in the river Irwell, which forms its bound-

ary with Manchester. The borough grew from 53,200 persons in

1841 to 63,850 in 1851. By 1861 the population was 102,449,

and in 1871 it was 124,801. Even though there was a cotton

industry, with accompanying engineering and transport trades,

3.    W. Farrer and J. Brownhill (ed.), The Victoria history
of the country of Lancaster (London, 190~, li, 305

4.    Cited in Asa Briggs, Victorian cities (London, 1963),
p. 103
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in Salford, the town served mainly as a residential dormitory

for workers in Manchester’s factories, warehouses and work-

shops. Despite the division of municipal authority along the

Irwell, Manchester-Salford must be considered a singly urban-

industrial complex.

At the foot of the Pennines, to the northeast of Manchester-

Salford, is the town of Oldham. Oldham shared in the general

increase of population in the industrial north during 1841-71.

During 1841-51 the population increased from 42,595 to 52,820.

By 1861 this figure went up to 72,333, and in 1871 it was

82,629. Before 1850 Oldham was well known for the manufacture

of hats and a well-established woollen trade. But by the 184Os

these industries were falling behind the growth of the cotton

mills. The expansion of industrialisation in southeast

Lancashire encouraged the exploitation of coal deposits in

the immediate neighbourhood of Oldham, and the number of per-
5

sons in the town employed in and around the pits rose.

Preston is about thirty miles north of both Liverpool and

Manchester, on the river Ribble, and was the northern limit of

significant Irish immigration into urban Lancashire during

1846-71. A town of great antiquity, Preston had almost 51,O00

inhabitants in 1841 and 69,542 in 1851. The increase was mod-

erate through 1861, when there were 82,985 people living in

the borough, and by 1871 there were 85,427. Preston’s indus-

trial life was dominated by the cotton mills and their aux-

iliary trades. But the town also supported several iron and

brass foundries, breweries and engineering works. And there

were port facilities on the Ribble. Though Preston’s industries

were among the least expansive in Lancashire durinq the mid-

nineteenth century, the town still offered opportunity for un-

skilled labour during 1846-71.

5.    H. Bateson, A centenary history of Oldham (Oldham, 1949),

pp 84-9
6.    Farrer and Brownhill, op. cit., vii, 92
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About a dozen miles to the east of Liverpool was the grow-

ing industrial centre at St Helens. The census of 1841

showed 17,849 persons in the district. But the area urbanised

steadily from that point, and the population went up to 25,000,

28,000 and 45,000 in the three succeeding census years. The

industrial character of St Helens was very composite. Durinq

the eighteenth century the availability of coal in the neigh-

bourhood caused the construction of the Sankey Canal to trans-

port it, connecting St Helens with the Mersey at Widnes.

Easy access to coal and canal facilities (later supplemented

by and then wholly replaced by a railway) brought the copper-

smelting, brewing and glass-making industries to the town.

In the 184Os the alkali industry arrived, with its attendant,

and pungent, problems. The growth of the town’s industries,

all requiring a great deal of fuel, led to a great expansion

in coal production in the nearby pits. The period 1846-71

was one of growth and ’almost continuous prosperity’ in St
7

Helens.

Widnes in 1851 was still very much a rural community on

the Mersey’s Runcorn Gap, populated by only 3,200 people.

Industry was virtually non-existant at Widnes. But in 1847

John Hutchinson arrived from St Helens to build the first

alkali factory in the area, and the expansion of the industry

after that date brought many immigrants to man it. The pop-

ulation doubled to 6,900 during 1851-61 and then more than

doubled again in the next decade to 14,359. Widnes seemed

the ideal place to situate a trade such as alkali-making.

There was plenty of land avai’lable for factories, the Mersey,

the Sankey Canal and the railways were convenient, and the

westerly wind would blow chemical fumes over the surrounding

marshes, minimising the possibility of claims for damages to
8

crops and gardens.    By 1873 there were twenty chemical fact-

7.    T.C. Barker and J.R. Harris, A Merseyside town in the ind-
_ustrial revolution: St Helens, 17~b-1900-~London, 1959) ,
p.412 .... "

8.    G.E. Diggle, A history of Widnes (Widnes, 1961), pp 19-20
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ories at Widnes, as well as copper and iron works and a soap-

making factory. Despite a trade slump during 1867-8, the

town’s industry continued to expand, as did its demand for

labour. In the space of two decades a rural, riverside vill-

age was transformed into an important industrial complex.

This brief introduction to the seven towns included in

this study shows the diversity of the growing industries in

Liverpool, Manchester-Salford, Oldham, Preston, St Helens

and Widnes. More unskilled labour was required than the ind-

igenous birth rate could supply and there was plentiful emp-

loyment opportunity for immigrants from small towns and rural

areas of the northwest and from all over the United Kingdom,

including Ireland. But there was another side to this economic

and demographic growth. The feature of urban Lancashire which

struck observers as strongly as did its factories was the state

of the towns where they were located.

If the Irish who arrived every morning on Liverpool’s

docks during the mid-184Os were in a ’wretched’ state, the

quality of life in urban Lancashire was equally bad. Indeed,

the ragged immigrants who, if they had little else in Ireland,

were at least accustomed to fresh air and open space, might

have asked themselves what it was in Lancashire they were

trading their misery in Ireland for. The Liverpool of 1846

was described by its future Medical Officer of Health (MOH)
9

as the ’most unhealthy town in England’.    Mortality, due to

the crowded, insanitary environment of urban Lancashire, was

very high, especially among infants, but in Liverpool ’the

sources of the higher mortality of towns generally .... reach

their maximum degree of intensityv.lO All of Lancashire’s

urban districts were not Liverpools, but none could be called

9.    First report on the state of large towns and populous,

districts, p.13, H.C., 1844 (572), xvii, 517

I0. Ibid., p.14 Z518/



ideal for human habitation. Particularly in the copious

reports of parliamentary commissions investigating the state

of Britain’s large towns (1844-5), it is apparent that a

Lancashire town was judged not by the degree of healthfulness

or cleanliness prevailing, but by the greater or lesser degree

of filth in which the working class lived.

A principal concern of all health observers was drainage.

In towns such as Liverpool, Manchester and Preston, perhaps

only certain main thorouqhfares, or the streets of the weal-

thier residents, were properly sewered, while the densely pop-

ulated working-class areas were only partially drained or ig-

nored altogether. But many other problems contributed to the

evils of town life. Few houses in working-class districts

were built with interior, private toilet facilities. ’In one

district of Manchester there were found to be only thirty-three
Ii

necessaries for 7,095 persons, or one to 215 residents’.

It appears that throughout the courts of Liverpool, narrow

passages open only at one end, with houses on both sides, the

proportion of privies was generally about two to eighty per-

sons. Privies were placed in the courts for the use of their

inhabitants, but they were often resorted to by those living

in houses facing the streets. Insufficient sewerage and conn-

ecting drains led to the formation of open cesspools, which

received the discharges of the privies, as well as night-soil,

ashes or trash from the neighbouring houses. A further imp-

ediment to sanitation is illustrated by Liverpool’s health

act of 1842, which contained a clause prohibiting the connect-

ion of water closets of privies to the public drains. The

infreguency of the cleaning of the privies added to their all

but unu$~able state. Sometimes middens were kept as a source

of additional income because they could be sold to farmers as

manure, but this did not make the presence of these heaps any

healthier. When nightmen did come to clean the cesspools they

ii. Second report on the state of large towns,..., p. 39,

H.C., 1845 (602), xviii, 45
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often carelessly damaged the privies. Friedrich Engels and

Dr Lyon Playfair both noticed the lack of privacy of many of

the privies due to the absence of doors. But Playfair was

told that if doors were installed they would be ’broken up

for firewood’.12 Road sweeping and scavenging were usually

restricted toprincipal thoroughfares, when they were attended

to at all, and courts and alleys were excluded because they

were considered private property and not the resDonsibility

of public authorities. The inhabitants of the courts and

alleys were expected to police their own trash and refuse,

but this was seldom done.

A Liverpool builder named Holme had this to say in 1845:

I never hail anything with greater delight than I do a viol-

ent tempest, or a terrific thunderstorm, accompanied by heavy
rains; for these are the only scavenqers that thousands have
had to cleanse away the impurities and the filth in which they

live; or rather exist. 13

So in the narrow streets, alleys and courts of Lancashire’s

working-class areas there were the accumulated results of

neglect and indifference. Stagnant pools, filled with refuse

of every imagin~!e description, filthy, overflowing privies

and heaps of decomposing animal and vegetable remains fouled

the air with an awful stench, which was only a relatively

harmless indication of the real dangers to health and Drooerty

present in such a situation. And the neighbourhoods where

these conditions were most in evidence were the most densely

populated.

Some of Lancashire’s larger towns had comparatively few

alleyways and courts. And in just about all towns, with the

important exception of Liverpool, most working-class families

were able to inhabit separate cottages of from two to four

rooms on two storeys. But all large towns had their poorer

districts, characterised by disgusting courts, dank cellar-

dwellings and overcrowding.

Ibid., p. 12, H.C., 1845 (610), xclii, 314

Ibid., p. 81 (602), 87
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Most of the courts were very narrow and closed at both

ends, a small, covered entrance or archway usually being its

only opening to the street. Very few were open at even one

end, and still fewer at both ends to admit a through draught

of air. The piles of refuse almost floating on stagnant

puddles, producinq obnoxious odours and breeding disease,

went uncleansed even by a breath of fresh air, which only

made the miserable state of the courts and their inhabitants

worse. A greater problem still were the inhabited cellars.

’The cellar habitations in Lancashire are generally dismal

abodes, badly lighted, and worse ventilated. Many of them

were originally designed for weaving shops, and were selected

for this purpose on account of their dampness.’14 The com-

bined figures of the borough surveyors at Liverpool estimated

that over 92,000 persons lived in cellars facing the street,

courts and court cellars, and only 24,000 of these people
15

lived in street cellars.     In other words, the surveyors

believed there were over 68,000 people living in Liverpool’s

courts, perhaps 15-20,OOO of these in cellars. Court cellars

were the worst because the saturated earth in the narrow,

ill-paved courtyards absorbed rainwater and liquid refuse

which seaped out of ill-constructed cessDools, much of which

found its way into the cellars by running in through doorways

and windows or leaking right through the walls. Some cellars

had back apartments used for sleeping, which were completely

unventilated, while the front room, some at a depth of eight

feet, often had only a doorway and sometimes a window to

admit the foul air from the court. Playfair estimated in

1845 that besides Liverpool’s 40,000 cellar-dwellers, there

were 18,OOO people in Manchester’s 4,400 cellars and 2,500 in
16

Preston’s 600.

14. Ibid., p.21 (610), 323
15. Report from the select cttee on buildings regulation and

improvement of borouqhs, p.134, H.C., 1842 (372) 302
16. Secon~ _r’epb’r-~-’b-n-Ehe state of larqe towns, p.~ (610),324



With the remarkable permeation of the external environ-

ment by dirt and moisture it might well be expected that the

interiors of working-class houses were just as bad. Houses

for the lower classes in Liverpool and Manchester were built,

as a rule, back to back - buildings sharing a common back

wall while at the same time sharing side walls. This prac-

tice prohibited a through draught necessary for proper vent-

ilation and was universally condemned. The problem of vent-

ilation was aggravated by the factory operatives who lived

in the towns. Working daily in 65-85°F heat, and much higher

temperatures in foundries, glass-works and chemical plants,

made them very susceptible to chills caused by draughts, and

they were accustomed to keeping windows shut and chimneys

blocked up, which prevented proper ventilation. Sleeping

rooms were especially foul because of the combined effects

of overcrowding and lack of ventilation. When a family occ-

upied a single house or cottage it was not uncommon to sublet

one of the upper rooms, crowding the family into a single

cubicle. Even families living in single rooms sometimes took

in lodgers to supplement their incomes. In Preston, for example,

it was found in the poorer working-class neighbourhoods that

In 84 cases 4 persons slept in the same bed
In 28 " 5 " " " " " "

In 13 " 6 " " " " " "
In 3 " 7 " " " " " "
In 1 case 8 " " " " " " 17

The press of human beings was intensified by a substant-

ial animal population, consisting mainly of pigs and dogs, but

sometimes of cows and donkeys too. They augmented the amount

of filth in the streets and courts and often lodged in their

masters’ houses, further fouling the dwellings. Pigsties were

frequent sights in the dirty courts of Liverpool and Manchester,

and Friedrich Engels reported seeing many stray pigs poking

about the littered Manchester streets.

17. Ibid., p.24    (610) ,    326



Workers~ houses were further polluted by corDses. In

these dismal neighbourhoods death was very common. Funerals

for the numerous deceased were usually held on Sundays to

allow family and friends to attend without beinq absent from

work. If a person died early in the week, he was generally

buried the followinq Sunday. But if death occurred towards

the end of the week, the funeral would be arranged for the

Sunday next. So bodies were kept, usually unwashed (Edwin

Chadwick reported that the Irish were the only ones among whom

it was customary to wash corpses) and in very warm, humid

rooms, for anywhere from six to ten days before burial.

Chadwick gives this description of the situation.

With the upper classes, a corpse excites feelings of awe and
respect; with the lower order, in these districts, it is often
treated with as little ceremony as a carcase in a butcher’s

shop. Nothing can exceed their desire for an imposinq {un-
eral; nothing can exceed their efforts to obtain it; but the
deceased’s remains share none of the reverence which this
anxiety for their becoming burial would seem to indicate.
The inconsistency is entirely, or at least in great part, to
be attributed to a single circumstance - that the body is
never absent from their sight - eating, drinking or sleep-
ing, it is still by their side; mixed up with all the ordinary
functions of daily life, till it becomes as familiar to them
as whem it lived and moved in the family circle. From famil-
iarity, it is a short step to desecration. The body, stretched
out upon two chars, is pulled about by the children, made to
serve as a resting-place for any article that is in the way,
and it is not seldom the hiding place for the beer bottle or
the gin if any visitor arrives inopportunely. 18

The retention of corpses inside workers’ homes and the contin-

ued use of overcrowded cemeteries within heavily populated

areas were both condemned by a select committee of the house

of commons and by Chadwick (1842). Town graveyards of an acre

or two were jammed with thousands of coffins, actually piled

one upon another. Particularly in warm weather, the emanat-

ions from these places rose through the soil and polluted the

18. Edwin Chadwick, Rep_ort on the sanitary condition of the
labouring pepulation .... special inquiry into the practice of

interment in towns, pp 4~-6, H.C., 1843 (509), xii, 447-8



air. People in adjacent houses complained of never spending

a healthy day since moving in near a graveyard. And persons

in nearby cellars found the walls damp with the deadly fluid

from the decaying bodies. This evil was only one more to be

added to the collected siqhts and smells of environmental

degeneration in Lancashire’s towns in 1846.

Water was also a problem in workinq-class areas. Some

houses were supplied, if intermittently, by pipes and taps,

while many other households were compelled to use common taps

in the street, or wells and springs. Water companies often

supplied water only during certain hours on certain days, and

people were forced to collect water in butts or cans which

often became impure in the foul air of the houses and added

to their dampness by any accidental spillaqe. Public wells

and springs were often rendered unhealthy by the incomplete

drainage which allowed stagnant, polluted water to seed down

through the soil beneath the courts and streets. This lack

of water aided the deterioration of personal hygiene among

the working class.

The aeneral habits of the poor with reqard to cleanliness

must not be compared to a high standard .... The present diff-
iculty and the labour, after a hard day’s work, of obtaining
water, has a very great effect on their economy, their habits,
and their health. The obstacles to the maintenance of dom-
estic or personal cleanliness, which rapidly lower both the
moral and physical condition of a whole population. 19

In 1845 Liverpool and Manchester were only supplied with water

intermittently at low pressure, while Preston and Oldham had

a ’natural system’ of supply, which allowed the provision of

water continuously, at hiqh pressure, to houses where DiDes

2O
were laid on.     Towns such as Liverpool and Manchester were

distinguished for their filth, which was in part attributed

to an insufficient and sporadic system of water SUDDIy. Lack

of water at high pressure also prevented cleansing of drains

and sewers, where they existed.

Second report on the state of large towns, p.46 (602), 52

Ibid., p.32 (610), 334



Manchester-Salford was plaqued by very serious water

pollution in the rivers and canals which flowed through and

near them. These pestilential channels of stinkina water

caused disease in nearby houses. The smell of the rivers

was accompanied by the coal smoke from stacks all over the

area (and in all industrial towns) , which Dickens’s Mr

Bounderby described as ’meat and drink .... the healthiest

thing in the world in all respects, and particularly for

the lungs’.

All these physical disabilitien ~ombined to make urban

life in Lancashire unhealthy and £reatly limited the lifespan

of the workers. The average ages of death among the poorer

classes were estimated at twenty years in Manchester and sev-

enteen years in Liverpool. These low averages were due to

very high rates of mortality among children below the aqe of

five years, although this does not mean that older people

were not harmed by the terrible conditions prevailing in urban

Lancashire.

But there was one bright spot amid this gloomy scenery.

Efforts were being made to transform town conditions, part-

icularly in Liverpool and Manchester-Salford. Public health

acts, backed by statutory compulsion, were coming into force

in these towns. But by the time the first waves of Ireland’s

fugitives arrived in 1846 these efforts had done very little

compared with the mighty task confronting Victorian society.

In 1846 urban Lancashire was still squalid and unimproved.

And new crowding in poorer neighbourhoods hampered amelior-

ative efforts, even setting them back. But the legislation

was at least a start.

The physical state of urban Lancashire could not be

transformed overnight, but it certainly did not remain static

during 1846-71. Before looking at the changes and improve-

ments which took place in Liverpool, Manchester-Salford,

Oldham, Preston, St Helens and Widnes, the wider context in

which progress was encouraged should be understood.



One of the principal reasons that Lancashire’s town were

able to grow unplanned and degenerate to the deplorable level

achieved by 1846 was that up until 1835 there were no effect-

ive local authorities to impose any sort of social regulation

on the expanding urban districts. The old, self-appointed-

self-perpetuating municipal corporations which existed in

some towns (an urban area the size of Manchester was not in-

corporated until 1835) were either too powerless or too in-

different to take much interest in what shape the towns were

taking or whether they were fit to live in. Only the corpor-

ation of Liverpool, the largest provincial population centre,
21

showed any ’energy, dignity, integrity and public spirit’.

But the limits of its effectiveness were demonstrated by the

fact that Liverpool was still the ’most unhealthy town in

England’, despite the corporation’s efforts. Where some auth-

ority over an urban district did exist there was usually a

’glaring maladjustment of jurisdictions and areas’ among guar-

dians of the poor, parish vestries, highway boards and corpor-
22

ations’. On the recommendation of a royal commission, a

municipal corporations act came into effect in 1835, which

all but did away with the old, oligarchical corporations.

In their stead, the whole body of adult male ratepayers of

three years’ standing, without distinction of politics, rel-
igion, or wealth, were in the last week of December 1835,
freely electing responsible town councils, in whose hands,
practically unrestrained, was placed the general government
of the boroughs, the organisation of their police forces and

street lighting, the management of their markets and harbours,
the control of their corporate property, the authority to
enact by-laws, and the power £o levy a rate, unlimited in
amount, on all the property occupiers. 23

This consolidating act provided the essential basis for eff-

ective local government in later decades.

21. Sidney and Beatrice Webb, Enqlish local govt: Statutory
authorities i!or special purposes L~~n, i922~, D.378
22. Sidney and Beatrice Webb, Enqlish local govt from the

Revolution to the Municipal COr2oratyo~~_~-7~-6~, 19-~,
ii,722

23.    Ibid,, pp 748-9



Before 1846 specially empowered local authorities were

instituted under local acts of parliament. During the cen-

tury before 1835 a town could apply to parliament for per-

mission to form a local improvement commission, to look after

the paving and cleaning of streets, lighting and other reg-

ulations. Some of these commissions, such as Manchester’s,

were vigorous, but, altogether, their impact on urban life

was slight because their vistas were severely limited and

they rarely displayed real concern for guarding the public

health. Their main concern seemed to be keeping principal

thoroughfares passable, and they were often known as ’street

commissioners’ rather than as general town improvement bodies.

Sewerage and draining were looked after by ’Commissioners of

Sewers’, who were brought into existence by an act of 1532.

But urbanisation and industrialism all but negated their

efforts by the 1830s and 184Os, and the new borough councils

were applying for local acts to require builders to provide

paving and draining on their sites, while the municipalities

undertook extensive sewering projects in the streets.

The improvement commissioners never tried to get near

the problem of planning streets. Throughout the eighteenth

and early nineteenth centuries, when towns were spreading

out rapidly, there were no building regulations at all.

Houses appeared randomly, generally disregarding the width

of streets or access to air and light.

24

Every householder encroached on the thoroughfare by over-
hanging windows, swinging signs, doors opening outwards,
cellar flaps habitually open, mounting blocks and flights
of steps. 25

But the new town councils began enforcing local acts requir-

ing minimum standards in the construction of new houses, as

well as for habitation in existing houses. But even these

24. Webb, Statutory authorities, p.274
25. Ibid., p.236



improvements were the total responsibility of local bodies,

who were in no way required to undertake such tasks, and

there was no general standard to guide them when they did.

This situation was remedied, and efforts to improve urban

conditions revolutionised, by the public health act of 1848.

Under this act towns could apply to be put under a local

board of health, which would have natlonally-approved, mini-

mum guidelines for improvements. The local boards also bec-

ame the surveyors of highways, bringing the supervision of

the maintenance of proper paving, cleansing and sewering of

the town’s streets under the jurisdiction of a single office.

Further acts were passed in the 185Os and 6Os to expand the

sphere of authority of local boards and borough councils

for cleaning up and maintaining urban areas.

A person’s life in Lancashire was also intimately inf-

luenced by his occupation. The type of job performed, the

number of hours worked and the conditions in the place of

work were all important. Mid-nineteenth century reformers

were particularly concerned about the numerous women, adol-

escents and children who worked in factories. From 1833 it

was illegal for any child less than nine years of age to work

in a factory, and children between nine and thirteen years

could work no more than eight hours in a day (see chapter 7).

Young persons between thirteen and eighteen years of age and

women could work no more than twelve hours in a day. Factory

inspectors were appointed to enforce these regulations. In

1844 another act was passed which, despite considerable agit-

ation for a ten hours~ limit on factory hours for women and

young people, limited work for the protected categories of

operatives to twelve hours in a day, which had to be worked

between 5.30 am and 8.30 pm. This act also provided regul-

ations for fencing dangerous machinery and spinning shafts,

and it prohibited the cleaninq of machines while they were
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in operation. To ensure enforcement, the factory inspectors’

powers were broadened. Hours of work for women and young

people were reduced to ten in a day in 1847, but many emp-

loyers tried to evade the 1844 and 1847 acts by bringing in

a ’relay system’ to keep their mills in operation longer.

To counter this an act of 1850 specified that protected

operatives could only D~It in their ten hours during 6 am-

6 pm or 7 am- 7 pm, with 1½ hours allowed for meals, and

that work on Saturdays should end at 2 pm. Even thouqh men

over eighteen years remained statutorily unprotected, they

benefitted from the protection of women and children because

it was hardly possible to run a mill with only the adult male

hands in attendance, after the protected operatives went home.

The type of progress achieved during 1844-50 continued

in 1853 when a ’normal day’ was extended to children. The

legal hours of work were reduced from eight to six and a half

in a single day, or ten on three alternate days, and children

could not work before 6 am or after 6 pm. During 1860-70

print, bleach, dye and finishing works were also brought under

the factory acts. And in 1867 the definition of ’factory’

was more broadly interpreted to include virtually all trades,

even the small workshops and cottage industries, where ’ex-

cessive hours, insanitary conditions, overstrain and waste
26

of life and power .... in their acutest form’ existed.

Hours were still long, the work still tedious, and the fac-

tories were often oppressive to work in, but a quarter cen-

tury of factory legislation did improve the Lancashire oper-

ative’s condition, not only by shortening his hours, but by

affording him protection from the worst forms of exploitation.

Legislation on the health and industrial fronts helped

to improve the state of urban Lancashire during 1846-71. The

improvement is not perceptible in mortality rates for the
27

county as a whole until 1881.

26. B.L. Hutchins and A. Harrison, A history of factory leg-

islation (London, 1903), n.165
27. Annual reports of the registrar general of births, deaths

and Marriages in England, [3~!, I ~’5!, I~61, 1971, 18~I (Library,

~rset House, London F21 5, 14, 24, 34, 44)



Table 1

Mortality in Lancashire, 1841-81

1841 - 26 per I,OO0

1851 - 26 per I,OOO

1861 - 26 per i,OOO

1871 - 28 per i,OOO

1881 - 21.5 per i,OOO

But a closer examination of changing conditions in Liverpool,

Manchester-Salford, Oldham, Preston, St Helens and Widnes

will be more revealing.

An Irishmanwho travelled to urban Lancashire in 1846,

and still lived there in 1871, would notice that the environ-

ment was gradually improving, compared with the squalor and

neglect of the 184Os. The change must be attributed to both

a heightened awareness in middle-class circles of the need

for local and national government action in maintaining a

healthy atmosphere in urban areas, and to the much more viq-

orous efforts of local authorities to make large towns more

habitable, which was a positive result of the new awareness.

But there was still a long way to go in 1871 before Lancashire’s

towns would be suitably healthy places to live. The populat-

ions of already overcrowded urban districts continually inc-

reased during 1846-71, and the formidable challenges exist-

ing in the mid-40s did not re~ain at a constant level, but

increased with the number of people and the age of the towns,

making the job facing the revitalised local authorities lar-

ger. But a good deal of progress was made during the quarter-

century 1846-71.

The centre of attention for the urban inquiries of the

1840s was Liverpool, which seemed to offer the best example

of what was wrong with British towns. The Liverpool builder



Holmes pointed out to parliamentary investigators in 1845

the main areas where properly constituted authority was

lacking to begin overcoming the town’s staggering sanitary

problems. The width of public thoroughfares was unregul-

ated and chaotic; there was no minimum standard of const-

ruction; there was no regulation for the width and ventil-

ation of courts and passages; there was inadequate provision

of sewers and drains; the water supply was inadequate and

impure; and there was no single authority to look after these
28

problems and enforce regulations to alleviate them. This

concise review of the basic problems facing any Lancashire

town during the 184Os formed the core of Liverpool’s local

sanitary act of 1846, which also amended the provisions of

the buildings regulation act of 1842 more strictly, setting

out new minimum requirements for habitable cellars. But

the borough council also assumed all the powers of the high-

way board, imposed paving and general sanitary rates, app-

ointed a borough engineer and a medical officer of health

(MOH), and obtained authority to lay pipes and provide water

for the town. Armed with new powers, the health committee,

the branch of the borough council given the responsibility

for supervising sanitary improvements and enforcing the new

regulations, did not look back after 1846. The borough app-

ointed the United X<ingdom’s first MOH, Dr William Duncan, in

1847, and he immediately started a campaign to locate and

close unhealthy cellar-dwellings. 5,000 cellars were closed

for human occupancy and another iO,OOO were registered, some-

times being cleaned by the health committee at the owner’s

expense. Powers over insanitary property, such as court and

cellar dwellings, were considerably increased by an amending

act of 1864. The local waterworks were purchased by the cor-

poration in 1847 and new efforts were made to improve the voi-

29ume, frequency and purity of the town’s water supply.

B.D. White, History of Liverpool, p.38
Ibid., p.43



In 1854 the Health Committee noted the continued dan-

ger of overcrowded graveyards outside local churches and

further burials within the borough were prohibited. During

1847-58 the committee supervised the construction of 146

miles of new sewers, and a provision in the 1846 act per-

mitted the connecting of house drains to sewers, making poss-

ible the substitution of waterclosets for the numerous un-

healthy privies and middens all over the town. And by 1860

the Health Committee adopted a qeneral po]icy of refusinq to

approve plans for new buildings which did not contain water-

closets. The committee also took over the tasks of paving

and cleansing the town’s streets and collecting refuse, al-

though the regular emptying of bins and ashpits did not begin

until 1900.30 The Liverpool authorities were helped in their

efforts by the public health acts of 1848, 1858, 1872 and

1875, which provided for local health boards and gave guide-

lines and authority for constructive sanitary improvement,

and by the consolidation of national agencies in the Local

Government Board, 1871.

But even with all this activity, Liverpool left much

to be desired. In 1848 the courts were still a tremendous

problem.

Probably there is no contrivance by which the health of the
town is so much depreciated as by the structural monstros-
ities called courts. A court, in the proper meaning of the
term, is a yard belonging to a house or houses; the courts
of Liverpool are passages not yards. If such things are to
be allowed at all, they should be subject to the same regul-
ations as streets, with this difference - that as they have
in general only one open end, the area to be allowed for
every inhabitant should be doubled. 31

The construction of courts was not prohibited until 1864,

but by that time Liverpool had 3,073 courts, in which there

were 17,825 houses and an estimated population of over

i00,O00. More than 1,0OO courts remained in 1903, and the

Ibid., pp 53, 55
Lpool Courier, 19 July 1848
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32
last of them were not demolished until the 196Os.     But

despite continuing difficulties, such as the pestiferous

courts, by 1860 there was found among the inhabitants of

those courts ’a very stronq public opinion in favour of

cleanliness’. There were regulations in force to see that

people kept the immediate vicinities of their homes, whether

in courts or on streets, in a tolerable state of cleanli-

ness. Inspectors were appointed to enforce these regulat-

ions, and they found the people very willing to fulfill the

obligations. This ’improvement of Liverpool has been eff-

ected at scarcely any cost to the public beyond the wages of
,33

the inspectors ....

In 1861 the MOH, Dr Duncan, assessed the progress made

in the town since his appointment fourteen years before.

Every house in Liverpool has a supply of water with the ex-
ception of court houses, many of which also have an indep-
endent supply, but with regard to which the rule is that a
single tap in each court supplies all the houses in that
court. You are probably aware that a few years ago the
Town Council brought a new supply from a distance of more
than thirty miles at a cost of about £1,5OO,OOO. This with
three of the most productive wells formerly in use and still
retained, yields about 14 millions gallons daily - about 30
gallons a head for every man, woman and child. It suffices
for watering the street, flushing the sewers, washing the
courts, etc., and supplying a large number of drinking
fountains in the more densely peopled districts of the town.

With regard to drainage .... I believe I am near the
truth in saying that since our sanitary act came into oper-
ation in 1847 about 180 miles of main sewers have been con-
structed and more than 40,000 houses have been drained into
those sewers, in addition to which nearly every court in
Liverpool has been drained - representing at least 12,OOO

houses    more.
The inhabited houses at the late census were 66,000,

and I estimate that the number of houses remaining undrained
does not exceed one-fourth of the whole. The work is still
going on at the rate of about 2,000 houses yearly in excess
of the number of new houses erected. 34

32.    I.e. Taylor,                     ’The court and cellar dwelling: The eight-
teenth-century origin of the Liverpool slum’ in Trans }list
Soc Lanc-Ches, cxxii (1970), r)o 62-9

33. Second report of the commission to inquire into the best
mode of distributing the s(:~.~rage off towns, n.56, I:.C., lfi6]. (2882),

xxxiii, 518 ......
34. Cited in W.M. Frazer, Duncan of Liverpool (London, 1947),

PP 125-6



’the work is still goinq on’As Duncan himself emphasised,

and there was still plenty to be done. In 1868 there were

many inhabited cellars, but the last of the inhabited court

cellars were closed and all others were inspected to make

sure that they complied with specifications set out in reg-

ulations of 1846, 1854 and 1864. Particularly in the poorer

neighbourhoods, waterclosets were replacing privies to a

’very large extent’ and unsatisfactory streets were contin-
35

ually being widened.

An extensive inquiry was conducted into the state of

Liverpool in 1870 by two doctors, E.A. Parkes and J.B.

Sanderson. They found Liverpool ’well orovided with

sewers’.36 In the improved condition of the courts ’the

work of the Corporation is seen at once’. Most courts were

well-paved and drained, and many had stand-pipes for water

supply. Galvanised rubbish bins were provided and were emp-

tied by council scavengers. In some cases, walls and even

whole buildings were pulled down for freer access of light

and air. In every court Parkes and Sanderson visited the
37

middens were gone, replaced by waterclosets.     The water

supply was fairly constant and they found it ’impossible’

that people would not become more cleanly, since plentiful

water was now ’brought to the very threshold, or into every
38

house’. In fact, the reason water supply was not constant

in 1870 was because the corporation found it difficult to

keep up with consumption. During 1847-72 per capita water

consumption increased by nearly 3½ times, while the popul-

ation went up by about a quarter. This demand taxed

Liverpool’s water supply, but it was encouraging since it

implied at least a marginally higher standard of personal

35. First report of the Royal Sanitary Commission, Do 122-4,

H.C., 1868-9 (4218), xxxii, 422-4
36. E.A. Parkes and J.B. Sanderson, On the sanitary condit-
ion of Liveroool in Proceedings of the council, Borough of

Livernool, 1870--L-I (LCL, H352, COU), P.35
37.    Ibid., p.69
38.    Ibid., p.71



hygiene. But there were still problems, most visible in

the town’s thousands of courts.

Besides the fact that 18,636 cellars were still in-

habited in the borough,39 there was the stranqe circum-

stance that the town’s streets ’contain the smallest pro-

portion of houses’.

The space between the backs of houses of parallel streets
is occupied by courts. In these courts, the houses are
packed closely together with an ingenious economy of space
which does credit to the builders, though Liverpool has

little reason to be thankful for it. 40

The houses in the labyrinthine courts were usually of a one-

room ground floor, a one-room second floor and attic variety.

It was common for a family to occupy each of the three rooms

above around, and sometimes these individual rooms were sub-

let. Despite considerable advances in securin~ effective

drainina,

The house drains in many of the courts open into the cellars,
and, as is well known, the traps are often in such bad con-
dition from the improper treatment they receive from the in-

habitants, that practically the house and sewer are in dir-

ect communication. 41

Other refuse was thrown into the cellars as well, contrib-

uting to an already considerable stench.

The people and the rooms they lived in were very dirty.

’How human beings could tolerate such a state of things would

be incredible, if we did not know the deadening influence of

custom.’42 Altogether, these influences made a Liverpool

court house a very odorous place.

The causes of this foetid atmosphere are effluvia due to
filth of the persons and clothes; the exhalations from the
untrapped drains and wet, filthy floors of the cellars; the

excretions of the skin and lunqs, which are not removed by
ventilation; the effluvia from fish and other food; and the
dirt of the walls, floor and furniture, when there is any.

39. MOH, Report to the health cttee of the Borouqh of

Liverp0ol, on the heai~-o-f-~e to~.,n, I]371,--(LqTL~--~T%-2_. 4, HEA) ,

D.55
40. Parkes and Sanderson, op. cir., p.62
41.    Ibid., p.19

42.    Ibid., p.64



And not surprisingly, diseases of the lungs appeared to be

the chief cause of death in Liverpool.

Despite all the efforts of the Liverpool town council,

and particularly the Health Committee and MOH, Liverpool re-

mained nearly as unhealthy a place as it was in the 184Os.

All that was done was not for nothing. But even if the

streets and courts were cleaner than in 1846, they were not

clean enough and were still too overcrowded in 1871. The

continued high incidence of death and disease also showed

the inability of mid-Victorian medicine to handle the pre-

vention and treatment of disease, as well as the painfully

slow amelioration of the ’careless, ignorant, and probably

barbarous .... modes of life’ of the Liverpool working class,

which continued to deprive hundreds of young children of

their chance at longevity, and contrasted poorly with the
43

cleaner state of the external environs.

Liverpool during 1846-71 has been discussed at some

length because that town had the greatest obstacles to over-

come, and it offers the best example of the kind of eff-

orts Lancashire local authorities made to improve the urban

environment. The Liverpool town council was the most vig-

orous in trying to reverse the deterioration of urban

Lancashire (indeed, it could not afford not to be), but great

efforts were being made and significant progress achieved in

other Lancashire towns too.

A London journalist, A.B. Reach, left this account of

his first sight of industrial southeast Lancashire in 1849.

The traveller by railway is made aware of his approach to
the great northern seats of industry by the dull, leaden-
coloured sky, tainted by thousands of ever-smoking chimneys,
which broods over the distance .... Canals, with freights of
barges, intersect the country; and the rivers, if they be not
locked and dammed back, and embellished with towing paths
upon the banks, run turbid and thick - charged with the foul-
ness of the hundred mills they have aided in their course ....

43. Parkes and Sanderson, op. cit., p.59



Presently the tall chimneys begin to figure conspicuously
in the landscape; the country loses its fresh rurality of
appearance; grass looks brown and dry, and foliage stunted
and smutty. The roads and even the footpaths across the
fields are black with coal dust. Factories and mills raise
their dingy masses everywhere around. Ponderous wagons,
heavily laden with bales or casks, go clashing along ....
Between these vast establishments, a network of mean but reg-
ular streets, unpicturesque and unadorned .... and here and
there, scattered amongst all this, qreat irregular, muddy
spaces of waste ground, studded with black pools and swarming
with dirty children.

Arriving in Manchester Reach noted that

There is a smokey brown sky overhead - smokey brown streets
all around - long piles of warehouses, many of them with
pillared and stately fronts - great grimy mills, the levia-
thans of ugly architecture, with their smoke-pouring shafts.

But, as in Liverpool, he perceived ’an evident disposition
45

to improvement’.

The working-class quarters surrounded the commercial

centre of Manchester-Salford ’like a girdle, averaging a

mile and a half in breadth .... beyond this girdle lives

the upper and middle bourgeoisie .... in regularly laid out
46

streets’. It was the crowded districts inside this belt

which created sanitary problems for the Manchester town

authorities.

Even in 1861, too many of Manchester’s back-to-back

houses and courts were still in poor condition. Provision

of privies was inadequate and the newer houses, though not

built back-to-back, were still in a dangerous state because

the privies and ashpits were too close to the houses and

the back passages between rows of houses became quite filthy.

Life along the various waterways was made difficult by the

44

47

44. A.B. Reach, Manchester and the textile districts in
1849, ed. C. Asoin [[{elms--~ore Local History Society, 1972),
pp 1-2

45. Ibid., p. lO
46. F. Engels, The condition of the working class in England,
ed. W.O. Henderson and W.H. Chaloner ~-O-x~ord, 1958), D.79

47. Second report on sewerage, pp 50-5, 512-7



stench they generated, but Drs Southwood Smith and P.H.

Holland concluded that ’the smell from the rivers at its

worst is incomparably less sickening and oppressive than
48

that in close courts .. ’ But progress was visible

Within the last twenty years highly important and very ext-
ensive improvements have been made in the town of Manchester,
particularly in the poorer districts. The proportion of lar-
ger and better constructed houses has increased; the number
of cellar-dwellings has decreased and is progressively dec-
reasing; an additional supply of good water has been obtained;
many miles of streets have been pavedand flagged, the sur-
face of which used to be filthy mud; sewers have been ext-
ended through almost every street, and they are stated to be
well constructed and in good order .... 49

But in 1868 there was still a long way to go. The new

MOH, John Leigh, reminded the city council that ’Manchester

has long had an unenviable reputation as one of the most un-

healthy towns in the kingdom .... ’ Just as in Liverpool,

’diseases of the respiratory organs contribute largely to

the mortality of Manchester .... ’

The normal condition of the working man of middle age in

Manchester is bronchitic, and all observations tend to est-
ablish the fact that an impure atmosphere increases enor-
mously the tendency to consumption. Ozone is never found
in the air of Manchester, whilest the solid particles con-
stantly floating in the atmosphere from our factory chim-
neys and other sources, keep up a constant irritation in the
air tubes, producing ultimately chronic bronchitis and emph-
asema of the lungs ....

Besides the omnipresent dangers of faulty ashpits, bad

drainage and sewering, poor ventilation, Leigh found, just

as Parkes and Sanderson did in Liverpool, that the health

of the inhabitants of Manchester was injured by overcrowded

houses, where there was little regard for personal cleanli-

ness. Not enough working-class attention or resources were

directed towards ’proper uses - the procuring of good food

48. Ibid., p.45 /507/
49. Ibid., p.47 750~/



and comfortable clothing, the means of cleanliness, both of
50

I
house and person ....

Manchester was a much better place in 1871 than it was

in 1846. There were still physical problems such as bad

sewering, courts and back-to-back houses to confront, but

the Health Committee had got off to a good start during the

preceeding twenty-five years. As in Liverpool, the task of

raising the personal living standards of the working classes

was still formidable, but one thing a Mancunian never lacked

was optimism.

Across the murky Irwell was the municipal borough of

Salford. In 1849 A.B. Reach found that

Outlying portions of the borough of Salford are also very
miserable, full of streets unpaved, undrained, strewn with
offal and refuse, and pierced with airless culs-de-sac,
rendered still more noisome by the quantities of ill-col-
oured clothes hung to dry from window to window. 51

Specific mention of just what the local authorities were

doing to clean up Salford is scarce, since its neighbour to

the east absorbed most of the attention of both contempor-

aries and subsequent historians. But we know the town was

brought under the various national public health and amending

acts during 1848-71 and that a nuisance committee of the bor-

ough council was operating in the 184Os, which by 1871 became

the general health committee. As Reach pointed out, Salford

was liable to lesser degrees of all the problems facing the

larger urban districts, andeven if the response of the coun-

cil was not as dynamic as their Liverpool or Manchester

counterparts’, energy was exerted in the direction of imp-

rove men t.

50. John Leigh, Re~rt_ of the Officer of Health in Proceed-

ings of the council, City of Manchester, 1867-8 (M/RCL, 352.O42.M22)
pp 179-80
51. Reach, Manchester and the textile districts in 1849, p.3



Finance and effort, as in Liverpool and Manchester,

went mainly into paving, draining, sewering and cleansing

the streets and courts. But still in 1859

the privy nuisance is, in some respects, even worse in Salford
than in Manchester. Houses are placed back to back and cellar
dwellings are common in Salford. Houses are not often let
in single room tenements and are rarely overcrowded, usually
containing only the members of a single family. The sanitary
arrangements in some of the more recently built houses, are
quite satisfactory; those in some of the older streets, much
the reverse. There are no waterclosets to the dwellings of
the poorer classes, the soil from the privies being removed
by the municipal authorities. 52

The council only assumed authority to regulate the laying out

of streets and houses in the early 186Os, with the result

that in 1865 buildings in the older, poorer districts were

still

huddled together without regard to convenience or health.
In these districts the streets are narrow and numerous pass-
ages, alleys and courts of cul-de-sacs, have been contrived,
certainly to economise in space, but as certain to shut out
light and air. The houses in many places are very old and
dilapidated and altogether unfit for occupation. There are
also many hundreds of back to back houses, with only a living
room and bedroom each, with no yards and no conveniences,
where ventilation is almost impossible and where decency,
morals and health are in constant peril. 53

From Oldham the ubiquitous Reach reported in 1849 that

The visitor to Oldham will find it essentially a mean-looking,
straggling town, built upon both sides and crowning the ridge
of one of the outlying spurs which branch from the neighbour-

ing ’backbone of England’. The whole place has a shabby,
underdone look. The general appearance of the operatives’
houses is filthy and smouldering. Airless little back streets
and close, nasty courts are common; pieces of dismal waste
ground - all covered with wreaths of mud and piles of black-
ened brick and rubbish - separate the mills, which are often

52. Cited in A.V. Parsons, A history of education in Salford,
1780-1870 (unpublished thesis, T~5~/7--SCL-]-,-I~]7U.--gqT;/5 Pl), n.
53. Ibid., p.13

64



of small dimensions and confined and crowded appearance.
The shops cannot be complimented, the few hotels are no
better than taverns, and altogether the place, to borrow
a musical simile, seems far under concert pitch ....
Another feature of the place was the quantity of dogs of
all kinds which abounded - dog-races and dog-fights being
both common among the lowest order of the inhabitants. 54

Despite its depressed appearance, Oldham had the advantage

of a ’tolerably’ good supply of water, piped in from the

surrounding hills.55 The responsibility for ’making exert-

ions to improve the sanitary state of the worst districts
56

of the town’ fell to the Oldham poor law authorities,

who were constituted by the Registrar General only in 1849.

Before that the whole place was run by a lackadaisical body

of ’police commissioners’, who presided over the degenerat-

ion of the town into the state that Reach observed.

Few towns of similar extent are so urgently in want of local

improvements, and a better system of municipal government
than Oldham .... There are .... numerous .... streets in
the town in a very discreditable condition; and in addition

to this there is an utter want of really effective sanitary
regulation. 57

The guardians of the poor and the new borough council,

incorporated in 1849 as well, undertook the task of upgrad-

ing the ~underdone’ appearance of the town’s streets. A

health committee was not formed until 1873. Their efforts

seemed to only just keep pace with the steadily growing pop-

ulation. But besides the usual paving, sewering and clean-

sing of streets and courts, Oldham managed to almost com-

pletely eliminate cesspools, and to replace them with privies

or waterclosets. But the water supply, which was the only

sanitary strong point the town had during the 184Os, was sev-

54.

55.
56.
57.

Reach, op. cir., p.79
Ibid., p.80
Ibid., p.87

M/R Courier, 18 Feb 1846



erely overtaxed by population growth, and in 1869 it was

’anything but what it should be .... only barely adequate
58

to the requirements of the place’.

Oldham in 1851 was a healthier place than Liverpool,

Manchester, Preston or St Helens, despite being a bit ’under-

done’ and ’far below concert pitch’, and it showed a steady

improvement in each decade.

It was calculated in 1849 that the topography of

Preston made it ’admirably’ suited for good drainage. ’It

is probable that no manufacturing town of equal size can
59

boast so good a position or so many natural advantages.’

But

notwithstanding the natural advantages of Preston, the
condition of the dwellings of the lower classes have been
but little attended to and in consequence of the inefficient
sewerage, the scanty supply of water, (or rather the scanty
application of a very copious supply) the unremoved collect-
ions of putrid animal and vegetable matter, and the general
absence of the means of ordinary cleanliness, disease is
engendered or aggravated, and the mortality materially inc-
reased. 60

The paving was ’seldom good’ on the streets, and in the

courts it was ’very bad and full of holes, or wanting alto-

gether .... ’ Only one quarter of the public streets had

covered drains and scavenging was done poorly, when it was

done at all. The privies were in bad repair and ’invariably’

connected to a large, open cesspool, which also served as

an ashpit for any other household refuse. There was a custom

of laying uncovered drains from houses and courts across

footpaths, emptying into long, stagnant pools in roadside

gutters. Courts and cellar-dwellings, formerly occupied by

handloom weavers, were plentiful. There were also long,

58. Royal Sanitary Commission, 1869, p.217 ~517/
59. G.T. Clark, Report to General Board of Health on sewerage,

drainage, and supply of w~ter, and the sanitary condition of the
18a9) Dp 4-5inhabitants of the borough of Preston (London, ,

60. Ibid., pp 16-7



narrow passages, lined with buildings, called wiends, lead-

ing from the main thoroughfare, Fishergate, down towards the

Ribble. Several wiends remain in Preston and they are best

experienced by the twentieth-century visitor on a wet, autumn

evening. But

In all the modern parts of the town, and not unfrequently in
those of more ancient date, the streets are of fair breadth
and well laid out, the houses substantially built, though the
rooms are often small; and in a considerable portion of the
town, including even some of its meaner parts, there is a
privy to every house. 61

Also, by 1871 the town had three larqe, attractive parks,

Moor Park (1834), Avenham Park (1844) and Miller Park (1864).

In 1850 Preston’s Local Board of Health was established.

Extensive paving and sewering projects were undertaken in
62

1852, and they were completed as a system in 1857. The

local waterworks were taken over by the board in 1853 and soon

Preston had ’one of the best water supply systems in the king-

dom’. Street cleaning was hired out by the borough council

to provide contractors, who proved very unreliable. But the

responsibility for cleansing the streets and emptying middens

and ashpits was not assumed by the corporation until 1881.

In 1858 it was still felt there were too many ’undrained,

ill-ventilated’ working-class dwellings, giving rise to a

high incidence of lung ailments, and ’generally speaking, the

most densely populated parts of the borough are the richest
63

in these complaints.’     But

61.    Ibid., p.16
62. A. Hewitson, History (from AD 705 to 1883), of Preston

(Preston, 1883), pp 58-9
63. Report on the sewerage and pri~gt9 improvements exe-
cuted in the borough of Preston with observations on the mor-
tality of the same in Proceedings of the council, Borough of
Preston, 1858-9 (HLP, Q352), pp 17-8



The careful attention which has been bestowed on the clean-
sing of the town, the destruction of its refuse, the disposal

of its sewerage, the closing of insanitary property, the
flagging of backyards and other similar matters has resulted
in a gradual but continuous lowerinq of the death rate. 64

The industrialisation of St Helens was well advanced by

the mid-184Os and local people began to realise that even

though there was little overcrowding, the workinq-class neigh-

bourboods that were growing most rapidly were also the places

where paving and draining were worst and filth most prevalent.

There was also great difficulty with open cesspools and poorly

placed privies. A local act established an improvement comm-

ission in 1845 to set ’certain minimum standards’ of housing,

drainage, sewering and cleansing, and to bring some semblence
65

of effective local government to St Helens.    This action was

not taken at all too soon because by the early 185Os there was

serious overcrowding in the small, two-storey houses of the town.

There was ’little evidence of abject poverty or acute distress’,

but the housing shortage, along with insufficient water supply,

bad drainage and unsatisfactory sewering, made life in St
66

Helens difficult.

The state of the St Helens environment was prejudiced

by a further complication, which arose from the industrial

character of the town. Besides smoke from glass works, smelters

and chemical factories, there were the huge mounds of alkali

waste around the town. Not only were they an eyesore, but the

calcium sulphide from them was washed into local brooks, where

it reacted with hydrochloric acid, producing rancid hyrdogen

sulphide gas (H2S). The brooks and streams of the Sankey

valley were turned yellow by the drainings from these waste
67

heaps.     It was not until 1864 that an alkali works reg-

ulation act came into effect, requiring that 95% of all the

64. H.W. Clemsha, A history of Preston in Amounderness
(Manchester, 1912) , p.255
65. Barker and Harris, St Helens, pp 300-4
66.    Ibid., pp 415, 397-9
67.    Ibid., p.353



hydrochloric acid produced in the chemical plants had to be

condensed, with inspectors to enforce the regulations. But

this did nothing to alleviate the smoke problem, nor did it

remove a single heap of alkali waste.

In the face of all these difficultiesr the improvement

commissioners (who existed from 1845-68, when the town was

incorporated) showed a determined effort to provide the town

with efficient drainage and sewering, as well as to maintain
68

footpaths and roadways.     And altogether ’the town was not
69

particularly unhealthy by mid-nineteenth century standards’.

But in 1869

The stench from the brook - "an open sepulchre of pestifer-
ous odours" - .... was a perennial cause of complaint, and
the ashpit privies, 6,000 of them within the borough limits
in 1869, had become an abomination. Water closets were
quite a novelty; only 250 houses had them at that date. In

addition to such cloacal smells then common to all towns, St
Helens had its own particular brand caused by the effluvia
from decomposed alkali waste. 70

But the work of the improvement commissioners, and the bor-

ough council, contributed to a much healthier atmosphere in

St Helens, in spite of the depredations of the alkali indus-

try.

During 1850-65, when industrialisation arrived and exp-

anded in Widnes, public administration in the town consisted

of one of the old highway boards, which for all practical

purposes was inert. Regulation of even ’the most meagre

description and public amenities could scarcely be said to
71

exist’.     The rapid urbanis~tion of Widnes, as people mig-

rated to the town during the 185Os,brought all the problems that

other Lancashire towns had faced for generations. Besides

68. St Helens Improvement Commissioners, Paving, sewerage
and highway purposes cttee, 1845-68 (Town Clerk, St Helens

Town Hall, minute books)
69. Barker and Harris, op. cit. , p.404
70. Ibid., p.416
71. D. Lewis, Widnes: A review and a forecast (Widnes, 1911)I
p.13
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the need for paving, draining and sewering of the new streets

which were appearing on previously open country, the alkali

industry, the cause of the growth of the town, brought its

own problems. Just as at St Helens, large heaps of slushy,

H2S-reeking alkali waste began to take over the surround-

ing countryside. The danger to the public safety was inc-

reased by the fact that fires often ignited by spontaneous

combustion, one of which burned for a year in one heap, pro-
72

ducing irritating sulphur dioxide fumes. A new process

cut sulphur waste by one half in 1861, but that still left

Widnes with half a substantial problem, plus the accumulated
73

waste of nearly fifteen years.     There were complaints of

injury to property, crops and livestock from the factory

smoke. And up until 1866 the water supply for the town came

from a well actually located within a chemical factory. It

was found that the water contained excessive solid matter
74

and was very ’hard’ .

A public authority to deal with these compound urban

problems, all brand new to the area, was badly needed.

Under the public health acts of 1848 and 1858 the ratepayers

were entitled to set up a local board of health. This was

done at Widnes in 1865.75 In 1867 a Widnes improvement act

was obtained and the local board took over the supplyinq of

good water, as well as gas, for the town. The board also

undertook the provision of sewers and the cleaning of streets

and ashpits. In 1866 a health committee was created and an
76

MOH was appointed for the town.     But curiously, the health

committee recommended the abolition of the MOH post after

72. D.W.F. Hardie, A history of the chemical industry in
Widnes (Birmingham, 1950) , pp 53-4
73. G.E. Diggle, A history of Widnes (Widnes, 1961), p.30
74. Ibid., p.29

75.    J.R. Hunt,                  ’The Widnes local board of health, 1865-92’
in Trans Hist Soc Lancs-Ches, cixx (1967), p.213
76. Widnes, local board, minutes, 1865-72, 7 Aug 1866

(WMB, p.123)
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77
only six months, which was done by the local board.

Widnes~s problems were to increase during the rest of

the century, as the proliferation of industry and the growth

of population both intensified. Within a few decades of

1871, Widnes, still a small urban centre, usurped a position

in peoples’ minds once held by Liverpool. To many people

Widnes was the ’dirtiest’ town in England. But in 1871

there was still enough open space around the town to make it

bearable.

Lancashire

squalor in 1846.

authorities made

clean the streets

estic consumption;

especially cellar-

houses; to forbid

habitations; to wi

was associated with industrialism and urban

In the succeeding twenty-five years local

great efforts to pave, drain, sewer and

and courts; to provide pure water for dom-

to condemn and close unhealthy properties,

dwellings, court houses and back-to-back

the construction of potentially unhealthy

den streets and courts; and generally to

provide more public amenities. The accomplishments were con-

siderable. Urban Lancashire was certainly a cleaner, heal-

thier place in 1871. But despite all the physical and fin-

ancial support for improvement, all Lancashire’s towns were

still plagued by the characteristic maladies of aging urban

districts - dirt, poor housing, inadequate sanitary facil-

ities and, above all, the ignorance of the working class,

the principal inhabitants of the nineteenth century’s ’inner

cities’.

It was into this scene that thousands of Irish families

immigrated during 1846-71.

77. Widnes, health cttee, minutes 1866-76, 18 Feb 1867

(WMB) ; Widnes, local board, minutes 1865-72 5 Mar 1867
(WMB, pp 161-2)



Chapter    3

The Lancashire Irish

Before turning to more specific aspect of Irish immig-

rant life in Lancashire during the mid-nineteenth century it

is important to examine their general living and occupational

condition, the background against which subjects such as soc-

ial problems and community life must be considered. Some of

the questions this chapter addresses are: where in Ireland

the Lancashire Irish came from; their distribution in

Lancashire and the size of the Irish communities; Irish hous-

ing and household structure; and Irish occupational patterns.

Besides illustrative material from contemporary and modern

secondary sources, I have been able to draw on the census

enumerators’ notebooks from the years 1851, 1861 and 1871.

These original census books tell us a great deal about life

in urban Lancashire generally, and about the immigrant Irish.

The census enumerators’ books which cover the towns of

Liverpool, Manchester-Salford, Oldham, Preston, St Helens

and Widnes contain a column for the birthplaces of the per-

sons detailed. But the enumerators did not use any consistent

method of supplying this information. Sometimes only the

county where a person was born is given, but in other books

there is more specific information. How much is known about

a person’s birthplace depended on how much the respondant

volunteered and how much the enumerator asked for. In the

case of the Irish in Lancashire the enumerators were still

more general in their approach to birthplaces. It was very

rare that an enumerator wrote anything more than Ireland in

the birthplace column of an Irish person’s census particulars.

Occasionally more complete information was recorded, but this

was usually when the Irish person’s birthplace was a large town

or city, such as Dublin, Belfast or Cork. County of birth-

place appears much less frequently. The randomness of the



information-gathering procedures employed by the census enum-

erators, and the scant data they usually furnished about an

Irish personVs birthplace, make the enumerators’ notebooks

nearly useless for finding out anything specific about where

in Ireland an Irishman was born. But still it is possible to

derive some general information about the origins of the Irish

in England from other sources.

The census of Ireland for 1851 tells us that the province

of Munster, the most populous province up to the mid-nineteenth

century, was providing a higher percentage of emigrants than

Leinster and Connaught combined. 39.7% of the emigrants from

Ireland were from Munster, 23.4% from Ulster and 22.9% and

13% from Leinster and Connaught, respectively. During 1860-71

Munster was still exporting the highest percentage of Irish

emigrants, 39.6%. But these proportions are for all emigrants

from Ireland, regardless of destination. Not until 1876 were

statistics about specific destinations, as well as county of

origin, compiled and published. Unfortunately, the published

versions of these statistics only tell us about Irishmen who

were emigrating to England and Wales, and not to particular

places within England and Wales. A specimen of the form used
1

at the ports shows that specific destinations were recorded,

which means that an examination of these forms could tell us

where an Irishman bound, for example, to Manchester came from

in Ireland. But a search for the original forms at the State

Paper Office, Dublin Castle, the Irish Public Record Office

and the Customs House, Dublin, failed to reveal whether or not

they have survived. Another problem with these statistics is

that, at least for 1876 and 1877, they are probably overstate-

ments. A letter from the Registrar General of Ireland, W.M.

Burke, shows that up to ii July 1877 ’the passengers who leave

i.    Port of Belfast. Return of all emigrants and passengers

who left this port on board the ’Voltaic’, bound for LDool, 12 May

1877    (SPO,    CSO RP,    1877/10717)
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Ireland temporarily: were counted with permanent emigrants.

But after 1877 these statistics should give us a reasonably

accurate estimate of the origins of Irish emigrants to England

and Wales.

With the exceptions of three years (1878, 1899 and 1900),

Munster supplied the bulk of the Irish emigrants who went to

England and Wales during the quarter-century 1876-1901.
3

Ulster was usually a distant second.    112,302 emigrants were

thought to have gone to Enqland and Wales during those twenty-

five years and 60,418 of them, 54%, were from Munster.

Through all the fluctuations in the volume of Irish emigrat-

ion to England and Wales during the last quarter of the nine-

teenth century Munster consistently exported the largest num-

ber, which is consistent with the pattern apparent in the cen-

sus returns for 1851-71. So even though there is little dir-

ect evidence about where Lancashire Irishmen came from in

Ireland, it is safe to assume that the southern half of Ireland

was providing the largest numbers of emigrants. But it is so

far impossible to determine where in England or Wales those

Irishmen settled.

Information on the number of Irish persons living in

Lancashire and their distribution among the various urban-

industrial localities is much more accessible. According to

the published census figures there were about 520,000 Irish-

born persons living in England and Wales in 1851. 37% of

those Irish-born persons (191,5OO) were resident in the

county of Lancashire, which made the northwest’s Irish comm-

unity the most numerically significant in England. Besides

the fact that plentiful employment was available in labouring

jobs and the expanding factory complexes, Lancashire was att-

ractive to emigrating Irishmen because it was the most access-

ible part of Great Britain. Most cross-Irish Sea steamship

2.    W.M. Burke to Lord Lieutenant, ii July 1877 (SPO, CSO RP,

1077/10717)
3.    Emigration statistics for Ireland, 1876-1901, H.C., 1877-
1902



services terminated in Lancashire’s great

(see chapter 4). Lancashire maintained its

Irlsh-born population throughout the second

teenth century.

Dort of Liverpool

dominance in

half of the nine-

Table 2

Irish-born population, 1851-1901

1851 1861 1871 1881 1891 1901

Enq & Wales 519,959 601,634 566,540 562,374 458,315 426,565

Lancashire 191,506 217,320 2OO,O61 212,350 164,489 145,301

% resident    37.0 36.1 35.3 37.7 35.8 34.0
in Lancs

Liverpool, Manchester-Salford, Oldham, Preston, St

Helens and Widnes contained over 77% of Lancashire’s Irish-

born population in 1851. In 1861 and 1871 these seven towns

had 75% and 67%, respectively, of the Irish-born persons

living in Lancashire.

Table 3

Irish-born population of sample towns, 1851-71

1851 1861 1871

Lpool 83,813 83,949 76,761

M/R 46 ,OOO 52 ,OOO 34 ,OOO

Sal ford 7,178 9,191 9,238

Oldham 2,74 3 5,817 3,5 37

Preston 5,122 6,9 74 4,6 36

St H 2,596 4,234 4,452

Widnes 250 916 2,298



Table 4

Percentage of population of sample towns Irish-born, 1851-71

1851 1861 1871

Lpool 22.3 18.9 15.5

M/R 15.2 15.4 9.7

Salford ii. 2 8.9 7.4

Oldham 5.1 8. O 4.3

Preston 7.4 8.4 5.4

St H 10.3 11.2 9.9

Widnes 7.8 13.2 16 .O

Some of these figures require some explanation before we

examine them more closely.

The published census statistics only provide the Irish-

born populations of the municipal boroughs of Liverpool and

Preston. But in 1851 and 1861 the Irish-born populations of

the registration districts (coextensive with the Door law

unions) of Manchester, Salford and Oldham are aiven. The

registration districts extended beyond the municipal bound-

aries of Oldham and Salford, but it is probably safe to ass-

ume that relatively few Irish immigrants were residing beyond

the municipal limits. So the Irish-born populations of the

registration districts in 1851 and 1861 of Oldham and Salford

have been used as the basis for all calculations in this study.

For 1871, when the Irish-born populations of registration dis-

tricts were not published, I counted up the Irish-born persons

within the two boroughs by oaqing through the census enumer-

ators’ books, and the results tend to justify the assumption

that there was very little difference between the Irish-born

populations of the registration districts and the municipal

boroughs in 1851 and 1861. The Irish-born populations of St

Helens and Widnes were compiled in this way for all three cen-

sus years. But the municipal borough of Manchester presents

special problems. The published returns only give the Irish-
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born population of the parliamentary borough of Manchester,

which was larger than the municipal borough. Time forbade a

head count of the Irish-born persons living in the borough of

Manchester, but alternative figures are available. The num-

ber of Irish-born persons livinq in the parliamentary borough

of Manchester is given in the published census returns for

1851, 1861 and 1871. The parliamentary limits contained more

people than the municipal boundaries, but the number of Irish

persons living in the parliamentary limits is probably a

good indication of the number living in the municipal borough,

so rounded versions of these figures are used here.

From tables 3 and 4 we can see that, not surprisingly,

the entry port of Liverpool had the largest Irish-born pop-

ulation, as well as the highest proportion of Irish-born.

The levelling-off of Irish emigration during the period is

illustrated by the fact that the overall number of Irish-born

within the seven towns decreased during 1851-71, except in

Salford and St Helens, where steady but unspectacular rises

took place, and in the developing town of Widnes, where the

increase was much more significant. The proportion of Irish-

born within the towns was generally declining by 1871, except

at Widnes, which continued to attract immigrants. But there

is another way of looking at the size of the Lancashire Irish

community.

For the purposes of the census, the enumerators only

counted those persons born in Ireland as being Irish. English-

born children of Irish parents were listed as English. So, on

this score alone, the published census figures on the sizes of

the Irish communities of Lancashire are underestimates. To

get closer to the truth about the size of the Irish community

the non-Irish-born members have to be added to the number of

Irish-born. But how can we determine the number of non-Irish-

born Irish in Lancashire?



The Irish community of a Lancashire town was not simply

the total of persons born in Ireland living there. Most

children of Irish families who were born in England were cer-

tainly members of the Irish community; not only because of

a blood relationship, but because they would identify them-

selves very closely with other Irish people. There were

other persons who were related to the Irish by marriage or by

friendship, and these too could be counted as Dart of the Irish

community. The Irish in Lancashire shared certain experiences,

attitudes and values, as well as nationality. But those who

were born in England and identified and sympathised with Irish

attitudes and values must be added to the Irish-born population

to get an idea of the actual size of the Irish community. It

is very difficult to state the true size of an Irish commun-

ity with any precision because the definition of ’Irish comm-

unity’ is very subjective and arbitrary. Not every English-

born child of an Irish family, or every Irish-born Irishman,

would regard himself as ’Irish’ and feel a close identification

with Irish people. Likewise, there were undoubtedly some people

who had no apparent blood or marital relationship with the

Irish, yet identified very closely with them. One can only

hope that these contrary and unenumerable persons balanced

each other, but we will never know for certain. Still it is

possible to make an estimate of how many persons actually com-

prised a Lancashire Irish community.

In the relatively small Merseyside town of Widnes I

took a 100% sample of Irish households, as well as enumerat-

ing all Irish persons living in non-Irish householdsr in all

three census years. Details of the sampling method will be

given in a moment. An Irish household was defined as anywhere

an Irish person was listed by the census enumerator as the

household head. The total number of households and the number

of Irish households in the other six towns is not known bec-

ause the amount of time required to enumerate them in three



census years was prohibitive. But by using the complete inf-

ormation available for Widnes a factor can be derived, the

Widnes factor, which can be applied to the Irish communities

of the other six towns. The criteria I have set down for

defining the Widnes factor are conservative and subjective,

but even if the factor understates the matter, it still gives

us a qood idea of how large an Irish community in Lancashire

might be. After all the relevant Widnes data was transferred

to punch cards and computerised, the computer was instructed

to consider all households where it found at least one other

Irish-born person besides the head of the household in the

nuclear family (wife and children), or in the extended fam-

ily (relatives by blood or marriage of the household head).

Households where there was only one Irish-born member were

excluded in order to raise the minimum Irish influence in a

household to at least two persons. The computer was then

told to total up the non-Irish-born members of the nuclear

and extended families in the selected households. This inf-

ormation considered with data on the total number of Irish-

born in Widnes, in Irish households and elsewhere, provides

the Widnes factor by which an Irish-born population can be

multiplied in order to see what size the Irish community act-

ually was. This is the formula which was employed.

Widnes factor (WF) = 1 +
1

RIW + R2W

RIW =
Total Irish

(Non-Irish--born Irish) in Widnes Irish households
(hh)

R2W ( Total Irish ~non-Irish hhs/= Non-Irish-born Irish ~rish hhs/) Widnes

In 1851 forty-eight of the flfty-one Irish households in

Widnes were considered. In 1861 and 1871, 228 of 261 and

573 of 723 Irish households were selected, respectively. The

Widnes factor equation for 1851 is



1 1
WF = 1 + or WF = 1 +

150 i00 1.52 + I.O
99 + --g9

In 1851 at least iOO non-Irish-born Irish were discovered

among an Irish-born population of 250. These non-Irish-born

Irish will be referred to hereafter as the ’extra’ Irish.

The minimum Irish community in Widnes in 1851 was 350, a

factor of 1.4 larger than the 250 Irish-born. This factor,

the Widnes factor, is more simply expressed as

WF = 1 +
Extra Irish

Total Irish-born

For 1861 and 1871 the factors were 1.77 and 1.8, giving mini-

mum Irish communities of 1,621 and 4,136, respectively, 77%

and 80% greater than the population of Irish-born persons.

A similar procedure may, in principle, be applied to

the other Lancashire towns, but there are some difficulties

involved. We do not know what percentage of total households

in a town were Irish households or the total number of extra

Irish in those households. A possible solution to this prob-

lem of missing data would be to use the factors appropriate

for Widnes, where the information is complete, in estimating

the actual minimum Irish communities in the other six towns

and appeal to the principle that the Irish communities in the

other Lancashire towns would be of similar composition to that

of Widnes. Alternatively we can flavour the Widnes-based

factors as much as possible with the local characteristics

of the other six towns, Even though we do not know the total

number of ’extra’ Irish, we can estimate, from sample data,

the average number of ’extra’ Irish per Irish-born member of

an Irish household. Recalling that the full Widnes factor

formula is written as

WF =     1 +
RIW + R2W



we cannot determine the precise values of R1 and R2 for the

other six towns from the available data. But we can estimate

R1 from the samples. R2 remains unknown and unestimable. In

the absence of this further information we will use R2W for

R2 in all of the six other towns. Since R1 (for each indiv-

idual town) dominates R2W, the resulting factor is strongly

influenced by local conditions and represents a better aDnrox-

imation than is achieved by using the unmodified Widnes fac-

tor for all seven towns.

From the Widnes census data for 1851 we know that R2W is
i00
--ggpwhich is approximately equal to I.O. The formula for find-

ing the minimum Irish community of Liverpool in 1851 is

1Lpool factor = 1 +
1,442

+ 1
i,O16

The Irish-born community of Liverpool in 1851, 83,813, can

be multiplied by 1.4 to 117,338. R2W is equal to .39 and

.46 in 1861 and 1871, respectively. Applying the modified

Widnes factor to the Irish-born populations of the other six

towns, the minimum Irish communities of those towns during

1851-71 are:

Table 5

Size of Irish communities, 1851-71

1851 1861
Irish Irish

WF . WF WF
comm- comm-

unity unity

Lpool 1.4
M/R 1.5
Salford 1.45
Oldham 1.45
Preston 1.38
St H 1.48
Widnes 1.4

117,338 1.67 140,194 1.71
69,000 1.72 89,440 1.79
10,408 1.62 14,889 1.73

3,977 1.63 9,481 1.97
7,068 1.54 10,739 1.76
3,842 1.87 7,917 1.76

350 1.77 1,621 1.8

1871
Irish
CO [~ql-

unity

31,261
60,860
15,981

6,967
8,159
7,835
4,136



Mid-Victorian census officials were content to look

upon Irish communities as the number of persons born in

Ireland, and most other people accepte~ this standard. But

the Chief Constable of the Oldham borouCh police force did

not feel constrained by the accepted criterion, indeed, he

was probably totally unaware of them. For a reason not exp-

lained in the Chief Constable’s annual reports or the watch

committee minute books, the police supplied statistics on the
4

Irish population of Oldham during 1859-71.    The statistical

return for 1861 is missing, but the figure for 1862 is avail-

able. It states that the police thought the Irish populat-

ion of Oldham numbered 9,573. The estimate derived from using

the Widnes factor, tempered by local characteristics, for the

actual Irish population of Oldham in 1861 was 9,481. Obviously,

the police recognised there were many more Irish in the town

than only those born in Ireland, and their statement is an

interesting, and encouraging, test of the standard devised

for determining the sizes of Irish communities from census

data. In 1871 the Oldham police enumerated some 8,000 Irish

persons in Oldham. The Widnes factor computation, based on

the census of 1871, shows an Irish community of nearly 7,000.

But in a consideration.where definition is subjective and im-

precise, and since the policemen were making on-the-spot

judgements of who could and could not be considered Irish,

a discrepancy of I,OOO is not at all surprising. The 1871

Oldham figure also indicates that, as originally suspected,

the Widnes factor calculations are conservative and under-

state the size of the Irish community. But still, the popul-

ation figures obtained by using the Widnes factor do give us

a good idea of the minimum size of a Lancashire Irish commun-

ity, and they demonstrate very well that the actual size of

an Irish community was considerably larger than the number of

persons who were born in Ireland.

4. Oldham Borouqh Police, Criminal and miscellaneous statist-
ical returns, 1859-71 (OLIC,--LP-fS7



Another question which arises is that of population

fluidity; that is, how many of the Irish persons enumerated

in a Lancashire town, for example in 1851, were still res-

ident there in 1861? We know that in 1851 only 44% of the

Lancashire Irish-born, very few of whom would have entered

the county by any other route than Liverpool, were living

in that port town. The rest had spread out to other parts

of Lancashire or to west Cumberland, Yorkshire and the north-

east of England.5 We do not know how long after their arr-

ival immigrants usually remained in Liverpool before setting

off for other destinations. But a recent study of populat-

ion movements in Boston, Massachussets, by Stephen Thernstrom

gives an idea of what the situation probably was in Liverpool.

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, when
Boston was drawing into it enormous numbers of newcomers ....
it was simultaneously exporting unusually larqe numbers of
persons .... There was substantial out-migration within every
occpuational group, but it was the middle class .... and
especially upper-middle-class professionals and businessmen,
that provided continuity in the community then. The lower an
individual ranked on the occupational ladder, the smaller
the likelihood that he would still be found in Boston by the
next census taker a decade later; nearly half of the low-man-
ual labourers living in the city in 1880 had left it by 1890;
nearly two-thirds of the labourers of 1910 had departed by
1920. 6

So in a city which seemed to be characterised by demographic
7

stability there was actually ’astonishing fluidity’.

Thernstrom has been able to use a very efficiently-kept set

of city directory files as a cross-reference for his census

book data, a source unavailable for Lancashire. But it is

5.    R. Lawton, ~Irish immigration to Enqland and Wales in the

mid-nineteenth century’ in Irish Geography, iv, no.l (1959),
pp 44-5
6.    Stephen Thernstrom, The other Bostonians: Poverty and

progress in the American metropolis, 1880-1970 (Cambridge, Mass.,
1973), p.39

7. Ibid., p.29



safely assumed that the most fluid of Lancashire’s towns,

demographically, was Liverpool, which is explained by the fact

that it was an important port of arrival and departure.

Other towns, such as Preston and Manchester-Salford, were

probably more stable. Even though I have not attempted to

examine this question in census enumerators’ books or local

directories, there are other indications that the urban pop-

ulation of Lancashire was less migratory than in American

cities. Working-class people in English towns, as we will

see in chapter 9, were very ’clubbable’ and often put their

social arrangements on formal bases in trade clubs and

friendly societies. Such organisations implied a certain

continuity of membership, and the absence of this continuity

hindered the development of workinq-class organisations, such
8

as trade unions, in America.    One group which may stand out

from this picture of relative population stability, if and

when the subject of population fluidity in England is studied

in a systematic manner, is the Irish.

Most Irishmen who arrived in Liverpool intending to

settle in England, as distinct from those coming to Liverpool

to re-embark for America or Australia, left the town soon

after their arrival. But it is also probably true that

Liverpool’s Irish population was less fluid than Boston’s.

The most important question for the future historian-demographer

of migration in the northwest of England will not be whether

or not Liverpool had a high turnover rate, but how permanent

was an Irishman at his second stop. Once again, social ind-

icators go some way towards compensating for more substant-

ive data. We will see in the third part of this study that

Irish people living in Lancashire during 1846-71 rarely formed

themselves into friendly societies or clubs the way that

English working men did. Comparable social organisations

within the Irish community were much more likely to be founded

under the auspices of the catholic church, rather than by a

8. Ibid., pp 231-2



group of Irish working men organising themselves without any

kind of patronage. This fact, besides being illustrative of

the social utility of the catholic church, may be indicative

of a lack of settlement amonq Irish immigrants, which made the

continuity of membership necessary for an independent working-

class organisation impossible.

An assumption which is popular among students of emig-

rants and immigration tends to look at working-class immig-

rants from rural backgrounds as ghetto-prone. It is often

supposed that an immigrant group, such as the Irish, will

huddle into a neighbourhood of miserable tenements and there

stagnate, occupationally and socially, for a generation or two.

Whether or not there were Irish ’ghettoes’ in Lancashire will

be discussed later in this chapter, but at this point it is

useful to note one of the observations which Thernstrom makes

about Boston.

No element of the working-class population was rooted in the
city in the manner suggested by the ghetto hypothesis; large
numbers of every group left Boston altogether within a rel-
atively short period, and many of those who did remain soon
moved from the inner-city neighbourhoods in which they first
concentrated toward outlying areas of the city. 9

A detailed study will be necessary to determine whether or

not this was true of the Lancashire Irish, but it points to

somewhat greater mobility among the Irish in comparison to

English working men. The ’ghetto hypothesis’ of immigrant

groups is certainly called into question.

In constructing a picture of Irish immigrant life in

Lancashire it is important to examine their general living

standards. There is no shortage of contemporary commentary

and description of worklng-class conditions, but, as useful as

these accounts are for supplying general background informat-

9. Ibid., p.41



ion, they are lacking in detail and rarely tell us very much

about how working-class people in English towns really lived.

This illustrative material can be supplemented by census enum-

erator’s books from the years 1851, 1861 and 1871, which give

us much more specific information on mld-nineteenth urban life.

We saw in the last chapter that by the mid 184Os the phy-

sical environment of Lancashire’s towns was abysmal. These

conditions were not confined to the streets and outside walls

of buildings, and they reflected the debased living condit-

ions of most of the working class. During the first four

decades of the nineteenth century there was a sliqht imorove-

ment in average material standards, but this small advance

was achieved at the cost of greater perceived human privation.

So even if people were ’better off’ than their predecessors,

the negligible improvement was suffered as a catastrophic
iO

experience of industrialisation and rapid urbanisation.

Working people felt very little of the rise in average living

standards.

In fifty years of the industrial revolution the working-class
share of the national product had almost certainly fallen rel-

ative to the share of the property-owning and professional
classes. The ’average’ working man remained very close to
subsistence level at a time when he was surrounded by the

evidence of the increase of national wealth, much of it trans-
Parently the product of his own labour, and passing, by equally
transparent means, into the hands of his employers. In psy-
chological terms, this felt very much like a decline in stand-
ards. His own share in the ’benefits of ecnonmic progress’
consisted of more potatoes, a few articles of cotton clothing
for his family, soap and candles, some tea and sugar, and a
great many articles in the Economic History Review. ii

Part of this deterioration of urban life was poor hous-

ing for working people. People living at little better than

a subsistence level could not afford to pay a high rent for

qood housing, but the rapid growth of the urban population of

Lancashire conspired against the construction of decentr inexp-

ensive housing for those with small incomes, who made up the

vast bulk of the urban population.

i0. E.P. Thompson, The making of the English working class
(London, 1963), pp 2TI--7

ii. Ibid., p.318



In these conditions it was not possible to build houses for
poor people and make a profit out of it unless the greatest
possible attention was paid both to cheapness of construct-
ion and to getting the maximum number of rooms on the small-
est possible area. The result was that houses were laid out
in narrow streets, they were low and ill-ventilated with many
structural defects. 12

The problem of the shortaqe of inexpensive and healthy hous-

ing was aqgravated by the fact that the existing inferior

housing was often overcrowded.

The worst overcrowding was due, not so much to a aeneral

shortage of houses, as to the existence of a substantial part
of the population whose poverty was so extreme as to prevent
them from competing even for the inadequate accommodation
which was normal for the working class at that time. 13

The 184Os were a particularly difficult period for many

working-class families and sometimes numbers of working-class

cottages were left unoccupied.

The pressure of the times is beginning to tell powerfully

upon the occupation of the cottages and payment of rents.
Families who occupied two houses, are now trying to save rent
by joining at one. Sons and sons-in-law, fathers and mothers,
are now pressing in with their respective relati~Tes, and the
consequence is that what we have lonq been unaccustomed to in
Preston - empty cottages - is coming round again. One of the
largest collectors of rents in Preston assures us that some
time ago he had not the key to a single empty house, whereas
at present his stock is fast accumulating. 14

Another serious industrial recession during the early 186Os

would have a similar effect on Lancashire.

As we saw in the last chanter, from the mid-184Os

municipal administrations were making efforts to reverse

this situation, but progress was very slow. For example,

there were still 22,000 ’insanitary’ houses in Liverpool in

the mid-186Os. During the mid-nineteenth century the word

’insanitary’ applied to houses built back to back or in

12.

13.
14.

B.D. White, History of Liverpool, p.31

Ibid., p.32

Preston Guardian, 16 Jan 1847



courts, so that there was only a negligible increase in the

number of officially insanitary houses after the mid-184Os,

when public health and local improvement legislation forbade

their construction.15 But rundown, badly constructed houses

which were not built in courts or back to back were certainly

insanitary, even if they did not receive an official desig-

nation. Local municipal administrations were supervising the

demolition of dilapidated, unhealthy houses under improve-

ment acts, and improved transport facilities made it poss-

ible for some wealthier people to remove to suburban areas,
16

which left houses available for poorer families. But in

1871 poor housing for working people was still far too common.

A.B. Reach left a useful description of the working-

class housing he found during his tour of southeast Lancashire

in 1849.

The house of the Manchester operative, wherever it may be -

in the old district or in the new - in Ancoats or Cheetham or
Hulme - is uniformly a two-storev dwelling. Sometimes it is
of fair dimensions, sometimes a line fourteen feet long would
reach from the eaves to the ground. In the old localities
there is, in all probability, a cellar beneath the house,
sunk some four or five feet below the pavement, and occupied
perhaps by a single poor old woman, or by a family, the heads
fo which are given to pretty regular alternation between their
subterranean abode and the neighbourinq wine-vaults. In the
modern and improved quartiers, the cellar retires modestly out
of sight and is put to a more legitimate use as a home for
coals and lumber. 17

The interior layouts of working-class cottages varied some-

what.

The worst class of houses, not being cellars, commonly inhab-
ited by the ’mill hands’, consist each of two rooms, not a
’but-and-a-ben’, but an above and a below, the stair to the
former leading directly up from the latter, and the door of
the ground floor parlour being also the door of the street.

In some cases the higher storey is divided into two small
bedrooms, but in the superior class of houses there are gen-
erally two small, but comfortable rooms on the qround floor,
and two of the corresponding size above. The street door in
these tenements opens into a narrow passage from which the

15. White, op. cit., p.137

16.    Ibid., p. 137

17. A.B. Reach, Manchester and the textile districts in 1849,
pp 3-4



stairs of the bedrooms also ascend. The window of the ground
floor room, opening to the street, is always furnished with a
pair of substantial outside shutters, and the threshold is
elevated from the pavement .... 18

The rent for an entire house varied from 3s. to 5s. per week

during the mid-nineteenth century, but part of a house, or an
19

inferior house, may have cost Is.9d. to 2s.9d. ~er week.

Even detailed accounts such as this do not tell us everything

we would llke to know about working-class life during the mid-

nineteenth century. The census enumerators’ books will held

fill out the picture.

Copious though the published census reports are, they

provide very little information which would help us see how

people lived, because most data is only presented in aggre-

gate form. But much more information can be obtained from the

census enumerators’ original notebooks. Only books um to the

census of 1871 are available for public insmection at present.

So for this study of the Lancashire Irish during 1846-71 the

enumerators’ books for 1851, 1861 and 1871 have been used.

The Public Record Office, London, has transferred the books

to microfilm, and many local libraries have purchased copies

for their respective districts. Microfilm comies of the enum-

erators’ books covering Liverpool, Manchester-Salford, Oldham,

Preston, St Helens and Widnes for 1851, 1861 and 1871 are

available in the local libraries of all these towns. The

census forms the enumerators filled up in the three years

were virtually identical. The name of each person, their

relation to the head of the household, their sex, age, occun-

ation and birthplace were recorded. This basic information

can be analysed in a number of ways.

18. Ibid., p.4
19. Ibid., p.8; J.O. Foster, Class struggle and the indust-
rial revolution (London, 1974), p.96



The samples for this study were taken from all seven

towns in each of the census years. In each town in each

year I took a sample of Irish households, as well as a con-

trasting sample of non-Irish households, forty-two sample

groups in all. The samples focus on individual households,

the nuclear families, as well as extended family, lodgers,

servants and visitors. The household was recognised by the

census commissioners as the ’first, most intimate, and per-
2O

haps most important community’.

The head of the family supports and rules the family that

occupies the house.    ’Family’                                , in the sense which it has acq-
uired in England, may be considered the social unit of which
parishes, towns, counties and the nation are composed. 21

The sampling technique by which the households comprisinq

the forty-two groups were selected requires some elaboration.

Studies involving the use of census enumerators’ books

usually focus on one town in one year because there are cer-

tain problems involved that make wider surveys difficult.

The aggregate data available in the printed returns does not

tell us either the number of households in a town, or how many

of those households were Irish households (households where

the household head was born in Ireland). This information is

oniy obtainable by paging through all the census books for a

particular town and counting the households, which is not a

difficult task when dealing with a small town such as Widnes.

But extensive urban districts such as Liverpool and Manchester-

Salford represent much more formidable undertakings. Since

the time I was able to allocate this project was limited, I

had to rule out enumerating all the households and all the

Irish households in seven towns in three census years. But

I was able to devise an alternative method of obtainin~ my

forty-two samples. In each of the seven towns, the number of

20. Census of Great Britain, 1851:
H.C., 1852-3 (1631), Ixxxv
21. Ibid., p. xxxiv

General report, p. xxxiv,



Irish-born, the number of non-Irish-born and the average num-

ber of persons per inhabited house are easily obtainable

from printed returns. So in each town in each year, with the

exception of Widnes, I estimated the number of Irish households

by arbitrarily dividing the number of Irish-born persons by

the average number of persons per house. I then sampled 5%

of the resulting figure. The non-lrish-born persons were

grouped in the same fashion, and 1% of these synthetic house-

holds were sampled. The one exception to this apparently

cavalier methodology was Widnes, which was a town small enough

to allow consideration of 1OO% of the Irish households in each

of the three census years. To obtain my control qrouD of the

non-Irish population of Widnes I divided the non-Irish popul-

ation by the average number of persons per house in each year

and sampled 5% of the quotient. This method is one certain to

make sociologists and human geographers cringe, but, at this

point, the information necessary for employinq a better tech-

nique is lacking. As soon as time allows, I intend to fill

in the missing data and adjust these samples accordinqly.

But even though the method which has been used lacks statist-

ical sophistication and is very arbitrary, too much importance

should not be attached to its inadequacies, because it is only

a way of deriving samples of sufficient size to give a broad

picture of life in nineteenth-century Lancashire.

The actual sampling itself was a much simpler matter.

All the census enumerators’ books are paginated. A paqe is

one opening, or two pages. I divided the total number of

openings by the number of households required to make up a

particular sample. For example, if there were 1,5OO open-

ings for a particular year in one of the towns and 150 house-

holds were needed for the sample, the first Irish (or non-

Irish) household that appeared at every tenth opening would

be considered. An Trish or non-Irlsh household does not nec-

essarily appear at every tenth opening, but the difference



was made up by going to every eleventh page when the first

run through had been completed. During the sampling, inform-

ation was recorded on the number of households per house, the

number of persons in each household, the number of persons in

the nuclear and extended families, the number of servants

and lodgers in the household, as well as the total number of

persons resident in the house. Birthplaces and occupational

data on individual members of the household were also coll-

ected. All the information was taken down digitally, and

ages and occupations were grouped and coded. All the data

was later transferred to punch cards and fed into a computer.

The analysis of the data was carried out with the assist-

ance of two members of the staff of t:e Statistics Department,

University of Dublin. A very useful computer package was

used in the analysis itself, the Statistical Package for the

Social Sciences (SPSS), developed at the University of Chicago,

which produced reams o~ in%eresting cross-tabulations.~SWhat

do the results of this statistical survey of over 9,000

Lancashire households (4,412 Irish and 4,738 non-Irish) tell

us about mid-nineteenth century Lancashire, particularly the

Irish?

The analysed census data will be presented under the main

headings of general housing conditions, birthplaces and occ-

upations. And, where it is appropriate, illustrative mater-

ial from contemporary sources will be included.

’The possession of an entire house is, it it true,

strongly desired by every Englishman; for it throws a sharp,

well-defined circle round his family and hearth - the shrine
22

of his sorrows, joys and meditations.’ Did this general-

isation apply to the Irish community of Lancashire during the

mid-nineteenth century? Tables 6a and b show that the Irish

were more likely to share houses than the non-Irish.

22. Census of Great Britain, 1851, p. xxxvi



Table 6a
Percentages of Irish hhs in multiBle__oc_cu_panc_x- dwellinqs, 1851-71

i family
per house

1851 1861 1871

2 families
per house

1851 186] 1871

3 families
per house

1851 1861 1871

4 or more

families her house

1851 1861 1871

Lpool 52.2 48.9 63.0 30.8 32.7 21.O 10.4 11.5 9.7 6.6 6.9 6.3

M/R 63.8 75.4 86.7 22.6 17.4 9.7 8.5 4.7 2.9 5.1 2.5 .7

Salford 76.2 82.4 88.8 14.3 10.6 6.7 6.3 4.7 4.5 3.2 2.4 -

Oldham 84.6 95.1 86.1 15.4 3.3 13.9 - 1.6 ....

Preston 81.O 98.9 91.1 14.3 9.5 8.9 4.8 -    -     - 1.6 -

St H 85.7 91.7 92.3 9.5 8.3 7.7 4.8 .....

Widnes 33.3 75.2 5e.8 39.2 21.4 35.7 19.6 3.4 4.8 7.8 - 0.7

Overall 58.7 66.9 6_8.2 26.4 22.7 23.8 9.4 6.8 5.7 5.5 3.6 2.3

Table 6b

Percentages of non-Irish hhs in multiple occupancy dwellings,

1851-71

Lpool

M/R

Salford

Oldham

Preston

St H

Widnes

Overall

1 family
per house

1851 1861 1871

67.5 63.0 68.9

77.9 87.4 91.9

92.0 90.2 92.8

98.9 93.5 94.4

92.5 92.6 93.5

88.9 93.0 93.0

88.O 87.3 88.2

78.9 80.8 85.0

2 families
per house

1851 1861 1871

21.6 23.8 17.7

15.1 10.3- 6.1

4.0 7.5 6.8

I.i 6.5 4.4

5.7 5.2 6.5

Ii.i 7.0 5.6

12.O 12.7 9.8

14.4 13.7 9.9

3 families
per house

1851 1861 1871

7.8 7.6 7.1

4.0 1.7 i.I

4.0 1.7 .5

- - 1.3

1.9 2.2 -

- - i.O

4.6 3.5 2.8

4 or more fam-
ilies per house

1851 1861 1871

3.1 5.5 6.3

3.O .6 .8

.6

- - 1.4

- - 1.0

2.1 2.1 2.3



The overall percentages represent the percentage for all the

households in the seven towns, equally weighted, so that an

extraordinarily high or low figure which appears in a oart-

icular town, resulting from a very small number of households

being considered, will not distort the picture in Lancashire

generally in these breakdowns.

The low overall oercentaqes for Irish families livinq

in their own houses are deceptive because of the peculiar cir-

cumstances of Liverpool and Widnes. Liverpool was a port and

the principal entry point for immiqrants from Ireland, which

makes it likely that new arrivals doubled up with Irish res-

idents of the town while waitinq to find their own housing;

to emigrate to America or Australia; or to move inland. But

a shortage of inexpensive housing was also responsible for the

higher rates of multiple occupancy in Liverpool, which is

evidenced by the relatively high rates of multiple occupancy

among the non-Irish population. Widnes was a town which only

began to industrialise and develop as an urban centre in

1847. Housing did not catch up with the numbers of families

attracted to the town until the late 185Os. The principal

immigrant group which was arriving in Widnes at the time was

the Irish, and it was they who found it most difficult to

find separate houses. The situation improved somewhat by

1861, but both the population of the town, and the Irish pop-

ulation, more than doubled during 1861-71, which strained the

housing supply again. But in the other five towns usually

two-thirds to three-quarters, and sometimes more, of the Irish

families occupied their own houses, which meant that even with

the problems of settlinq into a new environment, the Irish were

not very much worse off than the native British in terms of

multiple occupancy of houses. Lookinq at the mean number of

households per house for Irish and non-Irish illustrates this

point.
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Table 7

Average number of hhs per house (Irish and non-Irish), 1851-71

1851 1861 1871

Irish Non-Irish Irish Non-Irish Irish Non-Iri:

Lpool 1.77 1.47 1.8 1.62 1.65 1.55

M/R 1.57 1.35 1.37 1.16 1.18 i.ii

Salford 1.37 1.12 1.27 1.13 1.16 1.O8

Oldham 1.15 i. O1 1.O7 1.07 1.14 1.07

Preston 1.24 1.O9 1.16 1.O9 1.O9 1.O6

St H 1.19 i.ii ].O8 1.O7 1.O8 1.O9

Widnes 2.02 1.12 1.28 1.12 1.47 1.16

Overall 1.65 1.31 1.5 1.29 1.44 1.24

Eng & Wales i.I 1.2 1.2

There was more multiple occupancy among the Irish than among

the non-Irlsh in Lancashire, but both communities shared

dwellings more often than people in Enqland and Wales qener-

ally.These fiqures do not say that ’only the better off

among the workina class .... could afford to take a whole

house to themselves’.23 Both Irish and non-Irish families

desired a house to themselves, but it was not always poss-

ible for a family to rent its own dwelling. Poverty or

shortage of houses could cause doubling up.

Thus, while a home of one’s own was normal, other arrange-
ments were important for a large proportion (possibly a maj-

ority), particularly in the early days of married life.
Moreover, later in the life-cycle some couples again gave
up living in a household of their own and went and lived

with others, 24

It might be expected that a difficult circumstance which

would lead to doubling up in dwellings was a woman heading

a household on her own, usually a widow.

23. Michael Anderson, Famil
Lancashire (Cambridge, l-gTl] ,Y

24.    Ibid., p.48

structure in nineteenth-century
p.53



Table 8

Average number of hhs per house (male and female), 1851-71

1851                   1861                  1871

Irish    Non-Irish Irish Non-lrish Irish

M F    M F M F M F M F

Non-Irish

M F

Lpool 1.71 2.14

M/R 1.51 1.78

Salford 1.42 1.25

Oldham 1.17 i.O

Preston 1.28 i.I

St H    1.19

Widnes 2.02

Overall 1.62

1.45 1.52 1.78 1.95 1.63 1.55 1.67 1.63     1.54 1.63

1.31 1.59 1.36 1.42 1.16 1.19 1.17 1.22     I.IO 1.16

1.08 1.42 1.23 1.38 1.14 1.07 1.12 1.3

1.01 1.0 1.08 1.0 1.05 1.18 1.16 1.0

1.08 1.17 1.16 1.17 i.ii 1.0 1.06 1.5

- 1.13 i.O 1.O9 i.O 1.O6 1.2 1.O9 i.O

2.0 1.13 i.O 1.29 1.18 1.13 i.O 1.47 1.52

1.83 1.28 1.46 1.5 1.57 1.29 1.31 1.44 1.45

1.O8 1.O6

I.O5 I. 17

1.O6 I.I

i.iO i.O

1.15 1.14

1.23 1.29

But the census data shows that households headed by women, in

both the Irish and non-Irish communities, were only slightly

more likely to live in multiple occupancy dwellings than those

headed by men. The difference between males and females, and

between Irish and non-Irish was widest in 1851, buy by 1871

there was very little difference overall between male and fem-

ale heads of households in their propensity to share housing

with other families.

Before leaving the question of sharing of dwellings among

the Irish, it is interesting to turn briefly to the families

with whom the Irish shared their houses. In Widnes, which had

one of the highest degrees of multiple occupancy, thirty-four

of fifty-one Irish households lived in multiply occupied

dwellings in 1851. But only seven of those households were

sharing with other Irish families. So one-fifth of the Irish

households of Widnes who shared dwellings, 14% of the Irish

households of the town, did so with other Irish families. In
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1861 fifty-two of sixty-five Irish households who lived in

multiply occupied houses, 80%, lived with other Irish families.

The percentage fell off to 64% in 1871. Overall, it appears

that after 1851, when the supply of houses increased, if Irish

families in Widnes shared a house with another family, they

preferred to share it with other Trish people. Thinqs were

probably very much the same in the rest of urban Lancashire.

But what we cannot know about this question is whether or not

the decision of an Irish family to share a dwelling with other

Irish people was primarily motivated by a preference for their

own countrymen, or by the reluctance of the non-Irish commun-

ity to cohabit with Irish immigrants. As we will see in chap-

ter iO, the latter proposition probably was a very significant

factor.

Unfortunately, the census enumerators’ books do not des-

cribe the type or size of houses where people were living dur-

ing 1851-71. Not until 1891 is the number of rooms included

in the enumeration. But by looking at the address of a house

we can know whether it is located in a street or in a court.

Houses in courts were necessarily smaller than street houses,

and they were generally inexpensive, inferior habitations.

The census data tells us the percentage of Irish households

that were living in courts.

Table 9

Percentage of hhs living in courts, 1851-71

1851 1861              1871

Irish Non-Irish Irish Non-Irish Irish Non-Irish

Lpool 19.4 17.6 18.2 12.0 20.8 12.1

M/R 6.2 3.0 3.7 i.O 3.6 i.O

Salford ii. 1 i.O 3.5 2.3 2.2 i. 4

Oldham .... ii. 1 .6

Preston 4.8      3.8          I. 6        i. 5 - 3.2

St H 4.8 - 19.4 3.5 2.6 -

Widnes .... .8 2. O

Overall 12.8 7.6 9.O 4.8 7.7 4.7



The Irish were more likely to be found in courts than the

native population, which indicates that they very often res-

orted to the most inexpensive housing available, particularly

in Liverpool. A four-mile stretch along the Mersey at Liverpool

contained 2,500 courts, which were all constructed before 1846

and were condemned as ’highly conducive to the persistent fos-

terinq of infectious diseases and to the hiqh mortality which

prevailed in Liverpool’. This very bad housing was said to
25

be ’largely occupied by poor Irish’. But as Table 9 shows,

court housing was very common in Liverpool, and many other

people had to resort to it besides the Irish. Only in

Manchester-Salford in 1851 were other significant numbers of

Irish families to be found living in courts. The high per-

centages for St Helens, 1861, and Oldham, 1871, represent

seven of thirty-slx and four of thlrty-six Irish households,

respectively, and too much importance should not be attached

to those percentages. But the overall averages show that

even though the Irish were much more likely to find a home in

a court than the non-lrish, the proportion of Irish in courts

was declining during the mid-nineteenth century, as was the

number of courts, except in Liverpool, where court dwellings

continued to be a large part of the housing supply for the

working class.

Houses in courts were bad enough with one family living

in them, but the situation was aggravated by multiple occup-

ancy, especially in Liverpool.

25. Farrer and Brownhill (ed.) , The Victoria History of the

county of Lancaster, ii, 322
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Table iO

Ave rage number of hhs per court house, 1851-71

1851              1861

Irish Non-Irlsh    Irish Non-Irish Irish

1871

Non-Irish

Lpool i. 53 i. 32 i. 51 i. 52 i. 45 I. 33

M/R I. 18 1.O8 i. 13 i. 2 I. 3 i.O

Salford 1.29 i.O i.O i.O i.O I.O

Oldham .... i. 25 1. O

Preston i.O 1 .O 1 .O i.O - I.O

St H I.O - i.O i.O i.O -

Widnes .... 1.33 i. O

Overall 1.2 i.] 1.13 1.14 1.22 1.O6

As might be expected, even though

court dwellings in Lancashire, the

do it than the non-Irish. But the

court house was smaller than in houses generally.

the problem was not great outside Liverpool, which

with a fairly hiqh degree of multiple occupancy

houses. But this is indicative of a shortage of

housing for workinq people in that town.

There is another feature

that we cannot learn about in

We saw in the

Lancashire was

house occupied

erator, except

whether or not a family lived in a cellar.

contemporary commentary that the Irish had

occupying them because cellars were cheaper

ion in street or court houses. Liverpool had

and the town council had begun clearing them

few families tried to share

Irish were more likely to

number of families in a

Overall,

stands out

in court

alternative

of urban housing in Lancashire

the census enumerators’ books.

last chapter that a qreat problem in urban

the large number of inhabited cellars. In a

by more than one household, the census enum-

in a very few isolated cases, did not indicate

But we know from

a reputation for

than accommodat-

the most cellars,

of people and



closing them in 1842. During the later 184Os the Irish imm-

igrants, unable to squeeze into any other type of housing,

broke into many of these cellars. But cellars were cleared

as quickly as they were reoccupied (some 30,000 people were

removed in 1847-8 alone), and since the ejectments were exe-

cuted without provision for alternative housinq, the strain

on the hard-pressed supply of workina class housing, part-
26

icularly that in courts, was intensified. The principal

group affected by this situation was the Irish community.

Newer towns such as St Helens and Widnes did not have a

cellar problem, but cellars were still common in the Manchester-

Salford area. And there, too, the Irish had a reputation as

the likely occupants. A.B. Reach visited an Irish cellar

dwelling in 1849.

The place was dark, except for the glare of a small fire.

You could not stand without stooping in the room, which might
be about twelve feet by eight. There were at least a dozen
men, women and children on stools, or squatted on the stone
floor, round the fire, and the heat and smells were oppressive.
This not being a lodqing cellar, the police had no control
over the number of its inmates, who slept huddled on the
stones, or on the masses of rags, shavings and straw which
were littered about. There was nothing like a bedstead in the
place. Farther back opened a second cellar, strewn with coals
and splinters, bits of furze, and intermingled with raqs and
straw, lay two girls asleep in two corners. 27

Not all cellars were as bad as this, but very few could have

been des ireable habitations because they were never intended

as homes. Unfortunately, the information available on Irish

cellars is limited to description, and it is not possible to

further illuminate the matter.

The make-up of Irish households in urban Lancashire is

the next important question we must examine. A household

need not consist simply of a household head, his wife and

E. Midwinter, Old Liverpool, p.97

Reach, Manchester and the textile districts in 1849,
pp 55-6
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his children. Extended family, lodgers and servants miaht

also be found living with a nuclear family. Irish house-

holds tended to be larqer than non-Irish households in

Lancashire during 1851-71.

Table ii

Average number of persons per hh, 1851-71

1851                      1861                      1871

Irish Non-lrish    Irish Non-Irish    Irish Non-Irish

Lpool 5.71 5.29 5.16 5.O1 4.91 4.98

M/R 5.65 4.92 5.08 5.04 5.05 4.99

Salford 5.O5 5.55 5.08 4.76 4.81 5.O1

Oldham 8.0 5.33 5.93 4.91 5.19 4.83

Preston 6.71 5.97 6.62 5.18 6.02 4.98

St H 7.71 6.65 5.94 5.58 5.77 5.86

Widnes 5.14 5.0 5.56 5.02 5.54 5.52

Overall 5.75 5.28 5.31 5.02 5.24 5.03

The high figures for the Irish in Oldham and St Helens in

1851 resulted from samples of twenty-six and twenty-one,

respectively, and probably overstate the size of house-

holds in those towns. But the high averages in Preston

were consistent in the three census years. The average

houdehold size for the whole of England and Wales in the

three censuses was 4.8, 4.5 and 4.5 persons. Lancashire

households were much larger than was generally true in

England, particularly Irish households.

Breaking down the data on the size of households by

the sex of the household head produces some interesting

results.
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Table 12

Average number of pe_rrsons per hh, by sex of hh head, 1851-71

1851                1861               1871
Irish ~’~on-lrish Irish     Non-Irish Irish

M F M F M F     M F M F

Lpool 5.82 4.99 5.45 4.67 5.39 3.96 5.05 4.83 5.14 4.09

M/R 5.77 5.21 5.03 4.21 5.32 4.19 5.13 4.57 5.31 4.09

Salford 5.16 4.8 5.63 5.0 5.58 3.57 5.0 3.44 4.89 4.5

Oldham 8.25 5.0 5.36 5.0 6.0 5.69 5.03 3.73 5.71 2.0

Preston 6.75 6.6 5.99 5.89 6.98 5.72 5.22 4.75 6.5

St H 7.71 - 6.48 7.8 5.91 7.0 5.62 5.2 6.0

Widnes 5.21 4.0 4.96 5~5 5.63 3.82 5.19 2.0 5.84

Overall 5.88 4.51 5.37 4.77 5.52 4.23 5.1] 4.48 5.41

Non-Irish
M F

5.1 4.29

5.1 4.36

5.11 4.48

4.97 4.2

4.85 5.29 3.7

3.75 5.89 5.25

5.08 5.67 3.43

4.33 5.17 4.26

In both communities male-headed households were significantly

larger than female-headed households. One implication of

result is that the number of children in the nuclear family

of a widow or a woman living without her husband would be

curtailed. But it also says that female-headed households

contained fewer extended family and other additional house-

hold members, a subject which will be considered shortly.

But before turning to that, it is interesting to see if the

size of a household influenced the choice of housing.

The average number of persons per household can be broken

down by the type of house the family occupied; that is, into

street houses and court houses.
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Table 13

Average number of persons per hh in streets and courts, 1851-71

1851

Irish
S C

Lpool 5.7 5.74

M/R    5.69 4.86

Salford 5.21 3.71

Oldham 8.0 -

Preston 6.78 5.5

St H    7.9 4.0

Widnes 5.14 -

Overall 5.79 5.49

1861               1871

Non-Irish Irish Non-Irish Irish Non-Irish
S C S C S C S C S C

5.33 5.12 5.21 4.91 5.05 4.73 4.96 4.72 5.06 4.41

4.94 4.31 5.07 5.47 5.03 5.8 5.06 4.9 4.98 5.33

5.57 4.0 5.09 4.67 4.76 4.5 4.85 3.0 5.02 4.67

5.33 - 5.93 - 4.91 - 5.34 4.0 4.84 3.0

5.96 6.25 6.61 7.0 5.17 5.5 6.02 - 4.95 5.8

6.67 - 6.0 5.71 5.62 4.5 5.79 5.0 5.86 -

5.O - 5.56 - 5.O2 - 5.55 4.0 5.49 7.0

5.29 5.04 5.34 5.02 5.03 4.8 5.29 4.66 5.06 4.6

Households in court dwellings were usually smaller than those

living in larger street houses, but Irish court households

were inclined to be larger than non-Irish count households,

which points to a greater degree of overcrowding in courts

among the Irish than among the rest of the population. But

what was the composition of an Irish household?

The principal component of a household, of course, is

the nuclear family, the wife and offspring of the head of the

household. The Irish had a reputation, indeed they still

retain it, for large nuclear families. But do the statistics

obtained from the Lancashire census enumerators’ books supp-

ort this well-established assumption?



Table 14

Average number of persons per n u c I ea r_ f a__mmi l___y, 1851-71

1851               1861               1871

Irish Non-Irish Irish Non-lrish Irish Non-Irish

Lpool 4.06 3.97 3.98 3.96 3.87 3.92

M/R 4.14 3.87 4.02 4.02 4.09 3.94

Salford 4.05 4.06 4.11 3.89 3.89 4.17

Oldham 4.85 4.28 4.48 4.15 4.69 4.08

Preston 4.48 4.36 4.52 3.99 4.38 4.24

St H 4.57 4.75 5.22 4.72 4.33 5.15

Widnes 3.82 4.36 4.52 4.07 4.44 4.33

Overall 4.11 4.03 4.16 4.02 4.18 4.06

Those expecting more dramatic results will be disappointed

by these averages. Irish nuclear families were larqer than

non-Irish families, but only slightly. If the rates of in-

fantile mortality among the Irish and non-Irish communities

were known these figures might have to be altered. But we

can be certain that if the average number of nuclear family

members living and dead in Lancashire’s towns was known, both

sets of statistics would have to be adjusted upwards.

Liverpool, with a high mortality rate, had among the smallest

households in Lancashire.

The size of nuclear families headed by women was smaller

than in male-headed nuclear families.



Table 15

Average number of persons per nuclear fami!~___by male and

female hh heads, 1851-71

1851               1861

Irish     Non-Irish     Irish     Non-Irish
M F     M F     M F     M F

Lpool 4.21 3.06 4.28 2.75 4.29 2.39 4.16 2.93

M/R 4.37 3.33 4.08 2.53 4.36 2.76 4.21 3.0

Salford 4.16 3.8 4.14 3.5 4.52 2.86 4.11 2.7

Oldham 5.0 3.0 4.4 3.11 4.65 3.85 4.29 2.82

Preston 4.84 3.3 4.57 3.33 4.93 3.5 4.13 2.58

St H 4.57 - 5.03 3.0 5.17 7.0 4.83 3.6

Widnes 3.85 3.33 4.48 3.0 4.59 2.82 4.21 1.67

Overall 4.28 3.27 4.25 2.81 4.44 2.75 4.21 2.9

1871

Irish     Non-Irish
M     F       M     F

4.18 2.72 4.16 2.66

4.43 2.84 4.14 2.85

4.28 2.6 4.32 3.27

5.16 1.8 4.37 2.83

4.94 3.0 4.66 2.47

4.51 2.75 5.21 4.25

4.54 3.32 4.46 2.57

4.43 2.87 4.29 2.81

The one exceptional circumstance appears at St Helens in 1861,

but in that year there was only one female-headed household

in the sample of the Irish community, which explains the dep-

arture.

Families sharing dwellings with other families were

smaller than those occupying single occupancy housing.

Table 16

Average number of persons per nuclear family_, in single and

Irish
S M

Lpool 4.26 3.83

M/R    4.5 3.49

Salford 4.38 3.0

Oldham 4.82 5.0

Preston 4.68 3.63

St H    4.67 4.0

Widnes 3.65 3.91

Overall 4.39 3.71

multiple hhs, 1851-71
185I             I~%~f             1871

Non-lrish Irish Non-Irish Irish
S M S M S M S M

4,2 3.49 4.26 3.71 4.2 3.55 4.18 3.35

4.05 3.23 4.28 3.24 4.09 3.58 4.22 3.32

4.09 3.75 4.34 3.0 3.94 3.47 4.06 2.6

4.28 4.0 4.53 3.33 4.16 4.13 4.68 4.8

4.36 4.38 4.66 3.43 4.06 3.2 4.32 5.0

4.53 6.5 5.24 5.0 4.72 4.75 4.28 5.0

4.27 5.0 4.78 3.74 4.08 4.0 4.72 4.04

4.17 3.5 4.44 3.6 4.13 3.58 4.39 3.74

Non-Irish
S M

4.19 3.31

4.O1 3.16

4.23 3.31

4.11 3.67

4.32 3.1

5.15 5.2

4.42 3.67

4.19 3.33



Irish nuclear families in single-family houses were larqer

than non-lrish nuclear families in similar accommodation.

But there was much less variation between nuclear family

sizes in multiple-household dwellings.

The next question we can consider in regard to house-

hold composition in urban Lancashire is whether or not the

Irish were more likely to have extended family (aunts, uncles,

grandparents, in-laws, etc) living with them than the non-

Irish. Most households did not have extra-nuclear relations

living with them.

Table 17

Percentage of hhs havinq extended_family, 1851-71

1851                    1861                      1871

Irish Non-Irish    Irish Non-Irish    Irish Non-Irish

Lpool 18.0 21.9 20.2 19.8 17.5 20. O

M/R 19.5 19.8 15.9 15.5 15.8 18.2

Salford 17.5 31.O 20.0 19.5 14.6 18.5

Oldham 19.2 27.7 19.7 14.6 16.7 13.8

Preston 21.4 25.5 23.8 24.4 15.6 16.8

St H 19.O 36.1 8.3 iO.5 15.4 16.9

Widnes 19.6 20.0 iO. 7 23.6 12.9 23.5

Overall 18.7 23.0 17.3 18.2 15.O 18.6

Non-Irish households were consistently more likely to have

extended family living with them than the Irish during 1851-

71. The fastest growing Irish community, at Widnes, had the

lowest incidence of extended family members living in Irish

households after the strain on housing was eased during the

1850s. Michael Anderson acknowledges this situation in his

study of Preston.



It was to be expected that migrants would be significantly
less likely to be living with parents and also to be living
with kin, since fewer of them would have had kin in Preston
.... Many of those who were living with kin, moreover, may
have lived in Preston for most of their lives, having come
in with their parents and siblings many years before. 28.

But what Anderson’s sample does not reveal is that during the

mid-nineteenth century Preston had a higher degree of house-

holds sharing dwellings with extended family than was generally

true in Lancashire. But the practice declined over twenty

years in both communities, more slowly among the non-Irish.

So from these figures it does not appear that the Irish qen-

erally brought extended kin with them when they emigrated to

Lancashire or sent for them once they settled in somewhere.

The non-Irish were more likely to do this. And even though

the Irish were somewhat more likely to share housing than the

non-Irish, they were less likely to share it with kin.

But were the Irish more likely to share a house with more

numerous relatives when they did admit extended family?

28. Anderson, Family structure, p.53



Table 18

Averaqe number of extended family members in hhs having them,

1851-71

1851              1861               1871

Irish Non-Irish    Irish Non-lrish    Irish Non-Irish

Lpool 1.78 1.56 1.72 1.47 1.66 1.53

M/R 1.72 1.53 1.59 1.74 1.84 1.72

Salford 2.0 1.9 2.06 1.71 2.08 1.68

Oldham 1.6 2.0 1.17 1.44 1.5 1.77

Preston 1.89 1.70 1.47 1.55 1.57 1.65

St H 1.5 2.38 i.O 2.5 2.5 2.25

Widnes 1.6 1.4 1.46 1.62 1.47 1.58

Overall 1.76 1.68 1.64 1.61 1.66 1.61

Irish extended families were larger than non-Irish extended

families, but the difference was not very great generally,

which is consistent with the fact that Irish households

were somewhat larger than non-Irish households. Households

headed by a woman had extended family living in them more

often than was true in male households, which implies that

their earning power was needed to help make ends meet.



Table 19

Percentages of hhs havinq extended family (male and female

hh heads), 1851-71

1851 1861 1871

Irish Non-Irish Irish Non-Irish Irish
M F M F M F M F M F

Lpool 16.7 26.9

M/R 19.2 2O.5

Salford 16.3 20.0

Oldham 20.8 -

Preston 15.6 40.0

St H 19.O -

Widnes 18.8 33.3

Overall 17.6 24.1

20.5 27.1

18.8 25.9

3O.7 33.3

25.9 44.4

26.1 22.2

35.5 4O.O

13.O i00

22.0 28.6

Non-Irish
M F

19.2 25.5 18.3 27.6    15.6 24.3 19.3 23.7

13.8 23.8 15.4 16.O 15.9 15.5 17.O 25.3

23.4 9.5 20.4 14.8 iO.i 30.0 15.3 36.4

18.8 23.4 12.5 36.4 16.1 20.0 12.3 20.0

24.4 22.2 22.8 41.7 9.4 20.8 15.2 23.3

8.6 - 7.7 40.0 14.3 25.0 17.9 -

iO.O 27.3 23.1 33.3 12.7 14.5 24.2 14.3

16.1 23.2 17.3 23.5 13.9 20.9 17.5 24.7

And, as we noticed in Table 17, the non-Irish were much more

likely to have extended family than the non-Irish, particularly

non-Irish females.

Single persons, and sometimes families who could not, or

did not want to, maintain households of their own moved in

with relatives or took lodgings. The census data shows that

very few persons lived on their own as a household, amona

either the Irish or the non-Irish. We have seen that while

many people did share dwellings with kin, most did not. More

people took in lodgers, which indicates this practice was an

important way of supplementing incomes in urban Lancashire,

as well as a source of inexpensive housing for single migrants

and young people living away from home. But were the Irish

more likely to take in lodgers than the non-Irish?



Table 20

Percentage of hhs havinq lodqers, 1851-71

1851                      1861

Irish Non-Irish    Irish Non-Irish    Irish

1871

Non-Irish

Lpool 38.4 29.0 28.7 23.0 29.7 22.7

M/R 37.9 28.6 29.9 27.9 26.3 25.5

Salford 20.6 23.0 25.9 17.8 25.8 18.O

Oldham 46.2 14.9 41.O 21.1 ii.i 20.0

Preston 42.9 36.8 46.0 32.6 42.2 23.2

St H 42.9 22.2 27.8 24.6 43.6 14.1

Widnes 29.4 20.0 35.9 30.9 36.9 35.3

Overall 37.3 27.6 31.3 25.1 32.2 23.2

These figures include a small group of persons returned

29in the census books as visitors, who defy definition     bec-

ause the length of their stay or their status in the house-

hold is not known. They have been included among lodgers

because they were additions to the household, but their num-

bers are insignificant and they should not upset these per-

centages. The Irish were much more likely to take in lod-

gers than the non-Irish, particularly in the 1851 samDles.

This is not unusual. In 1851 many Irishmen were homeless

and had to find lodgings before moving on or settling into

a house. Irish immigration levelled off during 1851-71, but

there still was a steady stream of Irish immigrants arriving

temporary accommodation.

Irish family could gain by

welcome. Undoubtedly, the

in Lancashire who needed at least

Also, the extra few pence a poor

lodging their countrymen was very

taking in of lodgers amonq the Irish involved some charitable

sentiment by earlier emigrants who felt they should not leave

their compatriots without shelter. But the non-Irish were

29.    Anderson, Family structure, pp 45-6



by no means reluctant to take in lodgers. Some 25% of non-

Irish households in Lancashire accommodated lodgers during

the mid-nineteenth century, which shows that there were many

people requiring lodgings at one time or another, and many

persons disposed to offer them. The lodging caDital of

Lancashire was not the port of Liverpool, which had thousands

of temporary residents each year, but Preston. Among both

the Irish and non-Irish communities of Preston, lodgers were

present consistently more often in households than was gen-

erally the case in Lancashire, except for the non-Irish in

1871. But the taking of lodgers was generally declining

among both groups in 1871.

The average number of

had them was usually larger

households.

lodgers in Irish households which

than in comparable non-Irish

Table 21

Average number of lodgers per hh having them, 1851-71

1851 1861 1871

Irish Non-Irish Irish Non-Irish Irish Non-Irish

Lpool 3.0 2.46 2.3 2.07 2.24 2.34

M/R 2.92 2.06 2.47 1.82 2.21 1.97

Salford 2.46 i. 69 i. 86 1.65 2.3 i. 68

Oldham 6.08 2.5 2.96 2.12 2.0 2.0

Preston 3.89 2.87 3.79 2.16 3.32 i. 64

St H 5.67 2.75 2.2 1.79 2.29 2.0

Widnes 3.07 i. 6 2.44 i. 59 2.36 i. 89

Overall 3.14 2.3 2.47 1.93 2.33 2.03

Not only were Irish people more inclined to take in lodgers

than the rest of the Lancashire community, they also took in

more lodgers than the non-lrish, which tied in with the fact

that nuclear families were somewhat larger among the Irish,



helps to explain why Irish households were, on average,

larger than non-Irish households. But the averaoe number

of lodgers taken in declined steadily during 1851-71, along

with the proportion of Irish households prepared to accomm-

odate them.

Women heading their own households took in lodgers much

more often than did men.

Table 22

Percentages of hhs having lodgers (male and female hh heads),

1851-71

1851 1861 1871

Irish Non-lrish Irish Non-Irish Irish     Non-Irish

M    F M    F M    F M    F M    F M    F

Lpool 38.0 41.0

M/R    36.6 42.3

Salford 23.3 15.O

Oldham 45.8 50.0

Preston 40.6 50.0

20.1 37.9 28.0 33.9

25.1 43.2 23.2 37.9

17.O 22.2 21.7 40.0

22.3 9.1 12.9 -

31.7 41.7 46.9 30.8

25.0 20.0 45.7 25.0

32.7 - 35.9 48.4

23.3 35.8 31.2 37.5

St H    42.9 -

Widnes 31.3 -

Overall 37.0 38.7

25.9 41.2

26.6 41.4

20.5 41.7

12.9 33.3

30.7 66.7

19.4 40.0

17.4 50.0

24.6 43.4

27.4 35.7

27.O 40.5

26.6 23.8

37.5 53.8

40.0 61.1

28.6 -

36.7 18.2

30.0 38.2

21.i 30.9

23.8 34.7

16.9 24.2

18.5 26.7

17.9 46.7

ii. 9 50.0

34.7 42.9

21.4 33.1

The taking of lodgers was at a very high level in the Irish

community in 1851, regardless of the sex of the household

head, which indicates that many new arrivals in Lancashire

found their earnings inadequate to maintain their families.

Male-headed households having lodgers in the Irish community

declined to roughly 30% in 1861 and 1871, but this was much

higher than non-Irish male households. Non-Irish female

household heads very often took in lodgers, but overall

Irishwomen found themselves in the financial position necess-

itating lodgers more often. Even though a high percentage of



Lancashire households had to take lodgers to supplement

wage earnings, the Irish, and particularly Irishwomen, were

on a generally lower income level.

Some families found it necessary to bring domestic

help into their households. Under this general headinq of

servants come all housekeepers, cooks and domestics. The

practice was by no means restricted to middle-class

Working-class lodging house keepers and people with

families.

large

families would also engage help. The cost of retaining a

household helper was not very great durinq the nineteenth

century, but still it was out of the range of most people.

Where did the Irish stand in relation to the rest of the

community in this regard?

Table 23

Percentaaes of hhs having servants, 1851-71

1851               1861              1871

Irish Non-Irish Irish Non-Irish Irish Non-Irish

Lpool 13.4 18.5 12.6 16.4 8.2 15.2

M/R 5.4 11.2 6.0 13.6 5.4 14.0

Salford ii.i 27.0 3.5 12.1 i.i 12.6

Oldham 3.8 9.6 1.6 8.9 2.8 7.5

Preston 11.9 9.4 - 8.1 - 5.2

St H 23.8 27.8 2.8 8.8 5.1 4.2

Widnes 9.8 4.0 i.I 7.3 3.6 9.8

Overall 10.6 15.1 7.2 13.1 5.1 12.4

Irish households were much less likely to enaage domestic

help than the non-Irish. The incidence of servants declined

in both communities over two decades, but to a greater extent

among the Irish. Domestic help was particularly popular in

St Helens in 1851 among the Irish and the non-Irish, but much

less so in the other two census years. Altogether, very few

Irish families had the means to engage servants.
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But it might be expected that women heading households

on their own would be more likely to bring in domestic help.

The census data indicates that, except for the Irish comm-

unity in 1871, women had the resources to engage household

help less often than men.

Table 24

Percentages of hhs havinq servants (male and female hh heads),

1851-71

1851 1861 1871
Irish Non-Irish Irish     Non-Irish Irish

M     F M     F M     F M     F M     F

Lpool 13.9 iO. 3

M/R 6.5 i. 3

Salford 9.3 15.O

Oldham 4.2 -

Preston 12.5 iO.O

St H    23.8 -

Widnes iO. 4 -

Overall ii.3 6.8

19.3 15.3 12.9 11.2 14.8 24.1 7.6 10.4

ii.O 12.1 7.2 1.2 13.3 14.8 5.5 5.2

28.4 16.7 4.7 - 12.2 ii.i 1.4 -

9.4 ii.I 2.1 - 9.8 - 3.2 -

9.1 ii.i - - 7.3 16.7 - -

29.0 20.0 2.9 - 9.6 - 5.7 -

4.3 - 1.2 - 7.7 - 3.6 3.2

15.3 13.8 7.6 4.9 12.5 16.8 4.9 6.1

Non-Irish

M F

14.8 17.5

14.9 9.5

13.2 9.1

6.9 iO.O

6.4 -

4.5 -

iO. 5 -

12.7 10.8

The Irish were much less likely to have servants than the non-

Irish, but it was very rare that an Irishwoman could afford

domestic help.

Before leaving the subject of additional members of urban

households we can see how many families contained more than

one category of extra member. For example, few households

had both extended family and lodgers living in them.



Table 25

Percentages of hhs havinq extended family and lodqers, 1851-71

1851                      1861                      1871

Irish Non-Irish Irish Non-Irish Irish Non-Irish

Lpool 8.7 6.9 6.1 5. O 6.3 5.5

M/R 8.2 5.1 5.0 3.4 4.3 3.5

Salford 3.2 6. O 8.2 .6 6.7 4.1

Oldham Ii.5 4.3 ii.5 2.4 5.6 2.5

Preston ii. 9 7.5 9.5 7.4 6.7 4.5

St H 9.5 2.8 - - 7.7 1.4

Widnes 5.9 8.O 5.O 9. 1 5.9 3.9

Overall 8.3 5.9 5.9 4. O 5.9 4.1

The Irish were much more likely to have more than one type

of extra-nuclear family member living in their households,

which once again points to the reason for larqer household

sizes.

So far, it does not appear that the Irish in Lancashire

lived very differently than the res~ of the community. But

there was a feature of Irish life in Lancashire which was

markedly out of line with general conditions. The Irish had

a remarkable capacity for enduring overcrowded houses.



Table 26

Average number of persons per house, 1851-71

1851              1861              1871

Irish Non-Irish    Irish Non-Irish    Irish Non-Irish

Lpool 9.35 7.22 8.59 7.65 7.55 7.28

M/R 8.16 6.64 6.78 5.76 5.81 5.36

Salford 6.65 5.99 5.95 5.23 5.42 5.36

Oldham 9 .O 5.38 6.16 5.17 5.53 5.02

Preston 8.05 6.51 7.48 5.49 6.44 5.17

St H 8.95 7.44 6.42 5.84 6.13 6.O1

Widnes 9.96 5.32 6.69 5.36 7.48 6.07

Overall 8.79 6.67 7.44 6.25 7.04 5.98

Lancs 5.8 5.5 5.3

Eng & 5.5 5.4 5.3
Wales

During the whole of 1851-71 urban Lancashire was significantly

more crowded than the county as a whole, but no part of the

urban population more so than the Irish. Crowding was worst

¯ for both communities in Liverpool, which always had a surfeit

of urban problems, and Widnes, where population succeeded in

outrunning housing supply during its industrial expansion.

There was a gradual thinninq out in housing during 1851-71,

but by the latter date housing in urban Lancashire was still

very crowded, especially among the Irish. Irish families were

more likely to share dwellings with other families and had

larger households than the non-Irish. When these two facts

are considered separately they do not appear very striking

overall. But the two factors together meant a hiqher incidence

of overcrowding among the Irish than among the non-Irish.

Overcrowding was most serious in the late 184Os and early

185Os, when the Irish were arriving in vast numbers and had

difficulty in obtaining accommodation. One account describes

how serious this situation became, particularly in Liverpool.



Houses of the lowest class were so crowded during this period
that it was common to see every apartment of the dwelling occ-
upied by several families, without a partition or curtain to
separate them. Every tide floated in a new importation of
Irish misery .... 30

Thousands of newly-arrived immigrant Irish also meant that

the non-lrish would have greater difficulty finding housing.

Even though overcrowding was not solely an Irish problem, it
more

was/of a problem for them than for the rest of the community.

Of course, houses occupied by more than one household

were much more crowded than single-household dwellinqs.

Table 27

Average number of persons per house (single and multiple),

1851-71

1851

Irish     Non-Irish

S M    S M

1861

Irish

S M

Non-Irish

S M

1871

Irish     Non-Irish

S M     S M

Lpool 6.49 12.5

M/R 6.27 11.5

Salford 5.42 iO.6

Oldham 8.36 12.5

Preston 7.O9 12.1

St H 7.83 15.7

Widnes 5.71 12.1

Overall 6.45 12.1

5.75 10.3

5.22 11.6

5.71 9.25

5.3 13.O

6.15 10.9

6.63 14.O

4.91 8.33

5.57 10.8

5.98 ii.i

5.41 10.9

5.43 8.4

5.51 ii.O

5.21 9.58

4.82 9.O6

8.38

7.6

9.25

6.05 8.33 4.95

6.86 12.4 5.33

5.91 12.O 5.58

6.05 8.68 5.04

5.83 10.7

5.51 Ii.O 5.54 Ii.i

5.27 9.35 5.1 8.3

5.O1 8.6 5.08 9.06

5.26 7.2 4.89 7.11

6.09 iO.O 5.L7 6.6

5.92 8.67 5.89 7.6

7.57     6.17     9.35     5.6 9.58

5.23 10.5 5.69     9.92     5.25 IO.O

But Irish multiple-household dwellings were usually worse

than those of the non-Irish, particularly in Liverpool. We

cannot know exactly what tyDe of houses were most likely to

be overcrowded from the information given in the enumerators’

books. But since, with few exceptions, housing for the

worklng-class in Lancashire consisted of two-storey cottages

of two large rooms, or four rooms half the size of two large

rooms, perhaps with a habitable cellar underneath, we can

assume that it was usually these which were being overcrowded,



rather than larger tenements. Only in Liverpool did people

seriously overcrowd the smaller houses in courts, and the

worst offenders were the Irish.

Table 28

Average number of persons per house (streets and courts),

1851-71

1851
Irish     Non-Irish
S C    S C

Lpool 9.49 8.81 7.44 6.20

M/R     8.32 5.64 6.71 4.54

Salford 6.91 4.57 6.O1 4.O

01dham 9.0 - 5.38 -

Preston 8.18 5.5 6.52 6.25

St H 9.2 4.0 7.44 -

Widnes 9.96 - 5.32 -

Overall 8.91 8.05 6.73 5.95

1861
Irish     Non-Irish
S     C S     C

1871
Irish     Non-Irish
S     C S     C

8.91 7.17 7.73 7.08 7.88 6.33 7.48 5.81

6.81 6.0 5.75 7.0 5.8 6.0 5.36 5.33

6.0 4.67 5.25 4.5 5.47 3.0 5.37 4.67

6.16 - 5.17 - 5.63 4.75 5.03 3.0

7.48 7.0 5.49 5.5 6.44 - 5.15 5.8

6.59 5.7 5.89 4.5 6.16 5.0 6.O1 -

6.69 - 5.36 - 7.5 5.33 6.05 7.0

7.44 6.91 6.22 6.83 7.11 6.16 5.99 5.73

The degree of overcrowding in courts was lessening by 1871,

but the Irish still crowded courts more often and more densely

than the non-Irish.

Even though households headed by women were more likely

to share a house, that house would be less overcrowded after

1851.



Table 29

Average number of persons per house (males and females),

1851-71

1851                      1861

Irish     Non-Irish     Irish    Non-Irish

M     F M     F M     F M     F

1871

Irish     Non-Irish

M     F M     F

Lpool 9.26 9.97

M/R 8.O7 8.47

Salford 7.05 5.8

Oldham 9.33 5.O

Preston 8.41 6.9

St H 8.95 -

Widnes i0. I 8.33

Overall 8.82 8.69

7.26 7.06 8.72 7.92 7.76 7.11 7.79 6.67 7.36 6.87

6.65 6.59 6.99 5.98 5.83 5.35 6.07 4.81 5.45 4.87

5.86 6.92 6.34 4.76 5.49 3.78 5.29 5.85 5.47 4.76

5.42 5.0 6.29 5.69 5.23 4.55 6.09 2.05 5.14 4.5

6.42 6.94 7.82 6.61 5.57 4.75 6.78 5.62 5.44 4.03

7.39 7.8 6.4 7.0 5.87 5.6 6.26 5.0 6.06 5.25

5.3 5.5 6.78 4.73 5.56 2.0 7.49 7.42 6.23 3.86

6.65 6.79 7.59 6.63 6.33 5.73 7.19 6.23 6.09 5.37

During 1851-61 Irish females were much more likely to live in

an overcrowded house than the non-Irish, a situation which

appears to have been reversed in 1871. But no matter how

the data on the total number of persons living in a house

is broken down, in an urban environment where crowded hous-

ing was a great problem, the Irish stood out as livinq in

worse conditions than other people.

Census enumerators’ books provide a great deal of use-

ful information on living conditions in mid-nineteenth-century

Lancashire, and they held us assess differences between the

Irish community and their non-Irish neighbours. During 1851-

71 Irish households were more often found sharing dwellings

than the non-Irish, especially in Liverpool and Widnes where

there were serious shortages of housing. But fewer Irish

households shared their houses by 1871. The smaller, less

expensive, and much less desireable, houses in the confined

courts attracted a higher proportion of Irish families than



non-Irish families, but the number of courts and the per-

centage of Irish living in them decreased sharply during

1851-71, except in Liverpool where there was little alter-

native accommodation. On average, an Irish household was

larger than a non-Irish one, which indicates both larger

nuclear families and a higher incidence of added household

members, such as extended family and lodgers. A higher pro-

portion of non-Irish families had extended family living

with them, but a significantly larger number of Irish house-

holds took in lodgers and, on average, took in a larger num-

ber of lodgers. There was a decrease in extra household

members during 1851-71 in both communities, which led to

generally smaller households by the end of the period. It

should be kept in mind that in these areas the Irish were

not very much different from their non-Irish neighbours.

But this is not true respecting the numbers of persons liv-

ing in an individual house. Lancashire, one of the most

urbanised regions of the United Kingdom, had a hiqh density

of population per house. The Irish stood out as more over-

crowded than the urban community generally; and even though

the situation eased by 1871, they were still seriously over-

crowded.

But census books provide us only with statistics. They

do not comment or hypothesise on the conditions they help us

reconstruct. Likewise, they cannot describe for us the houses

the enumerations were carried out in, or tell us about the

appearances of the persons who were counted. Were they liv-

ing in a well-kept, well-furnished house, or in a filthy

hovel? Were they clad in rags, or were they neatly dressed?

We must turn to less precise descriptive material to attempt

to answer these and other questions.

Irish living conditions in Lancashire had a certain not-

oriety during the mid-nineteenth century. A Fellow of Trinity

College, Dublin, remarked about the Liverpool Irish in 1861

that
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Increased wages were earned, but from the absence of all art-
ificial wants they are expended merely in animal indulgences.
More and better food is used; spirits, tobacco, and beer are
largely consumed; but the home is as filthy and dilapidated
as ever. There is not much improvement either in the cloth-
ing, except that the children more commonly wear shoes. After
an eight or ten years’ residence the ties of neighbourhood and
public opinion, broken by removal from Ireland, are in great
part restored, and the moral condition of the family rises
nearly to its former level. A large proportion, indeed, have
sunk, irretrievably into profligacy and crime; but against
this may be set the equally large number of those who acquire
hah;ts of saving, along with the means to save, invest their
money in trade, take shops, become superintendents in ware-
houses, and in various ways struggle up into the middle classes
of society.    31

This passage illustrates very well the problems entailed in

the use of this sort of material. It is a generalisation

which, while containing some truth, probably distorts Irish

life in Liverpool by excessive negative emphasis. The drunk-

ards, the brawlers and the ragged, of course, stood out in

the urban community, but it is doubtful whether they could be

considered representative of the immigrant Irish, or even,

as Professor Shaw allows, half of it. For Liverpool’s Med-

ical Officer of Health, Dr Trench, the large number of

Irish and other destitute immigrants promiscuously collected
in certain squalid localities; filth and penury Dent up in

airless dwellings; frequent change of residence, scatter-
ing and receiving thereby the seeds of infectious diseases;
the crowding of many families in single houses; the restricted
superficial area of streets and blocks of buildings, the pre-
ponderance of narrow, ill-ventilated courts and alleys; the
construction and position of middens and cesspools

32
constituted a massive urban problem.     But this litany of

Liverpool’s numerous difficulties tells more about the town’s

inferior and inadequate housing than about the Irish families

who lived in it. Unfortunately, there is no third source

¯ ’The Irish labourer in Liverpool’ in Trans-31. G F. Shaw,

actions of the National Association for the Promotion of Social
Science (I-~61), pp 683-4

32. MOH, Report to the health cttee of the Borough of Liverpool
on the health of the town, 1863--(LUL,H.352-4"}IEA), pp7-8    "



between the bare, quantitative picture outlined in the cen-

sus enumerators~ books and the florid, exaggerated townscape

painted by contemporary observers. So, in trying to catch a

further glimpse of town life among the Irish, we will have

to use the illustrative data carefully and selectively.

The most famous description of the Lancashire Irish came

from Friedrich Engels in 1844. Looking at the immigrants in

Manchester, it seemed to him that the Irish and squalor were

inseparable.

The poorer districts of Dublin are among the ugliest and most
revolting in the world. The national character of the Irish
is partly responsible for this. The Irish are less bound by
social convention than some of their neighbours and on occ-
asion actually seem to be happy in dirty surroundings. Since
thousands of Irish immigrants are to be found in every great
town of England and Scotland and since every slum quarter
gradually sinks into a state of squalor, it cannot be claimed
that the deplorable state of Dublin is unique. 33

The worst accommodation is good enough for them; they take
no trouble with regard to their clothes which hang in tatters;
they go barefoot. They live solely on potatoes and any money
left over from the purchase of potatoes goes on drink. Such
folk do not need high wages. The slums of all the big cities
swarm with Irish. One may depend upon seeing mainly Celtic
faces if ever one penetrates into a district which is part-
icularly noted for its filth and decay .... The majority of
cellar-dwellers are nearly always Irish in origin. 34

If this evidence was considered alone, as it all too

often is, it would be easy to conclude that only the Irish

were poor and only the Irish lived in rundown slums. In the

mid-1840s sanitation was no better in streets where English

workers lived than where Irishmen lived. The Irish, as a

group, were probably poorer than the native community and

they had to take advantage of the most inexpensive housing,

which was also the worst housing. But it is misleading to

say that they preferred squalid conditions to better condit-

33.

p.40
34.

F. Engels, The condition of the working class in England,

Ibid., p.lO5



ions. Coming from a cruder, underdeveloped, rural back-

ground, the Irish had different standards than the English

and probably set their sights correspondingly lower. Only

experience of town life, urban acculturation, would reverse

this. Looking back to the census data, we see that the Irish

were not very different from their neighbours except in over-

crowding of dwellings. But even by contemporary standards,

the rest of urban Lancashire was overcrowded too. Also, des-

criptions such as Engels’s assume that the Irish lived in

ghettoes where no one born outside the Irish community would

be allowed to, or would want to, reside. This again distorts

the picture, as we shall see in the next part of this chap-

ter. There were many poor, ragged English people in Lancashire’s

towns as well. So altogether, the fact that the Irish stand-

ard of living was probably generally pretty low is a relative

proposition, because the rest of the urban community did not

have things much better. Urban working people in Lancashire,

and especially the Irish, were all victims of what has been

called a ’poverty trap’ where the ’combination and interaction

of inadequate resources, poor surroundings and existing off-
35

icial machinery hinder or even defeat self-help’. The

poorest of the Irish seem to exemplify the worst aspects of

nineteenth-century urban life. But the information on which

this conclusion is based is very imprecise and tentative.

We can know somewhat more about the dress of the Irish

and how they kept their houses.

The vast majority of the workers are clad in rags. The

material from which the workers’ clothes are made is by no
means ideal for its purpose. Linen and wool have practically
disappeared from the wardrobes of both men and women, and
have been replaced by cotton. Men’s shirts are made of
bleached or coloured cotton cloth. Women generally wear

printed cottons .... M~n’s trousers are generally made either
of fustian or some other heavy cotton cloth. Overcoats and

35. John Ardill, The Guardian, 7 May 1974



jackets are made from the same material .... The working
classes have to do without .... extra protection, and indeed
very seldom wear woolen clothing of any kind .... A very
large number of workers, particularly the Irish, wear ext-
remely ragged clothing, which is either incapable of being
patched any more or has been so often patched in the Dast
that the original colour can no longer be detected .... But

the recent arrivals from Ireland hardly ever patch their
clothes, except in the last resort, to stop them from fall-
ing apart. Usually an Irishman’s ragged shirt can be seen
protruding through the tears and holes in his jacket and
trousers. 36

But their dress was one of the first things the Irish set

about improving after their arrival in Lancashire, and this

has been attributed to the example of their English neigh-

bours.

In their dress and personal appearance the Irish usually
made considerable improvement. This was noticed particularly
in the schools and factories where the Irish children, after
a short attendance, soon became indistinguishable in out-
ward appearance from the others, however ragged and dirty
they may have been at the beginning. 37

A.B. Reach visited these same working people in 1849 and

found himself among

swarms of mechanics and artisans in their distinguishing

fustian - of factory operatives, in general undersized,
sallow-looking men - and of factory girls, somewhat stunted
and pale, but smart and active looking, with dingy dresses
and dark shawls, speckled with flakes of c~tton-wool, wreathed
around their heads. 38

The observant Reach paid cl0se attention to dress, but he

noticed other things too. Men commonly wore ’blue striped

shirts, trousers, and slippers, the women generally envelope

themselves in coarse pinafores and loose jackets tying round

36. Engels, op. cit., pp 79-80

37. M.E. Brock, Irish immigrants in the Manchester district,
1830-54; some aspects of their social and oolitical importance

(unpublished B.A. thesis, University of Southampton, 1962), Patti
chaDter 3, no pagination
38. Reach, Manchester and the textile districts in 1849, p.2



the throat’ .
39 But he could not ~say much for the clean-

liness of the workpeople’.

They have an essentially greasy look, which makes me some-
times think that water would run off their skins as it
does off a duck’s back. In this respect the women are just
as bad as the men .... it is very seldom that their feet
see the interior of a tub, with plenty of hot water and
soap. 40

This situation is attributable to a general lack of water

in working-class houses at this time, a deficiency which

was only gradually overcome during the succeeding twenty

years. But even where bath facilities were provided, the

working people ’absolutely declined making use of them, and,

as a general rule, can with very great difficulty, if at

all, be made to appreciate the advantages of clean skin and
41

free pores’.

Reach examined the Mancunian operatives more closely

still.

I do not remember seeing one male or female adult to whom

I would apply the epithet of a ’stout’ man or woman. There
is certainly no superfluidity of flesh in the factories.
When I say this, I do not by any means intend to insinuate
that the people are unhealthy, or unnaturally lean; they
are generally thin and spare, bht not emaciated. By such
occupation as is afforded in the various branches of the
cotton spinning, much muscle cannot be expected to be dev-
eloped .... They present no indication of what is called
’rude’ health .... The hue of the skin is the least favour-
able characteristic. It is a tallowy-yellow. The faces
which surround you in a factory are, for the most part,
lively in character, but cadaverous and overspread by a
sort of unpleasant greasy palior. 42

Reach was very meticulous in compiling his accounts, but he

made no distinctions between the Irish and the non-Irish,

which probably means that by 1849 the Irish very closely

resembled the rest of the community in personal appearance.

39.
40.

41.
42.

Ibid., p.15

Ibid., pp 15-6
Ibid., p.16
Ibid., pp 16-7



During the mid-184Os Engels found that the Irish were

not very pacticular about how they decorated their homes.

The Irish are not used to furniture: a heap of straw and
a few rags too tattered to wear in the day time suffice
for bedding. The Irish need only a bare plank, a broken
chair and an old chest for a table. All that the Irishwoman
needs in her kitchen are a teapot, a few saucepans and coarse
dishes. The kitchen also serves as the living room and bed-
room. If an Irishman is short of fuel, everything within
reach is thrown on the fire - chairs, door posts, skirting
boards, shelves and floor boards, if they are still there.
~lhy should an Irishman want anything more than the minimum
accommodation? At home, in Ireland, he lived in a mud cabin
where a single room sufficed for all purposes. In England,
too, his family needs no more than one room. 43

Even if Engels’s description is an exaggeration of the act-

ual situation, it is probably true that in the early part of

1846-71 the 7ri3h were less concerned with household fixtures

than the more settled non-Irish. Their rural backqround had

a great deal to do with this, but, also, the overcrowded

houses would have little space for more than rudimentary fur-

nishings anyway. Not every Irish working man left his house

bare of furniture or threw what he had on the fire at the

first opportunity. In 1849 A.B. Reach noticed that

the superior class room seemed, by a sort of natural sequence,
to attract the superior class furniture. A fair proportion
of what was deal in Ancoats was mahogony in Hulme. Yet the
people of Hulme get no higher wages than the people of
Ancoats. The secret is that they live in better-built houses,
and consequently take more pleasure and pride in their dwell-
ings. 44

As long as Irish families lived in inferior, inexpensive

housing they would be slow to improve the interiors of their

homes.

The appearance and life style of working people had not

changed much by 1870. Physical conditions were still gener-

ally poor.

Engels, op. cit. , p.lO6

Ibid., pp 16-7



We have, then, a population who are living in houses orig-
inally badly planned, and very closely crowded together, and
who are placed, partly by their own faults, partly by cir-
cumstances, in conditions which necessitate their breathing

an atmosphere which is highly foetid from several causes ....
The unhappy people seem to know none of the comforts, and
few of the decencies of life, and widespread habits of drunk-
eness, and consequent want of food, aid their wretched homes
in destroying their health. 45

There were still many working-class people who could not fur-

nish their homes or clothe themselves properly.

We could not have believed that in any town in this country
we could have gone into room after room and house after house,
and have found in so many cases, literally, almost nothing
but the bare walls, a heap of straw covered by dirty rags,
and possibly the remains of a broken chair or table ....
There were no cooking utensils of any kind, or only an old
saucepan. The inmates then depended for the means of rudely
cooking what food they could get (in our visits chiefly fish
and bread) on a neighbours kindness .... it was evident many
persons had no change of clothes. On pressing the enquiry
as to how they washed, and what they did at night, we extracted
from several that they occasionally washed their hands and
faces at the tap, but seldom removed their clothes. In some

cases, both of men and women, we made out that the clothes
had not been removed for several weeks. In our visit at
night, we sometimes found that the clothes had been partly
removed, and were then drawn over the person .... The influence
of such a mode of life as this on health in general, and, in
particular, on the propagation of typhus and other contagious
diseases in this way, need not be insisted on. 46

Amid this scene the ’especially’ careless habits of the imm-
47

igrant Irish were noticeable.

This material does not tell us everything we would like

to know about how people actually lived in Lancashire during

the mid-nineteenth century. If an inventory of possessions

and a family portrait were included in the census enumerators’

books, we would be better able to guage general living stand-

ards and compare them to those of the immigrant Irish. But

this short account will add some substance to the census data.

45. Parkes and Sanderson, On the sanitary condition of

Liverpool, p.68
46. Ibid., pp 65-6

47.    Ibid., p.66



It is very often assumed that the Irish in urban

Lancashire, and in any other urban area they emigrated to,

were a very insular people who preferred to crowd into, and

remain in, miserable districts in order to be near their

countrymen. But was this, in fact, the case? Were the Irish

ghetto-prone, or was their some other influence operating?

The general report on the census of England and Wales

for 1861 states that the Irish ’abound in the larqe towns ....
48

generally occupying particular streets and quarters’.

Liverpool certainly offers proof of this assertion. In

1851 a great many Irish were found crowded into the narrow

streets and courts of the northern Scotland and Vauxhall

wards, in the central Exchange ward and in the southern docks
49

area and Toxteth Park. ’The three outstanding areas of

Irish settlement are, therefore, the northern and southern

dockland zones and the compact central area. ,50 There were

also areas of lesser density of Irish inhabitants contiguous

to these principal neighbourhoods and an

extensive area of low Irish concentration is to be found in

the southeast and peripheral areas of the parish ~of Liverpool/
notably in Abercromby and Rodney wards, with their numerous
middle-class residences, incongruent to the settlement of
predominantly labouring Irish. 5!

But does this ’spatial distinctiveness’ of Irish neigh-

bourhoods mean simply that the Liverpool Irish liked to live

near to each other? The reassurance of the presence of

48. Census of England and Wales, 1861: General report, 0.40,

H.C., 1863 (3221), liii, Part ~, 56     ---
49.    Lawton,              ’Irish immigration to England and Wales in the

mid-nineteenth century’ , pp 48-9
50. J.R. Flamson, Irish immigrants in theparish of Liverpool,
1851 (unpublished B.A. thesis, Universityo-T ivermool, 1973),
pp 18-9

51. Ibid., pp 19-20



fellow countrymen certainly had some attractions for the

immigrant Irish, but several other, possibly overriding,

factors influenced an Irishman’s decision to move into a

court in the Scotland or Vauxhall ward.

Irish settlement in the parish /of Liverpool/ was closely
related to the availability of inexpensive housing, which
often was of poor quality .... It also reflected the econ-
omic ceiling under which the Irish laboured .... The concen-
tration into areas of poor housing stock was, therefore, in-
evitable for the majority of the Irish, and their tendency
to remain in the same districts where work was found plus
the lack of social escalation in the following generations,
perpetuated the Irish social area tradition. 52

The alleged ’lack of social escalation’ will be considered

when we discuss occupations, but the other points made in

this summary deserve more immediate attention.

The districts where Irish ’social areas’ were found

were just behind Liverpool’s docks. These were the first

places the Irish came to when they arrived in Lancashire.

The housing there was of very poor quality, but it was also

very inexpensive. So it is not extraordinary that the Irish

would move in there when they could. Many Liverpool Irish-

men worked on the docks, loading and unloading cargoes, or in

transport, and the inexpensive housing was convenient to this

source of employment. To the more or less permanent residents

from Ireland also must be added thousands of emigrants, wait-

ing to travel to America or Australia, who lodged in the docks

area while waiting to reembark. So even if the emigration

from Ireland had not been of mass proportions, many Irish

would have been found in the Liverpool docks region, as ind-

eed there were prior to 1846. But the emigration turned into

an exodus of very large proportions during the late 184Os and

early 185Os. And when the Irish started tramping through the

Scotland or Vauxhall wards with greater frequency, it followed

52. Ibid., p.44
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that greater numbers would stay, which increased the Irish

populations of these areas. As more immigrants followed,

they found that the attractiveness of cheap housing and

proximity to employment was enhanced by the presence of other

Irishmen. Economic imperatives cuased the Irish to move to

the areas which became identified as Irish neighbourhoods,

and these restraints preceeded any positive inclination of

the Irish to group together.

There is mention of Irish neighbourhoods in other

Lancashire towns as well. The best known was Manchester’s

Little Ireland, off the Oxford Road in Deansgate. Unfort-

unately, the 1851 census enumerators’ books for the neigh-

bourhood were rendered unreadable by water damage and rats at

the Public Record Office, so an examination of the area for

that date is impossible. Most of the area was taken over by

a railway and factories in the succeeding twenty years, but

it does appear that the district was inhabited mainly by

Irish during the early part of 1846-71. A visitor reported

in 1853 that the ’inhabitants of this locality are for the
53

most part Irish, but not entirely so’.      Despite the lack of

hard information about Little Ireland, this Irish neighbour-

hood can tell us something about the reputed Little Irelands

of urban Lancashire. The reason that Little Ireland rec-

eived any attention at all was not because of its Irish pop-

ulation, but because, from point of view of public health,

it was in a bad state. Other bad neighbourhoods in Manchester

were also investigated, and if Irish residents were found,

this fact was remarked on and a reputation as an Irish colony
54was created.     But when I went through all the Manchester

census books in three census years, although not taking acc-

53. A.T.H. Waters, Report on the sanitary condition of cert-

ain parts of Manchester .... 1853 in Manchester and Salford Sanitary
Association Reports, 1853-62 (M/RCL, 61406 M1 Manch), D.IO

54.    Ibid., pp 7-8, 21
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ount of Irish residence patterns in a systematic way, I

noticed that though more Irish were living in the older

distrlcts, where housing was cheapest, they were generally

dispersed throughout the town. No conspicuous Little Ireland

was visible. The high concentration of Irish in some areas,

which has been systematically shown to exist in Liverpool

by John Flamson, was not a feature of Manchester. The Little

Irelands that people thought they perceived were areas of

poor housing and poor people which contained Irish residents

as well as others. They were only Irish neiqhbourhoods in

the sense that the Irish were very often poorly housed.

The Irish were found more often in certain parts of

Oldham and Preston than in others, but, once again, this

appears to be linked more closely to cheap housinq than a
55

desire to stick together.     Salford and St Helens show no

apparent clustering of Irish households in the census books.

But Widnes bore a closer similarity to Liverpool. The cen-

sus books for 1861 and 1871, when the number of Irish living

in the town was more more significant than in 1851, show that

even though the Irish were found all over the town, they con-

centrated in one principal area. During the mid-nineteenth

century Widnes was divided into three residential areas, which

were very distinctly separated by alkali works, railway lines
56

and open space.     The Irish totally dominated the middle
--and

area/spread out along the connecting roads to the northern

area and into the upper streets of the southern area. But

to say that this was a purposeful grouping by the Irish could

be deceptive, because in a town as small as Widnes, the Irish

would always be in close priximity to one another anyway.

But the fact that the dormitory areas were divided into dis-

55. Foster, Class struggle, p.245; K.M. Spencer, A social

and economic geography of Preston, 18OO-65 (unpublished M.A.
thesis, University of Liverpool, 1968), nm 195-7
56. Map of Widnes, c.1860 (LRO, PR 2897/16/1)
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tinctive districts by moderate distances strongly suggests

that Irish areas, formed in the same way as those in Liverpool,

existed at Widnes.

The question of population fluidity, about which very

little is known for Lancashire, would also have an important

bearing on this discussion. If the Lancashire Irish tended

to be migratory, then the proposition that their choice of

residence was more strongly influenced by cheap housing than

ethnic solidarity becomes much more formidable. Thernstrom

points out that

A crucial characteristic of American city life in the classic
era of heavy immigration was precisely that city dwellers in
general, and poor people in particular, were highly transient,
leaving a single faint imprint on the census schedule or the
city directory files and then vanishing completely. 57

But an extensive analysis of census enumerators’ books, and

possibly local directories, will be necessary before the

questions of population fluidity and Irish residence patterns

can be resolved.

Still another possibility is suggested by Michael

Anderson. ’It seems evident .... that some related persons

did make positive efforts to live near one another, and to a
58

remarkable extent succeeded.’

Some bias in favour of residence near to parents and to the
home in which one was brought up would be expected, even if

attachments were minimal. Sons would seek homes near their
work and friends, and also Would be more likely to know about
housing vacancies in the local area .... many, perhaps even
a majority, of people did deliberately live near one or more
kinsmen and many others probably tried to. This strongly
suggests kinship was providing significant functions for them
.... However imperfect, they were still the most important
source of assistance that there was for the mass of the pop-

ulation. 59

57.
58.
59.

Thernstrom, The other Bostonians, p.41
Anderson, Family structure, p.59
Ibld., pp 59-62



The family was as important an institution for the Irish

as it was for the non-Irish. High proportions of Irish

households in certain areas could be the result of Irish

families staying near to each other, rather than simDly

compatriots staying close together. But more detailed res-

earch is necessary to test the significance of propinquity of

kinsmen among the Lancashire Irish.

Altogether, it does not appear that the Irish tried to

seal themselves off from the rest of the population by group-

ing themselves into particular, ’Irish’ neighbourhoods.

Even in Liverpool and Widnes, where there was a high degree

of geographical concentration, other motives dictated the

choice of residence. The desire to be near their countrymen

cannot be altogether discounted. For some immigrants this

was undoubtedly a higher priority than housing in their

price range or near to employment, but how many such persons

there were we will never know. More often the appeal of

living near other Irishmen only became apparent after the

decision to find an appropriately priced house was taken.

Another unquantifiable influence is information filtering

back to Ireland about the whereabouts of relatives and friends

in Lancashire. This, of course, would involve people follow-

ing other Irish people, but they were joining particular Irish

households, not an Irish community. But once again, we cannot

know who these people were or how many of them there were.

Except for Liverpool and Widnes, which were exceptional

cases, it does not appear one can accurately talk about Irish

neighbourhoods in Lancashire, if one is referring to a neigh-

bourhood the Irish purposely took over for their own residence

to the exclusion of non-Irish persons. The word ghetto cer-

tainly cannot be applied anywhere in Lancashire. Thernstrom

found the same situation in Boston. ’There were indeed ghettoes

in Boston, if by that one merely means neighbourhoods with



,60
strong clusterings of poor people from ethnic minorities.

As in Lancashire, the existence of an Irish or Italian neigh-

bourhood in Boston was more the result of a search for cheap

housing than a search for other Irishmen or Italians. A soc-

ial attachment might develop in an area where numerous Irish-

men found themselves, but that was a by-product of the econ-

omic considerations which drove them there in the first place.

The general absence of residential segregation among the Irish

means that this obstacle to their assimilation into the lar-

ger Lancashire community was avoided. But that assimilation

was hindered by other problems, as we shall see later in this

chapter and in chapter iO.

Before turning to the types of occupations the Irish

held in Lancashire, we can look briefly at the birthplaces

of Irish household members. Members of Irish nuclear fam-

ilies, apart from the head of the household, were more likely

to be born in England than in Ireland.

Table 30

Percentages of nuclear family in Irish hhs born in Ireland,

England and elsewhere, 1851-71 (does not include hh head)

1851            1861            1871
Ire. Enq. Other Ire. Eng. Other Ire. Enq. Other

Lpool 48.6 49.6 1.8 42.1 56.3 1.7 33.0 63.9 3.1

M/R 41.3 58.1 .6 34.8 64.7 .5 29.2 69.7 1.2

Salford 38.7 58.1 3.1 41.7 56.1 1.9 28.9 69.1 1.9

Oldham 44.0 55.0 i.O 39.8 60.2 - 20.3 78.9 .8

Preston 56.2 43.2 .7 50.9 45.9 3.2 32.2 64.5 3.3

St H 38.7 58.7 2.7 34.2 60.5 5.3 30.8 66.2 3.1

Widnes 59.9 40.1 - 41.7 55.9 2.4 32.7 64.8 2.5

Overall 46.2 52.4 1.4 40.2 58.2 1.6 31.7 65.9 2.4

60. Thernstrom, op. cit., p.41
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This indicates that most children in Irish households were

English-born. The percentaqe of Irish-born nuclear fam-

ily members declined over twenty years and shows that while

during the 184Os and early 185Os emigration was affecting

families, after that time the bulk of the emigrants were

single people or younq marrieds coming to Lancashire

without families. But extended family living in Irish house-

holds were much more likely to be Irish-born than English-

born during 1851-61. The levellinq off of emiqration from

Ireland during the 186Os swung this fiqure in favour of the

English-born by 1871.

Table 31

Percentages of extended families in Irish hhs born in Ireland,

England and elsewhere, 1851-71

1851            1861            1871

Ire. Eng. Other Ire. Eng. Other Ire. Eng. Other

Lpool 66.8 29.5 3.6 66.5 30.1 3.4 45.2 50.9 3.9

M/R 65.3 33.1 1.6 66.7 32.4 .9 34.6 59.3 6.2

Salford 63.6 36.4 - 60.0 40.0 - 58.6 41.4 -

Oldham 87.5 12.5 - 66.7 33.3 - 55.6 44.4 -

Preston 52.9 47.1 - 45.8 54.2 - 21.4 78.6 -

St H 83.3 16.7 - 66.7 33.3 - 42.9 57.1 -

Widnes 82.4 17.6 - 69.4 30.6 - 53.8 46.6 1.5

Overall 66.9 30.7 2.4 65.6 33.3 7.1 46.1 50.8 3.1

It makes sense that immediate relatives were usually Irish-

born during the early part of the period. The one-third born

in England were probably the English-born offspring of these

immediate relatives and Enqlish-born in-laws from inside and

outside the Irish community. The change after 1861 has imp-

ortant implications. It reflects that the Lancashire Irish

community was increasingly EnGlish-born, but it also suggests

that there was a higher deqree of marriage with non-Irish-born



persons. Many of these non-Irish-born were probably English-

born members of the Irish community. But there was probably

greater intermarriage with the surrounding community as well.

The extra members of an Irish household, the lodgers

and servants, were also usually born in Ireland.

Table 32

Percentages of lodgers and servants in Irish hhs born in

Ireland, England and elsewhere, 1851-71

1851 1861 1871

Ire. Eng. Other Ire. Eng. Other Ire. Eng. Other

Lpool 71.9 23.5 4.6 55.6 35.9 8.5 47.0 45.6 7.4

M/R 61.2 33.7 5.1 32.8 38.5 3.2 30.3 66.5 3.2

Salford 52.4 42.9 4.8 63.3 32.7 4.1 38.9 51.9 9.2

Oldham 67.8 24.2 8.1 55.6 40.3 4.2 22.2 55.6 22.2

Preston 66.2 24.7 9.1 70.9 29.1 - 45.0 53.3 1.7

St H 56.7 31.7 11.7 82.6 17.4 - 57.1 40.8 2.1

Widnes 89.1 10.9 - 75.7 21.3 3.0 76.6 20.7 2.7

Overall 67.9 26.8 5.2 58.3 36.5 5.3 58.4 37.2 4.4

The proportion of English-born increased during 1851-61, but

remained static during the following decade. Lodgers, who

made

holds

where

holds,

ready

ensive

immigrants

up the overwhelming body of this group, in Irish house-

were much more likely to be born in Ireland than any-

else. This illustrates that lodgings in Irish house-

besides being an added source of income for those al-

living in Lancashire,were an important source of

accommodation for new arrivals from Ireland and

living in Lancashire without families.

inexp-

those



The final part of this chapter involves the important

subject of occupational patterns among the Irish in Lancashire.

Before examining the particular jobs that the Irish held dur-

ing the mid-nineteenth century, a few remarks about the gen-

eral industrial situation as it affected labour are approp-

riate.

Throughout the first half of the nineteenth century

industrialisation was drawing many rural migrants to English
61

towns.

Migration is the prime mechanism by which the labour force
is redistributed in response to shifts in the location of
industry brought about by technological innovation, the dis-
covery of new resources and other circumstances. A geograph-
ically rooted workforce unwilling to miqrate to sieze new
employment opportunities can significantly retard productive
growth. 62

Migration was certainly an important element in the expansion

of industry in the northwest of England during the nineteenth

century, and an important part of the migrant labour came from

Ireland. Cornewall Lewis said in 1836 that the Irish were

necessary for industrial growth in England because they were

63a mobile labour force able to go where they were needed.

This mobility had only developed widely in Ireland during the

183Os and 184Os. As we saw in chapter i, Arthur Redford re-

marked that poor rural people, such as the small tenant far-

mers and agricultural labourers of Ireland, were more likely

to be immobile ’except under the spur of extreme necessity’.

’They do not migrate whenever’it is to their economic inter-
64est, but only when they must.’      The worsening socio-economic

situation in Ireland during the 182Os-4Os period was qradually

61. A. Redford, Labour miqration in England, 18OO-50, ed.
W.H. Chaloner (2nd ed., Manc~e-ster, i--9-6~[~, p.80
62. Thernstrom, The other Bostonians, p.228

63. _Report on the state of the Irish poor in Great Britain,
p. XXXVi, H.C., T~-~--[40-], xxxi-Q-~--4~6~7-

64. Redford, op. cit., p.95



breaking down reservations about removing from Ireland to

settle in America or England, and emigration was on the

increase. But the cataclysmic experience of the famine and

clearances of the late 1840s dispelled the reluctance which

remained, and emigration became an accepted economic alter-
65

native.     Some migrated within Ireland to large towns and

cities, but many more left the country.

When we consider the redundancy of a large part of the work-
ing classes in Ireland, and the low rate of wages even to
those who find employment; and the comparatively high rates
of wages in England and Scotland, and the continual and inc-
reasing demand for labour in the larqe towns; together with
the facility of intercourse which exists between Ireland and
Britain since the introduction of steam navigation, nothing
seems more natural than that labourers should go from places
where they are not wanted and wages are low, to places where
they are wanted and wages are high. 66

The occupational experience of the immigrant Irish hardly

made them appear as a group likely to enhance the development

of industry in Lancashire. Very few Irish emigrants who arr-

ived in Lancashire during 1846-71 had any industrial exper-

ience at all, and most had worked as agricultural labourers.

This was still the case during the 187Os, 188Os and 1890s.

During 1879-1901, when the occupations of Irish emigrants to

England were recorded, on average, over 74% of the males des-

67
cribed themselves as labourers.     With limited experience

such as this, what occupations did the Irish turn to in

Lancashire during 1846-71?

The Irish had a reputation for being found mainly in the

’less attractive class of work’ and in manual labourinq jobs.

The Irish were said to be engaged in work ’which Englishmen

disliked because the work was dirty, disreputable, or other-

65. Lyons, Ireland since the famine, p.44
66. Report on the state of the Irish poor in Great Britain,
1836, p.iii /42~17

47. Emigration statistics for Ireland, 1879-1901, H.C., IA~n-1902



68
wise undesireable’.     The construction trades attracted

many Irish labourers. A Liverpool Irishman, John Denvir,

claimed that he ’never knew a bricklayers: labourer who was

not an Irishman’.69 Improvements in transportation, such as

road building, canal cutting, railway construction, harbour

works, dock labour, also provided a source of ’hard manual
70

employment for the Irish immiqrants’. In general, it

seemed that the Irish were found at the occupational bottom

of most industries.

In most manufactures, as in outdoor work, the Irish supplied

the lower grades of labour. In the Lancashire cotton indus-
try, for instance, there were thousands of Irish workers,
but they were rarely employed in the most highly paid pro-
cesses, such as spinning. They were mostly to be found
in the blowing rooms and the cardrooms. 71

But does the data available in the census enumerators’ books

support these generalisations?

For the purposes of this study all occupations in the

sampled households were classified under thirty-four head-

ings, based on the classifications of the census commissioners
72

of 1871.     Of course, hundreds of different occupations can

be found in the census books, but to consider each separately

sets up enormous difficulties for analysis. This examinat-

ion Will be more general, without sacrificing too much inter-

esting detail. Twenty-nine of the headings are divided among

four larger categories, professional, domestic, commercial and

industrial. The remaining fiye headings are no occupation,

a

68. Redford, op. cit., p.154
69. John Denvir, The life story of an old (Irish) rebel
(London, 1912), o.50; Re--df~ra-7-Sp.~i£., pp 50.-T50

70. Redford, op. cit., p.150
71. Ibid., p.151
72. Census of England and Wales, 1871: Pop_u!ation abstracts,
iii, pp 419-20, H.C., 1873 /C.872/ ixxi Pt 1
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1851
Irish Non-Irlsh

M     F M     F

.4     - 1.5 -

.i    -    .3 -

1.3 5.3 .5 6.9

1861 1871
Irish

M F

.2

.5 2.O

.8 3.7

Non-Irish    Irish Non-Iri sh
M F M F M F

1.4 .4 .7 .7 2.0 -

.2 .4 .2 .i .i 2.0

.6 6.2 .3 4.7 i.O 3.1

.6

1.8

7.9

8.9

i.i

1.2

.1

18.1

7.2 12.6

24.2 .3 24.3 i.O

- 5.6 i.i 3.2

2.1 9.6 11.6 5.2

- 9.9 .5 6.6

- 1.8 - i.O

2.6 .5 .5 i.O

- .3 - .i

3.2 22.6 1.6 17.1

5.5 8.5 5.6

2.1 - .2

35.4 .7 27.0

.8 4.8 3.1

5.3 iO.i 9.7

.8 12.8 .4

- 2.5 -

6.1 .8

-- .3

2.0 24.1

9.3 2.7

.5 19.9 .925.5

1.4 .4 3.3    .7

5.3 7.210.113.6

7.2 .7 11.2 1.4

1.2 - 3.2 -

- .4 4.O .8 .3

-     .I - .i -

1.313.71.4 22.72.4

8.O3.512.6 3.111.2

- 1.8 -    .2 - 1.5 -

3.4 - 3.8 - 2.8

3.4 - 3.0 - 3.5

30.9 2.613.33.2 38.3

5.5 6.312.98.5 5.0

.I - .3 .5 .i

1.338.9 1.324.9 .9

-    5.4

- 1.9

.4 13.4

5.3 10.4

.8 .i

27.2    .9

.91.7 - 5.5 -

- 3.3 - 2.5 -

.952.31.415.5 1.7

9.71.9     4.0 8.3 6.5

.9 .6 i.i .5 1.4

26.5.838.3 1.226.9

2.2 I.I .8 4.8 1.3 .8 .5 3.51.O1.1 .7 3.1

- .6 - .i - .8 -

- .i -    .2 .4 - -
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in all those working

on roads, railways, rivers, and includes warehousemen and

porters. The heading artisans is probably the most vague,

but it is a convenient way of describing those with a trade

or skill, such as engineers, watchmakers, joiners, wheel-

wrights, carpenters, book binders, saddlers and shoemakers.

Fabric and dress refers to tailors, seamstresses, drapers

and the dwindling number of handloom weavers still working

in their own shops or homes. The title metal, glass and

earthenware applies mostly to light metal workers, glaziers

and some workers in stone.

Heads of Irish households, all of whom were immigrants,

were found in a wide variety of occupations in 1851 (see

Figure i) but they were concentrated in certain categories.

Categories where there are only small percentages or blank

spaces have been deleted from the figures.73 The Irish were

almost totally unrepresented in the professional fields in

1851. Very few Irishmen show up in the domestic area, but

many Irishwomen went into domestic service as housekeepers

and charwomen, particularly in Liverpool and Manchester.

Non-Irish women did this type of work in roughly the same

proportion. In the commercial sector there were only a tiny

number of Irish businessmen, but there were Irishmen and

women running businesses such as small shops, beerhouses and

public houses. Liverpool offered a great deal of transport-

related employment, and a significant number of Irishmen

73. An occn~ational breakdown by individual town appears in

the appendix.
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found jobs as porters, wagon drivers and warehousemen. This

type of work was to be had in Manchester’s extensive ware-

houses as well, where some women also found employment. But

the first heading where we find a very high percentage of

Irish household heads, surprisingly, is under artisans. The

overall 18% working at some trade among Irish males osten-

sibly compares well with the 23% of non-Irish males, but the

non-Irish artisans were more evenly distributed over the

county. The census books tell us very little about these

artisans. A man returned as a skilled worker may have been

employed in a factory; he may have worked on his own; he

could have been a small master employing dozens of men; or

he could have been a poor shoemaker. A large proportion of

Irish artisans were shoemakers, which means that even though

there were a good number of Irishmen who told the census

enumerator that they had a trade, the Irish were on a lower

occupational and income scale than non-Irish artisans. ’The

number of Irish mechanics in Great Britain is inconsiderable,

nor are those who follow handicraft trades remarkable for

,74their skill.

Irishwomen in Liverpool and Manchester worked as seam-

stresses and dressmakers, and a smaller proportion of Irish-

men were tailors or weavers. But these were not occupations

which promised steady incomes. A tailor or dressmaker only

earned money when they had work, and since few worked in a shop

of their own, most were dependent on local custom. A female

household head was probably only supplementing her family’s

income by doing some work when she was able to find it. But

a tailor probably lived on much more precarious means, which

might explain why fewer non-Irish were found in this kind of

work. Tailoring and dressmaking are examples of occupations

an immigrant brought from Ireland and attempted to continue

in the new home.

74. Report on the state of the Irish poor in Great Britain,
1836, vri -ZJq7 ........



Surprisingly few Irish were returned as working in

building trades or construction. But this is explained by

the fact that most work of this sort was casual; and a man

who worked on building sites would probably refer to himself

as a labourer. The few who do appear under the construction

heading were in the higher paid, more skilled areas of that

industry. The highest percentages of male heads of Irish

households appear as labourers. In Liverpool many of these

men were dock workers. In Widnes and St Helens, with part-

icularly high percentages of labourers among the Irish and

the non-Irish, there were fewer opportunities for other types

of work because the alkali and glassmaking industries req-

uired large numbers of manual labourers. In all seven towns

large numbers of labourers were required in construction. A

much higher proportion of Irishmen worked as labourers than

non-Irish. This indicates that a much higher proportion of

Irishmen depended on casual, irregular work at relatively

low wages, a situation which often meant hardship during the

winter months, when many jobs requiring casual, outdoor lab-

our were not available. Only in Widnes and St Helens, where

the industries requiring manual workers continued throughout

the year, could labourers depend on year-round employment.

The cotton industry, and factory work generally, attracted

somewhat more Irishwomen than men, but considering what an

important part factories played in the economy of the north-

west, the Irish seemed reluctant to work in mills, except in

Manchester-Salford. Another marked difference between the

Irish and the non-Irish is that it was extremely rare that

a non-Irish woman heading a household would not seek a job of

some description, even in towns such as Liverpool, St Helens

and Widnes, where there was very little employment for women.

For example, in Manchester-Salford, where there was a great

demand for female labour in factories, Irishwomen heading

households very often depended on the earnings of their fam-



ilies. Altogether, in 1851 the Irish were very much at the

bottom of the occupational scale.

The picture in 1861 is much the same. The Irish impact

on the professions and business life was still negligible.

More Irishwomen were taking domestic jobs, the increase being

much larger than that among non-Irish women. Roughly the

same proportion of Irishmen claimed to have a skill of some

kind, and there were still tailors and weavers struggling

at a living, but fewer Irishwomen were seamstresses. The

proportion of Irishmen working at unskilled labouring jobs

showed a significant increase, and the factories were still

not drawing in many Irish outside Manchester-Salford. Fewer

Irishwomen heading households remained without an occpuat-

ion, which probably explains the higher proportion in domes-

tic work. There were several changes apparent in the 1871

census. The numbers of Irishmen with trades and those work-

ing at tailoring and weaving are on the decline. But the

proportion of Irishmen depending on labouring jobs has inc-

reased to over half generally. This reflects the heavy

weight attached to the 100% Widnes sample, where labouring

was much less casual than in the rest of Lancashire. For

the other towns the percentages of Irish male household heads

working as labourers remained very static over twenty years.

The only notable changes among Irishwomen are, once again,

in domestic service and women with no occupation. There was

a substantial decrease in the proportion of Irishwomen work-

ing as domestics and a corresponding rise in the number having

no occupation.

The census data reveals a great deal about occupations

among the immigrant Irish. For the most part, lacking train-

ing and capital, they were not found in the professions or

in business, except in small enterprises. A declining number

of men worked at trades, but these were of a very humble

nature. Irish tailors, weavers and seamstresses found inc-

reasingly less incentive to stay in such unpredictable and



unremunerative occupations. The largest proportion of Irish-

men were found in unskilled, low-paid, casual labour; and

the majority of Irishwomen either worked in domestic serv-

ice or had no occupation. Non-Irish women were also found

mainly in these cateqories, but they were represented in a

much wider range of other occupations than Irishwomen, inc-

luding a significant percentaqe running small businesses.

But even though Irish heads of households were found prin-

cipally on the lower rungs of the occupation ladder, it

would not be correct to classify them as a ’single-class
75

community’. Irishmen were found in all occpuations, inc-

luding business and the professions, but they were most sig-

nificant in labouring and less-skilled jobs. This is not

surprising when their mainly rural-agricultural background,

which did not have the slightest relevance in urban-industrial

Lancashire, is taken into account.

A second look at the fiqures for the occpuations of non-

Irish household heads shows that there are greater similar-

ities between the two communities than might at first be

apparent. The non-Irish were also concentrated in labouring

and industrial pursuits. Their distribution was more even,

but still heavily on the semi-skilled and unskilled side.

The professional and business classes were either a very

small part of the population of urban Lancashire, or they

were residing in large numbers in certain areas of the towns

(which would understate their numerical significance in a gen-

eral survey such as this) and outside municipal limits. The

second proposition is probably correct and it tells us that

the towns of Lancashire were inhabited overwhelmingly by

working people. Among those working people were a large num-

ber of Irishmen, who worked at jobs which required less skill

and paid less than was true of the community generally. But

here we have been dealing only with heads of households. There

are many other members of the Irish community whose occupations

must be considered.

75. Lawton, ’The population of Liverpool in the mid-nineteenth

century’, p. 104



Many households had other members earninq a wage besides

the household head.

Table 33

Percentaqes of hhs havin_~., at least one other member of nuclear

family earning (male and female hh heads), 1851-71

1851 1861 1871

Irish Non-Irish Irish Non-Irish Irish     Non-Irish
M     F M     F M     F M     F M     F M     F

Lpool 33.7 74.1 30.0 68.5

M/R 56.4 91.1 42.9 78.9

Salford 59.0 i00 36.5 88.9

Oldham 56.5 i00 60.5 i00

Preston 61.3 i00

St H 31.6 -

Widnes 13.0 i00

Overall 41.7 86.1

32.5 76.8 29.6 62.7

56.2 91.7 44.8 86.9

61.3 i00 51.8 72.7

70.2 iOO 60.2 iOO

60.3 86.7 59.1 93.8 71.6 77.8

60.7 75.0 45.7 I00 40.4 75.0

36.4 i00 27.2 75.0 37.3 -

41.3 77.5 41.6 87.5 43.8 75.5

36.4 80.3 27.1 64.5

58.8 87.5 41.2 88.2

59.7 75.0 43.3 91.3

63.3 75.0 66.4 85.7

81.3 70.0 74.2 80.0

31.4 66.7 31.8 I00

26.2 80.5 38.5     75.0

37.7 80.6 41.1 80.1

To have more than one person in a nuclear family working

was very common in Lancashire, but much more common in house-

holds headed by women. The Irish and non-Irish communities

showed great similarity in this regard, although households

headed by Irishwomen had a higher incidence of other family

members, that is children, working than those headed by non-

Irish women. But this is not surprising because a higher

proportion of Irishwomen heading households did not have

occupations. The high degree of several members of a house-

hold earning shows that the wages of household heads did not

go very far and had to be supplemented by other earnings to

76avoid extreme hardship.

76. Anderson, Family structure, pp 29-32



Families could avoid the worst results of low wages and mal-
nutrition by choosing alternative forms of impoverishment:
economising on living standards, sending mothers and child-
ren out to work, and forming combined households with rela-
tives. 77

It is possible to examine more closely the family mem-

bers who were bringing added income into the household.

Table 34

Percentage of hhs_hav__inq a wife earning, 1851-71

1851 1861

Irish Non-Irish Irish Non-Irish

1871

Irish Non-Irish

Lpool 12.1 5.8 iO.i 8.4 10.4 7.4

M/R 29.1 17.O 29.9 19.4 27.7 18.7

Salford 22.2 14.3 35.0 21.1 22.4 18.4

Oldham 21.7 21.1 42.6 29.0 16.7 33.9

Preston 25.8 25.6 40.9 44.2 43.8 46.6

St H 17.6 11.5 11.4 23.3 5.7 4.5

Widnes - 13.6 3.8 18.4 4.4 10.5

Overall 17.7 13.9 17.4 18.4 11.6 17.4

The lower figures in both the Irish and non-Irish communities

in Liverpool, St Helens and Widnes reflects the lack of emp-

loyment opportunity for women in those towns. But cotton-

textiles and related industries made it possible for higher

percentages of women to work in Manchester-Salford, Oldham

and Preston. In 1851 an Irishman’s wife was more likely to

be working than wives in other households, but the situation

was much more balanced in 1861. By 1871 Irish wives were

less likely to be working than the non-Irish. This is prob-

77. Foster, Class stuggle, p.96



ably an indication that a qreater proportion of male heads

of Irish households, if not in higher-paying jobs, were at

least in more regular employment, which lessened the nec-

essity for wives to go to work. Children also went to work

in urban Lancashire. In this sample, children are defined

as persons aged fifteen years and under.

Table 35

Percentages of hhs havinq children earning (male and female

hh heads), 1851-71

1851 186]_

Irish Non-Irish Irish Non-Irish
M     F M     F M     F M     F

1871

Irish     Non-Irish
M     F M     F

Lpool 7.6 6.4 8.0 11.8 6.1 7.1

M/R 17.O 14.1 12.9 15.5 12.3 14.3

Salford 11.6 35.0 10.2 8.3 15.6 4.8 12.9 18.5

Oldham 16.7 - 24.7 22.2 14.6 23.1 19.6 18.2

Preston 31.3 20.0 21.6 16.7 13.3 ii.i 20.3 16.7

St H -    - 25.8 20.0 14.3 - 13.5 20.0

Widnes -    - 4.3 50.O 6.8 - 9.6 -

Overall ii.0 13.1 13.O 14.3 9.O iO.2 ii.i 12.4

4.1 4.6    5,7 3.5 5.3 7.2

12.4 17.3 15.0 12.1 10.3 11.6

14.5 20.0 18.5 15.2

32.3 20.0 21.6 20.0

46.9 15.4 21.6 10.O

2.9 - 4.525.0

7.1 11.3 7.414.3

9.5 9.0 10.Oll.5

Children were less likely to go to work than wives. There

is little difference in this regard between the two commun-

ities, but non-Irish households were consistently more likely

to send children to work. Only somewhat more than 10% of

households had children at work, but, as is to be expected,

households headed by women were more likely to send children

to work than those headed by men. Besides these two categories,

there were members of the nuclear family who were aged fif-

teen years and over and almost invariably earning a wage,

which makes up the high percentages in Table 33.



Michael Anderson has commented on the high percentages

of working mothers in Preston during the mid-nineteenth cen-

tury, and its possible effects on the nuclear family.

In all, in the Preston sample, 26% of all wives living with
their husbands worked. The effects of this work On the fam-
ily, however, were considerably less than they miqht have been,
both because many women (particularly those with children),
worked at home, and because it was above all the younger wives
and those with few or no children who were in employment at
all. 78

There were still many children less than ten years of

age whose mothers worked away from home, but there was little

damage to family relationships as a result of this because

’only a minority of these children .... were left with hired

nurses indifferent to their fate’. ’While the mother was

probably the best and first choice as guardian, in her abs-

ence kin and close friends and neighbours were usually avail-
79

able as substitutes.’     But the extent of this problem was

much less in Liverpool, St Helens and Widnes, where there

was little demand for female labour, than in the textile

districts of southeast Lancashire and Preston. The incidence

of young children working was much less than it had been dur-

ing the 183Os and early 184Os, but still it was at a signif-

icant level. Greed or insensitivity does not seem to have

been a primary motive for sending children out to work. ’It

is clear that they were sent to work because the family was

so poor that their earnings were absolutely essential if the

family was to continue to function at all as an effective

unit. ’80 Wage labour was, of course, difficult for young

children, but Vwhere children suffered from neglect or over-

work, this was more usually the result of ignorance, lack of

foresight, or necessity than deliberate cruelty or exploitat-

78.
79.
80.

Anderson, Family structure, p.71
Ibid., p.74
Ibid., p.75



ion’.81 So industrialisation does not appear to have been

overly damaging to the fundamental social unit, the family.

It was still the most vital and functional social institut-

ion, even though it had to adjust itself to the demands of

urban-industrial life.

Some households were able to count on the earnings of

extended family members.

Table 36

Percentages of hhs having at least one extended family member

earning, 1851-71

1851 1861 1871

Irish Non-Irish Irish Non-Irish Irish Non-Irish

Lpool 72.6 47.9 60.8 58.7 61.9 42.1

M/R 83.8 63.5 76.7 64.2 68.3 59.3

Salford 70.0 48.4 60.0 38.2 84.6 56.1

Oldham 75.0 69.2 60.0 61.1 83.3 63.6

Preston 85.7 59.3 iOO 69.7 iOO 69.2

St H iO0 53.8 - 50.0 75.0 58.3

Widnes 80.0 60.0 86.4 30.8 78.4 54.2

Overall 77.5 56.3 69.1 57.8 71.9 53.8

Most Irish households containing extended family members

could rely on at least one of them earning. Extended family

in non-Irish households were significantly less likely to be

bringing money into the household, which indicates a high

proportion of elderly and young persons. The much higher

proportion of Irish extended family earning shows that the

practice of taking in extended family, thouqh generally less

common among the Irish, was a practical arrangement to make

the generally lower incomes of the Irish go farther, as well

as to provide accommodation for newly-arrived relatives.

81. Ibid., p.76



This analysis of census data concludes with a brief

consideration of the occupations which members of nuclear

families, apart from the household head, held during 1851-71.

My sample only took account of the household head, and the

first four members of the nuclear family who were returned

as having an occupation of some description, which excludes

very few working people. The analysis is broken down by the

sex of the nuclear family members and by their ages, fifteen

years of age and under being one aqe qroup and fifteen years

and over being the other. Children were often returned as

students, but they have been excluded from these tables and

will be discussed in chapter 7. The percentaqes presented

are totals for the seven towns because the large number of

very small percentages and empty spaces do not warrant a

breakdown by individual town. But still we can see some very

interesting results. Figure 2 shows that among Irish male

youths, fifteen years of age and under, there was a greater

inclination to take employment in a factory than among the

male household heads. In 1851 and 1861 high percentages of

Irish youths were learning trades or already working as skilled

labour. This proportion fell off in 1871 and was complimented

by a steep rise in the number of youths working as labourers.

Non-Irish boys were much more likely to go into factory work

and much less likely to be working as labourers. Irish girls

had fewer reservations about factory work than their elders.

They went to work in factories in nearly the same proportion

as non-Irish girls. So the low percentages of factory workers

among Irish household heads are deceptive. Many other mem-

bers of Irish families, particularly girls, worked in factor-

ies. In 1851 and 1861 Irish girls and non-Irish qirls were

found in domestic work in nearly identical proportions, but

in 1871 significantly more Irish girls were housekeepers and

servants, which shows that non-Irish girls were more widely

distributed occupationally by that date. Irish and non-Irish

youths were most often found working in factory jobs or light

work, although Irish boys were more likely to be doing manual

labour than non-Irish boys.



Figure 3

Occupations (percentages) of other members of nuclear family (adults) , 1851-7

i~51 1861

Irish Non-Irish Irish Non-Irish

M    F M F M    F M    F

Learned
professions .9 .3 3.3 .2

Teacher .3 .5 .4 .2

Board/lodging _ .2 .7 -

Domestic

service .6 6.1 .4 5.1

Merchant I. 2 - I. 9 -

Small business 4.3 1.3 3.7 1.4

Transport    6.5

Clerk/cashier 4.3

Hawker

Mess enger

Artisan

Fabric/dress 4.3

Miner

Metal, glass,
earthenware 1.9

Construction 3.1

Labourer    20.8

.2 13.4 .2

- 9.3 -

.9 1.4 - -

4.9 - 3.3 .i

15.5 2.1 29.4 .7

8.3 4.5 4.7

- 3.7 -

- .5 3.1    .5

.2 .6 1.3    .i

.2 6.7 2.1 6.O

1.9 - 3.9 -

2.4 .9 3.6 1.5

9.7 .7 10.7 .I

7.5 - 5.5 .2

.7 .7 .3 .3

1.2 - 1.3 -

21.9 1.7 26.8 i.O

1.9 7.6 2.3 7.2

- - 2.1 -

- 5.6 .4 7.0 .3 9.4 .2

- 2.6 - 3.6 - 1.3 -

.9 7.8 .7 23.4 .9 6.3 .2

Cotton factory29.8 13.3 17.5 12.9 15.2 13.3 15.1 13.9

Factory hand i. 5 .8

No occupation - 63.6

Pensioner/
annuitant .3 .2

Manager - -

Unemployed .3 .2

.7 -     .9 .6 - .i

2.6 72.7 3.1 64.8     2.9 67.6

- .2 - - .5 .2

- - - - .3 -

.4 - .2 - - -

1871
Irish Non-Irish

M    F M    P

.9 .4 1.4 .2

.9 .i .8 -

-- ¯ 1    -- --

.9

4.1

6.1

4.5

1.2

1.6

16.8

3.6

.2

5.1 .2 4.2

.i i.O -

I.i 6.5 1.6

.2 iO.O .2

- 7.4 .i

i.i .6 -

.i 2.9 -

i.O 22.5 .8

5.9 2.0 4.1

- .6 -

3.6 .2 6.9 .2

2.2 - 2.7 -

40.0 i.O 14.5 .5

5.9 7.2 13.7 17.7

.9 1.5 .8 .6

3.2 73.3 1.8 68.8

- .I .2 .2

.2 - - -

.9 .6 - .i



Figure 3 considers those fifteen years and older, who

were adults in terms of employment during the mid-nineteenth

century. Male adults in Irish households showed more diver-

sity in their occupations than the Irish household heads.

Particularly in 1851, they were much more inc]ined to take

factory work. But this percentage declined over the next

twenty years to a level on a par with household heads. Irish

and non-Irish women worked in factories in roughly equal pro-

portions up to 1861, but the number of Irishwomen working in

mills fell to the level of Irish female household heads in

1871. It appears from this data that children from Irish

families, especially girls, were much more likely to be found

in factory work than the adults. The demand was much greater

for boys and girls in the largely automated textile industry

than for men, but Irishmen were probably reluctant to under-

take the tedium of indoor factory work. Younger members of

the Irish community had mainly grown up in an urban-industrial

environment and had fewer objections to becoming part of the

factory system.

Irish adults, as with the household heads, were very

often found working as labourers. The proportion of labourers

increased to 40% overall in 1871, which is a sign of contin-

uing immigration of unskilled agricultural workers from

Ireland, as well as a tendency for the Irish to be more heav-

ily represented in rough, low-paid, manual work than in other

occupations. But younger men were less likely to be labourers

than their immigrant fathers. Some progress in business and

the professions is visible, but young Irishmen, though doing

better than the household heads, were still behind their non-

Irish counterparts. They were also less well-represented in

the trades.

An important group of adult nuclear family members was

made up of wives, the vast majority of whom had no occupation.



Table 37

Percentages of wives havinq no occupa__ation, 1851-71__

1851 1861 1871

Irish 77.6 78.3 84.6

Non-Irlsh 82.9 78.9 79.7

In both communities it was usually the children and young

adults of a household who helped the household head in earn-

ing money, rather than the wife. Young Irishwomen holdinq

jobs most often did domestic service and factory work. Per-

centages of Irishwomen and non-Irish women in these occup-

ations are very similar. Dressmaking was another common

occupation, but Irishwomen were more likely to be invovled

in it than the non-Irish. Generally, while young males from

Irish households were still at somewhat lower occupational

levels than non-Irish males, Irishwomen showed great simil-

arity with their non-Irish female neighbours.

Concluding this consideration, a few general remarks

will be helpful. It is interesting to note that the Irish,

either the immigrants or their English-born kinsmen, made

virtually no impact on the Lancashire coalmining industry,

which centred mainly around St Helens and Oldham. But there

is little evidence to tell us whether the Irish were excluded

from the industry bynative miners or simply did not choose to

enter it. Coalmining was very often a family industry, where

miners hired their sons and r~latives as helpers and heavers.

The Irish would lack this family tradition, which would make

it harder for them to get a start in the industry. But there

is some evidence that English miners objected to the immigrant

Irish (see chapter iO).

The very low percentages of unemployed persons throughout

Lancashire suggests that Cornewall Lewis was correct in say-

ing that there was work for all who wanted it in the ever-

expanding industries of Lancashire. But the censuses only



reflect the fact that 1851, 1861 and 1871 were fairly pros-

perous times in England. Enumerations in 1847 or 1855 would

reveal very different pictures. Indeed, if the 1861 census

had been conducted several months later, the first redundancies

in the textile industry caused by the cotton famine would be

apparent. When times were good, everyone in Lancashire bene-

fitted, but hard times had similarly dynamic effects, espec-

ially on the very poor (see chapter 4). But since there was

no sign that the Irish were extra labour, is there any reason

to believe that their presence on the labour market caused

wages to fall? Cornewall Lewis found that where the Irish

were most numerous wages were highest. When wage cuts did

take place, particularly during the 184Os, they were in res-

ponse to market trends rather than greater numbers of cheap

Irish labourers. It is true that Irishmen were often earn-

ing lower wages than English workers, but this was not due

to the Irish undercutting the waqe base. ’It rarely happens

that when Irish are employed at the same kind of work as the

native labourers .... there is any difference in the rate of

wages paid to them.’82 Irishmen generally earned lower wages

than Englishmen because they were more often working at the

lowest-paid jobs. Sluggish increases in waqes in the cotton

industry have more to do with the large numbers of women and

children, doing the same work as a man for less money, who

were employed than with Irish immigration. It does not app-

ear Irish immigration had any adverse effects on wage levels

in Lancashire.

What do these statistics suggest about occupational ad-

vancement and social mobility among the Lancashire Irish?

John Flamson describes a ’lack of social escalation’ amonq

second and third generation members of the Irish community of

Liverpool. Thernstrom found that the occupational structure

82. Report on the state of the Irish poor in Great Britain,
1836,-p. ix /~7



of Boston ~was remarkably fluid in one sense of the term,

offering significant opportunities for self-advancement to

a very substantial proportion of men who started work in
83

menial, manual jobs’.     But vit was far from a perfectly

open structure, if by that we mean one in which initial ad-

vantages count for nothing’.

For all the fluidity of the Boston occupational structure,
the community, nonetheless, was one in which prior social
advantages or disadvantages counted heavily. Men who started
their careers in a high-status position were very likely to
retain them; those who started at a lower level had good
chances of moving upward a notch or two, but not to the high-
est level. The common move was not from rags to riches but
from rags to respectability .... 84

There is no reason to believe that this description of Boston

does not have great relevance in mid-nineteenth-century

Lancashire. England did not offer the same range of oppor-

tunities open in America, but still there was upward mobility.

As in Boston, the farther down the occupational scale a per-

son started off, the slower and more arduous the ascent was

likely to be. Thernstrom found that immigrants were at a

significantly greater disadvantage than native-born persons.

Both immigrants and the native-born children of immigrants
were far more likely to begin and to end their careers work-
ing with their hands and wearing blue collars. Not only did
the foreign-born start more often at the bottom; they were
less often upwardly mobile after their first job, and those
who started well were more prone to lose their middle-class
positions and end up in a manual job.    85

The second generation were better placed for achieving better

occupations, but they still worked under the hindrance that
86

they were more likely to start work at the manual level.

83.
84.
85.
86.

Thernstrom, The other Bostonians, p.74
Ibid., p.73
Ibid., p.124
Ibid., pp 124-5



Immigrants to cities from other cities have a distinctly

better chance of improving their occupational position because

’they do not bring with them the background handicaps that
87

have classically been associated with country life’.     But

this applied to very few of the principally rural Irish who

moved to Lancashire. The Lancashire Irish were most often

found in labouring and unskilled jobs, which were the lowest

paid. Their lack of industrial experience made them unsuited,

in ability and temperament, for the higher grades of indust-

rial employment. In this respect they resembled the Boston

Irish. ’The Irish of Boston were highly distinctive in their

inability to find jobs that offered security, prestige and

financial rewards. ,88 But even though the children of the

immigrant Irish ’fared notably better’ than their fathers,

they did worse than native Americans or the second generat-
89

ions of other immigrant groups.     The analysis of data on

occupational patterns among the Irish in Lancashire shows

that the situation was very similar to that of Boston. First-

arrivals were likely to be unskilled labourers. Younger imm-

igrants and the English-born Irish showed greater upward mob-

ility than their fathers, but were still much more likely to

start off as labourers or unskilled workers than the non-Irish.

There was a tendency towards ’respectability’, but it was

very sluggish during 1846-71. As in Boston, there was a ’near
9O

absence of an Irish immigrant middle class’ in Lancashire.

But why were the Irish, particularly the Enlgish-born Irish,

so bottom-heavy occupationally?

Thernstrom suggests several tests which can be applied

to the Irish in urban Lancashire. Was there structural dis-

crimination against the Irish? Did they encounter a ’no

Irish need apply~ attitude? I have found no evidence of this

discrimination. Were handicaps resulting from their rural

87.
88.
89.
90.

Ibid., p.32
Ibid., p.132
Ibid., p.133

Ibid., pp 134-5



background, such as illiteracy, lack of vocational skills

or unfamiliarity with urban life, decreasing their ability

to compete in the labour market? Illiteracy was as much

of a problem among the native working class as among the

Irish, although the lack of skills did limit an Irishman’s

options. But this should have been less of a problem for

the second generation. These disadvantages are only a part-

ial explanation for occupational stagnation among the Lancashire

Irish. Residential segregation may have been an influence in

Liverpool, but since the Irish were not prone to ’ghettoising’

themselves in Lancashire, or in Boston, it does not anpear

to have been a significant factor. The ’institutional com-

pleteness’ of community life among the Irish is probably more

important. We shall see in Part III that the Irish community,

with the vital aid of the catholic church, was performing

important social services in religion, education and recreat-

ion. The danger in such a situation is that members of an

excessively inward-looking ethnic group ’may develop values

that are deviant by the standards of the larger society, or,

even if they hold the same values, they may not learn socially
91accepted methods of pursuing them’. In other words, soc-

ial standards may be defined internally and tend to perpet-

uate existing standards by lending them acceptance and app-

roval. But even though Irish community life provided a broad

and functional social focus, it was never so tightly organ-

ised or isolated for such a degree of introspection to develop.

The last test is that of differing cultural values, a

much more nebulous and treacherous area. Were the immigrant

Irish perhaps uninterested in the virtues which Horatio Alger

extolled and unintrigued by material success during 1846-71?

The Irish came from a society where subsistence was very often

a struggle. To move to Lancashire and obtain manual labour

91.    Ibid., p.167



at higher, steadier wages would seem like an occupational

elevation, even if it was poverty by English standards.

So perhaps many Irish immigrants in fact thought they had

moved upward occupationally and were content in their new

position because they were accustomed to lower standards

of living. Also, the greater opportunities for employing

women and children in Lancashire might make it seem unnec-

essary that the immiqrant household head should exert him-

self more. The Irrland most immigrants came from during

1846-71 hardly exemplified the material advantages of adher-

ence to the Protestant Ethic. Few Irishmen had experience

of socio-economic conditions which would make such values as

hard work towards upward social mobility seem relevant to

them. The immigrants in Lancashire probably were little

aware of such an outlook and consequently attached small

importance to it. But their children became gradually more

aware of the desireability of overcoming occupational and

social disadvantages. But t~ey were starting at the bottom

and improvement might still leave them firmly in the working

class.

Two other Irish cultural values probably slowed down

their rise to ’respectability’ by limiting the amount of

capital they could accumulate. Of course, with such a large

part of the Irish community receiving low wages there was

little money to be saved. But the Irish also sent large

amounts of money to Ireland to help their relatives still

living there. Also, the Irish contributed large amounts

to the expansion and maintenance of the edifice of the

catholic church in Lancashire. These two practices were

considerable drains on the generally meagre incomes of the

Irish community, which used up funds that might have gone

towards the opening of a small business or better education.

Altogether, the lack of urban experience and marketable ind-

ustrial skills, tied to cultural values which deemphasised



the importance of worldly success and absorbed a larqe port-

ion of what funds there were available after the purchase of

necessities, combined to severely limit the upward occupat-

ional-social mobility of the Lancashire Irish.

Briefly, some important features of Irish immigrant life

in Lancashire emerge from this discussion. The aggregate

population figures which appear in the published census rep-

orts understate the actual size of the Irish communities in

the various towns of Lancashire by, at least, 40-80%. Irish

families were more often found sharing dwellings with other

families and in the cheaper court housing than their English

neighbours. Somewhat larger nuclear families and a higher

incidence of lodgers resident made Irish households larger

than non-Irish households. But even though urban Lancashire

was distinguished by a very high degree of overcrowding in

working-class dwellings, the Irish were the most overcrowded

part of the population. Except in Liverpool and Widnes, it

does not appear that during 1846-71 there were homogeneous

Irish residential areas in urban Lancashire. And the ’Irish

neighbourhoods’ of Liverpool and Widnes probably grew up for

other reasons than an effort by the Irish to seqregate them-

selves in distinctive areas. Most Irishmen heading house-

holds were employed in unskilled, low paid work and most

Irishwomen who headed their own households worked in domes-

tic services or did not have an occupation. Young men in

Irish households were represented in a wider ranqe of occup-

ations than their fathers, but their occupational progress

was slower than that of young men in non-Irish households.

Irish girls were heavily represented in domestic services

and factory work, which showed a great similarity with non-

Irish girls. Generally, even though occupational proqress

is apparent, especially among second generation Irish, the

Irish community during 1846-71 was overwhelmingly working-



class. Unaccustomed to urban-industrial life and having

a cultural outlook more suited to a rural existence, assim-

ilation through occupational advancement was a slow process

for most Irishmen.



The

Part    II

Social prob] eros

Ch:~pt er 4

Irish Door in Lnncsshire

Considering Irish immicretion into Lancashire durin~ the

mid-nineteenth century in the context of social problems it

might cause in the receiving, com~nunity, it is important: to

deterntine to what extent the emi~r.~nts comnrJsed nn impoverished

group reouirin~, local public assist nce. To messure the

dimensions of the problem it is necessery both to see, if

possible, the actual cost, in financial on~] human terms, of en

Irish influx an#, what the Lancashire citizenry thou,~<ht was

being exacted.

The state of the Irish economy 8urin~ the 1840s had a direct

bearing on sn immi.~rntion of Irish Door into En~]snd. Durin~

that decade Ireland was a country of ntunero~s pressin~ problems.

A largely rural population of over nine million persons stru~led

to exist on a restricted ~q~nount of ~qrsble Innd by a orimitive,

uneconomic a~riculture. ~ressure on land and land clearances

were increasin~ emigration from Irelsnd c]urin~ the first half

of the nineteenth century, but the catalyst of the ~rest famine

of the latter 1840s acceler$~ted this process. In 1853 this exodus

of thousands of ~ersons was attributed

because it helped decrease

from Ireland by hundreds

to a ’Providential c]esi~n’

strengthened civil ~n8 socisl

increased the solvency of the

effects of Irish immigration on urban

’Providential’ as tho.~’,e of emi<ration

order by reducino" crime
1

’landed DroDrietary’.

Lzncnshire were

were for

people who left Ireland ~tlrin< the 184Os were of nil

But is is princioally thos’e who, otherwise Denniless,

nearly the whole of their resources to ~et across to

England, and then became s burden on the r~tep~yers

cashire who will concern us here.

DauDerism,

sad

But the

not ss

Ira]sad. The

ty~es.

snent

of Lan-

I. J. Locke, ’Irelnnd’s recovery; or e--cessive e~i~ration and
its reparative    apencies’ in Tr~nsr~etion~ of th~ British Assoc-
iation .ftr the Advancement ,~f Science (1853], p.lO7



The story of Irish pauperism in Lancashire involves mainly

the period 1846-51. After this d~te the number of Irishmen

who might become ch~Ir,~eable, ~s well as the numbers of Irish

immigrants entering L~ncashire, levelled off ~nd ceased to

excite commentary in bo~rd of ~q~uardians’ minute books or local

newspapers. Statistics available for the i~,~nchester union
that

indicate~there were many poor Irish relieve~ during. 1851-71,

but after the crisis of the latter 184Os the less pressin~c,

but omnipresent, oroblem o:f the Irish poor no lon~er aroused

much interest¯ So the problem of the Trash poor in Lsncashire’s

towns centred mainly on the precipitous immi:~ration in the wake

of the ,~reat famine.

The main obstacle in the ~,.,ay of : ~rosr~ective Irish

emi~rant re;~oving to Lancashire, aside from a few shillings

for a fare, was getting to a port from which a steamer sailed

to Liverpool. But even this was not a ,~reat difficulty, because

services were s.vail~_ble"L between Liverpool and every, significant
2

Irish port.    Even thou~;h Preston had port facilities on the

River Ribble, there was no direct service to Ireland. But there

were steamers to Belfast and Londonderry from the nearby port

of Fleetwood.3 The reports of jammed steem packets l~nding at

Liverpool show that m~ny thousands of Yrishmen wer,~ able to

negotiate the journey betwee~ their former homes and a port,

usually on foot.

The vast majority of the Irish who emiFrr~ted ended up in

Liverpool, both because it was western Britain’s principal

port an~1 because most travellers boun~ for America or Australia

embarked from there. ~,1o,’~t of t}le poor Irish made the niF:htly

Ireland-Liverpool steom-pncket journey :~s ’deckers’. The fare

for a place on the deck of ~ steamer cost from two to five

shillings during the 1840s, but ~ven this minimal expense was

¯ ’Some2. H.S Irvine,
Britain and Ireland’

p.
3. Ibid., p.224

aspects of the p~ssen~,er traffic between
in Journal of Tr,~ns, port iIiztor.y, iv, no.4



exorbitant, in relation to the accommodation provided.4 The

demand for deck space fluctuated so much that no room was

reserved for deck passengers. Goods ana livestock were loaded

first an8 any remainin~ spece was then allocated to the deckers.

There was no protection of any kind from the weather and the

press of passengers and corgo was often so great that there was

’standing room only’ for a windy night on the Irish Sea. Some-

times in very bad weather deck passengers were allovJed to occupy

empty stables on the deck, and a woman in l~bour might be offered

the comfort of the ship’s boiler room.5 Durin~ 1846-51 the

subject of Ireland-Liverpool steamers was p;iven considerable

public attention in Lancashire, p~rticularly by the local boards

of guardians, not only because of the inhuman conditions prevail-

ing for ’deckers’, but also because the steamers were the medium

of Irish p~uper immip;ration into Lancashire’s towns.

Between 1849 anc] 1851 the Liverpool select vestry’s board

of guardians led a compsign for statutory re~lation of the

numbers of passengers permitted to travel on the Irish steamers.

The need for control was accentuated by a steam-packet disaster

in December 1848. The Londonderry, boun@ from Sligo, with 174

steerage passengers, ran into a storm. The unfortunate emigrants

were made to go below and the hatches were secured above them

for the duration of the stor~. When the ship reached Liverpool
6seventy-two persons were a ead from suffocation.    There were

fatalities on other voyages as well, but they were less

spectacular than the Lon6onaerry dissster. There was s statue

of 1848 (ll and 12 ’Jict., c.81) which g~ve the Board of Trade

the authority to issue seaworthiness certificates and, in some

cases, to specify a maximum number of passengers which a vessel

was permitted to carry. A copy of the certificate had to be

displayed on the vessel, but the limitation of passengers was

optional, and no specific references to the Irish Sen packets

appeared in the act. In fact, the re.~ulntion was not intended

to apply to ocean-goin:~ steamers at all ,~1~d it was rcrely used

4. LDool Mercur,y, 19 June 1849; M/R Gu~rdip.n, 12 Nay 1847
5. Irvine, op.cit., p.233
6. Irvine, op.cit., pp 233-4



for that purpose. It was not used at all on ships based in

Liverpool. The regulations were designed with inland and

coastal ferries in mind only.7

At the fortnightly meetin,< of the Liverpool select vestry

on 17 April 1849, the agitation for passen~,er restrictions on

the Irish steamers began with a proposal to memorislise the

government on the need for le~islation to ensure ’a proper

provision for deck passengers, so as to secure thot re~srd for
8

their health and comfort which hum~nity would dictnte’.

Edward Rushton, a local ms ffistr~te, composed the letter. But

this communication shows that the sufferin~ of emi~ronts on

crowde~ steamers was not the sole concern off the Liverpool

authorities in trying to effect a reduction in the number of

deck passengers travellin.T from Irelond. Very little was said

about the steamers at all. But the effects of large scale

Irish immigration on the tovm of Liverpool ’,’,,ere d~scussed at

some length. In fact, no clear relationship wes cited betwee~

the crowded steamers and the ’half-naked and stmrvin~....

accumulation of misery in the crowded town of Liverpool’.9

The only mention of a possible connection wes in the concludin~

statement when Rushton pointed out ’the ~rest dan~.er, moral

as well as physical, which cannot but be generated by allowing

the continued unchecked immi~zration of the most miserable of

the Irish people into such towns as Liverpool’.

More to the point of the steamer problem was Cootain H.M.

Denham’s report on passenger accommodation between Ireland and

Liverpool, presented to the Board of Trade in ~,~ay 1849. Denham

was a career naval officer who conducted surveys of the coasts

of Lancasi~ire and Cumberland during the 183Os and 184Os.IO He

personally investigated a dozen Irish steamers at Liverpool and

travelled to Ireland and back. ~easurin~ the actual space for

passengers between csttle pens on the deck he found that it

’did not yield an area of more than one square yard to two persons

7. Ibid., p.253
8..Lpool Mercur.y, 20 Apr 1849
9. Lpool Mercury, 15 ~lay 1849
i0. A.S. Mountfield,                 ’Admiral Denham and the approaches to the
port of Liverpool’ in Trans !{ist Soc Lsncs-Ches, cv (1953), pp 123,13:



with not enough tarpaulins to cover more than a fourth part,

whilst the whole deck was afloat with animal mire....’

Asking the officers of these vessels how they could abide such a

situation, Denham was told that

it all lies with the agent, whose business and interest it is
to cram the vessel and shove us off, lit41e thinkin,T or caring
about the night’s anxiety we have to dra~ through so his freight
looks well on getting home....The closs of passengers called
’deckers’ go to the offices where tickets are issued without
limit, or even distinf~ishing one vessel from another. The
consequence is they accumulate on the quay, ready for a rush to
any vessel they take a fancy to, so that she belongs to the
company the ticket hails from. It is in vain to call out to
them to divide themselves v,’il;1~ the other vessels also ready to
start. We have no control nor arjy. right._ to ~_.~3,~.Teal to the police
as the matter stands. We are st last obliged to draw the planks
away, st all risks, to stop the rush on bosr@.ll

From the owners ’no acquiescence in re.~ulations for htunanity’s

sake is traceable or to be e~oected. Impunity is attached to the

complained of system, because few Ceoths are recorded in its

exercise, forgetting that human endurance can reach frightful

heights without actually dying.’ Inspectin,T some of the steamers

just after their arrival in Liverpool, Denham found the scenes

so deplorable that some of the men assigned to assist him had

to excuse themselves from ’close inspections’. And he revealed

that the fare pai@ for the transport of troops, which were never

supposed to exceed 350 in a single vessel, and for whom the whole

boat was given up, was very nearly the some paid by a poor Irish

decker.

To remedy the situ~ation Denhsm made a seven-point proposal

for legislation, which helped illustrate what was lacking on

the Irish steamers. He urged summer and winter passenger limits,

the winter extendin~ from i October to 30 ~,~av. The winter

maximum would be one passenger per two tons of the vessel, and

the summer rate would be one passenger per ton. A special ares

for deck passen,Ters should be reserved away from the livestock,

with a protective awning, sufficient benches, water closets and

fresh water available. Cabins or steerage spoce, where no

Ii. Captain H.M. Denham’s report on passenger accommodation in
steamers between Ireland and Liverp0o], Lpool I~ercury, 19 June
1849; also in pp 1-35, H.C., (339), li, 397-431.



livestock was kept, was needed for women and children with an

ares of at least one square ysrd per nerson, adeauate ventilation,

benches, ’secure’ lampli.r..htin~e, .... water closets, fresh water supply

and ’such separate accommodation to be eausl to one third of the

number of passengers in the winter license’. }roper steerage

facilities, if the upper deck was unprotected, were desirable

and the passen~eers should be able to come up ~-hen they wanted

to. To make sure these regulations were observed, nsssen~er-

carryin< licenses were to be re-issued every six months, subject

to inspection. And finally, .~I] accidents were to be re~orted

immediately to the Board of Trade.

Captain Denham’s renort on the overcrowdin< of Liverpool-

Ireland steamers was read at s meetin~ of the Board of Trode,

on 31 ~ay 1849, Henry Lsbouchere, the nresident of the Bo.~rd,

and the earl of Granville bein~ present. But no action was taken
12

on any part of the report.     Two weeks later the Board heard

the shipping interest’s response to the Denham report, when

they received a statement from Liverpool steamship ov.~ers

expressing opposition to ’any parliamentary interference with

respect to passenger traffic’ between Liverpool and Ireland.J3

But the Board did not reply to the letter, and on 31 July the

steamship owners asked for an interview with Labouchere, to

reinforce their demand for a totally laissez-faire attitude
14on the part of the Board towards the Irish nassenger traffic.

Once again the letter went unanswered by the Board. At this

same time the Liverpool bo~rd of gucrdians were askin~ other

local authorities in Lancashire and Yorkshire to write to the

Board of Trade in support of the regulations proposed in the

Denham report. On the day the Board read the shipovn~ers’

second communication, nine other memorials from northern towns

were read on the subject of the Irish Sea steamers. The

Warrington sanitary committee sent a memorial in favour of

Denham’s proposed regulations, askin~ the Board to limit the

numbers of passengers permitted to travel on the Irish steamers

’with as little delay as possible’.

12. Capt Denhsm to BT, 31 Nay (PRO, BT, minutes, BT 5/58
13. BT, minutes, 16 June 1849 (PRO BT B/58, 1679, p.246)
14. BT, minutes, 31 July 1849 (PRO BT 5/58, 2054, p.301)

, 1482 p.218)



The board acknowledged the Warrin~ton letter by sayin~ thst the

board had ’the subject under their consideration and hope shortly

to be able to take measures for remedying the evils complained

of’.15 Memorials to the seme effect arrived from boards of

guardians at Preston, Nanchester and Prescot (who supervised

St. Helens and Widnes), as well as those of Wskefield, York,

Halifax, Rochdale and Bolton.

Even though the owners of the Irish stenmers received no

direct response to their reaIJest for s meetin,-with Labouchere,

they did receive an answer to their objections to ’interference’

with passenger traffic on ist AuFvust 1849. The combined weight

of Den_ham’s report and the memorials from Lancashire and Yorkshire

convinced Labouchere of the seriousness of the problem of

’deckers’ on the Irish Sea steamers. The day after reading

the northern memorials Labouchere ordered Captain Denham to

visit the ports of Liverpool, Glssgow and Bristol to demand the
existing certificates of all steamers employed in carrying
passengers between those ports and Ireland; and insert therein
the number of passengers which each is con~tructed to carry,
according to the rules here enjoined.

Labouchere substituted executive for parliamentary ’interference’

by usin~ the Board of Trade’s authority under the 1848 passenger

act to limit the number of persons permitted to trsvel on

passenger vessels. In this way he avoided a confrontation with

the powerful ship!,ing interest in the Commons, which would have

been inevitable if he tried to secure new leglislstion. The seven

regulations Labouchere signed were based on those proposed by

Captain Denham.

I. The number of passengers to be carried by s pnddle steamer,
having no cargo on deck, shall be one passenger to every ton
of the builders’ tonnage.
2. The number to be carried by a paddle steamer, hmvin~ cargo
on deck, but none of it stowed abaft the paddle shaft, shall
be one passenger to every registered ton.
3. The number to be carried when cargo (not live animals or
poultry) is stowed abaft the paddle shaft, should be three passen-
gers to every two square yards of clear sp:~ce abaft the paddle
shaft.
4. The number to be carried when live animals or poultry are
stowed abaft the paddle shaft, shall be fixed with reference to
the arrangement of the vessel and cargo, so ss to provide, as
nearly as possible, two sauare yards for every three passen~.ers
in a part of the vessel separate from the cattle and livestock.

15. Warrington sanitary cttee to BT, 31 July 184-9 (PRO. BT,
minutes, BT 5/58, 2092, p.306)



5. Screw steamers in which the dec]~ passengers ere allowed to
go below and are accommodated u, ith space on the lower deck for
one-half their number, or on which the bul’,’,orks are railed and
and a spare deck constructed so s s to afford protection to the
passengers on deck, shall be licensed to carry the same number
of passengers in each case as paddle steamers.
6. Screw steamers on which these provisions are not made shall
be licensed to carry only one T~assenger to every four tons of
the registered tonnage.
7. The proportion of passengers to be carried in the months
of November, December, January, February, and M~,rch shall be
two-thirds the number allowe8 in the other months. 16

Even though Lsbouchere’s regulations fell far short of

fully enacting Denhem’s proposals, they went a long way towards

limiting the number of passengers oermitted on each vessel and

drew an important distinction between summer and winter

conditions. On 31 August 1849 Denham reported to the Board

of Trade from Liverpool that he had ’completed the re Tulation

certificates of all steam vessels trading with Ireland from

this port..:17

But the Liverpool GusrSisns were convinced that these

regulations were not enough to curb overcrowding on ships from

Ireland unless violations were prosecuted. In 1850 the

Liverpool guardians noticed an increase in the number of Irish

emigrants landing in the town, and in the number of steamers

arriving overcrowded. This in:~lux was attributed to ’"the

clearance system" now going on in Ireland; the rambling

disposition of the people, added to their knou, n reluctance

to enter the Irish union workhouses; ~nd the present low rate

of fare from Ireland ’ .18 The Liver~ool guardians’ finance

committee authorised two relievin~ officers to

make rigid enquiry whether and to what extent the re~lations...°
for the accommodation of passen~Ters in steamers arrivin~ from
Ireland are being carried out; also os to the aopsrent cause of
the present influx of Irish vagrants into the totem.19

The problem was not with ’re~ulsr’ steamers, which seemed generally

to comply with the Board of Trade reticulations, but with extra

steamers, known as ’opposition’ steemers, which were out into

16. BT order, I Aug 1849 (PRO, BT, minutes, BT 5/58, pp 327-8)
17. Capt Denhsm to D. le ~v~rchsnt, 31 Aunt 1849 (Pi~O, BT papers,
~eneral deot, BT 1/473/2452)
18. C.W. Williams to D. le r,~ rchant, 15 June 1850 (PRO, P~T pap,rs
general dept, BT 1/478/2011)
19. Lpool, finance cttee, m:inutes,    31 [~a~I 1850 (LCL, 353SWL/3/3,
p.232)



service to handle incre~sed emi;~ration ~nd ~i,~ not have

psssenger limits sr)ecified on their seaworthiness certificmtes.

These opposition boats v;ere arriving with 2-400 passengers

more on bomrd than would be allowed un~ler the Board of Trade

re.L~ulations. Eight extra ships were operatin~ from Dublin,

Cork, Drogheda an~ Delfast. F~ares from Irelon(~ to Liverpool

were down to two shillin~s per head, a decrease of 60}, since

1847. Even though there was nothinT th~!t could be done to

prosecute the owners of the ’opposition’steomers, the

Liverpool ~uardisns hoped to obstruct the renewal of licenses

of overcrowded bomts.20 During ~,lay 1850-February 1851

inspectors were posted at the Liverpool docks each morning

to note overcrowded ote.;mero, ;vhich were then reported to the

Board of Trade.21 This activity bore fruit when the bosrd

instituted proceedings sgainst the stemmer owners in Irate 1850.

The clerk of the Liveroool vestry was instructed to cooperste

with the customs commissioners by producin~ the necessary

evidence against the steamship comnsnies.22 To strengthen

their case, the guardians requested, and received from, the

Preston board a return of the ’number of Irish poor relieved

by them ana with the amount of such relief, also the extent of

the evil inflicted by the increase of rates of disease and

mortality...’23 Even in 1851 the effort to control the number

of Irishmen carried in the steamers was double edged - it was

both htmlanitarian and an attempt to limit the number of rate-

absorbing Irish poor entering Lancashire.

On 10 March 1851 there was sn interesting exchange in the

House of Commons. Labouchere was ~uestioned on ’a subject of

great importance, snd one which had been noticed even by the

press of foreign countries’. The question was about a child

who died from exposure enroute from Cork to Liverpool, and the

extremely low fares on steamers between En;~land and Ireland,

which allegedly incl1~ded a packa,~e reduction for 1,000 or more

inmates from Irish workhouses. The President of the Board

20. C.,W. Williams to D. le Marchant, 15 June 1850 (PRO, BT papers,
general dept, BT 1/478/2011) -
21. T,Dool finance cttee, minutes, Nay 1850-Feb 1851 (LCL, ~53/SEL/

3/3-4)
22. Zpool, finance cttee, minutes, 27 Dec 1850 (LCL, 353/SEL/3/4, p.2~
23. T,pool BG to Preston BGj 14 Feb 1851 (LRO, Preston BG, minutes,

Pu IIII  203-4)



of Trade answered that steamers were beinc carefully observed
24

and that the Board ’had instituted several prosecutions’.

He also alluded vaguely to the regulations in his passenger

act of 1849 (12 & 13 Vict., c.33). But that statute stipulated

that the passenger reticulations it cont~ined applied only to

vessels leaving the United Kingdom for s ny~,~here outside Europe.

A further exception was made for all ships carrying the Royal

~lail, which would effectively exclude all the Liverpool-lrelnnd

steamers anyway.25 Similarly, Labouchere’s passenger act of

1851 (14 Vict., c.l) makes no provision for re~Tulating Irish
26Sea steamers.     So the regulations for Irish steamers remained

minimal and loosely enforced. But no more is heard about the

problem during 1852-71j because the volume of Irish emigration

declined to a level where the ste~Imers were not nearly so

crowded as they were durin~ 1846-51.

But the fight to reduce the mnnbers of Onssengers arriving

from Ireland on the Irish Sea stesmpsckets was only a small

sector of a much larger battle. The concern of local guardians

of the poor over the crowding of vessels was occasioned by the

experience of gre~ter difficulties in the streets of the

various tova~s themselves. Conditions on the steamers might only

be a symptom of a greater problem, but it was a symptom which

was fortifying the disease, making m cure more difficult. But

what shape did this social malady ass~ne in mid-Victorian

Lancashire?

Liverpool was the major port of western Britain and the

principal landing point for Irish immi~rants to Britain. And

the impact of the mass immigration of the l~te 184Os on the

town was tremendous. In 1846 Liverpool wns ~he only tovrn in

~ngland which did not have a poor law union as such to oversee

the relief of the local poor. A Liverpool union was established

by the Poor Law Commission in 1841, but

The title ’union’ was a misnomer for Liverpool was the only
’union’ in the country which consisted of ~ :~in~le parish,
that is, it was in union with no one.27

24. Hansard 3, 1851 ( cxtv , London, 185!), pp
25. Star. parl. UK, !c~,19, (Lo:~,1on, 1849), p.132
26. Star. par l. U K, 1’851, (Lo~,ion,1851), pp 1-3
27. Eric Midwinter, 01ci Live!i ,)o__~i, p.76
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An act was passed in 1842 which mo,~ified the ~dministrstion of

the poor law in the to,vn. The p~rochial select vestrv was

charged with m~nagin~ poor relief and was ’"Seemed to be a

board of ~7~=rdians" with all the rights and duties of such a

board’28 The parish of Liverpool did not include the whole

municipal borough. But about two thirds of the, total

population and about 85% of the borough’s Irish-born lived

within the parish, and came under the jurisdiction of its

iTD]nl~,r~ tlon onboard of guardians. So the effects of Irish " " ’" "

the parish of Liverpool, anc] the resoonses of the p~rish

board of guardians, will be reliable indications of the

situation in the municipal borough as a whole.

The first indications that Ireland’s hardships were going

to have their impact on Lancashire, via Liverpool, were

apparent at the close of 1846, when the combined effects of

hunger, destitution and cold weather left increased nttmbers

of fugitive poor on LLverpool’s docks each morning. Lar~er

numbers of poor Irish enterin~ the town were reflected in

greatly augmented demands for relief. Already by 19 December

1846 the problem was serious enough for the board of guardians’

finance committee to devote a special discussion to ’th* gre~t

numbers of destitute poor daily comin~,- from Ire;land and becoming

chargeable to the parish’.29 It was decided that a letter should

be sent to the Poor La;-, Commissioners, the ’Bashaws of Somerset

House’, asking for <overr~ment assistance to handle the ’burdens
3Obeing cast upon the parish by the present influx of Irish poor’.

It was also decided to start supplyin~ soup to the poor. The

memorial was duly sent to both the Poor Law Commissioners and the

Home Office, Th~ t~Jo replies were re~orted in mid-Januar.y 1847.

The Home Office expressed ’re~ret that there should be so 1.~r~e

an influx of paupers into Liverpool from Ireland’, but Sir George

Grey could see no way of pr.,ventin£ them comin,~ over. The

letter closed saying that there was no money aveilsble for the

parish to subsidise the expenses of Irish destitution. This

28. Ibid., pp 78-9
29. T.pool, finance cttee, minutes, 19 Dec 1846 (LCL, 353SEL/3/6,p.77)
30. T.pool, fin~-~nce cttee, minutes, 19 Dec ! ,!l (T,~I,, ~-’r,h/?,/~,, ~.v7)



discouraging news was followed by a novel communication from

the Poor Law Commissioners. Acknowled~ing receipt of the

guardians’ request for funds, they said that they had also

learned that the numbers of relief applications from the

Irish in the borough were increasing daily. They wondered

if the existing mode of relief was adequate to meet the task.

The Liverpool board was advised to examine its relief system

and make any alterations necessary to handle the emergency.

The board promised to sanction ’~Iny a~]~]il~J.o~u-~.! relieving

officers who might be appointed to meet the circumstances

of the case’. Stuumi:n/" u:, the two letters, the chairman of

the Liverpool guardians commented: ’The board might go to

any expense they pleased, but neither the government nor the

Poor Law Commissioners would cive them any money.’31

Immi~a~i,~n eo,li;i rued steadily durin~ the winter and spring

of 1847. Poor Irish f~nilies bec:~me a common sight throughout

the town. It was soid that there could be no more Irish

poor in the streets of Dublin. The prospects for Liver~ool

were summed up by the liverpool Courier.

This influx of Irish poor has had several consequences of
much importance over and above the principal one, which is
the exaggeration of poor rates. Brought up all their lives
with insufficient food, labouring, if not unc]er actual disease
created by want of sustenance, at least under the debility
which that induces, the destitute peasantry of Ireland seek
the ports of their own country, principally Cork, Waterford,
Dublin and Drogheda. There they s re met by the universal reply
that they cannot be relieved....and the result is that
Liverpool is ma@e the receptacle for almost the entire vagrant
poor who leave Ireland.

The article concluded sayin~ that no to’,~ should be compelled

to face such a calamity ~itbout government aid.32

But the Liverpool gu,~rdiens prepared to face thousands of

Irish relief cases, along with the increased numbers of resi~.ent

poor caused by the industrial recession , without any form of

government help. Even though the board and the r~,te-payers

could not relish the thought of des lingo" with thousands of Irish

31. Lpool Courier, 13 Jan 1847

32. L_pool Courier, 27 Jan 1847



relief cases, as well as the numerous indi:~enous ones, they made

every effort to be sure every person in need would be

accommodated. Despite the enormous expense, the board of

guardians were prepared to extend their services as far as

was necessary to relieve destitution. The board would hove

preferred a government prohibition on immiTrstion from Ireland

and a substantial grant of extra money to meet the chsllen~e

of increased poverty. But when it was pl~in that neither of

these things was forthcomin~T, they did not hesitate to take

the responsibility upon themselves for doin~ whatever was

necessary to handle the rapidly worsening problem of immi~ration

of poor Irish. The result durinc the next four or five years

was that a potentially chaotic situation ~’as kept within bounds.

Even if every needy Irish person in Liverpool did not benefit

directly from the work of the board of guardians during the

late 1840s, no one was denied relief. And during that very

difficult period, when many people were hungry, no one in

Liverpool st~rved.

The first three weeks of January 1847 brou~Tht an increase

of 20,O00 Irish relief cases.33 On 28 January 1847 the board

of guardians borrowed twenty-four policemen from the watch

committee to serve as assistant relieving officers. The board

also assumed resoonsibility for payinT the policemen’s wages

while they worked for them.34 Under these men twenty-four

relief subdivisions were formed in areas of Liverpool where

Irish immigrants were found. ’Practically, therefore, there

were twenty-four divisions made in the torn, within some one

of which every pauper immigrant resided, and to every one of which

an assistant relieving officer was attached...’35 Each officer

was to keep s strict daily record of the number of applicants

and the amount of relief ~iven so thnt the board ’might be in

possession of exact knowledge of the progress of destitution

33. Alfred Austin,                    ’Relief of the Irish poor in Liverpool’ in
to the Thirteenth report of the Poor Law Commissioners

~cited hereafter as ’Relief of Irish ooor)~ p.llO, H.C., 1847

( 873~, xxxvi i i .120
34. pool, Watch cttee, minutes, 28 Jan 3.847 (LCL, 352 }.~in War/I/4,
P.157)
35 ’Relief of Irish poor’¯ , o.111 h21/_



"Ir

amongst the Irish poor...’36 Relief was distributed in bread

and soup through a three-step system. Each applicant was first

required to appear at his district station to reouest help.

Next the district officer visited every ap~-licant at the place

where he was living to investigate his circumstances. The

poor were then given tickets for bread an@. soup, which were

redeemable at the relief station. Relief to the sick or

infinn was given at their residence.37 The objects of this

system were

that in the vast
dimini shed as

crowd of immigrants, the chances should be
much as possible of any person suffering from

want remaining unhe~rd of by the relieving officers; and
secondly that attempts at imposture might receive every
possible check. 38

January and February 1847 were the hardest months of that

winter, with demands for aid from Irish poor becomin~ very

numerous. But even though, by Nay, Alfred Austin, the poor

law inspector, was able to report that applications from the

Irish were down by two-thirds, the ~mount of reli,f actually

given remained at a hi,Th level. 39 The largest number of Irish

relieved in a single day durin~ Jenusry-May vms 10,845, and the

’total number of separate individuals relieved in the same .~,ay’

during 1 March-30 April was 22,226.40 Statistics for the first

four months of 1847 showed that at least 144,112 Irish persons

arrived at Liverpool, and by 13 April only 34,855, had re-emigrat-

1,441 arrivals,ed to America or Australia. The daily average was
41the highest in a single day bein~ 3,804.

Despite the ,~ood intentions of the Liverpool board of

guardians, the inception of the new district relief system,

and the issue of bread and soup tickets, made many potential

applicants suspicious that the coupons were disguised passages

back to Ireland. Alfred Austin wrote:

I had the opportunity of observing that in some instances the
ap>licants refused to take the cards, re~v~rding them apparently
with a feelin,~ of dread, and in many cases the refusal

36. Ibid., p.lll ~121/
37. Ibid., p.lll L121_#
38. Ibid., p.lll Zl21_Z
39. Ibid., p.l17 Z127/,
40. Ibid , p.l12 ~lP.2_/,
41. Ibidl, p.l15 L125_/



was accompanied by the decls, ration thnt they preferred to die
in Liverpool to bein:ff sent back to Ireland. The fee!inc of
distrust in the intentions of t!e parochial officers, by the
Irish paupers was so general as to deter many from applyin~
for some days after the alterations for relief st the stations...~ L

But the large numbers of Irish immigrant Door brou:Tht with

them another problem for Liverpool, besides that of feeding

them. Without any help from Ireland, typhus fever would have

been a serious threat to Livernool in 1847. But the disease

was widespread in Ireland too, and the physical weakness of

many emi,Trants marie them very susceptible to it, if they had

not contracted it already. The Irish Bid not couse s typhus

epidemic, but they certcinly contributed to its spread (see

chapter 5). By Aoril 1847 typhus was so extensive in

Liverpool that the [Iome Office intervened in the tovm’s behalf.

A letter was s, ddressed to the Const~,])ulsry Office, Dublin Csst!e,

eomplainin.~ that emi~ ~ ~m~nts sctu~lly i]l with typhus were allowed

to travel to Liverpool unimpecled.43 The City of Dublin Steam

¯ J~Packet Co , The ~undalk Steam ~scket Co and police authorities

in Newry, Belfast and Drogheda were contacted and asked to

stop all sick emigr~,nts leaving for Liverpool.

The replies received at Dublin Castle from stes~n packet

companies, police superintendents, mayors and resident

magistrates all expressed willingness to do whatever was

possible to check the departure of sick persons, but they did

not say just how this could be done. A Belfast resident

’or other sickness’ was not amagistrate claimed typhus,

problem among the ’respectable country people’ emigrating from

that port, and he found i! unnecessary to appoint a medical

officer to supervise emigrant departures.44 But at Dro~heda,

the mayor reported that ’fever is very prevalent in the town,

and the immense influx of paupers from the ~:est is increasing to

an alarmin~ extent’. 45 Distin~.~uishing sick from m:~reinally

healthier passengers seemed to the Dublin Company ’to be

attended with ,Treat difficulties, if not wholly impracticable ....

42. Ibid., p.123 /_13!/
43. HO to T.N. Redington, 12 Apr 1847 (SPO, RP, 1847/Z 5037)
44. ~V. ~,;aloney, R.l~!!. to T.~,I. I~edin~ton, 21 Apr 1847 (S~O, PP,
1847/Z 5037)
45. Jas. ~attbews to T.N. Rer]in,<ton, 21 Apr 1847 (S~O, RP, 1847
/Z 5037)



especially when the number of passengers of the lov~er order

now proceeding to Liverpool from the port ran~es from 600 to

1,O00 daily, few of whom near the vessel l~ntil within a short

time of her sailing’.46

But this correspondence did produce a result. On 10 V~ay

1847 the Dublin, Drogheda, Dundalk, and Neu’ry steam packet

companies acted indepenclently sad announced self-imposed

regulations. Any vessel arriving from Ireland with sick

persons on board had to hoist a yellow fls~ and the sick be

removed to the lazzarettos. Any steamer found carryin~ s

feverish passenger s second time would be ou~rsntined.

and as such orders are incomoatible with the accessory
discharge of c~rgoes and livestock, ~nd the disembsr!~in.~ of
cebin passengers, and else persons intendin~ to emi~re.te
from Liver oool

Eotice is hereby ~iven

That no deck passenger can be allowec] on board or be taken
to Liverpool in any vessel.., unless examined by some medical
officer...as to their freedom from fever; end also, that no
destitute persons who may not be able to s~pr, ort themselves
by their own labour, will be nllov~ed to embark between the

¯ Oabove parts and Liverpool    On and after the l,_th inst. the
deck fare will be 5s. each wa.V.47

But descriptions of conditions in Captain De,_ham’s report,
481849, and items in the Mercury of ~.~ay 1847,    show that this

’effectual preventive to the wholesale exportation of paupers

from the sister kingdom to this port’49 was not in fact

enforced, and Irish arrivals, and the oroblems that ceme with

them, intensified.

By April 1847 The Times estimated that 60,OOO Irish emiF~rsnts

had settled in Liverpool, or had ~Tone into the interior of

Lancashire. ’Warrington, and other to~vns within a modern:re

distance of Liverpool are crowded with them. ,50 The condition

of Liverpool at this time was vividly described a few da.vs later.

Hordes of Irish miserables, some of them on their way to
America, but the greet majority destitute, famished, naked,
and dyin¢, daily invade that city. The eruption of the northern

46. City of Dublin Co. to T.N. Redin~ton, 21 Apr 1847
(sPo, RP, 1847/z 5037)
47. M/R Guardian, 12 ~ay 1847
48. ~ool Mercury, 28 ~ay 1847
49. Loo’ol Times, 10 ~ay 1847
50. The Times, 14 Apr 1847



nations in Italy, the successive invss~ons of Saxons and Danes
into our island, were tolerable events com~nred with the doily
arrival of armies whose sole but terrible weapons are the
famine and pestilence they suffer and convey. The season
is not yet sufficiently s.dvanced to reveal a tithe of the
horrors that may possibly arise from this infliction. The
sudden apparition of twenty French war steamers, followed by
as many ships of the line, may be a less evil, less fat~l,
less destructive, less confounding, than the daily imoortation
of thousands who cannot be driven from the shore or resisted
at their landing; who introduce themselves into the heart of
the city; who pay for food with famine, and for lo~ing with
pestilence, and who throw their own infected and pestiferous
carcasses into the thick of the unhappy besie~ed.
....Smallpox, diarrhoea, dysentery and fever prevail, and
there are about forty deaths a day. The ~resent cold ~reather
checks the progress of fever; but it is fearful to think of
the probable increase, when winter at last ~ives way.... The
town of Liverpool already, under the most favourable circumstances,
is the most unhealthy in England, and therefore, it must be
presumed, the least prepared for this trial.
....Liverpool, the proudest boast of this country, and the very
type of its commercial and manufacturinT ~reetness, may shortly
exhibit on a ~igantic scale the miseries end ebomin~tions of
Skibbereen. 51

Things were bad enough for the mo£er~te Liveroool ~’]ercury

to lash out in a stron~Tly-worded editorial.

The government and the parliament have not r]one their duty to
this town. National orovision ought instantly to have been
made for the suooort of a burden now shamelessly allowed to
fall chiefly on Liverpool; or the relief ~iven in Ireland
should have been accomoanied b v restrictions preventin~ persons
not possessed of the visible means of livelihood from crowding
into our courts and cellars, bringing misery, dirt, and disease
amongst our ov~n poor, impoverishin~T the rateoayers, and endanger-
ing the health of all classes. ~v~sny valuable lives have already
been sacrificed amon.~st us, ond those v~’ho hove been instrumental
in brin~in~ pestilence here are morally, if not legally, guilty
of murder. 52

But the Irish did not all remain in the prostrate borough

of Liverpool. By July poor Irish were ’leaving Liverpool in

shoals’ for the interior of Britain in hopes of finding work;

but many appreared too weak to undertake even small tasks.53

This dispersion of the immigrants was aided by the difficulty

of finding lod~ings in the crowc~ed town which forced ’the ~oTreat

bulk of the Irish to ~uit Liverpool nearly immediately upon

51. The Times, 16 Apr 1847
52. T,oool Mercury, 28 ~,~ay 1847
53. The Times, 15 July 1847



their arrival.--.’54 But this did not mean that the strain had

been lessened. In July 1847 the Select Vestry decided to step

up the re-export of Irish paupers to Ireland. Since this could

only be accomplished if the Irish applied for p~rochial relief,

the Mercury appealed to the citizens of Liverpool to refrain

from private almsgiving to force the Irish to move on, find

work and support themselves, or apply to the parish offices

for relief, when they coula be sent back to Ir,land. ’To

give a single penny, therefore, to nn Irish beggar, after this

stop,lng in Liverpool.’55day, is actually to pay him for ~"

The public was assured that any person in need would be looked

after. Referrin~ a Door Irisb~nan to the parish authorities

was not to ’refuse’ charity, but to ’regulate’ it. Durin~

the last nine months of 1846, 4,335 Irish paupers were removed

to Ireland at a cost to the Board of Guardians of £469. The

policy of sendiog to Ireland as many Irish poor as possible

had by December 1847 increase~ the annual total removed to

14,637, and pushed the cost uo to ~Z2,471.56 In November 1847

the people of Liverpool were once again solicited not to give

charity to Irish beggars and reminded them that hi~her poor

rates were imminent if this deterrent to an evil of ’gigantic

magnitude’ was not complie~ with. And signific~:~ntly, there

was included a messaline to ’our brother editors in Ireland’,

telling them they could do their poor countr~nen a ~reot service

by ’informing them that the he~rts of the oeople of Liverpool

are becomi~ actually steeled a~inst all vagrants’.57 But

when a select committee on poor removal was collecting evidence

seven years later, one witness ssi~ that there was no ’je~lousy

or dislike’ sho~,m by the native Oooulstion of Liverpool towards

the I ri sh.

On the contrary, the ~restest possible kindness has been shown,
and I do not believe that ~nythln,~ co~ld be more creditsble
to the isbourin~ cl~sses of that ~re?t town th~n their co~duct
towards the poor Irish under those circumstances. 58

1847 was certainly the peak of the Irish immif,:ration crisis

in Liverpool, but the problem of Irish poor w~s still serious

54. ’Relief of Irish poor’, p.l13 ~12~/
55. LDool Nercur.y, 16 July 1847
56. ~I~-o’oi Oouri er, 5 Jan 184.8
57. L]0ool ~llercury, 30 Nov 1847
58. _~ort from the select ctbee on ooor remov~l (cited
as C%-{e-e-poor removaf)] "o.~l ,J.C., 18~-4.’ (396), xvii, 763
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during 1848-50. In Febru.qry 1848 ’distress in the streets’

w~s described with hun(--treaTs of Irish ~oo-~, u~nb].e to secure

shelter or food £1r1(3 meuy ’con~ittin~ o,:feuces ~J~ninzt the

law in order, e vowedly, that the?z mnv be m.~t into .:Iao].’.59

Dur[n,< r lovember 1848-1849, 941,464 Irish n,~rsons errived .qt

Liverpool, some 82,000 of whom were ’r:mp::rent;ly’ peupers.

Many others were w~itin~ for o~,ss~,~e overse~s, but still

~rest numbers o.[" poor Irish rem~lined in the borough, an8
6O

’t}iousands were sti]l i’ollowin£ in theft tr:~Jn’.

The lowest number of pnoDle lendin,< from Ireland @urin,< th.~t

year was in the week o£ 30 December~when 1,239 arrived, ~2

of whom were recorded as oau~ers. But t},e ,,,~!< ,~f 23 June
61

ii’,49 brou.~ht 9,409, over 6,OOO of whom ’,"ere destitute.

The arrival fi,~n~es for’ i~50-I were hi/~her, but somewhat

fewer obvious paupers qofe:~.red on the docks. IJp to 1853

there were stil] over 70,000 paupers :~mon~ hundreds of

thousands of arrivals~ from Ireland, but ~n i~154 the fi~ure
62

dropned markedly to 7,400 ’apoarent’ Oaupers.

Table 38

(rlov 48 -  rov 49)
To ,,,-.~. 1 paup~:r-~

1849 . 241,4~;4 . 82,188
1850 . 251,001 . 77,765
1851 . 283,50.3 . 68,134
1852 . 232,331 . 78,422
1853 . 233,65? . 71,~53
1854 . 158,807 . 7,425

Under ’an oct to aunend the l~:.’.’s rel:~tinc to the remove.].

of the poor’ of 1846 ( 9 & I0 Vict., c.66), nny l~.rson residin~

in ,~n ,n~¢sh poor law union fo~~ less than five years, and

who became ch,’,r~enble to the boerd of -~nrdians, was liable

to be removed from that union back to the union he origin:~lly

csme from, his place of settlement. Wi~ows, (.ncldren under

sixteen years of e,~<e an,-] sick i)ersons were exceotions, b~t

able-bodied persons over sixteen, perhaps v,ith f~i!ies,

59.Lpool Cou.r_ier, 4 Feb 1848
60. LDool Courier, I5 jnn 1850; ’.’lenk].y
at Lpo01 d~ri’nJ~thn :~e",r enc]~(~ 17 Nov 1849
61. "qn,~Jcly return of I.r’Lsh _~:,nr]c.’d at L~oo]

ended 17 Nov 184!) (PJ~O, HO 45,/’0~-/:~,7o4)
62, C ttee poor rernov,.] , p.5’)-, /~;<)Jj//

return of Irish l~nded
(r, no, Ho
,l~rin,~-tt~:, ,ver-~r



were eligible for removal. The Irish in English poor lew

unions were not mentioned specifically in this act, but they

came within its provisions. Another ~mendinu ~ct of 1861

(24 & 25 Vict.,c 76) concerned only Irish removals. The

residence re(~uirement was reduced from five to three yesrs

and no Irishm~n could be removed from bln~18nd to Ireland if

the journey endangered his he: lth. Another clause made it

illegal for women or children below the <~e of fourteen to

be removed during 1 October-31 ~’arch as deck passengers.

The Liverpool board of F~uardians thought tb:~t even if they

could not stop the Irish comin<:j to Liverpool, they could at

least deter them from applyin~T for relief with the threat

of removal back to Ireland. This could cost two to five

shillings for each person sent back, nnd there was nothing

to prevent the person just removed from gathering a few

shillings and boardin~ a steamer back to Liverpool the follow-

ing night. But the Liverpool Board thought it was worth the

expense. By spending money they hoped ~o ssve money in the

long run. During 1846-53, 66,589 persons were removed from

the parish of Liverpool, 62,881 of them v:ere Irish, 94% of
63the total.

Tsble 39

To tal I ri sh
26 Dec 1845 . 25 Dec 1846 . 5,649 . 5,313
26 Dec 1846 . 25 Dec 1847 . 15,472 . 15,008
26 Dec 1847 . 25 Dec 1848 . 8,239 . 7,607
26 Dec 1848 . 25 Dec I!349 . 10,071 . 9,509
26 Dec 1849 . 25 Dec 1850 . 8,102 . 7,627
26 Dec 1850 . 25 Dec 1851 . 8,232 . 7,808
26 Dec 1851 . 25 Dec 1852 . 6,004 . 5,506
26 Dec 1852 . 25 Dec 1853 . 4,820 . 4,503

During 1849-53 the cost of removin:~

64back to Ireland was £8,521.

I ri sb_men from Liverpool

1849 . £2,519
1850 . £1,488
1851 . £1,931
1852 . £1,453
1853 . £1,130

62. Cttee poor removsl, p.593 /60~/
63. p.369 Z38!/
64. Returns of the number of !fish poor romoved
of Lpool 1849-54, pp 1-3, II.C , 1854 (374), iv,

from th
321-3



Even though the crisis of the massive fmnine emigration was

passed, the Liverpool ~oard of ~uardians found it necessary

to remove large numbers of Irishmen to cut dovm their relief

lists. But no more information on removals from Lancashire

to Ireland is available beyond the mid-185Os, makin~z it im-

possible to judge if they declined, increased or levelled off

during 1855-71. But the expense of removals durin.~ 1846-53

was minute comp~red with *he total burden on the Liverpool

parish authorities tlL~i the Irish in%migration of the l~te

1840s imposed.

The overall impact on Liverpool of the i~mimration of

Irish poor durin~ 1846-52 was slnnmed u~ by the clerk of the

select vestry.

The Irish immigration and fever crisis, besides the injury
inflicted since repaired by the voluntary rate, and the
irreparable injury sustoined by the widows and families of
so many par’ochial officers they cut off by the fever, cast
upon the parish burdens exceedin~ oq70,O00: To meet this
heavy reouirement the rotepayers were coiled uoon to one
shilling in the pound, twice repeated, in addition to their
ordinary contributions .... the immigration of Irish pauperism
into the oarish, though in a ~reatly miti~oted form, is silently,
but systematically, ~oin:T on, and will h~,ve to be vi~ilantly
guarded against to prevent a repetition of the former
disastrous consequences. 65

But the statistics for outdoor end workhouse relief in

Liverpool, submitted to the select committee on ~oor removal

in 1854, amplify this already s larminc assessment. These are

the only statistics for the parish of Liverpool available for

the 1846-71 period, and

It should be pointed out

poor relief fi;<ures are

rather than individuals.

parents and

law of 1834

by local unions to the

uninvi ring alternative

66
they cover ~.~arch 1844-1viarch 1854.

that unli]<e u-~sus or police statistics,

often concerned with whole families,

So these statistics consider Irish

their English-born families. Liven though the poor

was supposed to limit the outdoor relief disbursed

sick, leavin~T the ’vorkhouse ~s an

for the able-bodied, outdoor relief

65. General vestry, minutes lq Apr 1852 (LCL, 353PAR/I/I/4, p.466)
66._O, tte~ -poor removal, p.592 /604/_ _



Figure 4

I, iverpool Board of Cuar~lians

Average numb~’r of" p~.upers relieved t.~eekly outdoors, 1844-54
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Figure 5

Liverpool ~oarcl of C, uar~lin, us

Percentages of avcra{~c number of p;uo~rs relic, ved weekly outdoors

uho were Irish, II~44-54
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was ,judiciously winked at’ by the Poor I, sw Commissioners,

and later by the Poor Law Board, who ’pruclently refrained

from even attempting to abolish outdoor relief’.67

Particularly in London and the manufacturin~ districts, such

as Lancashire, dest[+,ution omong able-bodied men could not

be attributed simply to laziness. Trade flu,,tuations ~n~ shippin,~ problems,

winter, and bad weather generally, could enforce widespread

idleness alon~ Liverpool’s docks and on the town’s building

sites. In the cotton-textile toy, ms of Lancashire ~eriodic

fluctuations in trade could nut thousands out of emnloyment,

even if they ,,.,ere eo<er to work. And throughout urban

Lancashire the l~,r,~e numbers of immigrants, from the rest of

Britain and from IrelanS, tryin~ to find housin< and work in

a new environment, supl:~lied additional npplicsnts for relief

while they settled in. The scattered poor-relief statistics

which survive for the 1840s-1870s period show that usually

over half the expenditure of boards of ~usrdi~ns went towards

outdoor relief. The Liverpool statistics for 1844-54 bear

this out. Nest of the aid, to both the inc]i:~enous ~ond the

Irish poor, was ~ziven outside the workhouse.

Durin~ 1844-5 an nverage of 1,564 Irish persons received

outdoor relief from the Liverpool board of guardians each week,

less than 17~ of the total (see Fiamres ~ and5 ). By Narch

1846 -Narch 1847 this number increased to over 3,000, but

the percentage of the total dropped to 13.3~. The time

greatest hardship for both native Liverpolitans and Irish

immigrants was Narch 1847-March 1848, and the average number

of Irish paupers relieved each week went over 26,000, more than

43% of the total. During the followin~ twelve months the

average numbers of total relief and Irish relief came dowr,

with the Irish supplyin~ almost 3,500 cases a week, 27% of the

total. The average total number relieved durin~T a week, an@

and the average number of Irish relieved, 8eclined very slowly

during March 1848-Narch 1854. In fact, the fi ~[ures were almost

67. Sidney and Beatrice Webb I ngllsh poor law histor~f, Part IT
(London, 1929), i, 146-7



Fign/re 4

Liverpool Boar8 o� ~,u, rrians

To%al number oi" paupers relieved in workhouse, I~q44-54
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Figure 7

Liverpool qoard of Guardians

Percentage of total paupers ~e!ieve~] in wor’,,-]~ouse who were I~ish

18~4-54
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Figure ,q

Liverpool District Provident Society

Number of families relieved ~]~rin~ i.’344-~3
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OFigure .

Liverpool Dis%rict Proviclent Society

Percentage of’ fs.::li].ies relieved ~d~,ich wr, re Irish, I~d4-53
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static durin~ those years. The sversge number of Irishmen

relieved outdoors each week went dov~ to 2,760 in i~53-4,

which was considerably above the ~arch 1844-~,~rch 1846 f:i ,~ures.

The percentage of the avera~,e number of Irisb persons relieved

o ~te,~,aily around 26-7Y,:.outdoors durin~ 1848-54 remained ~ ~~

But Irishmen were also resortin~ to the workhouse in

large numbers (see Fi~ures 6 end 7). Durin~ ~farch 1844-~srch

1845 almost 1,500 Irish were relieved in the workhouse, 267

of the total. Up to ~,arch 1847 the total oumber of Irisl~len

taken into the workhouse did not incresse si~qnificantly, but,

as with outdoor relief, the ~Treatest problems were experienced

durin~ ~arch 1847-~iarch 1848. The total nttmber p:iven relief

at the workhouse durin~ 1847-8 went over 13,OO0, 3,800 of

whom were Irish. But even thou.d~ the mm~ber of Irish in the

workhouse almost doubled, the percents~oe of the total who were

Irish only went up three points, to 29~". The Irishme~ taken

into the workhouse went down to 2,600 during the next year,

but from Narch 1849 there was a steady incremse of both the

total persons and Irish relieved there. In each of the three

years 1851-4 the totml number of Irishme~ in "the workhouse was

above the 1847-8 figure, end by 1854 the total persons taken

in was nearing the peak 13,OO0 of 1847-8. In the year

~arch 1849-March 1850, 47~ of those relieve@ at the Liverpool

workhouse were Irish. This figure continued to increase until

1854, wheo it was 48.1~. The Irish in Liverpool did not

appear as reluctant to enter the parish workhouse s s they

had been to ~o into those in the poor law unions in Ireland.

But the parish’s bo~,rd of ,Tuardians was not the only

source of relief for Liverpool’s poor. The sum total of aid

to the immi~:rsnt Irish included the considerable contribution

of the Liverpool District Provident Societ~z, a !oc~:,l charity

group (see Fi,~ures 8 and 9 ).68 In 184-4 the society helped

9,500 Irish families, which represented 53~: of all the femilies

it dealt with. The total families, and the Irish fomilies,

68. _Cttee poor removal, o.593 /_605/



receiving relief from the society re3! DC~ by about half durin,~

1845, but still the Irish were 59;- of those renuiring the

society’s assistance. In 1846 the number of Irish fomilies

on the society’s lists leaped to 19,OOO, 64-,17 of the total

number for the whole town. Curiously, 8urin!,: the very h:~rd

year 1847 the total number and the number of Irish families

fell off to near the 1846 level. But the Irish were still

56% of the society’s

and then started to

of the total ntm~ber

in 1851. The svera;re

after by the District

5o.1¢.

business. The ligatures doubled in 1848

treil off, but the sm~,llest proportion

the Irish fsmilies comprised was 39~,

proportion of Irish f.m~lios looked

Provident Society during: 184-4-53 was

The cost of Irish relief in Liverpool durin~ 1846-54

was extremely high. t’he select committee on poor removal

reported that over £73,000 was soent on outdoor relief for

the Irish. Their workhouse maintenance cost £39,600. These

figures represented 28~ anO 40.5?, respectively, of the total

indoor and workhouse relief bills for 1846-54. Overall, the

Irish cost the psrish of Liverpool, which received no

government subsidies, over £112,6OO in eight years, 31.4%

of the total indoor and outdoor expenditure. In 1851 the Irish

community was at least 31~:i of the total population of Liverpool.

Even though the Irish were numerically disproportionate in

the relief lists, the amount of money they absorbed was rou<hly

proportionate to the size of the Irish community in the town.

But the situation was still uneoual, because few Irishmen were

paying poor rates. This does not represent the total cost
of Irish relief. The burden on the parish was mitimated to some

de~ree by the work of the District ~rovident Society, which aided

many thousands of families durin~ the social sn~l economic crises

of the late 1840s. And there were many private acts of

philanthropy which helped to keep at least some poor Irish

immigrants from adding their names to already swollen relief

lists. Liverpool’s relief costs would have been high durin~ the

economic dislocation of the 184Os, even J_f there were no poor
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Irish immigrants to contend with. But the lr~ndinr: of hundreds

of thousands of poor Irish, some waitin~ to emigrate to

America or Australia, and m~ny others comim~ to Britain to

make new homes, severely aggravated an .’Jlready serious problem.

In social and financir~l terms, the mass Irish immigration of

the late 184Os had :. devastating imp~ct on Liverpool. But the

energy of the parochial authorities and many private citizens

prevented a grave crisis from becomin~c a disaster¯

69. ;V. ,~.-- ’"
-^ rllkln,~ton, Then ::Jnd to: : }re

¯ r,_res~on Guerdian, ~) ~,:a:! 18~,I’i
71. ~__r_reston Guurdi~m-, 26 i)ec I~!.46

’ R ¯ , --’u ...... " "

Though the Irish immigretion was most visible and most

damaging in the vulnerable port of Liverpool, its effects were

felt by guardions of the poor in unions ,~II over Lancashire.

The cotton-textile town of Preston was feelin~ the combined

effects of the ’hungry forties’ very sherply. The trade

recession involved ’short time, stoppage of mills, dear food,

and a further deduction of ten percent/from wages_/ , 69 Of the

fort.y-six mills in Preston in ~!~ay i~47, twenty-six were working

full time, one worked five days, thirteen worked four days,

one worked three days and five were shut down altogether, which

put 720 persons out of work with little prospect of findin~

al~ernative employment.70 Hardshio was so widespread that in

December 1846 the Preston Soup Committee was for~ned, which begen

distributing soup to the ’really need.v’ st two local schools.71

But so many families were in need of food that there was often

no% enough soup for all who applied.72 It was necessary to

maintain this service for seventeen months, until June 1848,

when the soup kitchen was at last closed dora.73 But seven

months later another difficult winter compelled the committee

1o t’orm itself once again to aid huncry f~ctory hands. Durin~

its second term of operation the demand f’or the soup was ’fnr

less eager than last winter, a ,~,:ratifyin.¢ proof of diminished

distress amon,~ the poor’ 74

Into this already serious situ:~tion trud<ed hundry irnmi~rsnts

from Ireland. In A~a,v 1846 a ~ood example of how Irish people

arrived st Preston, and why the.v might choose to come, wss

~ro,;-ress ~’<,r ,~even~



furnished by n cnse before the I reston ],o<~,rd of gu:r@ions.

A twenty-two year old girl ep~flied to the I reston ]osrd of
guardians for removal to Irelond. She str-te8 her fe. ther could
only earn five or six oence a day ss ~n r~ricultur,?l iabourer,
an~] she only five l.~ence for :.’.’or]<. in thn fiel~s. They lived
on port, toes and milk. Findin~ it difficult to make ~ livin~ st
this rate in the ~ener~l distress now so unJl~ppily prevailing
in her country, and thinkin;< that if she could only ~’et to the
manufacturing districts of Enrland, s more comfortable subsistence
would fall to her lot, bet fcther mons,?:ed to scrs!,e ,<I to,Tether,
with which she set off to Dublin, s.°ilecl -thence to Liverpool,

" ~-m~ n.~:. ed by thrift andsn~ then walked to ~reston, h~-.vln, ’" ~
occasional charity to save ~ fe~,<’ shi!linc,’s out of a ~:ound.
Arrived in l’reston, which she did three weeks e~o, she tried
her hand st factory work, but ~fter s fortnidht’s experiment
found to her ,,Treet re~,ret thot she ’coul@n’t st¢md it’. Thus
with her failure ss e factory ~ffirl all her bri,~.ht hopes had
~..~,isb-~    and she ;,/as only anxious to return hom~. .... The
Bo~rd granted her sp~lic,~tion without hesitation, ~nd r~s she
left Mr. Karshall, with a laud’h, in which the other ,~,ordians
joined, said, in reference to the ,veop,s ~ex.nec] by the annlicnnt’s
father, that were he nn Irishman, s~d forced to wor]: under such
circumstances, he too would become a ’repealer’ at once. 75

By December the immigration of Irish poor into }reston

was causing concern. The Irish famine ’has already opera, ted

most injuriously upon the welf~,re of this country’. Part of

a ’half-naked and half-famished’ thronT ’,’,’ere enterin~ the

Lancashire districts, ~md it was feared th,et they would

endanger already low vwge levels by competin~ with the native

workers for scarce employment.

In Preston, so ,,~reat has been the number lately of applicants
for relief theft assistant overseers ~nd relievin~ officers
csnnot satisfoctorily cet throu~Th their labours; ond the prospect
for the rt~tepayers is thnt of s :~re~t and alarmin,o," increase to
their burdens.... 76

The bleak year 184-7 opened with Irish beggars in }reston’s

streets becomin~ a more ~.nd more common si~;ht. But this

nuisance did have its li,~hter side. One Irishwoman went into

a shop in Fishergate, Preston’s principal t horou~hfnre, and

was ’importunate in solicitin~ charity’. She was very nersistent

and finally the tradesman told her he had no small chancre to

give, and she left. But within a few minutes she was back in

’    ~    sir I canthe shop saying, with s polite curtsey: ’~lea.~e,     ,

75. Preston Gunrdian, 2 },iay 1846
76. ~resto’n Chronicle, 2~ Dec 1846



accommodate you with chsn~e now’’77 But Pre~’ton’s rnte-pnvinf:

sense of humour was u, emrin~ thin. The tot,nls of persons ~iven

relief in the borou:<h sho,ved a ’st~rtlin~" incrr~<se’ durin~ the

first ~uarter of 1847. The incre~tse was attributed principnlly

to ’Irish immigrants seekin~ ~ refu~e in this country from the
78

famine which preveils in their o~,rn’.     If this risin~ expense

was not enou:~h to trouble the l-reston ;,mnrdi~ns, a l~,tter

arrived in Jiffy lo47 ~ro,r Alfrec] Austin, i lLe asslstont Door

law commissioner, ,p,,~rnin,~< of ~ ’su0,~]en incrensed demnnd for

relief by the Irish vo~rnnts’. :b~stin recommendod that the

immigrants be removed b:,ck to Ir(,isnd ’on              , ~ l’~r~e sc~le’, r~s

was bein-~ attemoted at Liverpool. 79 :~ven thou-h ~hnre is re

evidence of any ’silo]den’ inf_3~x of Irish, the hnr~ economic

conditions prevsi]in:T in ~.m:~lond, plus the ~:,dcled ch’r~e of

Irish int~i,~retion, forced the i reston ~o~,di’~ns to exo-~nd
gO

their organisation to hnndle _l:~r or ntm~bnrs of c~ses.

Desoite the extrn bur~,en they const~tute~i for the Preston

community, he~"rts were not ’steeled’ s~:~,~]nst the Irish poor,

as was reportedly the cn~e in liverpool. An editori:~l ~ppeared

in January 1848 discussing the new neichbours.

That the Irish are not an idle race ,’,hen out of their native
land....is perfectly true.... They know end feel that among
strangers they must rely on themselves alone, sn~] they strive
for the attainment of those comforts, which in their ova
country they deem will light upon them at some period, as a
god-send.

The Irish were ’useful members of society’ when they were

abroad, but a good deal less vigorous at home beceuse of

their mood ’of a miser’s heir, waitin,¢ for an imheril;snce

which, nevertheless, m_~ pass to another expectant’.81 But

this left-handed compliment did not imply any complacency on

the pert of the guardians of the poor towards the Irish

immigrant relief problem.

During 1849-51, as we have seen, the l:reston board joined

in the campaign to reduce poor rates by limitin~ the number of

Irish allowed to travel to EncI,~ and. During that campaign a

77. Preston Guardian, 23 Jan 1847
78. Preston Chronicle, 15 ~,~ay 1847
79. A. Austin to Preston BG, 20 July 1847 (LRO, ~reston, BG,
minutes, PUT/I/12, p.198)
80. Preston, Be, minutes, 2 ]or 1847 (LRO, PUT/l/I%, ~o 37-8)
81. P~eston Chronicle, 29 J~n 1848
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return was compiled, at the renuest of the Liverpool vestry,

of the Irish relieved durin~ 1850. The tot.sl for the borough

was moderate by Liverpool standards, 9,6    s.t s cost of £346.82

But this was a ver.v o l~rmln~ figure for ~reston when it is

considered that the minimum Irish communit.v of Preston at the

time was about 7,000 persons¯ This implies that a very isr.~e

part of the Irish community was destitute durin~ 1850¯ This

figure had a considerable impact on the bos.rd of .,~u~rdians,

and a resolution was passed the s~’~e day theft relieving

officers would thereafter ’tske all Irish vn,zrants that may

apply to them for relief before the magistrstes to be <]ealt

with under the vagrants act, as the law airects’ 83 But this

did not rule out aid to ’deservin~ poor’ iJ~ the Irish

community of Preston.

The tovms of Widnes and St Helens were situated in the

Prescot poor law union, and both were sep’~rate districts

within the union¯ But only soarse inform,~tion about the

~ossible ill-el: ~cts of Irish in,migration on poor retes is

available. The report of the poor law commissioners for

1847 contains s compar,?tive return for Door relief to Irish

immigrants in certain Lancashire unions¯ Durin~T the first

quarter of 1846 only sixteen Irish persons received any

relief from the ~rescot union¯ But in the first quarter of

1847 the figure climbed to 2,211.84 For the whole 1846-71

period there is only one mention of the Irish as a particular

problem in the board minute books. By July 1847 the number

of Irish paupers, especially those ill with typhus, was large

enough for the Prescot board to have to initiste a remedial

procedure¯ All healthy Irish in the t~nion workhouse were to

Be removed back to Ireland by the relievin~ officer and he ’or

some other trustworthy person or oersons should in all cases

be sent to see them on board the packets’ 85 But the lack

of discussion of an Irish ~roblem in either St Helens or

71idnes during the time of the famine emigration, or for

twenty years afterward, would indicate t)]st the extent of

Irish pauperism was not ~reat ~nou~h to wsrr~nt shy particular

82. Preston, BG,minutes, 18 Feb 1851 (LT~O , ~UT/I/15,p.210)
83. Preston, BG, minutes, 18 Feb ]851 (IRO, ~UT/I/IS,p.211)
84. Compsrstive nt~nber of l:rLsh relieved in several unions in

Lancashire...in the ?,!~rch n~" r~ers of 1846 ~d 18_4._7 in ’Reii~f

~ f Irish poor’, p.ll~V128/ .......

,~ ,.. ,., ~ .+. :,,1 .;,.,r-,,.-o~ ,r~ , 1847 (LRO, ]-TT[:/’t/4,-n "4_’1.])



concern. One explanation for this is th:~t the whole 184-6-71

period was one of industrial expansion in both Widnes end St

Helens, which meant that there was alvmys plenty of employment

available. Also neither town was linked with the cotton-

textile industry in northern E~L,Tland, end they esceoed the

slumps which affected it periodically.

But t~,ere was a case et St Helens in 1847 which

demonstrated another ~.roblem for ~ardi~ns of the poor in

Lancashire - some paupers were not as poor as they claimed.

In April an Irishman ~opesred at the oolice station in

St Helens askin~ for enough money to pay for a night’s

lodgings for him and his family.

After a struggle, two of the officers se,orched him, end
found in his pockets !’1.6s.3-~}~].; his wife h~qd also 4JJd. in
her pocket. He was committed to ]{irkdnle for fourteen days,
and the magistrate ordered th:~t durin~ his imprisonment
in gaol he should be maintained out of the money in his
possession. 86

Cases of this sort were reported in the local press nt

Manchester, Preston and Liverpool too, especially durin~

1846-50.

The Oldham union was ~stablished in 1848, and, as with

the guardians at Prescot, there is little evidence to su<~gest

that poor Irishmen were any extra or~innry burden on the rnte-

payers durin~ the 1840s, or after. Demends for relief were

heavy during. 1848-50 because of ’the ~,reot distress arising
87from the depressed state of trade and the hiTh price of food’.

But the immir~ration is not cited ~s a cause of ~re~ter demands

for public aid, or even a contributory element. Durin~T 185,)-71

the Oldham Irish were never mentioned by the board of ,.o:uordians

as any problem at all.

Only the annual published accounts of the Salford ~uardi~ns,

1848-71, survive for that union. The r,’:snchester pross and the

S alford V{eekl,y News (from 1859) carried no mention of an Irish

poor relief problem during 1846-71. But there is some evidence

of an increased demand for relief ~nonm Oalford’ s Irish.

86. Lpool Mercury, 30 Apr 1847
87. Oldham, BG, minutes, 6 I er 1850 (LRO, I-UO/I/I, ~p 535-6)



The 1847 poor iE, w commissioner’s report ahoy,:: thnt in the

first auarter of 1846, 231 Irish were relieved in the Salford

union¯ But in the first three months of 1;’347 it was 1,O72¯

The annual union reports, first produced in 1848, show only

the cost of Irish outdoor relief. Irishmen absorbed 15.67

of the relief given in 1348 and 10.37 in 1349, but from 1,.950

there is a steady decre:~se in both total expenditure and the
88

percentage used for Irish relief¯

%bl c 40

Irish
and

Scots

Total Irish i ercent~e
I ri sh

1848 tI0,764 £1,675 15.67’
1849 £6,827 ~706 i0.3~"
1850 ~ 715 £77 2 8~;’(,c" 9 -¯

1851 £2,199 £47 2¯ I?i
1852 £2,023 07 ¯ 3?’
1853 £I, 8 ~2 £75 4. I?

(1854 £1,429 £5 ¯ 3?
(1855 £I, 504 ,g22 I. 5~,
(1856 ~;i, 606 £53 3.3%

By 1852 the yearly cost of maintainin,~ poor Irish was only £7.

From 1854-6 the statistics are for both Irish and Scots poor,

most of whom would have been Irish anyway. But it is notable

that durin~ the difficult year 1855 Irish and Scots poor relief

combined acCeunted for only 1.5}, of the total amount spent.

The cost of the Irish to the union had so diminished durin~ the

1850s thst statistics distinm~[shin~ Irish or irish ~nd Scots

from the body of a~;lic::~nts for out,.or re].ief ~*’ere {Jiscontinued

from 1857. But next door in ~’ianchester the story wns very

different.

There is s ~re~t rleml of infor~nntion on the [roblem of

Irish pnuperism in I vicnchester "~’veilable in I he hr_]f Venrlv

oublished accounts of the Eanchoster bor-~rd, o]’" ~n~r,r~i,n:,s, 1351-71,

the union’s weekly minul.e books r~nd in l;h, .nccount books for

88. Salford, BG, ,~nr:lysis of" expenditure, 184~-56 (SC’,L, L~42.0424
SAL)
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outSoor reliel, 1830-48. The citT,: of ],~anchester also included

the Chorlton union, but I have not found on.v inform<~tion

relating to it except balf-ye~r!y ~ccounts tl~st do not

mention the Irish at all. Still the J,.enchester union fi~ures

would be a good indication of Irish relief throu:Thout the city.

There are statistics for the whole oeriod of the fnmin~

immigration, m~kin< comp,,rison of Irish ,on~1 tot~! 9our relief

possible. Once a~Tnin, these statistics nre fo~:’ th~ Irish

community as a whole, Irish-beta oerents nnd l]nmlish-born

de oendents.

By early 1847 the first effects of distress in Ireland]

were being felt in ],’anchester. At the mi~-J:Inusrv meeting,

of the ~;anchester :~,Z~rditns, ,~ttention was drown to the

increased ntunbers of relief c,~ses durin~ the curly v,ee]<s of

the y~ar, ’and particularly those of the Irises’. Indeed, durin~

the first three months the number of nersons re!ieve£ by the

board rose from 39,670 to 56,557. And even thou:ch the ~,~onchester

Guardian was ootimisticslly reportin:ff theft ’notwithstandin~ the

large influx of Irish paupers an8 me ndicnnts into this term...,
89they have scercely at ?II applied to the bonrd of this ~,inion’,

the numbers of Irish relieved v’ent from 7,636 durin~ the ]sat

ouarter of 1846 to 17,174 for the first three months of 1847,

represent in:~ 57S of the total increase.90 The Guardians

acknowledged ’the high price of food, the inclement season

of the year s n,l the sta~<notion of trade’ as ma,jor forces

’operating a;Tsinst the workin< classes’, but the arrival of

’a population which had no ostensible means of subsistence’

made matters much more grave. One of the ~u~rdians proposed

that a soup kitchen be established to helo the poor, but one
t~mt

of the others objected because he thoughtQsn offer of free

soup would attract meny more poor Irish, ’who were s most

improvident people’. Dut a soup kitchen was already operatin~

and the ~,!anchester bo~rd wos spared the expense of opening

91their ova.

89. ~/R Guardian, 23 Jan 1847
90. Township of ~{/R, Accounts of monies disbursed week by week
to the poor by the churchwaraens, .~,i~r l~%30-Au.~ 184.8 (kl/i~CL,
Archives Dept., ~,~3/~/6B, 1846-8)
91. M/R Courier, 16 Jan 1847; 27 Jan 1847
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But statistics and debates of the boar(l of gus, rdians did

not tell the whole story of the difficulties of the Irish moor

in Nanchester durin~ the winter months of 1847. ?,~anchester’s

housing was little better prepared th~n Liverpool’s to absorb

the ragged immigrants, and the m~nber of street corners where

homeless Irish families were seen beg~in~ become ’painfully

numerous’.92 ~,’iost of those who besie,~ed, the sou~, kitchen

were Irish, many of whom ’a]~pesred to have mnr]e their way

hither from Liverpool, in the ho~oe of fin~in.~ fewer competitors

here than in that town in their cl,qims on public cherity’.93

But some of the immi~rants were worse off than others. Under

the title ’Irish l’~ndlordism’_                                            , an interesting, portrait of a

poor immigrant family is provided by the cese of a widowed

Irish woman and her six ’dreadfully emaci~ted’ children.

Accordin~ to the wom~n’s stn tement it apr~e~,rs theft her husband,
who died three years since, had held on lense for the last
seventeen years about three acres of land, tlhe property of
iv!r ~-~icolas Bslfe, Castlereagh, County Roscommon, nnd which
had been held by her husband’s father and :~ran,~Tfather. The
rent was ~,2.14s. per annum, and o;~ts, flax, and potatoes,
were grown upon the land; but in conseeuc~nce of her husband’s
death, and the failure of the potato cro-p for the last two
years, the widow got into nrreors wit~, her rent. ~’lhat few
goods she he d were sold, one after the other, even to the bed
she lay upon, in order to meet her current expenses. At length,
she received a notice to ~uit, and an offer of 25s. for the
purpose of conveyin)~ her and her femily to i,’,n~isnd. She knew
that the alternative was a sum.mary process o~ eviction, so she
was fain to accept the money, and come over to ~ianchester,
hoping that a married sister who lived here mi:vht be ~ble to
do something for her. She cs~me ss v:e h:~ve st~ted, found her
relatives livin~ at T~o. 4 IIanton Street, Little Ireland, and
c]ependant upon the’,ou~r_kitchen for the means of subsistence ....
three of her children~a~ this time extremely ill from the effects
of too plentiful a supply of food after long abstinence. 94

But things were to become still more serious durin:T the

spring of 1847. The continued slum~ in trode me~e the

assimilation of the Irish into the l:~bour force a slow prooe,~s

In ~ay only 98 of 177 mills in ~,’!snchester were runnin:~ at full

time, fifty-four were on short time and twenty-five were closed

down, throwing 7,519 operatives out of work. The number of

92. N/R Courier, 16 Jan 1347
93. ~,’i/R Guardian, 23 Jan 1847
94. ~,~/R Gutrdi~\n, 3 Apr 1847
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Figure II
Nanche~Jter Board of Cu~r~!.ianz

Irish outdoor relief, Ig~5-8
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persons applying to the ~usrdians for aid continuecl to rise and

the clerk of the Gu~’rdisns wrote a ye~r l~:ter that ’Irish
95

i~ni~ration last year was fillin,~ the union with Irish poor’.

By the end of the second cuarter of 1847 the total of oersons

,~iven outdoor relief rose by over 35,000 and the number of Irish

by 16,000. The increase continued durin~ the summer, but at a

lower rate, and finally began to decline durin~ the autumn.

But the relief rolls reached new peeks durin~ the first

Quarter of 1848 (see Fi~ojure !o ). The improved state of trade

in 1848 helped to decrease the number of people dependent on

the gusrdians, and by ;September the number of Irish relieved

in a three month period was do,.’m to 22,467. But durin,~ the
96

autumn of thgt year it rose to over 24,000 once m~nin.

There were other c al~mities which could befall the Irish

in Nanchester, besides inadeou<~te housin:~, unemolo[~ment and

expensive food. On 9 ~¢~ay 1847 the crowded o rea off Oxford

Road, known ~s Little Irela~nd, was covered by five feet of

water from the filthy River ]:edlock, ,’~hen some timber blocked

the floodgates. .~ven <~fter the }’~ater had drained, the houses

were ~! ~:I,~ ~!~, for some time and much ~roperty flea, ted

away or was ruined, which made m:,ny Irish f~,milies de~oen.~lent
97on the union until they could ~et settled s~ain.

A graph compiled by the board of ~uardisns durin~ the

e~rly 1850s shows the exrenses incurred b v th~ union both for

the total outdoor relief and the ~mount ~iven to the Irish

during 1846-51. The total cost of outdoor relief to the

Irish poor during those six years was £63,000 98 (~ee F L~Iz" ¯ ’e,s

11 and 12 ).

There is a break in the statistics bet~’Jeen 1848 and 1850

where the manuscript outdoor relief book stops and the half-

yearly printed returns beTin. But other stotistics for 1846-54

were submitted to the poor removal committee in 1854. They are

returns of the average amount of relief (indoor nnd outdoor)

95. N/R, BG, minutes, 26 Apr 1848 (~,~/RCL, Archives Dept, ~enersl

administration of indoor and o1~tdoor relief, M2/2/2)
96. Township of ~/R, Accounts of monies disbursed, 1845-8 (~/RCL,
Archives Dept., ~3/3/6B)
97. Preston Guardian, 15 .~!ay 1847

i

98. N/R, BG, sta’tistics, rel~ i.~:~;~ to outdoor relief, 1846-51,
graph, N.D. (~,i/~?CL, Archives ~pt., ~,~4/9/3)



Figure 13

};ianches%er Board of Gu;~rdians

Avera6e number of persons relieved c:ach wc.ek, I~,~16-54
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= inOividuals
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given by the ~anchester boord of ~:u:-:rdi~ns each week,

distinguishinp. Irish families from the tota~ Since the

bases on which these fi<~ures were compiled were different

from both the old outdoor relief book ~nd the orinted returns

which commence in i~50, comparisons are not possible. But

they do give a helpful picture of how much of a problem the

Irish poor were for the I’.~snchester board of r~ardians during

the time of the famine emigration, and immedi’~tely after

(see Figures 13 and 14). The ststistics show e peak in the

average number of Irish f~milies relieved, ovtdoors and in

the workhouse, in 184,9, indicr~tin~ th~:t the main impnet of

Irish immigration, which hit Liverpool in 1847, w~os delayed

by some months before it reached Manchester. Durin~ 184-6-54

the percentage of the averaEe total families relieved in

I?..anchester each week who were Iris}, rose. The first peak

was 1848, when the Irish were 34.5~/ of those relieved. The

percentage hovered around thirty-four d~ring 1849-51, but

in 1852 it went up to 37.7~, hi,~<her than in 1.%48. The percento~,es

for 1853-4 were not as hi,fis, as in 1852, but were still above

the 1848 level. In 1851 the minimum size of the Irish community

of Manchester was around 69,000, ~:.~bout 22’, of the totafl[

population. Even after the difficulties of the f~amine

emigration subsided, the Irish were s dispro~)ortionate burden

on the ~]anchester board of ~-uardi~ns,j, ¯

The hea.vy immi~r~tion of poor Irish into Lancashire had

a considerable impact on the major population centres of

Liverpool, ~anchester, and, to lesser extent, Preston. The

towns of Oldhmn, St Helens, Widnes and Salford (despite its

proximity to Manchester) were affected I;o a smeller de~ree.

L~en though the latter 1840s, and 1847-8 p~rticularly, would

have been difficult and costly times for Lancashire’s bo,or~

of :-aar~ians without the added problem of thousands of hungry

and homeless Irish families, the Irish intensified the problem

by up to 20~i, as the statistics show at r~anchester. The
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situation of the Irish was more severe thgn that of the

native working people, who, for the most part, were ~t

least settled in the various towns. The Irish were ~ more

complex problem. The immigronts who spread throughout

Lancashire’s industrial districts during 1846-51 had

endured great hardships in Ireland and on uncomfortable

night on the Irish Sea, an@ then ~suslly wolke~ to other towns

if they managed to leave Liverpool. And wherever they decided

to try to settle, there was a v~esrying search for housin~ and

work. Besides bein~ hungry, r<~.~ed and jobless the Irish were

rootless and often friendless. So, amid ~Ii the poverty of the

’hungry forties’, the Irish attracted consi0ersble attention

for being more rag,~ed, hungrier, weaker and more utterly

destitute than the native poor. Their ~otoriety as a social

problem was enhanced by their relatively large n~nbers, in the

streets anti in the relief stotistics.

The

considerably

did not

At

most of

compile

Ireland

who were

included

during those
lO0paupers.

pressure of tot,:nl and Irish ooor r~lief ensed

paup eri smafter 1850, but the problem of Irish

disap!ear in Lancashire durin~ 1850-71.

Liverpool the arrival of Door Irish was a problem

the 1850s. Durin~ 1850-68 the police continued to

statistics on the number of persons srrivinm from

at Liverpool, as well as the number of those persons

The totsls of arrivals, which

re-emigrate, declined steadily

as did the number of immigrant

considered paupers.

those intending to

sixteen years,

for

T~bl e 41

To tal Paupers
1855 88,671 2,881
1856 86,207 1,998
1857 108,353 2,268
1858 81,238 1,194
1859 76,003 509
1860 75,959 84
1861 50,140 18
1862 37,183 53
1863 64,218 14
1864- 67,877 -
1865 45,45’~ -
1866 73,04 !~ -
1867 45,53’I -
1868 37,59~] 5



These are the only statistics available for Liverpool after

1854, but it is possible to know somethin~~ of the Irish ooor t]~ere

from other sources.

The winter of 1854-5 was very severe, meteorologically and

economically, for the workin~ classes of industrial Lancashire,

which included most of the Irish and their f~mmilies. Thin~s

were so bad by mid-February that a large scnle bread riot

broke out in the Scotland-Vauxh~Jll area of Liverpool’s north-

side, where large numbers of Irish were r~sident. I~Isny of

the to~’m’s breadshops were looted before order could be

restored and most of the blame was levelled at the Irish

community,lO1 Another difficult winter set in durin~~ 1860-1

and B~ajor Grieg, Liverpool’s Head Constable, possibly looking,

back to the widespread disorder and dsu~s~[e of 1855, employed

the police in distributin~ relief tickets for bread an4 soup

from the District Provident Society. Grieg pointed out the

advantages of such a oractice.

It prevents the assemblin~ of lethe parties in the streets, it
reaches the really destitute cases, ~nd the Head Constable has
reason to know theft it has creoted a kind feelin~ towards the
police, showln, the poor theft they would much rather do them
good than h~rm. 102

This experiment in Tory democracy was re oe~te(l the follo~,:in~

winter. But again durinf~ the herd winter of 1066-7 snother,

smaller bread riot occured in the Scotland Road, where the

Irish were implicated once a~min.IO3

Only once during 1851-71 (lid the IrLsh poor in Preston

present a major problem. In the autumn of 1853 the factory

operatives began orgonisin~ to demand an increase and standard-

isation of wages paid by the millowners of the to~u~. 7/a~es

were reduced by 10% twice durin~ the 1840s and the workers

demanded a restoration of half of the s~gregmte reduction.IO4

Workers at one mill went out on strike until the owners should

agree to their demands. The millowners feare@ an exonnsion of

leOO.._~gr.ough of Liveroool. ’,’Tatch Cttee, Rel~orts on ~olice
_s~aollsnmentr and the. stbte of crime wi~fl--Twlr~l~,< ret~urms
~, (’LCL, H352.2 ",?’AT)
iui. L_pool Mercury; Lpool Courier, 20 Feb 1855 (see ~}~aoter 6)
102. HC Grieg to watch cttee, 29 Jan 1061 (I,CL, Head Constable’s
reports, 352POL/2/4, 0.2i,5]
103. Lpool Nercury, 27 Jan l°Gl
104. A. }lewitson, .History of ~ reston, p.178



the demands or a series of strikes, and the operatives at the

affected mill were ,~iven the choice of returnin= to ’,’Jerk or

facing a general lockout. The workers persisted and the mills

were shut down in October 1853. One observer produced an

interesting analysis of the points of disDute.

~l~e real ouestion at issue in the Preston strike was not one
of wages, but of property; not whether the operatives should
have more or less money in exchan~ce for their labour, but
whether the masters should h~ve the porter of ssyinc vlhom they
would employ and on wh~,t terms; whether they should be masters
within their own just orovinces, viz. ~:lithin the factories they
had built, and amen,< the men u’ho received the money. Their
cause was not that of capita] n<oinst labour, but thnt of
property against communism..., 105

Whether or not s Victorian red menace threatened Preston,

’the great lockout’ was the ’costliest and most prolonr;ed

struggle which ever took place’ between the to~’m’s employers
106

and operatives. The strike laste~ from October 1853 until

Nay 1854. 20-25,000 persons were put out of work, end their

weekly earnings were withdrawn from circulation in the to~vn’s

economy. Workers in other towns subscribed money for the

Preston strikers, sncl -those at Bl~nckburn ~n~] StockDort were

particularly generous. The strikers’ execrative spent more then

£I00,000 durinT the thirt.v-ei~ht week strike to sup~ort the

~reston operatives, and there is no mention in the minutes of

the ~reston board of ,~ardians that the strike caused heavier

demands for relief from the union. Dut desr~ite this ’metnllic

sympathy’ received by the opes, r~tives there v,ns

much poverty and sl.~fferinc in ~reston. Thro~h the cleprezsion
in ~<eneral business which the lock-out csu<~oed,     the town :~Itocet~ier
we s injured. L~ver.v den rtment of trecTe w~s l~n,~uid. A cloud of
thick darkness, sn~.ry end oste_~sibly im~enetrsble, .neemed to
hang over the whole place. Small shopkeepers directly deDendent
upon the wages of the operatives were seriously affected. 107

By January 1854 the mill" ., of ~reston were lookinr, for

ways to break the strike. The Preston qu~nrdlsn noted sn item

in an Irish newspaper which advocated the imT~ortation of Irish

labourers to ’remedy’ the strike, because in the south of Irel~,n~

105. H. Ashworth, The ]reston stri~: ~:~ innuir~ into its c~uses
and conseauences (~{sn6hester, 1854), pp 15-6

106. Hewitson, oo.cit., p.178
107. Ibid., p.179



there could be found ’able-bodied men workin~ at 8d. per day;

strong, healthy women at 4d. per day’. But the Guardian

discounted the proposal, feeling certain ’English msmlfacturers

will think twice beforc~ they promote to any great extent the
108

employment of Irish operatives’. But the owners betrayed

the newspaper’s trust, and in ~arch 1854 the.v began bringing

in labour from Scotland, the north counties and from Ireland.

The arrival of the first trainload of Iris~ ’knobsticks’

(1850s slsn~ for ’scab’) from ~,~snchester alarmed the local

constabulary s,n~ detscbJnents of police were ms rche@ to the

rsilway station to meke certain there were no disturbances.

Until the police s.rrived no one was waitin~T for the train.

But the presence of Isr~,~e numbers of policemen attracted

attention, anc~ a crowd of over 2,OOO onlookers had to be

cleared from the streets. The sixty-two Irish who arrived

were intercepted by delegates of the strikers and fifty-

four of them were persuaded to return to I’,~anchester. This

first arrival was the beginnin.o~ of s. minor Irish immigration,

and people were brouf~ht over from Belfast, some from the

workhouse there, via Fleetwood.

They presented a most mela~chol.v sight, nearly all were
destitute of shoes and stockin~,~s, and some v:er~ dressed in
night caps. They included all ~ges; from the infant in stuns,
to females aSvanced in .vesrs, ~Ito,~ether s wretched specimen
of what Irish famine he d reduced the oesss.ntr.v of that
country to. 109

Those who were not influenced by the operatives’ represent-

atives were housed in n disused rail~vs.V station, in mill-

owners’ cottages or in factory outbuildings.

A week later another batch of seventy-ei~,ht Irish were

met at Fleetwood and persuaded to r,turn to Belfast.IIO But

others continued to enter the town. A .~rouo of thirty-five

arrived fro~l 7,"ir~.,~eileste.~. ’ in a most dis,~9~,~tin~,~,~ly filthy

condition. Their bc,,,l.li n,:., etc., s\,mrJ.~e~l with that species
.iiiof loa~, ~,:ome vermin so obnoxious to cleanly housewives.

108.~re~ston C,u~rdian, 7 Jan 1854
109.Prestoh C~uardian, 4 ~’ar 1854
ll0.}res’to’n Guardian, ll Nor 1854
iii.    ,~’to u ,1].c ~’di ~, .{" " 18 ~¢~r ]_,~u~
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I{ot all these ’miserable-lookin.z s,~ecimeno ~? hum~nity’ were

the sort of operative material the millov.,ners had in mind ~"hen

they sent their agents to recruit in Ireland. Some were sent

back st their would-be employers’ expense, but others were left

in Preston in a much more sorry state. ~;lhile the strike

continued, and after its collapse in ]’,~ay 1854, many of the

,knobsticks’ who were brought in to break the strike were

turned out of -their jobs ancl left to fend for themselves. This
112

happened to English and Scots u, orkers os u,e_ll, but it

appears that most of the ceses before the boo rd of .~unrdisns

of persons victimised by Preston’s l~bour troubles involved

the Irish. An example of what might happen to unwanted

immigrant labour is afforded by the case of two Irish boys

who found themselves destitute after bein~ brou=ht over to

break the strike.

tI ~ O"                                                                  _They stated theft some time ,~o they left the workhouse in
Ireland un~ler arrangement by the s sent of i..iessrs Birley Brothers,
who promised them employment to be psirl at the rate of five
to six shillin~s per week, while lesrnino~; t~hot they were to
have a fortnight’s diet, s n(l would be returne~] home if they
did not like their situ~-~ions. It-~ ~.~’~r’ed that un to Thursd~.y
they were employed at ?~essrs Svminson an@ Birley’s .... ench had
been furnished with ~ suit oi’ clothes, on which their respective
names were marked; th~,t they ,er~ i~]d ~I~ i~h~ rate of eight
pence per day, which they fo~nd insufficient to provide
themselves with food, coals, candles, ~nd pay for their washing;
that on Thursday they were turne~ off their emplo.vment, their
new suits of clothes stripped off them, snc! their old ones
returned to them.    ~h.~’e l~s striated they wanted to r~turn home
to Ireland, but were st present ~estitute. ]_13

In June 1854 a letter from tn." e Poor Lay; ~-~rd.~, reached the

Preston gus, rdicns with evidence t]oat boys s~e8 14-15 years

had been engaged in Irish workhouse to work in Preston during

the strike, and that as soon as the strike ended they were

thrown out of work and left to apply for relief.I14 But there

was no discussion and no action taken on this info~wnsti_on by the

Preston guardians.

After the .~reat strike little appears ~bout the Irish as

a problem for the bo~r,-I of ~u.~r.l~ns        at ~reston. But in

112. Preston Cousrdisn, I Apr-3 June 1,354
i13. Preston Gu~o~rdian, I Apt 1854
114. Poor ’Law Board to Pr~ston, BC, I June I.~54 (LRO, Preston,
BG, minutes, PUT/I/18, o.149)
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Figure

T.~anchester Board or Cu~rdian.s

Irish ou%door relief, I~/15-:~
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1856 an interestin~ cs.se v~ss discussed by the bo:~,rd which sho,vs

the sort of difficulties sn Irish fnr~Ti!v re~qovec] from I,n~_~cashire

. ,_Or I     ° ¯ ~ .to Ireland mi,~nt h::ve to f~ce    In ~,,%vember !SSg~ o fa~]ily of

four Irish persons :’.’ere officislJ_y remove@ from [re,~ton end

their passa,~e paid through to Cork¯ But less thr~n a month

l~ter they appea:.-’e8 back in ~reston v,itb qn order from the Cork

board claiming’ they were ch:-~r~esble in ,England.t15 The expense,

not to mention the difficulties for the fsmily, of shippin:~

them twice scross the Irish See must have been much ~rester

than simply givin:~ them temoorary relief ~ntil they could settle

in. The only other problems ,qrose from Iris~mleJ~ defrsl~Sin% the

relief s,vstem by claiminc to be impoverished when they veer, not.

"’~ P a c ~,:One case involved a r.    tri    Corne v, v’ho v ms ’improperly

receiving relief’ because he ’h,~d five dsvs work snd his

daughter esrnin~ seve~ shillin<s per wee]- ~ hcd qlO in the bsnk’.

The ~,~ancheoter board o:C ,-uordinns !~ublished stotistics every

six months durin~ 1851-71, sn~i un until I~’370 these fi ~ures

distinguish the avers~Te number of Irish persons receivin~ out-

door relief and its cost. From ]851 to 1859 the number of Irish

and Scots persons t~qcen into the workhouse, the ~r at majority

of whom were Irish, wss al:~o recorded.ll7 Fi,~re 15 demonstrr~tes

theft durin~ 1850-70 "-~, ~: increzses snd declines in the s versEe

number of Irish relieved esch week varied almost precisely the

same way as total demand. The figures ~emazned pretty steadily

between 1-4,000 per week except for two periods¯ Yf the fi~ures

for 1845-8 are sepsroted into half-yearly totals ao~ ~ivided

by 26 to obtoin a weekl~ aver~-~.e, it is appsrent thst the peak

average durin:~ that period was reac~ed in the summer of 1847,

when the figure was 2,740 (see Fi_~ure 16 ). The average per

week was at this level or hitcher more th~n hslf the time durin~

1850-70 for the ~qanchester IrLsh.

The winter of 1857-8 ssw the avera~e ~o up to g,748, more

th.~n twice the sun~mer 1847 f’i~ure. The worst effects of the

~. f Confederote ~orts werecotton famine couser~ by the bloc.cade o

ll5. Preston, BG, minutes, 23 Dec 185S (LRO, ~’UT/1/21,p.95)
ll6 ~.Ir Crook to Preston. BG 7 Jsn 185~ (L~iO, i~reston, BG¯ ¯

9 ’ ’
minutes, ~UT/I/21, p. 108)
ll7o ]~’/R, BG Accounts of th~ ~orrl:L~ns of th~ ~oor, 185J.-71
(k/RCL, 339.~7 )
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felt during 1862-4 in i~ast Lancashire, and the avero~Te m~mber

of Irish on the: outdoor relief lists climbed to ~ peak for

the entire twenty-five year oeriod of 13,157 during the winter

of 1862-3. Both these up;yard jobs of the Irish relief graph

coincided with particularly herd times for the L~anchester

communit~r as a whole. The clerk of the ,_~uardinns reported

during the winter of 1854-5, s time which saw bread riots in

Liverpool, that there were si~nificsnt increases in the amount

given to the poor b~,csuse of s ’,,,:ant of work by hand sn_S power
118

loom weavers, fustian cutters and Irish s o.s@e In, bourers’.

Vie saw in chanter 3 that slumps in the buildin~ trade, or

in the cotton-textile industry would affect l~or,~,e numbers of

Irish families in the ~’~anchester ~,rea. But the aver,~e munber

of persons .Tiven o~tcloor relief, s~d the Irish ~vern,Te, only

shov~ed a sIight increase for that winter.

But a more si,o-nificant inr!ication of the extent of an

Irish pauper problem in ~anchester durin,~ 1850-70 is the

proportion of th,,-~, tot~l out@oar relief ~iven to the Irish.

At the censuses of 1851, 1861 amcl ITS’71 the Irish con~.unity

of ?."ianchester were, at n minimum, 22.7j , 26.4, a,d 17.3~ of

the cit.~~ population, res1~ectively. But @urin~ 1850-70 the

returns show that the Irish ,,’.,ere usu:~,lly bet~’!een ~5 to 40"

of the total outdoor relief recipients (see Fixture!. ). The

average n~,ver fell belov~ 32.6, ,~nd ~"e~t ns hiffh s s 5°.6,. in

1857-8. As Fi~ure 17 shov.,s, the ~oercent-q~es ,,ver~ consist~,nt],v

above the avera.~e for 1847. Thr,, Irish remnined a disoro,oortion-

ately Isr~e oroblem for the board of ~,rdi.mns n t ~’s, nchester.

Most relief duri.~k’" u~i~ period, despite th, intentions of

the new poor law of 1834, was given o~tside the ~,:,orkhouse. Put

the returns for the total nt~nber of ~ersons token into the

I:;~nchester workh,’)use durin,.T 1850-9, rand fo~" the: n,u,rr,,::r of Scots

and Irish admitted, are also very interesting. The total

inhabitants of the workhouse varied a ~reot ~]eol, but th, nt~uber

of Scots and Irish remained very static (see Fi~urel,~ ).

118. N/R, BG, weekly minute book, 18 Dec I,B54 (N/RCL, Archives
Dept, ,~eneral_ administration o~ inc2oor.~ an,! out, oar relief,                        I’:o/2/5)
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The only incrense of s, ny siKnificsnce v:as durin,r 1854-5. And

durin~ the six months -oeriod i~57-°, ’ hich shov.,ed increeses in
sa~~ ~ decrease of

Irish relief cases outside the workhouse,
~,,,hi ch indicIrish and Scottish workhouse inm:ttes,

probably         tes

easier access to outdoor r~!ief durin.~ those winters. The total

numbers admitted durin~ these two winters increased sharply.

But the percentage of the tot?l m~;c1e up by the immi<rsnt :~roups

were between 18-289 durin:~ 1851-9, rather disproportionately

high (see Fi~Turel0 ). The, winter of 1854--5 was the pe~k

percentage for the i)eriod, 28.3~, even thou~h the incrense in

numbers was slight.

Lancashire’s workinm ’~eoDle u’ent throuch periods of ~re~t

economic adversity in the 184Os and ~f~in, to a lesser extent,

during the middle 185Os. Their difficulties were reflected

in higher demonds on the local ~uardinns of the poor. But the

greatest economic dislocation experienced in L~ncashire durin<~

this time was the cotton famine, 1862-5. Abraham Lincoln’s

Anacond~ strategy of str,o,n~TlinT the economy of the insur,~ent

Confederate States of America h~d the side effect of ~rcstically

reducing the mnount of cotton imported to supply the mills of

Lancashire. Thous~nds of oper~ot7ves ~ ere laic] off s!l over the

county, and the loss of ,va~es~ had the wider effect of despr~ssing

business generally. ]hlt the_ local ~<~uJrd ans¯       } of the poor were

spared the full impact of this distress by the ;vor]c of nstional

relief committees ~nd numerous local cotton-f~omine relief mroups.

But demand for relief from the 6~ardians did increase. There is

little mention in any source of how the cotton famine affected

Lsncashire,s Irish community. \Te have seen that many younTer

members of the Irish community, particularly ~Tirls, v’orked in

the. textile mills, and the cotton famine certainly hsd o direct

effect on this source of income.

There was no cotton-textile inSustr,v to speak of in Liverpool,

but this was where the effects of the cotton fsmine were first

119

119. For the full story of the Lnncashire cotton famine see
W. 0 Henderson, The Lancashire cotton fsmine~ 1861-5 (~<nchester,
1934)       -~



felt. host of the raw cotton for Lsncasl~i.re’s fnctori, es

arrived at Liverpool. Thousands of men, includino" a ~rr,ot many

Irish, were employed as stevedor~,sunloadin~ cotton from ships,

as porters to move it to warehouses, an(] in transportin~ it.

Finished cotton products for export else v.,ent vin Liverpool.

But by the early s~mLmer of If~61, only a few months after Lincoln’s

imposition of a blockade, the amount of cotton arrivin~ fell off

si ~!mi fi c antly.

The effect of this decrease of cotton imports in 1561, to the
extent of 375,66,~ b~les, w’.~s to throw eli-i; of employment .o ,~,re~t
n~nber of cotton ~orters and llu~pers, who nt once either fell
into pauperism, or by crov:din,,~" into other dep:-~rtmont,o, o-g the
unskilled labour m:<:rkot ~, e~ ,’-~n~±pe.~] to reduce l;o mini.mum the
earnin;s of their fellows. 120

If statistics for poor relief existe~ for Liverpool, this period

would certainly she-,, n.n incrense in the number of those applying

to the select vestry ~;~,~ "~ rise in the ru.r, ubor of Irisl~ dock

labourers on -the lists¯

Some st~:tistics survive to l]_luotrote ~he effect ~t..rt T’eluced

cotton supl~lies hod on the mill terms of sou-l.henst I,nncs.sbire

and Preston. A return of J~nunry 1.562 sbov’ed th,ot the slump
121in trs~]e cut ~’~ - ¯ l~h~, across the various industries of ’~lford_ ~-~ ¯

Fifteen of twenty-nine cotton mi].!~: ~ero. ~,    " i...tnn~n.~ short time

and three were stoDned mltoccther. E’~_ . ~ hteen of thirty-nine

dye an~ Printworks, three of six smsllwares m,~nuf:~cturers, and

twenty-two of fifty’seven miscell-~,~eous f,~ctories were running

on short time. Ten of the tovm’s fourteen bleachv, orks were on

short time and one wos closed. Overall, eighty-three of the

to~m’s 237 factories were on short time anti 4,825 persons were

out of work, from a total labour force of 22,539. These fi~ures

were for the first yenr of the blockade. Thin:,-s would get worse.

The Oldham police st-~tistics for 1564 include a statement

on the ’average state of employment of the operative classes,

Septemb~.r 1863 - September 1864’ when the worst of" the cotton

famine was passed.122 Durin< that year, on average, only

fifty-seven of the tovm’s 163 factories and -,orkshops wer~

" ~ l~eT~or% to the Health cttee~ of the120. Borough of Liverpool, K0:{,

~rough of"Liveroool on the heslth of The, to¯n 1863 (LCL H352 2
EA), p.6 ....... " ’ ’ "

21. A.V. P[~rsons, Educ2t.~ on in Salford~ 17.°,O-1870, (unpublished
thesis, 1965), O.9
122. 01dham Borou~Th Police, ( ’iminsl onc] mi:cellsneous stntisticnl
~eturns, 186.4 (0LIC, LP75), T~!’, 34-5
’ " I!~/~,



working full time, with a full staff, each month. A further

sixty factories workerl full tJ.me, but only with ~ reduced st~ff.

An avera,Te of twenty-nine factories were on onort time end

eighteen others were shut do~.~ each month. 16,6OO foctory hands,

out of a total of 26,500, worked full time, while 5,1OO were

unemployed.

A very complete nicture of unr!er_ ~n~ unemplo.~nent @urine.

the economic ups ~nd do,.vns of the cotton f~mine con be consl;ruct-

ed from the police st~.tistics of’ ~r,~ston, which cover the

,~6 123period October 1862 - June I 5. Althou-~h the total number

of mills in Preston is not cl~.~,~rly in~!icr’terl, the number of

¯ persons employed in th,~m ,’"~o,~o thou~"ht to be around 27,5OO.
During October 1862 - October I~63 he worst time v:ss the week

of 13 Nsrch 1863, when forty mills were shut do~,nq, throwins

14,990 workers out of work an£ 12,289 others onto short time.

During that week only 145 factory hanc]s were workin’~ full time.

The best time of that year for emploT/ment was the week of

2 October 1863, when only twenty-three mills were closed and

11,828 operstives worked full time. But still, over IO,OOO

people were out of work. Durin,~ the follou, in T statistical year

the peak for unemployment cease on I January 1.364, when twenty-

seven mills were closed and over 12,OO0 f,octory workers were

unemployed. At that time the mtmber of operr~tives workin.~ full

time was down to 1,411, sad 13,941 were on short time. Six

months l~.ter thin.,~s looked better. On 30 July 1864 twenty-one

mills were still shut down, but the number o g unemployed was dovm

to 8,533. 15,O69 persons were :vorking :gull time in the mills,

the highest number since before October 1862. Three months l:~ter

nine more mills h~.d’~ shut down, and by 29 October 1864, 11,314

people were out of work a,~sin, with another 6,54-6 on short time.

But durin~,~ November 1864                                       - June 1865 the cotton famine rapidly

abated and by 24 June 1865, 20,752 nan, s were workin~ ful] time

regularly.

But for the workin,~ people livings, in any Lancashire town

affected by the slump in the cotton trsd%it m~de little difference

whether or not the.v were directly employed in cotton-textile mills.

123 Borough of I reston, ..’,ntch Cttee,¯ Crimin~l ~nd miscellnneous
r_eturns of the police force~ I’~,~3-5 in iroceedJn~,s of l:~le Co~mcil,

(HLP’, q 35 2 )
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Industries directly connected with the cotton trade, transport,

engineering and marketing, slowed dov,m to the s~me de~ree 8s

the cotton industry. And the loss of so much ~’.,8~e money, which

would normally be circulatin~ throu:~hout the town’s ~co~Lo,nv,

depressed many other trades, particularly small shoo]:eepers

who dealt principa].ly with the v,,orkin~- class. Lsncsshire,

except in towns such as V/idnes end St Xelens, which were not

connected to the northern textile inc]~stry st all, v~ss deeply

affected by the cotton shorta,~e ~enerslly, and the Irish would

have been affected as much ss s n~f other workin,~ class ~roup.

The only specific reference to the Irish from any of the

seven tovms durinz the cotton famine appears in the Oldham

annual police returns for 1863. The Chief Constable noted

a large increase of empty dwelliD~<s, ~rticul~rly those usually
occupied by the Irish; many of these f~nilies are livinT together,
for the purpose of savin~ rent and taxes .... 124

But in 1864, when it must hove been much easier to write

lengthy histories on short notice, R.A. Arnold reserved special

comment for the Irish poor of Lancashire in his account of the

cotton famine. Amon~ the nob]_e, patient L~ncashire operatives

h,: found a ’Inr.ge popu!~tion livin~ in ~ condition never very

much above the level of T,nu~erism; ~’,hile fortunstely for itself,
125the law does not permit that it should fall below this st’,~nd.~"d’.

.~rnold went on to say that

It is .~enerally said of them that they are thriftless and
improvident; that they do not possess th:,t sober perseverance

~which is so marked a characteristic of the ~nclmsh operatives;
th"t they have none of thct s<ubborn oride v:nich cherishes
independence - though it be raT¢~ed and hun:<ry - 8s the greatest
of %re: sures. The history of the cotton f~]mine does not contradict
this view of their condition, for they, be it their fault or
their misfortune, h~ve sl,.vays been the first to swell the relief-
].is%s and the isrt to leave them. 126

Arnold cites no statistical evidence for this claim. But lookin<

back to the r,]anchester returns for 1862-4 we see the Irish only

applied for relief to the same 4e~ree as the 3ritish inhabitants,

and, in fact, the proportion of Irish receivin:~ outdoor relief

124.01dham Borou.~h PolJce~ Crimina:l 8ncl m i.ccell~neous statistical
~, 1863 (OLIC, LP75), p.v    , -
¯ z~. R. A. ArnolS, The hJ~,to~/.     : of th, cotton famine (London, 1864),
P.350
126. Ibid., PP 350-1



decreased markedly durin:-~,- the cotton fa_mine. Even if he offered

no oroof to support his sweepin~,~ indictment, he di~ at least

explain what caused this Irish mendicancy, snc] th~-.t cause ’can

only be ascribed to their religion’.

Their religion- differin~ far more from that of an educated
: romand li~eral Roman Catholic than does his faith ~     that of

the Church of En~land - saporesses th~’.t self-re]_innce which
comes to most men who ~:now themselves to be under Co<I, the
arbiters of their own destiny, an~ to w}:om the responsibility
of thei.r o~,m opinion is a serious ’_~ud e~.ucatin~ influence.
Rather than stimulatin~ ’self-help’, it enco~ra?’es ae~nendence
uoon others. 127

Other than this g~,nera].isation, there is no evidence theft the

Irish were any particular ;l~roblem durin,-, the cotton f,-omine,

for the local ’ ~" ~,~u,’-,~,raLnns or for the voluntary relief cor~mittees

During the late 1840s an,l early 185Os Irish immi:Trants

were a very visible and particularly expensive problem in

Lancashire, especially in Liverpool, i.~snchester and Preston,

where the numbers of Irish people relieve~9, and the poor rates,

rose ala~nin<ly. Even thou~Th statistics for the J~,~nchester

union indicate that the avers re mmuber of Irishmen relieved

each week durinT 1.$50-70 was as high or hi,,her than the

average of the worst period of the 184Os more than half of

the time, no complaints about, or critis~s of, the Irish as an

outstanc!in< poverty problem appear in %tardiness’ records or

local newspapers a~ter tlle o ,-,¯
~

I~,4.)~. But even i:.~ they di~] absorb

poor-relief funds in amounts dis~roportionate to their numbers

in the communit:~r, it is hard to s,’2,V exactly why they sho:~Id be

a particular problem. Th,~ ~’,’i~esoread dislocation of the fami.ne

period was one obvious cause of Irish destitution, a cause the

Irish could do little to control. Unkin~ observers nttributed

the ~reater re].ative povert,v a~aonc the Irish to other"

c°n~enital problems.

The facts as they regnr¢1 Ireland have been mn]e p’;~tent enou-~h,
,Iand are accessible to everyone r,,~o chooses to search for them;

and it would be far from libel on thnt very cls.~orous co~nunity
to state that they are the poorest and the most vmetched, so

127. Ibid., PP 351-2



are they the laziest -oeo,~le on the f~<’ce of ~,-od’s .... rth. Their
extreme povert,v is simply the n"tura], result of extreme
l,~ziness. 128

The Irish would suffer with the rest of the co~unity

durin~, trade recessions, which ~roiJ~Id force m.’ny of them ~n, ay

from financial self-support s n<l onto the relief lists. But

the percenta,Te of totel relief ,siren to the. Irish community

between periods of economic c]ifficulties sho,.’~ th~.% t}~[s is

not the only cause of Irish oovert,y. Certainly sn irmni~_~nnt

group needs some time to settle, Ourin< v,l,ich they m~y h~:~ve

to resort to public ossist~uce to ~,<et nlon,’, nnd man?! new

Irish immigrants were ~rrivinc in I, nncashire constontly durin:<

1850-71. Almost ~dthout excention the Irish i.~i~r’~nts ~rere

from a backward, rt~ral b,oc]<cround. For tl~is reason it could

take them lon,~er to ~et used to urb~on life n~d industrial

employment, ~Jh_l_ch ~,~rould often leave them penniless. But

one thin:~ is definite; the Irish ,:,ere s consld,z~b]_e problem

in Lancashire’s ooor lau, unions.

128. N.~/R Courier, 14 Oct 1846



Chs~ter 5

The Irish ,and nublic health

Urban Lancashire was f~’ced v.lith eno~-~nous ]public health

problems durin~ the mi~-nineteenth century; nab ,’,’hen consider-

ing the immigrant Irish s,s a possible soc[cl ~roblem in

Lancashire’s to,’,,ns, the ~uestion of ,’.,hether or not the Irish

a.gTravated sn slready serious heg, lth situ~,tion m~st be

examined.

Lanes, shire’s most unhealthy to,.vn nlso h.’~-] ~n ver~ lar,~,e Irish

population. It was also thc~, l~;.u,]in,~ pl~,ce fc~r other Irishmen

movin.~ to the rest of northern l.,n lone] or ":i~itin.~ to travel to

America and Australia. Alrenc]~,r in 1246, the .~unlid epvironment

of Liverpool’s northern ~end central v,,crd~’, v,’,2~c le~Tendry s mon~

urban sanitary reformers, and the to,,.’n’s c-’-’L_z¢c ]_~,sdership_ took

vigorous steps to tackle the filth of the borouTh. But is was

not only that the mic]~le and ~pper cl~sses of Liverpool found

undrained, littered streets ~-nc]’~ courts unoles, s°nt.     _, , to look st

or smell.

It must, in fact, be admitted] that fe’,~r for their o~,.,n health
was one at least of the principal motives which led substentisl
citizens to support the cause ofo,oo~-~tarT,~,:~ reform...,     i

Liverpool’s health o, ct of 184g estab]i,ched e henlth committee

and authorised the a.ppoin~nent of ~ borou.Th health officer (r,]o!-I).

But before the newly consolido.ted ,~,uthority coul¢] even besin

thinkin,¢ about how to ,:lleviete the considerob!e problems which

already existed, new demo.~rsphic,, strains be~nn,.,, exertin~

themselves on Liverpool’s overts,xed a~ministrstive str,~ctures.

In 1845 Dr ~/illism Duncan, u, ho ~’,’ss apoointed ~[OH for

Liverpool in 1847, v;as ,’,’ell ~’.’.’r~rc. th:~.t diseose an~] hi.~h rates

of mortality were most ~revalent

where the population wns densest, where the 0roportion of
people livin,~, in courts s n~l cell~rs ~.’s,s f7rentost, end where
the proportion of street mile,~:e sewered v~s least. ~feedless
to say, these conditions all sp..olie,4 in the same districts -

1. B.D White, !~istor~ of L~v~,rpool n ~0
¯

i~ ~ , -    - - ’
¯



those inhabited by the poorest sections e.n,i D~rticulorly by
immigrsnt poor. 2

to the most advanced theory on the spread

then prevnilin,: in m~dic~! circles, the

the Iri sh

Duncan subscribed

disease which was

,miasmic’ theory.

of

_~t_.n_ns rose in the fo:~_.~ ofThe idea was thrt ’poisonous e:<hol~ -i
~o~-es,~,~ from ,~s.rb~f<e,, sewero~,e ~nd filth to c~,e.nte :-, ..... ’m4~-,~,..7’,.

or st~osnhere, v,’hich cr~rri_ec] ~ise~ses. 3

The dense poDul,~tion o/ 11:,~ di’ri;]. :sL ,-~-.(;:~,, ~)/.’ ti~_e t,.).n v/:.s 1:he

root of the problem, ~?~’ !lunc:,n ::ms detei.~Li]:c,d to cleon uD

Liverpool so %hr:t ’!-,oi.~:oi~oIJs eq~-,]_:-tion~J’ e.~u].d noi; ]~e -,-oner<,teS.

But he did llo[; seem ~no concerned :’.’ith re,q~Jcin.- the overcrowdint.

The situotion v;es further corer, littered f’or !Juncnn enc~ his

asstst},nts in 7 ~{4.6-7.              ,,,,I~ ~"n es,-,eei’~!].~;., vi :7~io~i;_     . ty[)’a:~::~ eni;lemic

and a heavy i~mni~ration of poor s~nd hun~,:ry I:.isi~men, who :"ere

n to sueccCmb 1o -the i,iverpool ty:-hus,in an ideal physic~l stcte

if they had not nlre::~c]}/ contracted the diseese in Ireland. UO

to this time typhus :vss ]{novn~ ns ’.Cn,~l_ fever’, but now it

chan~’ed its alios to ’Iri~’I- fever’ d -,. ~_, L .     ,]0!,1,7 O1 L’,OF:/-OY’:;: r]’Ll]~i]n.’~" t]’le

184Os, including< br !J~mc<mn, v err, inclfine(~ i;o --.].moo n ;,’rest den].

of 9h~ responsibility for ],ive:n)ool’s :,h~sicnl sou:?lor mad hi>~h

incidence of dearth [~md diseose on the Iris l~ cormnunity. Jmmes

Wood, surveyor for Liverpool’n northern districts, clmime8 in

1844 thet: ’~].ly three-fourths of the inhabitants of conrts

cellars are of the lo"es$ description of irish, whose hr-~bits

are so filthy sn~ destitute of- r~ersonrT’l comfort es to entsi.l

both misery and ill-health. ,5 Dr Duncan found on ’innate

indifference to filth’ emend< the Irish ’who inhr~bited 9h~

filthiest and worst-ventilmted courts and cellars’. Cnmpared

with the rest of the Liverpool workin ¯ cl::ss, the Irish were
6’the most apathetic about everything7 that befalls them’.

While their numbers, noverty and i--~norance of even the

simplest hy:~iene certainly did nothin,," to diminish Liverpool’s

health problems, the Irish could not be blr,med for the state

of the town they arrived in.

2. Ibid., 9.38
3. E. Midwinter, Old Livernool, pp 94-5
4. Ibid., P.38

Is" Report from the select c~mmittee on buil~in~s F.~,~l~tionic) ~-nd improvement ox:’borolt~hs., p.].~o_<,    :~.",., ]          ’"" ~’ )-’>,i< ), x, 3,,0’
¯ First report on the st:ire ~,_-~r~e to:’.’ns an’:7 noDu].nus’r!fstricts,

P.29, H.C., I,~44 (572), xvii, 5]3



The Irish poor did not build the nat.row ~.~treets nor the. dirty
courts, they did not leave the streets uusweot, ,~._~ l~nd no

V" ""            ]_eft ~,neml)tied ~t theirresponsibility for stin~in, talc]dens                    ,.
nor did they cre~-~.te t::~r, economic eon,~itions r’hiehvery doors,

m.,r,e li _e indrove them across the channel, en,l in turn ~7
o

Liverpool the burden it really was. 7

This do~.s not mean th:,t tb~ Iri~h were ~ot ":, ~.ublic health

¯ ~,,r :2hazard durin!,: the 184.Os    ]~ut they r.q,~si, be vJ .... er] s only

part of a much larger environmental problem which ~rose fTmm
~" uncleaned stre,r~ts of :~. to~~ ~rov,’in.~the unplanned, undraw.ned, ..

at a much grer, l;er r~-,;~, i,~;.; ,~ U,~, sco-oe of’ its ssniter~ s~rvices

Duncan took up hi,?, ~ost ~s iL Ott in Jnnu~.ry ]_347 ,~.nd found
¯ ¯ -ihimself [~,.t.~�~ ~/itl~ o t.vDhus e!~idemic, v’l~ict~ ;v::s scco~_oenied

by many cases of the us~u-el urb~.n sickn.es~’.,,~._, ,7i:,t~rhoea,..

dysentery, measles s.r~(1 sm~.,].]_[?o:.:. The ,}.J. strict worst r~.ffected

by the epidemic, which ~...~as esti.mr~ted i:o b.--,vo claimed 7,000

lives within 1,h~. borouo’h,° ~’.,~s the " ---~ no~ b,~ ,~,,..7, l,.’rticul’-~rly

the Scotlon,-! en~l Ve ’’-     .,:.~s, ..... ,.~ .r. ~: " ]’ ~.. e Irish

populntion. 9 The borou.Th ~ " ,~nr~ p,~rish ..-.:utho-,o~.i:i os sh~v:.ed .~reat

ener~/ from the. outset. Armed ~.,,ith a new he~-~]_th act, iDunce.]~

~,e].cared war on sl]. i~fl~bmte~ ce].l~-~rs in co~.~ts end unhemlthy

cellars facin.ff on strents, e,c :, first ste~:, towords rem~vin~

the cat~ses of the diseases which v;ere sl~re’~din~, ~,- ¯ r .... ~idly

tI~rou?;h the: tov, n. The oe,rish select vestry set ~-o r,u~rsntine

areas in Cr(;at ]!omer Street ond i,.ount -].-,,:,s.~nt and mointained

a hospital shi~ in the },lersey to isolate i,h~ numerous typhus

’ o ~r-~,, ~ ~ ;"~,’_om were Irish T h~. extent~nd dysentery ca,_.e,~., _.. ..

of the diseases made -[. ese efforts seen bel.’~ted -~pr7 i.n~.ffective.

But the he:.itn~       ~ ~uthorities 8~d.._ not                      -’ive un. Dr Duncan told

the story of his first yemr as KOH in hit_’, :,-r:r~.~.:’! rr:L,ort for

1847, which had a .~,reo.t deal to say about the Irish.

As Duncan took up his duti,:s in J~nu~ry 1847~he noticed th: t

people were arriving in ’unusual numbers’ from Ireland. By June

1847 he estimated that 300,000 Irish had landed in Liverpool,

and he ’very moderately estimated that from 60,000 to 80,000

had located tI~emselves amongst us, occupying every nook and

7. T. Burke Catholic histo.r,y of Liverpool (Liverpool, 1910),,
Midwinter, op. cit., p.86

9. Ibid., p.96
10.Burke, op.cit., F D 86-7
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and corner    ’ The desperate immi ¯ ~¯ ... Tranos zorced thp.ir way into

3,000 of the cellars Duncan had decl~red unfit for h~bitation,

and in one case

fifty or sixty o:[ these destitute oeo;ole were found in a house
containing three or four small rooms, .obout twelve feet by ten;
in more th~n one insttnce u~)~,,~rds: ’~ o; fort,y were found sleeping
in a cel].e,r.

With people in a weakened state livin- so close together, it

not surprisinc th,?t t.yphus s~rend omen~- t/~e Irish community

very auickly.    The ,~’,t~’eots                     ~o?hind          t,l<-’, doc]cs,           between the

~iScotland and Vcuxh.~ll Ro::,ds, b~c~me noto~ .ous !)ec,’u.~,e tYthus

’had become more tlv,n u.~,-..lly ,¯ ~’~ "’ ,rev lent’ t}~ere, while other

districts were not s:Fflicted wit1% u-.n[~ more t]~:,n the usual

number of typhus cases, khl~ "~reo w qs chiefly ’resorted to

by the migratory Irish’ anti durin~- Jenuer.y IS47 one-hr’If of
- #                           ,

all the deaths from ty!;hus in th,~ borou<h occurred there.

Duncan also found th<,t ti:~~, disepse seo:~o.<! only to ~f’foct

Irish people in the Ooc]cs ~.re~l, vlhich [nrlie’ l.e~] th",t r~;-.r,y

the

of

is

The neighbourhoo@ behind the docks on the north side of

Liverpool was the eren ’<,here peo01e ,".~itin-: to soil to America

or .~ustrolie stayed. It was :llso the fir:’t sto~over for those

hopin< to stay in :n.ols~nd, which ex~isin~.~] the extreme over-

crowding, and easy sore2d of contagion. A.s the Irish m~4e

their wsy into the interior of tl~ term, th~:~ took disease with

the poor i~iTrr~nts ,.,fete elrend},r ill. ,.vit;~ t.ohus on their

arrival or were in ~ much u,e.~ker nn~l more susceptible state

than their ]~ritish nei~hbours    ~ ...., . ,~even-ei~bt},~o~ p.ll 1;h~ p~,tients

¯ n the Liverpool !,’ever : ospitpl were Irish, end over 705" of

those patients lived in the docks [’.ree between the Scotland

and Vauxhall Roc.ds. ’The m:~jority of these h;,d but recent].y

arrived from Ireland.’ ~y early su~mmer 184.7 the death rate

from typhus was 2,000~ above ti~e over’~e in esrli~.r years.

’#ithout a l.trce immi~Trstion of unne~ithy Irishmen tynhus would

have been a problem in Liverpool, but thousands of huncry

people from Ireland, p:~c1.-in~ already crowded nusrters, m~de

the problem much worse th2n it mi:Tht otherwise have been.



them and infected i’~orts of Liverpool vrhich h’-,0, remained free

of typhus up to th’:,t ±i..,~. ’if he northern ;..<~rSs of the. borough

had many Irish and ~-~ hitch number of t~ohus coses. But the

of

~Imost

in the

~lisemse

worst hit were the Veuxhmll nn~ J~zch:~nce ",’.<.rds, ;’.’here

’one-he.lf of the de:_~ths from fever, e~<c,usive of those

hospital, hnd occurred’. T.~f!,hus ,.’1:’s not %he on].y

the health co~mmittee b:-~d to co~_~te~,;l ’,"i_tl-~. ~]~e urb:_,n Lo.ncnsbire

the miS-nineteenth (;ent~.rj nev~;r n~.-~oerioneec! ~ short~-~,-o, of’

that caused by typhus. Four-fifths of -tl-:: diarrhoee en.~]

dysentery denths occurred in [;he ;.rsur_hn]_l-i,lxchen.~{e s,re,o anal in

~’,’here m;-~ny I "~-’-the nei,~hbourin,~, Gre,.t geor~Te’s ;~ard,rm~),.~ lived

And if this was not enou{<h, sm;~llDox bro]<e out in the ’densel~

neonled Irish districts .... fe,,v, if ;~_~n,y, of the chilrlren of th~

s direct relationship) bet,.’,een the arriv-ml of

Irish immigrants

Duncan found

Irish immigrants end the soresd of clio sse in Liverpool.

Suppo.sin,~, however, the number of im~ni.~-r,:~nts no:’~ resident in
Liverpool. to b~; 50,000, which is probably ~¯ n .....rer the truth; there
would still remain sn ezcess of de~ths un,.~ccounted for, which it
would require a po~ulmtion of 150,000 to supply, st the. ordLnmry
rate of mortality. Had the entire po!:,ul:~tion of !-~ir~ckburn,

m~~rk, irescot, ].-reston,Bolton, Bury, Chorley, Lancaster, ~ ..... -~
Warrington sn,,~l ,Vi.~’sn t~_~ken uo their reside~_ce smon~.<st us, they
would not have increased the mortality of the tov.,n more then
these Irish immigrants h’sve done.

This exaggerated illustrotion of the effects of he~v?r Irish

immi =,~r~..tion on Liverpool shoves th:~t the Irish did cm.use a

further deterioration in already al0ysma! levels of public

health, particularly in their o~’;n neimh!)ourhoods, durin~ that

period of exceDtionsl Irish h;~.rdshi~ in the 1840s. At one p~int

in 1847, 88~. of all the sick ersons under the care of the

he8Ith committee an~] n~rish medicnl officers ~’,,ere Irish. V/hat

!]. Ibid., p. S6



little hospital s ccommo~lation ,vns still ~vsilnble durin~ the

early summer months wos nuic!~ly fi.llecl, vqlen t~rnhoidL.,, fever s.lso
12

made its appearance in Liveroool.     The extent of the vnrious

enidemics only beckman to sl~c!<en in the out~nnn of 1847 when the

flow of Irish immi~<rnni;s recede(]. ~mon~~ soTae 21,OOO mersons who

died in the borour<h of Liverpool durin~ i:%47, there were ten

Catholic priests, a protest~ent minister, ten medicnl <r~ctitioners

and ’a nmnber of relievin~ officers’ v/he died ~,}~i]~ trT~ino- to help

the numerous szck end @~fin7 Irish ir~ni-:rnnto Dumc,.~ also

resretted the loss of ’m~ny huu<Tred of the ’]n,-lish residents,

in comfortable circ<n~st,nces, most of u’hom wivht h~ve been still

alive, had Liverpool not been converted for q time into s "City

of the }la#~e" by the immigrant Irish u4"lo innundnted the lov~er

districts’.13

To further emphasise the tra<ic nffects of Irish in~ni~_~ration,

if that were possible, Dunc~n comp:~rec] the comfortable Rodney-

Abercromby area with the disease-ridden Vouxhol! ward, with its

numerous Irish residents. ~{e estime~ted thsb in V~uxbsll one-

seventh of the population died from disease durin~T 1847, while

in Rodney-Abercromby %h(~ fi~3re wns only one person in every

twenty-eight. Death claimed 135 in every I,OOO p~rsons in

Vauxhall and only thirty-five in every I,OOO in Rodney-Abercromby.

Typhus fever caused one death in everT? seventeen persons livin~

in the Vauxhall ward, but on]y one in every 228 persons in

Rodney-Abercromby. Other diseases, m~ch ss diarrhoeas, dysentery,

measles and smallpox, killed r~ furth,~r one person in every fifty-
14four in Vauxhell and only on~ Ln 318 in I~odney-Ab~rcromby.

Even allowin~r that Duncan’s fJ..~res prnl)~-.]~!/ ,,~:~e not precise,

they do show that even if the Irish were not the primary cause

of disease, they lived in m(~iLJ<]~ou.rhoods which <~ere unheolthy

enough to make the spread of dnn~Terous (]isen.ses ~mon~ them more

likely. D,.u~c:,.-~ himself was v~_illinA~ to ndmit th~.t this w~s the

c&se.

12. Borough of liverpool, },[0};, R~port to tb~ h~Ith cttee of
Borough of Liver_Dool~ on the health or the: l:o,,n (other nnnual

; ’’- 1347 (],"~, i! 352.4. !lEA),reports cite8 heresfter ’~s Reooro), , ¯
13. Ibid., n.19
14. Ibid., pp 15-6



It must be remembered th_-ot thr-; Irish <listricts v:ere at the s~me
time the worst-conditioneC - c,’)nt:~i~li_n~- t:l~~ ,-reetest nmnber of
filthy and il.l-venti!"ted courts, (~smr, ,~,! cTirt;f cell~rs, 9nd
inferior lo4cin.~-houses. H’-~d -their popu!ei;Lon been ,’,n~lish in

¯ ’ o.nr~ hnd no Iri ~’ ~,a femine occ~rre~ their mort~].ityplace of Irmsn, ........ ,
must still ha, re exceedod theft of the oth,;~° c~istricts of the town,

’     lalthough of course in a diminisnec, r:-,tto.

But he still thour-~ht th:~t Liverpool ’~,,: ~ turn,-~d into ~ ’"City of

the Pla,~ue" by the immi~rnnt Irish ",". ~,:~o inl.lnr]:~ted th~ lower

districts’.

Theft the excessive over-crowdi;~"- of 1;l~_e ,nk-e~,~ble ~wellincs in
the worst-conditioned districts by ,1~, ho~’,t o,~ the hn]_f-stsrved
v~grants v:oul<1 inevitably ]gro,3uce the res~ll-l;~ ud~;i_ch follo,’,ed

(] " ~i .......might heve been pre,lc-ted ~,!most :’.s con:~-,_de~,t!y es o~ ~stronom~,r
would foretell an ecli~)ce. 15

Dr Duncan had little ~,ffection for his ne’:/1.U-:~.rrived Irish

neighbours, but it shoul0 no-I; be sur ,rtsin- thet he u,’~s inclined

to be pretty h~:~rsh in his references towe~-_l,~,~’ them. Uever a~s.in

durino; the nineteenth century woul,fl t~-~ n~nb~r o[: de~ths in the

tovm be as birth as in Ig47. Tyohus, c]ig.rrhoe:~, dysentery, typhoid,

measles, and a host of r - " e._,0zratory eilments v/ere omnipresent in

Liverpool, but on a lesser scenic than in lg47. Duncen was ;~oin~,
49- ¯to have a p~rticul,~rly di~.fmcult time ,,,~ith t.v~hus tb~,t yer, r

anyway, but thousands of ra~--’ed Irish, livin~" in incredibly

crowded conditions, t~rned e -.~roblem into

No one in Liverpool v,ss sorry to see the end of 1847, but the

openinf,- of 1848 seemed to promise more of the same.

At the commencement of tn.¢o ye~r three e idemics were in nro~ress,
- scarlatina in its e::~rly ste,-,e,     ,    __influenza in its mi~!dle neriod,
and the Irish fever in its decline .... 16

The scarlet fever and influenzn epmde.~_].cs did

a crisis.

not reise the death-

rate much above norms.l (v/hic.;t ’,’.").s still cn ap~,’"l!in,." fi:~re,

even in terms of the 1840s) eric the typhus e idemic was ,°.t last

subsiding.

We may now pursue the Irish fever to its close. The deaths, which
were sixty (in the borouch) in the first week of Jt--,nu~ry, .declined
to twenty-four by -the l~st week of T,:~rch, en,] to eleven ( the
ave’rage weekly mortalit.y) by the. eml of ]~s.V, - :’,,hen the epidemic

15. Ibid., pp 17-8
16. NOII, Report., 1848, p.21



i ?/!

may be considered ss b:.vin~ been extinr~i~.hed, ,~,fter o.n ~.xistence
of seventeen months. 17

But there was still troubl~ ~:]~eor] for the Liverpool hee]th

committee, the roots of vs.l-,ich ’,.,ere fou~3~_ in Ine]i~ in I,%46.

Asiatic cholera mr:,de its first appearsnce in the ]Tnited

KinTdom at Edinburgh in 1°45. On I0 iiJecember nn Irish f~mily

arrived in Liverpool from :7,cotlond, an,:] both p,~.rents nnd one

of their children were foun~ tn bn ill ,’.’j_th cllnlers. They were

e~n3 o ~nnther cnseo uickly isol~,ted and or,=. "~ month o,~.c:-.ec] b ’
18

sppe.2red.

The first undoubted c:~se of l:iver-,ool ori~im occurred on i;he Igth
/J2nusr/ 184-9_/ in p c.ro,’dod Irish house in "~ court Ln !i:-,ck
lortland Street ,-the victim LeJ.n.~, n ,’7ir]. :,bout -io~.trteen ,vr~nrs
of :,~se .... 19

Any traveller from Scotlo.nC or :~ ,othr~r ini’ectecl ~;or:,@ could h~ve

introduced chol:,ra into Live~y)ool, but ~" ~"._: ,_~.~nce D be Tzrst case

_ ±tZil.L , ~ . ..appeo.rea in an Irish --~ ’Iv ~_:n" m~<,n.y Irish oeo>le ,"er~. r,lovin-’

around Scotl~{nc] r:~nd the north o ~.,n’l,_n¢l lookin<, f’oJ~ ., plr~ce to

settle durin;e the late 184-0s, it ’~,. ~,:s pro]2:~bly the Irish who

brou:Tht the di~.~se to the to~’n. ~’~e-e¯ ._. ~ ~.. is no mention in Duncan’s

reports of the Irish bein:<< porticul~rly nffected by cholerr~, but

there can be little doubt thnt they suffered :- ~<ood den1 fro~.~, it~

since the northern ,:~nd north-centrml ",nrds of th~ to-,n, whore most

of the Irish :i.n the borou:Th were founcl, v:ero the <;.’sr<]s with the

highest number of deaths from the disense, Scotlsna,. Vsuxhall

an.a Exchan.Te words s.ccounted -for more th<-,n 46’, of S esths in the

borough.20 The epidemic w:~s sJ_o,~’: ~m ’ ~     , .... tn<.rin~ moment~tm nnrl its full

ferocity was not felt until Jt~J.y, Au,%~rt s,nd iDe-otember, when 857

of the town’s 5,200 cholera dec{ths took plece.     :~ve.~ thou.~h

they probably brou.Tht cholera to Liverpool in the first plsce,

the Irish were not ble:med by Duncan or anyone else for the

outbreak or spread of the disease. Its at]vent in the town was

inevitable simoly becouse it was a busy -port ~nd commercial

centre, with numerous contacts with infected :r{~.,os on the

continent end in the British Isles. .~n(l it wns onl.v to be

expected that cholers would be mo~t ~revolent in the filthiest

17.Ibid., pp 21-2
18.~IOH, Re~ort, 1849,
19. Ibid., p.30
20. Ibid., pp 31-2
21. Ibid., p.31
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sections of the town, very often irfl~biter] by the Irish. But

unlike the typhus e~idemic, ,,,’here ~,t tim~.s soven-ei,~hths of ~II

the reported c~ses v rere ~mon,~ the Irish, cholero was much more

evenly spre~.d out over the Oopt~l’~tion of the entire borou,~.h,

which is another inclicstion th-’t the Irish communit.v was not

solely res.oonsible for the n npenrsnce of the ~ise.ose r,n.d did

not aggravate the situntion to enythino" a~,,roschin:,, the extent

that it did in 1847.

By 1850 Liverpool’s three-yeer he::!th crisis h~r! finally

passed. There ,,’.,ere still hunSreds of thous~n,-~’s of he-sons

arrivin.z at the port from Irel:.’,,,,l. .T3~t the less-wretched stote

¯ r f :%    -- "’g~           -of the new eml:>r,:~n~,.:~, end the vi~or o~ the health committee

contributed to ~ much healthier c, tmosobere in Liveroool.

The extraordinary exertions which h:-,d been m’-,,le aurin.~ the,
previous year by the officers of the Co:mnittee r, nd b?~ the
extra staff employed in the s:~.etory inspection of the worst
conditione@ districts - ai~!ed by -the re-~oorts to the l,iledicsl
Officer of Health, by the ~.oroch~:-’l ~n~~ clisnens,~ry mn.dicnl
officers and the house-to-l~ouse medicol visitors - h~d ~Isce~
the town in a better sanitary condition th:’n it had ever
previously perhaps e~joT~ed .... the heolth of the to~:,m conlinued
throu,~-hout this yeor in a most s~-~t.isf.octor:~~ st:~te. 22

Improvement contJ.nue~] throu~hout the 1850s, but there was s

seventeen-week interval in 1854 v’hen chol~r~ o~sin visited the

borough, killin.~ 1,14.6 persons in predomin,o_ntly working,--class

nei£hbourhoods.23 This eDidemic v.~s.s much more limited in

extent than the 184.9 outbreak, _~.md once m<Tsin, the Irish were

implicated as possible carriers of th~ <~iseose.

We are forced to come to the conclusion that the 1854 outbreak
was due to a fresh imnortation from the continent or from Ireland,
perhaps earlier in July, onc] that the f~-~vourable :,,’esther in that
month enabled the diseose too°~r-’ad;~. . ra~idly~ amongst the ~o-,~ulstion
in the workin~.-clsss districts of Liverpool. 24-

During the 1850s tb,. Irish cr, ~e~ %o ~;~ .~j,L~,I, I out for l~(.cial

mention as a menace to the oublic health of Liverpool, ss the

state of the. immigrants s_~,.] of’ the to,:~n itself stes~ily improved.

h~cen though personal hygiene ~mon~’; tbr~ :[fish, an(l ~,mon~ the. working.

class ~enerally, remained st a dism,.~l level, they certainly

22. ~OH, Report~ 1850, ~.49
23. ?;.~,~. Fr~.zer, i~uncen of Liverpool, (Lon:lon, 1947),
24. Ibi@., p.87



benefited from the drier, cleaner, airier streets and courts

of the town. The town council, led by its health committee,

enacted byelaws reauiring more stringent minimum standards

in the construction of new dwellings, to make certain that

they were healthier than those built before. Baths and wash-

houses were built for public use an@ l~rge numbers of persons

were removed from cellars and provided with healthy accommodation.

Paving, draining, scavenging and water supTly were all vastly

improved during 1847-58.25 But in 1858 mortality, particularly

in the northern wards, where many Irish lived, was still very

high in Liverpool. The death rate per I,OOO of the population

in that year was estimated to be 34.2 for the whole borough.

But the rate per i,O00 in the Vauxhall ward was thought to be

36.5, and it was 35 nextdoor in Exchange ward. But the

populous Scotland ward, where there were many Irish, was

actually below the borough average at 30.3 per 1,0OO.26 There

was a msrked improvement in 1859, when the borough rate fell

to 28.7 in every I,O00. Exchange ward remained well over the

borough total with a rate of 31.2 per 1,000, but both Scotland

and Vauxhall wards were below the borough total with rates

of 26.8 and 27.2 respectively.27 These figures cannot be

accurate since the actual population of the borough could only

be calculated with any degree of certainty once in every ten

years, when the government conducted a census. But they do

show that even though the Irish were most likely to be found

in the least healthy auarters of Liverpool, their standard of

health was rising along vrith the general standard of the

borough.

Cholera again struck Liverpool during the summer of 1866.
Its intensity was midway between the epidemics of 1849 and 1854,

and it left 2,122 dead.28 Once again the Irish neighbourhoods

were severely hit, particularly Vauxhall ward. The NOH report-

ed that the death rate in that district was pushed up to 49.3

per 1,000, while he thought the rate for the entire borough

went up to 41.7.29 The Irish received no special mention during

25. Ibid., pp 106-7
26. MOH, ~h~pnr±. 18~8. p.lO
27. ~:0H, Report. 1859~ p.lO
28.     Midwinter, 01d Liverpool, pp 85-6
29. MOH, Report, 1866, pp 3-4



the epidemic from the health committee. A]thou.~h thin~s

improved generally by 1871, the P.!OH estimated death rates

in the Scotland-Vauxhall area to still be at the hiFh rates

of’ 40.7 and 43.2, respectively. But since 1871 w~s a census

enumeration year, we c~n check the ~{IOH’s c]aculations. 17,366

persons died durinF the year and the census enumerators found

the population of the borough to be 493,~O5.

The r~,OH, l)r Trench, who was appointed after Duncan’s death
~0

in 1863, reckoned the death rate to be ~5.1 per 1,000,    which

is fairly acc~rate. As ~n apf,endix i;o the NIOH’s figures for

1871, it should be noted that the death rote for the Liverpool

~rea of the borouF, h whereregistration district, the centra] "~

upwards of 85~~ off the Irish ]ived, was ~8.5 per ],000, somewhat

higher than the borou,~h as a whole.%l For 1871 the MOH had a

preliminary census report to he]p him. But his fi,,~ur~,s for

other years must be treated only as very ,~,eneral indicators.

After the crisis of 1847-9 thin,~s improved very steadily In

Liverpool, even in the oldest, most densely popul~ted parts of

the town. But dises.,~e and high mortality continued to ch~rAct-

erise the nei~hbourhoods st the north end of the borough, where

many Irish lived, tl,ou:~h at much lower levels th~n during_ the

(?1840s. ’In the V:~uxha]l, ,,cotland and ExchanF, e wards mortality

did not drop below thirty per thousand until the present century:-%

These neighbourhoods were the most unhealthy in the town before

they were occupied by numerous Irish families and could only

become more healthy as physical improvements were executed.

From about 1850 the Irish were nc~ l on~er the health problem they

were durin~ the mass emigration of the famine years. The physical

environment they ]ived in was ,~ more serious problem than the

Irish were because the personal standards of hy:~iene in both

Irish and non-Irish workin,~-class homes, which left much to be

desired, could not be expected to rise before urban conditions

improved.

Durin~ 1847-9, when thous~nds of st~rvinF, slckly Irish

crowded into the most unhealthy districts of Liverpool, they

greatly aggravated am s]read.v serious health situation. They

30. MOH, Report 1871, p. 8
31. Thirt,v-fourth nnnunl rnnort of the Ro~ister (lenerml of Births,
])eat hs and NJarri~,es in En,~]~nd, IS71 (~;omerset II0u~e, Library,

F21.34.1).
32. I.C. Taylor, ’The court and cellar dwelling, the eighteenth
century origin of the Liverpool slum’ Trans Hist Soc Lancs-Ches,

c×xii, (1970), p.67
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constituted an enormous problem for the town’s health

authorities and they incurred the resentment of both the

health committee and the general public. But as conditions

In Ireland and Liverpool improved durin~ the 1850s, the Irish

community in Liverpool ceased to be more of a health problem

than any other part of the population, which showed that the

late 1840s were exceptional years in both Ireland and Liverpool.

During 1849-71 the Irish community was not singled out for

condemnation as a threat to the public health. Housing wss

always in short supply and Irish fo~milies very frequently

occupied houses in some of the oldest, dirtiest streets and

courts of the town. Whenever an infection made its appearance

in the tovm, it always spread farthest and most rapidly in just

these areas, especially at the north end of the borough. The

Irish did not build n~rrow, uncleaned streets and courts, lined

with unventilated back-to-back houses for themselves. They had

no predilection for living in the worst parts of the town. They

took what they could get in the way of inexpensive housing.

Whoever lived in places such as the Vauxhall ward would have

suffered a high mortality rate. After the famine years of the

late 1840s, when the Irish were as healthy as their working-

class neighbours, it was the streets and houses they lived in

that . made up the principal public health problem in Liverpool.

And this continued to be the case well into the twentieth

century, as population increased and the town grew older.

But there is one other point to keep in mind when considering

the Irish as a particular health problem. Any sort of communicable

sickness spreads much more rapidly in crowded conditions. We

saw in chapter 3 that the Irish were much more likely to be

found in multiple occupancy housing and overcrowded their

dwellings with extended family and lodgers to a greater degree

that the non-Irish population. The practice of overcrowding their

homes during 1846-71 made the Irish a particular health problem

because it facilitated the proliferation of any contagious disease.

Manchester-Salford was L~nncashire’s other great urban district,

and it too had its share of p~blic health problems, though not

on the scale of Liverpool. A ~ the area had many Irish immigrants



too. Since the Manchester council did not establish a heslth

committee or appoint an MOH until 1868, there is, unfortunately,

no yesr by year account of the state of public health, as

for Liverpool. But the Irish do come up in severalt~.,ere is

discussions of health matters in ~anchester during 1846-71.

Manchester had a building and sanitary re,~ulations committee

in the late 184Os, which took responsibility for public

improvements ’to promote the general health and comfort of

the inhabitants’. Reportin~ on efforts to enhance cottage

dwellin~s ’situate in some of the most confined districts

within the borough’, the committee complgined that

in consequence of the overcrowcled stc~.te of m~ny of the ill-
constructed dwell in-~s of the poor, an~ the constant immigration
of mendicants of the lowest class, and of filthy habits, and
having no settled residence, the efforts made both by your
committee, as well as by m’,ny of the well-dis~osed cottage
owners and tenants, are, to ~ ~reat extent, neutralised .... 33

These ’mendicants of the lowest order’ were the Irish. All the

towns between Liverpool and ~.~anchester helped to soften the

Irish immigration blow for Manchester by absorbin,~ some of

their n~mber before they coulc] reach the ,~re~t city of the

industrial north. Also the thirty miles distance from Liverpool’s

docks slowed down those immigrants who did tr~vel to Manchester,

so that the health problems which pla~ued Liverpool were later

in arriving in Manchester. While the typhus, or Irish fever,

epidemic struck Liverpool in 1847, the disease did not spread

beyond its ’normal’ extent in ~anchester until 1848, when

Liverpool’s epidemic was just ending. Even though the Irish did

not appear in Manchester in anythin~ near the numbers they did in

Liverpool, many of those who csme were still very weak from their

ordeals in Ireland snd the difficult journey to southeast

Lancashire, or were actually ill ~’~ith typhus. The rapid increase

in cases of typhus and other diseases greatly alarmed the

borough administration. The influx of sickly Irish, combined

with ’the overcrowded and filthy state’ of the neighbourhoods

they would try to house themselves in, auommented Manchester’s

33. Building 8nd Sanitary Regulations Cttee, ~/R Council
_Proceedings~ 1846,8 (~/RCL, 352.042.~22), D.55



health problems beyond the reach of the buildin~ and sanitary

committee and the nuisance committee, as they were then

organised. Manchester’s difficulties ’,’-ere much less severe

than Liverpool’s, but had become serious enough to require

special measures. The outbreak of cholera in the late summer

of 1849 produced action, and Manchester’s nuisance and

sanitary committees were authorised to enforce the health act

of 1848, as well as its amending act of 1849, ’for the more

speedy removal of certain nuisances, and the prevention of

contagious and epidemic diseases’.34 The health emergency

precipitated by the additional problem of sickly Irish

immigrants gave the impetus for much bolder action by the

authorities resr, onsible for public health in Manchester, and

all efforts to remove the causes of disease were accelerated.

Manchester was sp~red serious epidemics during 1850-71.

Even the cholera outbreaks of 1854 and 1866 passed ~?,~e ~o;~

by, which indicated Manchester was becoming steadily healthier,

due to the efforts of the municipal authorities. And not

once in twenty years was the Irish community mentioned in the

reports of the buildings and sanitary reticulations committee,

the nuisance committee, or, after 1868, the MOH as a particular

problem in public health matters. But criticism did appear

in 1869 when the Royal Sanitary Commission w~s taking evidence.

John Heron, Manchester Town Clerk, stated that

The districts where the mortality in ~4anchester is greatest
are two; one is chiefly occupied by what you may call the
vicious classes, the haunts of thieves and prostitutes and all
people of that class and there is another district which is
mainly occupied by the Irish. No sanitary arrangements that
can be made will to any very large extent, I believe, affect
the condition of those classes - it is something that is beyond
the reach of mere sanitary legislation. 35

Here the Irish are considered as among the worst possible citizens,

from a health viewpoint. Heron later went on to say that over-

crowding was a primary cause of unhealthy dwellings and high

high incidences of disease. But typically, overcrowding was

34. A. Redford, The history of local government in Manchester
(London, 1940), ii, 150-1
35. Reoort of Royal Sanitary Commission, p.135, H.C., 1868-9
(4218), =’~zii, 435
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most common in the oldest, most unhealthy areas. ’The

overcrowding takes place chiefly in those districts which

I have said are the most unhealthy, where the Irish population
reside to a great extent. ,36 The census data analysed in

chapter 3 confirms the impression held by Heron, and many of

his contemporaries, that the Irish more often lived in crowded

conditions than their English neighbours.

In-t,h~~ town of Salford, there is little to indicate that the

Irish prejudiced the health of the borough. S~,i!~r]~r with

Liverpool and Manchester, the arrival of hundreds of Irish

immigrants in 1848 helped to aggravate the t?Tphus situation.

A total of 460 persons were admitted to the Salford t~an’~.

special fever hospital, 189 of these, 41~j were Irish.

For the first two or three months after the hospital was opened
the Irish cases were much more numerous than the En,~lish, but
they gradually decreased, and the Enclish cases predominated
during the latter months.

But significantly, only fourteen of the fifty-six deaths

attributed to ’Irish’ fever occurred among the Irish. The

hi~her rate of mortality among< the qnTlish population of

Salford, who accounted for the other 75~ij of the typhus deaths,

was illustrated in this curiously-worded statement.

The rate of mortality of the aggregate number is one in eight,
but it is more than double in the English compared with the
Irish cases, the former being one in six, and the latter one in
thirteen. 37

Salford’s Irish-fever problem seems minute when contrasted with

Liverpool’s 7,0OO deaths. But even thou;t’h the English

population bore the brunt of the disease, it was the additional

Irish sick who spread the disease to epidemic proportions.

Nowhere else in the Salford borough council committee reports

during 1846-71 are the Irish mentioned as a health problem.

Salford’s health problems centred on it bein~T ’the classic

slum’ 38,     rather than on particular parts of the popul~tion.

But the Irish aggravated the situation, particularly during

36. Ibid., pp 139-40 ~39-40/
37. Salford Union, Analysis of expenditure7 1848, (SCL, L342.0424
SAL), no pagination
38. The title of Robert Robert’s, The classic slum: Salford life
in the first quarter Of the centur.y, (l~]~nchester, 1971)



1846-61, by overcrowding their dwellings to a greater extent

than the non-Irish population of Salford.

Oldham, where public health services were almost wholly

wanting, was probably, fortunate in receivin~ very few Irish

immigrants during the late 184Os. But the Irish who did live

there were seen as an obstacle to the creation of a healthy

environment by A.B. Reach, who visited Oldhem in 1849.

The poor-law authorities of Oldham are mnkin~ exertions to
improve the sanitary state of the worst districts of the town,
but the Irish puzzle them excessively. ’No sooner do we try
to make the houses a little decent and wholesome than the
people leave them, and flock to other localities, to be driven
thence with a like result.’ Fever - the ’Irish fever’ - that
is the most malignant species of spotted typhus, frequently
breaks out. 39

Even allowing for exaggeration in Reach’s story of Irish families

being chased around the town by cleanliness, it i~ still probably

safe to say that living conditions for the Oldham Irish,

particularly the recent famine arrivals, were among the worst

in the town. But Reach does not say that the Irish caused bad

neighbourhoods, only that they lived in them, probably because

that sort of accommodation was the most readily available. He

also does not mention the possibility that rents on improved

properties were probably higher than for living in filth,

which could force a poor Irish family trying to get settled

into cheaper, less-healthy housing.

Remarkably, din~y Oldham only h~d thirty cholera cases in

1849. But Reach was able to explain Oldham’s good fortune.

If the people resident in the ~ens I have described have,
comparatively speaking, escaped the cholera, most certainly
they owe more to their luck than their management. 40

The only time during the succeeding twenty years when the

Irish were singled out as a danger to public health was in

¯                                               ’chiefly theMarch 1855 A group of eighty-three persons,

lowest class of Irish’, were summoned before the town’s general

purpose committee and fined for not maintaining their houses

39. A.B. Reach, Manchester and the textile districts in 184~,p.87
40. Ibid., p.87



in a condition consistent with byelaws enacted under the

health act of 1848.41 In common with the whole southeast

Lancashire region, Oldham escaped the cholera e?~de~icsr~ of

1854 and 1866. And alto,Tether it does not appear<the Irish

caused any particular health problems in Oldham, aside from

a somewhat higher incidence of typhus durin~ 1848-9 and the

usual overcrowding. The health of the, to~vn improved as the

town council managed to clean up the streets.

The combined effects of industrial depression and a

difficult winter in 1846-7 left Preston with serious typhus

and scarlet fever epidemics, without the influence of the

famine in Ireland.42 Thou~vh the poor law authorities were

warned of a ’sudden increased’ immicratLon of Irish in 1847,

this ’sudden’ influx never materialised. Irish immigrants

only appeared occasionally and in small ntumbers. In July

1847 typhus appeared ’to be still on the increase in some

parts of the town’,43 which showed that Preston’s streets

provided excellent breeding grounds for the disease. Nowhere

in Preston was typhus referred to as Irish fever, and the Irish

population of the town was not held responsible for its out-

break and spread. But this did not mean the Irish were not

subject to some criticism. It was often alleTed that the Irish

endangered their own health, and th::~t of their neighbours,

by keepin~T animals, particularly pi~s, nearby or inside their

homes in dirty, overcrowded neighbourhoods. The Preston Guardian

tried to illustrate the inti ~c~. that some local pi~s enjoyed

with their Irish masters.

The pig takes his meals with the rest of the family, whom,
at best, he regards as his poor relatives. He sits doyen with
the circle at the family board (often literally a board for a
plate), and eats with them from the same dish, from which they
usually select for him the l~;~r~est potatoes .... 44

As far back as 1836, George Cornewall Lewis alleged that

the Irish introduced the practice of keepin~ pi~s into urban

Lancashire, which made their dwellin,Ts more unhealthy.45

41. Oldham Chronicle, 17 r,~ar 1855
42. Prest0n Guardian, 30 Jan 1847
43. Preston Guardian, 24 July 1847
44. preston Guardian, 25 Apr I~46
45. Report on the state of th~ Irish ooor in Great Britain,
P. xi, H.C., 1836(40), xxxiv, -437.



But Lancashire’s towns contained persons from o th~r rural

areas of Scotland and England who would not worry about

keeping pigs, or even donkeys, near their houses either. The

most graphic description of relations between Irishman and

pig in Lancashire is Friedrich En~el~,~.

The Irishman loves his pig as the Arab loves his horse. The
only difference is that the Iris~nan sells his pig when it
is fat enough for slaughter. The Irishman e~ts and sleeps with
his pig, the children play with the pi~, ride on its back and
roll about in the filth with it. 46

The cholera of 1849 was only active for a few weeks in

Preston and di~ not do too much d~a~Te, but a Report of the

General Board of Health dra~l~ up by C.T. Clark did not treat
~ 7

the town as leniently.     Besides a wide-ran~in~T criticism

of the usual dan~ers to public health in Preston, there was

a section reserved for a discussion of the Irish areas of

the western part of the town. He included a list of streets

he inspected, some of which were marked in parentheses ’bad’
o~ ’very bad’.

The places marked ’bad’ and ’very bad’ are occupied almost
entirely by Irish; and I believe for more than one-half of
the cases of fever sent out of the whole St. John’s and
St. George’s districts ~o from those few streets and their
neighbourhood; the chief cause of which I believe to be the
intolerably overcrowded state of their houses, to~ether with
their great want of cleanliness. 48

This is the usual story. The Irish were commonly found in the

worst areas of a town, where even an effort at p~rsonal cleanliness

inside a house could easily be negated by the s~ualor of the

external envirornuent. In these areas diseases such as typhus

were more likely to appear than in other, cleaner parts of the

town, and, of course, the people living there would be the ones

most likely to fall ill. The extraordinary tolerance of the Irish

for overcrowdin~ was another consideration, but it was generally

reco~Tnised in Preston durin~ 1849-71 that better public health

and personal hy~iene amon~ the workin?~ class as a whole would

not precede the physical improvement in the streets and courts,

46. F. Engels, The condition of the workin~" class in En--land,
p.106.
47. G.T. Clark, Repor.t of the General Bo:~rd of Health~ 1849
48. Ibid., p.ll



for which there was a pressing need.

St Helens was still only a moderately-sized town in the

latter 1840s, and I!~ ~,:~ 25,000 inhabitants in 1851. But it

had the health problems common to all urban areas. When the

local civic leaders obtained parliamentary authorisation to set

up the St. Helens Improvement Commission in 1845, the town was

largely undrained and rather dirty, I~ ,,~ !-, i~ ,,~,~ n,~,-~ ,~v~rcrow,~c1.

It was realised that some areas were growing very rapidly and

would soon be very crowded, as house construction la~ed behind

increase in population. The neighbourhools which were growing

fastest were the dirtiest too. They were also known for their

large Irish populations. Effective local control would be

needed to clean up the town and maintain it in as healthy

a state as possible, and for this reason the improvement

commission was set up. There was an outbreak of typhus in

St Helens, which was most severe in the Greenbank area, where

many Irish lived. The hospital beds at the Prescot ~nion work-

house near St Helens were all filled with typhus patients

by early June 1847 and the board of guardians gave up their

board room as a fever hospital for the excess cases, which

were being brought in mainly from the St Helens subdistrict.49

But fever never approached the proportions it assumed in

Liverpool. Perhaps the typhus germs found the alkali-charged

atmosphere of the town uncongenial.50 Aside from the fact that

conditions in the crowded neighbourhoods caused enough concern

to help    i~t~u:t~~ a move to obtain a local health authority

in 1845, there is nothing to indicate the Irish were any

special public health problem in St Helens during 1846-71.

By the 1860s the young town of Widnes was not very far

behind its older neighbours in public health dangers. Besides

alkali smoke and waste, streets which were only a few years old

had become sources of disease. Widnes had a l~rge Irish community

and on any street where there was a problem Irish people were

likely to be affected. As early as 1~67, the health and sanitary

49. Preacot, BG, minutes, 3 June 1847 (LRO, PUT/I/3, p.193)
50. Barker and Harris, St Helens, o.300
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committee of the Widnes local board was serving notices on

property owners to pave, drain and sower their holdings, to
51

protect the health of the people living in th,ir houses.

But despite the:Jr efforts, typhus appeared in Cromwell Street

in April 1868.52 Cromwell Street was inhabited almost
53entirely by Irish families and was a notoriously dirty street.

Among other things, the property holders provic]ed Cromwell

Street with poor ouolity wmter, and finally in ]870 the
54residents complained to the health and sanitary committee.

55The owners were ordered to improve their land and buildings.

Widnes, a town with a lar~Te Irish community, offers a good

example of how the state of even a new town can auickly

degenerate when either the property ovmers or the local

authorities do not act to maintain a minimu~,J st~n,nrd of

physical amenities, such as paving, drainin~,~, sewerini~ and

road cleansing. The dirty str~te of a n~nber of streets in the

town was not a reflection on the inhabitants, whether they were

Irish immigrants or En:<lis]mmen. Drainage anti pavin,T were

neglected by the property owners and the builders from the

outset, and at a time when they could not help but be aware of

the importance of providin~ such minimum amenities. In fact,

it was the complaints of just those people who were usually

labelled as health hazards which secured improvements, which

showed an encouragin,~ level of concern for public health among

working-class people. But the Vlidnes Irish prejudiced their

own health, as well as the health of their neighbours, by

severely overcrowding their dwellings.

But there was another aspect of public health which often

concerned the Irish directly in Lancashire’s large towns. This

was the proble:a of common lodging houses. Lodging houses were

very often sin~Tled out for condemnation as dan~ers to the health

of towns in the sanitary inquiries of the ]’~,"7,.~ ~,.c~9.,~..e

51. Widnes, health cttee, minute:~, 1866-76, 27 Feb 1867, 5 Feb 1868
(V~B)
52. Widnes, health cttee, minutes, 1866-76, 27 Feb 1868 (V~,IB)
53. Census of England and Vlales, enumerators’ books, 1871, (PRO,
RG lO/3859, ED 12)
54. Widnes,health cttee, minutes, 1866-76, 1 Nat 1870 (V~B)
55. Widnes, local board, minul:es, 186~-72, 9 Nat 1870 (V~B, p. 394)



of their overcrowded, ill-ventilated, filthy state. And the

Irish were very often mentioned as the propietors of these

houses.

As usual, Liverpool had the largest number of lodcin~ houses,

many of which served emigrants we itinc for passage to America

or Australia. In his health report for 1847, Dr. Duncan stated

that in the docks area between the ,,cotlan@ and Vauxhall Romds,

where typhus was most rampant, were located ’most of the lodgin~-

houses resorted to by the migratory Irish’. And a very high

proportion of the typhus cases from this n~i,zhbourhood came

from among those ’residin~ in crowded lodging-houses’.56 As

part of his general effort to improve the health of the town,

Duncan launched a campaign to clean up and re~ister the town’s

lodging houses, to prevent them becoming the fertile source

of disease they could so easily be. Writin~ in early 1851, the

NOH said that of the 620 houses registered as lodgin~ houses,

249 were intended for receiving emigrants, while thirty or

forty others ’occasionally accommodated’ waiting emigrants.

Fully nine-tenths of the keepers are Irish, and about twenty-
nine percent are unable to write. Experience has shown theft
few of them can be depended on for carrying out the bye-laws
unless closely watched. T~is is proved with respect to over-
crowding, by the number of informations laid for that offence
by the inspectors, which up to the end of ]849 amounted to
thirty percent of the whole number of registered houses.

The Irish lodgin~ houses were also notorious for lack of proper

ventilation, which often generated an unhealthy atmosphere in

the warm, crowded buildings.

With respect to ventilation, alterations were required to be
made in the windows in a majority of the cases, previous to
registration; many of the windows not openin~T at all, or open-
ing imperfectly; but I have repeatedly found on subsequent
visits to such houses that the windows were again fastened -
as by a nail driven in below the sash - so as not to admit of
their opening. The bye-law requiring windows to be opened
daily for a certain period is habitually ne~lected. 57

But as regulations and inspection became more stringent

the lodging houses of the borough became better menaged and

56. MOH, Report, 1847, pp 6-7
57. MOH, Report, 1850



healthier. In the decade 1850-60 the number registered

increased by only sixty-seven to 687.58 But by 1863 the

figure rose to 1,118, and to 1,278 in 1866.59 By 1871 it
6O

fell off to 1,104.     After 1851 we do not know even roughly

the proportion of keepers who were Irish. Drs Parkes and

Sanderson, conductin~ their public health inquiry in 1871,

stated that Liverpool’s lodgin~ houses were ’all ventilated

and kept clean’ and that they ’presented a considerable

contrast’ to some of the private dwellings found in courts and

back streets.

The air was comparatively pure, and we saw the lowest kind of
tramps sleeping in rooms far healthier and cleaner than the
houses of dockyard and other labourers. 61

Manchester had far fewer lodgin~T houses than Liverpool,

but their bad condition did cause comment. In 1847 a survey

was taken of 150 of the town’s 260 lodging houses. They were

’chiefly occupied by Irish’ and

they were found to contain upwards of 1,8OO inmates, or an
average of thirteen to each house; the walls and floors very
dirty, the rooms generally small and badly ventilated, the
bedding and the clothing (if such rags deserve the name) in
sn extremely filthy state; and as might be expected, in several
instances cases of fever and other infectious diseases existing
in the midst of these densely-crowded and filthy dens. 62

In 1846 the police reported that there were 258 lodging

houses in the borough, and 164 of these were considered to be

in a bad state, particularly because they permitted the two

sexes to sleep indiscriminantly together. In that year seventy-

four houses were suppressed by the police as health hazards.

By 1851 the number of lodging houses increased to 396, fifty-one

being located in cellars. In 260 cases the sexes were still

sleeping together, and thirty-six houses were ordered closed.

The Irish ran 278, 70%, of the Manchester lodging houses in

1851. A decade Inter they were keeping 290 of 545 houses, 53%

and in 1866, the last year the police ennumerated Irish lodging-

house keepers, they had 44~ of the 440 houses. There were only

58. MOH, Report, ’ 1863-6
59. MOH, Reports,
60. MOH, Report, 1871
61. E.A. Parkes and J.R. Sanderson, On the sanitary condition_of

~c in Proceedings of the Council, Borough of Liverpool,
L, H’352 COU), p.65

62. M/R Guardian, 12 May 1847



fewer than in 1851.63 No298 lodging houses in 1871,

commentary is supplied about the sts, te of the lodging houses,

but the reason for the close police inspection was to make

certain that they were maintained in a clean, healthy state.

One way to get an idea of what tt was like to spend a

night in a Victorian lodging house is to look st another set

of statistics which the ~anchester police compiled. During

1846-66 most rooms in lodging houses contained between three

and ten beds, and usually about 8-9% of the houses had ten to

sixteen beds in each room. But significantly, in 1871, when

the number of houses was reduced, the svera~,-e number of beds

per room was less than two. Overall, the verdict on Manchester’s

lodging houses, many run by Irish people, is that there was

continuous improvement during 1846-71.

Salford’s lodginT houses were put under re,~ulstion in the

late 1840s. In 1852 the lod:Tin~ hou:Be inspector reported that

sixty-seven of the seventy-one houses were ’clean’. Four were

in a ’dirty and improper state’ and the inspector was proceeding

’to induce the lodging-house keepers to carry into effect the

requirements’ of the regulations.64 By 1861 there were fifty-

one fewer lodginT houses in the borough and ’the various

lodging-house keepers have conducted their houses in conformity

with the common lodgin~-house reticulations’.65 By 1866 there

were twenty-six lodging houses, and it was found that ventilation

was sometimes being neglected, for which ’penalties were

inflicted’ by the magistrates.66 There were nineteen houses

kept in the borough in 1871 and the inspector found

their conditions ’considerably improved’ and that the ’general

health of the inmates’ was ’good’.67 There were far fewer

lodging houses in Salford than there were in Liverpool or

Manchester, and they never developed into a problem¯ There is

63. Criminal and miscellaneous statistical returns of the
Bjanches’ter police~ i846"," 1851, 1861, 1866, 1871 (~/RCL, 352.2.~4Y)

. ’Watch Cttee :~ddenda’ in Annual committee64 B~or’6ugh of Salford,
~rep0rts, 1849-52 (IvI/RCL, 352.042.$9), 1852, pp 72-3
65. Borough of Salford, Annual proceedings of the several cttees,

~.61B, p.187
orough of Salford, Annual proceedin!s, 1866, p 27:~

67. Borough of Salford, Annual proceedi,n, qs, 1871, ~.346



no mention of the Irish as formin< a high proportion of

the keepers.

In nearby Oldham, lodgin~ houses were numnrous around

1860, but gradu~lly decreased in number durin;< the succeeding

ten years. From 183 in ]856, the number went uo to 204 in

1859. The number declined until 1867 when there were only

sixteen, but there was a sporadic increase to thirty-four in
68

1871.     Even though there are no fi~o~res on how many of Oldham’s

lodging-house keepers were Irish, those houses which were kept

by the Irish had a very poor reputation. In 1859 an Irishman

named Patrick Connolly was brought before the Oldham petty

sessions on charges of keeping an unregistered lodging house.

Connolly’s lodgin~ ’house’ turned out to be a one-room cellar.

The lodging house inspector testified that

he found in one bed Connolly and his wife, another woman and
two children, all ill of small-pox, on the hearth were three
women and a child without any bed. On one side of the hearth,
on a door placed across a tub, was the body of a child that
had died of small-pox. The beds had neither blankets nor
sheets to them and the place was in a most filthy state. 69

An anonymous Oldham pamphleteer wrote in 1866 that: ’If you

see one house more dilapidated an8 miserable-looking< than

another, and an exceedincly offensive drain running< close by,

depend upon it that is a common lodging house. ,70 Other

distinguishinF characteristics of these houses, which were

so closely associated with the Irish, were thay they were

’devoid of the slightest means of ventilation’, which betrayed

’a perfect horror of fresh air among the inmates’. The

smell was ’all but insupportable’ and they were ’a compound

of everythin,T tht~t is filthy an~ disgusting’.71 As usual,

01dham was far behind nearby Nanchester-Salford, and even the

Liverpool of 1847.

There is no evidence of a lodging-house problem in Preston

during 1846-71, an(-] they do not seem to have been common

features in St Helens or Widnes.

68. Oldham Borough Police, Criminal and miscellaneous statistical
returns, 1856 (M/RCL, P1597/2); 1859-71 (’OLIC, LP75) ......
69. O ldham Chronicle. 14 r4ay 1859
70. Dens of Oldham (Oldham, 1866) 0.3
71. Ibid., pp3-4"
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Lodging houses were common in the workinr~-class districts

of urban Lancashire and many of them were run by the Irish.

At one point Dr. Duncan thought that the Irish kept 90~:’, of

Liverpool’s numerous lodging houses. The ~anchester police

returned statistics for fifteen years on the number of lodging

houses run by Irish people because it was such a significant

proportion, relative to the size of the Irish community there.

But besides being closely associated with the Irish, lodging

houses, especially durin~ the 184Os, were notorious for being

poorly managed, dirty and crowded. Indeed, healthy conditions

could hardly be expected in a lod~n~:o~ ~ ’house’ which was actually

located in a cellar. The worst of the bad, unhealthy lod~ing

houses were those run by the Irish. Enforcement of new bye-laws

to register and re,late lodgin~ houses, to m~ke sure they were

kept clean, improved matters in Liverpool and ~anchester-Salford,

~]~hough     less efficiently administered towns, such as Oldham,

were far behind in this regard. During 1847-9 the run-down

Irish lodging houses on Liverpool’s north side were a major

source of disease, and the sickly, transient condition of the

patrons meant they were also ideal for helpin:~ to spread infection.

Irish lodging houses improved as the regulations and inspections

became stricter durin~ the 185Os, but still they seemed to lag

behind the rest in concern for ventilation and ~Teneral clean-

liness. Even under the new laws the common lodgin,~ houses were

often permitted to be very crowded. A sick person enterinT a

clean lodgin~ house was still very capable of spreading

infection in a crowded room, and the lodgin~ houses remained

a potential threat to health durin~ff 1850,71. The unhealthy

state of Irish lodgin~ houses, particularly in the late 184Os

and early 1850s, was probably one of the ~reatest threats to

Lancashire’s health the Irish community presented durin~ 1846-71.

The time when the Irish had the worst effect on the public

health of Lancashire’s towns was durin~ 1347-9, when disease
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was already very prevaffent ar1~1 }namy Irish immigrants ~rrived weal,~

or ill with typhus. After that ~’:~rticular crisis of typhus

and cholera passed, mortality continued to be ver?; hi~.h in

areas where the Irish were found, especially in Liverpool,

Manchester-Salford, Oldham and Preston. Personal hy~.iene among

the Irish immigrants was certainly not very so~bisticated. In

the Irish countryside they emi~rated from, disease arisin~ from

dirty houses and poor hy~_~iene was l~ .,.: .-? ~, don~,er and received

little attention. But the En/lish workin:~ class, ,zenerally,

was not much better off. The houses the Irish rented were

old, badly built, ill-provided with amenities and situated

in unsewered, badly prJved, littered streets. These conditions

would hardly inspire a former poor tenant farmer to high

standards of cleanliness. It is altoFether unrealistic to

expect high standards of domestic hy~,iene to come before a

decent standard of housinF, and street maintenance.    In 1849

A. B. Reach said as much when he pointed out that the factory

hands and labourers who lived in the newer, cleaner, more

open Hulme district of ~,~anchester showed much more interest

in cleanliness and good health than the people surrounded

by decaying urbanism in Deans~ate or Ancosts did.72 The Irish

were certainly not an asset to the public health of Lancashire,

but they could only be mnrginally worse than anyone else who

would have been compelled to occupy the so.me houses, especially

if they came from a region such as rural Scotland. As the

physical environment improved, so did the personal habits of

the Irish and the whole workinf~ class. But it was a painfully

slow process. Urban public health could not improve until

landlords and local authorities took the lead in keepin~ houses

and streets clean and in .~ood repair. By 1866 Liverpool,

Manchester, Salford, 01dham, Preston, St Helens and \’,’idnes
73were all covered by public health legislation.

The Irish lowered their o~uq standards, ond that of their

neighbourhood, still further by the practice of overcrowdinc

72. A.B. Reach, Manchester and the textile districts in 1849,
PP 3-4                           ’               - ..........

aTn3.~ Return of all districts under the ubli health act7 1848_ iocal~ct, 1 5, , pp 2-5, H-Cc, 1~66’ (1"76), lx, 420-3



their houses. Another area where the Irish were definitely

a real detriment to the health of the towns was in lodging

houses. The Irish were well known for dirt, lack of

ventilation and indiscriminate overcrowding in the lodging

houses they kept. Disease spresd easily enough in the

crowded towns without being sided by such things as lod~ing

cellars. The situation improved durin~ the 1850s and 1860s

to a great extent, but as Dr. Duncan pointed out, the Irish

had the farthest to go and were the most dilatory in carrying

out improvements, and constant supervision was often necessary.

But altogether, the Irish were only one part of a much larger

health problem. At times they aggravated it, but they were

not its cause. Rather, they were usually the victims of rural

ignorance and urban decay.



Chapter 6

The Irish and the law

In any examination of a p~rticular group in an urban settinc,

an important consideration is how much of a problem they pose

for local law enforcement agencies, and how the police respond

to the group when problems arise. But before seein~ to what

extent the Irish represented a criminal problem, it would be

useful to note some contemporarv observations on urban crime

in Lancashire during the mid-nineteenth century.

A particular concern among social commentators was crime

among working-class children in the large towns. It is not

surprising that children whose parents were often away workin~

all day, and who did not attend schools regularly, should

have plenty of t~me for playing in the streets and getting into

trouble there. The problem was increased by the utter lack
Iof access to parks or play areas during the period.    But

besides the ’want of ~ood government at home, an@ of education

at schools’2 in Lancashire’s towns, another reason for a

juvenile crime problem was an apparently wiser definition of

what was an offence. In 1851 the chief constable of the

Salford borough police gave his view of the problem in a

special report.

I know many children who daily wander about the streets in
ragged clothes, committing moral and frequently criminal
offences, and thus gradually becomin,~ more depraved and vicious
and who appear literally as outcasts and vagabonds unknov~n and
uncared for...On Sundays, as well as on other davs, many boys
may be seen in the streets spinninc tops, running hoops, playing
at pitch and toss, and ’shinty’, flying kites, and running races,
and being guilty of other disorderly conduct equally as dangerous
and annoying, of which respectable inhabitants have very much
complained. 3

But there was a more serious side to youthful criminality

than these annoyances. It was reported in 1853 that hundreds

of poor children in urban Lancashire were bein~ trained by

Fagin-like parents and friends to be petty thieves.

I. Only Salford and £reston had parks within easy resch of
worklng-class areas.
2. S. Neal, Special report on...juvenile delinquency (Salford, 1851),
p.6
3. Ibid., p,6



The whole of these children are verlv dirty, r~ed~..       , and without
covering for the heed or feet. The v must brin~ home s certain
sum o[ value; whether obtained by sellin~, be~Tin~ or stealing,
is immaterial. Nothin~ comes amiss to them. Bits of iron,
copper, brass, anything from the docks or warehouses; doormats,
if left exposed; and hundreds of miscell~neous articles ....
These boys, some of them only six or seven years of a,Te, have
their own markets in the several streets .... where in some of
the cellars, they dispose of their w~res, ~nc] away out again
to look for more. 4

Whether or not Artful Dodgers were being processed in the

Lancashire slums, this illustration helps to demonstrate that

petty crime by children wa~z on ingredient of nine: ~ -

century urban life.

The problem of urban crime was au~mented by the presence

in towns of large numbers of persons from rural backgrounds,

including the Irish. The transition involved in a move from

the country or small town to sn urban centre in Lancashire was

certain to have a bewildering effect on the migrant, especially

when he found his former moral and social standards, which had

been reinforced by a smaller community, could not be applied

to the adventure of town life. J.J. Tobias in his Crime and

industrial society in the nineteenth century claims that the

bewilderment experienced by a rural immigrant must have been

so great that many gave up tryin~ to adjust to the requirements

of the new environment and turned to what they thought would be

an easier life by petty crime.5 lllustrating this point, he

says the English-born children of Irish immigTant fs~nilies were

the worst criminals because ’they reject the ideas and standards

of their parents....and enthusiastically adopt those of the

area in which they live’.6 But this assertion that second

generation Irish were ’often unusually prone to crime’ is

impossible to test, because nationality, as determined for the

criminal statistics of the period, was based on birthplace

rather than congenital, or blood relationships with preceding

generations. For example, the son of Irish parents born in

Liverpool would be returned simply as an Englishman, rather

than as an Irishman born in England, and would be indistinguish-

able from other persons born in England.

4. Quoted in J. Kay, Condition and education of poor children....
(London, 1853), p.18; M/R Courier, 26 Feb i846
5. J.J. Tobias, Crime and indi~i]strisl society Jn the nineteenth

(London, 1967), p~ 16’~-6, 170
b. Ibid., p.170



But there is evidence thst the confusin~ experience of

emigration from a rural society and immigration into an urban

one did lead to criminality amon~ the Irish and their children.

The poor law inquiry of 1836 linked Irish children in large

towns to every sort of petty theft,7 and in his annual report

for 1848 John Clay, chaplain ~t the Preston House of Correction,

talked about crime among the immigrants.

When these wretched people...settle in a town their children
contribute largely to the hopeless class of youn?~ offenders.
Had they remained in Ireland, probably in a rural district,
and forming Dart of a population more or less scattered,
ignorance, indolence, and beg~Ting might have ,,,: ~!ii ~ (~    the
worst features of their character. But in a to’~m such habits
soon grow into more deplorable vices. In the most wretched and
filthy localities parents and children herd to~ether until an
Irish colony is established. The boys an<] ~irls are sent out,
systematically, to b__~e~; but the temptations of a to~,~,, the
thronged streets, the places of low ~musement, the open doors
of yards and dwellin~s, soon convert the little beg~ar into
an adroit and bold thief. 8

But it should be remembered these same influences would be

likely to effect an immih~rant from England’s a~ricultural sreas

or from rural Scotland too.

¯ ~-~" ~ were becoming lessContemporaries thought crime and ,ri, ~

violent.9 It is certainly true that crimes of violence were

shown by the Lancashire police statistics to be of infreouent

occurence (excepting assaults, which were considered on the

level of fights rather than serious ~ ~ ) and to account for

only a fraction of the charges against those apprehended each

year. But that Lancashire Victorians did not think violence

was characteristic of crime was demonstrated very forcefully

by another casejwhich intimately involved the Irish immigrant

c ommuni ty.

In 1863-4 the Irish Republican Brotherhood (IRB), the

Fenians, made their appearance in Lancashire. Not heavily

burdened by political theory or ideolo~y, the Fenian movement,

which had been founded in 1858, aimed at liberatin~ Ireland

from British rule by force of arms with the aid of the large

expatriate Irish communities in America and Great Britain.

7. R eoor% on the state of the Irish Door in Oreat Britain~ p.xx,
i i ,, ,m

H.C., 1836 (40), xxxiv, 446
8. John Clay, Preston House oF Correction, Chaplain’s report,
1848, (~,RO, QGR/2/42), p.5
9. Tobias, op. tit., p.122



Until September 1867 the British public were not overly

worried about the Fenian threat in their midst and were even

sometimes amused by their antics (see chapter 12)o

But on 18 September 1867 two arrested Fenian leaders were

freed from a prison van in B{anchester by the local IRB, with

help from other towns. Durin~ the successful rescue a police

sergeant, who was guarding the prisoners, was shot and killed.

0utra~e at the shooting was universal throughout Lancashire

and Britain. The affair was seen as a sin,~o~ulor crime. The

Preston Chronicle feared that: ’The lawlessness of the New

World is now m:ilkinF, its h~teful presence felt in the cities of

the Old World.’lO British people found this sort of violence

literally outlandish, a product of America. The Salford Weekly

News complained that the Fenisns ’have suddenly given our

social life an appearance of "rowdyism" which is cuite foreign

to us. Violence enough there always is amongst us; but then

it is usually of our own kind, and this latter phase of
IIbrutality hardly strikes us as being genuinely British’.

Crime in Victorian England certainly was not non-violent, but

the use of lethal force, particularly firearms, was considered

very uncommon.

But the major problem facing the police in Lancashire was

not unruly chilaren, flustered immigrants or murderous Fenians.

In his report for 1847 John Clay spoke about the causes of crime

in Lancashire. Accordin~ to Clay ’i~norsnce and irreligion....

idleness, parental neglect, desecration of the sabbath’ were

all problems, but ’predominating above’ them all was drunkenness.

Again in 1858 he complained of the lack of sobriety amon~ work-

ing men in Lancashire.

During my thirty-six years’ chaplaincy it has been....my duty
to urge .... the ever present fact that the passion for intoxicat-
ing drink is the cause of almost all the crime and misery done
or suffered by the working classes. The ignorance of the ’masses’
is a great national sore, but their drunkenness is the greatest;
it is at once the greatest national sore, the greatest national
disgrace and the greatest national sin: 13

i0. Preston Chronicle, 9 Nov 1867
ll. Salford Weekly News, 5 Oct 1867
12. John Clay, Chaplain’s reoort, 1847, p.17
13. John Clay, Chaplain’s re~ort, 1858, p.34
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Each year the available police statistics show that more people

were arrested for drunkenness or being drunk an<1 disorderly

than for any other offence. And sometimes the fi~ure for

drunkenness amounted to over one-half of the total apprehensions.

But this does not mean all police forces were eaually tough

against drunkards. In 1875 the Liverpool watch committee

reported that the reason the borough appeared statistically

permeated with drunkenness was that the police supervision was

more strict there than it was in other towns.14 Until 1857

the Manchester police seemed to show fvreat forebearance towards

drunks, and only a relatively small percent~e of the yearly

apprehensions represented drinkinT offences. In fact, durin~

1849-56 apprehensions for offences against the vagrant act

exceeded the drunks brought in. But civic-minded ~’Tsncunians

protested against this laxity, and from 1857 police persecution

of drunkards became more intense (see Fi:¢u~re "~ ).15 Chr~r,Tes

for drunkenness anti ~runk and disorderly still were .48~,’’ and 45~f

respectively of the apprehensions in 1881 and 1891 in Manchesl:(~r.

A new offence cate~Tory existed in those yenrs which shows that

61.5% of those arrested in 1881 and 59~{ of those taken in 1891

were drunk when arrested, regardless of whether or not

intoxication was the ostensible reason for their apprehension.

The appreciation for drink in Lancashire’s towns was

promoted and sustained by abundant beerhouses and public houses.

In 1846 there were 1,576 beer and pub]ic houses in Nanchester,

and

By

one

in 1859 there were 2,112 for approximately 335,000 people.

1871 there was a total of 2,387 for 351,OOO inhabitants, or

for every 147 persons in the borough.16 Durin~ the spring

of 1854 the Manchester and Salford Temperance Association sent

a memorial to the Manchester watch committee on the need for

more vigorous police action against drunkenness. To illustrate

the seriousness of the problem the Association resolved to watch

as many beer and public houses as possible on ten consecutive

14. Borough of Liverpool, Watch Committee, Drunkenness and
in .Council Proceedi.ngs, 1874-5 (LCL, H352/COU), pp4-5
15. Criminal ’and miscellaneous statistical returns of the

~n_chester police, 1846-71, (I;I/RCL, 352.2.MI)
¯ Ibid., 1846, 1859, 1871

crime
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Sundays. Their findings were that 120,124 men, 71,609 women

and 23,585 children, or 215,318 persons, entered these ’"dens"

each Sunday, makin~ an average of 149-~ to each house, includin~
17

fifty-four policemen on duty’.

Drunkenness was a problem in other towns too, as Fi~ure 21

shows. In 1863 there were 2,536 beer and public houses in

Liverpool. The numbnr increased to 2,694 in 1866, but fell

to 2,448 in 1870. Throu,~hout the period 1863-71, the only

years for which statistics survive, the total of apprehensions

for drunkenness was never less than 46% of all soprehensions,

and reached a hi~Th of 62.6Y (representin,T 20,287 arrests) in

1870.18 Even in 1881 and 1891 crimes of drunkenness accounted

for 49% and 45~ respectively, of all apprehensions in Liverpool.

431 beerhouses and public houses were returned for the to::m of

Preston in 1860. By 1869 these multiplied to 498. But the total

was down to 464 in 1871. A substantial portion of police

activity deaIt with drunkenness in Preston too. Those taken

into custody for drunkenness were usually over 40~ of all those

apprehended, and the number went as hi:~h as 46~ in 1867.19 At

Oldham there were 302 beer and public houses in 1856. This

number grew to 421 in 1869 and dropped to 409 in 1871. Drunken

offences never accounted for less than 24% of all offences during
2O1856-71 and :were ,Tenerally around 30-40~~. of all apprehensions.

In 1883 drunkenness supplied 25% of all prisoners, a figure

U’/which decreased to 21.5~ in 1891.

It does not appear that the major economic dislocations of

the 1846-71 period contributed to any increase in crime. The

Manchester police statistics show that the number of apprehensions

actually declined durin,~ the recession of the late 184Os. Like-

wise, durin~ the Lancashire cotton famine of 1862-50ldham’s

Chief Constable reported that it was

17. W. Gawthorpe to ~/R watch cttee, 12 Oct 1854 (M/RCL, Archives
Dept, watch cttee letter book, ~/9/70/2/I)
18. Borough of Liverpool, Reports on the police establishment,
and the state of crime with tabular_ returnsT 1863-71. (LCL, H352.2)

i9.Criminal and miscellaneous returns of the po]jce force, 1860-71
bound with Borough of Preston. Proceedings of the Council7 1859-71
(HLP, Q352) ....
20. Borough of Oldham, Crimin-~l and miscell~?.neous statistical returns
1856-71 (1856, M/RCL, P1597/2; ’1859-71, OLIC, LP75)



a gratifying circumstance to be able to st~’te [~h~t ~mid the ~loom
of distress now Unhappily pervadin~ the town, not a single
indictable crime can be traced to the class, who throu~h want
of employment, are stricken from comparative plenty to
deprivation of many of the necessaries of life. Poverty
has hitherto been considered s Ereat temptation to crime. However
true that may be ~.-~ ,~,,,,~ proposition, Oldh~m in its present
crisis, affords no proof of its accuracy. 21

The Manchester returns show th~t the increase in the number of

apprehensions durin.T 1862-5 was ouite smell, while in Liverpool

and Preston the figures fell¯

The available annual criminol statistics for ~nchester,

Salford, Liverpool, Oldham and Preston durin~ the years 1846-71

help to fit the Irish into this genera] picture of V;ictorian

police problems¯ Although J.J. Tobias finds many other problems

with nineteenth-century police statistics, the princ

I encountered was that the returns for some ye,ers ei

¯ ~
~ tnot compiled or do not survive Only ~,~, ncoester s s

are complete for the whole period. The fixtures from

1860 to 1871.

police force,

go from 1863 to 1871 and Preston’s from

those for 1862. Returns for the Oldhsm
22only established in 1848,

those for

in Salford

St Helens

but l have

reports of

extend over the period

1857, 1851~, 1861, 1866, 1868 and 1870 are

only figures for the brief period 1846-9

ipal obstacle

ther were

t:~ tistics

Liverpool

minus

which was

1856-71, but

mi ssin~. And

are available.

and Widnes were policed by the Lancashire Constabulary,

been unable to locate any of the yearly statistical

that body at the Lancashire Record Office or Lancashire

Constabulary Headquorters, Hutton, Preston. During 1858-69

the Lancashire Constabulary and the borough police forces of

Liverpool, Manchester, Oldham, Preston and Salford submitted

annual statistics to the Home Office. But for a reason unexplsined

in these returns, their totals for apprehensions are always

higher than the locally printed returns. And there is no break-

down by nationality, which means they are of little help in

supFlementin,~ the local returns.23 Despite some unsightly ~aps,

the local police statistics are still very useful for exsminin~

21. Borough of Oldham, Statistical returns, 1862, p.iii
22. Lancs suarter sessions, 29 June 1848 ~LRO, proceedin~s under
the act for appointin~ county and district c~nstables, 1840-51, QEC/I/
23.Police returns, 1858-69 (Pl~O, HO 63/vols. 1,3,5,7,9,11,13.15,17,
19,21,23)



the general level of _Trash crime beco~se the total number

of srrests is listed slon’~ with a breskdovm by n~tion~lity.

Even with data missin,e, it is possible to see roughly where the

Irish stood. Efforts to find comn~:~rable statistics for

Birmingham and London were unsuccessf~l.

But findin~e the statistics is not the only nrob]em in

dealin~ with them. Besides ennumer~tin~ aonrehensions for

different crimes, the criminal returns record the ~s of

those arrested, their employment status and their de,area of

education. J. J. Tobias cites contemporary testimony to the

inaccuracy of these fi~ures.24 In an ~e when birth certificates

were a recent innovation, many people could only be roughly

sure of the a~e they ~eeve the police. There were also local

reasons why a prisoner would ~ive a f~Isified ~ze when he was

arrested; for instance, ~,~ivin~ a lower a.~e could keep you out

of a gaol and place you in a reformatory instead. And in

returning the degree of education some prisoners foun~ it to

their advantage to say that they could not read or vrrite, even

if they did have some skill in these m~tters, because they

then would be put into literac.v classes instead of prison work.

A hindrance to comparin.z these statistics is that not all towns

recorded the same info~nstion. For instance, the Liverpool

police took the age and de~ree of education of prisoners, but

not employment status or occupations, and !.~anchester listed

all four. But even thou.~eh ~anchester’s statistics were more

comprehensive, they often were not able to account for every

prisoner in every cate,eor.v. But all these strictures certainly

do not render the statistical reports utterly useless, as Tobias

contends, because this incidental, information about prisoners

is the least important for a study which concentrates on Irish

crime. More importantly, the total arrests, the total Irish

arrests and even breakdowns of Irish ~o!~rehensions for particular

crimes are returned, and these aggregate figures are pretty

reliable.

24. See J.J. Tobias, Crime and industris! society, pp 14-21.
These pages cover the whole critique of the. use of nineteenth-
century criminal statistics.



As a final detail in the ~eneral picture of crime in

Lancashire, 1846-71, it mi~’ht be useful to see just what

those least trustworthy categories of the police statistics

h~ve to say.                        They show th.~t over a twenty-

five year period 81% of those accounted for ~.mon~ apr~rehensions

in Manchester were over twenty yeors of a~e. Similarly in

Liverpool, 1863-71, 79% of those aporehended were over the

age of 21. So it can be assumed that oolice work in Lancashire

involved the adult population much more than it did children.

The rate of unemployment amon~ prisoners in ~]anchester, Salford

and Oldham varied from time to time. But the returns for degree

of education show similarities between tovms. 37-41% in all

the towns were completely uneducated, 50-60% were able to read

and write imperfectly and 1-4’/ were able to read an8 write well.

But Preston stood out, havin,~ 51~’ of its prisoners able to read

and write well. It is interesting to note that durinT the 1881-

91 period the percenta~e of persons arrested who could at least

say they were imperfectly educated rose to 75-80% in Manchester,

01dham and Preston.

With these limitations, what can these statistics be used

for? one way of viewing these annual figures for total

apprehensions is that they are a measure of ,~eneral police

activity. But certainly they must be a zeneral indicator of

criminal activity too. Further, they can only be a F.eneral

indicator, and not a definitive statement, because not every-

one who committed a crime was caught by the police an8 not

everyone who was apprehended committed a crime. This is one

reason they cannot tell us everything about crime in the Irish

community. But we are further hampered by the fact that members

of the Irish community born in England were returned as English-

men, even though they might consider themselves no less Irish

for being born in En~land. So in studyin~ str~tistics of Irish

crime it must be remembered thnt they represent only port of

the story, those who actually immigrated from Ireland. The level

of criminality in the whole Irish community will always be

higher than the statistics say because they represent a minimum
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of arrests in the Irish community. But despite ell these

problems, the criminal statistics provide a valuable, indeed

indication of how much of a crime problem thethe only,

Irish were for Lancashire’s urban policemen.

The period 1846-71 was one of st~dily risinF numbers

of arrests in Manchester, and between 1865 and 1869 this

rise became much steeper (see Fimure ~ ~ ). Where did the

Irish stand in relation to the incr~se in the number of

arrests, and, presumably, in the number of crimes? The

number of Irish arrested esch year did not rise as much or

as sharply as the total apprehensions or the number of

En~lishmen taken into custody. But Figure :Z shows that the

proportions of English and Irish arrested each year remained

very static. Englishmen always accounted for between 65 and

75% of all those arrested, while the Irish were consistently

between 22 and 30% of those arrested. So in Manchester

during 1846-71 it can be generally said that the Irish-born

constantly absorbed at least 25-30% of the police activity,

while they only represented 9-12% of the total population of

the city. In 1881, when the Irish-born persons were 7% of the

population of Manchester, the Irish still were 17.5% of all

apprehensions. By 1891 the percentage of people born in Ireland

in Manchester decreased to 4.5~, but 13~: of the arrests came

from this dwindling <[roup.

Statistics for the Salford Borough police force are so

far available only for the four years 1846-9. The number of

En<wlishmen apprehended was76-7~f of the total in all four years.

The number of Irish persons arrested hovered around 19% of the

total number. The Irish-born in Salford were roughly I:~)~ o£ ~}~e

population in 1851, which means the Salford Irish were one-fifth
25of the crime problem pnd only one-tenth of the population.

But altogetherj the Salford police thought their to~.m was less

criminally-inclined than their populous neighbour.

’~ne borough of Sslford being only divided from the City of
Manchester by the River Irwell, the majority of offences
recorded in these returns are committed by thieves residing

25. Borough of Salford, Annl,al ~olice

P~roceedings of the seversT-~,,nmittes,
reports, 1846-9 in

]:’~4g-9 (I~/RCL,’ 352.042.$9)
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in that city. 26

In Liverpool, 1863-71, the police statistics show an

initial decrem, e of total apprehensions, but a firm increase

from 1866 (see Fi,~ure 24 ). In 1866 the number of En,~lishmen

arrested increased sharply. The number of Irish taken also

showed an increase durin~ 1867-q, when it becnme more ~radual

and finally decreased in 1871. But Figure 75 demonstrates that

the percentage of Irish went down at a pTeater rate. It is

remarkable that the Irish, constitutin~ approximately 18%

of the population of th~~ borough in 1863, should account for

almost one-half of all the apprehensions by the police durin~

that year. But tile magnitude of the Irish crime problem shrank

from that time, with char,~es a:~:~inst En~lishmen rising. But

still the Irish were a proportionately ~reater problem in

Liverpool than in any of the other tovms. Even later in the

century this was true. In 1881 24~, of those arrested in Liverpool

were Irish, and the percentage was    16    ten years later. The

Irish-born were 12% and 7.5% of the population in those years.

In 1863 the Catholic chaplain of Walton ~aol, Fr. Nu~ent,

examined the reasons for a hi~<h crime rate ~PJnonff the Liverpool

Irish. He decided that

circumstances rather than choice make criminals. The bad social
conditions which swamped the refugees from famine and their
descendants, law-abidin~ enough at home and mostly from rural
districts, placed them irrer-ovCrably down smon~ the submerged
tenth in the overcrowded slums of a town, dependinT on casual
labour. Their escape from these conditions was seriously handi-
capped by their illiteracy. 27

The Oldham police statistics, though six years’ returns are

missin£, be~qin in 1856 (~ee Fi~,~re 26). Total a o~:~rehensions

decreased until 1860 when they began a <eneral rise. Char~<es

against Englishmen paralleled the fluctuations in total arrests

very closely. The number of Irish men anprehended rose steadily

over the fifteen year period, but at a much lo,ver rate than did

the number of En£1ish. The proportionate apprehension of both

English and Irish varied ,~reatly and inversely durin~ 1856-71

(see Figure P7 ). But it can be said that the En~lish usually

contributed 60-70% of the prisoners, whil~ the Irish-born

usually made up 30-6%, in a tovm where they were about 8-9% of the

26. Borough of Salford, stat,:ment made to H~ orincioal secrotary
of state, 1867 (PRO, Police :tatistics, End]and and Wales, H063/19)
27. J. Bennet, Vather K ugenlt of ]_!v~z~[~ool (Liv(:~.Fojl, I74’~), pp 4~-~
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populati on.

In Preston~where the statistics be ,~in in 1860, the number

of arrests went up until 1868, when they started down and

almost reached the 1860 level in 1871 (see Figure 2~). The

number of En~llshmen brou~ht in fluctuated the same way. Irish

apprehensions increased slowly, but the increment represented

a very small number and the 1871 fi,~,~re was only forty-four

persons above that of 1860. The percentage of English people

arrested during 1860-71 in }reston remained steadily between

70 and 75% of the total munber taken (see Fi~ure "~)). And the

Irish were always between 23 and 287~~ of the total. In 1861

the Irish were only 8.4~ of the populmtion, and 5.4% in 1871.

Roughly 4% of the population of Preston was Irish-born in 1881,

tn~t ye~ v ero born in Ireland.but 27~i of those ~rreste@ in ~ ~     ~’

In 1891 the Irish were still 26°!, of those arrested, while their

ratio to the whole population fell to 3~> of the whole.

Another way of exsminin~ crime amon~ the Irish J n Lancashire

is through some surviving cha~lain’s reports from the Kirkdale

(near Liverpool) and Freston Houses of Correction, which help

supr,lement missin~ criminal statistics for those two towns.

During 1848-64 the number of Irishmen incarcerated at Kirkdale

was always at least a ouarter of the total prisoners, and was

nearly 40% in 1851 (see Fissure ~0). These figures~considered

with the Liverpool police statistics which begin in 1863~ show

that a high level of Irish crime existed from the l~te 184Os

in southwest Lancashire. But for the decade 1854-64 another interest-

ing statistic was included in the chaolain’s reports, which counted
28the number of English-born prisoners with Irish parents.

This figure varied much more than the one for Irish-born prisoners,

but generally it showed that the non-Irish-born members of the

Irish community, probably because of their lower a,~e, were less

likely to find themselves in gaol durin~ the 1850s and 1860s than

their Irish-born relatives.

The eight-year period, 1846-54, covered by the Preston

reports shows thnt the oercenta~e of Irishmen arrested and

imprisoned in the nei~hbourhood of Preston was steadily rising,

28. Kirkdale House of Correction

(]"RO, QGR/3/45 )

Ch~olsin’s reports~ 1848-64.,



until in 1854 Irish prisoners were nearly 25~<! of the ~aol’s

population (see Fi~ure 31).29 In 1860, when Preston’s annual

police statistics commence, the Irish were nearly 289 of ~iI

those arrested, and the fiTure never fell below 23% during

the succeeding decade. Irish crime in the ~reston area increased

steadily through the 1840s and mid-1850s and stayed at a

relatively high level from 1854.

From this ~,eneral survey of Irish crime in Lancashire it

is seen that in no,~e of the four towns where enough statistics

are available did the Irish immi~Trants ever account for less

than 20% of all the arrests, and the figure often went much

hif~her. In Salford the number also reached nearly 20~’~ durin~

1846-9. If the number of their English-born children taken in

were known the percentage of total apprehensions from amon~ the

Irish community would be even hi~.her. Since their were never

more than 28.7~J (Liverpool, 1851) of the population in any

of the towrs, and usually 8-15Ci~, it appears the Irish-born

afforded problems for the Lancashire police disproportionate

to their numbers. But though the ntunber of Irish arrested

each year generally increased with total a~prehensions, the

percentage of the Irish arrested each year usually remained,

with the exceotion of Liverpool, between 20 and 30%. But even

these figures are only the number of offences the Irish immigrants

themselves were arrested for, and they describe a serious concern

for Victorian policemen in Lancashire.

But just what were the offences the Irish were perpetrating

that added up to such high numbers each year?    Th~

survivin~ police ~tati~I. ic~; ~[~,.~i u’.::     that the serious crimes of

murder, manslaughter, rape, shooting, woundinF or stabbing,

burglary and housebreaking, robbery and arson took up very little

police time during the m~d--!~,i~,.t <r~t!~ c~e~.[~:’j.

29. John Clay, Chaplain’s reports~ 1846-64
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The only exception is the high number of Irish, 43, arrested

for murder at ~anchester in 1867. But this is explained by

the numerous arrests in connection with the Fenian rescue

of that year. In 1836, George Cornwall Lewis said that even

though the Irish ’commit more crimes than an equal number of

natives of the same places .... their crimes are not in ~eneral

of a very dangerous character’.

crimes against the person, committed after long premeditation
and with unrelenting cruelty, by several oersons, such as
murders, nightly attacks on houses, beatings, vindictive rapes,
etc., which are unhappily so freouent amon~ the Irish in their
ovaq country, scarcely ever occur amon~ them in Crest Britain. 30

And John Clay wrote of the Irish in 1849 that: ’It is credit-

able to these immigrants that, with their so greatly auAwnented

numbers, there is not only no corresponding increase of more

serious offences imputable to them, but a remarkable decrease.’31

But there were several other crimes u~here the Irish were much

more conspicuous.

It was in categories of less serious crime that the Irish

compiled their totals. From the available st utistics, it emerges

that the offences an Irishman was most likely to be arrested for

were assault, drunkenness and drunk and disorderly, breach of

the peace and rioting, malicious add wi] ] damage, larceny

and vagrancy. But these classes of offence should not be

considered Irish crime, because they were the most common offences

among the whole population of Lancashire, and the apprehensions

for these offences were the vast bulk of police work each year.

Statistics which separate the nationalities of those taken into

custody for a particular offence are available only for

Manchester, 1846-71, Salford, 1847-9, Oldham, 1864-71, and

Liverpool, 1863-71.

Assaults, both on private citizens an~ police officers, were

a major problem in urban Lancashire. Figure ~? shows that even

though the Irish-born were never more than 13>t of the entire

population of Manchester, they ~enerally were over 30~ of those

taken in for assaults on police officers. Irish ouarters of

~anchester were notoriously hazardous places for policemen.

In 1846 it was said of th~ Little Ireland area that

~0. Report on the state of th,~ Irish ooor in Great Britain, p.xx,

H.C., 1836 (40), xxxiv, 446 ............
31. John Clay, Chaplain’s report~ 1849, p.6
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We have not a worse district in this nei~hbourhood. Indeed
there is seldom a week durin~ which there is not s riot of
some description, and the oolice constable is a bold man
who dares to go alone there for any ourpose, as s~des,
brickbats, and pokers would be sure to meet him at every
turn. 32

And in 1856 the chief constable reported theft in an Irish

enclave in Deans~ate, ’sometimes fights suddenly occur which

the policeman on the beat is not able to suppress without

first obtainin~ addition~l assistance, for in such instances

the Irish almost invariably, for the time being, set aside

their own differences and jointly resist and attack the

police, unless they are in a body of sufficient strength to

protect themselves’.33

Even after the number of Irish-born persons had declined

’e thatto well under 10% of the population of tn. borou~zh,

segment of the population still accounted for a disDroportion~te

number of assaults, 18~, in 1881 and 12.5~ in 1891. The

percentages of Iris?nnen arrested for assaults on policemen

remained virtually the same in 1881 and 1891, iO.8~ and I0.77~’

which were disproportionate, but sn improvement on 1846-71.

A breakdown of offences by birthplsce for Salford is only

available for 1847-9. In the categories of assault and assaults

on policemen the picture is a little brighter ~n~ in T, innehe~ter

During 1847-9 the Irish never accounted for more than 16f;’ of

the common assaults, which was in 1848. In 1847 and 1849 the

percentages were roughly proportionate to the actual number

of Irish-born in Selford, 12.57[ end ii?:~, respectively. But

they were worse when it came to sssaultin~ policemen. In Iq47

the figure was 161,’, but this shot up to 32~[ in 1848. Even though

the percentage was down to 25~: in 1849, this was still far

disproportionate to the number of Irish-born persons resident

in Salford.

At Liverpool only once did the percentage of Irishmen in

custody for assault dip below 347f, and in !~64 it went as high

as 40% of the total (see Fifcure )3 ). But the number of Irishmen

arrested for assaulting policemen steadily declined durin~ the

32. ~/R Courier, 18 Mar 1846
33. CC Willi’s to watch cttee, 28 Aug 1858 (N/RCL, Archives Dept,
watch cttee, letterbooks, ~/9/70/2/i)
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eight year period, from a hitch of 44~" in 1863 down to 28/. in

1870.      It increased aFain in 1871 to 32:, which was sn

improvement over the years preceding 1870, but it still meant
o.

approximately 15% of the inhabitants were committin~ 31/ of

the assaults on policemen. Even thou~Th Irish-born persons were

only 12% of Liverpool’s population in 1881, 20~: of the arrests

for assault were from the t ~roup. But the oercentn~e fell to

a more appropriate ll?{ in 1891. Likewise, 197’; of thr assaults

on policemen were committed by Irishmen in 1881. ’~’;:i:

fi~ure went do::~ to 10t. in 1891.

The treatment a Liverpool policeman could expect from

his numerous Irish nei,<hbours is shown by :~ brief account from

1848.

An Irish row - On Wednesday night a ser:ious disturbance took
place in Waterloo Road, ~t the foot of Dutton Street, in
which two or three police officers were injure@; and one had
his leg broken with his stick, which h:~d been tr~ken from him. 34

35In Oldham, 1864-71,     even thou~h from 1867 they were a

smaller percentage of those srreste~ for assault, the Irish were

still before the magistrates for a number of assaults dis-

proportionate to the size of their communit.v (see Figure %:I ).

01dham’s police had much to feor from the Irish livin~ in the

borough beca1~se this 8-9% segment of the population regularly

produced 35-50% of all those charged with assaulting policemen.

0nly once, in 1869, did the figure ~o below 30%, but by 1871

it was back up to 40.5?.

The frequency of Irish assaults on the Oldham constabulary

durinK the 1850s was serious enough to provoke some revealing

comments from the policemen. In 1850 a superintendent

reported that of those arrested for assaultin~ policemen: ’It

is very gratifying to state that only one of this class of

offenders was an inhabitant of Oldham. The others were Irish

tramps and only casual residents....’36 Again in 1856 the

chief constable complained that

34. Lpool Courier, 3 May 1848
35. The Oldhsm ’Police did not begin distin.~uishin~ the
nationality of those aoprehended for p~rticular offences
until 1864.
36. Supt Jackson to watch cttee, 13 Feb 1850 (Oldham Town Hall,
watch cttee minutes, A)



Nineteen persons more have been brought before the magistrates
this year th~n last for assaultin;~" tn. constables in the
execution of their duty; and in nearly every instance, the
parties charged have either been Irishmen or non-rezidents of
the town....    37

Still in 1859 the chief constable said it was ’much to be

s.. policeregretted, that, with few exceptions, the a onults on

are committed by low Irish people, who, here as elsewhere,

evince little regard for peace and ~Tood order; freeuently

obstructing and assaultin:w tile officers when called upon to

suppress disorder’.38

In 1854 a good example of how c Lancashire policeman mi~<ht

find himself in difficulties with his Iri.~h nei~hbours occurred

at Oldham.

A couple of Patlanders named ~/]ahon and Kilmartin, were ch~’r~ed
before the ma~Tistrates at oetty sessions on ~,,Ionday with hsving
obstructed a constable in the disch;-~r,~,e of his duty and ~ahon
was char~ed in addition with h~vin~r assaulted a constable. It
appeared that a number of Irishmen h~d been ~1~htin,~ at a late
hour at night in Beaver Street. The row was appare,,~I!y N~,i~
a promiscuous one, no individual hnvin~ any ona:~nta~onist
in particular, but each strikin,~ away with might and main at
anyone whom accident or Providence threw in his way. In the
prosecution of this interestinff amusement they rendered a
number of kitchen pokers available, and wi.~ Ided them with a
degree of energy and perseverance which was, considerin,T the
sultry state of the atmosphere, beyond all praise. A policeman
Elliott, havin,~ interfered, Xahon struck him a terrific blow
with a poker on the h~Tt, which was cut completely through; but
the reputation of Oldham for the manufacture of hats was
fully sustained in this instance by the fact that the excellency
of the head-dress effectually protected the kaput within from
injury. 39

Thou~wh there was relatively lit tie violence of a serious

character among the Irish in Lancashire there was a F, reet deal

of violence just the same. In Manchester, Salford, Liverpool

and Oldham, the surviving statistics tell us that the Irish

communities consistently required n hi.~her ratio of the

police activity dealin~r with assaults then their relative size

in those towns would merit. And the fi~gures would be still

higher if we could determine how many Irish born outside

37. Borough of Oldham, Statistical returns~ 1856, p.2
38. Borough of Oldham, Statistical r,~tu~rns, 1859, p.iv
39. Oidham Chronicle, 29 July 1854
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Ireland were apprehended for these offences.

This turbulent picture is ~A~iven added detail by the returns

for offences unr~er breach of the oeace and rioting. As Fi~ure

35 will show, the yearly percenta.Tes of Irishmen arrested in

Manchester for breaches of the peace or riot fluctuated very

much during 1846-71. But all the dives ~nd surges of the

graph remain well above the level of the size of the Irish-

born community in relation to the total inhnbitants. Only

in 1871 did the percentages fall to ll" j, which was only a

few points above the actu91 percente~e of Irish-born in the

entire city. Until 1861 the Irish were persistently 30-40~<<

of those apprehended for breaches of the peace, end during

1856-9 the number went over 50~ three times. The situation

improved by 1881, when the Irish were 137~ of the riot problem

in Manchester. But the finance was 147 in 1891. The Irish

were still disproportionately riotous. Riot situations the

Manchester Irish might find themselves in varied from attempts

to rescue comrsdes in custody, one of which resulted in the

injurin~ of forty policemen,40 to attacks on the anti-catholic

orator, and ~eneral troublemaker, William ~,~,urphy in 1868.41

In contiguous Salford the level of Irish disorder was

lower, but rising. In 1847 the percents~e of the total arrests

for rioting and breach of the peace reoresentin~ the Irish-born

was 14.5%, It was up to 28% in 1848, but came down to 21% in

1849, which was still very high.

In Oldham the Irish were knov~n to shatter the peace of the

town very often (see Fi.~ure2g ). In 1865 the oercentage of

Irish arrested for riot and breach of the oesce was 14.3% of

the total, but for the rest of the seven-year period covered

by the statistics the figure was 33-45~J of the total. In 1863

Irishmen made up 457~ of all those arrested at Liveroool for riot

or breaches of the peace, a fi~.~ure far disoroportionste to the

number of Irish in the borough (see Fi:.~ure Z7 ). But there was

a general decrease in the number of Irish arrested for those

40. M/R Courier, Ii Nay 1868
41. M/R City News, 12 Sept 1868; M/R Courier, 7 Scot 1868]
The major dis turbnnces involvin,~ ~ of the ~anchester Irish
in 1848 will be discussed in ~h~pter Ii.



offences from that year, and the figure was 24~ of the total

in 1871. By 1881 the Irish-born were only nbout 18% of the

riot and breach of the peace ogfenders, ond in 1891, when

Irish immigrnnts were 7.5~ of the population, they were 9~:’

of the arrests for riotin~ an~ breach of the oeace. Things

were auietenin~ down in Liverpool by the end of the century.

Besides some serious confrontations with the local

0rangemen, which will be discussed in chapter lO, there were

several other occasions when the Irish in Liverpool were

involved in particularly serious riots. The worst occurred

durin~ the difficult winter of 1855. o~ ], ~’~i~r~Inry,

startling ~s the announcement mnv appe~r to some, it is no
less the fact that the great majority of the flour and provision
shops in this borough were either broken into and olundered, or
the attempt made, in the face of day, and vrithout th, slightest
exhibition of fear or secrecy on the onrt of the plunderers.
The movement would seem to have been an or~anised one, and at
an early hour yesterday mornin~ large crowds of persons were
assembled in Vauxhail Road, Scotland Road, and the neighbourhood.
They consisted for the most pr, rt of females of the lowest class,
youths familarly knovm to the police, mixed up her~ and there
with some of the more noted dock plunderers and ’ruffs’.

It did not appear that unemployed labourers, out of work

because of the bad weather, participated in the riot. Shops

throughout the Scotland-Vauxhall area were broken into and

looted, and women were seen fillin,T their aprons with flour.

When the police arrived at one point the crowd dispersed and

regrouped at another shop. The rioters started up Brownlow

Hill and London Road, but they were forced back by the police.

Beershops and restaurants were also visited by the rioters.

Business life in the town stooped entirely and special constables

and militia were bro~]~t out in strength. Sixty persons, mostly

42Irish, were arrested durin~ the disturbance.

The Liverpool Mercur,y refrained from puttin~ blame for the

riot on the Irish community of the north end of the town, but

the right-wing Courier was less reticent.

On Monday last one of the mo~t dis,~raceful riots emsnatin~

42.
LDool Mercury, 20 Feb 1855



from the lower order of Roman Catholics .... occurred in this
town. That the attack was Dr~medit:~ted is beyonc] a doubt
as it took place simultaneously in various Darts of the
to~m....And v,e are further justified in what may opoeer to be
a harsh judgement from the f~ct that bread shops knovm to
belong to Roman Catholics u~ere respected. 43

The winter of 1867 was also very severe and brought the

same problems that prevailed in 1855.

In no other town perhaps is a period of stormy or frosty
weather accompanied with more hardship end sufferin[ than in
Liverpool. A large class of the inhabitants ere enmaged by
their emoloyers only from day to day; and as many of them are
employed in out-door work, weather such as we have had for the
past few weeks puts a stoo to their labours. It is true that
this class .... earn good wa~es while at work. Whether from
intemperance, improvidence, or some sl~eciol cause, unfortunate-
ly, a large number of them are ill-prepared for a rainy day;
they seem to oscillnte between nlenty :InS poverty; and iJ:" they
are out of employment for a week, numbers of them are brought
to actual pauperism. 44

On 18 January 1867 there was another disturbance, which

emanated from hun~er and destitution in Liverpool’s north end.

But unlike the riotin~ and plunderins of shops which swept over

the whole north-central part of the borough in 1855, this

affair was localised to the Scotland Road area.

A good deal of disorder and excitement prevailed in the north
end of the tovm, sad in two or three instances small mangs of
men went into bskers’ shops insistin~ upon b’,vin~o: bread, which
was given to them. The police were ~uite on the alert, and
two out of three alarms were of a very trifling nature. The
only cause for uneasiness was at about 2 o’clock when a large
assemblage of people collected in Scotlanc~ Hoed, which for
a minute or t~vo looked serious, the alarm being: ~reatly promoted
by the shopkeepers puttin~ up their shutters in the whole of
the neighbourhood. A lnr~e body of nolice were auickly on the
ground. Four well-known roughs were mnorehended, sad ~uiet was
restore£....45

A disturbance of any scale in the Scotland Road ares was certain

to affect the numerous Irish livin,~ there, so many of whom were

dependent on casual, outdoor labour. Liverpool ~ot off lightly

this time, but the Nercury warned that

43. T’pool Courier, 21 Feb 1855
44. Lpool Nercurx, 19 Jan 1867
45. HC Grie~ to watch cttee, 27 Jan 1867 (LCL, Heed Constable’s
reports, 352POL/2/4, 94, p.122)



There is an axiom that the ’destiny of a people depends upon
the way they are fed’. It is hoped theft philanthroT~ists ,;Jill
be alive to the truth of this .... 46

Another interestin~ sidelight to these two examples of

bread riotin~ in Liverpool is the way it influenced the local

Fenian movement, which was flourishin~T at the time of the 1867

disturbance. After the freeing of Kelly and ])easy at

Manchester in September 1867, many clans were discussed s~nong

the IRB in Liverpool for. liberatin~ those who were on trial,

and, later, those who were convicted of murder. Probably with

the borou£h-wide chaos of 1855 in mind, a memory refreshed by

the smaller incident in the Scotland Road ten months before,

the Liverpool Fenians were aware that bread riots absorbed

a tremendous amount of police strength. Some ~enians proposed

to synchronise bread riots by the Irish communities of all the

major towns of England and Scotland, so that military armouries

could be raided in the ensuing disorder. But this project, as
47

most other Liverpool Fenian schemes, wss never undertaken.

A final example of a psrticu]mr type of riot situation

which might confront the Liverpool police took plsce in 1864.

The Irish journalist A.~. Sullivan gave n lecture at the

Liverpool Concert Hall to collect funds for catholic charity.

The meeting was described as ’a very uproarious one’ and the

police, under Inspector Carlisle, were called upon by the

chairman of the meetin~ to ’put the lav.,s in force’ 48 The
o

Time.____ss alleged that there was a ’strong Fenian element in the

audience, and that the disorder started because a rumour about

police informers amon~ the patrons went around the hall. The

’presence of a large body of police’ confirmed the Times’s

impression that ’a very stormy meetin~ at least was expected’.49

The police intervened and they ejected a few troublemakers from

the hall to put a stop to the few fist-fights which broke out.

Head Constable Grieg thought Carlisle’s decision to interpose

was ’premature’and ’indiscreet’ because he sllowed the police

’ takin,~ as it’to mix with the audience’ to restore order,

46. L~ool Mercury, 19 Jan 1867
47. Grie~ to watch cttee, 17 Oct 1867 (LCL, Head Constable’s reports,

352POL/224, 226, p.297)
48. Grleg to watch cttee, 15 ~r 1864, (LCL, Head Constable’s reports,

352/POLl2~3, 31, p.33)
49. The Times, ii Mar 1864



were, the whole control of the meeting’. The action was

much to be regretted, not from any result of that p~rticulsr
evening’s proceedings, but because it establishes ~ danFerous
precedent for the future.

Grieg instructed his police that

upon all occasions of a religious or a ~ ,~: ~, I character
they are not to go inside of the b~ildinF durin~ the meeting
except when they are satisfied a breach of the pe8ce has taken
place, that they have nothin~ to do in oreservin~, order inside,
however loud and insultin~ the dissentients m~-~y be to e~.ch
other .... 50

This incident is s ~ood illustration of how advanced the

understandin~ of some Victorian policemen w,~s. Grieg knew

that the ’presence of a large body of police’ at any gathering

could easily have the unw~nted result th~,t the.v woul~ hei.~hten

the expectation of trouble for those ~resent, which wo~Id only

raise tensions between the police and tho a~uc.]ience. So Crie.~

wisely ordered a ’low profile’ at public ,_,atnerings to be

certain that the police did not cause the trouble they were

supoosed to prevent. His order also reflects that h~ could

delineate between some shoutin,~, accompnnie~ by s few stray

punches, and a riot. A little abuse and noise, which allowed

to run its course would die out, could become a wild fracas

if the police made a hasty attempt to intercede. Grieg was

never anxious to anticipate too much trouble. He preferred

to be certain a situation was serious before riskin,~ the

consequences of police intervention. He best demonstrated

this restraint when dealin~ with the local Fenians several years

later. Especially with the considerable reputation of the Irish

for riotous proclivities, amply sustained by the police

statistics, Grieg’s attitude shows ima:~ination and a ~enuine

concern for preservin~T the public peace.

Even though the police returns for Preston do not give the

n~tionalities of those chsr~ed with breaches of the peace or

rioting, there is evidence in other sources thnt the Irish in

Preston were partic]~larly inclined to uproar in the 1850s. There

was a spate of wild faction fights durin~ 1853-4, ~s Irishmen

50. Grieg to watch cttee, 15 ~,’!ar 1864 (LCL, Head Constable’s
reports, 352POL/2/3, 31, op 34-5)
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from different streets challenged each other, and larvae crowds

gathered to watch or p>rticipate in the competition. A

policeman reporting from one of these contests said +’.~,t ’]~rjc!:encls

flew about like snowballs’.51 In August 1856 an arattment,

which started between En£1ishmen and Irishmen in a public

house, led to six nights of Irish rioting.

Notwithstandin~ the vi~Tilance and activity of the ~olice
great numbers of windows and doors were broken in several
streets, and much oersonal injury wes inflicted upon
pedestrians, by stones, brickbats, - for the rioters attacked
indiscriminantly all who haoDened to come in their way. 52

At 4 o’clock one June mornin~ in 1859 a crowd of Iris}~nen m,~de

a /Treat deal of noise :~nd attacked some wo L-]mncn on their way

to their jobs, injuring, several very bmdl~I, even thou~h there

was no apparent reason for riotin,,T or [~ssaultinc the Isbourers.53

And, in common with other Lancashire to,:.,ns, an Irish riot might

stem from trying to retrieve ~pprehended compatriots from

custody. 54

In close relation to the problems of assaults and breaches

of the peace was that of drunkenness. ~Te h~ve already seen

that drunkenness was the largest sin~le problem the police in

Lancashire had to handle in the mid-nineteenth century. And

the Irish were a substantial part of that problem. In Nanchester,

where the police were fairly tolerant of drunks, the Irish

regularly comprised 25-37~# of the total drunkenness an-1 drunk

and disorderly problem (see Fi~ure 2!~ ). The lo’~,est the

proportion ever went in a nuarter of a century was 21.5% in

1847. Irishmen were 21% of the drunkards arrested in 1881, which

still showed a wide disD:-’rity with the size of the Irish-born

community in Manchester at that time. The percentage crept down

to 16% in 1891, but this was also very high. Rather surprising-

ly, even thou<h the percenta,~es of Irishmen arrested for drunk-

enness and drunk and disorderly in S’,Iford were around 19% of the

total for 1847-9, this disproportion is not as wide as the

51. Preston Guardian, ii June 1853; I0 June 1854
52. Preston Chronicle, 6 Sept 1856; Preston, riot deposition,
30 Aug 1856 (LRO, QJD/I/239)
53. Preston, riot deposit:ion, 5 June 1859 (Li{O, QJD/I/244)
54. Preston, riot deposition, iO Oct 1856 (LRO, 0JD/I/238)
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Figure ,12

Irish percentages oC total ap~r(;hensiou:-: for .Jl;~liciou:_~ anti. wilful damage
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Manchester and Liverpool flexures. The problem was of much

greater m:~,gnitude in Liverpool (see Fi~.,~ure 37 ). The ntunber

of Irishmen arrested for drunkenness end drunk and disorderly

each year was s lwa,vs around 40~ of the tots] for the borou,~,h.

From 1867 the fi~ure began to decline, but in 1871 Irishmen

were still 37~’~ of the problem in Liverpool. Drunkenness was

still the Irishman’s ~,r~.otest enemy in 1881. Almost 27%

of the persons arrested for drun]cenness ancl 4r~nk and dis-

orderly in Liverpool were Irish-born. The percente~e w~s

down to 189 in 1891, but this shows theft the drink problem

among the Irish immi~<rsnts was still acute. The percentage of

Irish ch-~rged in Oldhsm for drunken offences durin~ 1864-71

was never lower than 30~, and cot~l~ be as high as 42?’ (see

Figure 40). As bad as these fi~_~ures a F, pe,qr, they are only

part of the story, an@ it can be assumed t}~ t drunkenness in

the Irish neighbourhoods of Lancashire was an even more serious

problem than these statistics indicate.

In the categories of malicious and wilful dams~<e to property,

the Irish showed themselves once a~ain p~:rticulsrly trouble-

some. The percenta:Te of Irish ch~r,~ed with these offences in

Manchester went beneath 26~ of the tots7. onl.v five times in

twenty-five years, and never went below 21~. (see Fibre 4!).

The number hovered between 28°’/ and                  _Z6’,- of the total, but in

1856 it was 42Y. In 1881 the percentase was below 20%, 19.7%

which was still very hi~h, but by 1891 the p~.reentP.ge of Irish-

men fell off more encoura,~in,~ly to ll%. In Salford, 1847-9,

the proportion of Irishmen arrested for injury to property

started off at a high 23% anti then rose to 35~ in 1849, the

highest percentage of Irishmen arrested for any offence durin~

the three-year period. The Irish were an even ,~reater problem

for the Liverpool police in this re~;~rd (see Fir~ure I? ). The

figure was 44~:~ in 1863 and increased to 47~- in 1865-6. There

was a general decrease in the percents,~e efter 1866, but it

never went under 3OY:, and in 1871 it was 35.5?:. Even though

the Irish were 20~ of those arrested for d~ms~.in~ ~roperty in

1881, they were only IO~ a decade later. In Oldham the Irish
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were less inclined towards malicious nn~ wilful doma~e 9o

property than in Liverpool or ’~lanchester, but they ",ere still

arrested for this charade in ~ oro!,ortion lormer th~n their

numbers within the borough (see Fibre ~,). IrislJ-born

prisoners for malicious or wilful damame usuT~lly varied

between 12-25~; c~urin~:" 1864-71 but went up to 35’/ in 1867

A case at Preston in 1847 shows ,7 posstb]e motivation

behind an Irishman’s inclim~tion to ~nm~e oroperty.

An Irish lad, named }:’eter !i]corne, was c~.’~r,~ed with bavin~
broken ", pane of ~l~ss in the ~ho~ ,,vLn~]o~; of "r Benson,
corner o~’ Avenhom ~", ,~treet. This mornin~-he threw a piece
of brick at the window and ofter he h’ ~] <]o~~ i I~ Pc, made no
attempt to escap. On Inspector Ri~by comins- up he coolly
asked wh~t he wo~ld ’stand’ to know who had done it, and
afterwards acknowledged he h,gd done it himself.

Vvhen the boy was

exchange.

Magi s trat e: ’ Why
Lad: ’I wanted my
Magistrate: ’ Ilave
Lad: ’Yes, faith~
not prosecute me

The

t?Jcen before the mc~istrate there was this

did you bre~k
bre~.tkf ’st. ’
yOll O.VOr broken ~ t~y bol o].e. ’

I broke one in ]]l~.-~ckbur~., but they would
there, so .VOT,~ see it’s here I 8m.’

55enterprisin< younc m<:n wos c werded thirtv breakf~sts.

Another perennial police problem in ],s~cashire was larceny,

in this case, too, a dispronortionnte nt~nber of Irishmen were

Manchester statistics, ]846-71, show that for

larceny the Irish were consistently between 20

total problem (see Fi,,~ure i’). But the

8.5 in 1881 end 1891. I, srceny of

Salford Iris}] shov,,ed a very enccurag-

The fiFure was 23~: in 1847 and it

and

involved. The

all classes of

and 25~’’~ , of the

~ercentages fell to 12 and

all descriptions omon~< the

ing decrease durin~ 1847-9.

tbis ’,,in(for.:? ’

fell to a nearly proportionate 139 in !849.

Irish theft was 36Y of all lsrceny char£os in LiverDool

in 1863 (see Fi~ure <9). There was a ~rodual decline in the

percentage, but in 1871 the Irish ’~’ere still 25% of all those

arrested in the borough for larceny. But the decline in the

percentage of Irishmen arrested for larceny continued over the

next twenty years. The number was still 19~’ in 1881, but it

was IO.SF~ in 1891. In 1864-5 apprehensions of Irish-born persons

55. Preston G ugrdian, Ii Dec ].547
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Figure "
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for larceny in Oldham decreased from 31 to 26~ of the total,

which was still a hitch ratio, but the fi~ure climbed rat, idly

until it was 427~ in 1869 (see Fi~,~ure i~ ). By 1871 32% of

all those charred with larceny were Irish.

We saw in the example of the youn~ man in Preston who

broke the window to ~et a meal in ~ool th,~t it was sometimes

susrJected in Lancashire that the Irish committed mino~" crimes,

such as petty inrceny, in order to be rescued from extreme

poverty. A letter to the Home Office from a Liverpool

ma~istrate alle/~ed that thJ_s w~s the case.

The truth is that the ~aols, such as the ~aol of the Borough
of Liverpool, affords the wretched an~ unfortunate Irish
better food, shelter and raiment, an~ more cleanliness than,
it is to be feared, many of them ever experienced elsewhere;
hence, it constantly happens that Irish vaFrants, who have
offered them the choice of bein~ sent back to Ireland or to
gaol in a great many cases desire to~::,~o to prison. 56

Finally, there is the problem of I~-ish vagrancy in

Lancashire. Under the headin~ of va~rsncy are included offences

such as begging, loiterin~,, prostitution ~nd even being an

’incorrigible rogue’. Plenty of Irish va~rnnts were found in

~,anchester, and their numbers fluctuated between 23 and 33% of

all those arrested for the vorious offences a,~ainst the vagrant

act (see Figure I? ). The percentage went as high as 35 in 1853

and down to 19 in 1859. Vagrancy remained s problem even in

a smaller Irish-born community. The Irish were 167" and 9%

of the total arrests for vagrancy in 1881 and 1891. Vagrancy

among the Salford Irish fell durin~ the three years 1847-9,

from 24% of all apprehensions for vat, rant offences to 18% in

1849. The Irish were 36% of all the vagrants taken before the

magistrates at Liverpool in 1864. There followed a steady

reduction in the percentage of Irish taken in each year, until

in 1871 they were only 20% (see Fi~ure ,!, ). But in 1881 the

percentage was back to 24i~. Some improvement was apparent in

1891, when the percentage was 177. But in Oldham Irish va~rrancy

56. Burke, Catholic histor,y of LiyerDool, p.89; Lpool Mercury
15 May 1849.
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Figure ~,I
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increased from a rou~hly proportionate 9.6~; in 1864 to

44% in 1871 (Sago Figure i ).
A corollary/Irish va~rancy is prostitution amon~ Irish

women. Manchester’s statistics on Irishwomen involved in

prostitution are complete for the entire period 1846-71.

Each of the sets available in Oldham also recor8 the number

of Irish prostitutes arrested each year (see Fi~ure ~ ), but

Liverpool distinguished Irish prostitutes from the borough

total only in 1870-i. Over twenty-five years the number of

Irishwomen arrested for prostitution was always a much hi~her

proportion than the relative size of the Irish-born colony

in ~anchester. The percentace never fell below 21.5% and

would usually be 28-36% of the total women arrested. In 1881

over 13% of the women arrested for prostitution were Irish,

and the proportion increased to 15~< in 1891. Irish prostitution

in Oldhsm fell from 25 to 18~~ durin~ 1856-60, but it then rose

sharply until it was 46.5~ of the total :~nprehensions in 1869.

The number dropped to 26% of th~ tot:~l in 1871, but this was

still disproportionately hi~Th. The Irish were supolying 48%

of the prostitutes arrested at Oldham, in both 1883 and 1891,

a worse proportion than in any year durin~ 1856-71. Irishwomen

were 467- of those taken in and charged with prostitution in

Liverpool in 1870 and 28Z in 1871. They were 24~( of those

arrested in 1881 and 19% in 1891, which were both still very

high figures.

The last matter concernin~T Lancashire police statistics

involves some figures from Widnes an~ some individual Irishmen

who ended up on the wron,T side of the law.

jurisdiction of the Lancashire Constabulary,

a local board was established there in 1865,

Widnes was under the

and even though

this body had no

police authority over the town. Without the annual criminal

statistics published by the Lancashire Constabulary it is

impossible to get any idea of the general level of crime in

Widnes (or in St Helens), or how much of a problem the Irish]ivin~



there were. But the charge book for the Prescot division of

the Lancashire Constabulary, of which ’,idnes was a subdistrict,

survives for the period 1848-’ ~’ 57 Onl.v thp Inte and early

weeks of 1848 and 1853, resoectively, "~re in this book, and

only the years 1849-52 will be considered, flidnes was still

a small town during these yer~rs on£ only i~] T~ersons were

arrested and charged for offences there durin:,~ 1849-52.

Twenty-five of those people, 18%, were Irish. The nineteen

Irish males arrested were all listed as labourers, snd the

five women had no occupations (one man was arrested twice for

vagrancy during 1850). Thirteen of th~~. ]irish were totally

uneducated, nine could re~d am] write imperfectly, an,} three

others were able to read only. Five of the Irish prisoners

were between the ,q,-es oF fifteen ancl t,venty yenrs, and the

rest were twenty years an,~ ol,~er. Ten of them were either

unemployed when they were arrested, or had no fixed occuoation.

The charges against them show similarities ~’,’ith the st~.~tistics

of other Lancashire to,’ms. Four of the t’,’.,ent,v-five were

arrested for larceny, five for va,~,rnncy, three for drunkenness,

~nd four for assault. Uncharacteristically, five Irishmen

were arrested for murder in December 1851 nnd January 1852 in

connection with the s~mme cr~me.

Examples of Widnes Irishmen charged with offences are the

two Fay brothers, }~ichael and Bernard, both charged with a

common crime ~mon~ Lancashire Irishmen, assault. Michael was

aged thirty-two and Bernard wss forty. They came from Galway

and both were workin~ in Widnes as lsbourers. Neither was able

to read or write.

As Widnes grew the nmmber of offences rose. Even though

there is little mention of a severe Irish crime problem at

Widnes in the Widnes-Runcorn or St Helens newspapers durin~ the

1850s and 1860s,. the ’influx of Irish people provided the

magistrates with plenty of work’ 58 By 1876 there were fifty-@
59seven public houses in Widnes, one to each 350 inhabitants,

and drunkenness ’was a factor in the majority of the cases’

57. LC, Prescot division, re,~ister of chnr~es, 1848-53 (LRO,
QEV/IO)
58 Di~le, History of Widne’~    .¯ , p 54
59. Ibid., p.61
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involving the ~eneral communit}f, and the Irish.

Profiles of other Irish offenders ere available from the

r~anchester, Sa]ford, Liverpool and Ol~ham st~tistics. They

are only distinguishable from other persons ch~r~ed if in a

certain year only one person

and he happens to be Irish.

cases are availsble from the

and whether or not they were

indicated for two of the cases,

were returned as labourers and

One other wos listed unemoloyed

children and twenty-eight were

were imperfectly educated and

ledge of readin~ or writin~ at

included three with arson anc~

is arrested for a particular crime

Durin~ 1846-71 thirty-four such

Nanchester statistics. Occupation

currently emcloyed is not

but twenty-two of the others

seven were factory workers.

when arrested. None were

twenty years and older. Eighteen

the other sixteen had no know-

all. These thirtv-two offenders

one with stealin~ a dog.

There are two examples available in Salford, but Liverpool

provides a more substantial offering. Even though much less

information is provided about each person ,~rrested, a very

interesting and diverse collection of crime is represented.

Two of the eighteen distinguishable Irish nrisoners were

between fifteen and twenty ye~rs of a:~e and the rest were

Nine of the eighteen were psrti~,ll<~ educated, seven were

illiterate, and two could read and write well. The only

of offence, which has more than one person in it is th;~t of

older.

category

’incorrigible rogues’, where there were five Irish persons.

Murder, rape, arson, robbery, burglary and l~rceny are ell

represented by an Irish offender. There are also three offences

committed against children, concealing a birth, child neglect

and child abandonment. The two adolescent Irish offenders were

guilty of sheep stealin,~ and sacrilege.

Oldham’s statistics isolate eight Irish persons from the

1864-71 period. Five of the eight were out of work when

apprehended, four were imperfectly ,d~cated an~ the rest were

illiterate. Two were arreste4 for lorceny, one for menslau,<hter,

one for arson, and another for house-breaking. There were also

60. Ibid., P.34



a brothel keeper an@ sn embezzler amon~ their number.

From all these examples from Widnes, l\’lanchester, Liverpool

and Oldham, we can see that the Irish prisoners were ~enerally

from the adult population, l~norance ond m~r;~inal literacy

prevailed among them, an~ where occupation is ,~iven, most were

returned simply as labourers. Unemployment was a contmon feature.

But these figures tend to emnhe~sise the Irish who were arrested

for the most serious and violent offences. It would be, as we

have seen, misleadin~w to ~eneralise on the tvne of offences

Irishmen in Lancashire were arrested for from these exs~nples

because these crimes are distin,~ishab]e only because they

occurred so infrequently.

The high level of minor crimes smon~ the Irish community

provided somethin~ besides headaches (often literally) for the

Lancashire police. Amusin~ nerformsnces in nolice courts

by Irish persons, accused of every sort of misdemeanor, often

filled the police court column in loca] newspapers, ~i~1~-s

entcrt~.ini~" re~.~[~, .~ ’;~ , , ,,,,~ .i,,~,,~ served as a medium for demon-

strating that the Irish were a p~rticular criminal problem.

But not every newspaper indul~ed in ridiculing the Irish in

this way. It was usually a town’s conservative paper which

availed itself of this opportunity to lampoon Irish accents and

ignorance of judicial procedures, although the Oldhsm Chronicle,

which considered itself ’liberal’ never missed a chance to

pillory the Irish in this way. The lesdin~ liberal papers in

Lancashire, the Liverpool },{ercury sn~l the Manchester Guardian,

rarely sin,~rled out the Irish for mention in their coverage of

cases beforeno~°cal magistrates’ courts, and when they, did, the

stories were~embellished with bigotry. The ~anchester Courier

and the Liverpool Courier defended conservative views, which

could sometimes be very extreme. Neither paper had the slightest

affection for the Irish and, particularly durin~ the large-scale

immigration of the latter 184Os, they were ~uick to parody their

new neighbours. But during the ]85Os end 186Os the appearance

of amusing Irish court cases became much less freouent, as the

novelty of very large Irish communities in Lancashire’s towns

wore off.
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Here are a few exampIes of these co]~rt cases.

At the Borough Court on W~dnecday, an elderly woman, a native
of Ireland, was chgr~ed with h~vin~r stolen o small piece of
meat from a stall in the London Road. The prisoner was
observed by a bystander on Tuesday afternoon to be lookin~.
with a lon~ing eye at the contents of the stall, and when at
length she summoned up cours~.e to seize and thrust a piece
of meat under her cloak, .... i ~ th’~t she was observed, she
gave the man a wink, ~,s if therewith to bribe him to silence;
but it was lost u~on him, for he at once ~zave her in charge
to the police. The woman, who spoke in R stron~ Hibernian
accent, said she came from Stockport, where she had ’little
weeny bit spot’ to herself an~ h:’.d come into ~Innchester to
see her sister; that they had been having ? little drop
together, and she had ’got out of the way’ with it; that her
husband died last Christmas; that she had h:id ~ deal of trouble,
and finally, with many protestations, promised if sh~~. s~o~11d
be forgiven this time, to go on her knees, and ’jine the
teetotals’.....         61

On Wednesday, Mr. Rushton asked an Irish scaven~<er, who had
come to ~ive evidence in a case of assault, if he were present
at the time it was committed.    ’Yes, sir’, said the Iris}unan,
’I am the man who was nresent afterv:ards’(!nu~<hter). He
subsequently said the asssilnnt ran back stroi~htforward. 62

On ~,onday three women, not yet thorou~<hly acnuainted with the
routine of the police court, were put forward on the rather
common charge of endeavourin~ to help themselves to a good
joint for dinner without, oayment. They were all Irish, and
on the case bein~ proved, 5~r. l~ushton asked them what they
had to say. The youn~er of the n~rty, with a ~enuine bro~ue,
and with the utmost simplicity of manner, at once exclaimed:
’0ch, now, well sure, yer honour, it w~s me that tuk it; and
as for these two women (her fellow prisoners), barrin’ outside
the market before we ctum in, I never saw them in all my life,
so I didn’t. I don’t know them from Adam down, no more than
I know the back of my head, so I don’t, yer honour.’ But ’his
honour’ not being" exactly of the same o~inion, sentenced the
trio to a month’s confinement. 63

Some merriment was created in the police co1~rt on Thursday
by an old Irishwoman, who applied for ’as much law’ as their
’wurtchips, could ~ive. She explained that some nei~hbours
had broken the door of her house, and sfter this they broke
her head. After a great deal of to]k, she ultimo, rely explained
that she wanted a warrant for breokin~ the door, statin~ at the
same time that she did not core much about the broken head. She
volunteered to leave ’her enemies’ to the bench, but must be
sure to give them as much law as they could. 64

61.
62.
63.
64.

M~/R Guardian, 6 Mar 1847
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~ooi Courier, 21 ~,qar 1849
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These few smmnles :~r~- not very hi]~-.r]ous, but they do

show what police court reporters looked for in recordi.n~ them.

~[ockin< the Irish accent was a f~_~vourii:e fe<~ture of these

anecdotes. Also, the nueint simplicity o,f people from a rural

environment was seldom overlooked, nlthou/<h this aspect was

sometimes presented as the result of hereditary stupidity,

rather than the consequence o? an uobrin~in~ in e~c~rnian

surroundings (th~s subject, includin.< other examples of Irish

court cases, Ks considered more fully in chapter I0 ), But what

is common to nearly every Irish-in-court story is that the

offences the Drinci-ool ch<~racters were in cot[rt to answer for

were always very minor. So even if" the Irish could be

represented as an i~norant element, ver.v inclined to crime, and

very entertainin.~ when ,_zpprehem,]ed, it co~,Id not be s<~id that

they were a Dartic~]nrly c]:~ncerous croup.

Despite ~sos in the police ststistics, it is snfe to

conclude that besides the foct thnt the Irish were a ~eneral

crime problem, a chnr,ncteristic of the Irish districts in

urban Lancashire durin~ 184g~-71 wrs violence of the fnction

fi~%ht and locs lised riot v:~riety. This is bo~.ne out by the

high percent~es of Irish reoresented in the returns of those

arrested for assault and breaches of the peace in Manchester,

Salford, Liverpool, sn80ldhem, sn~ portrcyed by the Preston

examples. Widespread excessive drinkin:~, attended by fist-

fights and other commotion would be another uninvitin~ feature.

Malicious damage, larceny of ell classes and vamrancy were also

at high levels among the Lancashire Irish. And all these

disproportionate percenta~es ere not even the whole story of

Irish crime because English-born members of the Irish community

are not included. But the statistics do reveal some encouraging

signs. The Manchester figures for the number of Irish arrested

under the seven classes of offence were all declinin~ in 1871.



With the exception of sssault, percents~es of Irishmen

apprehended in Liverpool, 1863-71, were ~oio~ down durin~

those eight yesrs. But things in Oldham were not ss optimistic

in 1871. Assault, larceny, breach of the peace and riot snd

wilful dsmsge were on the decline smong the Irish there in

1871. But there were large increases in the percentages of

Irishmen apprehended for drunkenness, sss~ults on policemen

and vagrancy. Overall, the police ststistics show thst durin~

1846-71 the Irish were s very Inr~e problem in Lancashire,

but the dimensions of the problem, thou,~h ii; remsined formidable

even in 1881-91, were shrinkin~ by 1871.



Part    III

Community life

Chapter    7

The Lancashire Irish and the Roman Catholic church

Ireland and the Irish are always closely associated with

the catholic church. But the intimate ties between the Irish

and the church went further than the relations between a rev-

erent people and a religious institution. Even though the

catholic church had been a significant organisation on the

national level in Ireland for many centuries, the overwhelm-

ing bulk of the Irish people only knew it on the local, ind-

eed, personal, level, through the agency of the parish priest.

Throughout this discussion, any reference to the ’church’ will

refer to the catholic church on the local level, the parish

and the parish priest.

The catholic church, through its clergy, had, over a per-

iod of centuries, become an integral part of Irish society.

In the face of the insecurities of agrarian life, always a

feature of rural Ireland right up to the nineteenth century,

it seemed that only the church offered any stability and con-

stancy.

the Irishman believes that there is nothing permanent or cer-
tain in the world but his religion .... the Irish people exists
in its church, there alone it is free; there alone it is sure
of its rights; there it occupies the only ground that has never
given way beneath its feet.    1

The penal laws against the practice of Roman Catholicism, which

were not finally repealed until 1829, failed to shake the found-

ations of the Irish church, which had become a deep-rooted cul-

i.    Gustave de Beaumont, Ireland: Social, political and econ-

omi____cc, ed. W.C. Taylor (London, 1839), ii, 85-6



tural institution. The penal laws made the Irish identify

still more closely with their priests because the legal dis-

abilities were shared by the laity and the clergy toqether.

If anything, the attempt to curtail the influence of the cath-

olic church in Ireland by statute only enhanced the church’s

credibility with the Irish people. Also, the ’breakdown of

ecclesiastical discipline and the depletion in the ranks of

the hierarchy permitted the unhindered growth of a direct
2

relationship between priest and people’.

There was sometimes opposition to the catholic clergy

arising mainly out of the support of the local priesthood

through ’voluntary’ dues paid on occasions such as baptisms

and marriages. But to call this opposition to the clergy

’anti-clericalism’ would be to misapply the term. Firstly,

the customary response in rural Ireland to what were locally

judged to be excessive demands by landowners or clergy was

resistance. Rural Irishmen generally subscribed to a tacitly

acknowledged social-economic code which evolved informally

through practice on the local level. If the priest encroached

on what was accepted as just, he was resisted, despite his soc-

ial and spiritual prominence. But objections to clerical dem-

ands in rural Ireland underlines the intimacy and interdepend-

ence of priest and people. Respected as he was, the priest

was still looked upon as part of the community and was expected

to observe its rules. Likewise, the priest was acutely aware

of his dependence on the people and how that dependence brought

him closer to them. When suggestions were made during the 183Os

and 184Os that the catholic clergy in Ireland should receive

a salary from the British government, the clergy and the laity,

led by O’Connell, opposed the idea. ’The clergy realised that

2.     J.A. Murphy,                      ’Priests and people in modern Irish history’

in Christus Rex, xxiii, no. 4 (1969), p.236
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the voluntary system was part of the bond between Driest

and people, though it might cause the bond to chafe at
,3

times.

The only direct contact most Irishmen ever had with

the institution of the Roman Catholic church was in the per-

son of the local priest. By the 184Os the clergy had consol-

idated the integral position in rural society that they earned

over the previous three centuries.

Lack of education had placed most of the people in a position
of peculiar dependence upon the priests. Inevitably, in these
circumstances, clerical guidance exceeded religious affairs.
It did so, particularly, in a society in which poverty, trad-
ition, politics and the fact that some priests belonged to
their class drew the clergy so close to the peasantry .... the
strong farmers and urban middle classes, from whom the church
drew most of its men, shared very many aspirations with the
cottiers. The ordinary people in a parish usually regarded
their priest as their shield against extraordinary injustice.
In him they found, more or less, a focus for their inchoate
purposes. He was the filter through which many ideas and a
great deal of information reached them. He could both see
and, to a certain extent, express their point of view. Con-
versely he was used as a channel of communication with the
people .... We may safely assume that in general and upon
most questions the advice of the priest was valued: sometimes
decisive .... Their attitude .... was the most imDortant single
element in contemporary public opinion.    4

Gustave de Beaumont thought that the catholic clergy was ’the

most national body in Ireland; it belongs to the very heart of
5

the country’.    But the priests’ active participation in comm-

unity life endeared them most to the Irish.

Survey those immense lower classes in Ireland who bear at once
all the charges and all the miseries of society, oppressed by
the landlord, exhausted by taxation, plundered by the protest-
ant minister, their ruin consummated by the agents of law. Who
or what is their only support in such suffering? - the priest.
- Who is it that gives advice in their enterprises, held in
their reverses, relief in their distress? - the priest. - Who
is it that bestows on them what is perhaps still more prec-

3.      Ibld., p.245
4.    Oliver MacDonagh, ’The Irish clergy and emigration dur-

ing the famine’ in IHS, v, no. 20, (Sept 1947), p.288
5.    Beaumont, op. cit., ii, 85



ious, that consoling sympathy, that sustaining voice of sym-
pathy, the tear of humanity so dear to the unfortunate?
There is but one man in Ireland that mourns with the poor
man, who has so much to mourn, and that man is the priest. 6

Besides being the spiritual leader and an understanding

friend, the priest was often the mediator between the rural

Irish and landlords or civil authorities. The priest’s per-

sonal prestige was further advanced by the fact that he was

one of the few educated persons in his parish. Altoqether,

his religious leadership and secular prominence gave the

priest an authority in rural Ireland which was unrivalled by

landlords, police or Dublin Castle. In fact it was claimed

that the priests were the only authority the Irish respected.

And the social primacy of the catholic clergy facilitated the

exertion of their moral authority. But the priest was not sim-

ply held in awe by the Irish. He had earned their esteem by

his committment to the welfare of the community. His inter-

ventions on the behalf of his parishioners were out of a gen-

uine concern for their welfare.

Those in Ireland who do not oppress the people, are accust-
omed to despise them. I found that the catholic clergy were
the only persons in Ireland who loved the lower classes and
spoke of them in terms of esteem and affection. This fact
alone would explain the power of the priests iD Ireland. 7

So by the time of the great famine of the 184Os the parish

priest was well-established as the nucleus of the rural comm-

unity.

The Irish church was strengthening its organisation, dis-

cipline and finances during the 182Os and 183Os and was in a

strong position to lead what has been called the Irish ’dev-

otional revolution’ of the second half of the nineteenth cen-
8

tury.    During the years preceding the famine less than 40%

6.     Ibid., ii, 87-8
7.      Ibid., li, 88
8.    Emmet Larkin, ’The devotional revolution in Ireland,

1850-75’ in American Historical Review, ixxvii, no. 3 (June,
1972), pp 625-72



of Irish catholics were attending mass. Shortages of priests,

churches and seating in existing chapels made fuller attend-

ance impossible. Since there had been relatively few clergy

and chapels from the sixteenth century, a generally lax att-

itude towards the practice of religion prevailed in Ireland

before the famine, which also contributed to the low proport-

ion of church-goers. ’The prevalence of extraordinary reli-

gious devotion evidenced by extremely regular church attend-
9

ance is a post-famine phenomenon.’    The disastrous famine

and epidemics of the 184Os produced a catharsis in Irish rel-

igious attitudes as a by-product.

The growing awareness of a sense of sin already apparent in

the 184Os was certainly deepened as God’s wrath was made man-
ifest in a great natural disaster that destroyed and scattered
his people. Psychologically and socially, therefore, the
Irish people were ready for a great evangelical revival, while
economically and organisationally the church was now corres-
pondingly ready after the famine to meet their religious and
emotional needs, iO

But the church filled another need too. Increasing ang-

lisation of all aspects of Irish life diluted the influence

of the old Gaelic culture. Even in the national school sys-

tem there was no instruction in Irish history, language or

literature, which led to the accusation that the system was

’anti-national’.ii Even though it would be an exaqgeration

to look at the church as surrogate culture, the church did aff-

ord a ’cultural heritage with which they could identify and

be identified and through which they could identify with one
12

another’.     By the end of the nineteenth century figures for

attendance at mass in Ireland were over 90% of the catholic

9.    Ibid., p.636;    D.W. Miller, ~Irish catholicism and the

great famine~, unpublished typescript, pp 7, 8, 12
I0. Larkin, oD. cit., p.639
Ii. Gearoid O Tuathaigh, Ireland before the famine, 1789-
1848 (Dublin, 1972), p.lO6

l--~-.Larkin, op. cit., p.649



population. The long-standing social position of the parish

priest; a somewhat more prosperous rural community; a new

realisation of the importance of religious practice; and the

close identity of the people with the church, which was inten-

sified by the expansion of the church’s edifice that took

place after the famine, had all combined to make the Irish

a more devout people than they were fifty years earlier. But

during 1846-71 the Irish who arrived in Lancashire were part

of the ’pre-famine generation of non-practicing catholics’,

who were not affected by the full impact of the ’devotional
13

revolution’.

In the 184Os religion was not central to the lives of

the working class living in large Enqlish towns. In 1844

Friedrich Engels wrote that it was generally agreed that ’the

workers have no religion and do not go to church .... Among

the mass of the working-class population, one nearly always
14

finds an utter indifference to religion’.     Horace Mann, who

conducted the census of religious worship, reported in 1853

that ’it must be apparant that a sadly formidable portion of

the English people are habitual neglectors of the public ord-

inances of religion’.15 Even though

Nearly all of them have a nominal connection with some creed
and form of worship, and they are not necessarily irrelig-
ious .... their religion, when it exists, is passive not act-
ive. 16

An obvious reason for this absence of apparent piety was that

working-class people in the large towns of England had other

things to think about, and religious practice did not seem to

have much relevance to their daily lives.

In a poor and ignorant community, where the necessaries of life
are procured with difficulty, and where clothing may often be

13. Ibid., p.651
14. Friedrich Engels, The condition of the workinq class in

~, p. 141
15~ Census of Great Britain, 1851: Reliqious worship in

E_ngland and Wales (hereafter cited as Census of religious
worship) , p.clviii, H C , I 852-3 (1690) , ixxxix
16. A. Hume, ’Remarks on the census of religious worship for
England and Wales’ in Trans Hist Soc Lancs-Ches, xii (1859-
60) , p. 16
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insufficient and money scarce, attendance at worship is less
frequent 17

There were other reasons for this alienation from rel-

igion too. Seating in Victorian churches was divided into

’free’ and ’appropriated’ pews. The better-off pari~hi0n~rs

paid for the seats they occupied, while other seats were

reserved for poorer persons who could not afford the annual

subscription for an ’appropriated’ place. Many working-class

persons did not like the idea of beinq ’separated as a class

from the class above them’ in the conspicuous free seating.

Working men, it is contended, cannot enter our reliEious

structures without i~avinq pressed upon their notice some mem-
ento of inferiority, The existence of pews and the position

of the free seats are, it is said, alone sufficient to deter
them from our churches; and religion has thus come to be reg-
arded as a purely middle-class propriety or luxury. 18

These percentages, compiled from the 1851 census of religious

worship, show that ’appropriated’ seating was prevalent in

urban Lancashire.

Table 42

Percentage of church seating appropriated, 1851

total catholic
church church
seating seatinq

England and Wales 46.9 44.5

Liverpool 64 49

Manchester 63.5 50

Oldham 52 08

Preston 60 54

Salford 52 13

17. Ibid., p.19
18. Census of religious worshi_~, p.clix



The estrangement of the working class was also the res-

ult of a feeling that the middle classes showed an ’insuff-

icient sympathy .... for the alleviation of their social bur-
19

dens - poverty, dlsease, and ignorance: .     Horace Mann urged

that

the influence of that broad line of demarcation which on week
days separates the workman from his master cannot be effaced
on Sundays by the mere removal of a physical barrier. The
labouring myriads, it is argued, forming to themselves a
world apart, have no desire to mingle, even though ostensibly
on equal terms, with persons of a higher qrade. Their tastes
and habits are so wholly uncongenial with the views and cus-
toms of the higher orders, that they feel an insuperable aver-
sion to an intermixture which would bring them under an in-
tolerable, constraint. The same disposition, it is said,
which hinders them from mixing in the scenes of recreation
which the other classes favour, and induces their selection
preferably of such amusements as can be exclusively confined
to their own order, will for ever operate to hinder their
attendance at religious services, unless such services can
be devised as shall become exclusively their own. 20

Enough concern was felt over the widespread neglect of

church attendance for a census of religious worship to be

authorised for 1851. This census was a church-door affair

where the ministers did the enumerating themselves, an obvious

weakness in method. Even though the number of attendances

recorded showed that ’a sadly formidable portion of the

English people’ neglected church attendance, the census did

not distinguish those persons who attended services more than

once that day, which means that the number of individual wor-

shippers was smaller still. Further, the census counted only
21

those who attended church on one particular Sunday.     The

religious worship census of 1851 does provide some fairly rel-

19. Ibid., p.clix; K.S. Inglis, Churches and the workin_n_~-

classes in Vict_orian England (Toronto, 1963), p.134
20. Census of religious worship, p.clix
21. J.A. Lasek, ’Liverpool and’the 1851 census of religious

worship, in University of Liverp_o01 Geoqraphical Society
Journal (Oct, 1972~, pp ~-4



iable information on numbers of places of worship and distrib-

ution of seating, but its findings on attendance at religious

services can only be treated as the most general indices.

Still, the census is another indication that there was a lack

of religious fervour in urban-industrial England.

But the Irish community in England showed some differ-

ences from the urban community at large. Even after all the

hardships of life in Ireland and removal to urban Britain,

the catholic church continued to exert ’a powerful and per-

vading influence’ on their lives. ’Indeed, their most strik-

ing characteristic is their unexampled religious fidelity ....

the devotion of the Irish in England to their priests in all
22

spiritual affairs has remained unaltered and unwavering,...’

This passage was written in 1880 by a prominent Irish nation-

alist and, of course, contains an element of proDaganda. But

even in 1856, it was said of the immigrant Irish that they

were ’much more likely to forget their country than to forget
23

their faith’.     Engels conceded that the exceptions to the

rule of religious apathy were ’a few of the older workers ....

those wage-earners with one foot in the middle class camp’ and

the Irish. As we have seen, a lack of clergy and church acc-

ommodation, which induced a generally remiss attitude towards

religious practice, meant that only 30-40% of Irish catholics

attended mass regularly in their own country during the early

1840s. Why would things be so different for the Irish in

England? The answer lies in a careful interpretation of

statements about ’unexampled religious fidelity’ among Irish

emigrants.

The catholic church was something much more than the rel-

igion of the essentially god-fearin~ if isrgely non-~ractic-

ing, Irish people. Through the a@ency ~f its local cleray,

¯    . :The Irish in England’ in Fort-22    J O’Connor Power,

nightly Review, xxvii (Mar, 1880) pp 411-2
23. Henry Mayhew, ’The Irish in England’ ed. David Bogue in

Dublin Review, xli (Sept, 1856) , p.496



the church evolved by the 184Os into an important social focus

in the rural community. Of all aspects of their culture, the

Irish identified most closely with their religion because it

was the most visible and enduring. Also, the personal involve-

ment of the local priest in the affairs of the community made

the church an active, useful institution which could be relied

on to work for the community’s interests. But this social pro-

minence of the church in the pre-famine Irish community had

very little to do with the practice of religion. Certainly

the parish priest was very interested in the spiritual welfare

of his parishioners and urged them to attend mass and the sac-

raments. But the priest’s concern for the community’s phys-

ical well-being and his intercessions on its behalf were not

contingent on a good turn-out at Sunday mass. Besides being

its spiritual guardian, the priest was a part of the commun-

ity and could never feel very distant from the problems of

his parishioners. This is not to say that the practice of rel-

igion was unimportant in pre-famine Ireland. Where priest and

edifice were available, attention to religious duties was

taken more and more seriously during the 183Os and 184Os, and

after the sociological and demographic shocks of the late

184Os, and early 185Os interest in religious practice expanded

very quickly. But the public exercise of religion was only

one element of the total social significance of the catholic

church in Ireland.

Emigrating from rural Ireland to urban Britain entailed

a cultural shock. On first arriving in an English town the

Irish immigrant could easily feel isolated in the new surr-

oundings. The presence of many other Irish people in these

towns made the transition easier. But the Irish brought

something with them which prevented them from feeling the full

impact of urban anomie. The hub of the immigrant community

was still the church. The disappointment and alienation an



immigrant could encounter were offset to a degree by the pre-

sence of an institution which had time and again proved it-

self reliable. The church served a depressurising function

and helped to ease the transition between the two social and

environmental atmospheres. The security of an identity as

an Irishman was an important psychological sustainer, and

an integral part of that identity was Roman Catholicism. If

an Irishman neglected its practice, he still found it import-

ant to claim the catholic religion as an indispensible part

of his individual and national character.

A manifestation of how highly the Irish in EnGland reg-

arded the maintenance of the church as an institution is

their generosity, both financially and with labour, in the

erection of churches and schools.

From their scanty and precarious earnings they give largely
and liberally to the service of their reliqion. They support
our priests and build our churches. 24

So in this sense Irish catholics in England were in a differ-

ent position from that of their protestant working-class neigh-

hours. The Irish built many of the churches they would att-

end. Their churches and their services could very much be

called ’their own’, as Horace Mann had urged in 1853.

The Irish immigration increased the number of catholics

in England by many tens of thousands. And since most of the

Irish were working-class, the catholic church was more working-

class in appearance than most protestant churches. When so

large a body of adherents were working-class it was impossible

for the clergy ~o remain aloof from them. This closer relation-

ship of the catholic clergy with the working class was advanced

by the presence of Irish priests who were accustomed to playing

an active role in community affairs. Besides giving the church

genuine working-class roots, the Irish immigration enhanced its

position generally.

24.    Ibid., p.483



It is broadly true that the churches and schools came into

being mainly to provide for the Irish catholics. The larqe
increase in the number of priests was likewise due chiefly

to the Irish immigration. A great proportion of the priests
came direct from Ireland .... to minister to their own in

England. 25

So the Irish were an important factor in the expansion and

consolidation of the institution of the catholic church in

England. Just as in Ireland, the ’churches and schools bec-

ame the chief centre of their life’ because these structures

were the physical evidence of a close cultural identity with

the church. This identification was strengthened by the fact

that the Irish built the schools and chapels with their own

money and labour.

As in Ireland, the clergy was an important part of the

Irish immigrant community.

Torn up by their roots, the priest was the last point of
orientation with their old way of life. Literate but not
far removed in social class, free from identification with
English employers and authorities, sometimes knowing the
Gaelic, the priest passed more frequently between England
and Ireland, brought news of home and sometimes of relat-
ives, could be entrusted with remittances, savings or mess-
ages. Hence it followed that the most enduring cultural

tradition which the Irish peasantry brought - to the third
and fourth generation - into England was that of a semi-

feudal, nationalist church. 26

When looking at Irish catholics in Lancashire, it must

be kept in mind that there was much more to the ’unexampled

religious fidelity’ of the Irish than attendance at mass.

The Irish were eager to identify themselves as catholics and

were active in promoting the church’s interests in England.

The catholic parish continued to be at the centre of Irish-

emigrant community life (see chapter 9). But, as information

25. Denis Gwynn, ’The Irish immigration’ in G.A. Beck (ed.) ,

The English Catholics (London, 1950), p.282
~- "Thompson, The making of the En___glish working class, p.439



from the diocese of Liverpool will show, this ’unexampled’

support for a church was only translated into regular rel-

igious practice by much less than half of its adherents.

Although the Roman Catholic church was primarily intended

to afford a way to eternal salvation, its social development

in Ireland made the public practice of its rites less import-

ant to the ’pre-famine generation of non-practising catholics’

than having a basic unit of social organisation. Even though

they had faith in a god and went to great lengths to support

a church, and maintain its edifice, formal religious worship

was secondary to the social reassurance the parochially-organ-

ised church offered to the Irish in England.

The northwest of England had a strong recusant tradit-

ion, but the heavy immigration of catholics from Ireland dur-

ing the 184Os and 185Os increased the numerical strength of

the catholic community there. Liverpool, the point of entry

for almost all the Irish immigrants to the north of England,

experienced a rapid rise in its catholic population during

1846-65 as a result of the large numbers of Irishmen arriving

in the town.

Up to 1845 six chapels were adequate to serve the town’s

catholics. Some of these were ’churches’ only in the widest

meaning of the word, since some of them were actually rooms

in stables or above shops. Two of the Liverpool chapels

dated from the eighteenth century. St Mary’s, serving the

area south of the Vauxhall Road, was established in 1741, and

St Peter’s in Seel Street followed in 1788. St Patrick’s in

Toxteth Park was opened in 1827 and St Anthony’s in 1833. The

other pre-lrish famine chapels were St Annes, Edge Hill and
27

St Vincent de Paul’s, were both founded in 1843.     In the

27. W. Far~er and’J. Br~wnhill, The VictOria history of the

county of Lancaster (London, 191]), iv, nn 51-2
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wake of the rapid increase in the number of catholics in

Liverpool, nine other parishes were organised during 1845-
28

72.

There were no statistics compiled during 1846-71 on the

number of catholic and protestant Irishmen who emigrated to

England. But there is one source available which confirms

what is generally believed to be the case. During 1855-65

the Liverpool board of guardians kept a record of the relig-
29

ious affiliation of all the persons admitted to the workhouse.

A sample of Irish inmates taken from every tenth page of the

ten volumes of workhouse registers shows that usually over 80%

of the Irish persons whose religion could be ascertained were

catholics. The figure was 79% during July 1857-February 1859

and 88% during April 1856-July 1857. Of course, this is a

sample of only those Irish people who went into the workhouse

and too much importance should not be attached to it. But it

does bear out that the vast majority of Irish emiqrants in

Lancashire considered themselves Roman Catholics, which meant

a great deal more work for the local catholic clergy.

As we have seen, many thousands of the emigrants who

arrived at Liverpool during the great famine of the late

1840s were utterly destitute and, if not already ill when they

left the steamers, they were very susceptible to any contag-

ious disease. The Roman Catholic vicar apostolic for the north-

west district, George Brown, complained in 1847 that the ’dread-

ful plague which the poor Irish have brought into our cities -

they are immersed in starvation and squalor - has upset almost
3O

all that pertains to religion and the clergy’.     The twenty-

four catholic clergymen in Liverpool in 1847, a year of very

28. Diocese of Liverpool, visitation returns, 1855, 1865

(LRO, RCLv); Farrer and Brownhill, op. cit., pp 51-2
29. LpooI, BG, workhouse registers, 1855-65 (LCL, annex, spec-

ial collections, workhouse registers, A-Z, vols. 8-17)
30. Geo. Brown, relationem de statu religionis in hoc dis-

trictu Lancastrlensi, ii July 1847 (LRO, RCLv /translated by
J. Gordon Read, ~I,R0~
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heavy immigration and savagely high mortality rates, were

very active in attending to the physical and spiritual needs

of their newly-acquired parishioners. ’Day and night they

were with the people. ’ And this attention took its toll.

Ten of the twenty-four priests died of typhus and eight others

were ill with it. ’The strain on the surviving clergy was

dreadful; hourly they faced death. ,31 This selfless activity

showed the immigrant Irish that the catholic clergy in urban

Lancashire were as dependable as they were in Ireland. Once

again they earned their place at the nucleus of the Irish comm-

unity.

At his best the Roman Catholic priest to the poor of his own
district was policeman, doctor, relieving officer, nuisances
and school board inspector, as well as spiritual father. 32

Even though urban-industrial Lancashire was a new world for

the immigrant Irish, they were still able to maintain their

cultural identity with the catholic church through the local

priests. How this continued close relationship between the

Irish immigrants and the catholic church developed socially

will be discussed in chapter 9.

Abraham Hume calculated in 1858 that, since ’among the

labouring population the number of Irish is just equal to the

number of Roman Catholics, the protestants of Irish birth being

exactly balanced by the Roman Catholics of English birth’, and

allowing for the fact that protestants ’preponderate’ in the

’higher ranks of society’, there were 99,000 catholics in

Liverpool in 1858.33 But statistics compiled by the diocese

of Liverpool, which was established in 1850, show that Hume’s

imaginative manipulations probably underestimated the size of

the catholic community. The statistics for the diocese, which

31. J. Bennet, Father Nugent of Liverpool (Liverpool, 1949),
pp 15-6

’Religious changes in Liverpool in the nine-32. R.B. Walker,
teenth century’ in Journal of Ecclesiastical Hist__oory, xix
(1968) , p.200
33. A. Hume, Condition of Liverpool (Liverpool, 1858), pp 14-5
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included Liverpool, Preston, St Helens and Widnes, are not

accompanied by any explanations about how they were compiled,

but it is possible that local priests were asked to report on

the number of persons in their parishes and the number of yearly

baptisms. So at best, these statistics can only be treated

as very crude indicators. The diocesan authorities thought

there were 106,OOO catholics in Liverpool in 1850. The dio-

cesan figures at five-year intervals were:

Table 43

No. of bap__tisms___(_Liverpoo i ) ,
1850-70

Catholic poDulation of
Liverpool (deduced from
baptisms) , 1850-70

1850 . 5,306 1850 . 106,120

1855 . 6,020 1855 . 120,4OO

1860 . 6,Oll 1860 . 120,220

1865 . 7,535 1865 . 150,7OO

1870 . 6,877 1870 . 137,540
34

If we consider that at least 85% of the 83,000 Irish-born

persons in Liverpool were catholics in 1850 we can estimate

that 70,500 of the Liverpool catholics were born in Ireland.

An analysis of census data shows that the actual size of the

Irish community, Irish-born and English-born, was at least

117,000 in 1851. Assuming conservatively that at least 85% of

the Irish community of Liverpool were catholics, there were

roughly i00,0OO Irish catholics in Liverpool in 1851, which

makes the 106,OO0 diocesan estimate appear too low. But it

does show that catholicism in Liverpool was dominated by the

Irish. In 1861 the Irish community had at least 140,OOO mere-

34. Diocese of Liverpool, catholic population, 1850-70 (LRO,

relatio status diocesis, 1847-96, RCLv)
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bers, with at least 120,7OO of them catholics. The diocese

reckoned only 120,OOO catholics in Liverpool altogether, which

shows that their figures were underestimates. There were

about 131,OOO members of the Irish community in Liverpool in

1871, which meant that at least 114,OOO of them were catholics.

The diocesan estimate of 137,540 catholics in the borough

seems more realistic than the 1850 or 1860 figures. The fact

that the number of catholics in the town was observed to be

steadily increasing up to 1865 is an indication of continued

immigration from Ireland.

But were these thousands of Irish catholics practicing

their religion in Lancashire more faithfully than they had

in Ireland? George Brown remarked in 1847 that

a great mass of the faithful come every week throughout the
whole course of the year to confession and to the holy sacra-
ment of the eucharist. These works of piety are being ad-
vanced much more frequently and with more devotion than bef-
ore.

In fact, Brown was very pleased with religious practice in

the Lancashire district.

It is of the greatest comfort to me to see what great strides
the catholic religion has made throughout this whole district,
and principally in the cities. This is manifestly clear from
the new churches which already have been constructed or are
at present being built; it is clear from the great increase
of the faithful in all congregations. The evidence of this
increase is the number of the baptised and of communicants
at Easter time. 35

Brown certainly took an optimistic view of the advance of cath-

olicism. But it is possible £hat this report does not consider

the immigrant Irish as a permanent part of the catholic comm-

unity of the northwest. Data which was collected eight years

later puts Lancashire catholicism in a clearer perspective.

35. G. Brown, relationem de statu religionis in hoc districtu

Lancastriensi, ii July 1847 (LRO, RCLv)
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In 1855 and 1865 questionnaires, called visitation

returns, were sent out to all the parishes, which were at

that time known as missions, in the diocese of Liverpool.

Besides providing general information about the physical

establishment of the various missions, the questionnaires

contained queries about church accommodation, number of
36

parishioners and general religious practice.

Not all the missions submitted returns in both years,

and not all the questionnaires returned were answered fully,

but we can get an idea of how the parishes looked to their

priests. At the very best, the parish priests were only

making rough estimates of most of the statistical data which

they returned on religious practice. Also, it should be

remembered that the total number of parishioners returned

were not obligated to attend mass or perform the Easter duty

because the aggregate figures include both the very young

and the very old, who were not expected to attend to relig-

ious duties. So these numbers must be used very carefully

in discussing the catholic faith among the Liverpool Irish.

The statistics do not tell us anything specifically about

Irish catholics. But since the Irish formed by far the lar-

gest percentage of the catholic community of the town, the

general statistics will tell us a great deal about religious

practice among them.

A quick look at the returns from the individual parishes

in 1855 and 1865 shows that observance of religious duties

varied in different parts of the town. Taking those missions

where fairly complete information is available for both 1855

and 1865, we can see that the number of parishioners was inc-

reasing, which corresponds with the trend shown in the general

diocesan estimates. The parish with the largest population

was St Patrick is in Toxteth Park. The size of the churches,

36. Diocese of Lpool, visitation, 1855, 1865 (LRO, RCLv)
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and the amount of seating, varied from the 280-seat school

chapel of St Philip Neri (the Catholic Institute), to the

2,500-3,0OO-seats in s%Patrick’s church. The pastor of Our

Lady of Reconciliation mission in the Scotland-Vauxhall area

reported in 1855 that it was ’an im o~bility for the great-

est part of my flock to attend mass’ because seating was so

limited. But still he thought 48% of his parishioners were

hearing mass regularly. Attendance at mass in 1855 showed

great disparities around Liverpool, from 30% at Holy Cross

to 72% at St Mary’s. The mean figure for those missions

returning statistics was about 48%. Even though his congre-

gation was ’of a very migratory character’, which indicated

a very high proportion of Irish families, the parish priest

of St Alban’s estimated that 46% of the people living within

the boundaries of his mission were attending mass. Ten years

later the variance of attendance percentages submitted by the

pastors was much less and the mean percentage came down to

43. But the diocesan officials were much less optimistic

about attendance at mass than were the local priests. Fig-

ures for the total number of persons in Liverpool attending

mass were compiled for the years 1864, 1866, 1868, 1869 and

1871 by the diocese of Liverpool. Comparing these statistics

with the total catholic population of Liverpool, based on the

figures of 1865 and 1870, we see that total attendance was

thought to be only 34% in 1864, 35% in 1868 and 37.5% in 1871,

all considerably below the calculations of the pastors in
37

1865.     Indeed, the raw figures show that mass attendance

during 1847-71 was very static. The statistics for 1847-9
38

and 1859 were 51,370 and 50,000, respectively.

37. Diocese of Lpool, attendance at mass, 1864-71 (LRO,

relatio status diocesis, 1847-96, RCLv)
38. T. Burke, The catholic his____tor~, of Liverpool, pp 203-4
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Table 45

Attendance at mass (Liverpool) , 1864-71

1864 . 51,233

1866 . 51,409

1868 . 49,737

1869 . 48,220

1871 . 51,350

Even if we say that between 35% and 43% of the total catholic

population was attending mass in Liverpool during the mid-

nineteenth century, these figures show that catholics were

somewhat more attentive to religious practice than other
39

sects.     But still, allowing for members of the catholic

community not bound to attend mass, both sets of figures show

a widespread neglect of religious duties among Liverpool’s

catholics, who were overwhelmingly Irish. The numbers them-

selves are not very reliable, but the proportion of the cath-

olic population that local priests and diocesan officials

thought were going to mass regularly is the important point.

Catholics are also required to attend the sacraments of

penance and holy communion each year during the Easter season.

In 1855 ten Liverpool pastors thought35% of their parisioners

attended to their ’Easter duty’. Curiously, of those answer-

ing the question on the number of parishioners neglecting the

Easter duty or falling away from the church, only one gave a

realistic figure. The pastor of St Anne’s, Edge Hill, rep-

orted that about 40% of his parishioners attended to their

Easter duty, and 50% neglected it or fell away from religious

practice altogether. The average of the other seven percent-

ages of neglectors submitted was 24%, which leaves a gap which

39.    Walker,             ’Religious changes in Liverpool’                                              , p.202
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young children and elderly persons could not possibly fill.

In 1865 only five missions sent in statistics on fulfilment

of Easter duties. St Francis Xavier and St Mary’s showed

high proportions of parishioners performing the Easter oblig-

ations, 62% and 54%, respectively, which brought the average

up to 43%. But once again the diocesan office contradicted

this optimistic picture. Usinq the diocesan population fig-

ures of 1865 as a base, the proportion of persons going to

Easter confession and communion in Liverpool was about 29%

in 1864 and only rose to roughly 32% in 1871. Even if the

pastors were correct in their optimistic estimates, a larae

percentage of Liverpool catholics appeared to neglect their

Easter duty. in 1865 the pastor of St Mary’s, after report-

ing that 54% of his parishioners attended to the Easter duty,

also stated that ’two in three’ of those same parishioners

neglected it or had fallen away from the church. His arith-

metic was not very accurate, but he was taking a realistic

view of those who were not coming to church. At St Patrick’s

and St Alban’s, where compliance with Easter obligations were

only 36% and 25%, the priests reckoned that only 13 and 18.5%

were neglecting them. Clearly, the neglect was more widespread,

as diocesan statistics will show. The number attending to the

4OEaster duty during 1847-9 was 42,354.

40. Burke, op. cit., pp 203-4
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Table 46

No. fulfilling Easter obligation (Liverpool) , 1864-71

1864 . 43,297

1866 . 39,581

1868 . 46,160

1869 . 44,228

1871 . 43,442

A particular fear of catholic churchmen in urban England

was that catholics would abandon their faith through marry-

ing non-catholics. The bishop’s office of the Liverpool dio-

cese directed in both 1855 and 1865 that questions about mixed

marriages be included in the visitation survey. One stipulat-

ion for the church’s blessing on a ’mixed’ marriage was that

any children born to the couple had to be raised as catholics.

In 1855 Holy Cross mission reported that in 76% of the 112

mixed marriages known within the mission the children were

being brought up as catholics, while in twelve such marriages

the catholic had lapsed from the faith. At St Patrick’s only

56% of the couples raised the children as catholics and 56%

of the catholic partners lapsed. In St Vincent de Paul parish

only 60% of the couples brought up their children in the cath-

olic church, while 36% of the catholic parents fell away from

the church. One-half of the couples in St Peter’s passed on

catholicism to their children. But at St Alban’s, St Anne’s

and St Augustine Vs all the couples raised the children as prac-

ticing catholics. In 1865 fewer parishes sent in complete inf-

ormation on mixed marriages. Holy Cross reported that 98% of

the mixed couples were bringing up the children as catholics.

An improvement in favour of the church was also apparent at

St Patrick’s (69%), but the percentage at St Alban’s fell to

eighty-five (160 of 189), with ’many’ catholic parents lapsing.
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Most of the priests probably had difficulty obtaining rel-

iable information about the results of mixed marriages, but

these few statistics show that quite a few mixed marriages

were being contracted by Liverpool catholics, and there was

a problem with ’leakage’ of the catholic partner and the chil-

dren.

One of the only direct allusions to Liverpool’s Irish

catholics in the visitation returns comes under the heading

of special feast days observed in the individual parishes.

In only three of the twelve Liverpool parishes for which ret-

urns survive was St Patrick’s day regarded as a special occ-

asion. The three were St Patrick’s in Toxteth Park, and St

Augustine’s and Our Lady of Reconciliation in the Scotland-

Vauxhall district of Liverpool’s north end, where many Irish

families were found.

Preston was a ’strong centre of Roman Catholicism lona
41before any large-scale Irish immigration into the town’.

It was thought that one-third of Preston’s population was

catholic during the Victorian period.42 In 1846 there were

already four catholic churches in the town. St Mary’s and

St Wilfrid’s dated from the eighteenth century, while St

Augustine’s and St Ignatius’s were opened in 1840 and 1837.

St Walburge’s church was built in 1854, and had the fourth

highest spire in England. The Church of the English Martyrs

was opened in 1867. A contemporary described Preston’s cath-

olic churches as ’capacious’ and remarked that they were ’well-
43

attended’ .

A closer examination of the Preston missions is avail-

able in the diocese of Liverpool visitation returns for 1855

and 1865. St Augustine’s provided seating for 1,3OO-1,500

41. K.M. Spencer, A social and economic geography of Preston,

1800-65, p.22

Clemsha, A history of Preston in Amounderness
(Manchester, 1912) , p.323
43. W. Dobson, The Story of Preston (Preston, 1882), pp 26-7
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persons; St Walburge’s for 2,000; and St IgnatiusSs for

1,200. After alterations in 1865, St Mary’s and St Wilfrid’s

churches accommodated 2,200 persons; and the Church of the
44

English Martyrs seated 750.     The catholic population of

Preston during 1850-70 was calculated as.

Table 47

No. of baptisms (Preston) ,
185~-70

Catholic population of Preston
~deduced from baptisms) , 1850-70

1850 . 997 1850 . 21,934

1855 . 989 1855 . 21,758

1860 . 1,280 1860 . 28,160

1865 . 1,394 1865 . 30,668

1870 . 1,269 1870 . 27,918

The Irish-born population of Preston in 1851 was 5,122. All-

owing that 85% of that number were catholic, Irish-born cath-

olics accounted for only about 4,300 of roughly 22,000. From

census data we know that there were at least 7,000 members of

the Irish community in Preston. If 85% of them were catholics,

5,950, then the Irish catholic only accounted for less than

30% of the catholics in the town. There was an Irish community

of about ii,OOO in 1861, 9,350 of whom were probably catholics,

which means the Irish community was 33% of the catholic popul-

ation. There was an Irish community of 8,200 in 1871. If

6,970 of them were catholic, they were about one-quarter of

the catholic population of the town. So even after adding on

the non-Irish-born members of the Irish catholic community,

most of Preston’s catholics were English.

It was observed in 1882 that the catholic churches of

Preston were ’well attended’ on Sundays. And the parochial

figures submitted for the visitations of 1855 and 1865 for

44. Hewitson, History of Preston, pp 512-3
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attendance at mass were encouraging. The pastor in charge

of St Wilfrid~s and St MaryVs churches, which were part of

the same mission, thought that he had practically one hun-

dred percent attendance in 1855. The mean attendance percent-

age for the three missions in the town that sent in returns

was 63%, a high number accounted for by the 100% attendance

alleged at St Wilfrid’s-St Mary’s. The mean for 1865, with

only St Augustine’s and St Walburge’s sending completed ret-

urns, was still over 50%. The statistics on mass attendance

collected by the bishop’s office were somewhat less heartening

than those submitted by the local priests, but still they

showed that Preston’s catholic community were more mindful

of participation at mass than Liverpool’s. In 1866 the dioc-

esan figure was 43%, which rose to 52% in 1871.

Table 48

Attendance at mass (Preston) , 1864-71

1864 . 11,O99

1866 . 12,935

1868 . 14,191

1869 . 13,949

1871 . 14,671

It appears from the visitation returns that Preston’s

catholics were more scrupulous about their Easter duty too.

In 1855 the pastor of St Wilfrid’s-St Mary’s added a 99%

Easter communion record to his 100% mass attendance. The

priests at St Augustine’s and St Walburge’s put the proport-

ion at 40% and 42%. In 1865 the three responding missions

reported that the Easter obligation was fulfilled by over 50%

of the parishioners. The conservative diocesan statistics

roughly confirm this.
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Table 49

No. fulfilling Easter obligation (Preston), 1864-71

1864 . 9,583

1866 . 12,188

1868 . 12,412

1869 . 13,953

1870 . 13,434

In 1866 the diocesan figure for Preston was 41%, which rose

to 50% in 1869, but fell off to 48% in 1871.

There were many marriages of catholics with non-catholics

in Preston, but it appears that ’leakage’ was not a great

problem. The pastor of St Augustine’s mission wrote in 1855

that

It rarely happens that the catholic party who has been marr-
ied to a protestant in the catholic church leaves the cath-
olic faith .... If the protestant party be the female, it
usually results in her conversion; and when not converted
she usually encourages the children to go to the catholic
school and church. In cases when the protestant party is the
male, conversion often follows; the children are usually
brought up catholics; although opposition is sometimes made
and even with disastrous results. When the parties are marr-
ied at the protestant church, the chances are much greater
against bringing up the children in the catholic faith, and
there is some danger of the catholic party giving up the prac-
tice of religion; but apostasy is none. 45

But ten years later the same parish reported that in only

29% of mixed marriages were the children raised as catholics.

Two-thirds of St Walburge’s mixed couples were thought to be

raising their children as catholics, but ’most’ of the cath-

olic partners had lapsed from the practice of catholicism.

St Ignatius’s had a 90% rate of raising the offspring of

mixed marriages as catholics in 1865. But quite apart from

45. Diocese of Lpool, visitation, Preston, 1855 (LRO, RCLv)
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the problem of leakage through marriage with non-catholics,

the pastor of St Ignatius mission found the problem of lap-

sing very great among Preston’s catholics in 1865. The prob-

lem was acute

especially at the barracks .... The same difficulty exists
with regard to a number of factory operatives and Irish who
flit from one place to another as the cotton mills shut, or
they get behind with their rent. 46

There is one other feature of this parochial survey of

Preston which relates to Irish catholics. Only St Augustine’s

mission in 1865 celebrated St Patrick’s day as a special lit-

urgical feast, but St Augustine’s served an area where very

few Irish people lived. St Walburge’s and St Ignatius’s

missions, where most of the town’s Irish lived, did not pay

special attention to the patron saint of Ireland. It may be

significant that one of the two Irish priests assigned to

Preston in 1865 was attached to St Augustine’s.

The towns of Widnes and St Helens were also included in

the diocese of Liverpool. The chapel at St Helens was called

Lowe House and was established in 1793. The pastor estimated

that there were 6,000 catholics in his jurisdiction in both

1855 and 1865. In 1851 the St Helens Irish community had at

least 3,800 members, 3,230 of whom were most likely catholics.

During the decade 1861-71 the Irish community remained at

about the same size. So the priest’s estimates of a parish

of 6,000 persons in 1855 and 1865 must be an underestimate,

but it does show that the Irish were a very significant port-

ion of the St Helens catholic community.

Lowe House itself seated 1,8OO persons and in 1862 a

second mission church, Holy Cross, seating 1,500, was opened

to serve the northern and western parts of the town. In both

1855 and 1865 the pastor at St Helens thought only 33% of

46. Diocese of Lpool, visitation, Preston, 1865 (LRO, RCLv)
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his parishioners attended mass regularly. But he calculated

that 36% looked after their Easter duty in 1855, a percent-

age which went up to fifty-one in 1865. About half the mixed

couples in St Helens were raising their children as catholics.

There was a mission at Widnes, St Bede’s, from 1760,

but it was not until 1847 that a church was consecrated, to
47replace a thatched cottage which had been in use.     The par-

ish priest at Widnes provided no statistics for the town’s

catholics in the visitation returns except that his church

seated 330 persons. But it must have been a tight squeeze at

the Sunday masses, because during 1851-61 the Irish catholic

community alone was at least 1,4OO. A second church, St

Mary’s, was opened in 1862 to accommodate the heavy Irish
48

immigration,     but in 1871 there were at least 3,500 Irish

catholics to take care of. And this does not even consider

the English catholics in the town.

The diocesan authorities in Liverpool had general stat-

istics for the parts of the diocese outside the borough limits

of Liverpool, Preston and Wigan.

Table 50

Districts outside Liverp_ool, Pre_st_on and Wigan

Baptisms, 1850-70 Catholic population (deduced from bapt-
isms), 1850-70

1850 . 2,475 1850 . 61,875

1855 . 2,982 1855 . 75,550

1860 . 3,315 1860 . 82,875

1865 . 3,934 1865 . 98,350

1870 . 3,800 1870 . 95,000

Diggle, A history of Widnes, p.23

Ibld., p.40
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With these numbers it is possible to know something about

attendance at mass in towns such as St Helens and Widnes

during 1864-71. The bishop’s office calculated that about

35% of the population of the diocese residing outside the

three major urban centres were attending Sunday mass req-

ularly. By 1868 the estimate was 38%, and it was 40% in

1871. Likewise, statistics on the performance of the Easter

duty showed that 36.5% of the catholics were thought to be

attending to it. The percentage increased to thirty-nine

in 1869 and fell back to 38% in 1871. So the catholics liv-

ing outside the three principal population centres of the dio-

cese were more conscientious about religious practice than

those living in Liverpool, but were not as reliable as the

Preston catholics.

Table 51

Districts outside Liverpool, Preston and Wiqan

Attendance at mass, 1864-71 No. fulfilling Easter obligat-
ion, 1864-71

1864 . 34,560 1864 . 35,752

1866 . 32,627 1866 . 33,151

1868 . 33,940 1868 . 34,740

1869 . 36,517 1869 . 37,275

1871 . 38,029 1871 . 35,751

Finally, the diocesan statistics include figures for the

diocese as a whole.
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Table 52

Diocese of Liverpool, 1850-70

B apt i s ms

1850 9 , 275

1855 lO,555

1860 11,25o

1865 13,562

1870 12,719

Catholic population (deduced from
baptisms)

199,433

230,116

245,423

295,096

277,464

Using the 1865 and 1870 population numbers as a base we see

that, generally, attendance at mass improved throughout the

diocese, from 34.5% of total catholics in 1864 to about 40%

in 1871. Also, the discharging of the Easter obligations

improved somewhat, from 32% in 1864 to 36% in 1871,

Table 53

Diocese of Liverpool, 1864-71

Attendance at mass Easter communicants

1864 iO1 , 756 94 , 248

1866 iO1,886 89,161

1868 103,289 98,978

1869 104 , 144 iO1,291

1871 109 , 642 99 , 245

These proportions indicated a move towards improvement in

fidelity to religious practice among catholics in the dio-

cese of Liverpool, but there was still a good deal of ground

to make up. There were other hopeful signs for the diocesan

authorities. During 1873-85 the aggregate numbers attending

mass and discharging their Easter duty was showing a slow

rise.
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Table 54

Attendance at mass, diocese of Liverpool, 1873-85

1873 1874 1875 1876 1881 1885

Liverpool 48,823 51,523 51,544 51,928 54,970 55,623

Preston 14,312 15,O69 15,224 16,172 16,395 17,620

St Helens . . . 4,088 4,720 5,684

Total 105,119 109,331 111,239 118,928 128,856 138,262

Easter communicants, diocese of Liverpool, 1873-85

1873 1874 1875 1876 1881 1885

Liverpool 43,O16 47,964 51,832 51,194 53,790 51,147

Preston 13,989 13,960 14,260 15,O26 17,234 17,667

St Helens . . . 3,491 4,712 6,281

Total 98,135 105,690 111,743 116,615 128,879 135,O54

Efforts were made to impress on young Lancashire cath-

olics the importance of the practice of religion. In all but

one mission, St Augustine’s in Liverpool, all children attend-

ing catholic schools were given special opportunities for att-

49ending mass and the sacraments regularly.     But this train-

ing bore fruit very slowly, as the sluggish rise in percent-

ages of attendants at mass shows.

The diocesan visitation returns provide the nationalities

of the priests assigned to the responding missions. In 1855

nine of the thirty-two priests assigned to the towns of

Liverpool, Preston, St Helens and Widnes were born in Ireland;

and all nine were working in Liverpool. By 1865 the number of

clergy in the four towns increased to forty-six. Eighteen of

these were Irish, sixteen of whom were in Liverpool. The other

49. Diocese of Lpool, school returns, 1858, 1864 (LRO, schools

religious examination and inspection returns, RCLv)
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two were in Preston. The bulk of the clergy in Lancashire

appears to have been English, but there were a few Belgian,

French and Italian priests too. Had all the missions sub-

mitted returns more Irish priests might be revealed, but,

altogether, it does not appear that Irish immigrant clergy

had a very great impact on Lancashire except in Liverpool,

where the Irish catholic community was most extensive. Even

though relatively few of the catholic priests in Lancashire

during the nineteenth century were Irish, the catholic clergy

still occupied a central position in the Irish immiqrant comm-

unity. We shall see in chapters 9-12 that the clergy exerted

this authority repeatedly during 1846-71 to head off any

threat of an intercommunal confrontation arising from Irish

exuberance or national differences between English and Irish.

In sermons and pastoral letters they urged restraint on their

Irish parishioners to prevent them from becoming embroiled in

factional or sectarian feuds. Of course, the catholic church,

in Ireland or England, was a basically conservative body which

supported the authority of established institutions and opp-

osed violence. But the fact that English priests probably

could not sympathise totally with, for example, the national

aspirations of the Irish Confederates or the Fenians would

make him more inclined to anticipate and denounce any threat

to the peace from the Irish community. But since a large part

of the catholic population of England was from within the

Irish community, particularly in Lancashire, future generat-

ions of English priests would be much closer to the Irish

community in sympathies and background.

The summary statistics compiled for ascertaining the

state of the diocese of Liverpool and the information con-

tained in the visitation returns tell us a qreat deal about

catholicism in Lancashire. But as interesting as it all is,

it must be remembered that there is no way of judging the

accuracy of the diocesan figures. Also, many parish priests were
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probably overestimating or simply guessing at figures they

quoted for attendance at mass and fulfilment of the Easter

duty. These statistics tell us most when they are reduced

to the proportions that the bishop’s office or local priests

thought were observing religious practice. At best, the stat-

istics are very crude approximations which corroborate contem-

porary opinion that, even when allowance is made for chil-

dren and elderly people who were not expected to participate

in the public rites of the church, a large proportion of cath-

olics in urban Lancashire, proably 30-40%, were neglecting rel-

igious practice. Liverpool’s estimates were below those for

the diocese as a whole or those for Preston, and this in spite

of over a dozen catholic churches in the town. Liverpool’s

catholic community was overwhelmingly working-class Irish in

composition and these figures reflect on their general attit-

ude to the practice of religion. Preston showed the best

percentages in the diocese. There the Irish made up a much

smaller part of the catholic community, the majority being

well-settled natives of the north of England. It cannot be

conclusively proved, but it seems that Horace Mann was correct

in surmising that working-class people, such as the vast maj-

ority of immigrant Irish catholics, were much less likely to

feel religious responsibility than middle-class persons.

Unfortunately, there is very little information available

on catholics in Manchester, Salford or Oldham, which were loc-

ated in the diocese of Salford. There was a third diocese in

Lancashire, the diocese of Lancaster, but there was little imm-

igration to that part of the county during 1846-71. Fr John

Allen, secretary to the present bishop of Salford, informs me

that the diocesan offices have been moved several times during

the last century, and in those removals archives relating to

the period 1846-71 were lost. On the parochial level, visits

to eight catholic churches in Manchester, Oldham and Salford
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produced very little information of any kind. Since 1898

each parish has been required to keep a log-book of any sig-

nificant events, but the only parish which has any records

dating back to the 1846-71 period is St John’s, Salford,

which was the residence of the bishop of the diocese. St

Wilfrid’s, Hulme, also has a ’minute’ book which contains

references to events in the mid-nineteenth century, but it

is undated and appears to be a twentieth-century production.

From these scattered sources it is possible to know something

about Irish catholics in Manchester, Salford and Oldham4.9a

The period 1845-80, which saw large-scale Irish immigrat-

ion into southeast Lancashire, was also a period of expanded

building of catholic churches. ’During the years when Irish

immigration was at its height, Salford diocese erected most
5O

of its churches.’      Up to the 183Os Manchester had three

catholic churches, St Chad’s (1773) , St Mary’s (1794) , and

St Augustine’s (1820). St Patrick’s, Livesey Street, was

established in 1832 specifically to accommodate the growing
51

Irish community of Manchester.     The parish was very large,
52

30,000 souls, and there were 1,5OO baptisms each year. St

Wilfrid’s, in a still open part of Hulme, opened in 1842,

and was followed by St Anne’s, Crumpsall, in 1849. As with

St Patrick’s, Fr Allen says these three parishes were formed

mainly to handle the larger numbers of catholics which resul-

ted from the increase in Irish immigration during the 184Os.

Typhus fever spread to epidemic proportions during 1847-

8, at the same time that large numbers of Irishmen were arr-

iving in Manchester. St Wilfrid’s parish log-book says that

the epidemic among the Irish in the Hulme district of

Manchester kept the two priests assigned to the parish ’occ-

50. W. Prestwich, The Roman Catholic_~pulation of Lancashire:
Its distribution and occupations (unpublished B.A. thesis,

University of Liverpool, 1937) , p. ll
51. R. Earley, Silver jubilee souvenir, St Patrick’s Livesey
Street (Manchester, I--9~5 , no pagination
F’A

52. Ibid.
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upied from morning to night in the sorrowful duty of admin-
53

istering the last sacraments to the dying’.     Both priests

contracted typhus, but they recovered. A young curate at

St Patrick’s, Fr E. Unsworth, contracted typhus while working
54

among sick Irish and died in 1847. Just as the priest’s

active participation in community affairs helped him obtain a

special eminence among his parishioners in Ireland, the ded-

ication the catholic clergy in Manchester, and in other

Lancashire towns, exhibited in helping sick and destitute

Irish immigrants, brought them very close to the catholic

community of southeast Lancashire.

The very bad conditions in nineteenth-century Manchester them-
selves made for a close contact between clergy and people, for
the prevalence of disease necessitated the frequent visitations
of the clergy amongst them .... in visiting one sick or dying
person in a house inhabited by Irish, a priest must have come
into contact with many others .... 55

Certainly, the fact that parishioners of an urban catholic

mission lived in a much closer proximity to each other than

they would in rural Ireland made it easier for the Driest to

circulate among them. The presence of the catholic clergy

in the immediate vicinity of neighbourhoods where Irish people

livedwas an important social influence which helped the imm-

igrants to adjust to their new urban surroundings. Even when

everything else looked completely different, they still could

look to the church for spiritual reinforcement and for a soc-

ial focus.

There are no diocesan or parochial records to tell us

anything about the practice of religion among catholics in

southeast Lancashire during 1846-71, not even some unreliable

statistics. But it is probably not unreasonable to say that

53. St Wilfrid’s Roman Catholic church, minutes, 1847 (St

Wilfrid’s presbytery, Hulme, M/R)
54. Earley, op. cit.
55. Brock, Irish immigrants in Manchester, part I, chapter 3,
no pagination
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the unrefined estimations made by the diocese of Liverpool

are a fair indication that a large section of catholics in

the Manchester area were not practicing their religion.

Likewise, we do not know even roughly what size the catholic

population of southeast Lancashire was during the mid-nine-

teenth century. But we can get an idea of the approximate

size of the Irish catholic community of Manchester, Salford

and Oldham. Assuming that at least 85% of the Irish-born

communities of the three towns were catholics, the minimum

catholic communities in three census years were as follows:

Table 55

Irish’born catholic population of southeast Lancs, 1851-71

1851 1861 1871

Manchester 39,565 38,409 24,613

Salford 6, iO1 7,812 7,852

Oldham 2,332 4,9 44 3,006

Adding in non-Irish-born members of the Irish catholic comm-

unity, the totals were:

Table 56

Total Irish catholic community, 1851-71

1851 1861 1871

Manchester 58,650 76,044 51,731

Salford 8,847 12,655 13,584

Oldham 3,380 8,059 5,922

So there were many catholics around Manchester among the Irish

community. One estimate states that there were about 92,950

Roman Catholics in Manchester-Salford in 1861. Addinq the Irish
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catholic communities for those two towns in 1861, 88,699,

it is plain that even allowing for inaccuracies in this

contemporary appraisal, the catholic population of south-

east Lancashire was predominantly Irish.

The growth of the catholic population of southeast

Lancashire due to the immigration of Irish catholics was

reflected in the number of parishes established during the

post-184Os period. During the twenty years preceding 1871,

six parishes were added to Manchester’s existing seven. Over

in Salford, St John’s parish, the diocesan cathedral parish,

was only organised in 1848. The borough had this one parish

to administer to a catholic community of at least 15,0OO up

to 1863, when St Peter’s parish was created. Mt Carmel and

St Joseph’s were added in 1866 and 1871, respectively.

Oldham’s first catholic mission, St MaryVs, was founded in

1839. This single church was inadequate and St Mary’s,

Failsworth, between Manchester and Oldham, took on some of

the excess from 1845. The second parish in Oldham itself,

St Patrick’s, came into existence in 1858. Since the cath-

olic population declined during the 186Os, no more missions

were necessary to serve the borough. Altogether, ten new

parishes were set up during the 185Os and 186Os in Manchester,

Salford and Oldham to accommodate the larger Irish catholic

population.

But it is not enough to look at the catholic church

simply as a religious institution when considering it in

its relation with the Irish. The size of the catholic pop-

ulation and the proportion of practicing members are imp-

ortant questions, but its social position among the Irish

in urban Lancashire is an equally significant theme, which

will be discussed in more detail in chapter 9.
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The cultural primacy of the catholic church was not

diminished among the Irish emigrants who went to Lancashire

during the mld-nineteenth century. The immense influence

the clergy had among the Irish catholics was not the result

of a ’psychological terror’ brought about by threats of eter-
56

nal damnation.     It is true that the moral authority of the

clergy was formidable among the Irish and we shall see some

examples of this in chapters 9-12. But J t is an oversimpli-

fication to look at the central position of the clergy as

the product of spiritual blackmail, the inevitable result of

a relationship cemented by liberal doses of brimstone. The

priest achieved his position by proving himself a temporal,

as well as spiritual, leader. ’The priest was the only auth-
57

ority to whom the Irish labourers showed any deference.’

Identifying so closely with their local parish, the Irish in

Lancashire were prepared to support the priest and to build

churches and schools with their own funds, and sometimes with

their own hands. But while they were anxious to maintain

their parishes, they often did not practice their religion,

perhaps rarely visiting the churches they helped to build and

support. It was not that the Irish overlooked church attend-

ance when they emigrated during 1846-71. Up to that time att-

itudes towards religious practice were very relaxed in Ireland,

so there was not really a tradition of ardent church-going in

rural Ireland prior to 1850. The mid-nineteenth century emi-

grants represented a ’culture of poverty that had been in the

making in Ireland since the late eighteenth century because of
58

the pressure of population on the means of subsistence’.

The socio-economic climate in the Ireland of 18OO-50 was not

conducive to the production of pious Roman Catholics. But

after 1850 the ’culture of poverty was broken up in Ireland

by emigration, and the new circumstances created by that break
59

up allowed for the emergence of other values’.

56.
57.
58.
59.

Thompson, Making of the EnHlish working class, p.438
Ibid., p.438

’Devotional revolution’Larkin, , p.651

Ibid., p.651
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During 1850-85 there was no Vdevotional revolution’

among Irish catholics in Lancashire. Catholic statistics,

though unreliable, exist only for the diocese of Liverpool.

They tell very little about Irish catholics soecifically,

but since the Irish community was such a large part of the

catholic population, the Liverpool figures give us a qood

idea of religious practice among the Irish. Although the

population of Liverpool rose by 42.3% between 1861 and 1891,

the percentage of attendances at mass remained remarkably
6O

static.     It was estimated that church attendance among

Liverpool catholics was around 40% of the total in 1891.

But still, ’the Roman Catholics attended church more reg-
61ularly than did the Anglicans’. It is probably safe to

apply these generalisations about Liverpool catholics to

Lancashire as whole. The Liverpool diocesan statistics

show a slow rise in total attendance at Sunday mass, but

there is no way of knowing whether the Irish immigrants, their

descendants or the English catholics were contributing most

to this increase.

Another important point to keep in mind while discussing

Irish catholics in Lancashire during the mid-nineteenth cent-

ury is that they dominated catholicism in the northwest of

England. And it is not an overestimate to say that, because

of their numerical preponderance, Irish catholics looked upon

themselves, and were looked upon, as the vanguard of cathol-

icism in England. When the first viable catholic newspaper

for the northwest, the Lancashire Free Press, was started in

1859, its first leader paid special tribute to the foremost

catholic community in the north of England. The Irish were

’that element which has formed the mainstay, the procreating
62

power, and the propagandism of catholics in England’.     So

besides the tradition of close identification with the church,

60.
61.
62.

Walker, ’Religious change in Liverpool’, p.202
Ibid., p.202

Lancs Free Press, 1 Oct 1859
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as the premier national institution of Ireland, the attach-

ment of the immigrant Irish with the church was strengthened

by the fact that they were its principal representatives in

the chiefly protestant north of England. But this close conn-

ection was manifest more in social and financial terms than

in regular religious worship. But let us turn to another

very important function of the Roman Catholic church in

Lancashire, schooling.



Chapter    8

Education for the Lancashire Irish

One of the major problems confrontinq urban Lancashire

society during the mid-nineteenth century was widespread

ignorance and a lack of school facilities.

Both the demand for education and its supply are deficient.
This amounts to saying (i) that the people do not desire
light as they ought to do; and (2) that if they were to do so,
it would he found that the lamps have not been placed at the
darkest and most dangerous spots.    1

It was 0f%en pointed out that the lack of schooling among the

working classes in large towns contributed to the brutalisat-

ion of that stratum of society. ’It is important to note

that ignorance coincides to a great extent with crime and also
2

with pauperism.’    Illiteracy also hindered the physical imp-

rovement of the urban environment and was a particular prob-

lem for towns such as Liverpool, which did not need any add-

itional obstacles to amelioration. ’Thousands could not read

the cellar-eviction orders, the midden-emptying application

forms, the regulations posted in each lodging house and slaughter

,3house and so on.

In the mid-186Os there still was widespread ignorance.

Reports of illiteracy in Ancoats, Manchester, were alarming

because they linked ignorance with indifference to an un-

healthy environment. At a house in the Oldham Road, where

the weekly family income was 27s., a decent take-home sum

at the time, there were ten children. Five of t~e children

were eleven years of age and over and not one of them, or

i.    Abraham Hume, ’Facts and suggestions connected with ori-
mary education, with illustrations from the Borough of

Liverpool’ in Trans Hist Soc Lancs-Ches, new series, x, (1869-
70), p.37 ................
2. Ibid., p.37
3. Midwinter, Old Liverpool, pp 112-3
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4
their mother, was able to read.    Two more depressing examples

came from Irish neighbourhoods, one from Pott Street Court,

Ancoats. Pott Street Court was ’closed at both ends and it

is approached through a passage about eight yards long and

about thirty inches wide’, iii people lived in the court
5

in 1861, sixty-two of whom were Irish-born.    The population

thinned out to sixty-six by 1871, thirty-two of them being

Irish-born, and only two of the households in the court being
6

non-Irish.    The house visited had only two rooms, ’one up

and one down’, and it was ’filthy dirty’. Six children lived

there, four over eleven years of age, one eight and one five,

and the father was asked if he wanted to send his children

to school. He answered in the negative because he wanted to

send the five oldest ones out to work. The Newtown area was

also known for its large Irish community, and there a Manchester-

Salford Education Aid Society caller found a house in Dimity

Street where an Irish shoemaker lived with his wife and seven

children. The eldest child, fifteen years old, could read

’imperfectly’, but no other member of the family had any school-

ing at all. The father declined a grant to help send his child-

ren to school ’on the grounds that they have no clothes’. The

house was ’very filthy’ and the shoemaker was working ’bare-
7footed and half-naked’.    But the period 1845-71 was one of

great improvement on the educational scene in Lancashire’s

towns, and in urban Britain generally.

Before 1871 there were only two publicly-owned schools

in the whole of Great Britain, the North and South Corporat-

ion schools in Liverpool. All other schools were provided

privately or, principally, under the auspices of the various

religious denominations. The need for schooling among the

growing numbers of urban children was recognised by the churches

4.    John Riley to M/R-Salford Education Aid Society, 21 Dec
1865 (M/RCL, archives, reports on the homes of families in

Ancoats, M98/293)
5.    Census of England and Wales, M/R, 1861 (PRO, RG 9/2834,

ED 37, pp 33-6)
6.    Census of England and Wales, M/R, 1871 (PRO, RG 10/4033,

ED 37, pp 51-3)
7. J. Stott to Mr Botherfon, 26 Feb 1866 (M/RCL, archives,
report on the homes of families in Ancoats, M98/297)
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early in the nineteenth century. Although the middle classes

could have their children instructed privately or in day

schools, the working class relied chiefly on Sunday schools,

when they relied on a school at all. All the churches supp-

orted Sunday schools locally, but many were run by individuals

and secular groups. ’Unlike church attendance, qoin~ to
8

Sunday school was definitely a mass experience.’    The advan-

tages of Sunday schools were that they were inexpensive to

staff one day in the week; they did not require a permanent

site; and they made it possible for scholars to work in fac-

tories during the week. The Sunday schools very often had

little or nothing to do with religious instruction. Early

in the nineteenth century they had been heavily weighted tow-

ards religious instruction, but by the 183Os they were almost

’entirely secular schools devoted to teaching reading, writ-

ing and accounts’, even though they usually were connected to
9one of the religious denominations.    Sometimes the teachers

were knowledgeable and dedicated, but usually they were not

very far ahead of their pupils. Very little was offered in

most Sunday schools and the children learned very little,

which they had difficulty retaining during the week. But it

was one of the only alternatives working parents had if they

wanted to provide a semblance of learning for their children.

During the first half of the nineteenth century ’dame’

schools proliferated in large towns. These were private aff-

airs, often run by elderly women who needed the few pence in

fees the children would bring in. They were more useful to

working-class parents as baby-sitting services than as schools,

because children too young for factory work could be looked

after during the day. The ’school: usually consisted of a

single room, which could be located in a cellar. There was

seldom any ventilation and very little to be learned from the

, teacher., .

¯

9.
Foster, Class strug_gle, p.215
Ibid., pp 215-6
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In some of these schools no books were provided and the chil-
dren depended upon the chance that one of them would bring a
book from home. In the majority only one of two books were
found, iO

There were also ’common day schools’, which were of a better

standard than dame schools, but ’still very little fitted

to give a really useful education to the children of the
ii

lower classes’.     Most day school teachers had only slightly

more ability than their dame school counterparts. Not surpris-

ingly, the dame and common day schools were known as ’mock
12

schooling’,       and even though the number of better denominat-

ional schools was increasing during 1845-70, the ’mock’schools

were slow to disappear. The financial circumstances of working-

olsss parents encouraged mock schooling because they usually

preferred a cheap dame school, where there was little to be

learned, to a somewhat more expensive school, where their

children would stand a better chance of acquiring some useful
13

knowledge.     If they did not actually impede the cause of

education for the urban working class, the ’mock’ schools

certainly did little to further it. But by the mid-184Os

dame schools and common day schools were dwindling in number

as denominational schools increased.

Mechanics institutes, where working people could 8o to

hear lectures or consult books in the library, were established

in many towns during 1820-50. But the v great and fatal defect’

�)f° these institutions as a means of instruction for the work-

ing class was that the persons attending the lectures generally

lacked the fundamental background needed to appreciate what

was being said. The libraries and, where they existed, tut-

orial classes could not compensate for inadequate elementary

i0. S.D. Simon, A century of city qovernment: Manchester,
1838-1938, pp 218-9
ll.~~-0~ed in Ibid., pp 218-9
12. P. Lord, History of education in Oldham (unpublished

thesis, 1940), p.142
13.    Ibid., pp 142-3
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learning.14 The availability of inexpensive newspapers is

one incentive for people to learn to read and keep in prac-

tice. But up to the mid-183Os the working class could not

even read newspapers regularly, because the stamp duty of

4d., the ’tax on knowledge’, made newspapers luxury items.

The duty was reduced to one penny in 1834 and not completely
]5

removed until 1855. But as illiteracy qradually declined

there was a greater demand for books, which gave an impetus

to the establishment of public libraries. Salford’s lib-

rary and museum opened in 1848 and Manchester’s in 1852. The

library at Liverpool opened in 1853, and St Helens and Preston
16

had libraries before 1860. Wide circulation of inexpensive

popular fiction and newspapers was another encouraging sign,

because even if they did not particularly enhance the reader’s
17

intellect, reading as a pastime was catching on.

The year 1833 saw two acts of parliament aimed at making

primary learning available to more children. Under the factory

act of 1833 children under the age of nine were forbidden to

work in mills or factories. Those between the ages of eight

and thirteen were only allowed to work eight hours in a day,

and they were required to attend school for at least two hours

daily,18 An amending act of 1844 further limited working hours

for the eight to thirteen age group to six and a half each day,

and the whole shift had to be worked before or after dinner.

The school attendance requirement was raised to three hours a

day. This placed schooling for factory children on a better

basis and encouraged the establishment of more schools bec-

ause the public day schools could now be attended more conven-
19

iently by factory children.     To comply with the act, some

14. J.W. Adamson, English education, 1789-1902 (Cambridge,
1930, reprlnted, 1964) , p.41
15.    Ibid., p.41
16. J.L. and Barbara Hammond, The age of the Chartists, 1832-
54 (London, 1930), p.343
~-7. Ibid. , p. 322
18. Adamson, op. cit., pp 34-5
19. Lord, op. cit., pp 131-2
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millowners started schools in their factories. Some of these

factory schools were good, but in general they were notorious

for brief, sterile sessions conducted by teachers who were

sometimes recruited among disabled or retiring employees who

were no longer fit for other work. Even though factory ins-

pectors preferred good schools to poor ones, they had no auth-

ority to criticise the type of education factory children rec-

eived. ’Only the mere form of school attendance could be en-

forced. ,20 Those children working in factories where a school

was not provided on the premises were required to be enrolled

in a school in the neighbourhood. Unfortunately, the private

day schools and dame schools were recognised under the factory

act as furnishing adequate schooling for working children. To

many factory owners ’a school was a school, and that was the
21

end of it’. But shortaqes of space in neiqhbourhood schools,

the fact that factory children were only available for school-

inq during certain hours of the day and the often abysmal qua]-

ity of the schools they attended meant that, effectively, most

factory children received very little in the way of schooling.

Another major defect in the factory legislation was that

it applied only to children employed in mills and factories.

So in towns such as Liverpool, Widnes and St Helens, where

there was very little employment of school-age children in

industry, there was no statutory obligation for any child to

attend school. Likewise, children who lived in Manchester,

Preston or Oldham and did not work in a factory were not req-

uired to attend school. The factory legislation was double-

edged, to limit childrens’ working hours and to make learning

available to more children. But by the 186Os ’it was becoming

increasingly clear .... that the best factory act would be an

education act, for if children were compelled to attend school,
22they could not go to work’.

20, Simon, op. cit., pp 224-5
21. Lord, op. clt., p.143
22. W.H.G. Armytage, Four hundred years of English education
(Cambridge, 1964) , p.138
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The first government subsidies to aid schools began in

1833 with a grant, which became annual, of £20,000 for build-

ing schools in England and Wales. In the early years of this

subsidy the treasury distributed the funds through the National

and British and Foreign school societies. The National Soc-

iety founded schools under the established church and the

British and Foreign was undenominational. Although this grant

was permissive, the treasury did outline some rules to be ob-

served regarding this money.

The treasury laid it down that the building only of school-
rooms could be aided, that preference should be given to large
towns and cities where the need was most pressing; and after
inquiry whether existing charitable funds would not suffice
for the purpose, grants would be made on the recommendation
of one or the other of the two societies, provided that a
given school was likely to be permanently maintained, that
its private contributions would at least equal ’pound for
pound’ the amount of its grant, and that the school account
would be audited ... no child was compelled to attend, nor
was the school subject to inspection by state officials. 23

The parliamentary grant increased to £30,000 in 1839 and by
24

1850 it was £125,OOO. In 1857 parliament was spending
25

£663,435 annually on schools. During 1846-7 the Committee

of Council supervising the disbursement of the yearly grant

formulated trust deeds which could be adapted to National,

British and Foreign, Wesleyan and Roman Catholic schools.

From this time every school receiving government money was

administered under one of these deeds, which required ’a

considerable lay element in the managing committees; provis-

ion must be made for religious instruction and the schools

26must accept government inspection’.

This relatively simple system of grants for denominational

school building and maintenance was in operation until 1862

when a ’New Code’ was introduced. The new scheme brought pay-

23.
24.
25.
26.

Adamson, op. cit., p.34
Ibld., p.146
Ibid., p.202
Ibid., p.146
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ment by results to British schooling. A capitation grant

was set, subject to a minimum 200 attendances in a year and

successful examinations in the 3Rs. Children below the age

of six years were not examined and their grant was payable

on attendance. For examination purposes, the students were

divided into six standards, for as many years at school,

up to the aqe of twelve. One of the first obvious results

of the ’New Code’ was a reduction in the amount of public

money spent on schools. In 1861 £813,441 was appropriated

for elementary schools. By 1865 the figure fell to about
27

£735,000. The ’New Code’ reduced the cost of public supp-

ort for education, but it also ’impoverished’ the curriculum.

A teacher’s reputation and income depended on a high number

of passes in the 3Rs and there was a great deal of often cruel

concentration on work done by slow children. This resulted

in a neglect of brighter children, and of creativity gener-
28

ally.     But under the 1862 system there wa~, no compulsion

for local bodies to build schools or for children to attend

those which existed. An act of 1870 went far towards remedy-

ing this situation.

The education act of 1870 (33 & 34 Vict., c.75), ’made

schooling universal only in the sense that it was designed

to provide sufficient schools everywhere within reach of all
29

children between the ages of five and thirteen’.     Wherever

the Education Department, created in 1856, found a deficiency

of school accommodation, it had the authority to order the

election of a school board to provide enough places for every

child who would not be taken care of in a religious school or

privately. A voluntary system of private and denominational

schools was allowed to coexist with the new public schools,

but they were ineligible for any money derived from the local

rates. Free schoolinq was provided only for the very poor

and all other scholars had to pay a weekly fee. Individual

27.
28.
29.

Ibid., pp 230-1
Ibid., pp 231-2
Ibid., p.356
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school boards had the power to make school attendance mandat-

ory for all children of the legal school age, but enforcement
3O

of obligatory attendance was optional.      Since school capa-

city had to be expanded, obligatory school attendance for all

children was not practicable in 1870. But enough schools

existed in 1880 to allow the introduction of universal compul-

sory schoolin~]. The education act of 1870 reco~nised that at

that date, despite improvements during the previous twenty-

five years, ’both the demand for education and its supply are

deficient ’ .

The Roman Catholic Vicar Apostolic of the northwest,

George Brown, had a favourable opinion of efforts to provide

catholic schooling in Lancashire in 1847.

I cannot praise enough all the clergy .... for the zeal, ind-
ustry and self-denlal with which they have striven (notwith-
standing many hindrances arising partly from poverty, partly
from the envy of heretics) to raise these schools of religion
in which children of catholic parents may be brought up in the
principles of the faith and good conduct, and thus be preser-
ved safe from the falseI low opinions of non-catholics. For
this good and necessary task the lay people have qiven approp-
riate help to the priests, without which they could not have
succeeded. At present, no mission or public chapel is without
its neiqhbourinq school, two, or at most three, excepted ....
In the cities schools of this kind are abundant, especially in

Liverpool, Manchester, Preston .... Missionary Driests visit
them almost every day .... 31

What was the situation in the individual towns of Lancashire

during the mid-nineteenth century?

Liverpool was unique in Britain because from 1826 the

corporation maintained two elementary schools, one for the

north side of the town and another for the south. Each acc-

ommodated 200 pupils and up to 1842 catholic and protestant

children went to school together. But protestant agitation

against non-denominational education put an end to this unique

30.    Ibid., pp 356-7
31. Geo. Brown, relationem de statu reliqionis in hoc dis-

trictu Lancastriensi, ii July 1847 (LRO, RCLv)
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experiment. School facilities above the dame school level

for children of Irish catholics had to be provided voluntar-

ily by the catholic parishes in the towns. There was a great

increase in the provision of denominational elementary schools

among all reliqious groups during 1840-70 in Liverpool and

many influential citizens thought that the problem of inade-

quate elementary school facilities was beinq solved through
32

the expansion of the denominational system.

The catholics were the ’most active, as was perhaps nat-
33

ural, since they were starting almost from scratch’. The

great activity behind the expansion of the catholic school

system in Liverpool, and in Lancashire generally, had two mot-

ivations. First of all, catholics were anxious to provide

their children with the bases of ]earning, the 3Rs. Irish

catholics had great respect for learninq. There was, of

course, the casual hedge school custom in rural Ireland, but

the national school system inaugurated in the 183Os, while

making steady progress aqainst illiteracy, also gave Ireland

the experience of a formal national educational system, which

the Irish took with them when they emigrated. Secondly, the

catholic schools in Lancashire were intended to reinforce the

catholic faith of the pupils by providing religious instruct-

ion. Besides the 3Rs, all catholic schools provided lessons

on the tenets of the catholic religion, on weekdays for the

regular pupils and on Sundays for those who could not be acc-

ommodated during the week. There is almost no specific men-

tion of the Irish catholics in Liverpool, or those in any other

town, in the available sources on education in Lancashire.

But, as we saw in chapter 7, catholics were such a dominating

part of the catholic community all over urban Lancashire, with

the exception of Preston, that we can assume that any general

discussion of catholic education refers to the Irish directly.

White, History of Liverpool, p.141
Ibid., p.141
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An account of the extension of catholic schools in urban

Lancashire will tell us a great deal about the educational

opportunities open to the children of the Irish during 1846-

71.

The first indication of how far catholic education was

progressing in Liverpool was supplled by Abraham Hume in
34

1853. He counted 8,193 places available in catholic schools.

Hume also found that ’in general, the Roman Catholic schools

are very well placed’, which meant that catholics, particularly

the Irish community, were able to make full use of the avail-
35

able accommodation.      In this resDect catholics were better

off than other parts of the populace. In 1858 Hume estimated

places were needed for 76,467 school children in Liverpool,

’but neither in the extent of accommodation nor in the pos-

ition of it, is our supply equal to the demand’. Altogether,

there were places for 44,797 children in Liverpool schools,

and 10,663 of those places were provided in catholic schools.

In percentage terms, there was accommodation for only 58% of

the town’s school-aged children in 1858, leaving over 40% of

them with no places at all.

But when we take into account the very discouraging fact that
in general the schools of the town are supplied in districts
where they are less necessary and withheld from districts to
which they are more necessary, these numbers chanqe places.
The smaller 42 percent, represents fully the practical supply
of school accommodation; and the larger 58 percent, represents
the deficiency, or the difference between demand and supply.

The catholic schools which were being built durinq the 185Os

to handle the increased catholic population were well situated

to serve neighbourhoods where many catholics lived. The main

problem with the catholic schools was that, although they were

located in the right places, there were not enough of them for

all the catholic children who needed schooling.

36

34. A. Hume, ’On the education of the poor in Liverpool’ in

Re__port of the tw_enty-third meetinq of the British Association
for the Advancement of Science (1853), pp 103-6
35. Ibid., p.lO6
36. A. Hume, Condition of Liverpool (Liverpool, 1858), pp 18-9
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The diocese of Liverpool took a great interest in educ-

ational matters and wanted to make sure that catholic schools

within its jurisdiction offered a good standard of schooling.

In 1858 diocesan inspectors were sent around to the diocese’s

eighty-two missions to report on catholic schools generally,
37

and to examine the 12-13,OOO students on their catechism.

The inspectors visited fourteen parishes in Liverpool. 8,613

students were on the class lists in the town’s mission schools,

4,086 boys and 4,527 girls. But this understates the total

number of students attending catholic schools because there

were three other catholic instititions not affiliated with

particular parishes, St Thomas’s, the Catholic Institute, Hope

Stree%, and a school in Blac~%oc~: Street, which accommodated

an additional 1,4OO pupils. So Hume’s estimate of catholic

schooling for iO,OOO students appears to be pretty accurate.

The diocesan school returns contain, besides a class list,

a summary of the numbers of scholars who attended on the day

of the oral catechism examination.

Table 57

Class lists, Liverpool, 1858

Class list Exam list
Difference

School Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total

St Nicholas 367 472 839 241 214 455 384
St Joseph 251 155 406 231 193 424 -
St Francis X 406 269 675 303 167 470 205
St Patrick 401 550 951 364 250 614 337
St Vincent 350 - 350 314 - 314 36
St Peter 140 532 672 152 272 424 248
St Anne 166 211 377 121 121 242 135
St George - 145 145 - 94 94 51
St Elizabeth - 24 24 - 24 24 -
St Anthony 620 426 1,O46 369 394 763 283
St Mary 320 586 906 260 437 697 209
Holy Cross 360 400 760 243 298 541 219
St Augustine 449 292 548 227 201 428 120

37. Diocese of Lpool, school returns, Lpool, 1858 (LRO, schools

religious examination and inspection returns, RCLv)
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Since attendance at school was not compulsory during this

period, the number of daily attendances was often consider-

ably below the number of scholars ’on the books’. Sometimes

parents did not have enouqh money to pay the weekly school

fees, while other parents lacked the interest in education

to urge their children to attend their lessons regularly. So

it is not surprisinq to see that large numbers of children

were absent on the day of the inspector’s visit. St Elizabeth’s

school for girls had all its twenty-four students mresent,

while the schools of Saints Thomas and William at St Joseph’s

parish managed to show a surfeit of eighteen students above

the enrolment.

The diocesan inspectors’ visits to the various schools

were only part of the diocesan survey of catholic schools.

Questionnaires were distributed to the various schools to

obtain more information about individual institutions. These

forms requested the number of schools attached to a mission,

whether or not they were under government inspection, as well

as particulars on attendance at catechism lessons on Sundays

and during the week. But not all of them were returned com-

pleted (see Table 58).

Even though they are not complete, some interesting facts

about Liverpool catholic schools can be derived from these

returns. Eleven of seventeen schools had at least one of

their sections being inspected by the government and were rec-

eiving money from the annual parliamentary grant. Less than

half of the schools accounted for in the diocesan inspection

returns were using the pupil teacher scheme.

During the mid-nineteenth century training institutes

for elementary school teachers were too few to produce enough

qualified instructors to staff the country’s schools. The

shortage of teachers made schooling for all children under

any general system, voluntary or otherwise, an impracticab-

ility. But a major step towards more widely distributed pop-
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Table 58

School returns, Liverp_9o_l~_ 18_____58

No. No. at No.
No. schools        C~v’ t    pupil catechism at

School Total Boys Girls Inspected teachers & school Exam

St Nicholas 2 1 1 - - - 455

St Joseph 2 1 1 2 8 420 424

St Francis X 3 - - 1 17 560 470

St Patrick 2 1 1 - - 951 614

St Vincent 2 2 - none none 480 314

St Peter 2 1 1 ] 9 636 424

St Anne 2 1 1 2 8 280 242

St George 1 - 1 1 none 132 -

St Elizabeth 1 - 1 1 none 24 24

St Anthony 3 1 2 3 6 - 763

St Mary 2 1 1 2 16 800 389

Holy Cross 3 1 2 3 13 884 541

St Augustine ...... 538

St Helen 1 - - 1 9 - -

St Thomas 2 1 1 - - - 219

Blackstock St. 2 1 1 2 - 450 428

Catholic Inst 1 .... iO1 -

ular education was taken in 1846 when the Committee of CouncilI

which apportioned the annual govermnent grantI instituted the

pupil-teacher system. Boys and girls thirteen years of age

and over were apprenticed to headmasters    and school managers

for a period of five years if they showed an aptitude for teach-

ing and passed an easy examination. Annual grants were paid

to schoolmasters who instructed pupil teachers and additional

small sums of money were given to masters ’distinguished by

zeal and success’. 38 When they completed their training the

38. Adamson, English education, pp 143-4
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student teachers sat a competitive examination to become

Queen’s Scholars, who were awarded £20-30 stipends tenable at

a ’normal’ school for three years. A ’normal’ school was one

where ’candidates for the officer of teacher in schools for

the poorer classes may acquire the knowledqe necessary to the

exercise of their future profession’. The trainee teachers

were also ’practiced in the most approved methods of religious
39

and moral training and instruction’. Teaching certificates

were conferred on those scholars who successfully completed

the examination, but did not qualify for a Queen’s scholar-

ship. Teachers who were not instructed in a normal school

were allowed to sit an Acting Teachers’ Certificate examinat-

ion, which gave the successful candidate a status equal to a
4O

trained Queen’s scholar. In 1858 eighty-six DuDil teachers

were being trained in eight catholic schools in Liverpool to

increase the number of qualified instructors available to ext-

end catholic elementary schooling and to maintain a standard

of quality.

From the diocesan inspectors’ remarks on the ’character’

of the catholic schools in Liverpool, it appears that the

denominational elementary schooling available to Irish cath-

olics and their families was generally of a high standard.

There were thirty-four schools returned as being connected with

seventeen catholic establishments in 1858. Of the twenty-six

schools for which inspectors’ comments are available, thirteen

were described as ’good’, ten as moderate or satisfactory and

only three as deficient in any respect. One of the schools

for which there are no inspec£ion reports, the Catholic Inst-

itute, Hope Street, was a very good school accommodating about

i00 students, who received an ’elementary English education plus
41Latin, Greek and drawing’.

39. Ibid., p.124
40. Ibid., p.144
41. Diocese of Lpool, St Philip Neri mission, 1855 (LRO, vis-
itation returns, RCLv)
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Some of the other observations made by the catholic

schools inspectors are interesting too. St Helen’s school

at Our Lady of Reconciliation mission was complimented bec-

ause children of the Vpoorest class’ showed great ’ardour’

in their studies, as was St Elizabeth’s Institute for making

instruction of an ’industrial character’ available to the

,poorest~ girls. But not all the remarks were so flattering.

The children at St Nicholas’s schools knew many words, but

knowledge of their meaning was ’defective’~     The responsib-

ility for a situation like this lay with poorly-trained

teachers, such as those at St George’s school who were ’ignor-

ant of our own language’, a circumstance the pupil teacher

system was helping gradually to reverse. One inspector also

touched on the high rate of absenteeism, common in most

schools during the mid-nineteenth century. There was only

’scanty’ attendance at the girls’ school at St Anne’s, Edge

Hill, because the school had no heating for the winter and

a la0k of ventilation made the building oppressively hot dur-

ing the warm weather. So the fact that no child was required

by statute to attend school unless he worked in a factory was

not the only reason for poor attendance in elementary schools.

Structural deficiencies in schools could make them undesirable

places to be caught in for a whole day, which helped keep

school attendances down.

There was one very peculiar section of the 1858 school

inspection form which was circulated to all the catholic

schools. It was directed at finding out if the children of

the ’wealthy classes; were taught side by side with working-

class children. In only one case, St George’s qirls’ school,

was the answer given as ’no’. For all the other Liverpool

schools there was either an affirmative answer or none at all.

Some parish priests commented that such a question did not

arise in their local schools because all the children were

poor. The question may have had some relevance in other parts
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of the diocese, but in Liverpool, where so large a part of

the catholic population was among the Irish community, the

body of the church was basically workinq-class and the par-

ish educational system was geared towards them rather than

mlddle-class catholics.

Boys and girls in Liverpool’s catholic schools were

taught separately. The Irish Christian Brothers tauqht in

St Patrick’s, St Anthony’s, St Nicholas’s, St Mary’s and St

Vincent’s boys schools and some of the girls’ facilities

were staffed by orders of teaching nuns, such as the Sisters
42

of Notre Dame.     We saw that only eleven missionsI ]~epresent-

ing nineteen schools/ were under government inspection in 1858.

In two parishes, St Peter’s and St Francis Xavier, one of

three and one of two schools, respectively, were under inspec-

tion. One reason behind the reluctance of catholic schools

to submit to government inspection, despite the incentive of

a grant of government money, was that some religious orders,

notably the Irish Christian Borthers, were opposed to state

inspection and examination. Of the five schools mentioned

above as being staffed by the Irish Christian Brothers, St

Nicholas’s, St Patrick’s and St Vincent’s were not government

inspected. But i~ seems they were willinq to compromise in

some cases because the boys sc}~ools at St Anthony’s and St

Mary’s were being inspected and received government money.

Even though not every Irish catholic child could be

accommodated in Liverpool’s catholic schools in 1858, the

number of places in catholic schools was steadily increasing.

It appears that the schools provided were generally of good

quality, and a healthy number of pupil teachers were being

trained. The government was inspecting about half the schools,

but the diocesan office also carried out its own inspections,

though not at as regular intervals as the government, to make

42. Burke, Catholic history of Live rpoo_l, pp 69-70
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certain a minimum standard was maintained in the schools.

Also, catholic schools in Liverpool were ]ocated in nlaces

convenient to the neighbourhoods where most of the Irish

lived. Catholic schools in Liverpool were built in response

to increases in Irish immigration, which, of course, brought

more catholics.

Another inspection was carried out by the diocese in

1864, but the returns were not as complete as those of 1858.

Table 59

Class list           Exam list
School Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total Difference

St Nicholas - - - 71 224 295 -

St Francis X - - - 143 237 380 -

St Patrick 446 494 940 329 389 718 222

St Vincent 260 - - 246 293 539 -

St Anne 311 322 633 169 168 337 296

St Peter iOO 452 552 44 192 236 316

St Joseph - 452 - 68 236 304 148

St Anthony - - - 317 385 702 -

St Mary - - - iii 239 350 -

Holy Cross - - - 112 366 478 -

Our Lady Rec - - - 105 220 325 -

St Augustine - - - 169 195 364 -
43

Annotations to this return indicate that at St Francis Xavier,

St Peter’s, St Joseph’s and Our Lady of Reconciliation the

inspectors only examined the infant boys. In the four schools

where complete figures were available we can see that absent-

eeism was still a problem.

43. Diocese of Lpool, school returns, Lpool, 1864 (LRO,

religious examination and inspection returns, RCLv)
schools
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The other returns show that St Elizabeth’s Institute

and the school in Blackstock Street were no longer open, and

that St George’s school failed to respond. Other information

supplied by the thirteen missions includes:

Table 60

School returns,_LLi__vver_pool, 1864

Schools Gov’t No. pupil
School Total Boys Girls Inspected teachers

St Nicholas 4 1 3 3 9

St Joseph 1 - - 1 -

St Francis X 2 1 1 1 ii

St Patrick 3 ....

St Vincent 3 1 2 - -

St Peter 3 1 2 2 8

St Anne 2 1 1 2 4

St Anthony 3 1 2 3 14

St Mary 1 - - 1 9

Holy Cross 3 1 2 3 iO

St Augustine 1 - - 1 7

Our Lady Rec 2 1 1 1 7

St Thomas 1 - - 1 6

Of the twenty-nine schools for which information was submitted,

nineteen were under government inspection, the same number as

1858, and three of thirteen catholic establishments were still

resisting the pupil teacher system. The eleven schools that

did train student teachers had a total of eighty-five candid-

ates among them, the same figure as in 1858. It is not poss-

ible to estimate the amount of school accommodation available

to Liverpool’s catholic community in 1864 from these returns.

But there are inspectors’ comments about the quality of educ-

ation offered in the catholic schools. St Anne’s girls’
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schools were considered ’fair’ or satisfactory institutions.

St. Anne’s boys were ’below the average’ and St Peter’s girls

were ’not so good’. But two schools come in for special men-

tion. St Francis Xavier’s girls’ school was rated ’excellent’

and St Patrick’s schools were ’the best in Liverpool’ .

There was one respect where the catholic community was

better off than the population of Liverpool as a whole. By

1871 there were five catholic secondary schools. For boys

there was St Francis Xavier’s College (1843), and the Cath-

olic Insititute (1851). Catholic girls could attend Bellerive

Convent School (1844), Notre Dame High School (1853), and

Notre Dame Collegiate School (1869). The catholics were also

the first to establish a teachers’ training college in the town

at Mount Pleasant. This extension of catholic secondary schools

reflects the fact that these schools were intended to provide

recruits for the priesthood and to train teachers to maintain
44

the wider system of catholic elementary education.     Another

unique educational step was taken by Liverpool’s catholic comm-

unity in 1866 when they started their own floating reformatory
45

on the training ship Clarence.

Even though great advances in the provision of elementary

school accommodation for all children were achieved by the late

1860s, there were still difficulties to overcome. A Liverpool

MP, George Melly, said in the house of commons in 1869 that

There is no want of school accommodation; the disease lies
deeper than this .... There are 15,991 vacant places in our
existing schools, of which no fewer than iO,OOO are in the
schools intended for the working classes. Religious differ-
ences cannot be pleaded, for there is room for 6,OOO in prot-
estant schools, and for 3,000 young Roman Catholics. 46

He estimated there were 40-50,000 children of school age not

attending school, and 25-30,000 fo those children were ’in the

44. White, History of    Live~ool, p.152
45. Ibid., p. 143
46. George Melly, MP, ’The uneducated children in our large
towns’ in Stray Leaves (Liverpool, 1870) , iv, 7-8; also see
H ansa~rd, 3, cxciv (London 1869), pp 1189-1207
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streets of Liverpool .... learning nothing, if they be not
47

learning habits of vagrancy, mendicancy and crime’.     The

only effective remedy Melly could recommend was a ’system of
48

compulsory attendance and free municipal schools’¯     Forster’s

education act of 1870 provided for neither ’compulsory’ nor

’free’ elementary education, but it was an important step tow-

ards the introduction of both during the succeeding twenty

years.

Since Liverpool was obviously lacking school places for

all children between the ages of five and thirteen, a school

board had to be formed in 1871 to supervise the take over of

available schools and the construction of additional facili-

ties. An effort was made to have the board reflect the reli-

gious composition of the town. Meetings were held among the

various denominations and seven Anglicans, four Roman catho-

lics and four protestant nonconformists were selected for the
49

board.     Catholic communities all over England had worked

hard during the preceding thirty years to provide schools for

their children and by 1870 they had become the ’most ardent

¯                                   /notdenominationalists’    Liverpool catholics did like the fact

that schools in receipt of parliamentary grants were now def-

ined as ’public’ schools by the new act.50 One group in part-

icular, the Irish Christian Brothers, disliked government

participation in elementary education so intensely that they

withdrew from Liverpool’s schools in 1870, rather than continue

to teach under the system of government grants subject to ins-
51

pection.

Many catholics feared that the act was designed to rep-

lace denominational education with non-denominational public

schools. What wa.s misunderstood was that Forster’s education

47. Melly, Stray leaves, iv, 8
48. Ibld., p,7
49. J.A. Picton, Memorials of Liverpool: Historical and t0PO_-
graphical (2nd ed., London, 1875), i, 536
50. Acts--Parl. U.K., 1870 (33 & 34 Vict., c.75), p.314

51. Burke, C_atholic histor[ of Liverpool, p.192
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act was intended only to supplement the reliqious schools

to be certain that every school-age child had the opportunity

to attend school. Indeed, the supposedly oppressive act all-

owed the continuation of the annual Education Department grants

to denominational schools and had a special provision which

preserved the right of any inspector v other than one of Her

Majesty’s inspectors’, such as those attached to the catholic
52

diocese of Liverpool, to visit vo]untary schools. The back-

bone of the British educational system in 1870 was still made

up of the religiously affiliated schools.

Even though the work of the new Lancashire school boards

falls outside the scope of this study, the Liverpool board

provided some very useful information. One of the first acts

of the newly-elected Liverpool school board was to have a cen-

sus taken of school-age children and existing elementary-school

accommodation. The enumeration was carried out by the borouqh

53police and the general picture was this.

Table 61

Police educational census, Liverpool, 1871

Totalaccommodation required

Total present provision in schools

Total attending adventure schools

Total accommodation required for children 3-5 years

¯. 109,332

¯ . 76,813

¯ .     797

¯ . 23,026

Total children 3-5 years of age not attending any school .. 15,751

Total accommodation required for children 5-13 years .. 86,306

Total children 5-13 years of age not attending any school.. 21,906

If any urban area needed a school board to furnish public

schools to supplement the denominational schoolsr it was cer-

tainly Liverpool, with its 32,500 deficit in school places.

52._ Acts ~arl. U.K., 1870 (33 & 34 Vict.,c.75), p.331
53. School board, Borough of Lpool, ’Police educational cen-

sus, 1871’ in ProceedinHs of the school__board_~f_I~po01, 1870-3
(LCL, H370 SCH), pp 162-3
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There was a total of 138 elementary schools in Liverpool in

1871, eighty of which were ’public’ schools because they were
54

receiving state grants.     Unfortunately, the police census

does not break down the deficit by religious groupings. But

the total seating provided in Liverpool’s catholic schools is
55

given.

Table 62

Catholic school accontmodation, Liverpool, 1871

St Alban .. i,iOO St Thomas .. 675

Beacon Lane Ind- St Anne’s Ind-56O .. 159ustrial School "" ustrial School

St Anthony .. 1,117 Mt Pleasant Prac- .. 290

St George’s Ind-
220

tising School

ustrial School "" St Nicholas .. 666

St Francis Xavier .. 885 St Francis
53

Boys’ Refuge Ind- (Blandford St) ""

ustrial School .. 161
Holy Cross . . 1,2OO

St Augustine . . 1,362 St Peter .. 575

St Helen .. 631 The Chaloner,
913

SS Thomas and Norfolk Street ""

William . . 840
St Patrick .. 825

St Bridget .. 200 Our Lady of Mt
380

St Mary .. 719
Carmel ""

St Anne . .    680

Total places ..15,212

Catholic school accommodation increased by over 5,000

seats during 1858-71. Besides these institutions, there

were still some dame schools, which by this time were aptly

named ’adventure’ schools. In earlier years it was said

that most of the old women running Liverpool’s dame schools

54. Midwinter, Old Liverpool, pp 116-7
55. Police educational census, pp 149-61
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were Irish.56 By 1871 there were still ninety-nine adventure

schools in Liverpool, eleven of which were considered catholic

schools by the census takers. But a quick look at the names of

the heads of these catholic dame schools indicates that they

were run almost entirely by Irish people.

But these impressive seating statistics lose some of their

force when actual attendance figures are set down alonqside

them.

Table 63

School accommodation and attendance, Liverpool, 1870-1

School Total Seating Average school attendance

St Alban

St Anthony

St Francis Xavier

St Helen

St Mary

St Anne

SS Thomas and William

Mt Pleasant Practicing

St Nicholas

Holy Cross

St Peter

Mt Carme i

i,iOO 455

1,117 745

885 834

631 144

719 7O8

680 449

840 628

290 142

666 254

1,2OO 502

575 488

380 236

Overall

only 6,202 children were in attendance out of a total of not
less than twenty thousand children between the ages of five

and twelve, and out of at least fourteen thousand for whom
accommodation had been provided. 57

Even though seating and schooling of good quality for most

of Liverpool’s catholic children was available in the twenty-

two catholic schools in the borough, most children attended

school only irregularly.

Midwinter, op. cit., p. l17
Burke, Catholic histc!ry of Liverpool, p.190
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Little or nothing is said about the Irish children, but

since they made up a substantial portion of the catholic chil-

dren requiring schooling, knowing the general situation tells

us a good deal about what was available for Irish catholics

during 1846-71. Of course, after 1871 school accommodation in

either public or voluntary schools existed for every child in

the borough, including every Irish child. But Irish children,

in common with working-class children qenerally, were still

not taking anything approaching full advantage of the opportun-

ities which were available. It was another ten years before

better attendance was achieved with an act to make it a statu-

tory obligation.

The town of Preston, as we saw in chapter 7, was within

the diocese of Liverpool and had a large catholic population

quite apart from the Irish community. And as elsewhere in

urban England, ’much of the educational impetus came from

schools backed by religious institutions’.58 One of Preston’s

historians, writing in 1882, claimed that all the catholic

churches in Preston were ’well supplied with school accommod-

ation and large numbers of children are daily instructed by
59

efficient teachers’.

By the 185Os catholic schooling was well established in

Preston. There had been a school connected with the mission

of St Mary’s and St Wilfrid’s churches since 1814, which was

for the instruction of infants, girls and boys up to the sec-

ond standard. But by 1858 the four catholic missions which

then served Preston had a total of thirteen schools attached

to them, seven for boys and six for infants and girls. The

diocesan inspection returns for 1858 show that there were over
6O

2,500 scholars on the class lists in the four parishes.

But the numbers present at the inspector’s catechism examinat-

ion show that up to 40% of the student body could be absent

from school on a particular day.

58. K.M. Spencer, A social and economic qeoqraphy of Preston,

1800-65, p.157
59. Dobson, The story of proud Preston, p.27
60. Diocese of Lpool, sch~ol returns, Preston, 1858 (LRO,

Schools re]i~i~,,~ =~ inspection returns, RCLv)
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Table 64

Class lists, Preston, 1858

School
Class list

Boys Girls Total

St Augustine 182 358 540

St Wilfrid 180 405 585

St Ignatius 334 329 663

St Walburge 232 491 723

Exam list
Boys Girls Total Difference

153 197 350 190

96 175 271 314

239 220 459 204

153 250 403 320

The inspection returns also tell us that there was

government inspection and pupil teaching on a greater scale

than in Liverpool.

Table 65

School

School returns, Preston, 1858

Schools
Girls-

Total Boys Infants

No.       No. at
Gov’t     pupil     school & No. at
inspected teachers catechism Exam

St Augustine 2 1 1 1 8 470 350

St Wilfrid 2 1 1 2 7 301 271

St Ignatius 4¯ 3 1 2 22 800 459

St Walburge 5 2 3 5 12 525 403

Ten of the town’s thirteen catholic schools were under gov-

ernment inspection and receiving Education Department grants.

There was also great interest in the pupil teacher system,

forty-nine of whom were training in catholic schools in 1858.

The Irish Christian Brothers, who were very strongly opposed

to any government supervision or regulation in elementary

education, did not teach in Preston’s schools. St Wilfrid’s,

St Mary’s, St Ignatius and St Walburge’s parish schools were

staffed by the Jesuits, and St Augustine’s and, from 1871,

the Church of the English Martyrs’ schools, were taught by

secular clergy.61 Neither of these groups appears to have

been opposed to state aid 1o voluntary religious schools.

61. Dobson, op. cit., p.27
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No distinctions were drawn in the classrooms of Preston’s

catholic schools between the children of poor families and

those from better-off homes. The four parishes reported that

all catholic children, regardless of class, were taught tog-

ether. The pastor of St Walburge’s parish, located on the

western side of Preston, where many Irish families lived,

said that class differences in his schools were not a prob-

lem because all the children attending them were poor. But

all the other schools had a more diverse social class comDos-

ition because of the numerous native catholics in the town.

The inspector’s remarks on the general character of

catholic education in Preston varied from school to school.

St Augustine’s schools were ’deservlng of praise’ ; St Wil-

frid’s girls’ school and St Ignatius’s boys were ’very good’;

and St Walburge’s girls’ school showed a ’wonderful’ advance-

ment. The schools for boys at St Walburge’s were ’moderate’

and the one at St Wilfrid’s was showing an ’improvement’.

0nly the girls’ school at St Ignatius’s mission was described

as ’unsatisfactory’ in 1858. But altogether we can say that

the standard of education offered in Preston’s catholic schools

was good.

The diocesan school inspection returns for 1864 show

that the Preston parishes were consolidating their educat-

ional facilities into larger units. St Augustine’s and St

Wilfrid’s parishes still had two schools each, but St Ignatius
62

and St Walburge cut their schools down to two each. In the

eight schools, almost 3,5OO children were ’on the books’ , an

increase of I,OOO in six yearS. But on catechism examination

day one-third of the students on the class lists of the four

parishes were not in school.

62. Diocese of Lpool, school returns, Preston, 1864 (LRO,

schools religious and inspection returns, RCLv)
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Table 66

Class lists, Preston, 1864

Class list          Exam list

School Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total Difference

St Augustine 260 407    667 204 252 456 211

St Wilfrid 419 356    775 274 214 488 287

St Ignatius 452 634 1,O86 345 461 806 280

St Walburge 439 508    947 251 324 575 372

Even though 33% is still a high rate of absenteeism, the figure

shows an improvement over 1858. But what makes it more encour-

aging still is that Preston was suffering economically from the

cotton shortage caused by the war between the states in America.

With many people on short time or out of work altogether,

sixpence or ninepence for a weekly school fee could be too

much for a working-class family to spare. But even at St

Walburge’s parish, where working class families, including a

great many Irish, found themselves in difficulties during the

hard times of the cotton famine, attendance on examination day

was 61% of the class list. There was probably aid from a local

relief committee to pay school fees or an abrogation of fee

collections for hard-pressed parishioners for the duration of

the cotton famine. Still these figures show that education was

becoming an important priority for working-class people.

The other relevant statistics on the 1864 inspection forms

for Preston were these:
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Table 67

School returns, Preston, 1864

NO.
Schools Gov ’ t         pupi 1

School Total Boys Girls-Infants inspected teachers

St Augustine 2 1 1 ?

St Wilfrid 2 1 1 2 ii

St Ignatius 2 1 1 2 14

St Walburge 2 1 1 2 ii

The questionnaire from St Augustine’s was not completed pro-

perly, so we do not know for certain whether or not the two

schools were visited by government inspectors. But since we

know one of them was inspected in 1858, it is not unreasonable

to say that at least one, and probably the other, were within

the government grant scheme in 1864. The other six schools

in the town were inspected. The space for the number of pupil

teachers working in St Augustine’s schools was also left blank,

but all the other schools employed them, thirty-six in all.

But even though the number of school seats increased; attend-

ance appeared to be improving; and a minimum standard of educ-

ation had to be maintained to satisfy government inspectors,

the diocesan agent found much to be critical of in Preston’s

catholic schools in 1864. St Augustine’s schools, which were

’deserving of praise’ in 1858, slipped in the diocesan estimat-

ion to ’very good’ for the junior classes and unsatisfactory

for the higher forms. And St Walburge’s was ’far from being

a good school yet’. But St Wilfrid’s was a ’good school’

which had made ’great progress’ in six years, and St Ignatius’s

schools were both rated as very good. So still it could be

said in 1864 that catholic children had good schooling avail-

able at the parish schools.

During 1865-71 four more catholic schools were opened in

Preston. A school was built adjoining St Mary’s chapel in

1869, and was expanded again in 1874, which gave the schools
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attached to the parish of St Wilfrid’s-St Mary’s a capacity of

500. Also, that mission opened a grammar school in 1865,
63

which had fifty students.     Another parish came into exist-

ence in 1867, the Church of the English Martyrs, and schools

for boys and girls seating a total of 500 children were built
64

in 1871.     With this very steady expansion of school accomm-

odation, of course, more catholic children, including cath-

olic members of the Irish community, had a good quality educ-

ation available to them. But no statistics, such as the

Liverpool education census, are available to tell us even app-

roximately how many catholic children of school age there were

in Preston during the mid-nineteenth century or how many

school-age children there were generally. We know that the

question of selecting a school board did not arise until 1876.

But it was decided to set up a school attendance committee in-

stead of a formal school board because it

would be able to sufficiently manage the work of local educ-
ation .... more economically than a school board; and would,

in addition, save the town from the denominational turmoil
and rancour frequently, if not invariabl~, associated with
the election of school board members. 65

No statistics on numbers of children or deficiencies of school

places have come down to us.

There were many catholics in Preston during the mid-

nineteenth century, including at least 8-10,OOO members of

the Irish community. An expanding catholic school system with

a good academic rating was available to over 4,000 students

by 1871.

63.
64.
65.

A. Hewitson, History of Preston, pp 505-6

Ibid., pp 514-5
Ibid., p.446
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The towns of St Helens and Widnes were the other two

towns included in this study which were within the diocese

of Liverpool. St Helens was distinguished by general liter-

acy among the whole population during 1845-70. There were

enough denominational schools to provide a ’basic grounding

in the three Rs’ for nearly the entire juvenile population.

Accommodation was cramped, classes were very brief, and the
teachers were themselves sometimes unable to spell .... It
was a strict, harsh and painful regime, but it achieved its
limited aim. The boys and girls were taught to read and
write. 66

Adequate school accommodation for St Helens’s children was

not the only indication that a high proportion of the people

were literate. The town’s local newspapers, the first of

which appeared in 1853, had a wide circulation, which ’ref-
67

lects considerable credit on the town schools’.

At the close of the 184Os there was one catholic school

in St Helens for IOO children at the Lowe House mission. But

the number of school-age catholics rose as Irish immigration

into the district increased, and by 1850 it was estimated that

there were 1,5OO catholic children requiring an education in

the town. The Lowe House premises were soon expanded and by

1858 St Joseph’s and Greenbank schools were open. It is hard

to say how many children could take advantage of these schools

because reports on their capacity are at considerable variance.

Two sources say that the Lowe House schools had room for i,iOO

68
scholars.     But the diocesan inspection returns for 1858 ind-

icate that there were only 165 students on the class list and

that the largest number attending school during the week and

Sunday catechism lessons was 448. St JosephVs and Greenbank

schools had ninety-one and 162 pupils :on the books’, respec-
69

tively.     So even %hough the catholic school system at St

66. Barker and Harris, St Helens, p.387
67. B. Elliott, The development of educat’ion in St Helens,

1613-1905, (unpublished thesis, C.F. Mott Colleae, 1969), p.17
~-. Bar-ker and Harris, om. cit., p.392; Ell iott, op. cir., p.19
69. Diocese of Lpool, school returns, St Helens, 1858 (LRO,

Schools religious examination and inspection returns, RCLv)
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Helens was expanding, most catholic children did not have

places in catholic schools in 1858. But those children who

were registered in the schools seem to have been more scrup-

ulous about regular attendance than their counterparts in

Liverpool and Preston.

Table 68

Class lists, St Helens, 1858

Class list

School Boys Girls Total

Lowe House 50 115 165

St Joseph 49 42 91

Greenbank - - 162

Exam list
Boys Girls Total Difference

50 115 165

36 28 64 27

61 87 148 14

The inspection returns are incomplete for Greenbank and

St Joseph’s, but some details about catholic education in

St Helens can be derived. The six schools connected with

Lowe House were under government inspection and seven pupil

teachers were training there. And, as is easy to suppose,

children from working-class families went to school with the

children from more affluent homes because the catholic popul-

ation was overwhelmingly working-class. But the most inter-

esting part of the St Helens returns are the inspector’s comm-

ents on the type of schooling offered in St Helens. The Lowe

House schools were generally ’fair’, although the boys’ section

was somewhat deficient. St Joseph’s was rated as moderate and

the inspector found ’little to say’ at Greenbank. At its

best, catholic education in St Helens was mediocre in 1858.

The inspection returns for 1864 contain even less data

about catholic education in St Helens than those for 1858.

All the class and examination lists were incomplete and are

not worth reproducing. But the three schools at St Joseph’s

were participating in the Education Department grant programme,
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70
as well as the five at Lowe House.     Both the school com-

plexes employed pupil teachers. Once again, these questions

are not answered for the Greenbank school. But the diocesan

inspector’s observations show that the middling standard of

catholic schooling at St Helens had deteriorated in six years.

The girls at St Joseph’s managed to remain ’fair’, but the

boys ’know little or nothing’. The visitor in 1858 could not

find anything bad, but nothing good either, to say about aca-

demic standards at Greenbank. But in 1864 the school was

¯ ’ fair ’’very defective’    Lowe House, which was, on the whole,

in 1858, was also on the way down. The boys were still ’in-

different’, but the girls were ’rather backward’.    Up to the

mid-186Os catholic education in St Helens was certainly not

up to much, especially compared with the catholic schools of

Liverpool and Preston. And if children were receiving a

’basic grounding in the three Rs’ in them, it was only just

barely.

There were several other catholic schools opened in St

Helens before 1871. The Sisters of Notre Dame opened a sec-

ondary school for girls in 1858 to provide young women with

’every essential for a polite education’, but this school
71

was not opened with working-class Irish girls in mind.

Holy Cross and Sacred Heart schools were built during 1865-
72

71.     Despite the dubious quality of the schooling students

could expect from the catholic institutions, it appears that

by 1871 nearly all the catholic children in the town, includ-

ing the Irish, could find a place in a catholic school bec-

ause the borough was not required to form a school board in

1871.

In the aggregate, the results of this church-dominated day school
building were impressive. By 1870 there were more than 8,000

scholars on the registers and public elementary education
costing a few pence per week was almost universal. 73

70. Diocese of Lpool, school returns, St Helens, 1864 (LRO,

schools religious examination and inspectlon returns, RCLv)
71. Elliott, op. cit., p.19
72. Barker and Harris, op cir. , p. 392

73.    Ibid., p.393
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At Widnes there was a National school, a schoolroom at

widnes dock, a grammar school and a Roman Catholic school

at St Bede’s mission. These four schools ’comprised the sum

total of the educational facilities’ for the 3,000 people of
74

Widnes in 1846. The catholic school, erected in 1823,

was a thatched cottage, which was replaced by a larger build-

ing in 1852, in response to the increasing numbers of Cath-

olic Irish who were arriving in the towr~ to work in the

newly-established chemical works. By ]858 there were only

thirty students on the school’s class ]ist, but over iOO

were receiving some sort of educatlon during the week or at
75

Sunday lessons. The school was visited by government ins-

pectors, but there were no pupi] teachers in 1858. The dio-

cesan representative found the school to be only ’moderate’

in quality. In 1863 there were eighty students at the school,

instructed by two nuns and two pupil teachers in ’the three
76

Rs and religion’. The diocesan inspection of 1864 shows

that, besides the 118 children attendinq St Bede’s school

during the week or on Sundays, there were 208 children on

the class list of another catholic school at Widnes Dock,

although only 118 of them turned up for the diocesan examin-
77ation.     Both schools were government inspected and Widnes

Dock school was training one student teacher. The two pupil

teachers who were working at the other school a year earlier

were not present in 1864. The diocesan school visitor res-

erved any assessment of the type of education offered at St

Bede’s because a smallpox outbreak had cut attendance consid-

erably. But he did not hesitate to say that Widnes Dock school

was ’below average’. Sometime during 1864-70 the Widnes Dock
78

school was closed.

74. Diggle, A history of Widnes, p.22

75. Diocese of Lpool, school returns, Widnes, 1858 (LRO,
schools religious examination and inspection returns, RCLv)
76. Diggle, op. cit., p.38
77. Diocese of Lpool, school returns, Widnes, 1864 (LRO,

schools religious examination and inspection returns, RCLv)
78. Diggle, op. cit., p.3q
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Two other catholic schools were opened in Widnes during

1865-73, St Marie’s, affiliated with a church which was built

in 1862, and St Patrick’s. But despite these efforts, and

those of the other denominations, the town needed a school

board by ]874 to provide schooling for those children who

had no places in the religious schools. An educational cen-

sus taken in ]878 revealed that in a town of some 20,000

inhabitants, there were still i,OOO children not attending
79

school at all. A decade later 1,3OO children were not in

school, in spite of the fact that attendance was compulsory
8O

at the time. The problem of elementary education for all

children in Widnes had not been solved two decades after

Forster’s act. And since the Irish community probably made

up 25-30% of the total population, the vast majority of whom

were catholics, this state of affairs could not but affect

Irish catholic children.

Looking briefly at the catholic schools available to

Irish children throughout the diocese of Liverpool, we see

that in 1858 eighty-two parishes supported eighty-six schools.

Forty-four of the schools were rated as good, twenty-eight as

moderate and fourteen as deficient in some way. So generally,

89% of the schools in the diocese were offering at the very

least a satisfactory elementary education. Many of the schools

the inspectors listed as unsatisfactory were also receiving

parliamentary grants, which means they must have satisfied the

govern, ment’s minimum requirements. This probably means that

the diocesan inspectors were judging catholic schools by

stricter standards than the government. If this is the case,

even the poorer quality schools, such as those in St Helens

and Widnes, were probably offering a fairly good schooling to

catholic children, by the standards of the time. So the main

problem with the catholic schools available to Irish children

during 1846-71 was that there were not enough of them to acc-

ommodate a growing catholic community.

Ibid., p.68

Ibid., p.77
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Even though there is little specific mention of the

Irish part of the catholic community of the diocese of

Liverpool in any source which deals with the subject of

schools, it was the significant increase in the number of

catholics resident in Lancashire, caused by the immigration

of thousands of Irish families, as well as a greater inter-

est in popular elementary schools, which caused the expan-

sion of the catholic school system during 1846-71. Child-

ren from Irish families were the principal beneficiaries of

this extension of educational facilities, particularly in

towns such as Liverpool, St Helens and Widnes. But when

there was a shortage of places in catholic schools during the

pre-1871 period, as there was in Liverpool and Widnes, the

Irish also suffered from the deficiency. Great progress was

made during 1846-71 in providing school places for catholic

children so that all could have at least a fundamental lit-

eracy, but the voluntary religious system was simply not able

to handle the task.

The southeast Lancashire towns of Manchester, Salford

and Oldham were part of the catholic diocese of Salford.

From the limited sources available to us, it does not appear %ha%

there was too much interest in the extension of catholic

elementary education in the Manchester-Salford area before

1845, both because catholics formed a relatively small Dart

of the population and working-class people were qenerally

phlegmatic towards education for their children. But a grad-

ual shift in attitude towards the provision of catholic

schools is apparent from the mid-183Os. For example, St

Patrick’s parish, Livesey Street, which was founded espec-

ially to look after the growing Irish community of Manchester,

opened a girls’ school and a Sunday school in 1836. But it

was not until 1845 that a school for boys was built.81 There

81. R. Earley, Silver jubilee souvenir, St Patrick’s, Livesey

Street (Manchester, 1961), no pagination
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were several other schools too, but no sense of urgency is

evident until after 1847-8, when the catholic population was

~ugmented significantly by the arrival of thousands of Irish

families. The presence of a large number of catholic chil-

dren requiring elementary schooling; the popular importance

attached to the building of voluntary, denominationally-

backed schools; the inception of the expanded government

grant and inspection scheme; and the reorganisation of the

Roman Catholic hierarchy in 1850 were all elements contribut-

ing to the greater concern shown for increasing catholic

school accommodation in Manchester-Salford.

There is no information on catholic schooling in

Manchester before 1852. But in that year a parliamentary

committee heard evidence on schools in the area. John Bright

was a member of that committee and at one stage he asked Rev

Charles Rickson, a Manchester Anglican clergyman, abou% the

’great addition to the population of Manchester by the imm-

igration from Ireland’. He wanted to know

how many of the whole number of those that are not at school,
speaking of the children of the working classes that you
would hope to see in attendance, are cases of children of
Irish families; or speaking according to sect, of the Roman
Catholic persuasion .... ?

Rickson cited the case of Little Ireland in Deansgate, ’almost

an Irish Roman Catholic colony’, and said that he found ’a

very much larger proportion of children at school than in al-

most any other district of the same size’. Richard Cobden

inquired if Rickson was referring to Sunday schools, but he

was told that this high proportion ~:as attending weekday

schools. This seemed a curious circumstance to Bright since

that portion of the working population of Manchester which is

Irish and Roman Catholic is generally supposed to be, in out-
ward circumstances, as to employment and wages, in an infer-
ior position to the rest of the working population.

Rickson pointed out that poor children of catholic families,

who could not afford the full weekly fee, were allowed to
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pay reduced amounts or were admitted without charge. But

also, :the Roman Catholics are makinq greater efforts to

support their schools and charities than any other body of
82

christians’ in the town.

In 1852 there were eight catholic schools with places

for 3,500 students serving Manchester. Attendance was only

about 2,900, but the 600 empty seats would do very little

to help the 15,OOO catholic children it was thouqht needed
83

schooling. It was also estimated that over 900 catholic

children were attending dame and common day schools. To

make up the deficit and to remove demand for ’mock’ school-

ing, all Manchester’s catholic schools expanded their fac-

ilities during the next nine years, which provided an addit-

ional 2,000 places. At the time, 1861, it was thought that

catholics made up aboue 20% of the Manchester-Salford popul-

ation, so there was still much work to be done. 84 It was

estimated in 1861 that in Manchester-Salford there were nearly

42,000 scholars, which meant there was only one student in

85every eleven persons of the population. Information for

seven Manchester schools was obtained in 1863 which showed

86there was still a considerable shortage of school places.

82. Report from the select cttee on Manchester and Salford

education, pp 55~6, H.C., 1852 (499i, xi, 65-6
~-~halley, Catholic education in Enqland, Part If :
Salford diocese (unpublished thesis, 1965), p.295
84.~halley, op. cit., p. 308
85. Mr Botherton, children attending schools in M/R-Salford,
N.D. (M/RCL, archives, M/R-Salford Education Aid Society,

M98/303)
86. Whalley, op. cit., p.327
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Table 69

Catholic schools, Manchester, 1863

Probable No.
of school-aqe School

School children Accommodation Deficiency

St Alban 350 371 -

St Aloysius 320 250 70

St Ann 1,O70 544 500

St Joseph 800 500 300

St Mary 800 714 IOO

St Patrick 2,250 1,436 814

St Wilfrid 1,8OO i,i]4 700

At the very least, 2,500 children were without a place in

school in only the parishes for which figures were obtain-

able. St Chad’s and St Augustine’s, both large parishes

with many Irish residents, were not included. By 1872 two

more schools, Holy Name and St William’s, were also open.

But the available school places were not all occupied. Even

the small weekly fees were prohibitive for many families.

Special arrangements were often made for poor children, but

since the schools needed the fees to stay solvent, dispensat-

ions were too few. But there was an organisation trying to

help overcome this difficulty.

The Manceshter and Salford Education Aid Society was

formed in 1864 :for the purpose of assisting poor parents

to educate their children’. There were 103 schools on the

society’s list, roughly 90% of the schools in the Manchester-

Salford area, ’and these schools are of every religious den-

ominatlon;. Even though some school managers declined to

allow children supported by the society’s grants into their

schools, ;fearing, probably, that the children of the poorest

classes might injure the morale of their schools if admitted’,

by June 1865 the orqanisation was disbursing qrants for over
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9,300 children. Just over a year later there were 21,OOO

school grants current, but only 9,500 children were actually

using them to attend schools. By December 1867 the number of

grants fell off to 8,500, but there were 7,700 children att-
87

ending lessons, a better percentage. The reasons why people

declined grants or did not use them were that

often the children have not shoes or clothing in which they
can go to school .... a second reason for non-attendance is
that the parents are often unable or possibly, in some cases,
unwilling, to pay that portion of their fees left unpaid by
the society .... a third cause is the indifference of par-
ents .... Perhaps a fourth reason is that some schoolmasters
or school managers do not care to have many of the children
we send, and therefore do not take sufficient interest in
bringing them into school, or in retaining them when there.
Where the object is to make a high-class school, or to ach-
ieve a commercial success, this can be understood .... 88

So despite voluntary efforts, there were still enormous diff-

iculties to overcome before it would be P3s sible to persuade

all children to attend school. In a speech before parliament

in 1869 it was asserted that

there are in Manchester, as appears from the returns of the
Registrar General, 75,667 children of school age of whom less
than half are at school and less than a quarter at work, and
there cannot be less than from 20,000 to 25,000 who are liv-
ing the life of the streets. 89

In 1871 Manchester was required to form a school board and

the public schools were accommodating 25,000 children by

1881.90

The other municipal division in the greater Manchester

urban district was the adjoining borough of Salford. The

first figures on elementary schools appear in 1851. Altog-

ether there were forty-six schools with space for 12,500 chil-

dren in Salford.

87. Proportion of attendance of children sent to school by

the Education Aid Society, 1864-7, N.D. (MRCL, archives, M/R-
Salford Education Aid Society, M98/267, 271, 287)
88. First report of M/R-Salford Education Aid Society, 1865

(M/RCL, archives, M98/138)
89. G. Melly, iv, p.8

90. Simon, A c__eentu__rl[ of_c~ ty_qovernment, p.242
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Table 70

School accommodation, Salford, 1851

Day schools . 18

Sunday schools . iO

Day and Sunday schools . 18

The borough was divided into three wards and in two of them

there were no catholic schools for poor children. But in

St Stephen’s ward there was one catholic school with seatinq

for 700 pupils. An average of only 300 children attended

weekday classes, but the school was filled for Sunday less-
91

ons.     On an average weekday, 4,600 children were in Salford’s
92

elementary schools, a figure which doubled on Sundays.    And

despite the small number of children attendinq Salford’s

schools, there were 7,200 surplus weekday seats, 260 of them

93in the catholic school.     But during the followinq twenty

years there was a great expansion in voluntary elementary
94

school facilities in the Salford area.

Table 71

School accommodation, Salford, 1851-70

Sunday schools                    Catholic
Total schools Average attendance    Schools

Average
Attendance

1851 41 12,753 3 750

1861 . 16,354 - 1,O40

1864 46 19,192 3 2,143

1870 50 19 , 192 4 2 , 375

91. S. Neal, Special report on the state of juvenile education

and delinquency, in the Bor_ough of Salford (Salford, 1851), pp 7-10
~. Ibid., pp 11-2
93. Re___port from the select cttee on M/R-Salford

30-1, H.C., 1852 (499), xi, 40-1
94. A.V. Parsons, A history of education in Salford, 1780-

187~0 (SCL, unpublished t~-6sis, 1965~, pp 77, 7E~---~O

education, pp
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Public day schools Catholic Average
Total schools Average attendance Schools Attendance

1851 32 4 , 62 3 1 400

1861 32 8,137 2 776

1870 42 12,218 6 2,215

95

In 1851 there was only St John’s catholic school, which

had spaces for 700 scholars and an average attendance of only
96

400. St John’s parish,     which included the bishop’s res-

idence and the cathedral, added another school, but in 1861

there were still only 700 children attending catholic elemen-

tary schools in Salford. By 1863 it was estimated that there

was still a deficiency of 700 places for catholic children
97

in Salford,     but the addition of four schools in a decade

very nearly eliminated the deficit. But the rest of the

Salford was not so fortunate. In 1871 a school board was

elected to start making up the deficiency.

The only catholic parish in southeast Lancashire where

I was able to locate a parish log-book for the mid-nineteenth

century was St John’s, Salford. There are two books surviving
98

which cover the years 1860-4 and 1869-72.     The contents

are announcements made at Sunday mass, and besides other inf-

ormation, they tell us something about how catholic schools

were built and maintained a century ago. Once a school was

in operation it was maintained from its fees, government

grants and voluntary contributions. But the initial opening

of a school required a substantial capital outlay which could

not be met from meagure parish or diocesan funds. So the money

95.    Ibid. , pp 126, 129, 130
96. Whalley, op. cit. , p.295
97.    Ibid., p.327
98. St John:s Roman Catholic Cathedral, loq books, 1860-4,
1869-72 (Cathedral House, 250 Chapel Street, Salford 3)
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to purchase land, renovate an existinq buildlnq or erect a

new structure had to come from the parishioners, who were,

throughout Lancashire, basically worklnq-class. They were

not asked to pay a contribution in a large sum, but were

asked to pledqe a certain amount to be defrayed on a fort-

niqhtly or monthly basis. Announcements were made at Sunday

mass to remind subscribers that a portion of their donation

was due. In the Salford area at the end of each summer there

was a series of ’charity sermons’, where extra collections
99

were taken to aid the local schools.

For example, St John’s parish purchased the old Salford

workhouse site in 1860 for £1,5OO, with the intention of

starting another school and building a new church. Money

to offset the primary expenditure and to furnish the schools

was collected from pledges over a period of two years and

day and evening schools for boys, girls and infants, as well

as a Sunday school, were opened in January 1863, ’in order to

give a catholic education to many children .... who now either

grow up in ignorance or are sent to schools in which their

iOOfaith is weakened or lost’.

Night schools had become an important feature of the

southeast Lancashire educational scheme because of the large

numbers of factory operatives of all ages who found it diff-

icult or impossible to attend school during the day. The

Manchester-Salford night classes were said to be efficient

iO1and well attended.

St John’s log-books also tell us something more about

catholic schooling. Catholic schools in Salford were kept

open three evenings a week.

99. St John,s log-book, 1860-4, 29 Sept 1861

i00. St John’s log-book, 1860-4, 27 Jan 1861;
16 Feb 1862
I01. Whalley, op. clt., p.323

ii June 1863;
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The children of nine years of age and upwards who do not
frequent the day schools are expected to attend instructions
which are given in the Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday eve-
nings by the Xaverian Brothers and by the nuns from half-
past seven o’clock until nine o’clock. 102

And there was another course on the same three evenings for

’boys and young men’ which cost 3s. for the full course or
103

2d. per week.

The log-book of 1860-4 covers the period of the cotton

famine in Lancashire and shows how some catholic schools

responded to the serious unemployment problem. Even though

weekly fees for catholic education were low, the economic

recession of the early sixties made it impossible for parents

to spare even small sums for sending their children to school.

Salford’s catholic clergy and the Salford Relief Committee,

one of many local organisations formed to aid unemployed and

under-employed factory operatives during the cotton famine,

wanted to prevent a worsening of an already serious school

attendance situation. Fees in catholic schools were waived

wherever possible.

We earnestly beg of the parents to send their children to
the school. If some parents through want of work cannot
possibly afford the school-fees they can apply to the priest
of the respective district who will give them a school ticket
until such time that they can pay the school fees themselves.

Extra night classes were started and young men and women were

’exhorted’ to attend them.IO4 The local relief committee was

also paying school fees for parents who could not afford
105

them. Sewing classes for factory girls and women were a

favourite remedy for idle time among cotton famine relief

committees throughout Lancashire. St John’s parish also

participated in one of these projects.

102. St John’s log-book, 1860-4, 13 Jan 1861

103. St John’s log-book, 1860-4, 8 Sept 1861
104. St John’s log-book, 1860-4, 24 Aug 1862

105. St John’s log-book, 1860-4, 17 Jan 1863
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In order to alleviate the present distress, the Relief Comm-
ittee of the borough encourages the establishment of sewing
classes for unemployed factory operatives. We are happy to
inform you that a sewing class will be opened .... in the
Young Men’s /Catholic Association/ room adjoining the cath-
edral, and that every girl who attends this class will rec-
eive a weekly allowance from the relief committee. Any girl
who wishes to be admitted into this class should first apply
for a ticket of admission from the clerk of the relief comm-
ittee at the town hall. 106

Parishioners who escaped the worst effects of the cotton

famine were also asked to help the sewinq classes.

This work of charity may be promoted by any of the follow-
ing ways, viz., by sending materials for clothing, by pur-
chasing eny of the articles that are made up at the schools,
by giving a weekly contribution towards defraying the curr-
ent expenses; by any of the ladies of the congregation ass-
isting in the conducting of the schools. 107

So if Salford was in any way representative of catholic

parishes in Lancashire, there was much more to catholic

education than catechism and the 3Rs. There was a genuine

effort to serve the catholic communities social, as well

as educational and religious, needs.

By 1870 the main problem facing the managers of cath-

olic schools in Salford was not a shortage of school accomm-

odation, but underattendance, a shortage of pupils.

We are much grieved to see that after all the expenditure
and exertions that have been made to bring the schools to
the highest point ot efficiency there are still many cath-
olic parents who allow their children to run about the
streets and grow up in ignorance and vice. 108

But this was a problem facing all nineteenth-century school

administrators in England and it would be nearly a generat-

ion, even with school boards and compulsory attendance, bef-

ore this difficulty was largely overcome.

The town of Oldham did not have a very large catholic

population up to the mid-184Os. A catholic Sunday school

had been organised in 1833,b~I± a mission, St Mary’s, was

106. St John’s log-book, 1860-4, 5 Oct 1862
107. St John’s log-book, 1860-4, 26 Oct 1862
108. St John’s log-book, 1369-72, 24 Apr 1870
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not formed until 1839. A day school was opened in hired
109

premises in 1841, where there was seating for 450 children.

But ’owing to the great increase in the catholic population’

after 1846 this school soon became too small to take care of
iiO

all the catholic children who needed schooling. £4,000

was raised among the local catholics and a new school was

built in 1859, which seated 850 students. St Mary’s school

’ranked among the finest in Lancashire and was considered
Iii

a "model" school’. In 1862 a second school, St Patrick’s,
112

was opened, which accommodated 350 students. Still, in

1863 it was reckoned that there were 300 catholic children in
113

01dham who did not have a place in a school. But an eff-

ort to rectify this shortage was made in 1868 when more land
114

was acquired and a new parish school built. Since the

catholic population never became very large in Oldham during

1846-71, the catholic education situation was under control

by the time the Oldham School board was elected in 1871.

But there was still a general deficiency in the town. There

were 18,O95 children of school age in the borough in 1871,

but only iO,OOO of them were receiving any schooling at all.

A school-building programme was instituted, but the various

schemes ’became obsolescent before they could become imple-
115

mented’. So compared with the general population, the

catholic community of Oldham, including some 5,400 Irish

catholics, were well-served with schools in 1871.

Looking generally at the catholic schools available to

the children of Irish immigrant families in southeast

Lancashire, there are some assessments to take into account.

The quality of the education available in catholic elementary

schools in the diocese of Salford was found to be good.

109. Whalley, op. cit., p.287
ii0. T. Curley, The catholic history of Oldham (East Yorks,

1911), p.48
iii. Ibid., p.52
112. Whalley, op. cit., pp 309, 328

113. Ibid., p.328
114. Ibid., p.309
115. Hartley Bateson, A centenary history of Oldham (Oldham,
1949), p.156 .....
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It has to be admitted that the catholic schools of the
Salford diocese, in spite of the disadvantages under which
their promoters laboured, more than held their own, and
frequently earned the sincere, unprejudiced praises of the
government inspectors. 116

One difficulty for catholic school managers in southeast

Lancashire was securing the services of qualified teachers

because they were only able to offer salaries which were

lower than the average payment made to teachers elsewhere

in England, which made it difficult to attract and retain
117

good teachers. Even though the quality of instruction

did vary, the schools conducted by teaching monks and nuns

were ’uniformly good’ . The Sisters of Notre Dame, the Pre-

sentation Sisters, the Sisters of Loretto and the Irish

Christian Brothers taught at schools in Manchester. The

Xaverian brothers taught the boys’ schools in Salford, and

the girls were instructed by the Faithful Companions of
118

Jesus order of nuns. Besides bringing extra revenue,

the government inspection system was also a way of maintain-

ing a standard of quality. By 1868 only about half of the

schools in the diocese of Salford were being inspected, but
119

all those in the town of Salford were visited. But many

of the uninspected schools were on a par, educationally and
120

structurally, with the inspected schools. As in Liverpool,

the Irish Christian Brothers, who had taught at St Patrick’s

boys school since 1845, refused to be inspected, even though
121

the girls’ and infants schools were being inspected. But

during the 186Os the number of inspected schools ’tended to

increase’.

319-20

13 Jan 1861; ii Jan 1863
St John’s log-book, 1860-4,

116. Whalley, op. cit. , pp
117. Ibid., pp 324-5
118. St John’s log-book, 1860-4,
119. Whalley, op. cit., p.322;
16 Nov 1862
120. Ibid., p.322

121. R. Earley, op. cit., no pagination
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Catholic parishes in towns such as Oldham and Salford

were managing to provide adequate accommodation for catholic

children by 1871. But the much larger urban district of

Manchester still lagged behind in school provision for cath-

olic children, a problem aggravated by continuing immigration

of Irish catholic families. One estimate claimed that 6-7,000

catholic children in the diocese, mainly in Manchester, ’do
122

not, at present, receive any catholic education whatever’.

But by the standards of a town such as Liverpool, Manchester

was very well provided with catholic schools. By 1870 the

school inspectors were acknowledging that Manchester and

Salford catholic schools ’could not anywhere be surpassed
123

for efficiency’. And this good quality education was

available even though it was claimed that there was yet

another special problem: that ’the English will not attend
124

school with the Irish, or the Irish with the English’.

But there is no evidence that there was ethnic friction in

catholic schools in Lancashire.

In closing this consideration of education for Irish

children in Lancashire it is interesting to consult data on

children attending school which is available in census enum-

erators’ books for the years 1851, 1861 and 1871. Samples

taken from both the Irish and non-Irish sectors of the pop-

ulations of Liverpool, Manchester-Salford, Oldham, Preston,

St Helens and Widnes in all three census years indicate the

fol lowing :

122. St John’s log-book, 1860-4, 19 Feb 1871

123. Simon, A century of city government, p.230
124. Ibid., p.230
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Table 72

Percentages of Irish households having at least one student,

1851

1861

1871

1851-71

Lpool M/R Salford Oldham Preston St Helens Widnes Overall

35.3 24.3 20.6 11.5 21.4 23.8 19.6 29.0

32.5 28.4 21.2 19.7 30.2 36.1 33.2 30.4

29.9 34.5 34.8 22.2 33.3 28.2 30.0 30.8

Percentages of non-Irish households havinq at least one student,

1851-71

1851

1861

1871

Lpool M/R Salford Oldham Preston St Helens Widnes Overall

36.1 28.1 34 33.0 30.2 30.6 44.0 32.3

36.2 32.3 29.3 27.6 25.9 42.1 41.8 33.0

33.6 31.5 32.0 37.5 36.8 45.1 38.2 34.0

But these percentages cannot be employed uncritically.

Firstly, not every household had a school-age child

living in it. For instance, overall, 21.5% and 24.5% of

Irish and non-Irish households, respectively, can be eff-

ectively eliminated from consideration because they contain

either one or two persons only. Also, if a child worked in

a cotton mill and attended school for a few hours a day or

only went to Sunday school, he would be returned as a fac-

tory hand rather than as a student. Also, there is the un-

known factor which represents the number of scholars who were

not otherwise employed, but were not listed as students either.

So altogether, census enumerators’ books are not a very rel-

iable source for determining the extent ot elementary educ-

ation during the mid-nineteenth century among the Irish or

in the community at large. The significance of an analysis

of this data must be regarded as inconclusive. Still it is

interesting to note that the total percentages indicate that

non-Irish households were marginally more likely to contain a

Student than the Irish. But if we had more information this

Picture could change.
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Even though the Irish community made up a very large

proportion of the catholic population of Lancashire during

1846-71, there is very little special mention of this num-

erous group with regard to such an important subject as

catholic education. But it probably is not a coincidence

that the massive Irish immigration of the 184Os and 185Os,

which increased the number of catholics in Lancashire siq-

nificantly, time when new Importance was assigned to

the expansion of voluntary catholic schools. Catholic

schools were hopelessly inadequate in the 184Os and 185Os

to handle the extra burdens imposed by immigration of Irish

catholics. But by the 186Os great progress was made in

school construction with the invaluable help of donations

from catholic working men, many thousands of whom were Irish.

By 1871, when the new school boards were orqanising them-

selves, only the large towns of Liverpool and Manchester

were unable to accommodate nearly all catholic scholars in

denominational elementary schools. But qreat advances had

been made in those two centres and they only lagged behind

hecause they had such large Irish catholic populations.

Altogether, Irish catholic children had an extensive and

efficient voluntary school system to serve them by 1871.

But even where school accommodation existed, it was

not always possible to fill all the places with students.

Poverty and indifference were obstacles as formidable as

shortage of school places to the spread of literacy, since

many families either lacked funds for fees or sufficient

motivation to send their children to school. Even though

there were still these difficulties to overcome, the Irish

community of Lancashire was fortunate in having an active,

functional institution, the catholic church, through its

local clergy, working on its behalf. By the time of Forster’s

education act of 1870, the greatest problem facinq catholic

education, shortage of schools, had been largely overcome by
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a persistent effort which was led by the clergy. The

Irish community benefitted a great deal from this progress

made in the provision of places for catholic children in

parish schools during the mld-nineteenth century.



Chapter 9

Irish social organisation in Lancashire

Members of the Irish community in Lancashire did not spend

all their time at work, in school or at home. When the workday

or lessons ended in the evening, or at midday on Saturdays,

there was time to pass which could be spent in the comnany of

other people, time for social life. But what sort of social

arrangements existed generally in urban Lancashire? And, more

particularly, how did that very gregarious group, the Irish

immigrant community, socialise?

By the 184Os the British workina class

had already become - as it was to remain for a hundred years -
perhaps the most ’clubbable’ working class in Europe. The
facility with which English working men formed societies in the
early nineteenth century is formidable .... It seems at times that
half a dozen working men could scarcely sit in a room together
without appointing a chairman. 1

The favourite place for informal gathering was, of course, the

public house. The English public house was well-established as

a ’trading centre and meeting place and a "home from home" for
2

working men’ in rural districts and in the towns.    Access to

parks or any kind of open country was very restricted during

the mid-nineteenth century, especially in towns such as

Liverpool and Manchester. So besides being a convenient and

convivial place to meet with friends and acauaintances, the urban

public house also offered a welcome resnite from the overcrowded

and unhealthy housing conditions so many town dwellers had to

endure.

But the most obvious attraction of nineteenth-century

public houses and beershops was the availability of beer, wine

and spirits. And as we saw in chapter 6, the numerous public

i. E.P. Thompson, The making of the English working class, pn 672-3
2. Brian Harrison, Drink and the Victorians: The temnerance

guestion in England, 1815-72 (London, 1971), pp 346-7
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houses and beershops that proliferated in the growing English

towns, while encouraging a social life for working people, also

produced a social by-product - drunkenness. The single

greatest problem Lancashire’s policemen faced during the mid-

nineteenth century was drunkenness. But the cause of

drunkenness was not simply that drink was easily had in public

houses. Industrialisation and urbanisation exerted strains on

those who lived in factory towns. Many persons from rural areas of

the United Kingdom, including Ireland, came to Lancashire’s towns.

Accustomed to working in the open air, they often found labouring

or factory work in towns very tedious. Also living conditions

were a step down from rural life, and both these influences

could lead to heavy drinking. But even for someone who never

knew anything but an urban existence, living in a town such as

Liverpool could be oppressive and frustrating, and it was very

easy to turn to drink to ease the tension. But most of the

people patronising public houses were not drunks. Rather, they

were persons looking for fellowship, and a public house was the

most likely place in which to find it.

But by the 184Os there were other alternatives for informal

socialising beyond the doors of the public house. Despite rapid

urbanisation, towns such as Preston, St Helens, Widnes and

01dham were still surrounded by open country during the mid-

nineteenth century, and it was not difficult for working people

to get out of the towns for a Sunday walk. The extension of

railway services made day excursions to the seaside or into the

country possible too. Many country pastimes were carried on

in the towns. ’Pigeon-flying, prize-fighting and footracinq

continued unabated’ as popular amusements right up to the 187Os

in towns such as St Helens.3Urban people still showed ’a

great zest for life and did not allow any opportunity for
4

enjoyment to pass by - not even a public hanging’.

Popular music halls were also making their appearance in

large towns, and at Manchester, which had a reputation as a

’decidedly musical place’, there were regular Monday night

3. Barker and Harris, St Helens, D.313

4. Ibid., p.314



concerts ’for the operative classes’.

I visited it the other night. The musical attractions, to be
sure, were rather mild - a small orqan, a piano, an amateur
chorus of some thirty voices, assisted by a few professors of
only local celebrity. But the programme comprised selections
from Handel, Meyerbeer, Rossini and Bishop; and if these were
at the best only respectably performed, they were listened to with
the most reverent silence, and then applauded to the echo by
an assemblage of between two and three thousand working men
and women, who had respectively paid their threepence for
admission, and who took up nearly the entire area of the Free
Trade Hall. 5

But the most popular sort of casual congeniality was still

thriving in Lancashire’s towns. Even in the grim setting of

working-class neighbourhoods,

Every evening after mill hours these streets, deserted as they
are except at meal times during the day, present a scene of very
considerable quiet enjoyment. The people all appear to be on
the best terms with each other, and laugh and gossip from
window to window, and door to door. The women, in particular,
are fond of sitting in groups upon their thresholds sewing and
knitting; the children sprawl about beside them .... amid all the
grime and dinginess of the place, there is no lack of homely
comforts, good health and good spirits. 6

So there was plenty of informal social life in urban Lancashire

for working people.

But the ’clubbable’ English working men often put their social

relations on a more formal and organised basis. Most often they

formed themselves into friendly societies, which along with the

public house were ’labour’s mass institutions’.7 ’The friendly

society was the one social institution that touched the adult

lives of a near majority of the working population.’8 The

friendly societies served a dual purpose. They provided

opportunities for members to gather in a local public house

to drink and talk at fortnightly or monthly meetings. And

they offered a useful social insurance scheme. Friendly

society members contributed to a common fund, Dart of which each

could claim in the event of illness or death in their family.

Ratepayers during the early nineteenth century looked upon

friendly societies as ’useful organisations for lowering the

poor rate’ because they were the ’pioneers’ of the self-help

5. Reach, Manchester and the cotton districts in 1849, D.57
6. Ibid., p.8
7. Foster, Class struggle, p.220
8. Ibid., p.216; Anderson, Family structure, p.138
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movement among working men. And during the whole 1815-75

period their numbers far outnumbered those belonging to trade

unions or cooperative societies. Friendly societies only

succeeded because of the ’energy and determination’ of their

membership and were an important way in which ’those without

political power sought to protect themselves in an increasingly
9industrialised society’.    Many clubs operated on the county and

regional levels, and some were national societies¯

Even though the financial benefits were very limited, the

insurance against misfortune was an attractive feature of the

friendly societies.IO But working men were also very interested

in the clubs’ social activities.II Most friendly societies met

in public houses, which advanced the importance of that already

long-established community centre. The local public house

was usually the only suitable place where a number of men could

gather, ’and it also seems that the innkeepers themselves did

much to promote the formation of clubs meeting on the premises

with an eye to the business which would result’ 12 The

ostensible reason for holding meetings was so that the club’s

receiver could collect the members’ subscriptions¯ But the end of

official business ’did not necessarily mean an end to the

revelry’. A club or lodge was often permitted to meet in a

room in a public house free of charge provided that they

purchased at least a certain quantity of drink, which might be

paid for from club funds or by a supplementary collection.13

One reason that English working men were ’clubbable’ during

the mid-nineteenth century was the tradition of working-class

solidarity and awareness of common interest which develoned durinq

the widespread labour agitations of the first half of the

nineteenth century. We shall see in chapter iO that this

broadly-based, but fragile, unity among working men declined

from the mid-184Os. This disintegration of working-class

awareness emphasises the significance of the friendly societies;

’as institutions the friendly societies actually survived, during

a period when so much else did not’.

9. P.H.J.H. Gosden, The friendly societies in England, 1815-75

(Manchester, 1961), pp 6-7
i0. Anderson, op. cit., pl~ 138-9
ii. Gosden, op. cit., p.l]5; Foster op. cit., p.217

12. Gosden, op~ cit., p.l|7
13. Ibid., p.l17



It is also significant that they remained exclusively organisations
of, and for, working people. Despite periods of great financial
difficulty, they never resorted to outside help; they remained
free of the otherwise pervasive influence of the clerical
establishment and the tradesmen petty bourgeoisie. 14

There was another type of mutual insurance organisation in

English towns, which ’thrived more fully in Lancashire than in

most parts of the country’. They were known as collecting or

burial societies and their appeal ’seems to have rested upon the

dread of working people for the pauper funeral of the nineteenth
15

century’. Those who were unable to pay premiums for insurance

against both sickness and death often joined a friendly society

which limited itself to providing insurance against funeral

expenses. Even in the 187Os, there were some burial societies

which insured against sickness, as well as death, but most

did not. There were usually house to house subscription collec-

tions on a regular basis, and the larger societies bore a close
16

resemblance to industrial assurance companies. The house

to house collection eliminated the social aspect of the

other friendly societies from the burial clubs’ function and

consequently did very little to bring working people together,

except, of course, at funerals.

Another important working-class organisation which had

a great deal of significance socially was the trade union

movement, which shall be discussed in detail at the end of the

chapter.

There were many diverse social activities open to working

people in urban Lancashire during the mid-nineteenth century.

But where, if anywhere, did the Irish community fit into this

picture? In no way were the Irish immigrants who arrived in

Lancashire during 1846-71 simply English people who lived on the

other side of the Irish Sea. Their background was very

different from that of both urban and rural people in England.

Obvious cultural and national differences between the immigrant

Irish and the native community were further accentuated by the

fact that the preponderance of the Irish were Roman Catholics.

14. Foster, Class struggle, pp 217-8
15. Gosden, op. cit., p.58
16. Ibid., pp 58-9



The Lancashire Irish seemed to many contemporaries to be

uninterested in the English way of life. Socially, they organised

along lines familiar to them from their homeland, which heightened

their awareness of being a separate cultural and national group

within the general population of Lancashire. This awareness
17

was maintained by fresh arrivals from Ireland during 1846-71.

What social alternatives did the Irish have within their

community during the mid-nineteenth century?

The public house was a favourite convergence for Irish

immigrants because it ’afforded an easy and cheap means of

escape from the nightmare of conditions’ in the crowded workinq-

class neighbourhoods and was ’the poor man’s club, where the

Irish could meet their friends and hear read the latest news

of home’. Irish newspapers, such as the Nation, which were

too expensive for most people to buy regularly, were often
18

read out in public houses.      But the attractive ’brightness and

warmth’ of the public houses and beershops caused a serious

problem in the Irish community, an alarming prevalence of

intemperance. As we saw in chapter 6, a disproportionately

large part of the widespread problem of drunkeness in urban

Lancashire was in the Irish community. But serious efforts

were made under the auspices of the catholic church to check

this very grave situation. During the mid-184Os Fr Mathew, the

Irish ’apostle of temperance’, visited Lancashire and administered

the pledge of total abstinence from intoxicating drink to many

thousands of persons. It appears that while the initial

enthusiasm lasted, business in public houses did show a decline.
19

But it was not long before trade was brisk again.     An Irish

Roman Catholic Temperance Association was founded at Manchester
2O

in 1846 and well-attended weekly meetings were held.      But

this organisation dropped from sight very guickly. A priest

who was very active in the Liverpool Irish community, Fr James

17. M.E. Brock, Irish immigrants in Manchester, no pagination
18. J. Bennet, Fr Nugent of Liverpool, p.lO4
19. Ibid., p.lO5
20. M/R Courier, 15 July 1846
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Nugent, also tried to combat drunkenness among the Irish.

Continuous preaching against excessive drinking did not seem

sufficient to improve things on Liverpool’s north side, so on

St Patrick’s day 1865 Nugent and some ’other gentlemen’

Acting upon the principle that the attractions of the gin shod can
only be counteracted by attractions of some other kind .... engaged
Bevington Hall, in which, on two nights of the week, Monday
and Saturdays, musical and other entertainments will be given,
seasoned with lectures and addresses upon subjects most likely
to be interesting and beneficial to the class they are
intended to reach.

Fr Nugent also hoped to start a savings bank and ’other agencies
21

of moral, and social improvement’,      but the project was short-

lived. A more successful venture was undertaken seven years

later when Fr Nugent founded a Catholic Total Abstinence League

of the Cross. The first person to take the abstinence pledge
22

was John Denvir, a man we shall meet again. But despite

attempts such as these to introduce social alternatives to

public houses for the Irish, drunkenness remained a grave

problem among them right up to the end of the nineteenth century.

The Irish did not confine themselves to the casual social

life of public houses, and, as their British neighbours did,

they organised themselves into more formal associations. Although

there is very little known about them, there were versions of the

agrarian secret societies, which proliferated in Ireland during

the first half of the nineteenth century, among the Lancashire

Irish. These secret fraternities were usually known by a

title which included the word Hibernian. They were ostensibly

formed out of a desire to provide self-defence for the Irish

catholic community, but they were more probably the by-product

of the custom of organisation among Irishmen which went back

well into the eighteenth century. The Lancashire Hibernian

societies, which were most visible during 1846-50, probably

contained men from the whiteboy tradition and from the more

formalised ribbon lodges of Ireland. The loosely structured

agrarian groups usually called whiteboys, after their Dractice

of wearing white shirts in order to identify each other in

21. Lpool Mercury, 18 Mar 1865
22. Bennet, op. cit., pp ]O7-8



darkness, were organised on a very local basis in Ireland

to protect the agricultural labourer and small tenant farmer

from victimization under the landlord system. Sometimes a crude

oath was involved. Their aim was to ’keep the actual

occupant in the possession of his land and in general to

regulate the relation of landlord and tenant for the benefit
23

of the latter’. They did not aim at destroying the existing

land system. ’Instead they sought to enforce a code of good

conduct within the terms of reference of the existing tenurial

system. They pursued a limited, concrete, pragmatic programme.’24

When the agrarian equilibrium between tenant and landowners was

upset, for example, by a rent increase or ejectment, the local

agrarian executive, dormant as long as the tacitly understood

land code was not violated, was activated and the offending party

might find a threatening notice tacked to his door, several of his

cattle houghed or a bullet whistling past his ear. Basically,

’the whiteboys’ operations may be said to have been confined to
25

agrarian outrages, for the redress of grievances’.

The ribbonmen had their origins in the Defender movement of

Ulster, which was a vaguely federated, defensive league directed

against militant protestantism. A formal oath was involved in

obtaining membership. One florid account claims that

ribbonism was established ’for the protection of the catholic

peasantry; as a bodyguard for the catholic Driest, and for the

deliverance of Ireland from the heel of the oppressor’.26 But

the original purpose in founding ribbon lodges was to counter

protestant belligerence and injustice. The ribbonmen were more

formally organised than the whiteboys, but the pretension that

there was a national network of lodges directed by a central

23. T.F. McGrath, History of the Ancient Order of Hibernians
(Cleveland, Ohio, 1898), p.45
24. Joseph Lee, ’The ribbonmen’ in T.D. Williams (ed.), Secret

societies in Ireland (Dublin, 1973), p.33
25. Lord Ashtown, The unknown power behind the Irish Nationalist
Party: Its present work and criminal history (London, 1908), p.36
26. J.J. Bergin, History of the Ancient Order of Hibernians
(Dublin, 1910), p.viii
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committee was ’largely based on the fertile imaqinations of
27

informers intent on earning their rewards’. But

Though the ribbonmen originated in sectarian Ulster strife at
the turn of the nineteenth century, the land question almost
immediately became their prime concern .... Of course, as most
landlords were protestant and most tenants catholic, such
disputes could always be represented as essentially sectarian,
but so predominantly economic were the issues involved that
the term ribbonism soon came to be aonlied qenerically to all
agrarian unrest, even where the victims were catholics. 28

So even though the ribbonmen were originally intended as defenders

of catholicism, maintenance of the tenant farmer’s and

agricultural labourer’s position on the land was a more

immediate concern.

But for a former ribbonman or whiteboy living in Lancashire

the land question had been resolved. Still some of them

organised into secret Hibernian societies. Protection of

agrarian rights or defenoe againsb physical attack were not

issues in urban Lancashire and it appears that the Hibernians

organised themselves mainly around catholicism. During the

early years of mass Irish immigration into Lancashire, before

a parish oriented social life could evolve, the Hibernians

probably provided a valuable social outlet for newly-arrived

Irishmen. Particularly in Liverpool, as we shall see, they

were the organisers of St Patrick’s day celebrations and

sometimes they organised bands to play at Irish social functions.

For the most part they tried to stay out of the public eye and

after 1850 they drop from view almost entirely. John Denvir,

a Liverpool Irishman, recalled that the Lancashire Hibernians

opposed the Fenian movement because their fanatical catholicism
29

was offended by the IRB’s non-sectarian renublicanism.     But it

is said that the Hibernians retained Dart of the social utility

they had in rural Ireland. An ’Irish brother’ who landed in

Lancashire friendless and jobless could exnect help from the

3O
local Hibernians. But likewise, the Irish stranger in

Lancashire might be victimised by the Hibernians’ introsnection.

27. Lee, op. cit., D.27
28. Ibid., p.26
29. John Denvir, The Irish in Britain, p.131
30. Bergin, op cit., p.31



More than one Door fellow coming fresh from Ireland to work
at the Liverpool docks, and exnecting to be at least civilly
treated by his fellow-workmen - who were, and are, most of
his own nationality - has found himself cruelly deceived. If
he did not know the grip or the Dassword, the heaviest part of
the work could, somehow, be thrown upon him, while occasionally
he would receive bodily injury. 31

It also has been claimed that the secret Hibernian societies

in England ’helped to strengthen radical and chartist
32

organisations in northern England’,      but there is no evidence

that this was the case in Lancashire. Indeed, the evidence

which exists suggests that the Hibernian associations kemt their

distance from any such involvements. But there were darker

motives than the ’defence of the faith’ assigned to the
33

Hiberniansin England.

In a report to the Home Office dated January 1863 it was

alleged that ribbon societies existed ’in nearly all the large

towns of England and Scotland where Irishmen are congregated -

London, perhaps, excepted’. Newcastle on Tvne was the British

headquarters of the ribbon lodges. These Hibernian societies

sometimes organised ’nominally for sick and burial purposes’ _

but in fact had more sinister designs, which even went as far
34

as planning murders which took place in Ireland.

Between these lodges and those existing in Ireland, degegates
pass periodically to and fro, attending quarterly meetings at
some given place either in this country /Ireland/, or in England
or Scotland, (never twice consecut~velv in the same place), their
expenses being paid out of the general fund created by
contributions paid by the members of this unlawful confederacy
to the parish masters of their respective lodges, who in the great
majority of cases are publicans. The subscription is usually
one shilling per man per month. The different lodges in England
are so many safe harbours for culprits who have committed murder
or other serious crimes in this country /Ireland/; where they
are not only protected, but are certain ~f obtaTning emoioyment
in the neighbourhood of such lodges. Hence one of the main

difficulties in being able to trace offenders against the
laws .... 35

31. Denvir, op. cit., p.131
32. R. O’Higgins, ’Irish influence on the Chartist movement’ in

Past and Present, no.20 (Nov. 1961), D.85
33. Bergin, op. cit., D.85
34. Report of CC, Staffordshire Constabulary, Feb 1865 (SPO, RP,

1865/2OO8)
35. W. Browning to HO, 2 ,7an 1863 (SPO, RP, 1864/284)



It is extremely unlikely that anything so elaborate existed among

the northern England Hibernians. These documents should be

interpreted as meaning that the Hibernian societies were more

popular in Newcastle than elsewhere, or the author might have

been actually writing about the Fenian movement, which he con-

fused with the whiteboy-ribbon societies.

The ribbonmen in Ireland and America eventually became

the Ancient Order of Hibernians (AOH),! essentially a catholic

society .... for the defence of the faith in Ireland’    The

AOH registered themselves in Ireland as the Ancient Order of

Hibernians Benefit Society in 1896, but they seem to have all
36

but vanished in Great Britain by that date. The peak Of

their influence was in the 184Os and early 185Os, but after

that period they declined into insignificance.

There were also mutual insurance groups, to provide security

against the expenses of illness and death, but they had their

social relevance too. The Head Constable of Liverpool’s police

force reported in 1865 that there were many of these clubs in

the neighbourhoods of the north side of the town and that
37

they were organised specifically to serve the Irish.     That

meetings of these clubs provided at least one type of social

outlet is illustrated by an account of one which took place in

1865 at Liverpool.

Lastevening, one of the most uproarious and disgraceful meetings
perhaps ever held in this town took place in the Oddfellows
Hall, in connection with the St Patrick’s Sick and Burial Society.

Even though Fr Nugent was present, along with clergymen

representing branches of the society in other Lancashire towns,

the meeting was characterised by shouting, fist-fights and

’indescribable disorder’, as arguments over who should be

admitted to the meeting broke out all around the hall.

During the meeting the hall resembled a heated furnace, and at
the close of the turbulent proceedings there was a wholesale
rush to the public houses in the neighbourhood to quench the
thirst which excessive heat had nroduced. 38

36. Bergin, op. cit., p.85
37. HC Grieg to Watch Cttee, 26 Sept 1865 (LCL, Head Constable’s

reports, 352POL/2/3, no. 170, pp 209-10)
38. Lpool Mercury, 9 Aug 1865



From the scant evidence which survives, it appears there

were very few Irish friendly societies organised on the same

basis as other clubs in England, that is, with regular meetings

for subscription payments and perhaps other social activities.

The indexes of the Registry of Friendly Societies for Lancashire

do not reveal a single obviously Irish club which deposited
39

their rules with the Registry up to 1875.     Most of the Irish

clubs were collecting societies organised on a very local

basis. Their main function was to provide insurance against

funeral expenses, and their socialising role was not very

great. They provided social insurance rather than a social

life. But the meagre social life which burial clubs could

offer the Irish community was more than compensated for by other

organisations.

An important feature of English working-class organisations

was their independence of any sort of patronage. As we saw,

working-class friendly societies or trade associations were

only as successful as their members made them. The only

principle that they required on which to base their organisation

was a common desire for fraternity to protect themselves from

economic adversity; to broaden their social vistas; and to

further their industrial aims. The Anglican and dissenting

churches did little to foster organisation among English workers

and, as social focii, the churches had very little importance.

But it is in just this respect that the immigrant Irish showed

a distinct difference from their British neighbours. Most

of the organisations started by them and for them during the

mid-nineteenth century were under the patronage of the

catholic church. In fact, the only major organisation of

Lancashire Irishmen during 1846-71 that was established without

church approval or support was the Irish Republican Brotherhood.

But a discussion of that group and its social function must wait

till chapter 12.

39. Registry of Friendly Societies, Lancashire, 1774-1875

(PRO, Indexes to rules and amendments, series 1, F.S.2)



There had been a catholic club in Liverpool since 1844,

which was intended to further catholic charitv and to defend

catholic interests politically. But the Catholic Club was an

organisation of middle-class catholics, and it had little rel-

evance, socially or otherwise, for the vast body of the Liverpool

Irish, although prominent fiqures in the Irish community, such

as John Denvir, were members. One of its principal acts was to

4Oset up a night shelter for homeless children of all religions.

Another of Fr Nugent’s projects was the foundation of the

Catholic Institute in Hope Street, Liverpool. It opened in

1853 and Nugent hoped it would quickly become a ’centre of

catholic life’. It never achieved that status, but besides a

very good day school for boys, there were public reading rooms
41

and lectures. There were also catholic benevolent associat-

ions in Lancashire. One of these was established at Liverpool

in 1810 to collect funds to help the sick poor. The funds coll-

ected were distributed to each catholic clerqyman in the town

’according to the funds which the treasurer hasevery month,
42

at his disposal’. It appears that there was a stronq Irish

element in the membership of the Catholic Benevolent Society

because when the lodges held processions ’flags, banners and

green sashes’ were displayed.43 But it was remarked with part-

icular reference to the Irish that

Considering the large proportion of the population of Liverpool
who profess the catholic faith, the small number of annual sub-

scribers to the Catholic Benevolent Society excites surprise. 44

There was an organisation in Preston which more closely resem-

bled English friendly societies. It was called the United

Order of Catholic Brethren and claimed a membership of over

1,500. The society was established to ’offset the influence

of the Oranqemen’ who had been qaining strength in the town
¯ F

since 1851. But unlike other friendly societies in England,

the United Order was mainly religious in character. Its first

rule placed the society ’under the special patronage of the

Blessed Virgin’ and special daily prayers were recommended to

45help achieve the conversion of England.

40. Bennet, Fr Nugent of Liverpool, pp 40-1

41. Ibid., pp 24-6
42. Porcupine, 2 Mar 1867
43. Supt Ride to HC Grieg, 6 June 1864 (LCL, l{ead Constable’s

reports, 352POL/2/3, no. 133, p.161)
44. Porcupine, 2 Mar 1867

~5. Gosden, The Friendly societies in England PO 66-7



But organisations such as Liverpool’s Catholic Club or

Preston’s Order of Catholic Brethren were not the kind of

organisations which would provide a social life for very many Iris!

catholics. As in Ireland, the main nucleus of Irish social life

was the catholic parish. During the year various social

affairs were arranged on the parish level throughout urban

Lancashire. But just the fact that Irish oeople, even if only

40% of them, came to mass on Sundays and sent their children

to local catholic school, helped them to get to know each other

better. This informal socialising was supplemented by parish

organisations, usually known as guilds or confraternities. In

1847 the catholic vicar apostolic of the Lancashire district

wrote that

There is hardly a chapel to be found in which there is not some
pious confraternity; in the majority there are two. It is
evident from experience that these societies have much conduced
to the piety of the faithful and to the strengthening and
increasing of their devotion. The confraternities which seem
most to appeal to the faithful are those which oertain to the
holy eucharist and the honour of Blessed Mary ever virqin.
Everywhere that these confraternities have been set up the devo-
tion of the people has instantly begun to increase and be set
ablaze. 46

The diocese of Liverpool visitation returns show that by 1865

every parish in Liverpool, Preston, St Helens and Widnes had
47a guild of some description connected with it.     The most

notable of these parish organisations was the Catholic Young

Men’s Society. This movement was introduced into Lancashire by

Dean O’Brien of Limerick in 1854. The objects of the society

were ’mutual improvement, and the extension of the spirit of
48

religion and brotherly love’.      The essential rule of the society

was at least monthly attendance at holy communion. The

Society’s branches hoped toprovide the ’means for training its

members in habits of regularity, discipline, obedience, and manly
49

Christian piety’.     The ’means’ the Society adopted were ’prayer,

frequentation of the sacraments, public lectures, private classes,

a library and a reading room’.

46. Geo. Brown, relationem de statu religionis in hoc districtu
Lancastriensi, ii July 1847 (LRO, RCLv)
47. Diocese of Lpool, visitation returns, 1865 (LRO, RCLv)
48. Catholic Young Men’s Society, Reoort of the second general

conference, 13 Oct 1861 iLiverpool, 1862), p.31
49. T. Burke, Catholic history of Liverpool, pp 124-5



A social and intellectual side could be developed inside each
separate society, suited to the rank and characters of its members,
which served as an antidote to outside temptations, and carried

on under the banner of the church, minimised the possibility of
any weakening of their faith. 50

But besides being a way of using social life to maintain the

influence of the catholic religion, the Catholic Young Men’s

Societies were ’the first attempts to bring together all classes
51

of catholics on the common ground of unity of faith’ The

monthly gatherings were addressed by prominent local catholics,

who ’but for these societies would have had few opportunities
52

of coming into contact with the labouring Irish population’.

Eight Liverpool parishes had branches of the Young Men’s

Society in 1862, with a total enrolled membership of over 2,500,

although only about 1,5OO attended the weekly meetings. Seven

of the branches had reading rooms which were open during the

evenings, and six had lending libraries, with a total

collection of 1,8OO books. All the societies sponsored public

lectures, concerts and dramatic presentations, and two offered

evening instruction in the 3Rs. But all the Catholic Young

Men’s Societies in Liverpool also offered another facility which

was their main similarity with secular clubs. All the eight

parochial societies had burial funds and five of them had sick

funds. Two branches had provident, or savings, funds, and
53

St Nicholas’s, Fr Nugent’s parish, even had a building society.

So the Catholic Young Men’s Society did much more than strengthen

the religious fidelity of the members. The reading rooms,

lectures and concerts were all intended to bring young working men

together, most of whom were from the Irish community. And the

protection from financial difficulties brought on by sickness

and death was also part of their general programme. The

Catholic Young Men’s Society did offer a genuinely attractive

social alternative to the public houses and street corners.

50. Catholic Young Men’s Society, op. cit., p.31
51. Burke, op. cit., p.125
52. Ibid., p.125
53. Catholic Young Men’s Society, om. cit., pp 20-2



Even though we know there were parochial organisations at

Preston and Widnes, we do not know if they were branches of the

Catholic Young Men’s Society because they did not report at the

1861 conference. But the branch established at St Helens in

1859 had iOO members, a library of 400 volumes, frequent lectures

and a sick club. The St Helens branch was so successful that a
54

large hall, accommodating 400 persons, was being built.

Manchester, Salford and Oldham all had their branches of the

Young Men’s Society. Three of Manchester’s parishes had branches,

with 700 members, 400 of whom could be expected to turn up at

weekly meetings. St Wilfrid’s branch in Hulme was only getting

started in 1862. The other two societies had reading rooms and

lending libraries with a total of 600 volumes. Lectures and

amusements such as concerts were organised and, during the winter

months, lessons in subjects ’for mutual improvement’ were

conducted by the members themselves. There was a burial fund

and a savings fund as well. At St Augustine’s a total

abstinence guild was ’making rapid progress’. Even though

there were only three branches in such a large city as Manchester,

membership was increasing rapidly through energetic canvassing
55

by the members.

The parish log-books available for St John’s parish in

Salford tell us something about other parochial groups an Irish

catholic in Lancashire could join. Besides the Catholic Young

Men’s Society, who went to mass and communion together each
56

month,    there was also a Confraternity of Our Lady of Mount

Carmel for women, as well as a women’s guild, both of which
57

met regularly to receive communion and recite prayers together.

The Catholic Young Men’s Society had a thriving branch at

Oldham who organised themselves ’to put down sin and falsehood,

to extend virtue, intelligence, truth and brotherly love, and

implant a love of the holy catholic church’    The membership

54. Ibid., p.24
55. Ibid., p.20
56. St John’s log-book, 1860-4, 28 Apr 1861 (Catherdral House,
Salford)
57. St John’s log-book, 1860-4, 9 June 1861



reached ’several hundreds’ by the mid-186Os and the society was

regarded as one of the most prominent institutions of the

borough, but its vitality gradually declined from that highpoint.

From this it can be seen that the Lancashire Irish did have

very well organised social institutions based on their local

catholic parishes, as well as many casual contacts. This gave

them an Irish social life in Lancashire. But integration with

the native communtiy was proceeding, if ’only gradually’,

simply because Lancashire-born Irish were more English then

their parents.59

Another interesting way of looking at Irish social life in

Lancashire during the mid-nineteenth century is to see how they

celebrated St Patrick’s day, which was one of the most important

occasions on the Irish national calendar. It was traditionally

a day of expression of national pride and socialising among the

Irish. The most prominent Irish community in Lancashire was in

Liverpool, and it was the exceptional circumstance during the

mid-nineteenth century when St Patrick’s day was not

celebrated with some kind of public social event. A favourite

way of commemorating the patron saint of Ireland in Liverpool

during the 184Os was a procession. In 1846 the Liverpool Repeal

Association sponsored a procession of 1,000 to 1,5OO Irishmen.

There was some apprehension that a public display of this kind

would lead to sectarian disturbances in the town and the local

catholic clergy recommended to all parishioners that they

forego any public demonstrations of national sentiment. The

magistrates issued a notice which reminded the Irish that there

was ’a disposable force at command to prevent any breach of the

peace’, but there was no trouble of any sort when the procession
60took place. That evening a St Patrick’s day dinner was held

at the Royal Liver Theatre. About 200 persons attended and the

scene was recorded by the Tory Liverpool Courier.

53. T. Curley, The catholic history of Oldham, ~.51; Foster,

Class struggle, p.245
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At the top of the centre table, immediatelv behind the president,
was stationed the harper, who played upon a real Irish harp; but
the music he drew forth, to our ears, was anything but soft,
pleasing or soothing. The man himself is as jolly a looking
soul as you could meet with. Notwithstanding the Nation
newspaper had recommended that the harper should be habited in

a high conical cap and a long scarlet cloak, and that he should
wear a long white beard, our harper of last night, although
he had a white beard and hair, and it might be said his face
radiated - for it was tremendously red, either from paint or
some other cause - wore upon his head a crown of brillants,
and was dressed in a sort of dirt~ yellow-coloured cloak, edged
with green, and a collar somewhat after the fashion of our ancient
stagecoachmen, edged with the same vernal colour- in fact, he
looked like a king of tragedy in a good humour- but contrary to
the custom both of tragic heroes, and of, so far as we are
acquainted, with the dress of ancient Irish harpers, upon his
nose were perched a hugh pair of spectacles, which combined with
the capers he cut in ’stricking the lyre’, gave him a most peculia
and serio-comic appearance; but after all, we must do him the
justice to say that his efforts were greatly admired. 61

Again in 1847 the catholic clergy asked that no processions

be held on St Patrick’s day in Liverpool. But the Hibernian

societies announced their intention to hold a procession to St

Anne’s church in Edge Hill, where they would attend a high mass.

Use of the church was made contingent on the Hibernians’ march

being called off, a condition they agreed to. But on 17 March

there was procession of men ’gaily dressed, with sashes, rosettes,

etc.’ part of the way to the church. Even though it was ’but a

miserable affair, consisting only of about one hundred and

seventy persons, exclusive of four bands of music, numbering

sixty-two persons in all’, the Hibernians were

breaking faith with their bishop in acting contrary to the express
desire of their pastors, and in opposition to the wishes of the
magistrates and people of Liverpool.

But in the view of the Liverpool Mercury, the Hibernians were

guilty of much more’than being less than completely honest with

the catholic clergy.

In opposition to the earnest entreaties of the catholic bishop
of this district, and the clergymen of <he town, St Patrick’s
day was celebrated on Wednesday last by a public procession -
at a time when a large number of the people of Ireland are
plunged into the deepest distress by poverty, famine and fever,
and when the resources of the benevolent people of England and
America are taxed to the utmost in endeavouring to mitigate the
evils attending this dreadful state of things. Hundreds of
pounds, which could have otherwise been so desireably

appropriated, have been wasted in the geegaw tomfooleries of a
procession. 62
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St Patrick’s day 1848 passed over very quietly in Liverpool,

even though there was agitation in Lancashire by the Irish

Confederate movement, which shall be discussed more fully in

chapter ii, and the Chartists, who were trying to enlist Irish

emigrant support by espousing the Confederates’ national

aspirations. Troops were present to stifle any Confederate

uprising, but there were no processions or social gatherings
63

that year at all. The only procession in 1849 massed in front

of the local magistrates.

On Monday /19 March/ some forty unmistakeable specimens of the
genus homo .... were placed in the dock on the very innocent charge
of ’drowning their shamrock’, and afterwards becoming uproarious,

’drunk and disorderlyor, as the police office parlance has it,
They were severally fined 5s., which they paid with the resig-
nation of martyrs to the ’good ould cause’ - drunkenness. 64

But things were much livelier in Livermool the following year.

Some excitement was caused when the Liverpool Hibernians

announced a St Patrick’s day procession. A counter-placard,

allegedly issued by the Orangemen called upon the magistrates

to ban the procession or face the possibility of the Orangemen

breaking it up. The local Orange Order claimed to have no

part in the production of the notice, but there was reason to

suspect that

it was the production of the Hibernian Societies and that it
was put out for the purpose of causing the magistrates to give
them the services of a body of police, and thus add the counte-
nance of the ruling powers of the town to their otherwise
contemptible procession.

The Courier found the Hibernians’ 1850 production, which

proceeded without interference, less than immressive.

The procession was accompanied by a few bands of music and
decorated with some bits of dirty silk, hung on poles, called
’colours’. The exhibitioners might have submitted these
things to the washing-tub with advantage, as they would have
looked a trifle better had they been clean. These ’colours’
bore pictures, such as they were. One had the big beggarman,
Daniel O’Connell, upon it, with a face like a Dancake, stuck
with raisins, and sprinkled with ginger. Another bore upon its
surface ’Sarsfield the brave’ who looked very like a man going
through a dancing lesson, and near him was the portrait of a dog,
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which might have passed for a donkey. These and similar absurd
devices formed the staple of the decorations. A meaner-looking
procession has never been seen within the town of Liverpool. 65

The last of the Hibernians’ St Patrick’s day processions

took place in 1851. Despite heavy rain

a very large number of the Hibernian societies mustered, and the
men, for the most part, were well and respectably dressed, many
of them wearing rich green silk scarves, tastefully trimmed and
decorated. They perambulated the principal streets of the town,
headed by the banners of the respective societies to which they
belonged, accompanied by some ten or a dozen bands of music,
and followed by troops of children and idlers, to such an
extent that the streets in many instances were blocked up, and
business almost suspended save in the public houses, at which
there were frequent calls by the parties forming the procession
and following it. So far as the procession was concerned, it
passed off quietly, and the parties, on the whole, were well-
conducted, but it was pitiable to see a number of well-clad
men, and women too, drenched to the skin, walking, in many
instances, up to their ankles in gutter, for no purpose of
utility. In the neighbourhood of St James’s Street many
drunken riots occurred during the day. 66

Interest in the nationalistic ostentation of the St

Patrick’s day procession diminished a great deal during 1851-2,

and on 17 March of the latter year no processiom was held.

The decision not to hold a procession was probably influenced by

a resurgence of the Orange Order and serious sectarian distur-

bances which occurred the summer before. During the remainder

of the nineteenth century there were no more public St Patrick’s

day demonstrations on the streets of Liverpool. The main

reason for this was that all processions where it was ’intended

to exhibit party badges or do anything calculated to create a

breach of the peace’ were banned from November 1852 because

of the fear of widespread intercommunal rioting between Irish
67

and Orangemen. But even if partisan demonstrations had not

been illegal, they probably would have died off very quickly

anyway. The sponsors of the processions, the Hibernian societies,

declined into insignificance as a social force from 1850 and this

removed the principal impetus from the organisation of nationalis~

processions on St Patrick’s day. Social life for the Irish
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community was sufficiently developed by the early 185Os so that

a parade of a small group of enthusiasts with green sashes and

patriotic banners was not necessary to remind Deople to identify

with their national group. Also, the size of the Irish

community in Liverpool was so great, at least 118,OOO out of

375,000 persons, that the native population did not need to be

reminded of their presence or their cultural identity.

During the next twenty years St Patrick’s day was commemorated

very quietly in Liverpool. Dinners and soirees were held in

schools and concert halls around the town. These functions were

never attended by more than a few thousand persons altogether,

which means that the vast majority of the Irish community engaged

in private socialising, if they celebrated St Patrick’s day

at all. But this does not mean that the emigrant community in

Lancashire lost interest in Irish nationalism after 1851. We

shall see that the Irish Republican Brotherhood had an extensive

organisation in Lancashire. And during the Irish land

agitation and home rule movement of the 188Os the Irish

National Land League and, later, the Irish National League

found a great deal of active support in the north of England. But

this was organised political activity, and the Irish community

supported the cause with funds and votes, which were worth

infinitely more than pointless processions of a few hundred

persons.

We saw in chapter 6 that during the second half of the

nineteenth century the Irish were a disproportionately large

part of the Liverpool constabulary’s drunkenness problem. It

would be easy to assume that St Patrick’s day in Liverpool was

characterised by police courts full of inebriated Hibernians and

the streets echoing with sentimental ballads, punches and

breaking glass. But after 1851 that side of St Patrick’s day

socialising was eclipsed by a general tranquility. The police

never had extra work on St Patrick’s day during 1852-71 in

Liverpool or elsewhere in Lancashire, and on occasion 17 March
68

was ’exceptionally quiet’, even compared with an ordinary day.

68. Lpool Courier, 18 Mar 1869



Those who attended the organised concerts and dinners on

St Patrick’s day heard Irish music and poetry, an occasional

speech and went through several toasts, the health of the DoDe
69

often being proposed before that of the queen. These

entertainments were organised by groups such as the Catholic

Club, the Irish Patrotic Society, the Catholic Young Men’s

Society and, during the early 186Os, the National Brotherhood

of St Patrick. In 1858 a prominent local Irish solicitor,

John Yates, attended one of these soirees at the Concert Hall in

Lord Nelson Street and made

a sensible speech in the course of which he congratulated the
audience upon the great social Droqress which had of late years
been made amongst Irishmen. He contrasted the happy manner
in which St Patrick’s day was celebrated that night in Liverpool
with the way in which it was celebrated twenty years ago, when
most disgraceful scenes took place. 70

Several years later the Liverpool magazine Porcupine also

took up this theme. St Patrick’s day 1861

was celebrated this time after a very much more civilised
fashion than in Liverpool used to be the habit. There were no
heads broken, and no police interference was needed. The feast
this time was preferred to the fray .... We have some fault to
find with our Irish friends in Liverpool. Nothing could be
in worse taste than the foolery of drinking the Pope’s health
before the Queen’s .... we were otherwise rather pleased with
the Irish demonstrations in Liverpool. The eloquence was not of
a very exalted character; but then it was not nearly so nonsensica
as usual. We discovered no allusions to pikes; we do not recollec
having heard ourselves stigmatised as the bloody Saxon .... 71

Porcupine’s reference to the popular Irish custom of

drinking the health of the pope before that of the queen

illustrates the paramount social importance of the catholic

church in the Irish communtiy. In terms of nationality, the

Irish did not regard the British monarch as their ’own’. But

during the mid-nineteenth century the Irish, whether in Ireland

or Britain, did not have a prominent Irish personality, much

less a royal dynasty, to identify with and turn to for national

leadership. But they did have a very important national

institution in the catholic church. And that institution had

a world-wide leader, who was, therefore, the spiritual leader

of every Irish catholic, the pope. In the absence of a

69. Lpool Courier, 19 Mar 1859
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national figure, the Irish substituted their foremost

national institution, the church. The church could claim a near

monopoly of Irish national allegiance, until the advent of

Fenianism.

But the absence of wild scenes in the streets and ultra-

nationalist rhetoric in local auditoriums and school halls does

not mean that there was no sentimental or national feeling

associated with St Patrick’s day in Liverpool during the 186Os.

Besides the romantic ballads and speeches, the Irish catholic

press, which was based in Liverpool at this time, also gave

expression to what were widely shared sympathies in the Irish

community. A St Patrick’s day editorial in the Lancashire

Free Press in 1860 began with a ’Hurrah for old Ireland’ and
72

called for home rule and general reform in Ireland. The

Free Press’s successor, the Northern Press, the following year

reminded its readers of

That love for our native land, the fire of which burns or
smoulders in every bosom, never shows itself in a form more
distinterested, or more calculated to awaken sympathy, excite
admiration, and command respect than when universally manifested
in the fraternal and christianly virtuous celebration of the
day annually set apart to celebrate the festival of the national
saint. No matter how widely dispersed may be the natives of
a country, in whose calendar stands the glorious name of
a patron saint, the return of that saint’s day concentrates
their thoughts upon home .... 73

And even though drunkenness had not been a problem on

St Patrick’s day for a decade, Lancashire Irishmen were

reminded that ’the shamrock can now be drowned in the font

within the chapel door’.

During 1867-8, when the influence of the Liverpool Irish

republican Brotherhood was at its height, St Patrick’s day was

quieter than usual. The efforts of the local catholic clergy

were largely responsible for this. In 1867, when a major

Fenian uprising was apprehended by the police (see chapter 12),

the celebrations were confined to the chapels, where sermons on

St Patrick were delivered.74 The following year the Irish

community of Liverpool were asked by their parish priests to
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refrain from any public display of national sentiment. As in

many orevious years, there were no such demonstrations and a

circus and a soiree were organised at the Concert Hall for

entertainment. The Courier remarked that the commemoration was
75

all very peaceful and ’rational’. So during the Fenian

agitation, when it would have been very easy to poison British

opinion against the immigrant Irish communities, the Irish

did nothing on their national day to provoke discord. But

after 1868, even the organised dinners and concerts died out.

Social gatherings to celebrate St Patrick’s day became much more

localised as grouDs or acquaintances gathered for private parties.

On St Patrick’s day 1870 ’the streets where the great mass of the

76
Irish population reside presented their ordinary appearance’.

And it was reported from the Liverpool police court in 1871 that

’there was no noticeable feature of the court in connection

with St Patrick’s day’.77 Although St Patrick’s day remained

an important day in the emigrant Irishman’s social calendar,

it seemed progressively less necessary during 1846-71 to

demonstrate it publicly. The Irish, as a community, were

feeling more at home in Liverpool and the reassurance of nation-

alist demonstrations was not needed. The maintenance of national

identification could be safely relegated to the personal level

by 1871.

From the point of view of numbers, the Liverpool Irish

community was the largest in Lancashire and it was easier for

them to maintain a tradition of St Patrick’s day celebrations.

But elsewhere in the county, where the concentration of Irish

immigrants was less dense, there is a difference in the way

St Patrick’s day was kept. At Manchester in 1846 St Patrick’s

day was very quiet, by Liverpool standards.

Yesterday was St Patrick’s day, and we may add, a day heretofore
looked upon by the police with fear and trembling, devoted

as it generally has been by the lower order of Irish to hard

drinking and the most riotous exhibitions in honour of the
patron saint of ’Ould Ireland’. Fortunately for the peace of
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the borough .... the day passed over without the slightest
outbreak or manifestation, excepting perhaps a procession
composed of some ninety or a hundred ragged individuals calling
themselves the ’Hibernian Society’_     , and whose appearance would
have shamed even the redoubtable John Falstaff himself. After
parading a short time, these representatives of the ’finest
pisantry’ in the world, separated to their homes, content with
the honour they had paid St Patrick, but regretting the
absence of their accustomed supply of good notheen punch, with
which, in days of yore, they were want to be regaled at every
calling place. 78

But during 1847-71 there is no mention of any special St Patrick’s

day celebrations of any kind in Manchester, which shows that the

commemoration of this important Irish anniversary devolved to

the personal level much more quickly there than it did in

Liverpool.

When the Oldham Irish celebrated St Patrick’s day at all,

they contented themselves with small, quiet affairs, althouah
~

during 1868-70 Irish music and dancing were put on at an

organised soire~e at the local Cooperative Hall.79 Even

though the Irish community of Oldham was never very enthusiastic

about formal celebrations, the St Patrick’s day ’Drunk and

Disorderlies’ were still being listed in the local newspapers.80

The Runcorn Gap town of Widnes was also a very quiet place on

St Patrick’s day and in 1867 ’there was not a single case of

drunkenness to be tried by the magistrates’, even though many

Irish families were living in the neighbourhood.81

Preston’s Irish communtiy was never very large during

1846-71, but St Patrick’s day attracted a great deal of attention

in the local press. On 17 March 1851

there was no public demonstration among the natives of the ’Green
Isle’, their members being few compared with their countrymen in
Liverpool and Manchester. The day, however, passed not over
without some brawls and sprees among the natives in Canal
Street and Hope Street. 82

St Patrick’s day became so quiet during the 185Os that it is not

until 1860 that any notice of it is taken again. In that year,

17 March passed ’without any of the displays of Donnybrookism’

often associated with it. Indeed ’there was nothing to distinguish

it from an ordinary Saturday’. The remarkable tranquility of 1860

was attributed to a measure instituted by the clergy of one of

the catholic parishes of Preston.
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They issued a printed paper, which bound the holder of it to
entire abstinence from intoxicating liquor for three days in
honour of St Patrick. Upwards of one thousand of these were
distributed, and their effect was exceedingly beneficial .... 83

The abstinence pledge was administered again the following

year. Special masses and novenas were held to commemorate

St Patrick’s anniversary and once again the town was very quiet

on 17 March. ’Altogether, the peoDle of Preston may congratulate

themselves on the lleadway temperance is making agaings the

"drowning of the shamrock" ,84 It seems that the St Patrick’s

day abstinence pledge and church services were regular
85

features right up to the end of the 186Os. But from 1863

small social gatherings also began to become popular among the

Preston Irish. In particular, St Patrick’s lodge of the United

Order of Catholic Brethren always held a dinner which was followed

by music and dancing. These affairs were always of a ’loyal
86

and convivial character’. By 1870-1 there was little

evidence of St Patrick’s day celebrating among Preston’s

Irish community, which shows that Irish social life in Preston

was sufficiently diversified by that time so that 17 March did
87

not hold the same social significance that it once did.

St Patrick’s day was never a very important date for social-

ising among the Irish at St Helens. But the catholic clergy

of that town also made an effort in 1871 to influence the social

life of their Irish parishioners. Even though celebrations of

17 March had been entirely confined to the private level during

the preceding quarter-century, there was some anxiety about

how far these celebrations went. It was announced that

a mission was to be held at the main catholic chapel in the

town, Lowe House, ’the crowning act’ of which was ’the honouring

of the festival of the Apostle of Ireland by a solemn triduum’.

There is an opportunity for the Irish residents of St Helens to
do real honour to their patron saint, and we trust they will be

found celebrating the occasion like men who know what was
St Patrick’s mission on earth. 88
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Likewise at Salford, where there was no indication that St

Patrick’s day was one of wild celebrations and busy policemen, the

clergy proposed a ’Truce of God’ in 1870 and 1871. A high mass

was offered on St Patrick’s morning and special sermons on St

Patrick were preached. All those adhering to the truce obtained

a plenary indulgence if they received holy communion on St

Patrick’s day, and if they abstained from alcholic drinks,

’except one glass at meal times’, from midday of St Patrick’s day

until noon of the following day, a further 300 days indulgence
89

was granted. Even though the importance of St Patrick’s day

as an occasion for national revelry among the Lancashire

Irish had declined a great deal by the 186Os, the examples of

Preston, St Helens and Salford illustrate, first of all, how

close the relationship was between the catholic clergy and Irish

social life, and, secondly, how the clergy used a traditional

celebration to strengthen their influence over the social

behaviour of their Irish parishioners.

Outside Liverpool with its large Irish community, the public

celebration of St Patrick’s day by processions, dinners and concert

quickly lost prominence among the Lancashire Irish during the mid-

nineteenth century. And even in Liverpool, there this brand of

nationalism survived the longest, St Patrick’s day was not being

kept by the late 186Os. The Irish community was settled enough

by 1871 that private celebrations were enough of a national

expression for them. That they did not feel compelled to demon-

strate their nationalism ostentatiously is certainly a mark of

communal self-confidence and of assimilation into the larger

Lancashire community. By the late 186Os the catholic church

paid more attention to St Patrick’s day than any other organisatior,

which was a way of emphasising and maintaining the intimate bond

between religion and Irish social life.

Another important manifestation of social organisation in

a particular community is the emergence of a medium of public
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expression, for instance, a newspaper. Interest in such a scheme

among the Lancashire Irish dates back to the early 185Os when

an ’aggregate meeting’ of the catholics of Liverpool was held at
the Concert Hall ’to unite in measures for establishing, on a
firm basis, a journal which shall be devoted to the oromotion
of catholic purposes, and the defence of catholic rights and
interests’. 90

The apparent result of this meetinq was the foundation of a

publication called the Catholic Citizen, which was mentioned
91

during a St Patrick’s day programme in 1852. But its

life was very short and no copies of it survive in Lancashire

or in the newspaper library of the British Museum at Colindale.

The next mention of a newspaper being produced by the Irish

community of Lancashire appears in 1856.

The first number of a new weekly newspaper, called the Liverpool
Catholic Guardian, was published on Saturday (15 March), making
the third organ which that body have started in that town
within a little more than two months. 92.

There is no indication of whether these three newspapers

coexisted or were successive failures. No co~es of anv

of them exist and they all three disappeared very quickly.

But even though the attempt to found a newspaper miscarried

during the 185Os, these early endeavours do illustrate an

important feature of the Irish press in Lancashire. Without

exception these initial ventures, as well as later successful

papers, were closely identified with the catholic church, even

though the content centred on Ireland and the Irish community

in England. The promoters and contributors were all Irish.

This relationship between the Irish press and the church shows

very clearly that the adjectives Irish and catholic were

considered inseparable by the Lancashire Irish and, as we shall

see in the next chapter, by their British neighbours. One

reason for this was that the Irish were such a large proportion

of the catholics in Lancashire and the social connection between

the church and the Irish was so intimate that it was unthinkable

that the Irish press in Lancashire was not the catholic Dress

at the same time.

90.
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The first number of what became a lasting Irish newspaper

appeared on 1 October 1859 and it was called the Lancashire

Free Press. The editor was Stephen J. Meany, who was a former

journalist with the Dublin Freeman’s Journal and several

Liverpool newspapers. In his first editorial Meany spelled

out the mission of his new paper.

The want of a catholic journal in Liverpool and the great
towns of Lancashire has been long felt and deplored .... All
attempts at establishing a catholic journal in the county
have hitherto proved failures .... The Lancashire Free Press will
honestly and fearlessly vindicate catholic interests at home
and abroad; all questions of local and general importance shall
be discussed on the broadest grounds, and with calmness and
forebearance to those who may dissent from its views - the
triumph of its principles shall be sought to be obtained only
by appealing to the understanding, the reason, and the moral
feelings of its readers. 93

But the predominating position of the Irish among Lancashire

catholics was not overlooked.

The Lancashire Free Press would but ill discharge this, its
preliminary task, if it failed to refer to that element which
has formed the mainstay, the procreating power, and the
propagandism of catholicism in England. To the Irish race
throughout Lancashire - throughout England - we say that
for them, and the ’old land’ from whence they came, we ever
wield a ready and willing pen .... Our highest ambition is to
see the representatives in this country of one of the oldest
and noblest of the races of mankind, worthy of the country that
gave them birth, worthy too of the privileges which, as British
subjects, they enjoy. We would have them now, as ever,
steeped in Irish memories, mindful and cherishing of that
national sentiment which forms their distinctive characteristic.
This is noble and manly; for he who forgets his country will
next forget his religion, and turn renegade to God. But as
Irishmen in England, they have duties to perform towards her,
and these are easier and more agreeable, inasmuch as they are
totally inconsistent with anything but their duty to their own
country. Ireland has hitherto suffered through her emigrants.
Let the care of the future be on their Dart to Drove that they

are equally worthy of their native and adopted countries, and
that in their intelligent, orderly and industrious interpreta-
tion of citizenhood in that land of their sojourn they best
show their love and manifest their respect for that of their
birth. 94
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These remarks make it very plain that the principal audience

of the catholic Lancashire Free Press was the large Irish

community in the towns of the north of England. If this state-

ment of moderate, even respectable, Irish nationalism was not

enough to remove any fears the catholic hierarchy or the local

authorities had about the Free Press becoming the voice of

radical social and political change, the editor further

qualified the paper’s political stance.

Catholics in religion, liberals in politics, we have no novel
doctrines to preach or propound, no extreme political dogmas
or theories to startle the world with. We will be advanced,
but not extreme, in our views. Order, next to religion, is
the principle we hold most in reverence. 95

The Lancashire Free Press had all the makings of a success-

ful and influential journal of the Lancashire Irish. But

its life was short. Its last issue appeared on 31 March 1860,

and in June of that year the Free Press was replaced by the
96

Northern Press and Liverpool General Advertiser. The chanqe

of name was necessary to avoid responsibility for debts

incurred by S.J. Meany. Besides serious financial obligations,

the Free Press, under Meany’s editorship, developed what was to

the local catholic clergy an even greater problem. Anti-clerical

references were making the odd appearance in the Free Press,
97

but the removal of Meany solved that difficulty. It seems

that Meany was very much less than trustworthy. The first

edition of the Northern Press regretted that the Free Press’s

financial difficulties and final failure have become a scandal
.... The catholic body do not altogether come out of the trans-
action with clean hands. If their want of public spirit and
united action have left an opening for every rash speculator
and self-constituted representative, they have no one to
blame but themselves. 98

Before he became a Dublin journalist, Meany was active

in the Young Ireland movement of the late 184Os, but it was
99

alleged that he ’sold’ his comrades in 1848. After the
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collapse of the Free Press Meany became sub-editor of the

Liverpool Daily Post for a short time and then moved his
iOO

operations to London. His business sense showed no sign

of improving and in 1862 he was convicted of swindling in

London. Meany was denounced all over England and Ireland as
iO1

treacherous. Finding the atmosphere in the British Isles

adverse to further enterprises, Meany set off to make his way

in America, where his reputation was not known. While there

he took a ’prominent part’ in the Fenian movement and

returned to Liverpool in November 1866. The Liverpool police

had not forgotten him and he was interviewed by two detectives

immediately he stepped off the ship from New York.

He declared to them that he had no connection with Fenianism
since 15 May last, having got disgusted with his treatment.
He added that he had been appointed correspondent in Liverpool
to the New York Herald. 102

The Head Constable thought Meany’s words were to be ’much

doubted’ and his movements were ’closely watched’.

A fortnight later the former editor of the highly--

principled Lancashire Free Press was arrested in London and

charged with treason. His activities in Ohio and Michigan

during 1863-4, where he organised 1,5OO Fenian volunteers, were

well-known to the British authorities. Meany achieved greater

notoriety at the Fenian convention in Philadelphia and he was

famous for ’very violent speeches’ against the British. He

was also active among the New York Fenians and acted as James

103Stephens’s secretary for a time. It is not revealed whether

or not he returned to England on Fenian business or to spend

funds he managed to pilfer from the movement’s treasury, but when

he tried to ingratiate himself with his old associates in

Liverpool he was kept at arms length by them all. ’They see

him playing his traitor’s game.’IO4 After his arrest by the

RIC in London he was taken directly to Dublin, and on 16 February

1867 he was convicted of treason and sentenced to fifteen years

i00. Bennet, op. cit., p.70
i01. Lpool Courier, 4 Dec 1866
102. H-C~-rieg to Watch cttee, 19 Nov !866 (LCL, Head Constable’s
reports, 352POL/2/4, no.50, mp 65-6)
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penal servitude.       Treason certainly seems to have been

Meany’s business, but his friends suffered more from his

perfidy than Her Majesty’s government ever did. Still,

the moving force behind the Irish Dress in Lancashire during

the 1860s-188Os period, John Denvir, was able to keep
106

Meany in high regard. Perhaos the Northern Press was right.

If the Lancashire Irish allowed themselves to be used by

a ’rash speculator and self-constituted representative’,
107

they had ’no one to blame but themselves’

But the lesson of Meany’s editorship was learned well.

Apart from a problem of declining circulation during the

mid-186Os, the Irish catholic press in Lancashire was
108

established on a firmer basis from 1860. To avoid

any patronage problems, the Northern Press declared itself

independent even of the liberals in politics.

We begin life without being fettered to any party, and our
course will be one of free and independent action, claiming
for religion and our people liberty and justice, in common
with our fellow citizens. 109

The Northern Press had the additional advantage that it

had the support of the local clergy, which the Free Press

did not. Respectability was the keynote of the first

number of the Northern Press to dispel the bad feeling

generated by the Meany incident.

We shall aim at producing a first-class commercial and family
paper, written by men of mark and experience. The wants
and tastes of the great mass of catholics are intimately
known to us, and the poor man will find our journal an
instructive and pleasant companion to his humble fireside.

But the new editors did not forget who the majority of their

readers would be. ’We are one in feeling and blood with

the Irish race. Their interests are ours; for Irish and

catholic are to us the same.’IIO
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But even more important than these considerations was

the actual content of a Lancashire catholic newsDaDer.

And in this regard the formats of the Free Press and the

Northern Press were almost identical. Of course, world,

national, local and business news received some prominence,

but a great deal of space was devoted to coverage of local

Irish and catholic social functions and affairs in Ireland.

There was also a section for ’Catholic Intelligence’ from

Britain, Ireland and all over the world. Irish noetry and

ballads appeared every week, as well as reviews of books

on Irish subjects and pieces on some aspect of Irish history,

culture or politics. A feature of the Free Press, which was

discontinued in the Northern Press, was a column called

’Conquests of Catholicity’, where converts to the catholic

religion were listed. The very first Free Press contained

an article entitled ’Ireland and the Irish’ which demanded

Irish independence. The Northern Press was also consistent

in its support for home rule in Ireland, but, unlike the

Free Press, it defended the cause of the poDe against the

Italian nationalists, which was not the most ponular position

in the England of the early 186Os. The Northern Press called

for funds and volunteers to help the pope to resist repub-

licanism. Both papers were effectively the organs of the

Irish catholic community of Lancashire, but the Free Press

was more Irish than catholic, ~hile the Northern Press was

more catholic than Irish. But certainly the Northern Press

supported the sentiment expressed in a Free Press editorial

addressed ’to the Irish people in England’.

The Free Press is intended to aid the instruction and amuse-
ment of your youth, and the intellectual advancement of your
manhood .... Our chief object is to diffuse throuqhout this
land a healthy Irish and catholic spirit. Iii

The Northern Press also made it a point to publicise districts

in Ireland where economic distress was acute and encouraged

the Irish community in Lancashire to contribute funds for

emergency relief. The Northern Press survived until 1869,

iii. Lancs Free Press, 8 Oct 1859



although no copies remain for the period 1863-8. In that
112

year it became the Catholic Times.

By the late 186Os Fr Nugent was sunervising the prod-

uction of the Lancashire catholic Dress. But his ’right
113

hand’ was the manager and acting editor, John Denvir.

Denvir was a prominent Irish catholic who lived most of his

life in Liverpool. He was always active in all catholic

and Irish affairs in the town and he was the first superin-

tendent of Fr Nugent’s Refuge for homeless boys. During the

186Os he was involved in the Fenian movement (see chapter 12),

and he became the first general secretary of the Irish

National League of Great Britain in the mid-188Os. Denvir

was very interested in establishing the Irish catholic oress

on a substantial base and when he joined the Catholic Times

he was

for a long time literally the staff of the office. Week by
week he did the reporting, set up the copy, read the ~roofs,
wrote the notes, often the editorials, canvassed for advertise-
ments, sol<] the paper over the counter, ~ind wheeled the ~)arcels
to the station. 114

The layout of the Catholic Times was the same as the Free

Press and the Northern Press. But to emphasise the close

association between the Irish press and the catholic church

the Catholic Times was emblazoned with the paoal arms by 1870.

Also, increased coverage was given to local Irish affairs,

and a special supplement might appear to recount special

occasions, such as St Patrick’s day festivities throughout

the north of England and Ireland.I15 Denvir was anxious

that the Irish catholic newspaper should be available to

the widest possible audience. The Free Press and Northern

Press sold for 3d. until 1862, when the price was lowered

to 2d. But this was not enough for Denvir, and he brought

the price down to id., which guaranteed that it was within

the means of every Irish catholic in Lancashire.

112.
113.
114.
115.
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The Liverpool Irish catholic Dress was, generally, very

respectable by contemporary journalistic standards. Coverage

of world and national current affairs was good and its edit-

orial commentary, though decidedly pro-Irish and pro-liberal,

was always temperate. Even though the naDer was established

mainly for the Irish, its moderate, tolerant tone meant

that it could s~eak for English, as well as Irish, catholics

on religious matters. Nothing to arouse any kind of sectarian

or national animosities appeared in its columns. In 1859 the

Free Press even called upon the ’Orange Irish’ in England to

unite with their catholic brothers in Ireland’s best inter-
116

ests. But any reader would have little trouble discerning

that the Free Press, the Northern Press and the Catholic Times

were intended primarily for the Irish. While general news

coverage was presented in a journalistic style as good as

that in any local newspaper, when it came to the special

features included especially for Irish consumption, there was

a noticeable change in tone. The appearance of sentimental

ballads and poems and romanticised adaptations of stories

from Irish history and folklore did set the Irish catholic

press apart from its secular competitors. And as is to be

expected, there was much more extensive coverage of church

news and local Irish affairs, which were usually well

presented. Altogether, the Irish catholic mress in Lancashire

was of good quality. But in a sense the Irish catholic press

was redundant.

Lancashire had many excellent journals, such as the

Manchester Guardian, the Liverpool Mercury, the Preston

Chronicle and the Preston Guardian, and even those more

partisan papers, for instance the Livermool Courier and the

Manchester Courier, became more moderate by the 187Os and

provided perfectly good coverage of current affairs.

Information on church and Irish communtiv affairs could

have been disseminated more cheaply in a smaller catholic

116. Lancs Free Press, 22 Oct 1859



newsheet, rather than in a fully-fledged newspaper. But

the decision to organise a regular weekly newsnaner went

beyond simply financial considerations. As the Irish commun-

ity established itself in urban Lancashire during the 185Os

they found themselves under attack in some local journals,

both as Irish and as catholics. So there was a feeling

that there was a need for a newspaper in which Irish and

catholic interests could be defended, because, as we shall

see in chapter iO, the adjectives catholic and Irish were

regarded as synonymous by both the Irish community and the

native population. Also, the Irish community enjoyed the

ballads and stories and the coverage of local occurrences

in Ireland that would seem to be too unimportant or

parochial for the English local or national newspapers to

publish. And as they became more settled, Irish communal

pride demanded nothing less than a reDutable newsnaDer to

speak to them and for them. Likewise, since the church

was regarded as the most important Irish national institu-

tion, and was also a dynamic social influence, only a newspaDer

which looked and sounded as ~ood as any other could represent

it. An inexpensive tabloid or newsheet would not have

satisfied a community which could no longer be regarded, and

certainly did not regard itself, as a collection of poor,

ignorant families. That the Irish were interested in main-

taining a newspaper at all was a sign of increased prosperity

and a gradual assimilation into the Lancashire social scene.

Even though they had established themselves and were

steadily integrating, they still wanted to maintain their

identity as a unique social group within the larger community.

And a respectable newspaper was a good ostensible way of

presenting that identity in a favourable light. So even

though Lancashire abounded with good newspapers, it was

necessary for Irish catholics to have an organ they could

call their own.



There is one other curious point about the Irish catholic

press in Lancashire. It does not appear that any attempt

was made to start an Irish newspaper in any other Lancashire

town except Liverpool during the mid-nineteenth century. Not

even in towns where a large part of the population counted

itself among the Irish community, such as Manchester-Salford

and Widnes, were journals of any kind founded. There was

an interesting situation in St Helens where an avowed Irish

nationalist, B.A. Dromgoole, became the local newspaper

magnate with his St Helens Newspaper. But the St Helens

Public Library has not preserved any copies of it, and

only numbers for the years 1869-71 are available at the

British Museum Newspaper Library at Colindale. Although he

did give considerable space to Irish social events when

they occurred, the general character of his newsDaDer was

nothing like the Catholic Times. It was virtually indisting-

uishable from other Lancashire liberal newspapers. SymDath-

etic coverage of St Helens catholic and Irish affairs is the

only clue to Dromgoole’s nationalism, except for advertise-

ments such as this:

’God save Ireland’ - Flag of Ireland note paper with a green
flag, with the’ national emblem and emblazoned with verse
selected from the national poets, one Denny a sheet at
Dromgoole’s Public Hall, 17 and 19 Liverpool Road, St Helens,
and 28 Waterloo Road, Widnes. 117

Unfortunately, his commentary on the Fenian movement has not

survived.

Liverpool, of course, had the largest Irish population

in the county, but that is not enough to explain its

initiative in starting an Irish catholic press. As well as

a large number of Irishmen, Liverpool had some very highly

motivated Irish too. Stephen Meany’s energies were

expendable. But J.G. Plunkett, who took over the Free Press

in 1860, Fr Nugent, who had a great interest in the Irish

community, and John Denvir, who was never far away from any

Irish or catholic function from Fenians to abstinence pledges,

were interested enough to sustain the Northern Press until

117. St Helens Newspaper, 17 July 1869



it was firmly on its feet in the late 186Os. But it should

not be thought that the success of the Irish catholic press

was wholly dependent on men such as these. Printing news-

papers every week was pointless if they were not purchased.

And although no circulation figures are available, it is

plain that Irish, and English, catholics throughout Lanca-

shire and other parts of the north of England bought the

Northern Press and the Catholic Times regularly. So the

response to the initiative was as important as the

initiative itself. Supporting an Irish catholic newspaper

was as vital as publishing it.

From the available evidence, it does not appear that

newspapers published in Ireland had a very large circulation

in Lancashire. But after 1859 the Lancashire catholic press

filled this gap by reproducing items from Irish journals and

giving wider treatment to Irish affairs generally.

A final aspect of the Irish press once again involves

John Denvir. In about 1870

I had started a printing and publishing business in Liverpool,
and commenced to realise what I had long projected as a
useful work for Ireland. This was the issue of my ’Irish
Library’, consisting chiefly of penny books of biographies,
stories, songs and stirring episodes of Irish history. 118

From 105 Byrom Street in Liverpool he produced ’Denvir’s

penny illustrated Irish Library of history, poetry, biography

and fiction’. Most of the components of the ’Irish library’

at the National Library of Ireland are undated, but they were

available in volumes containing twelve numbers %h~% cost

one shilling. The titles of some of these Damnhlets give

a pretty good idea of their contents: The Catalpa: The story

of the rescue of the military Fenians compiled from the

stirring narrative of John Breslin, the Irish American

newspapers and other sources (Irish Library, vol.iii, no.27 N.D.);

Poems for the Irish people (N.D.); Denvir’s Irish reciter (N.D.);

The penny catechism of Irish history (1882); and The life of

Pope Pius IX: With all the stirring episodes of his stirring

career (N.D.). Denvir’s efforts were ’commended in the

118. Denvir, Life story, p.137



highest terms by the Most Rev Dr Duggan, Mr Parnell, Miss

Parnell, Mr Michael Davitt, and the Irish press’.119 In the

early 188Os he branched out from ballads and history to

Denvir’s Penny National Irish Almanac. The information a

Lancashire Irishman could have at his fingertims from

Denvir’s almanac were postal rates, a calendar, census

and general religious statistics, the names of the Irish

Roman Catholic hierarchy, a list of Irish MPs, Irish agricul-

tural statistics, and figures on the Irish-smeaking oopulation

of Ireland. The almanac also contained short articles on

’Impossible rents’    ’The 1    of camoaign’, p an . , ’Facts about
120Ulster’ and ’The Bogey of Orangeism’.

Some of the advertisements are more interesting to

the modern reader than the sentimental tales drawn loosely

from Irish history. Steamshio companies offering passages to

America advertised regularly in Denvir’s publications, as

did local Irish traders.

Mr & Mrs McEvoy
32 Brownlow Hill, Liveroool

Have always in stock a large selection of ladies’ and gentle-
men’s left-off clothing of superior quality and fashion,
which will be offered at most reasonable prices. Ladies and

gentlemen, having good fashionable garments to dispose of
will receive highest prices in the city. 121

As late as the early 19OOs Denvir was still mroducing a

’monthly Irish library’ from 61 Fleet Street, London. An

example of one of his later booklets was Denvir’s book of

Irish songs and recitations (London, N.D.). Some of the

selections were: ’A rifle and a vote’ ’Dear little shamrock’

’Paddies evermore’    ’Wearing’God save Ireland’ (in Irish),

of the green’ and ’Where the grass grows green’. This collec-

tion received enthusiastic compliments from leading Irish

nationalists, but it is difficult to know if their praise

was for the maudlin contents or for Denvir himself, in

appreciation for a half-century’s work for Irish nationalist

aspirations. Besides his ’penny’ collection he also published

a history of Irish immigration into Great Britain uo to 1892,122

119. Denvir’s penny national Irish almanac (Liverpool 1884)
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a memoir of his work (legal and extra-leqal) for Irish causes

and a novel entitled Olaf the Dane; or the curse of Columbkille:

A supernatural story (Dublin, 1907). Even though John Denvir’s

private publishing career falls outside the scope of this

study, it is interesting to see the later efforts of a

Lancashire Irishman who took mass media seriously as a way

of uniting Irish communities in England.

John Denvir also affords a good example of the two-sided

relationship of the Irish with the catholic church and clergy.

Even though the church did not have a more ardent adherent

and exponent among catholic laymen in England than Denvir,

his relationship with the church could never be described

as one of subservience to it, particularly when Irish

politics were involved. As we shall see, he was active in

the Fenian movement in 186Os, which the English hierarchy

condemned, and did not allow a close working relationship

and friendship inhibit him from opposing such an imposing

clerical figure as Fr Nugent of Liverpool. Denvir’s support

for the church as a national institution stopped at the point

where it seemed that the church’s agents, the clergy, turned

anti-national.

A special meeting of the Irish National Land League

was held in Dublin in June 1880 and was addressed by a

delegate from the Liverpool branch, John Denvir. He came

to ’consult with the executive of the League as to the

most efficacious means to be adopted to discountenance the

scheme of emigration originated by the Rev Fr Nugent’.

He alluded to Fr Nugent’s project for sending 50 families
from the West of Ireland to America. He wished the League
to so inform the Irish public opinion upon the subject that
it would soon become understood by every patriotic Irishman
that no one but an enemy of his country would subscribe money
for such a scheme (hear, hear).

The Land League executive voted to

Strongly condemn the attempt now being made under the
direction of the Rev Fr Nugent, of Liverpool, to promote
and encourage the emigration of our people, and we urgently

123. Denvir, Life story



call upon all true friends of Ireland to discourage by
every means in their power this scheme as one calculated
to bring about the depopulation so much desired by land-
lordism and the British government, and to inflict a
grievous and a permanent injury on our country. 124

This very strong attack on a priest who took such a great

interest in the welfare of the Irish peoDle, in Britain

and in Ireland, was not anti-clericalism on Denvir’s part.

He still felt as close to his religion as ever he did.

But his allegiance, especially in temporal matters, was far

from unquestioning.

A final aspect of social organisation among the Lanca-

shire Irish which must be examined is the question of

participation in the trade union movement during the

mid-nineteenth century. By the 184Os there was a very

real ’consciousness of the identity of interests between

working men of the most diverse occupations and levels of
125

attainment which was embodied in many institutional forms’.

This awareness of common interests developed during the first

four decades of the nineteenth century as a result of rapid

industrialisation and working-class agitation for industrial

and political change. But equally, it was the ’consequence

of the response to working-class strength of the middle

class~126 which was opposition and legislative, and sometimes

military, suppression.127 We have seen that two of the

’institutional forms’ this working-class identity assumed

were the public house and the friendly society, ’labour’s
128typical mass institutions’. But the trade union movement

was important too.

During 1846-71 the unions were not organised in the same

way as they are today. Many employers opposed unionisation

and for the first quarter of the nineteenth century they

were illegal under the combination acts, as threats to civil

124. The Nation, 12 June 1880
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order.129 Another problem was localism, which remained very

strong well into the mid-nlneteenth century and impeded the

wider development of trade unionism.

The generation after the repeal of the Combination Acts
was the predominance of combinations of a limited and localised
type. In all the ups and downs of utopian socialism, general
unionism, cooperative production, and chartism, it was the
small trade societies and clubs which survived. 130

Membership was usually confined to artisans who served a

sever-year apprenticeship, but in the trades where there were

no longer apprenticeships some other qualification, such as

the length of work experience, might be substituted to limit
131

membership. A Manchester Irishman, John Doherty, saw in

1829 that ’small trade societies and clubs’ left most of the

workers in the cotton industry and all the general labourers

without any organisation to represent them. }{is ’general

union’, founded in 1830, was called the National Association

for the Protection of Labour and though it made initial gains
132

in Lancashire and Yorkshire, it was defunct by 1832. By

the 186Os and 187Os there were cotton unions which were very

local. The Association of Cotton Spinners was a vaguely

federated organistion for skilled cotton workers, and there

were weavers’ amalgamations in some places which were open to
133

textile workers generally. But it was the early 187Os

before general workers began to organise themselves ’in
134

imitation of the artisans’, and it was not until the

1880s that unions of unskilled workers were established on
135a durable basis. During the post-1870 period several

Irishmen made their mark in the general workers’ movement.

Patrick Kenney founded the General Amalgamated Labourers
136

Union in 1872; Will Thorn, a Marxist, organised 20,000
137

of his fellow gas workers in 1889; and James Sexton of

Liverpool was secretary of the National Union of Dock
138Labourers during the 189Os.
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From this brief survey it appears that the Irish made

very little impact, as a group, on English trade unionism

during the mid-nineteenth century¯ The obvious reason for

this was that with trade unionism consisting mainly of local

clubs for workers with a skill during 1846-71, the Irish,

who were most often to be found as general labourers or work-

ing in occupations which were not organised (see chapter 3),

were outside the scope of the movement as it then existed.

Certainly individual Irishmen who had a skill or perhaps

worked in a cotton mill which had a weavers’ association found

their way into union ranks and even became prominent members.

But we do not know how many of these there were. It was only

during the 188Os and 189Os, when nationally organised unions

~’unskilled and general workers began to form, that trade

unionism had any real relevance for the body of the Irish

community. But there were other reasons, besides want of

a skill, which kept the Irish outside the labour movement.

The Irish were a people with a different background, an
historical tradition of hostility to the English, and a
different religion¯ All these, especially the last, left
to disunity and mutual suspicion in the working class and
added to the difficulty of organising it. 139

This may seem to be an oversimplification, but, as we shal]

see in the next chapter, there definitely was a great deal

of ill-feeling towards the Irish community in Lancashire,

which was a consequence of the erosion of the feeling of

awareness and solidarity among working men that had evolved

over a period of forty years.

Working-class unity gradually disintegrated during the

1840s and by mid-century the repeated frustration of workers’

political and industrial aims and what has been called

’liberalisation’ in industry produced a ’new subdivided (or

pluralist), labour community’ 140 The introduction of

a workers’ hierarchy into mills and factories created

’sectional’ differences between different grades of workers,

which made organisation more difficult.141 Indeed the

development of trade unionism during the mid-nineteenth

century reflects these divisions between working men.
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Skilled workers were able to organise, but they offered no

leaderships or fraternity to the general workers, who were

generally late starters in forming unions. Another indus-

trial shift during the 187Os and 188Os once again ’tended

to reduce the differential of skill and to demand large
142

numbers of semi-skilled workers’. This shift diminished

sectional distances between workers, and there was a resur-

gence of wider working-class unity, characterised by the

emergence of general workers’ unions, the ’new unionism’.

But during 1846-71, when working-class unity was strictly

localised and trade-centric, the Irish community, with whom,

as we shall see in chapter ii, there was a broad feeling of

solidarity in 1848, was looked upon as a threat. This

discussion will be continued in the next chapter.

Another reason for the weakness of trade unionism in

the Irish community was the attitude of the catholic clergy.

Even though there were relatively few Irishmen working in

organised trades, there were some Irish artisans joining

unions in the early 183Os. The clergy was alarmed at Irish

immigrants aligning themselves with the radical English

labour movement and, following Daniel O’Connell’s lead, they
143

condemned trade unionism. But since the actual numbers

of potential trade unionists in the Irish community, during

this period, was small, the attitude of O’Connell and the

clergy served more to alienate the Irish from the mass

labour movement, known generically as Chartism, than to turn

them against local trade unions (see chapter ii).

There were a few labour disputes during the late 184Os

and early 185Os which involved the Irish directly. As we

saw in chapter 4, during the Preston cotton mill strike of

1853-4 the owners attempted to bring in Irish ’knobsticks’

to break the strike. But they were unsuccessful, because

even Irishmen fresh from a Dublin or Belfast workhouse, with

no experience of industrial life at all, were able to

understand the operatives’ representatives, and most of them

were dissuaded from taking strike-breaking jobs. This is

142. Pelling, op. cit., pp 89-90
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the only example I have found of Irish labourers being used

as blacklegs in Lancashire during 1846-71, which indicates

the practice was very uncommon. The other examples come from

Liverpool’s dockland.

Many Irishmen worked on the docks as stevedores and

porters. For a week during mid-March 1848 large numbers of

dockers met in the Liverpool Exchange to organise a protest

against the introduction of a new method of unloading vessels.

The dock workers claimed that

the unloading of vessels had been placed in the hands of a
few persons, who made a profit by driving hard bargains with
the porters, giving, for instance, 2s. a day out of 3s. 6d.
allowed by the owners of the cargoes, and when the regular
workmen refused these wages, employing youths and young
men without families to do the work.

But it does not appear that the dockers’ protest was of any

avail, because the dock committee only resolved to take

action against master porters and publicans who paid dockers

in public houses. Chartist-types were reported in Liverpool

and police and special constables were in readiness to deal

with any trouble they might provoke among the dockers. But

there was no trouble of any kind and the dock workers

144
acquiesced in the new system.

The Liverpool dockers showed more determination in 1853.

On 6 Junep 5,O00 labourers came out on strike to demand a rise

in wages from 3s. 6d. per day to 4s. To put forward their

demands with a single voice, the dockers formed an ’association’

and there were reports of intimidation against those dockers

willing to work for 3s. 6d. per day. But whether or not

there was intimidation, every docker was on strike and there

145was ’not a ship at work in the port’. The Times warned

that

In the meantime much inconvenience and misery is being caused

by the movement -inconvenience to the trade of port, which
threatens to become partially stagnated, and misery to the
families of the men, who, having little or nothing to support
them in idleness, will have to starve their children so long
as the strike continues. 146

144. Lpool Courier, 15 Mar 1848
145. The Times, 9 June 1853
146. The Times, 9 June 1853



But the dockers were not to be so easily deterred and

within less than a week several employers raised the daily

wage to 4s. Most of the merchants were determined to resist

the dockers’ demands. The Liverpool Chmaber of Commerce even

passed a resolution opposing any rise in wages for dock

labourers. But

The Cotton Porters’ Association have published a counter
placard in which they state their determination to use everv
’constitutional means’ to obtain the required price of 4s. a
day; and they call upon ’their fellow workmen to remain
true to themselves’. If they do not return to work speedily,
means will be taken by the mercantile bodies to introduce
other labourers into the town. 147

This last threat seems to have broken the resolve of many

dockers. Within days they were back at work. The Operative

Porters’ Association was kept in existence, and the press

was told that the strike was over only ’for the present’.

’They had yielded now, but they were still determined to

obtain their legal rights, and the employers would have

to give way next time.’148 That ’next time’ was far in the

future and the Operative Porters’ Association soon vanished

from the Liverpool dock scene. The whole eight-day confront-

ation had been completely peaceful and the Head Constable

reported to the watch committee:

It must be a gratifying circumstance to the committee to know
that.during the strikes which took place amongst the cotton
porters, dock labourers and others, at whose meetings large
numbers assembled, that there was no breach of the public

peace; every care being taken to meet whatever might have
occurred. 149

These two examples show that even though there was a

basic awareness of the possibilities of united industrial

action among Irish labourers, and unskilled workers generally,

during the mid-nineteenth century, it would take the develop-

ment of a coherent and durable labour movement before that

awareness could be translated into real industrial and

social power.

147. The Times, ii June 1853
148. The Times, 17 June 1853
149. HC Grieg to watch cttee, annual report of the head

constable to watch cttee for 1853, 1 Apr 1854 (LCL, annex,
watch cttee minutes, 352MINWAT/I/6, D.331)



Besides strictly casual socialising in public houses or

their local streets, the Lancashire Irish developed a diverse

social organisation during 1846-71. Unlike their English

counterparts, Irish social organisation was developed around

the Irish central, socio-national institution, the catholic

church. This focal position enhanced the church’s already

formidable prestige with the emigrant Irish and strengthened

its authority with them. There were some Irish organisations

which were not under the direct patronage of the church, such

as the Hibernian societies and some of the sick and burial

clubs. But they were still very catholic bodies. St Patrick’s

day was an important day of national exDresson for the Lanc-

ashire Irish, but it was only in the early Dart of 1846-71

that they felt it necessary to enunciate national pride

through the ostentation of processions. And even then,

the processions were limited to Liverpool. The Irish

community of Lancashire was supporting a successful journal

by 1860, which served as a medium for both Irish national

and Irish catholic opinion. But it was not until much later

in the nineteenth century that trade unionism became relevant
/

to the mass of the Irish immigrant community.



Chapter iO

The Irish and their Lancashire neighbours

The last feature of Irish community life in urban

Lancashire we shall look at is their relations with the native

population during the mid-nineteenth century. How were the

immigrant Irish regarded? Were they resented? And if they

were, what shape did that resentment take? Was hostility

returned by the Irish? And did intercommunal tensions ever

go beyond sarcastic jokes and insults to violence? Answering

these questions is very difficult, but there are sources

available which will help us to discern some of the elements

which compose good or poor community relations. One source

in particular, local newspapers, prove especially useful,

because they are very responsive to popular thinking in

Lancashire towns and reflect various moods very well.

During the late 184Os, when hundreds of thousands of

hungry, ragged Irish were arriving in Lancashire, mushing

up poor rates and aggravating an already severe public health

problem, there was very little objection to the Irish influx

on national or ethnic grounds. As we saw in chapter 4,

local authorities, particularly in Liverpool, were very

vocal in their opposition to the unrestricted immigration

of impoverished Irish people into the county. But these

protests very rarely contained any trace of bigotry or

national enmity. Town councils and boards of guardians

complained about a large physical and financial burden

which was overtaxing the rudimentary social service structure

that was undergoing modernisation at that time. And

we saw in chapters 4 and 5 that, in physical and money terms,

the mass Irish immigration of the late 1840s did give them a

real problem to complain about. But the problem was regarded

as a demographic one, rather than as the manifestation of
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any inherent trait of the Irish people. So on the one

occasion when the Irish immigrants stood out as a material

threat to the urban population of Lancashire, very little

intercommunal tension was generated. There could be several

reasons for this.

First of all, even though it was mainly working-class

people who suffered from the shortage of housing and the

increased incidence of disease brought on by the precipitate

ingress of Irish, it was principally the middle class who

paid the costs of social dislocation in higher rates, and

middle-class people would be more inclined to dissociate

themselves from overt bigotry than to denounce the Irish as

lazy, rate-soaking vagrants. And from a business viewnoint,

the immigration represented a reserve of labour that was

necessary for industrial expansion. So even if rates for the

middle classes rose initially, once the immigration levelled

off and the Irish spread out to different parts of the northwest

and started to settle in they would provide hands for factories,

labourers for building sites and custom for shopkeepers.

But middle-class people did not have to live in the areas

of inferior, low-cost housing the thousands of destitute Irish

had to resort to. Why was there not an outcry from the indig-

enous working people who felt the impact of this demographic

disaster directly? As tens of thousands of Irish families

were arriving during 1847-8, Lancashire was experiencing its

third economic recession in less than six years. Prices

of basic commodities were high and there was widespread short-

time working and unemployment. So it can be argued that

working people were more concerned with immediate worries than

with the immigration of still less fortunate people from

Ireland. I have found no evidence of anxiety that the Irish

would flood the labour market and depress wages. There

were wage cuts in Lancashire at the time of the heavv Irish

immigration of the 184Os, but they were related to declining

profits, not to the availability of cheaD Irish labour that

would make English workers uncompetitive unless they settled

for diminished wages. But there was another reason why

English workers would not discriminate, as a group, against

the Irish.
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We saw in the preceding chapter that during the first

forty years of the nineteenth century an awareness of common

interest developed among English working men, which was

embodied in the appearance of workers’ organisations and

institutions such as friendly societies and trade unions.

Broadly based but diverse political movements, such as

Chartism, also grew from this same sensibility to the identity

of interests among working men. The evolution of a workers’

identity as fellow members of the ’productive classes’ seemed
1

to set working men apart from ’those of other classes’.    So,

far from excluding the Irish, the English workers often

identified very closely with them. Rather than invaders,

the Irish were looked upon as victims of social and economic

dispossession, caused by the same system that political

groups such as the Chartists were agitating against in England.

During the 183Os and 184Os chartists were consistent in

demanding social and nolitical justice for Ireland, and in

1848 there was an attempt by the chartists of the north of

England to align themselves still more closely with the Irish

emigrant community (see chapter ii). Up to the 184Os

Lancashire working men would look upon the presence of a

large expatriate Irish community as a political problem

that could only be solved by radical change at Westminster,

not as a result of economic, ethnic or religious aggression

bythe Irish. In fact, it was hoped that the Lancashire

Irish would identify closely with the social and political

aspirations of their English fellows, which would further

enhance solidarity among working men. But before that kind

of dynamic unity among Englishmen, and between Englishmen

and Irishmen, could be achieved the situation changed.

This account may seem to exaggerate or idealise the

extent and depth of fraternity among English working men and

their sympathy with the Irish in Britain and the Irish in

Ireland. But what cannot be disputed is that during the

1830s and 184Os there was a definite consciousness of common

interests among English workers which they perceived were

i. Thompson, The making of the English working class, p.807
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best safeguarded by unity. This consciousness cannot be

called ideological, but it did spawn the Chartist movement,

which commanded very wide popular support, as well as numerous

local agitations. And until this consciousness was weakened

by the repeated frustration of the workers’ demands and

changes within industry, and in the absence of a nolitical

irritant such as Fenianism, there was little or no anti-Irish

or internecine factionalism in Lancashire of any description.

The greater importance attached to distinctions between

various grades of workers within industry, a general weariness

of apparently endless and fruitless agitation and the

return of economic prosperity all helped to dissipate the

Chartist movement and the remains of working-class unity on

anything but a very localised level after 1848. This

dilution of the broad feeling of common interest left urban

Lancashire with a ’new subdivided (or pluralist), labour
2

community’.    And within a few years there were serious

divisions within the working class, one of the widest being

between Englishmen and Irishmen. But why should things

have changed so quickly? Why would people who were willing to

take to the streets to protest against the arrest and con-

viction of John Mitchel in 1848 resent their Irish neighbours

in the 185Os? Any discussion of why people do or do not

get along with one another is certain to be vague and very

complex, but in this particular case we have at least a

starting point.

The consciousness of unity of interest, although

widely shared by early Victorian working men, did not go

deep enough to alter fundamentally their perceptions of

what those interests were. Workers united to change the

way in which the existing socio-political system affected

them, not to change the system itself. They demanded a

more equitable ’piece of the action’, but they did not

try to redirect that action. A view of united agitation

leading to the inception of an alternative system which would

2. Foster, Class struggle, p.238
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treat all people more equally was held only by a very small

minority. So, while the ardour for unity in defence of a

of a common interest faded during the late 184Os, the desire

to get the most from the system did not. The emphasis was

on personal gain and security within the system, rather than

the advancement of a whole class. There seemed to be more

to gain from compliance than resistance. English working men

were still very ’clubbable’, but within a very much more

restricted orbit. But whatever remained of the conscious-

ness of shared interests existed only in a localised form,

in trade clubs and friendly societies. The dynamic of that

consciousness had been lost. A wrong against one worker was

no longer a wrong against an entire class. And in this

atmosphere it was possible for working men to perceive not

potential allies, but potential threats to their welfare

and security within their own social stratum. One of these

threats was the Irish. But exactly why does one grouD turn

against another group who would ostensibly seem to be their

comrades; why factionalism rather than fraternity?

Whatever the causes of anti-Irish feeling, it certainly

did exist in mid-nineteenth-century Lancashire. A very

perceptive observer on the contemporary scene was George

Cornewall Lewis, and he had an idea of the two motivating

principles behind what he called the ’party spirit’, which

the crude understanding of common interests among working

men had not changed.

The one is the separating principle, which induces men to
distrust, to fear, to hate, to threaten, to use force against
their fellows; the other is the combining principle, which
induces them, for the sake of security, to form an association
with their fellows, having its peculiar name and distinctive
marks: the one is the principle which binds a man to his
party, the other is that which repels him from all who are
not of his party. In general, the intensity of one of these
feelings also increases the intensity of the other. The
more strongly a man is attached to his party, the greater is
his dislike of his opponents; the more vehemently a man
hates the adverse party, the more closely does he cling to
his own.

Despite these basic traits, Lewis was hopeful for mankind,
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because ’one of the chief elements in the progress of civilis-

ation is the extension of men’s sympathies to a more

numerous body of their fellows, the enlargement of their
3

party’.    Even an early Victorian social commentator was

able to see that in certain situation a group maintained its

own unity by opposing a common adversary, whether that

adversary was an actual threat or not. This comes very close

to saying that ’nothing brings a group of people closer

together than hating someone else’, but there is certainly

some truth in such an oversimplification. Common opposition

to someone or something strengthens identity within a group.

Personal and regional differences may be submerqed within a

national opposition to, for example, communism, even though

very little is actually known about the nature of the supposed

threat. English working men became aware of their common

condition and interests through opposition to the more

oppressive features of nineteenth-century industrial society.

When that national movement faltered and disintegrated, the

reassurance of common identity was sought on the local level.

But since the economy was in a general upswing during the late

184Os and early 185Os, and working men were becoming gradually

more comfortable, the urban-industrial system ceased to be

the object of opposition. Other targets had to be found.

A popular ’out-group’ chosen to receive English working-class

antipathy and derision during the mid-nineteenth century was

the Irish community. And the Lancashire town where hostility

towards the Irish became evident first was the one with the

largest Irish population, Liverpool.

The awareness of a need for unity among English working

men during the first half of the nineteenth century was

perhaps spread too widely to be durable, and Liverpool

affords a good example of a town where these bonds were

thinner than in most places. As we saw in chapter 8, in

1842 sectarian rivalries caused the ending of the practice

of admitting children of all denominations into the Liverpool

corporation’s two elementary schools. Even though attendance

at church services, particularly among working men, was largely

neglected, there was a very strong identity of Liverpool
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people with their respective religious sects. Militant,

though non-practicing, protestantism was particularly strong.

The weekly magazine Porcupine remarked on the town’s curious

interpretation of the New Testament.

’Fighting like devils for conciliation, and hating each other
for the love of God’ .... The peculiar hatred which Christians
feel to Christians - that sharp, consuming, femininely-fierce
hatred - burns nowhere so devouringly as it does in our
religious town. Whatever distress or disease or danger may
afflict us, the wrangling of the sects rages uncontrolled,
furious, blind, like the quarrelling of the wretches huddled
together on the raft, with the Medusa going down beside them
.... Now it may be Mr Porcupine’s want of the true saving
grace, but he really cannot see any religion in all this
sort of thing. He sees on the one hand, the evidence of
a sincere but ghastly fanaticism .... He sees, on the other hand,
the coarsest manifestations of man’s rudest passions and

hates..4

It seemed in 1848 that there was a delayed response to the

immigration of thousands of poor Irish families into

Liverpool.

One of the worst results of the present depressed times .... is
the growing feeling of animosity between the English and
the Irish portion of our humbler townsmen, a feeling which
we call upon all our fellow citizens to cooperate in allaying.

Certainly the Irish heightened competition for jobs in

Liverpool during the late 184Os, and even though this situa-

tion was temporary, caused by the fact that Liverpool was

the entry point of the vast majority of Irish immigrants

into Britain, it could not help but arouse English working-

class resentment.

Day after day we hear complaints, and we receive letters
fraught with hostile expressions against Irish workmen
residing here .... Appeals have reached us calling upon
employers to give work to Englishmen only, so long as any
are to be found unemployed.4a

The activities of the Irish Confederate clubs sometimes

added to the antagonistic feelings of the native people.

Here is an example of a complaint about a couple of Irish

workmen.

3. G.C. Lewis, On local disturbances in Ireland, and on the

Irish church question (London, 1836), p.280
4. Porcupine, iO Mar 1866
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Sir,
We as a boddy of Church Men wish to inform you that we hair
fully determined to doo away with all Roman Catholicks from
all Employs in this town. We now give you notice to turn
out thoes too Romans on or before Satherday Next or Certainly
we shall doo Either you or yours a Private Injury. But we
hope that you will receive this. For we hair fully determined
to gain bower object either by Fair or foul.

Even though this notice was signed ’True Orangemen’, it

probably had nothing to do with that body. But we shall see

later in this chapter that the Orange Order did a great

deal to poison the atmosphere between the Irish and the English

during the 185Os and 186Os. The Liv____erpool Mercury always

went out of its way to oppose the build-up of sectarian

bitterness in ’our religious town’.

This sort of thing must be checked by the liberal-minded of
every sect and party in the town .... It must never be forgotten
that there are thousands of loyal, peaceable, and industrious
Irishmen and their families in this town .... They contribute
to the general welfare...All idea of conspiring against the
Irish because they are Irish, or against catholics because
they are catholics, is to be deprecated as wicked and, indeed,
foolish. 5

But appeals like this were totally inadequate to check the

growth of sectarian tension in Liverpool.

The passage quoted above about dismissing Irish workmen

is the only expression of anti-Irish prejudice going as far

as the ’no Irish need apply’ attitude that immigrants encount-

ered in the northeastern United States. It does not appear that

the Irish were excluded from employment or housing in Lanca-

shire on account of objections to their nationality. Land-

lords would let cheap accommodation to anyone who would pay

for it, and Irish workers were required to fill places as

industry expanded. The difference between an Irishman in

Lancashire and an Irish immigrant in a north American coastal

city was that the Lancashire Irishman was not surplus labour.

He was integral to industrial growth.

The focus of English dislike for the immigrant Irish was

not so much national or ethnic as religious. This does not

mean that catholicism, Irish or English, was in any way a

threat to English culture or institutions during the mid-

nineteenth century. But there remained a large reserve

of anti-catholic feeling in Victorian England, and the trait
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which set the Irish apart from the English even more so than

language, culture or background was their close identification

with the catholic church. The church formed the centre of

Irish social life and was looked upon as their primary national

institution. We saw in chapter 7 that the Lancashire Irish

looked upon themselves, and were looked UDOn by the native

community, as the vanguard of the catholic religion in the

northwest of England and the principal repositories of its

doctrines. English working men needed a reason to desDise

the Irish community and their religion proved the easiest

handle to grasp, because the Irish identified themselves

so closely with the church, as the embodiment of their national

heritage, and anti-catholic sentiment was still easily

excited in England. Particularly in the conservative press,

it was not very often that the word Irish appeared without

the term Roman Catholic when the local Irish were being

referred to. And when local catholics were being denounced

by some local preacher or militant protestant lecturer, the

words catholic and Irish became interchangeable. To

Englishmen who needed an antagonist to combine against, the

catholic religion of the Irish epitomised their objection-

ableness as an alien group.

Before looking at particular organisations and occasions

which incited intercommunal discord we can consider the

subject of opposition to the Lancashire Irish generally. In

Liverpool, where hundreds of thousands of Irish landed during

1846-71, the Irish certainly did put a strain on the unskilled

labour market during the late 184Os and early 185Os. There

is no evidence that their presence in such numbers depressed

wages for labourers on the docks, building sites and road

gangs, but it probably impeded their rising and made unskilled

work harder to find. But the situation, aggravated by a

shortage of low-priced accommodation, affected Iris.hmen as ~ich as

it did Englishmen and it encouraged them to re-emigrate to

America, Australia, or to move elsewhere in the north of

England. But this situation, on top of the issue of religious

differences, helped to inlensify anti-Irish bitterness. By

5. Lpooi Mercury, Ii Aug 1848
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the middle 186Os the Liverpool Mercury thouqht things were

improving, but still it felt constrained to assure the English

population that the Irish were, far from being undesireable

aliens, good, useful neighbours.

In former times, when work was excessively scarce in England,
when wages were lower, and when those violent national prejud-
ices existed, which, happily, have now in a great measure
died away, there was frequently a very bad feeling between
the English and the Irish inhabitants of the large towns of
England and Scotland. But this feeling has almost entirely
disappeared during the last ten or twelve years, partly owing
to the prevalence of better wages and more abundant employment
both for English and Irish labourers in England, and partly
owing to a great increase of intelligence, and a great
subsidence of national prejudice amongst the people of both
countries. An Irishman settled in England has now just as
good a chance of getting on in his particular walk of life as
any Englishman can have. He has nothing to complain of except
the same difficulties which all men, whether Englishmen or
Irishmen, have to contend with in making their way in the
world .... One of the greatest benefits which the Irish people
derive from the union with England is that the markets for
skilled talent are just as much open to them as they are to
the people of England. 6

As well-intentioned as the Mercury’s effort was, the

assessment of inter-communal harmony was, as we shall see,

much too optimistic. In the twenty years since the first

mass arrival of Irish immigrants in Lancashire a great deal of

enmity had been generated and it had far from spent its

energy by the 187Os. A few examples will help illustrate the

different forms Irish-English antipathies assumed in mid-

nineteenth-century Lancashire.

In 1846 Rev Hugh Stowell, a popular anti-catholic

fulminator, addressed the annual meeting of the Manchester

and Salford Protestant and Reformation Society on the subject

of the proposed Roman Catholic relief bill ’for the further

repeal of enactments imposing pains and penalties upon

Her Majesty’s Roman Catholic subjects on account of their

religion’.    Citing the example of the Irish catholics in

Manchester’s Little Ireland district, Stowell warned that

the ’Roman Catholic spirit was still as grasping as ever’.

If the bill was passed it would remove ’what little protection

6. Lpool MercurZ, 18 Mar ]867
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there was against the exhibition of bold, glaring idolatry,

and .... ’

we shall have a procession of the host go passing up and down
the streets of Manchester, and the poor deluded creatures fall-
ing down before it, and an idolatry as dark as that of Juggernaut
would be permitted.

The elaborate rituals of the catholic faith were favourite

targets of its detractors and Stowell did not let the rites

of Ash Wednesday, as practiced in Little Ireland, escane his

ridicule. As far as Stowell could see,

Popery was as proselytising as ever. And popery still held
its devotees in a state of superstition. They had on Wednesday
last, been burning the palm branches .... the ashes were put into
water, and the poor deprived people, believing there was
something of a charm in the water, crowded in such numbers
to receive of it, if it were but a drop from the sprinklings
of the priest. He did not blame the Roman Catholics who thus
crowded to be sprinkled, but he did hold up to scorn and con-
tempt those priests who thus brought them together to get a
dish of water filled with black ashes, which had no more
efficacy than the water of the black Medlock which ran near
the chapel. 7

But efforts to dissuade the Lancashire Irish from catholic-

ism were not limited to militants such as Hugh Stowell. Various

Church of England and dissentinggroups were formed to convert

the Irish to protestantism by a milder brand of persuasion.

One of these groups was The Church of England Association

for providing Ministration and Instruction for the Irish

Romanists of Manchester and Salford. The association appears

only to have been active during the middle and later 185Os and

it was supported by annual subscriptions from businessmen, but
8I have not found any press reports on any of their activities.

But an organisation such as this at least shows that there

were people very willing to be tolerant towards the Irish,

on religious and national lines. But the crudest forms of

opposition to the Irish still made their appearance in

Lancashire as late as the 186Os. Some of the colliers who

lived in St Helens ’frequently picked quarrels with the Irish

when they met face to face’, and in 1868 a group of miners

’armed with that formidable implement of their craft, the pick’,

7. M/R Courier, 4 Mar 1846
8. C~C. Worsley to Church of England Association, 20 Apr 1857,

13 Apr 1858, 5 Mar 1859 (M/RCL, archives, M35/9/7/44-6)
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attacked an Irish area of the town. The miners’ incursion

caused the Irish ’to rally in self-defence, brandishing pots

and pans and various other blunt instruments’. ’Even in 1868

the Irish were still looked upon as intruders, to be kept
,9

in their place.

In many English minds the Irish were regarded as a

strange or undesireable immigrant group. The various facets

of this image are well represented in the inevitable jokes

and stories which began to appear about them in the Lancashire

press. Not every Lancashire newspaper berated the Irish. The

Manchester Guardian, the Oldham Standard, Porcupine (Liverpool),

the Preston Chronicle, the St Helens newspapers and the

Salford Weekly News did not make it their practice to ridicule

the Irish in their towns. Even when many Irish names appeared

in the police court columns for drunkenness, assaults and

petty theft, these papers very rarely mentioned the fact that

an offender was Irish. And when some event obviously involving

the Irish was reported, it was very rare that they would garn-

ish their accounts with deprecatory remarks or quips about

them. It was usually a town’s conservative paper that poked

fun at the Irish, and the Liverpool Courier and the Manchester

Courier took up the task with considerable relish, particularly

during the 184Os and early 185Os. But it was not always the

Tories in a town who vented their spleens by maligning the

Irish. The Oldham Chronicle, which professed to represent

liberal views, never missed an opportunity to abuse the Irish.

The Preston Guardian, another liberal journal, never took up

an anti-Irish stance or deviated from a strictly moderate

tone, but still included Irish jokes as a regular feature of

its varieties column up to 1867. By 1871 the novelty of having

a large Irish population to bear the brunt of jokes and

sketches had worn off and journalistic standards had risen,

so that stories and comments at the expense of the Irish were

a rare occurrence. But at that time the image of the Lancashire

Irish had already been created. But what were the principal

characteristics of this reputation?

9. Barker and Harris, St ~lelens, p.282
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The three main elements of the Irish reputation in

Lancashire were ignorance, quaint simplicity and intractability.

Each characteristic was emphasised by mocking Irish speech

and mannerisms. A few examples taken from the Lancashire

press will show how these traits were imputed to the Irish.

Many English people thought an Irishman’s mind was peculiarly

obtuse, impervious to anything but the most rudimentary intel-

ligence.

An Irishwoman called at an oilman’s the other day and asked
for a quart of vinegar. It was measured out, and she put it
in a gallon jug. She then asked for another quart to be put
into the same vessel. ’And why not ask for a half a gallon
and have done with it?’ said the oilman. ’Och: Bless your
little bit of a soul’, answered she,                       ’its for two persons.’ iO

An Irishman who was lately denouncing the rapid increase of
suicides in the United Kingdom, declared that they never
could be put down until they were rendered capital offences,
punishable by death. Ii

An Irish cook, hearing the lady of the house at dinner ask

her husband to bring DombeZ and Son with him when he came
to tea, laid two extra plates on the supper table for the
supposed visitors. 12

An Irish porter was shutting up a shop one rainy evening not
so long since, when he took off his coat while putting up
the shutters. When asked why he went out in his shirt sleeves

’Sure’ ’don’t I want a dry coat toall in the rain, , says he,
go home in.’ 13

In contrast to their urban-industrial surroundings, the

Irish often seemed picturesque and simple because of their

rural mannerisms and the way they spoke. Newspapers very often

illustrated the quaintness of the Irish.

An Irishwoman, who keeps a small stall in the vicinity of

Covent Garden, was asked the other day by a gentleman purchas-
’Och yering some fruit how trade was; when she replied,

honour, I’m shure it’s bad enough; it’s myself thinkin’ of
givin’ it up and goin’ over to the famine.’ 14

’Good morning~ Dennis’, said I, meeting my old acquaintance,
the Hibernian whom I had once read a lecture to upon appear-
ance, ’you have at last, I perceive, displayed some taste in
the purchase of a hat.’ ’Thrue for you,sir, sure it has a

crown any how, but look at them brogues, sir, ain’t they
illigant?’ To this I assented and observed that his coat

seemed to fit him ’too much’. ’Och:’ said he in a confidential

i0. Preston Guardian, 18 Apr 1846
ii. Preston Guardian, 2 May 1846

12. Preston Guardian, 15 Apr 1848
13. Preston Guardian, 23 ~lar 1867

14. Preston Guardian, 1 M. Ly 1847
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manner, ’there’s nothin’ surprising in that, sure I wasn’t %here

when I was measured for it.’ 15

An Irish jury, commiserating the case of a poor woman who
was charged with a trifling theft, agreed to the followinq
verdict - ’Not guilty, but we hope she won’t do so again’ 16

An Irishmen tells of a fight in which there was but one whole
nose left in the crowd, ’and that belonqed to the tay
kettle’ . 17

Lastly, the Irish were regarded as very difficult to

deal with in almost every way. Their well-known ignorance

was made more annoying by their truculent stubbornness and

their general counter-suggestiveness.    This obstinacy also

showed in their predilection for arguing, fiqhting and exc-

essive drinking.

Paddy in trouble - An outraged Milesian of the Connaught
breed appeared at the Borough Court yesterday to make app-
lication for a summons under the following laughable circum-
stances, although we have little doubt poor Paddy saw noth-
ing to laugh about. From his statement to Mr Maude it app-
eared that some time on Thursday he was in the butchers’ mar-
ket in Bridge Street, and, whilst looking about, he spied
two cow tails. Struck with their illigant appearance,
Paddy resolved to have a treat in the shape of a drop of
oxtail soup, and for this purpose went to enquire the price.
He was informed by the butcher that he might have them for
2d. each, but although disposed for once to treat himself
to a luxury, he would not give the price asked, but offered
3d. for the two; this the butcher would not accept, conseq-
uently Paddy walked away. He had scarcely got out of the
market when, unable to leave such a dainty brace of tails
behind him, he again returned to try and coax the butcher
into compliance with the offer. Instead of striking a bar-
gain, however, poor Paddy got struck himself, the butcher,
to use the Irishmen’s own words, ’bating him with the cow
tails until the blood run out of his ear-hole’. For this
he appealed to the law, but was induced by Mr Maude to let
the matter drop .... thinking that both parties were to
blame in the matter. 18

Of cour~et this does not mean Irishmen in Lancashire,

or anywhere else, were in fact generally slow-witted, home-

spun and refractory. There were certainly Irish immigrants

15.
16.
17.
18.

Lpool Mercury, ii Aug 1848
Preston Guardian, 12 July 1856
Preston Guardian, ii July 1857

M/R Courier, 21 Feb 1846
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who were very ignorant, most of them were very quaint and

some others were probably difficult to handle. But this

press image is basically what English people wanted to

think about their Irish neighbours, an amplification of

isolated traits in individual Irishmen applied to the Irish

community as a whole. A segment of the population, the

Irish, had been singled out as a source of entertainment and

as objects of dislike. To reinforce this image, jokes and

stories which depicted them as urban harlequins circulated

in Lancashire’s towns and in the press. But this reputation

was a gross exaggeration of reality. The Irish lacked the

experience of an urban or industrial backqround, but this

was not a sign of stupidity. Their mannerisms and speech

differed from the native English; but what else could be

expected? And only very few Irishmen ever distinguished them-

selves by inordinate intractability. True, crimes involv-

ing fighting and drunkenness were at high levels among the

Irish. But this is the only point where fact and reputat-

ion nearly coincide. If an exaggerated press image and few

insulting jokes were the only discrimination the Irish had

to put up with, theymighthave felt closer to the English

community and integrated faster. But there were several

events during 1850-71 which strengthened anti-Irish prejud-

ices and put the Lancashire Irish on the defensive.

The ’papal aggression’ of 1850 unleashed a wave of rhet-

orical and journalistic hysteria which showed that among a

largely non-practicing population powerful emotions could be

excited in the name of religion. Pope Plus IX re-established

the Roman Catholic hierarchy in Britain in a pastoral which

was read in all catholic churches on 17 October 1850. It

was reproduced in the press all over the country and then

the uproar began. The atmosphere of indignance and injured
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national pride spread quickly to Westminster. The prime

minister, John Russell, remarked in his letter to the bishop

of Durham that the pope’s encroachment on ’our protestantism’

was ’insolent and insidious’. Quite in step with the agit-

ated state of the national mind, Russell continued his denun-

ciation.

There is an assumption of power in all the documents which
have come from Rome; a pretension of supremacy over the realm
of England, and a claim to sole and individual sway, which
is inconsistent with the Queen’s supremacy, with the rights
of our bishops and clergy, and with the spiritual independ-
ence of the nation ....

Even though the sovereignty of the United Kingdom was not

affected in the smallest way by an internal reorqanisation

of the catholic church, Russell’s distorted assessment of

the situation was a ’true representation of sentiments of
19

an overwhelming majority of the public’.     The Dress also

were quick to add a helping hand to stirring the pot of sec-

tarian bitterness by joining in the clamour raging against

the ’blight of popery’, which most certainly would decimate

the spiritual and political body of England when the thir-
20

teen new catholic dioceses were organised.

A look at the predominating editorial theme in the

Lancashire press during October-December 1850 will give a

good idea of the prevailing mood and the depth of aversion

for the catholic church. The Courier was the conservative

journal of Liverpool, that very ’religious’ town. In its

first edition after the publication of the papal letter the

Courier’s editorial declared that

we maintain that the creation of a cardinal archbishop of

Westminster, and the nomination of district bishops over
the land, with titles of honour and conditions of preced-
ence, is itself an invasion of the royal authority, and a

19. E.R. Norman, Anti-catholicism in Victorian England

(London, 1968) , pp 57-8
20.    Ibid., p.183
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flagrant attack upon the constitution of 1688. The funct-
ions of a Roman Catholic archbishop of Westminster are,
moreover, necessarily in direct opposition to the supremacy
of the crown and the safety of the constitution.
We have that confidence in the people of England that we
feel certain they will not for a moment tolerate this ins-
idious assumption of power by the church of Rome .... 21

But not every paper succumbed to the current national excite-

ment. One of these was the Liverpool Mercury.

Roman Catholicism is in England a great political anachron-
ism. It is as unsuited to the tastes, feelings, habits,
thoughts, and prejudices of a majority of Enqlishmen, as it
is utterly irreconcilable with the form of our government.
In the existing condition of the country, however, we see
no objections to the pope appointing as many bishops as he
chooses to watch over his flock.

In other words,

the pope has only formally inducted a system of government
which had previously a veritable existence, and that the mere
mapping out of England into sees can have no effect in alt-
ering the faith of the people. 22

The Mercury felt obliged to reiterate its advocacy of tol-

erance a week later.

The English, individually the bravest of mankind, are, as
a nation, most wonderfully prone to take alarm. The his-
tory of English national cowardice would fill a book ....
If we were to reckon up the multitude of threatenings, each
warranted to swallow up any constitution in existence, the
Wonder would be that we exist at all. Wilkesism and Lord
George Gordonism - Huntites and Luddites - Emancipationists
and Reformers - and, greatest of all, the Free Trade hydra
of the present year of grace 1850, have each in turn been
the bughear to this vexed and unquiet island .... The last
of these forces is, all things considered, one of the most
curious. The Roman Catholic population of these kingdoms
belongs, at least on this side of St George’s channel, to
the most orderly and inoffensive section of the population. 23

But the Mercurz’s advice was largely ignored in Liverpool

and the commotion continued. Anti-popery meetinqs were organ-

ised by both prctestant clergymen and laymen, where speeches

21.
22.
23.

L__pool Courier, 23 Oct 1850
Lpool Mercury, 25 Oct 1850
Lpool Mercury, 1 Nov 1850
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of a very ’interesting and truly protestant character’ were

heard.24 One of these meetings was held on 20 November 1850

’for the purpose of addressing the Queen in reference to the

late papal encroachment on her prerogative’. The meeting

’excited the greatest public interest’ durlnq the days before

20 November.

An impudent exhortation to the catholics of the town was
issued in the morning, calling upon them to qo early and
pack the building ’if they did not wish their rights to be
trampled upon and their religion to be insulted’.

Irishmen and English protestants attended the meeting. The

speakers were cheered by the English and qroaned and hissed

by the Irish. A local catholic Driest tried to explain the

pope’s initiative to the assembly, but the Courier described

his effort as ’a total failure’.

There was no argument, no imagination, no originality, no
eloquence, nor even common sense about it. It was a mass
of verbiage and twaddle .... when he sat down the general
remark was, ’What a damaging speech this is to his own

cause ’ ’ 25

But even though tempers were frayed at the meeting, there

was no trouble of any kind between the rival communities

during or after the assembly.

The catholic response to the deluge of hostile rhetoric

was muted all over England. This was true in Liverpool too,

despite its huge Irish catholic population. Catholics, led

by the clergy, perceived that, as long as protestant ire

stopped well short of physical violence or the imposition of

legal disabilities, there was no point to further irritat-

ing protestant opinion with a too vocal defence of their

position. The government’s rejoinder to the pope’s pastoral

was a piece of legislation to buttress the supremacy of the

British crown and protect the purity of the constitution.

The ecclesiastical titles act of" 1851 was unenforced, a duck

Lpool Courier, 4 Dec 1850; 6 Nov 1850; ii Dec 1850
Lpool Courier, 27 Nov 1850
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that was born lame, and had about as much effect on the sec-

urity of Great Britain as the pope’s restoration of the hier-

archy. Even if the act did nothing to injure the actual

position of catholics or the new bishops, it did assuage

angry protestants. Despite its discriminatory clauses, cath-

olics raised very little opposition to its passage. In

Liverpool, where more than iOO,OOO catholics lived, there

was only one insignificant meeting held to express opposit-
26

ion to the bill.     There was little comment when the act

was quietly repealed in 1871 (34 & 35 Vict., c.53).

Indignation at the ’popish usurpation’ in Lancashire

was not limited to Liverpool. In Manchester the conservat-

ive Courier took the lead.

We think that the time has arrived for an uncompromising and
unwavering hostility to the twofold deslgn of Romanising
England and dividing (at the very least dividing), with the
sovereign the allegiance of the English people .... The
question is a national one and must be dealt with by the
nation’s rulers .... 27

nothing short of the most determined and uncompromising
action on the part of the present government will quell
the strong indignation at the recent act of the pope which

possesses    the whole country. Nothing but an anti-popish
ministry can stand for six months .... 28

But the Manchester Guardian disputed this attitude.

Amidst the universal excitement caused by the recent Roman
Catholic appointments in England, it is to be feared that
the most important bearing of the question will fall short
of its due attention. We allude to the political effect
of the recent innovation .... It may well be that the prot-

estant pulpit should seize this opportunity to inveigh against
the errors of popery in accents louder than usual; but with
such subjects the press has nothing to do; and we hope and
expect that before parliament meets politicians of all
classes will have returned to their normal state of mind,
and will cease to import into this discussion considerations
with thich they cannot advantageously concern themselves.
We believe that, in the course of a very few weeks, the

great principle of liberty of conscience, which has been in-

26.

27.
28.

Lpool Courier, 12 Mar 1851

M/R Courier, 26 Oct 1850
M/R Courier, 2 Nov 1850
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advertently violated of late by some liberal men, will have

been fully restored to its acknowledged supremacy ....

While the Guardian had no particular affection for the

catholic church or its teachings and thought that the res-

toration of the hierarchy was a clumsy    undiplomatic job,

We do not consider Roman Catholic priests a whit more form-
idable when called bishops and cardinals, than when they
are known by humbler titles .... 29

Manchester also experienced a profusion of anti-popery

meetings during the several weeks after the restoration of

the catholic hierarchy, including a ’Great Protestant
3O

Meeting’ at the Free Trade Hall on 22 November.     But the

profile kept by the local catholics was even less obtrusive

than those of Liverpool. Not a single catholic demonstrat-

ion of any kind is recorded. Salford and Oldham did not

have their own local newspapers in 1850, but the anti-cath-

olic movement in the two towns was reported in the Manchester

papers. A crowded meeting in a Salford church was addressed

by Hugh Stowell on ’Popery and the aggression of the ooDe’

where the catholic church was shown to be ’a church material-

ised, a Christ superseded, and a pope and a hierarchy set up

in their stead’. At Oldham a ’protestant meeting’ was

organised to adopt a petition to the Queen on the ’papal agg-

ression’ but the memorial could not be signed that eve-
f

ning because of a disturbance at the close of the meeting,

caused ’by a small party who came from a distance, and were

31opposed to the objects of the meeting’.      Further meetings
32

were held on 25 and 26 November and they were well-attended.

The town of Preston presented an interesting contrast

to the sectarian furore which raged in Liverpool and south-

east Lancashire. The conservative Preston Pilot voiced its

29.
30.
31.

32.

M/R Guardian, 23 Nov 1850
~4/R Courier, 30 Nov 1850
M/R Courier, 23 Nov 1850

~,I/R Courier9 30 Nov 1850
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opposition to the diocesan renovation, but in very mild

terms. The Pilot concluded that the established church

was ’equal, and more than equal to the task that the
33

current of events has called upon her to begin’.     The

Preston Chronicle saw little to worry about in the establish-
L-

ment of catholic dioceses, and even some reason for optimism.

This proceeding of the pope has caused much discussion in
thepress, and much consternation in Exeter Hall; indeed,
scarcely more surprise and indignation could have been exp-
ressed if he had issued a bull for the superseding of Dr
Sumner as primate, and nominating the cardinal-archbishop
to the see of Canterbury. In this indignation there appears
to be a vast amount of well-meant but mis-directed zeal;
and whatever annoyance or chagrin may be felt by sincere
protestants at this evident step in advance of the Romish
church, we do not see that there is anything in the meas-
ure that need call for the interposition of the civil powers
as is now prayed for.

As the Chronicle saw it, givinq the existing catholic vicars

apostolic the title bishop changed nothing.

As regards their position in their own church, they are now
recognised just as much bishops as they will be under the
late papal rescript. They are ’my lorded’ by their flocks;
they perform episcopal rites .... In the new arrangements
they will do no more .... They will be more under English,
and less under Italian, influence; but that will be esteemed,
by catholic and protestant alike, a change for the better. 34

The Preston Guardian elaborated on the same theme.

For ourselves, we are inclined to think that this Dapal bull,
when fairly taken by the horns, will turn out an infinitely
less formidable monster than our London contemporaries have

represented it. Adhering to the principle which we have
always recognised, that every denomination of Christians
has a perfect right to arrange its own ecclesiastical con-

stitution as it thinks fit, providing that no encroachment
is made upon the rights of others, we cannot but dissent
from the proposal to bring our government into conflict
with the pope on this question.

The new catholic bishops in England were not usurping a

single right or prerogative from the established church or

the government.

Our present object is simply to vindicate the right of the

pope, as the head of the catholic church, to rearrange at

Preston Pilot, 26 Oct 1850
P-~t-on Chronicle, 26 Oct 1850
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pleasure the duties, departments, and dignities of his own
episcopal subjects. To the rulers of every other denomin-
ation we would grant the same latitude. 35

It took longer to organise meetings to denounce the

aggression of the pope in Preston than it did in most

places. The first did not take place until 3 December,

and on that occasion 1,150 nonconformists gathered to ’exp-

ress their sentiments on the recent appointment of a papal

hierarchy in this country’. As subdued as this meeting was,

compared with similar gatherings in Liverpool and Manchester,

the Preston Guardian reminded the denouncers of the pope that

We think it was Dr Johnson who laid down this rule to men
who were preparing to fume and fret about any matter -
’Just think how simple and ridiculous this affair will app-
ear twelve months hence.’ 36

A meeting held on 15 December passed a resolution which

said that those present were ’much obliged to the pope for
37

arousing the protestant energies of the peoDle of England’.

But there was very little agitation beyond these two meet-

ings.

Even though the Irish were the most conspicuous Roman

Catholic group in the community, the anti-papal campaign in

the wake of the restoration of the English hierarchy was not

directed at them in any way, in Lancashire or in England gen-

erally. But the reason for discussing this subject at such

length is to provide the background for one important by-

product of the anti-popery belligerence that was generated

during 1850-1. A hint of what was to come was circulated in
38the press during early December 1850.

To the Orangemen of Great Britain and Ireland

0rangemen., Let the hand of God be acknowledged here; you are
now found true, watchful, and wise; your confederation, al-

35.

36.
37
38.

Preston Guardian, 26 Oct 1850

Preston Guardian, 7 Dec 1850
Preston Guardian, 7 Dec 1850
M/R Courier, 7 Dec 1850
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ways justifiable under the unhappy necessities of Ireland,
is now more needed than ever for the safety of England’s
empire and the honour of England’s throne. Let, then, order
and unity be faithfully cultivated by use. Let everything
be done honestly and in conformity to law and loyalty. Let
us not imperil our institution by anything which would be
unworthy of honest and trustful men.

Enniskillen, G.M.

The Orange Order had never totally disappeared from the

Lancashire scene after the ban of 1836, but its slow recov-

ery received a useful fillip from the intense protestant

feeling current in 1850.

The Orange Order was founded in Ireland at the close of

the eighteenth century as a ’means of upholding the dominant
39

position of the protestant peasantry in Ulster’.     The org-

anisation was founded in response to the Defender movement

of Irish catholics in the northern counties of Ireland and

was ostensibly intended to stand by protestantism and the

British crown. Although it was certainly a politically

motivated institution, discussion ’was never to become the

main activity of the Orange movement. Armed demonstrations

and street fights were better suited to the temperament of

Orangemen.’40    Orangeism made its appearance in England

early in the nineteenth century. It was conveyed at first

by British regiments serving in Ireland, and it found fert-

ile ground in urban Lancashire, particularly the Manchester
41

area.     These English lodges began as clubs of ex-soldiers,

but after a while civilian members began to join. They more

closely resembled protestant friendly societies than milit-
42

ant, politically-motivated groups.     Ulster protestants

39. Hereward Senior, Orangeism in Ireland and Britain,

1795-1836 (London, 1966) , p.21
40. Ibid., p.144
41. Ibid., p.151
42. Ibid., pp 151-2; H. Senior, ’The early Orange Order,
1795-1870’ in T.D. Williams (ed.) , Secret Societies in
Ireland (Dublin, 1973), p.42
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living in England probably joined as well, but it appears

that the Orange Order in England had a mainly English mem-

bership. Enough lodges were in existence in 1808 to just-

ify the establishment of an English grand lodge at
43

Manchester.     By 1822 ’Orangeism had taken root in most

industrial areas in Britain and in a substantial number of
44

military units’.      Not many middle-or upper-class English-

men were prepared to associate themselves with the growing

Orange movement, but the brief fraternisation of the Duke
45

of York with the society enhanced its repute somewhat.

But generally, the Orange Lodges in England ’were merely

a series of miscellaneous clubs calling themselves loyal-

ists, and hostile to catholics. No government, whig or
46

tory, regarded Orangeism with anything but suspicion.’

Fearing that its influence had grown too great, the

government banned the Orange Order in 1836. Although lodges

continued to exist on an informal basis, the Grand Lodge of
47

Ireland was not re-established formally until 1846.     Rec-

ords of the Orange Order in England prior to 1876 are prac-

tically nonexistent, but the present Grand Master of the

Grand Orange Lodge of England, at Liverpool, Mr R.G. Roberts,

states that the ’reconstruction’ of the Orange Order in

England began at roughly the same time as the reconstitution

of the Grand Lodge of Ireland. The revived movement was part-

icularly vibrant in Lancashire, and Orangeism’s centre of

gravity shifted from Manchester to Liverpool. Before very

long every Lancashire town of any size had Orange Lodges.

They were not an affluent organisation, but they were far

from destitute and the regular meetings of the various

lodges were usually held in the room of a public house,

43.
44.
45.
46.
47.

Senior, Orangeism, 1795-1836, p.144

Ibid., p.!75
Ibid., p.176
Ibid., p.284

’The early Orange Order’ a3Senior, , p.
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which could not be owned by the master of the lodge. After
48

1850 the revitalised institution grew quickly in numbers.

Some idea of the nature of the Orange Order in Lancashire

can be obtained from the organisationVs rule book. The

first section of the Orangemen’s Laws and ordinances explains

the ’objects of the Orange institution’.

This institution is formed by protestants desiring to the
utmost of their power to support and defend Her Majesty
Queen Victoria, the protestant religion, the laws of the
country, the succession to the throne in Her Majesty’s illus-
trious house, being protestants, as well as for the def-
ence of their own persons and property, and the maintenance
of the public peace .... 49

The ’general qualifications’ for membership in the Orange

Order appear very exacting in print.

An Orangeman should have a sincere love and veneration for
his Almighty Maker, a firm and steadfast faith in the Sav-
iour of the world .... He should cultivate truth and just-
ice, brotherlykindness and charity, devotion and piety,
concord and unity, loyalty and obedience to the laws.
His disposition should be gentle and compassionate, his
behaviour kind and courteous; he should love the society
of the good and avoid the company of the evil; he should
honour and diligently read the holy scriptures, and make
them the rule of his faith and practice; he should love,
uphold, and defend the protestant religion, and sincerely
desire and endeavour to propagate its doctrines and pre-
cepts; he should strenuously oppose and protect against
the errors and dangerous doctrines of the church of Rome -
he should by all lawful means resist the ascendancy of that
church, its encroachments, and the extension of its powers,
but he should abstain from all uncharitable words, actions,
or feelings towards his Roman Catholic brethren; he should

never take the name of God in vain, but abstain from all
cursing, swearing, and profane language and use all oppor-
tunities of discouraging those shameful practices in others;
his conduct should be marked by wisdom and prudence, honesty
and temperance and sobriety. The glory of God and love of
man, the honour of his sovereign and the good of his country,
should be the motives of his exertions. 50

48. This information was obtained during an interview with

the Grand Master of the Grand Orange Lodge of England, R.G.

Roberts, Grand Secretary, J. Gwilliams, and Director of Cer-
emonies, John Walters at the Orange Hall, South Hill Road,
Dingle, Liverpool, on 16 Oct 1972.
49. Grand Protestant Association of Loyal Orangemen of

Great Britain, Laws and ordinances (Manchester, 1852), p.5
50. Ibid., pp 5-~
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In principle, an Orangeman was an altogether sterling char-

acter.

There was no limit on the number of brethren who could

join the Orange Order. Admission of members was ’not reg-

ulated by any other tests than their religion, character
51

and principles’.     Once a candidate convinced his prospec-

tive lodge that he possessed the several virtures comprising

the general code of conduct for Orangemen he was subject to

the society’s ’general rules’. One of these regulations

stipulated that

No person who at any time has been a Roman Catholic can be
admitted into the Association, except by reading his re-
cantation in a protestant church, and an unanimous vote
of the Grand Lodge of Great Britain, accompanied by test-
imonials of character, and a certificate of his having
been duly elected in the Lodge in which he was proposed,
transmitted through the Grand Secretary of his province. 52

This is how the Orangemen wished to present themselves.

Judging from their own high-principled list of general qual-

ifications, one would expect an organisation of moderate,

respectable, loyal protestant gentlemen. What was the

Lancashire Orange Order in fact?

In sharp contrast to their own statements of toler-

ance and peaceful intentions, it has been said that the

Orangemen ’flourished on discord and violence’.53 And their

performance in Lancashire during 1850-71 shows that this

statement is more accurate than the fanciful image the

Orangemen fashioned for themselves in their Laws and ordin-

ances. From the mid-184Os there was increasing disunity

among working men which left the Irish community more isol-

ated than it might have been. Their most objectionable nat-

ional characteristic was their adherence to catholicism.

The uproar against the pope and the catholic church in 1850

aroused a great deal of militant protestantism and the

Orange Order presented a good agency for expressing these

51.
52.
53.

Ibid. , p. 7
Ibid. , p. 7
Senior, Orangeism, 1795-1836, p.148
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feelings. From 1850-1 a significant increase in the mem-

bership, activity and power of the Orange Order is appar-

ent in Lancashire.

An important question about the Orange Order in

Lancashire concerns its membership. Unfortunately, no

information survives to tell us anything about the number

of members there were in the Orange Order or who they were

during 1846-71. Certainly, some Ulster protestants living

in Lancashire continued their affiliation with the Orange

Order in local lodges. But the overwhelming part of the

membership seems to have been drawn from among Englishmen.

During the 184Os and 1850s the adherents were almost all

working-class, but as we shall see, by the 1860s there were

some middle- and upper-class Orangemen. The English move-

ment never attained the social respectability it achieved

in Ireland, but it remained an important organisation in

Lancashire up to the first two decades of the twentieth

century.

Why did Lancashire working men join the Orange Order?

An obvious reason is what George Cornewall Lewis called the

’combining principle’, which induced men ’for the sake of

security, to form an association with their fellows, having

its peculiar name and distinctive marks’. Also, by the end

of the 1840s, when thousands of Irish families were settling

in Lancashire, the underdeveloped awareness of unity of int-

erests among working men was falling apart. The immigrant

Irish were not regarded as fellow workers, but, at best,

as strangers, or, at worst, as a threat. Fear and resent-

ment were certainly felt by some English workers towards

the Irish and these feelings could be conveniently exnressed

in a militant group which espoused popular sentiments such

as opposition to catholics and anyone suspected of disloyalty
54to the crown and constitution.     The Irish certainly fit

the bill as a group to be opposed. A regrettable corollary

of Lewls’s ’combining principle’ is that

54. Ibid., p.156
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the more strongly a man is attached to his party, the
greater is his dislike of his opponents; the more vehem-
ently a man hates the adverse party, the more closely he
clings to his own.

The Orangemen were a group who needed an enemy, and the

IriSh community, being catholic, foreign and having a trad-

ition of resistance to the authority of the British crown,

seemed tailor-made for the role. Had there been no Irish

community in Lancashire the Orangemen would have had to

find another adversary in order to maintain an atmosphere

of ’discord and violence’, because without those ingred-
55

ients the decline of Orangeism was ’inevitable’ . The

movement grew and became very aggressive, periodically

strengthened by a dose of ’discord and violence’. Orangeism

became the principal source of the animosity which poisoned

intercommunal relations during 1846-71.

The existence of a society such as the Orange Order

alone was enough to create unease between the Irish and

the English in Lancashire. And public demonstrations by

the Orangemen increased the possibilities of an open con-

frontation between the two communities. The place where

there was the greatest danger of an eruption of sectarian

unrest was Liverpool, where there was the largest Irish

community and the heaviest concentration of Orangemen.

Even after the movement was disbanded in 1836, a restrained

Orange tradition was maintained in Liverpool. They received

little public attention and they commemorated their anniv-

ersaries with quiet dinners up to 1846. In that year, the

beginning of the reconstruction of the movement in Lancashire,

there was a small procession on the twelfth of July through

Liverpool to Wavertree and back again. Afterwards the var-

ious lodges separated for their individual dinners, where

speeches were heard and ’loyal’ toasts proposed. It seemed

55.    Ibld., p.148
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that the day would pass quietly until the evening came.

The Liverpool Courier thought that the occurrences of that

night provided a good picture of ~Irish bravery’.

On Monday evening, after the Orangemen’s procession, a num-
ber of Irish Romanists (men and women) , assembled in the
neighbourhood of Shaw’s Brow for the purpose of assaulting
any Orangeman on whom they could lay their hands. One ins-
tance we observed. A young man was walking in the neiqhour-
hood, wearing an orange ribbon, when three men assailed him
from behind, knocked him down, and kicked him when down; and,
as soon as the police appeared, they ran away.

The episode gave the Courier a welcome opportunity to den-

ounce the Liverpool Irish.

When at school we read in Goldsmith’s History of England that
the Irish were a ’brave, generous people’, and, in the sim-
plicity of youth, we thought it was true; but when we saw,
as we did on Monday evening, three men strike one from beh-
ind, kick him when down, and run away from the police, we
said Goldsmith told lies, or the Irish character has sadly
depreciated; for a ’brave, generous’ man would never act in
this way.

The reason the Irish beat up the Orangeman was, of course,

linked inextricably to their religion.

The Romish priesthood exercises a far greater power over

their people than the protestant clergy. Their people are
ready to do or are ready to forbear at the bidding of the
priest. Through the assumed power of absolution they can
control and direct their people according to their own will -
to be and to do just what they dictate. Why, then, was such
an unprovoked outrage committed? The answer is plain. They

keep their people in ignorance, and teach them that all
other churches are but assemblies of heretics; and their
people, not knowing any better, think to serve the cause of
religion by taking a mean advantage of a man of different
opinions to themselves. We have only to ask where lies the
sin? With the people, who are ignorant, or with the priest,
who does not, because he dare not, enlighten them. 56

The trouble was not serious in 1846, but it was trouble

all the same and was a harbinger of thinqs to come. The

twelfth of July generally passed off quietly during 1847-9,

with only occasional verbal friction between the Irish and

56. Lpool Courier, 15 July 1846
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the Orangemen. The Mercury picked up a rumour which claimed

that at a general meeting of lodge representatives from all

over Liverpool an Orangeman had congratulated his brothers

’not only on the death of Mr O’Connell, but on the decease of

the five Roman Catholic Priests of this town, who have per-
57

ished in the discharge of their duty to the sick poor’.

But it was not until 1850 that the situation took a serious

turn to the grim side. An Orange procession was allowed to

take place without interference on 12 July 1850. As usual,

the Orange lodqes dispersed to public houses around the bor-

ough for commemorative dinners. A qroup of Irish gathered

outside one of these taverns in Chadwick Street, and the

police arrived to prevent the Irish provoking trouble with

the banqueting Orangemen. But before the Irish could cause

any problems, they were dispersed by gunfire from an upstairs

window of the public house, which wounded four of them, inc-
58

luding a small boy.     There was no rioting or other disorder

in Liverpool after this incident, but the tensions were carr-

ied over to the following summer and were intensified by the

controversy over the restoration of the Roman Catholic hier-

archy in October 1850.

There was evidence of possible trouble even before the

twelfth of July arrived in 1851. Liverpool’s Head Constable,

M.M. Dowling, reported to the watch committee that

in consequence of a memorial which was forwarded to Sir George
Grey by a man named McEvoy, an Irish labourer, stating that
the Orangemen of Liverpool had forwarded funds to those of
their order in Ireland with a view to their coming over to

Liverpool to swell the ranks of the procession and that they
were coming in great numbers, armed for the occasion, and
that in a house which he could point out there were arms sec-

reted, etc.

Dowling ordered ’every possible enquiry to be made’ and was

satisfied that ’there was no truth whatever in the statement

Lpool Mercury, ii June 1847
Lpool Courier, 17 July 1850
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made by McEvoy’. It turned out that McEvoy was involved in

the shooting incident in Chadwick Street the previous July

and when he appeared before the magistrates to give evidence

about the shooting his story was ’so wild and contrary to

facts proved by others as to cause considerable excitement in

the court’. During an interview with Dowling, McEvoy said he

knew nothing of the supposed Orangemen’s plot ’but what he

had heard’. The following day he reappeared in Dowling’s

office with three other Irishmen ’who could only speak to

having heard some women talk of six-guns, but could not tell

the house they were in’. Since the Head Constable was accus-

tomed to hearing ’idle tales’ from the ’opposite party’ prior

to any partisan demonstration, he ’felt assurred that there

was no truth in these and replied to Sir George Grey accord-
59

ingly’. But there would be enough trouble among the res-

ident population on the twelfth to keep the police busy with-

out the additional problem of imported Orangemen from Belfast.

The disturbances began early on the morning of 14 July

1851, the day the Orangemen chose to hold their procession.

At 9AM the Orangemen began to assemble at the statue of

George III in the London Road. Each lodge

as it arrived from some distant part of the town, displaying
orange-coloured flags, scarves, etc. This display no doubt
gave offence and caused great excitement among the Irish
catholic population, and most of them being at their daily
work in or near the docks, they moved up %o~ards the London
Road. Arrived there they came in contact with a lodge of
0rangemen who were about to join in the procession and many
blows were exchanged and some stones thrown in a contest which
it appears lasted not more than one or two minutes. 60

This short fracas was ended by a charge of a dozen Orangemen
61

with sabres who dispersed the Irish for a short time.     The

police were not present at this stage to prevent a collision

of the groups because even though

59.    HC Dowling to Watch cttee, 25 July 1851 (LCL, annex,

watch cttee, minutes, 252MIN/WAT/I/5, pp 371-2)
60.    HC Dowling to Watch cttee, 25 July 1851 (LCL, annex,
watch cttee, minutes, 352MIN/WAT/I/5, p.371)
61. Lpool Courier, 16 July 1851
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It was formerly thought desireable to send a body of Dolice
to walk with these party processions .... that practice has
been long discontinuedr as it was considered in some degree
sanctioning the proceedings and the presence of the police on
these occasions has been avoided until required by some app-
earance of violence.

A special unit of police had been detailed to remain ready to

intervene if trouble broke out during the Orange procession

and D0wl ing ordered them to proceed to the London Road. As

the 2,000 Orangemen began their parade, Dowling and the police

marched close in the rear of the procession, so as to be ready
in case of an attack. In this way the procession continued to
move through the South Division of the town, surrounded by
an immense mob which was kept in awe by the presence of the
police. 62

Individual Orangemen were engaged in fist-fights all along

the route of their procession by the Irish and, despite the

presence of the police, several gunshots were discharged from

the Orange ranks, ’which had only the effect of irritating

the rabble’. Before the end of the procession at 2 PM

more than iOO persons had been arrested in connection with
63the opposition to the procession.

When the procession ended back in the London Road dur-

ing the early afternoon the Orangemen broke up for their

lodge dinners, and/ crowds of Irish who had been following

them for five hours gradually dispersed. At 5P~.l , 9PM and

midnight the Head Constable reported that the town was peace-
64

ful.     But there was one very serious incident earlier in

the evening.

It appears that at a quarter to 4 o’clock in the afternoon
a number of persons had assembled in front of Pyecrofts pub-
lic house in Scotland Road~ where the members of an Orange
lodge were dining, and in the absence of the police, who
were patrolling the streets in small bodies, an Irish cath-
olic received a wound in the inner part of his thigh and

62.     HC Dowling to Watch cttee, 25 July 1851 (LCL, annex,
watch cttee, minutes, 352MIN/WAT/I/5, p.371-2)
63. Lpool Courier, 16 July 1851
64.     HC Dowling to .~atch cttee, 25 July 1851 (LCL, annex,

watch cttee, minutes, 352MIN/WAT/I/5, p.373)
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several blows on the head .... The man who was wounded died

on the evening of the 16th. 65

The seriousness of the disturbances and the loss of

life on 14 July showed that intercommunal antagonisms in

Liverpool were no small matter. The Courier again attacked

the Irish community.

Monday last will long be remembered in Liverpool as present-
ing scenes of the most disgraceful outrage and bloodthirsty
ferocity on the part of the lower order of the Irish inhabit-
ants which have occurred for many years .... It proves that
toleration forms no part of their creed; that absolute sup-
remacy is what they aim at, and that they are prepared to
exterminate, by brute violence, everythinq and everybody
that stands in the way of their attaining it. It proves
that they do not know the meaning of English justice and fair
play; for while they, as Irishmen, were allowed unmolested
to march through the streets, contrary to the wishes ot the
authorities, they forcibly interfere to prevent Orangemen,
loyal subjects of the crown and faithful adherents to the
principles of the constitution, exercising the same privilege.

But in its account of the violence of 14 July, the Courier

hit upon the principal reason for the trouble.

In no preceeding year has there been anything like such a
numerous assemblage of the body of Orangemen - recent events
which undisguisedly set forth the determination of the pope
to govern in protestant England having aroused a feeling of
deep indignation among the Orangemen, whose loyalty and dev-
otion to the crown dates from no recent period, and requires
no advocacy .... 66

The anti-papal agitation of 1850-1 had increased the appeal

of the Orange Order for those who needed an out-group, such

as the Irish to oppose.

The Liverpool Mercur~ took the view that any procession,

and especially a sectarian one, was puerile and wasteful.

Processions, whatever their character, are costly pageants,
interesting to childhood and to adolescence, but a nuisance
or an absurdity to men of sense. Gee-gaws, showy trumpery,

dazzling colours, bad music and meretricious ornaments cap-
tivate the senses of the half-savage, and in any country
they will attract a multitude of uneducated sightlovers ....

when these exhibitions are the offspring of political and

65.    HC Dowling to watch cttee, 25 July 1851 (LCL, annex,

watch cttee, minutes, 352MIN/WAT/I/5, pp 373-4)
66. L__pool Courier, 16 Luly 1851
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religious partisanship of the fiercest kind .... they become
a social evil of such magnitude as to demand the interposit-
ion of the law .... If the two factions could only consent
to leave each other, on St Patrick’s day and the Boyne battle
anniversary, in undisputed possession of the mutual right to
make fools of themselves, the community at large would will-
ingly tolerate the annoyance and the nuisance rather than
resort to the ungracious act of curbing the liberty of the
citizen. 67

The events of 14 July 1851 amply demonstrated to the

Liverpool police authorities the gravity of the degeneration

of intercommunal relations during the preceedinq five years.

Also, the very destructive Stockport riots of 1852 added

further emphasis. During the following year steps were taken

to prevent the outbreak of sectarian violence in the town.

In August 1851 the watch committee appointed a subcommittee

to find out if it was necessary to frame ’a regulation to

prohibit police constables from being members of societies of
68

a political or party character’.     Even though the subcomm-

ittee report does not survive, it is evident that it consid-

ered the number of borough policemen having political affil-

iations likely to prejudice the equitable performance of

their duties large enough to justify the introduction of an

additional regulation into the policemen’s Conditions of

service.

No person will be admitted into the Liverpool Police Force
who is a member of any political or party society or be
permitted to become a member of any such society after join-
ing the police force. 69

But the local authorities did not stop here in their efforts

to avert sectarian disorder. The general election of 1852

caused the Orangemen to postpone their annual procession

until 12 August, Derry Apprentice Boys day. The Head Con-

stable wanted to avoid any recurrence of trouble, and he

67. Lpool Mercury, 18 July 1851

68. Lpool, watch cttee, minutes, 9 Aug 1851 (LCL, annex,

352MIN/WAT/I/5, p.382
69. Lpool, watch cttee, minutes, 30 Aug 1851 (LCL, annex,

352MIN/WAT/I/5, pp 390-1)
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swore a deposition before a magistrate that any Orange pro-

cession would lead to a breach of the peace. The proclamat-

ion banning the march was posted throughout the borough of
70

Liverpool on Ii August.     Despite the threat of police supp-

ression, some of the Orangemen were determined to walk on

12 August.

They met in various parts of the town, decorated with their
orange scarves, ribands, etc. Their numbers, however, were
prevented from augmenting by the excellent disposition of
the police, who, armed and mounted, and assisted by a stead-
ily descending rain, speedily dispersed them .... A few of %he
leaders were locked up for a short time, but were released
on their promising to go home like ’good boys’. Had it not
been for the prompt measures adopted by the authorities, a
serious collision between the processionists and the Irish
Roman Catholic residents would have been unavoidable. 71

The determination of militant groups, such as the

Orangemen, to endanger the public peace by staging public

demonstrations finally decided the authorities not to per-

mit any more factional or sectarian processions within the

borough limits. In November 1852 the watch committee

ordered

that the Head Constable on receiving information of any pro-
cession being about to take place in which it is intended
to exhibit party badges or do anything calculated to create
a breach of the peace to adopt measures for preventing the
same from taking place. 72

So the partisan tensions aroused by the presence of a larqe

Irish community in Liverpool caused the prohibition of all

political or religious demonstrations in the borough.

The test, of course, came during the following summer.

As the twelfth of July approached, the Orangemen let it be

known that they intended to celebrate the day with a pro-

cession through Liverpool. The watch committee countered

this announcement by ordering the police I to put down any

70.    HC Grieg to Watch cttee, 9 Dec 1867 (LCL, Head Cons-

table’s reports, 352POL/2/5, no.43, pp 41-3)
71. The Times, 13 Aug 18 52

72. Watch cttee to HC, 27 Nov 1852 (LCL, Orders of watch

Cttee, 352POL/I/3)
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such display, and a proclamation has been issued by his
73

worship /the mayor/ to that effect’.     Early on the morn-

ing of the twelfth ’nearly the whole of the police force were

on the move, and disposed in such a way as to be made avail-

able, should their services be required to check any attempt

to violate the order of the authorities’. But the Orangemen’s

threat turned out to be bravado. There was a procession out-

side the borough limits in the Otterspool-Mossley Hill area,

but it disbanded before returning to Liverpool police juris-

diction. The lodges attended their annual dinners with the
74

usual toasting and speech-making, and all was peaceful.     A

month later there was a battle of several hundred Irish and

0rangemen in Albert Street, Toxteth Park, where stones,

bottles, knives and pitchforks were used. Seven Irishmen

were arrested, but there were no overt repercussions as a

result of the fight, although it certainly did not improve
75

each side’s opinion of the other. In 1854 and 1855 it

seemed that the ban on demonstrations was having a benefic-

ial effect on intercommunal relations. There were no rep-

orts of Orange activity of any sort during either year. The

0rangemen were probably meeting for their anniversary dinners,

but no new sectarian tensions were generated during this time.

At this point it is important to add that with the abate-

ment of the antagonisms between the Irish and the Liverpool

0rangemen in the mid 185Os also came a diminishing sensitiv-

ity to the affrontery of the Orangemen on the part of the

Irish. This is an indication that the Irish were indeed

settling down in Liverpool. They felt more comfortable and

self-assured as a community and did not feel threatened by

every jibe and gesture of the Orange Order. During 1846-71,

even though Orange parades could be considered blatantly pro-

73.
74.
75.

Lpool Mercury, 12 July 1853

Lpool Mercury, 15 July 1853
L~ol Courier, 13 Aug 1853
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vocative merely in their occurrence, because they were so

obviously directed at the Irish community, it was the Irish

who took the initiative in fomenting the actual sectarian

violence. Besides insecurity in their new home, this hyper-

sensitivity also showed a lack of community solidarity and

confidence, because all the incidents were unorganised, loc-

alised actions. As the thousands of families arrived in the

late 184Os, their poverty and their lack of urban-industrial

experience prevented a unified Irish community emerging imm-

ediately. This point is illustrated by the small following

of the Irish Confederate clubs in 1848 (see chapter ii).

But by the 185Os the Irish were getting used to urban-indus-

trial life and were aware of their numerical strength, and

could feel less alien and more secure. The decrease in def-

ensiveness is apparent in the cessation of the public St

Patrick’s day processions, which died out before the ban on

partisan demonstrations came into effect in 1852. And most

of all, the Irish were not as defensive towards the harass-

ments of the Orangemen. There is no evidence linking the two

things, but the decline in influence of the militant Hibern-

ian societies may also have helped to cool Irish feelings.

Another important influence on the Irish attitude was the

catholic clergy’s consistent appeals for tolerance and non-

violence. The social authority the clergy had accumulated,

in Ireland and in Lancashire, made it easier for them to

exert the moral authority necessary to keep the Irish comm-

unity restrained and non-aggressive. But this imporvement

in Irish self-confidence and the reduction of their aqqress-

ion towards opposing groups did not entirely obviate the pro-

blem of sectarian bitterness during 1856-71.

In 1856 the Liverpool Orangemen brouqht back the prac-

tice of holding processions to commemorate the battle of the

Boyne. But they observed the letter, though not the spirit,
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of the ban on factional parades within the borouqh by hold-

ing the procession itself just outside the borough limits

in the township of Wavertree. The Liverpool police pat-

rolled the town’s boundaries to prevent the Or angemen mak-

ing any incursion into the borough, but none was attempted.

After the procession the Orangemen furled their banners,

removed any Orange sashes or other insignia, returned to

Liverpool separately, and went to their respective lodge
76

dinners.     No Orange procession was reported in 1857, but the

Liverpool Orangemen attended a special sermon at St John’s
77

church.     The following year between 8,000 and iO,OOO per-

sons participated in an Orange procession that skirted the

borough boundaries from West Derby to Dingle, on the Mersey,

which passed off peacefully. But that evening about 400

0rangemen and their families met in a school room off the

Scotland Road on the north end of the town. Many Irish

people lived in the area and a large crowd of them collected

around the school where the Orangemen were holding their ent-

ertainment. No trouble broke out between the rival groups,

but a police detachment sent to make sure that there was no

0range-Irlsh collision found itself in a riot with the local

Irish, during which a great many stones were thrown and
78several policemen seriously injured.     A march from Dingle

to the Old Swan, in West Derby, was planned for 1857, but

rumours of an ambush by Liverpool Irishmen led to the proc-

ession terminating in Wavertree. About 4,000 persons joined

in the procession.

The manner in which the whole of the persons connected dir-

ectly or indirectly with the proceedings conducted them-
selves was highly creditable to the members of the order,
and an undeniable proof that the principles of Orangeism are
not antagonistic to the tolerant and peaceful government of
this country, and a triumphant refutation of the charge that
0rangemen are aggressive, intolerant and fanatical. 79

76.
77.
78.
79.

Lpool Courier, 16 July 1856
Lpool Courier, 15 July 1857
Lpool Courier, 14 July 1858

Lpool Courier, 13 July 1859
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It did seem that the Orangemen were taking care not to

provoke any kind of sectarian trouble, but efforts were

being made on the other side too. For example, in 1859 an

Irish priest, Fr Callaghan, died in Liverpool. The Catholic

Young Men’s Society planned a public funeral procession and

notified the Head Constable, Major Grieg, that it would be

routed through the centre of the town. It had been tacitly

understood that funerals were excepted from the 1852 prohib-

ition on public demonstrations, as long as they were not

turned into partisan displays. But the police were apprehen-

sive about the possibilities of trouble and the whole force

was placed on special alert from ii ~[~.~ until 7P~.I on the day
8O

of the funeral.     The procession started off with 3,000

marchers, 2,000 of them were members of the Catholic Young

Men’s Society and were identifiable because they wore

’bands and scarves’. As the funeral proceeded many onlookers

joined in and the number of mourners swelled to nearly 12,OOO,

which made it the largest demonstration to take place in

Liverpool for many years. The 300 policemen who were stat-

ioned along the route of the procession were not required,
81

as the funeral passed off quietly.     Even though there was

no trouble, Major Grieg thought that such a large religious

demonstration was a dangerous precedent and he visited

Bishop Goss, bishop of the diocese of Liverpool, to express

this view.

The bishop had not been notified of the procession until

he read about it in the newspapers the day after it occurred.

But he

expressed himself most favourable to the views of the Head
Constable as to the danger of party processions, and as an
instance said that he had been solicited to lay the found-

80. HC Grieg to Watch cttee, 4 Apr 1859 (LCL, Head Const-

able,s reports, 352POL/2/I, p.99)
81. Lpool Daily Post, 4 Apr 1859
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ation stone of a chapel in Great Crosshall Street on St
Patrick’s day, which he had refused to do, on the ground
that the celebration of St Patrick’s day and the twelfth of
July had in days gone by been productive of riot and blood-
shed~ and that he would not in his own person in any way
revive what he had condemned in others.

The bishop always did his best to avert the remotest chance

of trouble at catholic processions or ceremonies and always
82

’showed every disposition to assist the authorities’.

Proof of this statement lies in the fact that during 1860-

71 there was only one occasion when Irish catholics attempted

a major demonstration, December 1867 (see chapter 12) , but

the catholic clergy did everything in their power to prevent

it taking place, and the police made certain that it could

not be organised.

Things continued to be generally peaceful between the

communities during the early 186Os. At the Orange procession

through West Derby in 1860 each lodge ’displayed a grand

banner, besides numerous smaller flags, inscribed with var-

ious loyal, patriotic and protestant mottoes’, and later that
84

evening the usual dinners were held.     No processions or

dinners of any sort were reported on 12 July 1861, but this

is probably explained by the fact that 250 Orangemen attended

a funeral for an important member on 14 July.84 In July

1862 the Orangemen removed their celebrations from the

Liverpool area entirely by making a railway excursion to a
85

seaside resort.     The practice of holding processions in

West Derby or Wavertree and then returning to the borough

for private dinners continued up to 1865, and trouble with
86

the Irish community was avoided.

82. HC Grieg to %|atch cttee, 4 Apr 1859 (LCL, Head Const-

able’s reports, 352POL/2/I, p.99)
83. Lpool Courier, 14 July 1860
84. Lpool Courier, 15 July 1861
85. Lpool Courier, 16 July 1862
86. L~ool Mercury, 13 July 1863; Lpool Courier, 13 July
1864, 13 July 1865
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In the mid-186Os the Oranqe lodqes still held their

meetings and special functions in public houses. By 1865

it seemed to the leadership that the Orange movement had

become much too numerous and powerful to be still resorting

to public houses for separate lodqe meetings and dinners.

In an effort to more closely unify the various Liverpool

lodges and to break the connection with the public houses,

a social was held in the Concert Hall in March 1865 to in-

augurate a fund-raising campaiqn to finance the construct-

ion of a hall that all the town’s lodges could use for meet-

ings, and where gatherings and social functions involving
87

Liverpool Orangemen generally could be held.     Besides the

convenience of having a meeting place of their own, the

leadership of the Orange movement in Liverpool were probably

thinking that an Orange Hall would enhance the respectabil-

ity of the organisation. But by 1871 not enough money had

been collected to put up the building, which shows that even

though the movement had qrown in numbers and influence dur-

ing the previous twenty years, it still had not attracted

enough of the type of members who had the resources and dis-

position to contribute towards the maintenance of the edifice

of the Oranqe institution. In this respect the working-class

Irish catholics and the working-class Enqlish Orangemen diff-

ered. The absence of any edifice amonq Orangemen contrasted

with the schools and churches the Irish working men put their

own money and labour into during the mid-nineteenth century.

The Orangemen were not unique among English workers because

the friendly society or trade union with a permanent office

or meeting hall of its own was the exception, and most met

in public houses. But the catholic parish in Lancashire, as

in Ireland, provided a social focus for the immigrant Irish,

complete with edifice. For example, the first action a chap-

ter of the Catholic Young Men’s Society took was to secure a

room in the parish school or hall, or to rent a place where

members could assemble. Much more so than the Orange move-

87. Lpool Courier, 15 Mar 1865
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ment or friendly societies, the catholic church was a visible

social institution in urban Lancashire,

But despite their efforts at unity and respectability

the former aggressiveness of the Orangemen seemed to be

returning by 1866. On 12 July 1866, 2,5OO Liverpool Orange-

men journeyed by rail to Wigan to take part in a larqe dem-
88

onstration there. There was no trouble in Wigan. In

1867 the Liverpool Orangemen celebrated the twelfth of July

in the town of St Helens. The Orange Order, prior to 1867,

had not been very significant in St Helens, but in April of

that year there were signs of increased vitality in the local

movement. On 22 April a ’grand Orange and protestant soiree’

was held at the St Helens town hall under the auspices of the

’amalgamated lodges of Orangemen’ in the St Helens area.

About 400 people attended the affair, among them representat-

ives of the Liverpool and Warrington Orange lodges. The pope

and all his works were vociferously denounced by the speakers,

and before the meeting closed with the national anthem, it

was proposed that a new united protestant organisation be set
89

up to prosecute the struggle against popery more vigorously.

The new protestant society never came into existence, but

arrangements were made for other Lancashire Orangemen to

join the St Helens district lodges for a large procession

through the town on 12 July. When the anniversary arrived,

0rangemen from Liverpool, Manchester, Wigan and other towns

walked in the St Helens Orange procession. The marchers

encountered opposition from the town’s Irish community almost

immediately. Along the whole route mud and stones were flung

at the Orangemen and scuffles broke out between small groups

of men. The whole affair quickly degenerated into a prolonged

hand to hand battle and numerous deep cuts and head wounds

were sustained by both sides. Even after the Orangemen aban-

Lpool Courier, 13 July 1866
St Helens Standard, 27 Apt 1867
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doned their parade and separated, they were continually

assaulted by the Irish. The small St Helens Lancashire

Constabulary office did not have enough police to put a

stop to the fighting, but by nightfall they had managed to

round up thirty Irishmen who had participated in the riot-

ing. The final act of a long day belonged to the Liverpool

Orangemen. When they were retreating to their train to ret-

urn to Liverpool, they were followed by jeering Irishmen.

As the train was leaving the platform, a number of pistol
9O

shots were fired at the Irish, but no one was hit. It

anpears that this was the only public demonstration of

Orangemen in St Helens during the whole of 1846-71, something

the Lancashire Constabulary were thankful for.

Back in Liverpool, a dinner for all the orange Lodges

of the town was held in St Geroge’s Hall, Lime Street. St

George’s Hall, completed in 1854, was originally intended

to house the South Lancashire Assizes, but a large hall and

a concert room were included. St Geor~c’~ has been described

as ’the finest neo-classical building in Europe’ and has

always been a great focus of civic pride for the people of
91

Liverpool.     So even though the Orange Order still did not

have a hall of its own, the move from a number of public

houses to St George’s Hall accomplished two of the aims an

Orange Hall would have achieved. On the twelfth of July,

the most important day of the year for the Orangemen, the

Liverpool lodges could publicly present themselves as a

single united movement. And holding their social functions

in the prestigious St George’s Hall during 1867-81 added the

right touch of respectability to the movement which, as we

shall see, attracted a greater number of middle-class members

and made the formal reconstitution of the institution poss-

ible in 1876. But the central location of St George’s Hall

and its proximity to the ScOtland, Vauxhall and Exchange

90. Lpool Courier, 16 July 1867

91. George Chandler, An illustrated history_ of Liverpool

(Liverpool, 1972) , p.lO
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wards, where many Irish lived, brought its problems. While

the Orangemen and their guests were arriving for their ban-

quet, a number of Irish ’roughs’ gathered outside. The usu-

ally cautious Head Constable Grieg was apprehensive that since

the Orangemen’s disposition had been darkened in St Helens,

trouble of the magnitude of 1851 might eruDt outside Liverpool’s

municipal showpiece, and he ordered the police to disperse the

crowd of Irish which had assembled. This precaution taken,
92

there was no more Orange-Irish trouble that day.

The Liverpool Orangemen were on the road for the third

consecutive year on 12 July 1868, walking in a procession in

the neighbouring Merseyside town of Birkenhead. But memories

of 1851 were rekindled by the appearance very early in the

morning of groups of Orangemen wearing lilies and Orange

sashes in all the main streets of the town.

The display of the obnoxious Orange insignia in some of the
lower streets of the town led to a few fiqhts; but the inter-
ference of the police during the day prevented any serious
collision. As night approached, however, things assumed a
somewhat alarming aspect. Scotland Road, Marybone, Byron
Street, and other thoroughfares in the locality were thronged
with thousands of excited Irishmen and Irishwomen.

The Irish felt they had been provoked far enough to attack

cabs and omnibuses carrying Orangemen, and pedestrians wear-

ing Orange badges were assaulted. Reinforced police patrols

kept things from getting completely out of hand and there

were few injuries. One ’prominent Orangeman’ was found sway-

ing along the Scotland Road waving a sword, expounding on the

social and religious defects of the Irish and trying to pick

a fight. He was disarmed by a passing police constable bef-

ore he could find an opponent. Besides the considerable act-

ivity in the streets, the usual dinners and balls were held

where many loyal, protestant toasts were drunk and all things

catholic and liberal denounced. The police court was crowded

with Orangemen charged with being drunk and disorderly the
93

following day.

92. Lpool Courier, 16 July 1867
93. Lpool Mercury, 14 July 1868
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A full-scale tumult had been avoided, but Head Constable

Grieg was well aware that the revived militancy of the

0rangemen, along with the resentment of the activities of the

Fenian movement, had initiated a new polarity between the

Orangemen and the Irish community which signalled a marked

deterioration in community relations during 1866-8. Grieg’s

worst fears were confirmed a month before the twelfth of July

1869. During mid-June the Head Constable was told that all

the yellow ribbon and tassels in a large draDer’s shop had

been purchased by some working men and that it was planned

to invite the Birkenhead Orange lodges to a twelfth of July

meeting in a field within the Liverpool town limits. The

gathering was to be preceded by a procession from St George’s

Hall in which everyone would wear ’party badges and emblems’.

The Orangemen also issued a public statement through the
94

Courier which indicated the route of the procession.

Major Grieg, looking back to the disorder of 1868, immediately

swore a deposition before the magistrates which declared that

the intended march would cause a breach of the peace. The
95

parade was banned.     The action of the authorities was enough

to deter the Orangemen from attempting to walk within the

borough. On 8 July the Orangemen announced that, as had been

customary since 1853, they would hold their procession outside
96the borough limits.     Being bound to respect the servants of

the crown, on the national and local levels, the Orangemen

could not be found, as an organisation, in violation of the

law.

Grieg did not think that legal sanctions against the

0rangemen were enough to guarantee peace in Liverpool on 12

July 1869. He also visited Bishop Goss, the Roman Catholic

bishop, who issued a pastoral to catholics in the town on 9

July.

94. Lpool COurier, 12 June 1869
95. HC Grieg to watch cttee, 14 June 1869 (LCL, Head Const-

able’s reports, 352POL/2/5,n~241 , pp 245-6)
96. HC    Grieg to watch cttee, 8 July 1869 (LCL, Head Const-

able’s reports, 352POL/2/5, no.255, pp 268-9)
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Should, then, any demonstration be made upon the 12th of
July - no matter how irritating or galling it may be - we
beseech you, by the love we bear you, and we command you
by the authority which we hold from God, that you refrain
from making any counter-demonstrations, and that you abstain
from strife which may only tend to bloodshed. Keep to your
homes; avoid the places where such unseemly exhibitions may
occur; shun the company of those who may be rash and excited.
Keep from the public houses, and all assemblies where topics
of an exciting nature may be discussed; and while you give
an example of forebearance, give also an example of a love

of peace and hatred of discord. 97

Either the bishop’s warning was unnecessary or, in fact,

clerical control over the Irish catholics of Liverpool was as

powerful as the Orangemen feared, because there was no

trouble of any kind on 12 July in Liverpool. But this pas-

toral letter illustrates that besides the fact that the cath-

olic church wielded enormous influence with its adherents, it

stood very much on the side of law and order. Rather than

a force seeking to disrupt and subvert the government of the

United Kingdom, the catholic church was a conservative inf-

luence which identified much more closely with the preser-

vation of the established socio-political consitution than

with its subversion or destruction.

Even though the Orangemen announced that they intended

to celebrate ’the glorious twelfth of July’ 1869 ’on a much

more extensive scale than has been the custom in recent

years’, there was little improvement on the pageants of for-

mer years.

The displays which took place yesterday were, in fact, int-
ended as demonstrations against the Irish Church /disestab-
lishment/ Bill, and as such, every effort was apparently
made to-render them as imposing and popular as possible.
As popular demonstrations, however, they were failures.
As processions they had some pretence at show by reason of
the number of lodges taking part in them and the extensive
display of banners and orange-coloured silk, etc.

97. HC Grieg to watch cttee, 9 July 1869, (LCL,
able’s reports, 352POL/2/5, no.260, pp 278-9)

Head Const-
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By the late 186Os the movement had grown so large that St

George’s Hall was not large enough to accommodate all the

Orangemen and their guests, and after their walk the trad-

itional dinners and concerts were held in St George’s and

other halls around the town, with no threat of violence
98

from the Irish community.

The communal situation was being kept cool, but the

fragile peace was in continual danger of being shattered.

And this danger was increased by the steady growth of Orange-

ism. Most of the followers of the Orange movement were

working-class people, but the greatly increased space in

Liverpool newspapers given to descriptions of Orange cele-

brations contain accounts of spectators crowding outside St

George’s Hall on 12 July to watch the arrival of elegant

coaches in which rode splendidly-dressed local notables.

Even though Orangeism owed its existence and vitality to

’discord and violence’, the movement was too important by

the late 186Os to be scorned completely by middle-class men.

The overwhelming body of the organisation was still made um

of working men, but even a once-yearly appearance at an

Orange function by merchants, town councillors or aristro-

crats was enough to tacitly signify a degree of recognition

of the movement which was of great value to the Orangemen in

terms of prestige and power. But the liberal establishment

of Liverpool refused to cave in to the atmosphere of implicit

approval. Reporting on the Orange procession of 1870, the

Liverpool Mercury said:

Orangeism may or may not be a very excellent organisation;
but why the institution, or many of its members, should dev-
ote the 12th of July to the consuming of drink, wearing of

yellow favours, shouting out their protestantism, causing
a general disturbance in the town, and insultina their cath-

olic neighbours is difficult of explanation, mare especially
as the Orangemen profess to be so eminently pious. It may
be that the ’glorious twelfth’ is regarded somewhat in the

light of a safety valve for the escape of pent-up ultra-pro-
testant enthusiasm.

98. Lpool Mercury, 13 July 1869
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The usual procession was held outside the eastern and

southern boundaries of Liverpool and many spectators and

supporters turned out to w~tch it. When the Orangemen ret-

urned to the town there were a few ’scrimmages’, but except

for skirmishing between groups of ’Orange’ and ’Green’ chil-

dren, the police, who were on extra duty, had no added troubles

other than drunken Orangemen. This tranquillity prevailed

despite Orangemen paradinq the streets with sashes and whole

streets being decorated with Orange banners, in contravent-
99

ion of the regulation of 1852. ’Altogether, a fair summary

of the "glorious anniversary" would be - much heat, dust,

dirt and drink..iOO Even though the Orangemen affected to

be a loyal and reputable organisation, with especial attach-

ment to protestantism and the crown, and were able to attract

some upper-class patronage and support, their movement was

still intimately associated with drunkeness and incitement

to sectarian disaffection.

The scenes on 12 July during the previous few years

prompted the Catholic Times to deviate from its usual DOliCy

of strict moderation and tolerance in 1870.

The great festival of St William III was observed with spe-

cial devotion - and drunkeness - by the Liverpool Orangemen.
As early as Sunday indications of the approaching commemor-
ation were supplied in the number of orange lilies visible
in buttonholes and the hundreds of drunken apprentices stagg-
ering through the streets .... The eve of the ’glorious
twelfth’ was spent in becoming bestiality. The low beer-
houses throughout the town did a roaring trade, and something

much stronger than the Boyne water was imbibed, the revellers,
long after midnight, making the night hideous with their
cries.

The Catholic Times elaborated on the Orangemen’s adventures

in the taverns of Liverpool. During the Orange procession

there was a regulation that

’the committee of each district stands at each public house
on the route until their district has passed.’ The Orangemen,

99. Lpool Courier, 13 July 1870
i00. L2ooI Mercury, 13 July 1870
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however, had taken precautions against this rule. Bottles
and flasks pased freely in the ranks and worse than all,
the committeemen took advantage of their official position
at the ’publics’ to stand (in a vulgar sense) for each
other, iO1

These excerpts from the Catholic Times illustrate how

things had changed in Liverpool in twenty years. The con-

descending tone and the sardonic humour are very reminiscent

of the journalistic style that the Liverpool Courier would

reserve for an amusing account of a St Patrick’s day enter-

tainment or an Irishman’s appearance before the magistrates.

This certainly does not mean that the immigrant Irish had

risen above drunkeness and violence. The police statistics

show that these and related offences were serious problems

among the Irish right up to the end of the century. But

excessive drinking, national chauvinism and violence were

not promoted under the guise of an organisation. The feeling

of certainty and unity among the Irish and the pacifying

influence of the catholic church made them very non-belliger-

ent as a group. Examples of drunkeness, fighting or bigotry

among the Irish, not difficult to find, are all of individuals

rather than groups. So, in a sense, roles had been reversed

by 1870. As a group, the Irish had become more settled and

less contentious during 1851-70. But the Orangemen, though

pretty aggressive during the 184Os and early 185Os, after

a peaceful decade, summoned up new strength from the mid-

1860s and became more provocative and virulent than they

had ever been. Increasingly, the twelfth of July celebrat-

ions, called for the ostensible reason of demonstrative loy-

alty to the queen, country and protestantism, resembled exc-

uses for large numbers of English working men to indulge

themselves in heavy drinking and boisterous behaviour aimed

at antagonising the Irish community. The growth of this

brand of organised rowdyism, while not causing disorders on

i01. Catholic Times, 16 July 1870
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the scale of 1851, strained intercommunal relations and

kept the Irish and Orange elements of the population es-

tranged from each other at a time when gradual integration

of the immigrant Irish was taking place.

Community relations were not helped in 1871, when early

on the morning of 12 July the cross was torn off the roof

of a Roman Catholic chapel in Kirkdale. The chapel had

recently been purchased from the Presbyterians and it was

known that some of the more extreme members of the Orange

Order resented this transaction. The M_ercury censured

protestant fanaticism again.

The historian who undertakes the task of describing the rel-
igious peculiarities of the present age will be considerably
puzzled when he comes to deal with the class of religionists
who style themselves Orangemen and whose prophet was Dutch
William. They claim to be protestants of the purest type,
yet the conduct of many of these would disgrace pagans,
and their rancourous bigotry and disorderly conduct is con-
demned by all who have any regard for civil order and relig-
ious liberty.

A procession marched through West Derby.

There were the usual displays of insignia and banners. The
illustrations on some of the banners were of an exceedingly
miscellaneous description, and ranged from William of Orange
crossing the Boyne to Moses striking the rock.

Despite the provocation of the vandalism at the Kirkdale

chapel, only a few minor fights broke out during the day and

the banquet at St George’s Hall and the ’loyal demonstrations’

held in other places were not disturbed. Still, the Mercury

pointed out that when the Orangemen celebrated the twelfth

of July in ’their peculiar fashion~, ’on that day there is

mor6 drunkeness, disorder, and ribaldry displayed in the

streets of Liverpool than on any other day of the year -

102St Patrick’s day not excepted’.

This long chronicle of the resurgence and activities of

the Liverpool Orangemen and their effect on intercommunal

relations is presented because the Oranqemen were most num-

102. Lpool Mercury, 13 July 1871
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erous in Liverpool and it is one of the only complete acc-

ounts of their movement during 1846-71 available for Lancashire.

Also, the development of Orangeism in Liverpool during the

mid-nineteenth century is an interesting study in community

relations. Liverpool had the largest Irish community in

Lancashire and the most Orangemen, which gave it the great-

est potential for sectarian discord. The Orangemen’s cele-

brations each year during July always caused tensions, but

only in 1850-1, 1853 and 1868 did the situation degenerate

to serious violence. During 1846-51 the newly-arrived Irish

were the instigators of the trouble. But after a truce from

the mid-fifties to the mid-sixties the Orangemen, who were

rapidly gaining in numerical strength, became very ostent-

atious and did not shrink from taunting the Irish community

on the twelfth of July. But the peace of the town was rarely

broken by anything more than small fist-fights. The milder

disposition of the Irish community generally and the inter-

vention of the catholic clergy on behalf of civil order were

two reasons why the Orangemen did not succeed in fomenting

serious disturbances.

The upsurge in Orange militancy from 1867 may have been

partly a response to the growth of the Irish Republican Bro-

therhood, the Fenians, but there is very little evidence to

corroborate a connection between the two developments. If

0rangemen had attempted to move against Fenians in the Irish

community during 1866-8 an extremely grave situation would

have arisen because the Fenians themselves were an organised,

underground military group. They possessed a modest but

dangerous armoury and several of the local volunteer companies,

who were armed by the government, were heavily infiltrated

by Fenians (see chapter 12). Either such an action was not

contemplated by the Orangemen, or they appreciated the pro-

bable consequences of civil strife of that magnitude. But
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the disestablishment of the Irish church in 1869 was an imD-
103

ortant boost to Orangeism. Even though the danger of

civil war did not loom over Liverpool, the acerbity and

bellicosity of the Orangemen helped bring the Liverpool

Irish together and retarded assimilation at least temporar-

ily by alienating them further. The single greatest detri-

mental factor in intercommunal relations in Liverpool during

1846-71 was the Orange Order.

There were Orangemen elsewhere in Lancashire too, but

not in nearly the same concentration as in Liverpool. The

first mention of Orangeism in Manchester, up to 1836 ’the
104

stronghold of the movement’,     does not appear until July

1848. Lodge no. 224 held a banquet during which a great

number of loyal toasts were drunk, including one to brotherly
105

love for all. It appears that the Manchester lodges were

content to hold quiet dinners on the twelfth of July, if

they assembled at all, rather than processions or other dem-

onstrations, because no mention of Manchester Orangeism is

recorded in the press during the whole of 1849-69. Not even

the conservative Manchester Courier carried any account of

their activities. And the re-establishment of the Roman

Catholic hierarchy in 1850 does not appear to have enhanced

their appeal at all, as it did in other places. A twelfth of

July dinner was reported in 1869,106 but it was not until

1870 that a procession was held. 800 marchers, representing

fifty Manchester-Salford lodges, paraded through the two

towns and received ’considerable interest’ . There was some

hissing by Irishmen in Salford and a few punches were thrown,

but otherwise all was peaceful.IO7 The following year 2,OOO

0rangemen from Manchester-Salford and other towns walked with

103. H. Senior, Orangeism_~ 1795-1836, p.151

¯ ’The earl[ Oranqe Order, 1795-1870’104. H Senior, ..... , p.45

105. M/R Courier, 15 July 1848
106. M/R City News, 17 July 1869
107. ~ City News, 16 July 1870
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their full regalia through Manchester and Salford. There

was a brief scuffle involving pro- and anti-Orange factory

girls in Salford, but it was broken up ’discreetly’ by the

Salford police. At a banquet that evening

Mr Gladstone was credited with having given an impetus to
Orange feeling in the country by his jesuitical and popish
measures, and with being the leader of the Fenians and the
Red Republicans who attacked the church; and he was denounced
as no patriot, no Englishman, no protestant and as a dis-
grace to the country. 108

Orangeism did not have anything approaching the same

effect on community relations in Manchester-Salford that it

did in Liverpool. One reason for this might be the preval-

ence of non-conformist denominations in the area and their greater

tradition of religious tolerance. Here we are reminded of

the difference between the Liverpool gentleman and the

Manchester man. Liverpudlians were ’more likely to be tory

and Anglican and engaged in mercantile pursuits’ while a

Mancunian was ’liberal, a free trader, dissenter and indus-
109trialist’. Since anti-catholicism was central to the

Orangeman’s credo, he might have little support among liberal

dissenters, particularly in a town known for its lack of

sectarian friction. But in Liverpool, where one can get the

impression that even working men regarded themselves as high-

church, sectarianism found root more easily. Altogether,

0rangeism had a negligible effect on community relations in

Manchester-Salford, and Irish-English conflicts were very

rare. But we shall see at the end of this chapter that

Manchester was not exempt from sectarian troubles.

In Oldham, only a few miles away from Manchester-Salford,

it was a different story. In the 183Os and early forties

0rangelsm in Oldham, where there was a very high level of

awareness of working-class common interst, was looked upon as

’little more than a joke, made up entirely of flunkeys, fore-

108. M/R Courier, 17 July 1871
109. R.B. Walker, ’Religious changes in Liverpool’, p.197
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men and mill managers’.llO But during the 185Os ’there was

a rapid expansion of activity’.lll A small dinner was held

in an Oldham tavern on 12 July 1848, where a number of toasts
112

were proposed. The movement drops from sight again until

1850 when lodges nos. 2, 5, iii, 191 and 244 met for what is
113

described as their ’usual’ anniversary dinners. They were

not active during the controversy over the restoration of the

Roman Catholic hierarchy or immediately after, but by 1855

’there were already at least eleven lodges and in the follow-

ing years a small fortune appears to have been spent on anti-
114

catholic literature and lectures’. Despite this expan-

sion, the Orange movement did not attract much attention in

the Oldham or Manchester newspapers, except for a notice of
115

twelfth of July dinners being held in 1863. Around the

mid-186Os ’the Orange Order seems to have achieved a fair
116

stranglehold over the colliery labour force’. They marched

in the Manchester-Salford procession of 1871, but, otherwise,

there is very little mention of Orange activity, in an organ-

isational capacity. But we shall see in the next section

that the spread of Orangeism in Oldham was symptomatic of

the damage done to working-class unity and intercommunal rel-

ations during 1850-71.

Although Widnes would spawn Orange lodges at a later

date, there is no evidence of any Orange organisation in

the area in the St Helens, Warrington or Liverpool newspapers

for 1846-60. Likewise, the Widnes and Runcorn local press

for 1860-71 contains no mention of Orangemen in the neigh-

bourhood. 117 Of course, Widnes was a ’new’ town during

1846-71 and the vast bulk of the population had migrated to

the town within one generation. This made for a great div-

ii0. Foster, Class stru~_~e, p,219
iii. Ibid., p.219
112. M/R Courier, 19 July 1848
113. ~4/R Courier, 20 July 1850

114. Foster, op. cit., p.219
115. M/R Courier, 18 July 1863
116. Foster, op. cit., p.219

117. Runcorn Observer, 1860---8; Runcorn and Widnes Guardian,
1869-71; Runcorn and Widnes Examiner, 1870-1
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ersity of people, including a large Irish community. The

town was perhaps too new for sectarian animosities to mani-

fest themselves.

At filst glance, Preston seems a very unlikely town

for Orangeism to grow in. Catholicism, Anglicanism and

nonconformity each claimed about one-third of the populat-

ion and the town was notable for cordial relations between

the different sects, despite theological differences. We

saw earlier that the local press was not influenced by the

emotive campaign against the reestablishment of the catholic

hierarchy and that very little militant protestantism was

roused to denounce the pope and catholicism. Preston was

as well known as Oldham as a centre for radical workinq-

class activity right up to 1842. Enthusiasm had waned by

1848 (see chapter ii), but it sparked again in 1853-4 during

the Great Lock Out (see chapter 4). But awareness of common

concern had dwindled enough that the muted response given

to the ’no popery’ campaign of 1850-1 in Preston was enough

to reawaken the never-too-powerful Orange movement. There

is no mention of any Orange activity at all during 1846-50.

But in July 1851 this notice appeared in the Preston Chronicle.

On Monday evening last, the members of the Protestant Assoc-
iation of Loyal Orangemen, to the number of seventy, met at
Mr R. Hutchin’s, the Holy Lamb Inn, and sat down to a rep-
ast in celebration of their anniversary .... The usual loyal
toasts having been proposed and responded to, addresses on
the subject of Orangeism were delivered by various parties

present. The proceedings were also interspersed by charact-
eristic songs, and altogether a pleasant and gratifying eve-
ning was spent. 118

The twelfth of July was celebrated very peacefully in

various Preston public houses and school rooms each year

during the next two decades with the exception of 1863,

when the town was experiencing the worst of the cotton famine

of 1861-5. It certainly seemed that Preston afforded an

118. Preston Chronicle, 19 July 1851
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example of moderate, tolerant Orangemen who could coexist

quite amicably with a large catholic population. The Irish

community likewise refrained from any demonstration of hos-

tility towards the Orangemen. They were in no way threat-

ened by Preston Orangeism and there was no provocation to

aggressive behaviour. One local Orangemen alleged that he

was beaten up by a group of Trish ’ribbonmen’, but this had
119

no repercussions and was a totally isolated incident.

Preston Orangeism seemed unobjectionable to the catholics

and liberals of the town. The conservative Preston Pilot,

reporting a twelfth of July dinner, commented that ’the

association, we are glad to hear, is progressing in the
120Preston district in a very satisfactory manner’. Of

course, the standard Orange rhetoric was to be heard at

Orange meetings, but it lacked the bitterness that propelled

it in Liverpool. A local Anglican curate addressed the

0rangemen on the subject of the pope in 1857.

There seemed a resolution and determination upon the part
of the infatuated Church of Rome to trample under foot our
freedom .... we saw it patent and stereotyped in the world’s
history, that wheresoever papacy was dominant, there dis-
tress and misery followed in her train, and on the other
hand, wherever evangelical protestantism had had sway, there

prosperity had ever been sown broad cast through the land.

Besides behaving in a thoroughly respectable manner,

the Preston Orangemen displayed genuine public spirit. For

example, in 1862-3, when distress caused by the depression in

the cotton industry was widespread in Preston, the Orangemen

cancelled any plans for celebrations. It could be that their

own resources did not allow for the usual modest dinner, but

they ostensibly refused to celebrate while so many of their

neighbours were experiencing such hardship. This points to a

121

119. Preston Guardian, 5 July 1851
120. Preston Pilot, 22 July 1854
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retention of consciousness of basic working-class fraternity

in Preston, actually being fostered by an ordinarily factious,

divisive organisation. When the Preston Orangemen held their

first procession in 1864, they took their demonstration out

of the town altogether.

Saturday was a gala day with the Loyal Orangemen of Preston
and their friends. An excursion to Longbridge having been
planned and executed, about six hundred of the members and
friends left Preston by train. At Longbridge railway term-
inus a procession was formed, at the head of which was a
band engaged for the day. Orange flags and banners flo~ted
in the breeze, Orangemen donned their scarves, and the pro-
cession marched through the village. Nothing could sur-
pass the order and decorum which prevailed, and the proc-
ession presented a respectable appearance.

After a few speeches

The national anthem was then sung, the procession reformed,
and the large assemblage proceeded through the village to
the railway. Not a single untoward circumstance occurred to
mar the harmony and innocent hilarity of the day. 122

The difference between this outing and the ’dust, dirt and

drink’ of the Liverpool processions could not be greater.

The quiet dinners and the sober, ’innocent hilarity’ of a

day-trip make the Preston Orangemen sound more like a well-

mannered, respectable friendly society than a group that

thrived on ’discord and violence’. Preston Orangeism seemed

to be strengthened by tolerance and fellowship. During 1865-

71 the twelfth of July was distinguished from another summer’s

day only by the same restrained functions. Not once during

1851-71 was the twelfth of July in Preston associated with

drunkenness or any sort of disorder. The Preston Orangemen

must have been a completely different breed from their breth-

ren in Liverpool. But appearances are deceiving.

122. Preston Guardian, 13 July 1864
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There was another occasion, besides the twelfth of

July, when intercommunal tensions could become visible.

In Preston, and in southeast Lancashire, Whitsuntide, the

week following Pentecost Sunday, was an important period of

civic festivities. Processions and various social events

were held, particularly on Whit Monday. Nowhere in Lancashire

was Whitsuntide looked forward to as much as it was in

Preston. On Whit Monday 1846 the public houses of the town

were trimmed with banners and bunting for the dinners to be

held by various local clubs. The different religious den-

ominations held separate processions of their school chil-

dren. But catholic, protestant and secular guilds and soc-

ieties all joined in a single procession through the town.

accompanied by a dozen bands and watched by ’thousands’ of

spectators. A great deal of effort was put into making the

procession an impressive local spectacle. The catholic org-

anisations walking in the procession included the Roman

Catholic Female Society, who were all in white dresses, the

Grand United Catholic Brethren of the Blackburn Unity and

the guilds of St Wilfrid’s and St Augustine’s parishes. A

distinctively Irish influence was apparent in the displays

of two of these groups. The United Catholic Brethren all

wore identical green scarves and St Augustine’s guild sported

a large green banner. After the processions there was a cir-

cus, tea parties and dinners. Inexpensive railway excursions

were also available. The day was completely peaceful and a
123

very brotherly atmosphere pervaded the town. It was gen-

uinely a community day when all could join in the various

celebrations. There was no hint of sectarian enmity.

Whit Monday was not always a merry occasion and a con-

stant standard of grandeur could not be maintained. In 1847

the Preston Guardian regretted that

123. Preston Guardian, 6 June 1846
---- ¯ ,
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our report of the Whitsuntide festivities this year must be
much less copious, bouyant, and congratulatory than on any
former year. Our readers will at once anticipate the reason

of this, knowing as they must - many of them from sorrow-
ful experience - how incompatible the present depression of
trade and the prevalence of want is with festive ceremonies
and popular rejoicings.    The little savings which at this
season in former years were expended upon finery or devoted
to recreation, have this year been absorbed by wants more
stern, urgent, and imperative; to wit, the calls of hunger. 124

But still the day was characterised by calm and sectarian

harmony. Whir Monday 1851 showed no bruises from the anti-

catholic agitation of several months earlier and the former
125

pomp was restored to the occasion. The Preston Guardian

reported in 1852 that

The police report not a single casualty, and no one instance
of disorderly conduct coming under their notice during the
whole day - very gratifying testimony to the holiday habits
of our industrial community. 126

This pacific, amicable atmosphere dominated Whitsuntide,

and community life generally, in Preston right up to 1864.

During the week prior to ’~hitsuntide 1864 the Orangemen

announced that they intended to hold a procession on Whit

Monday. This announcement probably would not have caused

any apprehension if the starting time was not the same as

that for the catholic guild procession and the route very

close to that of the catholics.    It was rumoured that there

would be ’a collision between the devotees of the Prince of

Orange and some of the Roman Catholics’ and this ’induced

many persons to assemble in those parts where the antagon-

istic orders were most likely to display their party feel-

ings’. On this usually peaceful, enjoyable day everyone

seemed to be asking: ’Is there going to be a row?’ Since

it was a very long time since the Orangemen had staged any

kind of public demonstration in Preston and

124. Preston Guardian, 29 May 1847

125. Preston Guardian, 14 June 1851

126. Preston Guardian, 5 June 1852
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as the leaders of that order had chosen the same time for
a display of their party prestige as the Roman Catholics,
it seemed to be evident in the estimatior[ of the sanguine
and the nervous that they meant mischief.

This unprecendented situation seemed grave enough for the

local catholic clergy to intervene. On Whit Sun~loy a notice

directed at the Preston Irish was posted in front of the

town’s five catholic churches.

The catholic clergy most earnestly request all catholics
on Whit Monday to keep away from those streets and parts
of the town through which the Orange procession will pass
during the time of their passing. They also ask as a part-
icular and personal favour to abstain from taking the slight-
est notice of any banners, colours, or tunes and most care-
fully to abstain from any breach of the peace. Catholics,
if they remain quiet, have nothing to fear ....

The homilies in the catholic churches also revolved around

the theme of maintenance of the public grace.

The area in the centre of Preston was very crowded on

Whit Monday in anticipation of the Orangemen’s march. The

procession consisted of between 600 and 700 men, including
127

small delegations from other Lancashire towns, and the

Preston Artillery Band, out of uniform and not playing instru-
128

ments belonqing to the corps, supplied the music. The

procession ’had not a very imposing appearance’. When it

reached the Friargate-Canal Street-Hope Street district,

where many Irish families were resident, ’fears of a distur-

bance were entertained, but nothing took place to ruffle the

harmony and peace of the procession’. The Orangemen made

one attempt at provocation. When the Orangemen passed the

street where the catholic guilds were assembling the artillery

band struck up a tune called ’Boyne Water’. ’But the cath-

olics took no notice of this ridiculous display of party

music - they treated it with the silent contempt which it

merited, and allowed the Orangemen to pass on in quietness.’

127. Preston Chronicle, 21 May 1864
128. Preston Guardian, 18 May 1864
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After the procession the Orangemen were addressed by a ’cel-

ebrated Orange fulminator’, E. Harper, who was surprisingly

’moderate in the enunciation of his ideas’. A large dinner

was held for the marchers in the Corn Exchange assembly room

and ’congratulatory addresses were delivered on the peace-

ful manner in which their first demonstration in this town
129

had passed off’.

The Orangemen continued their exercise in sectarian

brinksmanship the following year. 1,2OO Orangemen walked,

500 more than the year before.

The procession met the catholics at the end of Park Road,
and it was feared that there might be some little distur-
bance; but the Orangemen waited until the streets were suff-
iciently clear before they proceeded on their journey.

But there were several incidents further along the route.

At one point, an Irishmen seized an Orangeman’s flag, but

’it was recovered immediately’. In another street two

drunken women jeered the procession and one of them struck

an Orangeman on the head. Before this episode could become

more serious the pugnacious tippler was taken to the police
130

station. 400 members of seven local lodges walked in

1866. ’The procession was deemed by many as one of the best

of the day, and the order that was kept amongst those march-

ing went far to obtain the approbation of the spectators. ,131

But enough tension was engendered by Whitsuntide 1867 for

a more alarming incident to occur. While passing through an

Irish neighbourhood near the centre of Preston the Orange-

men’s band played the annoying air ’Boyne Water’. This exc-

ited the ’national spirit’ of two young Irishmen who took a

’run punch’ at the lambeg drum, but the police ’soon put a

stop to any lengthy display of vindictiveness, and the two

were marched to the police station:.132 Insignificant as

this quarrel seems,

129. Preston Chronicle, 21 May 1864

130. Preston Chronicle, iO June 1865
131. Preston Guardian, 23 May 1866; Preston Chronicle, 26 May

1866
132. Preston Chronicle, 15 June 1867; Preston Guardian, 6 June
1868
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The incident created a good deal of alarm in the neighbour-
hood, and the shopkeepers were in a state of considerable
excitement, as they expected there was about to be a riot,
and one of them, who keeps a provision shop, had his shutters
run up at once. 133

On Whit Monday 1868 the Orangemen held the now usual

march through central Preston and then heard a sermon which

stressed the virtues of protestantism without overtly mai-
134

igning catholicism. The whole day was free of sectarian

friction and it did not appear that any extreme emotions were

stirred among the Orangemen. But some shouting from the

Orange ranks during the parade left a bad impression on some

Irishmen, which was added to the resentment slowly built up

since the Orange processions began in 1864.

For several years past the Orange procession at Whitsuntide,
the playing of party tunes such as ’Boyne Water’, and the
display of sashes and favours of their favourite colour,
have given considerable offence and umbrage to the Irish
inhabitants of the town, and this feeling has of course been
most manifest in those localities where persons of that
nationality usually take up their quarters .... On Monday
last, while the Orangemen were marching through the town,
and in particular when they met the Roman Catholics, there
were shouts such as those used by Mr Murphy and his partisans,
and cries of ’How Often?’ were several times heard. The
Roman Catholics, we have it on the best authority, behaved
in a most orderly and peaceable manner, and took no notice of
the taunts and innuendoes that were thrown out against them,

and everything, therefore, passed off peaceably on Monday.

The influence of William Murphy, a violent anti-catholic lec-

turer, shall be discussed shortly. But on Whit Tuesday 1868,

as a result of the teasing of Whit Monday, the man who did

most of the shouting was hit on the back by a seven-pound

brick, which was thrown by an Irishman. No response came from

the Orangemen that day, but there was trouble on Wednesday.

Just after 8 pm on Wednesday evening

a number of young men and women, whether members of the

Orange body or not we cannot say, but certainly displaying
Orange colours, went down Milton Street, shouting some party

133. Preston Guardian,
134. Preston Guardian,

12 June 1867
3 June 1868
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cries. Those living in the street, who are with three
exceptions Irish, were incensed by this, and came out of their

houses with such weapons as they could first lay hold of -
pokers, rolling-pins, sticks, etc. - and drove them out of
the street.

The ’English party’ collected some more recruits and returned

to the offensive, but by this time Milton Street was full of

angry Irishmen. A fight followed and several Englishmen rec-

eived serious head wounds from the effects of the improvised

Irish armoury. A few gunshots were heard but no one was hit.

By the time the police arrived the riot was over and a cath-

olic priest was convincing the last of the Irish to go to

their homes. The police dispersed the remaining people and

the affair was at an end, although rumours of return visits

by the Orangemen kept the police on the alert for the rest of
135

the week. Preston’s worst intercommunal incident of the

mid-nineteenth century had not been allo~ed to get out of

control, but still it was observed that the police were ’in-

effectual in a riot’. ’They generally manage to patch up the

peace after it has been well broken; but we want them to take
136

good initiatory measures.’

Feuding of this kind was of recent origins in Preston,

where tolerance between sects had been the rule for so long.

The Chronicle was especially annoyed at the way Whitsuntide

was marred by sectarian rivalry.

There has been a fine outburst of brotherly love this week,
in a classic region of Preston, unknown to us before yester-
day, called ’Paddy’s Rookery’ .... The scenes which have taken
place have been termed ’party riots’; but they have really
amounted to a low, and vulgar, and savage religious antag-
onism - a great effervescence of rowdyism, forced up from

something worse than a pagan conception of Christianity. It
is the strangest thing in the world £hat men fight the fier-

cest about religion; and it is one of the oddest things
known, that those who practice its precepts the least quarrel
over them the most. There is no love so genial as the rel-
igious; and so malevolent as that which comes out of creeds.

135. Preston Guardian, 6 June 1868
136. Preston Chronicle, 6 June 1868
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The Chronicle had no reservations about placing blame for

the pent-up tensions and the riot on the Orangemen. The

condemnation included a good description of the intentions

of the Oranqemen during the previous four years.

We blame certain sections of the blatant and fighting Orange-
men for giving the offence - for making themselves into a
nuisance, for exposing their fanaticism by a ridiculous and
aggravating exhibition of party ribbons, and, in reality,
for striking the first blow .... We are sorry that there are
these professing our protestant religion, and making a great
fume about its virtues, who are so thorouqhly malicious and
intolerant as to forget the first principles of our faith ....
The Irish would never have troubled the Orangemen if the latter
had kept away and attended to their own business; but the
Orangemen had a mission of mischief to fulfil, and a party
spirit to gratify .... It is also certain that from the first
a stupid Orange fanaticism has done its best to colour up and
give particular tone to the Whitsuntide demonstration which
has been made. Orangemen know well enough that the ribbon dis-
play they make at Whitsuntide involves an insult to the opp-
osite party .... They also know that the playing of party
tunes, which they sanctioned last Whitsuntide, to the distur-
bance of the public peace, and which they - at least - winked
at in some quarters this year, can add nothing to either
plain friendship or Christian harmony. They have no right
to make offensive party displays during public anniversaries. 137

The residents of Milton Street were reproved for ’noticing

the men who came down to the "Rookery" for the express pur-

pose of annoying them’, and allowing themselves to be pro-

voked to violence. In short, it seemed very odd that people

who loved the divine things of Christianity should prove

their affection by doing ’their best to break each others’

heads ’ .

There was no recurrence of the ’Battle of Paddy’s Rook-

ery’ during 1868-71. After their procession on Whit Monday

1869 the Orangemen heard a caustic attack on the catholic

church during their annual sermon. A Dr Foley from Cashel,

’describing himself as "an important man":, journeyed to

Preston to remind the Orangemen that the progress of cathol-

icism was ~the result of ignorance, self-interest, fraud and

137. Preston Chronicle, 6 June 1868
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crime; and he opposed it because he knew it had been, and

was calculated still to be, the bane of truth and freedom

in every land:. He ended his exhortation by urging the

Preston Orangemen not to :fail to have before them the fact

that God had not lighted that candle (protestantism), to
138

extinguish it under the cruel hoof of the church of Rome’.

Perhaps the previous year’s minor foray into sectarian vio-

lence was sufficient to vent Orange hatreds, because the

’important’ Dr Foley’s invective did not rouse protestant

passions enough to initiate another crusade to convert Paddy’s

Rooke ry.

Nothing at all extraordinary happened during Whitsun-

tide 1870, but an accident during the procession of catholic

school children in 1871 illustrates the amount of distrust

which had been introduced into intercommunal relations by

the Orangemen’s reversion to anti-catholic-anti-Irish milit-

ancy during the 186Os. After six hundred Orangemen from

nineteen lodges finished their procession without interfer-

ence there was an alarming incident involving an omnibus.

The catholic children were passing along Friargate and the

bus, travelling along an intersecting street, was slow pull-

ing up. The bus was stopped ’by a number of Irishmen and

women who apparently though it was going to drive through

the catholic procession’. The driver was badly beaten up
139

and had to be rescued by the police. Even though no wider

disturbance resulted, this happening is important because it

shows how easily tempers could flare by 1871. If the bus had

had trouble slowing down near a denominational procession a

decade earlier, no one would have suspected it might be an

act of sectarial belligerence. But the thinly-disguised

anti-Irish bigotry of the Whitsuntide Orange processions

dissipated Preston’s atmosphere of communal harmony which had

been exhibited best on Whit Monday. By 1871 the Irish comm-

138. Preston Guardian, 19 May 1869

139. Preston Chronicle, 3 June 18 71



had been made to feel defensive. The Vdiscord and vio-

lence’ necessary for the expansion of Orangeism (nineteen

lodges in 1871), had found their way into Preston.

Large whitweek demonstrations were also held in

Manchester-Salford. The churches held separate processions,

but there was usually no trouble of any kind during 1846-71.

The relative weakness of the Orange Order in the district

up to the end of the 186Os may be one reason for this tran-

quility. The only Whitsuntide incident involving the Irish

that in any way threatened sectarian disorders occured in

1857. A procession of catholic children was passing down

the Oldham Road, in an area where many Irish families lived.

An omnibus driver attempted to take his vehicle through the

procession. Some adults walking with the children grabbed

hold of the horses’ bridles to stop them. The driver res-

ponded by whipping the horses to move forward. He was given

a good beating himself by angry parents, and every window

in his bus was broken as the passengers hurried out. The

police had to rescue the driver from a shop where he was
140

hiding from the mob. A police escort accompanied the

catholic children in 1858, and the pastor of St Wilfrid’s,

Hulme, Canon L. Toole, wrote to the watch committee on beh-

alf of ’the catholic clergy of Manchester and Salford’ to

express our sense of the kindness of the gentlemen of the

watch committee’. It had been a

day of unhindered enjoyment to the children. Many of the
older amongst them expressed their thankfulness to the
authorities for the comfort and pleasure which they enjoyed,
in freedom from the usual interruptions. 141

Whitwalks were held each year by Salford’s catholic

school children, but there is no record of trouble during

140. M/R Courier, 6 June 1857

141. I.. Toole to watch cttee, 2 June 1858 (M/RCL, annex,
watch cttee, draft minutes, M9/70/i/i)
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any of these. Apart from the bus incident in 1857,

whitweek in Manchester-Salford was not an occasion when

friction developed between religious groups. But this

was not so in Oldham.

Traditionally, Oldham’s whitweek celebrations were times
143

when ’dlrt, squalor and rags seemed to have got a holiday’ .

But during the 185Os the Whit Friday processions of school
144

children became ’the focus for sectarian rivalry’ . The

catholics of Oldham, the principal part of whom were Irish,

looked upon Whit Friday

as one on which they must collect together as many people
as possible, and they always succeed in organising a very
large procession, composed not merely of scholars and to_a-
chers, but of anyone, young or old, that will join them.
Perhaps all other denominations exert themselves so as to
show a respectable number at Whitsuntide, but no other
party beats up for the recruits like the Romanists.

The ’liberal’ Oldham Chronicle never missed an opportunity

to slip in a jibe at the Irish in the town.

Their big scholars are very numerous, and if they were really
to subject them ~o to school discipline and tuition, the

Roman catholics ought to be the most intelligent portion of
our population, instead of the most ignorant.

This remark is indicative of the edgy atmosphere which existed

in Oldham at Whitsuntide 1861. From early in the morning of

Whit Friday it seemed that there was some reason to apprehend

’unpleasantness’. As if the sectarian tensions were not

enough, the internecine variety was added by the Irish. A

group of local musicians who called themselves the Irish Band

usually led the catholic school procession. But in 1861 Fr

Conway, the catholic priest who organised the procession,

decided to engage Oldham’s borough band for Whit Friday. The

Irish Band took this decision very badly and Fr Conway app-

lied to the Chief Constable for a small police escort, ’for

143. Oldham Chronicle, 6 June 1857
144. Foster, Class struggle, p.245
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fear of some unpleasantness from the offended amour Dropre

of the Irish Band’.

The presence of the Irish Band in the streets, dressed in their
every, day garb and entirely unattached, with their instruments
giving forth a furious volume of discordant sounds, the very
echo of which seemed to breathe anger, unmuted slights, and
vengeance, seemed to render the greatest precaution necessary 145

The trouble that erupted was not an Irish faction fight, but

a confrontation between English and Irish. The event pointed

to as the cause of the friction, which had been aggravated by

the Irish Band, was a near collision of school processions.

When the catholic procession approached the Market Place,

led by a police constable, there was already a large crowd

of people there watching the Anglican children.

Hearing the band accompanying the catholic procession approach,
the people turned to see them, many in the crush breaking through
the rear portion of the church processionists. The police
officer, no doubt unaware of the procession ahead, assisted in
making a passage for the catholics to pass through.

The policeman did not realise he was clearing a channel through

the rear ranks of the Anglican procession. Temper rose because

protestants ’resented the apparent action of the catholics

forcing a passage through their ranks’. For a few moments ’the
146

greatest confusion prevailed’. The police were able to

prevent an outbreak of rioting on that day, but the two

communities had been inflamed by the incident involving the

school processions. After the streets emptied there were

continued noisy altercations between individuals, ’the English

threatening to drive the Irish out of the town, and the Irish

in turn boasting that they would have all Oldham to themselves’.

On Saturday

A few bickerings took place amongst English and Irish women
whilst engaged in marketing .... and in the evening several
encounters took place betwixt different sections of men in
various localitiies. They were, however, confined to somewhat
warm discussion of the right and wrong of the matter - a question
which it need hardly be said was uniformly decided in accord-
ance with the religious leanings and ’nationality’ of the
disputants. 14 8

145. Oldham Chronicle, 25 May 1861

146. T. Curley, The catholic history of Oldham (East Yorks, 1911),

PP 57-8
147. Oldham Chronicle, 25 May 1861

148. Oldham Chroni~l    ] T,~J~e 1861
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But the ill-feeling which had been brought out on Whit Friday

did not subside during the weekend. Groups of men held meetings

in Tommyfield, a popular gathering place near the town, to

discuss the papists’ ’aggression’ . ’It required no great

prophetic gift to foresee that a crisis was near at hand. ,149

On the evening of 6 june a crowd estimated at ’some thousands’

attacked the catholic chapel in Shaw Street. Before the

police arrived serious damage was done. When the police did come

up, they had great difficulty in dispersing the crowd

because ’all respect for the law seemed nearly to have vanished’.

The mob tried the Shaw Street church again the following night,

but this time the police were there ahead of them, reinforced by

special constables, and further damage to the chapel was

prevented. But the huge crowd, said by an observer to number

more than iO,OOO, managed to break windows in St Patrick’s
150

church in Union Street before the police could arrive. This

final dispersal put an end to the rioting. Anti-Irish feeling

had been able to vent itself in the damaging of the catholic

churches and the atmosphere started to cool down. During the

trouble the Irish community kept itself out of sight and did

did not retaliate.

What was behind the animosity that led to the attacks on

the churches? Why should Englishmen in Oldham, where, to judge

from the history of the 183Os and 184Os, one would expect to find

intercommunal fraternity, dislike the Irish so intensely? The

Oldham Chronicle claimed that for ’some time past the feeling

of antipathy between the English and the Irish has been

increasing in intensity’. The sentiment had found particular

champions in the ’young of both nations’. Cornewall Lewis’s

’combining principle’ seemed to be at work.

The clan spirit has been powerfully aroused among them, and
for some days past crowds of English boys have been perambulating
the town, insulting and, in some cases, maltreating any Irish
people they meet.

Another element in the build-up of hostility was the so-called

’liberal’ attitude of the Chronicle itself. Somehow, the

149. Curley, op. cit., p. S8
150. Oldham Chronicle, 8 ,lune 1861
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Chronicle could state in one paragraph that

Protestant as we are from education, from sympathy, and from
conviction, we fully agree with that toleration which has been
extended to the Roman Catholics. We do not recognise the
right of even an overwhelming majority to interfere with
the modes of worship of any man; and it is our boast that
protestantism gives every man the right and enjoins him upon
the sacred duty of exercising his private judgement.

But in the paragraph which followed this one the Chronicle

did its best to characterise the Irish as thorouqhly un-

desireable and depraved neighbours.

At the same time, it is no use to hide from ourselves the fact
that there is a considerable amount of danger of a certain kind
from the rapid influx of the Irish element amongst us, and
particularly in our large towns. It is ignorant and turbulent;
and the misfortune is that it does not appear to have any very
great amount of adaptability. It remains rude and barbarous in
the midst of our civilisation. It takes a low position, and
there is considerable danger that at length the Irish element,
in all its wild turbulence, will constitute amongst us a sort
of helotry, the existence of which will become a very serious
question to deal with. Except some improvement should take
place in this respect, we cannot help fearing that the Irish,
who were once termed by one of our leading statesmen ’aliens
in blood, language, and in religion’, will voluntarily occupy
a position of mere serfs in England, the hewers of wood and
the drawers of water, with an antagonistic feeling to their masters
more dangerous because more turbulent than that nourished by
the American slaves to their owners. 151

In trying to explain anti-Irish bigotry it is necessary

to go beyond the increase in the size of the Irish community of

Oldham. As we saw in chapter 3, the Irish community had

roughly 3,900 members in 1851, 7% of the total population of

the borough, and 10,5OO in 1861, 14.5%. Even though the size

of the Irish community had more than doubled in that decade, the

augmenting of Oldham’s Irish population was significant durinq

1846-51 as well; and instead of riots ’the late 184Os saw at

least a measure of Anglo-Irish political solidarity and

individual Irishmen taking quite a prominent part in working-class

leadership’.152 The timing of the riots, 1861, is probably a

more significant way of explaining the causes of the disturbances.

151. Oldham Chronicle, 8 June 1861

152. Foster, Class struggle, p.244
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Less than two months before whitweek 1861 the war between

the states in America broke out. Part of Abraham Lincoln’s

continental strategy for defeating the Confederate States

of America involved a blockade of all maritime communications

from the southern ports. Besides limiting incoming supplies,

the blockade interdicted the export of the south’s principa-

cash-earning commodity, cotton. A major market for American

cotton was the textile industry of northern England. Disruption

of cotton supplies could bring the textile industry to a

virtual halt, and as we saw in chapter 4, unemployment and

short-time working were widespread in Lancashire during

1861-5. The first effects of the blockade of the cotton ports

had not reached Lancashire by June 1861, but the spectre of

industrial dislocation was very plain even then. A serious

depression would cut across all ’sections’ of the industrial

working class. Anticipating short time and short wages could

cause tension among both English and Irish working men because

’unemployment meant a decisive threat to the existing standards

of both groups’. Depression in industry made the Irish appear
153as aliens in competition for work. But this outburst of

sectarian trouble at Oldham was unique in the cotton-textile

regions of Lancashire during the cotton famine, and as the

economic situation became more serious, it was plain that Irish

competition for jobs had nothing to do with the onset of depression.

Turning to a final contributing cause of the anti-Irish

rioting takes us into a more obscure area where we try to

describe just why one group will discriminate against another.

Cornewall Lewis tells us that people combine for security, which

will make similar people not within the group seem like greater

threats than they they really are. Competition from the

immigrant Irish for work and housing could certainly make

Englishmen feel materially threatened, but this was not a very

significant problem during 1846-71. The Irish were necessary

for the thousands of unskilled jobs that had to be filled

153. Ibid., pp 45-6
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to permit industry in the northwest to expand. The Irish

were often numerous in poor relief lists, but this threatened

the resources of mainly middle-class ratepayers, not of

working men. Also, the Irish were usually responsible for

a high percentage of urban crime, but aggressive, violent crimes

usually occurred within their own community. During 1846-50

the Irish contributed to the decline of public health standards,

but after that date they do not appear to have been a particular

source of disease. And the Irish community was usually non-

aggressive, as agroup, towards the English. The only Englishmen

singled out for physical attack by the Irish were the Orange-

men, who deliberately provoked the Irish response. But there

was no belligerence shown to the bulk of the English public. In

terms of the security of English working men, im its widest

sense, the immigrant Irish were not a threat. So why should

there still be hatred?

Dislike of the Lancashire Irish was a convenient way of

releasing tensions caused by other things. During the first

forty years of the nineteenth century, even though material

standards had advanced somewhat, working people felt that

their living standards, as well as the quality of the urban-

industrial environment generally, were actually deteriorating.

What might seem to be progress in some quarters was a
154

’catastrophic experience’ for many working men and women.

The source of these frustrations and anxieties was clear to

working men during that period. Industrialisation, which heralded

progress in some areas and prosperity for some men, gave working

men only subsistence wages, long hours and poor housing. Gradual

urbanisation had been with Englishmen for a long time, but

the industrial revolution, the increased intensification of

capital and labour in clusters of factories and workshops,

surrounded by dormitory areas, accelerated urbanisation until

it far outstripped the primitive social services of the time and

made the ’freeborn’ Englishman feel much less free than had

been. Industrialisation, regulated only by market trends, caused

154. Thompson, Making of the English work_~in_s~ class, p.318
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this devaluation in the quality of town life, and it was

against this enemy and its political and social appendages

that working men campaigned all over England up to 1848.

During 18OO-48, the generations of workers who were active

h~d witnessed the change in the total socio-economic environment.

They thought that there had been better times to compare the

contemporary present with. But by the late 184Os and early

1850s the bulk of town dwellers had lived knowing nothing

else but a congested, hectic urban existence. They were

well used to it, but still there were anxieties and frustrations

that required an outlet. The first target of working men

during 18OO-48 was the system which allowed urban-industrialism

to burden them physically and mentally. The causes of tensions

were less obvious to later generations of English workers

and they turned on anything strange or alien. And the Irish

were considered strange enough and were numerous enough to

serve as conspicuous objects for release.

The religion of the Irish seemed to give the greatest

offence to English neighbours disposed to intolerance. We

saw in Oldham and Preston that the occasions for sectarian

provocation were the denominational whitweek processions. This

has been referred to as the ’religious embodiment of racial

attitudes’°155 The social organisation of the objectionable

Irish centred on the church and this gave the English opposition

a religious flavour, even though religion had very little to do

with it. No single cause can be isolated to explain bigotry,

but this discussion will help to suggest some probable ingredients

which combined to produce anti-Irish feelinq in Oldham, and

elsewhere in Lancashire, during the 185Os and 186Os.

Before leaving Oldham, it should be mentioned that in 1866

a group of Englishmen, who had been drinking in a local beer-

house, attempted to disrupt the catholic .~hitsuntide procession,

but the police were prepared for such an emergency, and were

able to prevent a confrontation.156 But in the late 186Os yet

another influence that would damage intrecommunal relations

appeared in southeast Lancashire

155. Foster, Class strugg]e, p.245

156. Curley,            Catholic history of Oldham, p.68
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In July 1867 Head Constable Grieg at Liverpool reported

to the watch committee that the ’contravcrcialist, William

Murphy, who had ~tirred up a great deal of sectarian feelinq
157

in Birmingham,     was visiting Birkenhead for a week of

lecturing. Grieg was keeping a close watch on events across

the Mersey in case sectarian rioting broke out there and

spread to Liverpool. He assu[ed the watch committee

that if trouble started in Birkenhead all points in Liverpool

would be secured before any police assistance was sent across the
158

river. But who was this formidable man who could cause so

much excitement?

Murphy was an Irishman who indulged himself and made his

living by giving ’lectures’ that denounced the Irish and

catholicism in the most abrasive possible terms. Even though

Murphy’s vituperations were very similar to the type of rhetoric

heard at Orangemen’s twelfth of July dinners, he had no

official connection with Orangeism. His was freelance sect-

arianism. In the summer of 1867 his lectures touched off

riots in Birmingham, and in 1868 he caused more serious dis-

turbances at Ashton, Stalybridge, Dukinfield, Bury and Rochdale,

the worst being at Ashton, where a great deal of damage was
159

done. His orations were accompanied by the brandishin~ of

pistols, and at Ashton he fired several shots through a window

to underline a particular point. His speeches inflamed

protestant fanaticism and angered the Irish.160 The

Manchester City News was uncertain about the amorphous reasons

behind ethnic hatreds, but was able to pinpoint the immediate

cause of trouble in Lancashire during 1868.

Whatever intricacy may characterise the remoter causes of the
Ashton outrages, the proximate causes are very clear. They
are largely due to a somewhat ignoble personage ....

It seems to
be his/Murphy’s/ ridiculous but still dangerous vocation to
insist on his catholic and exciteable fellow-countrymen in
England treading on the tail of his coat. That particular

157. Vivian Bird, Portrait of Birminch~m (Lonr]on 1970), p.103
158. HC Grieg to Watch cttee, 30 July 1867 ~(LCL, Head Constable’s

reports, 352POL/2/4, 179, ~p 228-9)
159. j. O’Dea, The story oF the old faith in Manchester

(Man&,:hP, Ster,. 1910), P.22
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battleground (we mean the tail of his coat) appears to be
insufficient to cover the moral nakedness of its proprietor.

The consequence is that Murphy is rather offensive to public
decency. 161

This was the man who came to Manchester in 1868.

Early in September Murphy arrived in Manchester with

several of his confederates. He intended to deliver a series

of his inflammatory lectures in a(hall which was only thirty yards

from St Wilfrid’s catholic school in Hulme. The magistrates

met Manchester’s Chief Constable, Captain Palin, and decided

to prohibit the lectures because they would endanger the peace

of the town. Captain Palin was at Manchester Victoria

station to meet Murphy and arrested him on the spot. Murphy

was carrying a revolver, cartridges and a ’knuckleduster’ when

arrested and he was locked for the night. He appeared before

the magistrates the following morning and tried to defend his

right to lecture by saying that trouble only started when

the Irish attacked him during or after one of his lectures. The

police contended that there was trouble everywhere Murphy

went, and that in order to prevent disorder in Manchester his

lectures should be banned. A policeman testified that even

though Murphy’s first speaking engagement was cancelled

because of his being in gaol, a large number of persons turned

up in Hulme for it anyway. The crowd was in a very exciteable

mood, but the police were able to prevent any outbreaks of violence.

Another large crowd of people could be seen near St Wilfrid’s

catholic church nearby. These people were probably one of the

groups that guarded catholic churches and schools in Manchester-

Salford during Murphy’s visit. The churches were looked after

each night by

bands of enthusiastic, determined young Irishmen who were
prepared to take the law into their own hands and mete out
scant justice to any Murphyite horde assailing the fanes of their
religion. 162

160. Ibid., pp 187-8
i~i. M/R City News, 16 May 1868
162. O’Dea, op. cit., p.186
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Without a public utterance from Murphy a tense atmosphere was

pervading Manchester, and the magistrates did not accept his

story about attacks from the Irish. Murphy was bound over to

keep the peace, but ended up back in his cell because his

advisors thought that if he paid the sureties the question of

his right to lecture on explosive topics would be settled
163

adversely. But after a day or two in gaol Murphy decided
164

that he had had enough and paid up the sureties. On his

release from gaol he announced that he would be a conservative

parliamentary candidate for Manchester in the coming general
165

election. But he was never officially declared a conservative

candidate.

Strange though it may seem, the magistrates’ decision not

to allow Murphy to hold his lectures touched off a lively debate

over whether or not his civil liberties had been violated. The

Manchester Courier lamented that Mancunian liberalism was in

a ’parlous condition’ when a speaker such as Murphy had his

right to free speech denied.    Agreeing that Murphy’s style

was ’coarse and violent in the extreme’, the Courier thought

that

At the same time, Murphy has as good a right to disseminate
his views as an ’iconoclast’ has to deliver his orations ....
The executive have acted, but of the illegal character of their
action there can be little doubt .... Murphy has his faults ....
however roughly and violently he may do his work, he is uni-
formly the advocate of the throne and the constitution, and is -
unlike some at least of his adversaries - strenuously adverse
to revolutionary movements. 166

But the Manchester Guardian was pleased that Murphy had been

prevented from speaking and destroying the public peace with

sectarian rioting. The Guardian’s leader ended by pointing out

that liberal-sounding conservatives who defended Murphy’s right
167

to freedom of expression were misapplying their liberal ideas.

163. M/R City News, 5 Sept 1868
164. M/R Courier, 3 Sept 1868
165. M/R City News, 5 Sept 1868

166. M/R Courier, 8 Sept 1868

147. M/R Gn~r~n ~ ~ ]868
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When Murphy left gaol on 3 September he made it plain that

he intended to continue his anti-catholic campaign in the

guise of a parliamentary candidate. The City News called

for ’forebearance and self-restraint’ from Murphy and reminded

the Irish that

it would be well if the party which deems itself outraged by such
oratory as Mr Murphy indulqes in would remember that the best
refutation of an opponent is to let him alone - severely. 168

To further his career at Westminster, Murphy organised

an open air meeting for 5 September. As the meeting of

over 4,000 people was assembling, a crowd of local Irishmen

assaulted the speaker’s platform. They were said to be armed

with stones, clubs, ’hammers, pokers and pistols’, but only

the stones were inevidence when the speaker’s platform was

emptied by a barrage. Fortunately for Murphy, he had not

arrived at the meeting by this time. Murphy’s followers counter-

attacked and drove the Irish back up the road. A wild brawl

ensued in which several Irishmen were arrested and some

policemen injured. The police were able to separate the

combatants and the meeting resumed. Murphy himself arrived

and spoke on the need for ’more wages’ for workmen. All

convents should be inspected by the government and there

would be no more grants to educate ’a foreign priesthood’ at

Maynooth when Murphy was elected to parliament. ’William,

Prince of Orange’ was the only motto that Murphy had or

needed. To close his meeting Murphy called for cheers for

the Queen and King Billy and groans for the pope. After the
169

meeting there were more fights and arrests. There were

other minor disturbances the following day aswell, and the
170

number of Irishmen in custody rose to forty.

The trouble never escalated into serious sectarian

rioting, but it did give the Courier an opportunity to demonstrate

its dislike of the Irish.

168. M/R city News, 12 Sept 1868

169. M/R Cit[ News, 12 Sept 1868
170. M/R Courier, 7 Sept 1~68
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That the attack itself was the work of Irishmen no one who
reads the accounts of it can seriously doubt for an instant.
A thorough English row is a matter of very rare occurrence,
but when such a thing does take place it is carried on after
a rather different fashion. The Englishman hustles his
adversary, strikes him with his fists, and sometimes kicks him.
Irishmen, on the other hand, do none of these things, preferring
to pelt their enemy with heavy stones froma safe distance, or
when forced into close quarters, relying upon sticks, hatchets,
hammers or any other convenient weapons rather than upon those
of nature’s providing.

The Courier also alleged that the Irishmen who attacked Murphy’s

meeting were and organised by Fenians. A known Fenian, John

Nolan, was involved in the fights, but this is probably the ex-
171

tent of Fenian involvement. The Guardian disagreed with

this analysis of Manchester’s sectarian troubles.

In an ordinary way it is common and just to say that the
agressor must be held responsible for the scandal and mis-
chief of a quarrel. Trying %he present question by that test,
it will not be denied that the resort to violence was
commenced on Saturday by the Irish or Catholics .... But it
would be unjust not to see that the real commencement of
agression was at an earlier stage, Mr Murphy’s so-called
lectures being the declared continuation of a series of public
insults which he has for a long time been heaping on the faith
and morals of the most susceptible and quarrelsome section of
the population. 172

There would have been no disturbances if Murphy’s well-known

reputation for incitement and violence had not preceded him

to Manchester. His arrival in Manchester to speak in a

neighbourhood where many Irish families lived, armed with a

revolver, was provocation in itself, without delivering the

lectures which the magistrates banned.

The commotion of 5-6 September did not finish Murphy’s

Manchester career, but the novelty of his presence certainly

wore off quickly. He held another open air meeting on 12

September where only a very small number of people were

really interested in what he was saying. The rest were %here from

curiosity or to heckle. Murphy was repeatedly interrupted

by a group of Irishmen who stood in front of the platform

and he retorted by calling them Fenians. But he managed to

make his principal points. First of all, he told his audience

that the ’great question for you and me is this - whether we

shall have popery or protestantlsm in England’. As he denounced
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the catholic clergy of Ireland, he pointed out that mass

had been celebrated in Manchester for the three Fenians who

were hanged the previous November (see chapter 12). At this

point the Irish interrupted him and he roared out, to great

cheering: ’Britons shall never be slaves.’ He ended with

a brief statistical analysis of English social problems.

Our gaols are filled with papists; our workhouses have not
many protestants in them. We inspect our madhouses; but I
want to inspect the greatest madhouses of all - the nunneries
(cheers). 173

There was no trouble as the meeting ended and Murphy drops

from sight in southeast Lancashire. He appears briefly again
174

in Yorkshire, but disappears as a public personage after

that. But after two decades of intercommunal peace, Murphy

left sectarian hatred in Manchester. The following summer the

Manchester Orangemen began to reassert themselves.

Murphy never visited Oldham, but his presence in Lanca-

shire alone was sufficient to cause trouble there. After

the riots at Ashton, the Chronicle censured Murphy for his

incitements, but added characteristically that his conduct

would be wholly contemptible ’were it not for the issues
175

which it is calculated to bring about’. Several months

later the Chronicle accused Murphy of trying to ’revive’
176

0rangelsm in urban Britain in order to foment disorder.

Even though Murphy did not visit Oldham, it was plain to the

Chronicle that sectarian feuding in other central or southeast

Lancashire towns would be enough to provoke trouble in Oldham.

One Saturday evening late in May 1868 a group of drunken

Irishmen beat up a lamplighter, who was attached to the

borough police force. The following Monday rumours were going

around about reprisals against the ’Fenians’ and ’papists’

and large numbers of people were gathering in the market place

and in Tommyfield. These signs of preparations put the Irish

171. M/R Courier, 8 Sept 1868
172. M/R Guardian, 8 Sept 1868
173. M/R City News, 19 Sept 1868

174.¯M/R City News, 17 Oct 1868
175. Oldham Chronicle, 25 Jan 1868
176. Oldham Chronicle, 16 May 1868



on edge, particularly when it was said that Murphy himself
!77

was on his way to Oldham. On 25 May the rioting started.

Both St Mary’s and St Patrick’s catholic chapels were attacked,

as well as a few Irish residences. The crowd numbered more than

1,000, armed with stones. Quick responses by the police kept

damage to a minimum. The Oldham watch committee held a special

meeting to ’consider what steps should be taken for the

preservation of the peace’. On 26 and 27 Mayp 200 special
178

constables were sworn in to aid the regular police. Other

rumours about Irish reinforcements from Manchester were unfounded,

but contributed to the tense atmosphere and kept the unrest

alive for three more nights. But the police and specials

made certain that there were no serious injuries and little
179

damage.

The Oldham Standard remarked that the

bad feeling that has been but too apparently existing between
the English and the Irish in this town for some time Dast has
produced, if not serious, at least rather alarming, results
during the last few days. 180

A fortnight earlier the Chronicle had been eager to point

out why Murphy would never turn Oldham into an Ashton.

It may be fearlessly asserted that in few towns of the same
extent is there as little of serious crime, or a greater
respect for law and order. The agitator finds little cong-
enial soil in Oldham. His weeds do not spring up very readily.
They are overpowered by better growths. During the serious
sufferings of that terrible period, the cotton famine, no
place was more orderly and resigned than Oldham. 181

Butafter the Murphy-inspired disturbances the Chronicle

humbled itself and admitted that’we have not advanced beyond

the limits of Rowdyism’. Some consolation was found in the

fact that the riots were relatively minor and involved mainly

young people and the ’boy element’, who were ’easily aroused

by the prospect of any kind of mischief’. As far as the

Chronicle could see there was little doubt about the ’real

causes of the tumults of the borough’. Murphy’s ’ignorant

and malevolent clamour’ was one reason. But to that had to

be added ’the national hatred of the atrocities of Fenianism,

177. Oldham Chronicle, 30 May 1868
178. Report, Oldham watch cttee, 26 May 1868 (Oldham Town Hall,

minute book I); Denis Taylor, 999 and all that: The story of
the Oldham county Borough Police Force (Oldham 1968), pp 85-6
179. Oldham Chronicle, 30 M~y 1868

180. Oldham Chronicle, 30 May 1868
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and the rooted dislike which the operative classes generally

entertain towards the Irish in England’. The Chronicle

welcomed an opportunity to express its own ’rooted

dislike’ for the Irish community. The primary cause of the

01dham disorder was the ’bad and violent conduct of the Irish

themselves ’.

For some time past, in spite of all warnings, the Irish in
Oldham have manifested a spirit of bravado which people,
indignant at the recent attitude of Fenianism, were not
likely to endure with equanimity.

Particularly irritating were the spontaneous marches by a

’party of noisy musicians’, the Irish band. Attempting to

close the editorial on an impartial note the Chronicle

admonished the anti-Irish rioters.

The riot on Monday arose from the manner in which the Irish
assaulted the police. But we by no means say that as a
justification of it. When policemen are assaulted the law
provides a proper remedy. It was so in this instance. If
any Irishman assaults the police, the magistrates are the
parties to deal with him and to punish him. It is no
excuse for riot that the Irish have broken the law, and for
the English lads to rise in hundreds and break the windows
of a miserable-looking Roman Catholic chapel is silly as
well as criminal and barbarous. 182

It was feared that the Whitsuntide processions would be

the occasion for more rioting, but they passed off quietly.

In fact, there was no more sectarian trouble in Oldham from

Orangemen, protestant fulminators or Whit Friday trouble-

makers during 1868-71. But quite a lot of bad feeling

between the Irish and non-Irish communities had already been

stimulated during the 1850s and 186Os.

During the first five years of 1846-71 very little

anti-Irish sentiment was exhibited in Lancashire, except in

one or two right-wing journals, even though it was the time

of a massive, ragged immigration from Ireland. The low level

of hostility towards the Irish can probably be best explained

by the fact that a widespread awareness of common interest

had grown among working men of many diverse occupations during

the first forty years of the nineteenth century. As long as

181. Oldham Chronicle, 16 May 1868
182. 01dham Chronicle, 30 ~lay 1868
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this awareness of fraternity remained vital, working men would

hesitate to turn against other working men, English or Irish,

to resolve material difficulties or vent frustrations brought

on by the hardships of a life in a nineteenth-century town.

This cognisance of basic unity weakened by the late 1840s

and was only apparent on rare occasions in Lancashire during

the 1850s and 1860s. So instead of pointing to a socio-

political system which might explain their problems, a way

of releasing tension was to make a very visible minority the

object of displeasure- the Irish. By the late 186Os

considerable anti-Irish sentiment existed particularly in

Liverpool, Oldham and Preston, with growing hostility in the

Manchester-Sal ford area.

Manifestations of anti-Irish prejudice rarely took on

the ’no Irish need apply’ flavour of New York or Boston.

Most people in Lancashire were probably indifferent to their

Irish neighbours and offered them no opposition, although they

probably regarded the Irish as a somewhat inferior ’race’ in

intellect and culture. Even though the adjective ’racial’ is

not appropriate for describing differences between the English

and the immigrant Irish, in the parlance of the mid-nineteenth

century such dissimilarities were treated as ’racial’ rather

than as cultural or national. An important influence on the

formation of these popular attitudes towards the Irish

community in Lancashire was the local press. Newspapers created

a simplistic, stereotyped Irishman who conformed to what

people wanted to think about a whole national group. And

when the press was not in open opposition to the Irish community,

it rarely went farther than being fair towards it. In the

absence of a general liberal-minded defence of the Irish, it

was easy for most people to accept the characterisations of

the Irish presented in police court reports and Irish jokes.

Specific manifestations of anti-Irish feeling were provided

by small groups. The Orangemen, especially in Liverpool and

Preston, were consistent in directing their loyal, protestant

demonstrations at the Irish, who were catholic and associated
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with disloyalty to British authority. On only one occasion,

Preston, 1868, did an Orange-inspired mob ever attack an Irish

neighbourhood. But the Orangemen repeatedly pushed the

situation to the brink of outright provocation and there

was always tension, and sometimes violence, between English

and Irish whenever the Orangemen demonstrated. Religious

festivals, such as Whitsuntide, were other opportunities for

Orangemen and protestant bigots to taunt the Irish, who

made up such a high proportion of the catholics of Lancashire.

And the appearance of anti-catholic cum anti-Irish agitators

such as William Murphy could start trouble even when Whitsun-

tide and Orange parades were out of season. The amount of

overt anti-catholic opinion in Lancashire was never terribly

great during the whole of 1846-71, when considered altogether.

But when there was not open hostility to the Irish there was

a low opinion of them and a feeling that they were a ’race’

apart from Englishmen, which alienated two communities of

working people from each other.

In concluding this very important part of the story of

the Lancashire Irish, a brief discussion of some of the

conclusions arrived at in these last four chapters will

help answer some question about whether or not the immigrant

Irish were assimilating into the larger urban community

during 1846-71. Trying to measure social assimilability

and assimilation of immigrant minorities in contemporary

urban society is an extremely difficult assignment, and

examining the question as an historical proposition multiplies

the intricacies. Although it is impossible to obtain approp-

riate data to investigate social integration in quantitative

terms, some useful indicators are available.

In this and earlier chapters we have seen the emergence

of circumstances which would seem likely to impede the

absorption of the Irish into the wider community. The

Roman Catholic religion of the overwhelming majority of

the Lancashire Irish did not, in itself, preclude increased

social contact and cordial relations with English people or
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the adoption of an urban English life style among the members

of the Irish community. But the ’alien’ catholic religion

of the Irish became a focal point for anti-Irish feeling and

this sectarianism became the principal expression of dislike

for the immigrants. Stephen Thernstrom found that separate,

denominational school systems in Boston helped to segregate

and alienate various parts of the city’s population from each
183

other. In Lancashire during the mid-nineteenth century

separate, denominational education was the only alternative

that the vast majority of people had for their childrens’

schooling. There is no direct evidence that separate schools

did any overt damage to the prospects of Irish absorption

intoLancashire community life, but denominationally

segregated schools did nothing to enhance communication and

understanding between the English and their immigrant

neighbours.

A detailed statistical study of whether or not Irishmen

and women married outside their religious group, would be

a great help in providing a body of data on Irish integration

into Lancashire urban society. The large amounts of

information required for large numbers of persons, over

several generations, as well as the need for the development

of a viable research technique, has so far prevented such

a study being carried out (see Introduction, p.3). But

we know that the catholic church opposed marriages between

catholics and members of other sects. The church did its

best to discourage ’mixed’ marriages by imposing liturgical

sanctions on such unions. Since the church was a very

powerful influence in the Irish community, it is possible

that it was able to deter many of those disposed to marrying

outside the church from doing so. But we saw in chapter 7

that attitudes among the Lancashire Irish towards religious

practice were very relaxed and it may be that this ecclesias-

tical stricture against marrying non-catholics had less

effect than it would have had in a community more scrupulous

183. Thernstrom, The other Bostonians, p.174
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about observing the letter of church law. Altogether, it

appears that religious differences, most obviously through

separate, denominational schooling, to some extent impeded

the assimilation of the immigrant Irish.

The Lancashire Irish community developed an internal

social life centred on its principal national institution,

the catholic church. A self-sufficing social orientation

within a rigid, ethnic circumscription would certainly make

social integration unlikely. But even though intracom-

munity social relations among the Irish were very important,

that social life was never so inflexible and all-embracing

as to prohibit the kind of latitude that would allow inter-

community social intercourse on a personal basis. Irish social

organisation was much less a problem than religious differen-

ces.

But a much greater impediment to the development of

smooth intercommunity relations that would foster easy

assimilation of an immigrant group was the widespread

antipathy, on national and religious grounds (one in the

same to an Irishman), to the Irish in urban Lancashire.

The most outspoken anatagonism came from protestant fanatics,

particularly the Orangemen. But anti-Irish sentiments were

disseminated through more discreet agencies than extremist

protestant lectures and Orange processions, particularly in

the local press. Such obvious anti-Irish feeling, whatever

its more obscure causes, was certainly calculated to produce

defensiveness and distrust in the Irish community. Probably

only relatively few Englishmen had an intense dislike of

Irishmen, but the influence of anti-Irish enthusiasts, such

as William Murphy, because it was so vocal, had a dispropor-

tionately injurious effect on the Irish and often made

intercommunal relations very tense, which could only obstruct

any general understanding and acceptance of each other between

the English and the Irish.

So far it would seem that the prospects for full

assimilation of Irish immigrants into Lancashire community

life during the mid-nineteenth century were not very encour-

aging. But there are several reasons for being more optimistic.

We have seen in chapter 3 that only in Liverpool and Widnes
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does it appear that residential segregation among the Irish

might have been a hindrance to assimilation. Even in Liverpool

and Widnes, where most of the Irish community was found

resident in specific areas, there is no conclusive evidence

which says that distinctive residential areas were necessarily

an obstacle to intercommunal communication and assimilation.

But as in the case of separate schooling, Little Irelands did

little to promote integration. Residential patterns among

the Irish elsewhere in Lancashire showed far more diversity

and must be discounted as serious barriers to social contact

between Irish and English. Also, as the size of Irish com-

munities, and town populations generally, increased with the

arrival of new immigrants and the addition of second and

third generation non-Irish-born persons, it was less and

less possible, even among a group with a strong propensity

towards overcrowding of dwellings, for the Irish community

to maintain ethnic residential areas. Later generations

were forced out of the old neighbourhoods by lack of living

space or by the desire to achieve a better standard of housing.

Even where relatively homogeneous Irish neighbourhoods did

exist they could only temporarily slow down assimilation.

A final consideration shows that, in very practical terms,

the Irish could not afford to segregate themselves socially

from the larger Lancashire community. The census book analysis

in chapter 3 reveals the absence of an Irish middle class

in Lancashire. Few Irishmen were professionals or owners

of commercial property. This means that the Irish were

dependent on the English community for their livelihoods.

Irishmen had to be employed by and work with Englishmen. An

entrenched attitude in the Irish community opposed to contact

with the English would endanger their chances of being

incorporated into the economic structure of industrial

Lancashire. We saw in chapter 3 that this was not the case.

Even if they were in a generally humble position in the

occupational hierarchy, they were very much a part of it.
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This basic element of dependence on the English community

for employment guaranteed that there would be at least the

minimal disposition on the part of the Irish to cooperate

and become part of Lancashire community life. And the

fact that there was work for everyone who came to Lancashire

shows that, though they might complain about them, the

English community was very willing to absorb the Irish into

the work force to maintain industrial growth.

It seems that the Irish in Lancashire adopted English

life style in dress and domestic habits fairly quickly after

immigrating, which removed a possible obstacle to assimila-

tion. The larger numbers of second and third generation

non-Irish-born members of the Irish community also reduced

differences between the English and Irish communities to a

minimum as distance from the experience of immigration

increased. Altogether, considering the negative and positive

sides of the question of assimilation, it appears that, as

the Irish and non-Irish parts of the population grew more

accustomed to each other and realised their interdependence,

the Lancashire Irish gradually became an integral part of

the larger urban-industrial community.



Part    IV

Political activity

Introducti on

Political activity among the Lancashire Irish during

1846-71 centred principally on two movements, the Irish

Confederates of the late 184Os and the Irish Republican

Brotherhood during the 186Os. The anti-corn law agitation

of 1840-6 and Daniel O’Connell’s movement to achieve the

repeal of the legislative union of Ireland and Britain had

considerable Irish support in Lancashire¯ But these move-

ments fall largely outside the scope of this study, because

the corn lawS were repealed in 1846 and O’Connell’s Repeal

Association, as well as O’Connell himself, had lost momentum

and support by 1846. The death of O’Connell in the spring

of 1847 brought an end to the Lancashire repeal movement and

left the Irish community there without an outstanding nat-

ional leader or a dynamic constitutional movement to support

in the name of Irish nationalism.

The restricted franchise qualifications excluded the

non-property-owning working class from voting and curtailed

their impact on national and local politics during the mid-

nineteenth century. This non-voting population included the

overwhelmingly working-class Irish community. Not having a

vote and being newcomers to England, the Irish generally did

not identify with English politics, in the towns where they

lived or at Westminster. Even though they had, with few

exceptions, left Ireland permanently, they still found Irish

affairs more relevant and interesting than English political

issues. The Irishman who made himself prominent in local

political circles was the exception and would be a middle-class

professional or trader. John Denvir of Liverpool would
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certainly have noted any Irish participation in Lancashire

politics during 1846-71, but nothin~ appears in his history

of Irish immigration into Britain (1892), or in his auto-

biography (1914) to suggest any such activity. Irish

support for the socalled independent Irish party of the

1850s was passive in Lancashire; and only one Irishman

stands out in local Lancashire politics~ A.B. Dromgoole,

the St Helens newspaper proprietor (see charter 9). Irish

interest and participation in constitutional, moral force

politics languished for three decades until the mid-1870s,

when an expnnded franchise and a stron~ leadership made

the Lancashire Irish community an impressive political

organisation. But, as with the repeal a,~itation of the

1840s, the Lancashire Irish mobilised themselves politically

on Irish issues durin~ the 1870s and 1880s, not English

domestic issues.

But the absence of a forceful constitutional movement

during 1846-71 did not preclude the possibility of Lancashire

Irishmen enga~ing in nationalist politics. Some were

attracted to the Irish Confederate movement durin,~ 1847-8,

after the decline of O’Connell’s movement. Unfortunately,

while we know something about the Lancashire Confederates

in their dealings with the English Chartists, the l~ck of

access to local police files makes our knowledge of the

Lancashire Confederate movement itself sketchy and incomplete.

A more popular Irish political organisation was the Irish

Republican Brotherhood of the 1860s and the availability

of police files in Lancashire, Dublin and London make it

possible to produce a good profile of that grouo.



Chapter ii

The Irish Confederates and the Chartists

Any discussion of the Irish Confederate movement in

Lancashire focuses on the year 1848 and is set against

the background of the British Chsrtist movement, ’the first
1great working-class movement in the history of the world’.

The Irish Confederation was the creation of the Youn~ Ireland

movement within O’Connell’s Repeal ~%ssociation, who became

impatient with ’the Liberator’s’ moderation and seceded from

his orgsnisation. The Confederates were constitutionslists,

but they were intransigent nationalists who wanted more

vigorous steps towar0s Irish inclependence than O’Connell

was prepared to take. They remained basically non-violent
2and would only sanction recourse to arms a l~st resort.

The loosely-organised Confederation had sister bodies in

Liverpool and Manchester-Salford. The activities of these

Lancashire Confederates brought them the most attention dur-

ing the brief period February-August 1848, after which the

organisation disappeared. The Confederates’ six months of

activity coincided with the last surge of working-class

enthlsi~ sm for the Chartist movement. ’Urban distress at

home and urban revolution abroad alike seemed to help the

Chartist revival. ,3 The Chartists and Confederates were

distinct political groups, but an understanding of Chartism

is essential before the role of the Confederates in

Lancashire durin~T 1848 can become clear.

Britain’ s rapid industrialisation-urbanisation during

the first half of the nineteenth century was o. ~i~maying

experience for working people accustomed to smaller towns

or rural life.

i. J.T. Ward, Chartism (London, 1973), p.ll
2. Lyons, Ireland since the famine, pp 106-7
3. Ward, op.cit., p.199



The concentration of l~r~e numbers of people at work and at
home was producing and provoking new social attitudes. In
place of the old hierarchy of interlocking pyramids of
’orders’, ’ranks’ and ’stations’ there ~rndual]y developed
the notion and vocabulary of ’classes’, differentiated by
economic interests rat~ler than here@itary caste. Inevitably,
this change of outlook occurred with varying speed and
intensity in different trades and districts. But it was
becoming a fact of life with potentially vast results on
social and politics] attitudes. 4

The self-propelled development of industry, which created

a working ’class’ to man it, went on unre:~ulate~ end seemed

to promise workers only subsistence wages sad poor living

conditions. The multifaced political movement which aligned

itself under the convenient generic of Chartism was the

attempt of the working-class to ~ain some control over

the way the new urban-industrial society affected their

lives by winning a fair share of political power.

Probably Chartism’s most distinctive ouality was its

heterogenous composition; and durin~ the 183Os and 184Os

Chartism ’held an umbrella over a host of causes’. Varying

local and regional influences and experiences brought

working people into the Chartist fold. ’Chartism was never

a monolithic movement.’ Current industrial conditions and

distress, of course, had an important affect on Chartism’s

aims and tactics. But there was a strong element of tradition-

alism involved too.

4. Ibid., p. 46; Donald Read, ’Chartism in Manchester’
in Asa Briggs (ed.), Chartist studies (London, 1959), pP 40-1
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0hartism’s boundaries were moulded by s real or alleged past
as well as by a myriad of complaints about the present and a
host of dreams for the future. As a result, the Chartist
empire was vast. Its sun for a time flickered over millions
of workin~ people. 5

Chartism centred mainly on the winning, of e~ual

political rights for all British subjects, (n demand embodied

in a six-point charter which was presented to parliament

three times (1839, 1842, 1848). But workin~ men in the cotton

districts of Lancashire were less concerned with memorials

to parliament than with the alleviation of immediate

grievances. The ~rowth of Ch’:~rtism in Lsnc~shire durin~

the 1830s was rooted in a ’bitter industrial exoerience

and above all on the glarin~ class divisions between masters

and operatives’. Lancashire had a tradition of working-class

radicalism which dated from the early years of the nineteenth

century. The spirit of Luddism, trade unionism and Peterloo

had been reinvi~orated durin~ the 183Os b,v camosi ,~ns to

improve in~llstri" I conc]itions, to op ose the new poor Inw

and to complain s~ainst v.,orseninT unem~)]oyment ~nd hnrdship

in the later years of the decade. This ]ono~ opposition to

socio-economic liberalism was the backdrop to Chsrtism in the

northwest of Eng]<~nd.6 Despite Chsrtism’s failure to achieve

its minimum political demnnds, Lancashire wor]~in~ men remain~.d

very loyal to the movement during the early 1840s because the
7

Charter ~ave them ~ focus for I~:~: ~.d ~=:i~, ~ oclion.

Indeed, hope and honest belief remained Chartism’s only
real strength....The most impressive and movin~ aspect of
Chartist history wos that, despite all its charlatans,
cowards and crooks, the movement retained the devoted loy,~Ity
of so many working men. At the he~rt of this support lay
Chartism.s social concern for northern workers. 8

Chartism’s inability to achieve any of its ever-chan~in~

goals was due i;o local variations in emphasis and a badly

5. Ward, op.cit., p.12; J.L. ancl B. Hanlmond, The A~e of the

ChartistsT 1832-54 : A study of discontent (]~ondon, 1930), p.273
6. Ward, op.cit., p.99

~eAsa Briggs, ’The local bmckground o[’ Ch rtism’ in Asa Brig,s
d,), Chariest studies, ].25

8. Ward, op.cit., p.170
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divided leadership. After the presentation of the second

charter in 1842 and serious riotin~ in many no~-thern towns,

caused by the hsrdships brou,~ht by a continuin~ industrial

recession, Chartism went ¯into a decline. Arrests of many

leaders, and internecine feudin~ amon~z those who remained

outside of gaol, as well as a steady improvement in the

economic situation sapped much of Chartism’s support after

1842. ’The all-important economic stimulus to Chartism had
.10been removed. Chartism was the creed of hard times.....

The movement remained in the doldrmms until 1847, when

another economic slump inspired renewed discontent among

working men, which was led by one of the most formidable of

all the Chartist leaders, who since 1842 had been ’free to
ll

organise Chartism to his taste’ Feargus O’Connor

O’Connor is an Lmportant personality to consider in trying

to fit in Lancashire Irish into the political scene of the

1840s.

Feargus O’Connor was a protestant landowner from Co. Cork

and came from a family which was ’Irish, revolutionary and

believed itself to be royal’.12 Even though O’Connor was

a landowner, he always identified closely with radicalism

and supported rural and urban working people in their demands

for social justice. At a Cork reform meetin~ in 1831 he

publicly announced his support for universal suffrage, annual

parliaments, the ballot and the reT)ea] of the Irish union

with Britain.13 He was elected to parli~ment in 1832 ’as the

representative of the Roman Catholic peasantry’ and several

years later became involved in a~itation against the new

English poor law.14 O’Connor’s ego was all ~ut insatiable and

his liking for enthusiastic applause made him an incurable

public speaker who would say nearly anything to please a

crowd, whether he meant it or not. But beneath the excited

words there was a ’serious political purpose’. ’O’Connor

sincerely, if simply, believed in the need for repeal of the

I0. Donald Read, op.cit., 0.56
ll. Ward, op.cit., p.170
12. D. Read and F. Glasgow, Fear~s O’Connor: Irishman and
C_hartist (London, 1961), p.14
13. Ibid., p.26
14. Ibid., p.31; Ward, op.cit., p.69
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Irish union and later in the need for achievement of the
Chartist six points.’15 He easily found his way into the

Chartist agitation and became the most popular fi~ure to

the working people of the north of England. To achieve

rsdical chan~e in both England and Ireland, O’Connor hoped

to be the master link between Irish and English working men,
16which would forge an alliance of irresistible strength.

In particular, he hoped to enlist the suoport of the Irish

TOlivin~ in England for ~n~llsh working-class demands.

Other leaders durin~ the 183Os and early 184Os tried to

excite interest in the unity of working-class En~]ishmen and

Irishmen in the pursuit of change in Ireland and England.

But Ireland and the Irish ’did not arouse runny En~lish

proletarian passions ’ .17 Sympathy. for the Irish was some-

times over-ridden by suspicions that they were wa~e-de~ressin~

blacklegs. So a]to~ether, ’talk of working-class collaboration
18between English and Irish workers was to cut little ice’.

Still, the Chartist leadership consistently advocated the

Irish cause. Throughout the 183Os and 184Os, O’Connor

never lost hope in the possibility of the Irish in England,

English working men and Irish tenant fathers and labourers in

Ireland joining in a massive a~itation for reform.19 But

this hope was never to be achieved. For one thing. Daniel

O’C0nnell, the Liberator, detested anything to do with

Feargus O’Connor, as he did all thin~s very radical, and this

early opposition obliterated O’Connor’s influence in Ireland

and severely limited it among the Irish in England.

The breach with O’Connell forced O’Connor to become, during
the Chartist years now approachin,~, almost exclusively an
English political leader. Yet O’Connor’s persistent dream
throughout these years was to be an Irish leader also. 20

Later, when O’Connor and Chartism were in full swing, O’Connor

offered to bury the hatchet and support O’Connell’s repeal

agitation. But O’Connell would not relent in his opposition

15. Read and Glasgow, op.cit., p.130
16. Ibid., p.49 17. Ward, op.cit., p.65
18. Ibid., p. 26, 19. Read and Glas~ow, op. cit., p. 49
20. Ibid., p.50
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to O’Connor,

a branch of
21expelled.

Iri shmen in

because

because

such as

state -

and when O’Connor and Bronterre O’Brien joined

the Repeal Association he mr~de sure they were

O’Connell also went out of his way to prevent

En,Tland from supporting Chartism, not only

of his personal dislike for the leadership, but

he feared that a popular working-class movement

Chartism threatened the ’groundworks of the social

the protection of property and the institutions of

the country’ 22 The influential catholic cler~Ty, who

supI:orted O’Connell and 8istrusted Chsrtism, also ur~,ed the

Irish to oppose O’Connor and the Chnrtists.23 So rather

than supportin~ a movement designed to defend their interests,

as well as those of English workin~ men, O’Connell’s Irish

supporters were sometimes found @isrupt~o~ Ch,:rtzst meetings.I     r.I
¯

In the absence of any significant Irish ir~ni~rant support,

the principal Irish influence on English Chartism durin~

1839-47 was Fear~us O’Connor¯ But in 1847 the appearance

of a new Irish political ali.~nment, the Irish Confederates,

once again raised O’Connor’s hopes of unitin~ Irish and

English working men in a single movement for a radical chan~e.

24

Liverpool with its large Irish population and the

principal point of communication with Ireland, had an

active Irish Confederate club. The Liverpool Confederates

came to prominence in Liverpool durin,~ early Aoril 1848,

following the February insurrection in Paris and the apparent

fulfilment of O’Connor’s long-held dream of an Irish-Chartist

alliance at ~,~anchester on St. Patrick’s day 1848, which sh~l

be discussed later in this chapter¯ The third Chartist

petition was due to be presented in London on i0 April, and

the local Irish Confederates organised a meetin~ at the

Ziverpool ~usic Hall, Bold Street, on 7 Aoril in support of

¯ ¯ ’O’Connor, O’Connell and the21 Ibid., p.123; J H. Treble,
attitudes of Irish immigrants towards Chartism in the north
of England, 1838-48’ i;~ ~¯J¯ ]mLt ~ !.’. C[ r: (,d.), The

_Victorians and social protest (Newton Abbot, 1973)-7p.42

¯ ’The Irish influence on the22. Cited in R O’Higgins,
Chartist movement’ in Past and Present, no. 20 (Nov 1961), p.87;
Treble, op.cit., p.42
23. Treble, op.cit., pp 48-9
24. Ward, op.cit., p.lS4; ~ead and Gl,os~ov,, op.cit., P.93;
Treble, op.cit., pp 54-5
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the Chartist demands and the Irish nationalist cause. The

meetin~ was addressed by 14athew Somers, a Confederate, and

Dr Lawrence Reynolds, an Irish Chartist and Confederate

supporter. Both speakers urged that En~lishmen and Irishmen

should unite in an armed insurrection to establish s n English

republic and an independent Ireland, which caused a great deal

of excitement smon~ the audience.25 Another meetin~ of

3-4,000 persons was held in Oueen Souare on ]O April to

coincide with the large London demonstr~tion, where Dr. Reynolds

spoke in favour of the people’s charter and abolition of the
26

Irish union with Britain.     It seemed Reynolr]s had been

able to generate a good deal of enth~.’i .... and he hoped to

maintain it by c~llin~ another meetin~ for 12 ADril. But

The Chartist meeting announced at the close of the last
assembly of that class of politicians for last evening
proved a failure. But a few hundred idle va~abonds attended,
and not even one speaker was present to relieve the nausea of
the public mind. The vigilance of the authorities did not
slumber, however. 27

Reynolds had better luck on 14 April at the ~usic Hall,

where he advised his l:i t~;~ ~.:: to prepare for a battle that

he was certain was imminent. He also did some sdvertisin~
28for cut-price weaponry, available through him.     The

largest meetin~ of all was held durin~ the followin~ week

and was attended by an estimated i0,O00 Dersons on the shore

of the Mersey Estuary. The size of the demonstration worried

the police, but Reynolds advocated Irish freedom in moderate

tones and the gathering dispersed peacefully.29 On 25 April

’two of the sword pike andMichael. Doheny and John Mitchel,

rifle ~entry from the sister country’, arrived in Liverpool

from Dublin to address meetings in Lancashire. A meeting

was immediately announced by placard for that same evening

in a hall in Newin~ton Souare. ’Short as the notice was,

Newington was crowded with the lower classes of Irish for

an hour before the time appointed for commencin~ the proceedin.~s.’

25. The Times, iO Apr 1848
26. Lp0o! ~ercury, II Arp 1848
27. The Times, 14 Apr 1848
28. Lpool ~;lerqury, 18 Arp 1848
29..The ’~imes, 22 Apr 1848
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The Newington hall was too small for the numbers who

gathered to hear the Confederate leaders. The meetin~ was

adjourned to Queen S~uare, where an audience of ’hundreds’

gathered. ’Doheny’s speech was in the usual strain of

violence and republicanism.’

He repeatedly called upon the people to arm, arm, arm, and
he counselled the buyin~ of pikes and rifles, lie said that
a man walked the streets more proudly, and could enforce
his requests more firmly, when he carried a rifle in his
hand; and when he had a memorial to present to the Queen,
or a petition to the IIouce of Commons, the nossession of
rifles caused the memorial or petition to h~ve considerably
greater weight.

Dr Reynolds, ’ of short-sword-for-sevenpence notoriety’

also made a few brief remarks. John Mitchel did not attend

the meetin~ because he had returned to Dublin.30 There was

only one other Confederate meeting of any importance held

in Liverpool after that of 25 April. On ll June Dr Reynolds

addressed a peaceful meetin~ on a beach near Bootle.31

Since all these meetings were held under the ausoices of

the Irish Confederates, it is interestin,~ to note that only

at Doheny’s 25 April meetin~ was there ~ny mention of the

audience bein~ mainly Irish. Chartism had never been a

very potent force in Liverpool, but still it had some support

there. From March 1848, Confederates and Chartists were

sharin~ platforms and advocatin~ each other’s causes, and

it is reasonable to suppose thr~t remainin~.~ Enxlish Chartist

supporters in Liverpool would attend Confederate demonstrations,

esoecially since no Chartist-led demonstrations were held

during this time in the town. The fact that the leading

Chartist in the town, Dr Reynolds, had taken up the

Confederate cause makes this supposition seem more likely.

Press notices of Confederate gatherings usually described

them as ’Chartist-Repeal’ meetings, which indicates attendance

by Englishmen and Irishmen together. So it appears that

30. LDool Courier, 26 Apr 1848
31. The Times, 12 June 1848
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what support the Confederates were able to muster in

Liverpool was drawn from both the English and Irish

communi ties.

We have seen that the Liverpool Confederates regularly

spoke in favour of armed rebellion, and that Dr ’Short-sword-

for-sevenpence’ Reynolds offered to stock the revolutionary

armoury. The details of Reynold’s operation came to public

notice in a curious way. Reynolds, described in the press

as a ’Chartist ironmon~<er’, went to the local magistrates court,

and addressin,~ l\,ir, Rushton, said he had s. compl~int to
make against four /police/ officers and an inspector for
having entered and taken possession of his shoo, and thereby
to put a stop to his business.

Reynolds claimed that he kept an ironmon~er’s shod in Leeds

Street and that the police officers remained in his shop for

nearly five hours. The police ’would not state by whose

authority they were acting’. When asked by the magistrate

what sort of ironmongery he was engaged in, Reynolds told

him ’small swords, etc ’ ¯ @

The police officers stated that they thought that there

was going to be a disturbance in front of Revnold~s shop

because the Doctor had appeared at his door with a sword

in his hand. Reynolds had twenty-six dozen o~ this ’soecies

of knife’¯ He had announced the price of the sword, 7d., to

those who were gathering outside, and when asked what it could

be used for he answered: ’Their use is to cut bacon, or

anything you like.’ The policemen added that Reynolds

offered pistols and blunderbusses at 7s. and ~uns with

bayonnets for 15s. The police had to clear the mob which

had gathered because many residents of the area had become

alarmed. The magistrate reprimanded the policemen for

overstepping their authority by occupying Reynold’s shop,

but said that he understood that it was a ’matter of extenuation’

that involved a blatant revolutionary. Rushton then severely

condemned Reynolds and all like him.32 Reynolds had won his

32. Lpool Courier, 26 Apr 1848
z
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complaint a~ainst the police; and the decision apparently

lent tacit legality to Reynold’s efforts to arm the workin~

class of Lancashire.

There were other weaoons in circulation amon~ radicals in

Liverpool.

Yesterday two specimens of the pikes recommended for use
by the physical-force repealers of Irelan@ were shown at the
Exchange newsroom. One of them is a blade about a foot lon~,
apparently made of well-tempered steel. The other is of a
similar shape, with the addition of a hook, which might be
applied in certain cases where a thrust from the Dike would
not be available. Both are dan~erous-lookin~ weanons, and
much more likely to do injury than the 6~d. cutlasses of the
Chartist ironmonf, er ~eynolds. 33

After the appearance of these weaoons there was no apparent

Chartist-Confederate activity in Liverpool for some weeks.

But several supporters achieved a brief notoriety. One

’rough-looking’ man was char~ed in ~ay 1848 with drunkenness

and threatenin~ violence.

He had, it appeared, when tipsy, taken an unaccountable
offence at a neighbour, and pursued him into his house vrith
a sword, threatenin~ to cut him down. He struck the weapon
(one of the sugar-cane cutters vended by Dr Reynolds) at
the door, when it splintered into three pieces. 34

Another Confederate sympathiser was arrested for bein~ drunk

and disorderly and shouting: ’Hurrah for Smith O’Brien and

repeal’’ The magistrate tol@ him that ’Mr Smith O’Brien

has made a gre~t fool of himself, and so have you. Go away,

and don’t come here again.°35 But the lock of obvious

activity did not mean that somethin~ was not ~oing on, and

the authorities were keepin~T a close watch on this covert

nov em e n t.

The openness of the physical-force Confederates and

Chartists in their threats of violent insurrection to secure

their aims had made it easy for local and ~overnment authorities

to monitor their activities. Indeed, Reynold’s sword

manufactory was hardly a secret business. But the failure

of the April Chartist demonstration in London, which the

33. Lpool Mercury, 28 Apr 1848
34. Lpool Courier, 17 May 1848
35. ~ooi Courie.r, 28 Jun~ 1848
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groups that more careful plannin~ for a rebellion was

needed¯ A plot was hatched, the details of which remain

obscure, for a Chartist-Confederate risin~ in the north

of England, organised chiefly from Manchester. It appears

that the Confederates were more heavily involved than the

Chartists, and st Liverpool the risin,~, was sn entirely

Confederate affair. At first, the date for a risin~ was

set for 12 June, but it was put back to 15 August.36 The

organisation of this rebellion was never very formidable,

but the government moved a<ainst the Liverpool Confederates

in late July.

On 22 July a man named Joseph Cuddy, who was a lod~Ter

in Dr Reynold’s house, was arrested for possession of pikes¯

Cuddy freely admitted responsibility for the pikes and said

that he acted as salesman for Reynolds. He thought that

there was nothing illegal in sellin,~ the weaoons because of

the implicitly favourable result of Reynold’s court action

the previous April. Cuddy added that he had no idea of what

the pikes were intended for and thought that tl,cy were too

large for use in a rebellion. Another men, J~,m,~.~. O’Brien,

was also arrested for possession of pikes, a ~un and some

ammunition. A letter was also seized, which was

of such nature as to more than confirm the evidence of the
officers. The letter contained important inte!ligenee as to
the movements of the repealers in other towns in this country,
and whilst it will be of use in evidence a~sinst the prisoners,
it will, at the same time, be the m~ans of givin~ timely
warning elsewhere.

It was also stnted that O’Brien had been seen hawking

’treasonable prints’ 37 Cuddy was committed to trial for

treasonable conspiracy a fortni~.ht later, but O’Brien was

released on bail while further evidence was collected.38

He too was committed to trial a week later, when he was charged

with making a seditious speech which advocated violence to

secure the freedom of John Mitchel and Ireland.39

36. Read and Glasgow, Fear.~us O’Connor, DO 137-8
37. Lpool Courier, 26 ~Y’1848
38. ~ooi courier, 16 Au~ [848
39. L_pgol Courier., 23 Au< 1848
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The police could not locate Dr Reynolds nn~v~vhere in

Liverpool. Some months l~ter it was learned that when

Reynolds heard that a warrant had been issued for his

arrest he made his way to Swansea, via ]!irkenhesd and

Birmingham, anrl then sailed to New York.40

The arrest of Cuddy, O’Brien end several other men

caused considerable excitement in Liverpool. It was

reported that the town authorities had ’sood reason’ to

believe that a rebellion was ’intended’ in connection with

the insurrectionary movements in Ireland’. The Liverpool

Courier ~ave its interpreLation of the nature of the plot.

It is well knovau to the authorities th:~t clubs for the
purpose of armin~T an organisation are f:ost formin,~, in
various parts of the town, end that nightly meetin, Ts are held
at which the most seditious lany~ua~e is used and the most
treasonable objects avowed. The idea entertained by the
promoters of these clubs is, we believe, that by risin~
in Liverpool, Glas~ow and other places, whenever a rebellion
breaks out in Ireland, troops, instead of bein~ ~,~, ;,ero(~r; t}~e
water, will be kept at home to put do~,nq disturbances, and
thus the forces of the government in Ireland will be consider-
ably weakened. It is stated that here clubs to the number
of fifty have been established; that they number one hundred
men each. The subscription of each member is one shilling
a week. The money is spent in the ourchase of firearms. 41

In a attempt to d~oJnpen the ardour of would-be

revolutionaries, the Courier gave up a ~reat deal of space

to an account of the considerable security precautions which

had been taken in the town, ineludin~ the news that the

Liverpool police were under~oin,~ intensive trainin~ with

firearms and cutlasses, on orders from the Home Office.

Annoyed and fati~ued by extra drill and extra duty, they/the I~olic~L’

have arrived at the state of mind when they will prove
formidable opponents, if at once let loose upon a rebellious
mob. Their hearts are in their work, and they seem determined,
at all hazards, to protect the oesce of the town, and the
safety of the unoffending and orderly inhsbitants.

The police force was bein~ expanded from 800 to 1,300 men,

and during 28 July-31 Au~ust, 329 extra constables were

40.Lpool Courier, 15 Nov 184-8
41. Lpool Courier, 26 July 184-8
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42
appointed. 700 army pensioners, 20,OOO special constables

and a military force, backed by artillery, were held in

reserve, i,OOO dock workers were armed to defend shipping

in the port and all public buildings were quarded night

and day. A ’body of men who have been much misrepresented

and unjustly aspersed’, the Orangemen, who were more accust-

omed to disturbing the peace than preserving it, called a

meeting and offered their assistance to the local authorities

’in maintaining order in the town’. The Courier assured its

readers that any uprising ’must result in the discomfiture
43

of the ruffians who dare attempt to set the law at defiance’.

Despite these extensive precautions, some Liverpudlians

were convinced that they would only be secure from the des-

igns of the bloodthirsty Irish Confederates if the coercion

legislation which applied to Ireland was extended to include

Liverpool. Several leading citizens sent off a petition to

the Home Office requesting a Liverpool coercion act.

Your petitioners, deeply sensible %o the urgent necessity of
such a measure as being applicable to the present melancholy
condition of that portion of Her Majesty’s dominions, do,
nevertheless, feel that Liverpool, from its contiguity to
Ireland, and containing, as it does, in its population so
large a proportion of Irish, who are known to sympathise with
the disaffected in their own country, ought to be included;
and it having been ascertained that they are already organised
in clubs and arming, your petitioners, therefore humbly pray
that your honourable house will extend to this important sea-

port town a similar measure, accompanied with that permanent
military protection which has been so long afforded to the
other large and important towns of the United Kingdom. 44

But the government was unconvinced of the need for a coercion

(Liverpool) act.

The most alarming occurrence of the last week in July

had nothing to do with a bloody insurrection of Confederate

firebrands. On 29 July, 500 Liverpool dock labourers were

dismissed from their jobs because they refused to be sworn

42. Lpool, watch cttee, minutes, 28 July-31 Aug 1848 (LCL,

MIN/WAT/I/4, pp 483-506)
43. Lpool Courier, 26 July 1848
44. Lpool Courier, 26 Ju]y 1848
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in as special conctables. It is not stated whether or

not the men were Irish, but since many Iris?umen, who would

be reluctant to act as s-oecials a<ainst other Irishmen,

worked alon~ Liverpool’s docks, most of them were probably

Irish. It was feared that unemployed lebourers would start

trouble and police and military were held in readiness to

disperse them. There were no disturbances, and some of the

men agreed to become soecials in order to re~ain their jobs.45

Otherwise, the town was very ouiet. During- August the

police made more arrests and seized more arms. On ii August

the police found 500 of Re.vnold’s ’cane-cutters’ in a
46

cellar beneath a nublic house in Atherton Street.     Later

in the month a Dr ~/lurohy was arrested because in his house

was found a large memorandum book, contninin~ minutes
of the club meetings, directions, etc. In a clock case
a musket was discovered. Further search led to the finding,
of a pike head, a placard callinF the people to or~anise, etc.

Murphy was also committed for trial.47

There was no riotin~o," or bloodshed in 1848, despite some

efforts at organisin,~ a rising by some militant leaders of

the Irish Confederate movement. One reason that an outbreak

did not occur was the excessively tiRht security provided

by the police and military. But, more importantly, a

rebellion requires numerous participants if it is to be

anything more than idle conspiracy. Nilitant leaders must

have someone to lead. Such support was absent in Liverpool,

as it was in Ireland, because people, and particularly Irish

immigrants, had many other problems to occupy their minds and

too many other uses to put their money towards. In 1848 the

Lancashire Irish, and most En~lishmen, were interested in

reform, but not in rebellion.

The trials of the Liverpool Confederates took place at the

South Lancashire Assizes, Liverpool, in ~ecember 1848. Ten

men, includin~ Cuddy, O’Brien .?rid Nurph.v, were indicted on

45. Lpool Courier, 2 Aug 1848
46. l~reston Guardian, 12 Auc 1848
47. Lpool Courier, 2~ Aug !~,~S
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nine counts of conspiracy.

The general charge was, thst the prisoners consDired to
send arms to Ireland, to be used in the breach of the peace,
and opposing the execution of the laws for the purpose of
insurrection and tumult; that they did so aid the conspiracy
by sendin~ the said arms, and that they incited them to
raise an insurrection in England, for the purpose of obstruct-
ing the execution of the law.

All ten accused pleaded not ~uilty.48 Nine of them were

convicted. Cuddy was imprisoned for a year on ?cod behaviour

for a further year. O’Brien was sent to ~aol for six months

and Nurphy for three months.49    Four other Confederates

were sentenced to two years in prison anti two years ~ood

behaviour. These sentences, and Cuddy’s, were most severe

because they had actually incited people to ermed rebellion

against the ~ueen at v~rious meetinffs.50 After the completion

of the trials, the Irish Confederates in Liverpool broke up

entirely.

Widnes and St Helens were virtually untouched by either

Chartism or the Irish Confederates. Chnrtism was most

likely to catch on in older centres of dyins~ industries or

in new ’sin~le-industry’ towns. But it hs~ little appeal

in new industrial centres with diverse economies, such as

St Helens.51 Widnes’s first alkali plant was not even in full

operation in 1848, and its transformation into an urban-

industrial district was only beginnin?’, so Ch:~rtism found

little support there. But to be on the saf~ si@e, the

Lancashire Constabulary, who patrolled the Widnes-St Helens

area, were ordered to be in ’readiness to assemble at such

time and place ss may be deemed expedient should their

services be required to aid in the preservation of the

peace’.52 There was no threat of trouble in either town

in 1848.

Preston had ~ained a reputation as a centre of working-

class militance durin~ the 1830s and e~rly 184Os, but

48. Lpool Courier, 13 Dec 1848

49. Lpool Courier, 20 Dec 1848
50. Lpool ~ercury, 12 Dec 1848

¯ ’The local background o~ Chsrtism’51 Asa Briggs, , - , P.3
52. LC, general order boo~<, 9 June 1848 (LRO, ~LA, ,Jol.", lql%,
P. 157)
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enthusiam he8 flagged by 1848. Occasional Ch~rtist speakers

came to lecture, but the Confederates never mmde an

appearance in Preston.       I’!~, Chartists who came to

Preston were heavily influenced by Fesrgus O’Connor and

usually expressed sympathy with the Irish nationalist

movement.53 After the Chartist-Confe~erste alliance of

March 1848 one soeaker told s l:~r~e ~reston audience that

He was glad to find that the workinc clnsses of EnFlsnd
and Ireland were forgettin~ their former foolish, factious
feeling, and were unitin~ top, ether. The Irish had said,
’If you will go with us for "Ireland for the Irish" we
will go with you for the Charter’. 54

But all the meetings were peaceful an~ there were no

disturbances or evidence of a p]ot to foment rebellion

among the Irish or the En~lish. Preston was so auiet

that in 5,1ay 1848 a ’dutiful and loyal’ address was sent

to the Queen by the town council to offer ’hearty

congratulations upon the peaceable and satisfactory issue

of the wicked attempts recently made by disaffected men

to excite your ~iajesty’s subjects to acts of treason and

sedition’. Her Majesty was assured thnt even though all

Europe was engulfed by red revolution, ’from whose con-

tagious spirit even these favoured realms h~ve not been

entirely exempted’,

the inhabitants of Preston have, throu,~,h a lon~, continued
season of severe commercial de oression and distress,
remained laudably true and peaceful. Public order and
loyalty have been preserved, not by measures of coercion
or intimidation, but by a deeT)ly-rooted reverence and
affection towards your Majesty .... 55

Despite the ’laudably’ good disposition of the Preston

workinK class, the council thou~.ht it necessary to ban an

open-air meetin~ planned for 15 June. Another meetin~ was

held in a hall the followin~ day and one of the speakers

remarked that he ’entirely sympathised with John Mitchel,

53. Preston Chronicle, 14, Nov 1846; 5 Feb 1848; 15 Apr 1848
54. Preston Guardisn, 25 ~sr 1848
55. Berou~h of Preston, Proceedings of the Council7 1847-8
(HLP, Q352), pp 49-50



for whom three cheers were ~iven’.
56 This was the extent

of radicalism in Preston in 1848. But the most active

part of Lancashire durin~ 1848 was southeast Lancashire.

Several months of vigorous political activity and

intermittent violence began in southeast Lancashire in March

1848. On the mornin~ of 9 March ’a little Irishman, whose

name we have not lesrned, but who was dressed in a blue

frock coat, and a blue cap, hovin,~, a military appearance’

addressed a crov,d of more than 1,O00 persons in New Cross,

Manchester, and led them on a procession through various

streets of Ancoats. The crowd stopped in front of a mill

and called for the factory hands to come out to join them.

When none of the hands came out, a few panes of glass were

broken and they moved on. The Irishman a~sin addressed his

followers on the banks of the Rochdale Canal. He told the

crowd that he wanted them to form another procession ’for

the purpose of showing the middle classes that they, in all

their proceedings, were peacable and respectable’. But his

appeal for peace was not enhanced when he called for three

cheers for the French republic (heartily responded to), and

told the crowd that ’it only wanted the Irish to stir, and

it would not be six hours work for them’. The response to

this was: ’Turn out the mills’’ The Irishman convinced them

that they should form a procession to the mills, ’but that

no damage should be done’. At this point the crowd had

dwindled to about 400~mainly ’lads of from fifteen to twenty

years of age’. At Kennedy’s mill, Ancoats, the hands did not

join the crowd, but, rather, organised a defence of their

factory. They received a barrage of stones from the Irishman’s

followers and many windows were broken. There were scuffles

between attacking and defending operatives. At this ooint

the police arrived and charged the crowd. ~ore stones were

thrown and eiF, ht persons were arrested. The little Irishman

56. Preston Guardian, 17 June 1848
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vanished. It was rumoured that the ’lads and va<abonds’

who caused the riot would regroup at Stephenson Sauare,

but all remained quiet after the arrests.57

The 9 March disturbance had not been serious, but the

police in southeast Lancashire were put on their ~;usr~ . The

Lancashire Constabulary was ordered to be ready to respond

to emergency situations and divisional superintendents had

to submit

lists of such respectable and trusty oersons as may be able
and willing to oct as special or locsl constables in their
respective townships or districts should it be deemed
adviseable to concentrate the police constobles for the
better preservation of the peace or the repression of
disorders. 58

The Lancashire Constabulary also tried to limit the dsngers

of gunstniths’ premises beinz looted.

Superintendents are hereby directed to suggest to all
gunsmiths and other persons dealing in firearms within their
respective divisions the propriety of, for the present,
detaching the locks from all guns or stocks from the barrels,
and depositing them in seo~rate places for safety. 59

The Salford watch committee decided extra police were necessary

to ~rusrd a~,ninst the Manchester disturbances sDillinz over

into the neighbouring borough, and all the Ismpli~hters and

firemen were sworn in as special constables. The committee

also approved the appointment of fifty temporary police
6Oconstables.     But it seemed that the minor Manchester

outbreak was an isolated incident and the Manchester Guardian

complimented the local workers for showing ’the very best

spirit on this occasion’.

Considering the great privations which many of them have
recently endured, their patience and good disposition do
them infinite credit, and will not be for~Totten by their
employers. 61

Several days later a new phase of the working-class a,~itation

was inau~Turated in Manchester’s Free Trade Hall.

57. M/R .C.ourier, iI Nar 1848
58. T,O, general order book, 9 Mar 1848 (LRO, PLA, vol.2, 1757,
p.133)
59. LC, general order book, I0 Mar 1848 (LRO, PLA, vol.2, 1760,
P.134)
60. Salford, watch cttee, minutes, 1847-8, 9 Y, nr 1848 (SCL,
typescript, p.4)
61. ~/R Guardian, ii Mar ]348



In early 1848, a leading Dublin Confederate, John Mitchel,

became convinced that a social revolution was necessary in

Ireland, as well as national independence. But his new

militancy was not supported by the rest of the Confederate

leadership and he withdrew from the Council of the Confederation.

He started his own newspaoer and be~an to cdvocste an armed

insurrection to establish an Irish republic and smash Irish

landlordism. The r ~.i~ revolution of February 1848 led the

rest of the Confederate leadership to acknowled.~e armed

rebellion as a possibility and the ranks of the Irish
62Confederates began to close.     An important result of this

swin,w towards physical force was a rapprochement with the

Chartist movement. ~.~itchel in particular was attracted to

a Chartist-Confederate ’policy of cooperation based on the

self-interest of both Dsrties’.63 It a~oeared that the

apparently unbridgeable ~Tsp between EnF<lish Chartism and

Irish nationalism had at last narrowed. Even before Mitchel

finished his arrangements with the Chartists, local Confed-

erates and Chsrtists, esoecially at Nanchester, were making
64arrangements for joint action.

On St Patrick’s day a meetin~ was or~nnised at the

Manchester Free Trade Hall to formally announce the union

of the Chartist and Confederate causes. A placard was posted

around the town by the ’turbulent natives of the sister isle’.

Whatever may have been the original intention of our Irish
fellow-citizens, it would be futile to ~ttempt to say, but
the appearance of large plscards on the walls ere the riotous
proceedings of last week terminated announced pl~inly enough
the intention of some amongst them not to let so fsvourable
a period of public excitement pass by without makin~ an
attempt to get up a reoeal demonstration.

The placard announced ’about as choice a lot of political

firebrands from Ireland as have ever yet crossed the channel’

as speakers. William Smith O’Drien, Fear~.~us O’Connor, John

Martin, Patrick O’Hi~gins, John Mitchel and Thomas F. Mea~er

62. Lyons, Ireland since the fnmine, p.109
63. Treble, ’Attitudes of the Irish immi~Tsnts towards
Chartism’, o.65
64. Ibid., p.66
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were all to attend. Police precautions were taken against

a St Patrick’s day dist~trbance. The authorities found

they had an unexpected ally, the catholic clergy. A plocard

from the catholic priests of ~lanchester-Sslford was ex-

tensively posted throughout both towns. In an address to

the ’Irish catholics residing in the city of Manchester

and the borough of Salford’, the clergy assured their

parishioners that it was ’far from our wish to interfere

in party politics’, but

we are anxious to prevent our flocks in any way becomin~
parties to s movement h~ving a tendency to lead to a breach
of the peace, or likely to annoy the well-disposed portion
of our fellow citizens. We, therefore, earnestly implore
all catholics to refrain, for the present, from toking p~rt
in any procession or promiscuous meetin~q where large bodies
of men assemble. Our religion teaches us to obey the law,
and to respect the civil a1~thorities, and it would be
sinful for any person to take part in proceedings which the
law prohibits, or which the authorities pronounce to be
illeg~2 .....

The combined effects of the clergy’s postoral and the

obvious preparedness of the local police to deal swiftly with

any trouble m~de 17 March 1848 the most peaceful St. Patrick’s

day for many yenrs. The meetin~ at the Free Trade Hall was

attended by 8,O00 persons and several resolutions were passed.

0nly Nichael Doheny and Thomas F. Meagher attended with

Feargus O’Connor. Ireland’s right to self-government was

asserted; the act of union was condemned as ’criminal’;

unity of Irishmen, En~lishmen, catholics ~nd protestants was

called for to achieve Ireland’s freedom; and a congratulatory

address was sent to the French people. Altogether, this

meeting of incendiaries was very peaceful and orderly.65

Two days later Fear~us O’Connor appeared with Irish

Confederate speakers, includin~ John ~itchel, Michael Doheny

and Patrick O’Hi~ins, at sn outdoor meetin~ of 20,000 persons

at Oldham Edge. 400 special constables and six magistrates

waited at the Oldham ~ewn hall in case they were needed, but

65..~VR Courier, 18 ~lar 1848
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the large meetin~T was perfectly peaceful. ~,~ichael Doheny

stressed the unity of the Irish and English workin~ classes.

l’lhy should the En,;lish and the Irish be apart? Wh.ot interest
hod they separated from each other? .... There was no
distinction between people - Celts and Saxons had s right
to the same liberty, and by God’s blessin~ and their own
union they should have it.

Doheny warned the British govermnent that ’this was a time

of freedom throughout the world, that crowns were crumbling

and despots fallin~, and that this is a day for Irish freedom

and for English Chartism’. O’Connor added that the En,Tlish-

Irish alliance would help to remove ’the iron hoof of despotism
-~

off the privileges of the ~np.llsh and Irish people’. The

meetinT closed with the unanimous carryin~ of a resolution

introduced by Daniel Donovan, a ~anchester Confederate.

We believe the legislative union between Ln~land and Ireland
was brought about by fraud, bribery, intimidation, and
corruption, and that it has been the cause of st:Trvation,
misery and death; and, therefore, we are of opinion that
the time has now come when that union ought to be repealed;
and we hereby, therefore, pledge ourselves to assist our
Irish breth~.~,:, in the accomplishment of that desirable object.

The F/~anchester authorities thought the Chartist-Confederate

alliance might lead to trouble on IO April, the day of the

presentation of the third charter in London. For the benefit

of ’the timid, but more especially for those thoughtle.~s people,

who not unfrequently, on occasions of popular excitement, r~n

headlong into acts of insubordination and dan~er’, the police

publicised their preparations for possible violence. The

police force was increased to I,O00 men, 12,OOO specials had

been appointed and the military was standin~ by. 3,O00 of the

specials made up an ’elite’ Town Hall Guard for preventing

crowds reforming after the police had dispersed them.67 But

these extensive precautions proved unnecessary, ns the whole

of southeast Lancashire remained peaceful.

66

66. M/R Courier, 22 ~iar 1848

67. }.I/R Courier, 8 Anr 184.8



Neetin~s continued to be held in ~{anchester-S~Iford and

01dhm~ after IO April, where Irish-En,Tlish solidority wes
stressed.°8" At the Manchester People’s Institute on 17 April,

George Archdeacon, destined to be an importnnt feeder of

the Irish Republican Brotherhood in Lancashire, told an

audience of Eno~lishmen that ’when the people of Ireland had

achieved their ovm liberty, which, thnnk heeven, was not far

distant, they would assist the people of EnTland to :<et theirs

(cheers)’.69 On ii April a meetim7 of 1,500 persons assembled

at the City T~[usic I Iall ’in order to sympathi~e with those

Irish ~etriots, W.S. O’Brien, },[P, T.F. ~.’leagher, ~nd John r,{itchel,

in the present prosecution about to be carried on by the

government against them’. A aefence fun8 vms started to defray

legal expense, the proceeds of which were to be remitted to

the’Council of the Irish Confederstion, to be applied to the

service of the prosecuted ’ .70 But all the breve talk and

threatenin~ resolutions did not make the unity of the Irish

and English any more of a reality than it ha8 been before

~"ithe St Patrick’s day meetins. John : tchel nnd his supporters

were only one part of the Irish movement, nnd even they had

not adopted Chartist principles. The allinnce vdth O’Connor

and Chartism was only an expedient and any vitality the union

had came from the e~thusiasm of O’Connor and his followers.71

The Irish Confederates found Chartism offensive enou:~h, but they

were still less prepared to accept O’Connor’s leadership.

After the failure of the London demonstration the alliance

gradually disintegrated.72

As we saw in Liverpool, the more extreme elements among

the Lancashire Confederates were tryint~ to orgenise an armed

rising in the Nanchester area for the stammer of 1848. There

was more Chartist invo!vement in the plot eround ~,~anchester

68.
I0 Nay 1848; 20 Nay, 1848 _
69..N/R Courier, 19 Apr 184"8
70. .....
71. Read an’d G’l,~s~ow,- Fear flus O’Connor, p.130; O’Hi~,~ins~,~

N~/R Courieri 12 Apr 1848

influence on the Chcrtist movement’, pp °1-2
72.

.N/R Courier, 12 Apr 1848; 19 Apr 1848; 22 Apr 1848; 29 Apr 18~

’ I ri sh

Read and Glas~ow, on.e[t., p.130; Treble, on.cir., p.67
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than there was in Liverpool. Pikes an8 svzorSs ,’,,ere 2vsilnble

in southeast Lancashire for use in this insurrecti,~n. The

[.~anchester Courier came into possession ~f" one o,~" t_h~se ~.’~e~e,~ns

and sei.~’ed ::’. v.’elcome o<,r.~ortuni ty I-o ].)~r,tr~ tZ,e Irish/j               .- , , ¯ f _ ¯

Until very recently the only no’,:ice::~blo ; rticles of import
to this country from Ireland consisted o-[’ r,i.<s, e’.~.~s, poultry,

’~and butter, and now ~:nd then e.. sh6~.].~ of bo.~%rotters, of whom,
heaven kno::.,sj we stood little in. r:,~ed. Lr~tterly, however,
the industry of the country h~s fount] r, n<:w chpnnel, in the
manufacture of offensive weaoons, and to n s-pecimen of native
industry in this m~,nuf~cture our attention h~s been called. A
Friend of ours has sent us a veritable Irish pike, one of the

%r,.’raal Lztchel pattern’, imported into this country as a sample
of what can be accomplio’ ,_.ned by the hitherto supposed unskilful
Irish. The weapon in question is of Dublin m,,nufncture, and,
for the kind, no doubt an effective one; and we may add, for
the inspection of the curious in such m:otters, it will remain
some days on view at our office. 73

A shop similar to Dr ~{ej~:,-,~_dz’,~- Liverpool enter orise was ooened

in mid-~¢ay on the Rochdale Road in ~.!anchester by ~ man named

Downey. Crude cutlasses anti tyro-foot pike he:~@s were on s~le.

’The openin,T o:F Oo~mey’s shop cre,oted r, considerable sensation

in the nei,Thbourhood.’74 But the authorities were confident

enough not to ll,’-ve to move agsinc, t Downe:;.

John },itch.el was convicted of trenson onr] sentenced to

fourteen ye~rs tr:~nr~i,ortr~t[on in r,,Ic,v ].84°,J.    The resoonse in

southeast Lancashire was swift and vocal. 15,OOO persons

gathered on 23 ~{a.y at Oldham to hear the verdict on ~.itchel

and express their continued support.75 7,OOO Irish Confederates

and others met in Stevenson Sour~re on 29 .Uoy to ’hurl defiance

at the hell-born and bloodthirsty enemies of Jobm ~,!itchel, sn£

to express t}:eir determination to s:vense -the v.,roncs they have

done him’. The 300 members of the ’Nitchel Club’ entered the

square in procession and ,,,.’ere loudly applauded. George

Archdeacon, ’Secretary to the Irish Confer]crates in this city’

was the principal spe~]:er.76 The meetin~ was so successful

that Archdeacon hoped to or<~,anise another Cot 31 ~,lay in

Stevenson Square. Placards were sent to nll nei:~hbouring

to,ms to encourage protesters to conver:o;e on V, anchester in a

73.
74.
75.
76.

~/ R Courier, IO Nay 184-8
envir, T}’~’e Irish in Britain, pc

M/R Couri er, 27" l’,{a,y’ ’lg~ 1’8Clour. ’ 31

139-40
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massive demonstration.

This provec] too much for’ the ~,~enchester police. The

meetinz~ was banned by the ~.layor an~] the or~anisers were warned

not to attempt to hold it.77 The ~euthoritios were not only

concerned about ’disaffectec]’ groups o rrivin~.7 from all over

the northwest. A fortni~ht eerl_ier the Courier expressed

fears of distl.lrbnnces which h:~d nol:hin.: to ~]o ,..,ith Ire].~nrl,

John r.~litchel or Irioh ConfeJer,-’%e:~..

Yle r;re compelled to -U}le eonclucion l:h::.i; serious feL;rs m~,y
justly be entertainer] for the-oublic penc~e of th~ borough....
On all sides we finr] :<n~l he~r tell of sufferin,~., privetion, sn~
deep wretchedness, ,~,T~zrnv-ated in m~ny, w~,ry m~,ny inst~onees by
fever or low, linTerin~, v,astinx sickn~.ss, v,hich mkes its
abidin:< plt~.ce in l;he miser~ble homes oI f the I[I ] o o ~ . ~n{l Y.,retcheS,
clin{t’ing with loath-like tenocity to the rr~.’s in which they
are shroudecl. 78

Never, perhaps, within the memory of me.n hr~s this town been
in such a st~te of awful ~r~d overwhelmim,~ destitution. In some
districts, and we speak not li:ffht].y, the condition of the
poor is horrible; and instances of poverty, wretchedness, and
suffering have come to our ov.’n ],:nowledTe v.’hich may well make
humanity shudder. 79

The effects of the severe industrLol s].um~ of 1847-8 were

still bein,T felt by workin:2 people in Lanc~-~.shire, and the

conviction of Jolm I,{itchel could offer a convenient excuse

for releasing the tensions built up by destitution. The

police were very worried in ~,,~ay 1848.

I Notices of the bannin.o~ of the meetin:~s were sent to every

%o~m within m twenty-mile rn¢lius of ~\~anchester in an effort

to prevent demonstrators comin.~ on 31 may. Archdeacon answer-

ed with an a£dz.e.c;s to <<].i ’Irishmen and democrats within twenty

miles of I{isnchester’ which called upon supporters of the,

Confederates and the Charter to ignore the ban.

Need we remind you of the Free Trade Hall, of Oldhsm Edge,
of one hundred subse.~uent places of assembly, where you met
in your tens of thousands, ~n8 declared solemnl.y, before a

77. I~I/.R Courieir, 31 ~,{ay, 184-8
78. M/R Courier, 15 }~sy 1848
79. &I_I/R Cour_i.er, 22 &,~ay 184-8
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witnessin,T God, that if any brother in unha[:py Ireland was
struck foully down you would have s just retribution?....
Attend, then, in your thousands. Let all labour cease for
one day at least.... 80

The magistrates and police met throughout 30 Nay to prepare

for the worst. The military wss alerted, army pensioners

were called up and the Tovm Hall Guard was ,,~’,~<r~d to

scout the streets from early on 31 May. All ro,~ds were

watched and arrangements were made with constabularies in

other towns to send couriers to I,!anchester if any movements

from their towns were seen.

By the time the Courier reaches the hands of its re~ders, the
authorities wi[] be prepared to cope successfully with, and
to put down, even the most formidable attempt which seditious
folly may urge. 81

Only at Oldhsm was there any apparent determination to

support the ~,~anchester demonstration. On the ever, int,.     _ of

30 May, 7-8,OOO persons assembled in an open space near the

to~rn, Tommyfielc], and declared their intention to defy the

ban on the },[anchester meeting. It was decided to assemble at

5 AN the following morning for s marc?, to ~nchester. During

the meeting two Lancashire Constabulary officers were beaten
82up.

The entire security force of police and specials assembled

in ~’lanchester at 5 AM on 31 Nay. All the regular police were

armed with cutlasses. Everything was peaceful until II AN,

when a detective scout from Oldhsm reported the approach of

5,000 men, ’many having pikes and firearms’.    Troops in the

Manchester ,and Salford barracks were alerted and sixty armed

Manchester and Lancashire Constabulary policemen stationed

themselves across the I;~anchester-Oldham road. When the Oldham

marchers arrived at the cordon the police refused to allow them

to pass, and they withdrew to Failsworth to hold a meeting.

Immediately the Oldh~m demonstration left, I,OOO marchers

80.
81.
82.

M/R Courier, 31 Nay 1848
M/R Courier, 31 ~ay 1848
M/R C’our’ier, 31 Nlay 1848
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approached the police line from the Nanchester side. They

were led b~f a shoemaker called Flynn, who had been prominent

at Chartist-Confederate meetings in Salford. The crowd

’brandished pikes and sticks’. Flynn told the police that

his group wished to p~ss on to join the Oldhamers at Failsworth.

He was told that armed oersons would not be n l lowed through.

’They approached peaceably and the Dikes ond sticks seemed to

have vanished.’ But a few moments earlier a mounted special

had his horse piked anti was hit on the head by a stone. One

man was arrested for possession of ~ Dike ~n~1 the rest were

allowed to ~o to Failsworth. Short]y ~fter the Manchester

protesters marched off, a troop of cavalry p~ssed the police

barrier on their way to disperse the F~-~ilsworth ~athering.

For some reason the cavalry coul~ not locate the meetin~ and

returned to ~nchester without makin~ contact. When the

Manchester marchers returned from Failsworth that evening

eight men were arrested for possession of pikes, and a
83number of heavy sticks were seized as well.

The ~anchester police kept the site of the proposed

monster meeting, Stevenson Snuare, occupied all day. A

procession of about 500 persons approached the sauare from

the direction of Ancoats, but the police presence induced them

to turn back. Placards were circulated announcing that the

meetin~ was adjourned to Failsworth, but there was no apparent

general movement of demonstrators towards Oldham. A steady

rain helped to keep people off the streets. At around 6 PM

the military withdrew to barracks and the police be~on to

relax. But at 6.30 the factories began to empty and before

long 20,000 persons had gathered in the streets leadin,~ into

Stevenson Squnre. The crowd began pullin,~ up pavin~ stones

and they pelted the police in the s~uare. The authorities

ordered the police to clear the streets, which was accomplished

by a series of baton char~es. Disturbances continued in the

Ancoats and New Cross areas as rioters demanded that the

Chartist leaders and George Archdeacon be lynched as traitors

83. M/R Courier, 3 June 1.848
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to the working-class cause for backing down in the f~ce of

police resistance. Early the next morning a procession of

200 protesters from Stockport was turned back at the Nanchester

borough limits. A few supporters from Ashton-under-Lyne

and Stalybridge entered the town on both days. There were

a few disturbances in New Cross on the evening of 1 June,

but these were not serious. Several persons were arrested

on both nights for having arms or disturbing the peace.
84Major trouble ha@ been averted in Manchester.

Oldham experienced much more serious violence. Demonstrators

began reassembling in Tommyfield at about 5 AM on 31 M~:~

to march on Manchester. At 6 AM they went through the town

to stop the mills which had started working.85 At least a

dozen factories were entered and the hands turned out. The
86

plugs of the boilers were ~rawn in most of them.     The

marchers reassembled in Tommyfield at 9 AM to prepare for

their advance on Manchester. A man called Edward McCabe was

heard to advise those going to Manchester ’to take something

with you to protect yourself in case you are attacked’.87

After their fail~re to enter ~anchester the Oldhamers were seen

’returning very much cooled down by the drenching rain and
88

by the measure of success they had met with at Manchester’.

That evening two leaders were arrested. McCabe was charged

with inciting the crowd to march on Manchester and possession

of a pike.89 A fellow named Benson had been seen by several

policemen leading crowds to turn out mills. He had been very

distinguishable because ’he had with him a long willow stick,

the upper part painted green with a small green ribbon at the

top’. Benson claimed that

84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.

M/R Courier, 3 June 1848
M/R Courier, 3 June 1848
Oldham, riot deposition, 2 June 1848 (LRO, QJD/I/214-5)
Oldham, riot deposition, 2 June 1848 (LRO, QJD/I/214)
M/R Courier, 3 June 1848
Oldham, riot depositien, 2 June 1848 (LRO, QJD/I/214 )
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I bought the stick on Monday for a halfpenny. I painted it
on Monday evening. I went fishing on Tuesday. I was goin~
to fish on Wednesday morning, but I was turned back by four
persons and compelled to go with the crowd.

But the police were unimpressed by this story and he was

charged with ’heading a number of persons going to different

mills and causin~ a deal of c]sm~,Te to be done’.90

The failure of the Manchester demonstration convinced

the ~anchester Guardian that

there was really no disposition on the part of Englishmen
or of Iris~nnen- at least in any sufficient numbers to
become in any way formidable - to run their heads either
against the bayonnets of the military, or the equally hard
and sharp provisions of the law. 91

The Guardian was probably correct in its assessment. But the
ii , ii

disturbances which did occur at Oldham end Manchester tell

us something about the people involved. Even though the

Stevenson Square demonstration was celled to protest a~ainst

the conviction of John Mitchel, relatively few of the persons

who turned out seem to have been Irish. Certainly, some of

the protesters took Chartist-Confederate entente seriously,

but for most of the others Mitchel’s conviction in Dublin was

only a convenient pretext for expressing political militancy

or frustration with economic hardship. The ~anchester and

01dham protests were mainly English affairs and were less the

product of Anglo-Irish proletarian soliaarity than an

opportunity to defy the Establishment. But the B~itchel

demonstration and the continued fraterni~:- ~:ion of Chartists and

Confederates dic] show that some progress towards Anglo-Irish

working-class unity had been achieved. As we saw in chapter lO,

the fragile unity quickly disintengrated after the excitement

of 1848 died down.

A certain degree of tension was maintained by the Confeder-

ates during June and July. Lancashire Constabulary officers

were reminded to keep an eye out for ’tumultuous assemblages’

Oldham, riot depositi4~%, 2 June 1848 (LRO, QJD/I/215)
M/R Guardian, 3 June 1848



and ’persons and places of meeting of those who, by their

language and actions, may incite or attempt to incite the

populace to violence or infringements of the law’.92 A

Chartist-Confederate meeting was called for 12 June in

Stevenson Square, but the authorities banned it. The demon-

strators did not attempt to defy the ban.93 There were

fears of more demonstrations in late July when ~ ! rg~e

n~1,n~r of Manchester Confederate supporters marched in military

order to an open space at Cheetham Hill, ’apparently for the

purpose of exhibiting their strength and discipline’. Even

though the Confedermtes ~ere not armed, police reserves and

military units were called out to prevent trouble. But by

i0 PN it was obvious that no agression was intended by the

Confederates and the military returned to their barracks.

It is supposed that this demonstration has been made with a
view of testing the organisation of the clubs, and that, having
succeeded so well, it will be follo~,,ed by others in different
parts of the to~,m, perhaps not equally peaceable. 94

This demonstration worried the town authorities a ~reat

deal. Two days later s notice marked ’private and confidential’

was sent to mill and property owners throughout Manchester to

warn them of what a0peared to be an impending Confederate

insurrection. Since the Confederates ’openly declare that it

is their intention in case of any disturbance to create great

confusion by attempting the destruction of mills and other

property by fire’, all property owners were asked to t~ke

measures for securing their own premises. All possible police

protection was promised and employers were asked to

use all the influence in your power with ~our hands in dissuad-
ing them from joining any assemblies in the streets and in
apprising them of tho injury done to the interest of the work-
ing classes by the present insane conduct of the clubs. 95

On 14 August the Nanchester police received info~nation

that Chartists and Confederates were plannin-~ sn uprisin~ in

92. Y,C, general order book, 6 June 1848 (LRO, PLA, vol.2, 1816,
PP 156-7)
93. M/R Courier, 14 June 1848
94. M/R Guardian, 26 July 1848
95. Notice of impending d~ ~turbance by the Irish Confederates to
mill and property owners, 2# July 1848 (M/RCL, ~qSC, F 323.2)
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the Nanchester-Oldham area very shortly. This is the shadowy

north of England plot mentioned earlier. A concerted operation

was organised by the police and military on 15 Auo~ust, and

nine Confederates were arrested.96 Thirty-seven other

Confederates and Chartists were picked up during the following

week, including George Archdeacon. But all had to be released

on bail or recognisance until proper charges could be brought

against them. Then as many as possible were reapprehended.

When they were rounded up for committal to trial, Archdeacon

had disappeared.97 The police prepared to deal with any

demonstrations to protest against the arrests, but none

mat eri all s ed.

The confidence which Englishmen habitually feel in the stability
of their institutions, and in the power of the authorities,
local and general, to preserve the peace and repress disorder
was never, perhaps, so strikingly evinced as in this neighbour-
hood durin~T the last few days. 98

A group of seventy armed ’youths and men’ set off from Oldham

to free the ~anchester prisoners. But they had not gone very

far when ’they began to entertain some doubts as to the

probability of their being quite strong enough to take this

city....They ~uietly retraced their steps and dispersed to

their o~ua homes. ,99

On 22 August the absent Archdeacon and forty-five other men

were charged with

conspirin,~ together to incite diverse of Her ~ajesty’s subjects
to commit insurrections, riots, tumults, unlawful assemblies,
and breaches of the peace, and to arm themselves for the
purpose of thereby cerrying on the said insurrections..., and
obstructing by force the execution of the laws of the realm, lOO

At the December South Lancashire Assizes twenty-eight of the

original forty-six political prisoners from Manchester were

tried on the conspiracy charge. The rest had been discharged

for lack of evidence or had jumped bail. Ten were convicted

96. M/R Coluriier, 16 Aug 1848
97. Preston Guardian, 26 Aug 1848
98. M/R Guardian, ’19 Aug 1848
99. ~R G uardiani, 19 Aunt 1848
lO0. Lpoel Courier, 23 Aug 1848
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and given sentences of from six months to one year in prison.
101

The remaining eighteen were discharged ’wholesale’.

This account of Lancashire Confederate activity, in

conjunction with the Chsrtist movement, during 1848 tells

very little about the internal organisation or membership

US

of the various Confederate clubs in Liverpool and Nanchester.

But this is an inherent disadvanta.Te of reliance on press

reports for information about a political group. Only if,

or when, police intelligence files and documents i~at were

seized from the Confederates are available will we be able to

put together a more clet~iled account i the Irish Confederate

movement in Lancashire. But from the limited sources which

are available we can know something about the Lancashire

Confederates.

The Irish

movement.

0’Connell and

suspicious of

the Liberator

community remained largely aloof from the

For one thin~, the distrust4hsd been ingrained

the

the

and

..!~r~    probably made many Irishmen

militant Young Irelanders who abandoned

organised the Irish Confederation. The

by

sin

of the Confederates would be compounded by their fraternisation

with the English Chsrtists. Further, the Irish community of

Lancashire was receiving many new members durin~ 1847-8, as

the multiple catastrophe of the famine sent thousands of

emigrants from Ireland. These people were, for the most part,

very poor, if not utterly destitute, and had more immediate

worries than political activity for achieving an English

republic and Irish independence. ~.~any other Irishmen, not

as badly off as the newly-arrived famine immigrants, as well

as the vast majority of English working men, simply lacked

any compelling interest in the sims of Chartism and the Irish

Confederation in 1848, and were reluctant to become involved

i01. Lpool Courier, 29 Dec 1848
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in unpromising, political agitation. ~ost of those Irishmen

who were ardent supporters of the Confederntion seem to have

been middle-class orofessionals (three doctors were listed
102

among the Liverpool Confederate leadership), or more

prosperous skilled workers. Only such persons would be able

to afford the time for the political a~Titation or planning

an insurrection. This ~eneral indifference townrds the

Confederates is best shova~ by the ,- ~,c~r,ol absence of protest

against arrests of Confederote or,Tsnisers at Liverpool and

Manchester and the collapse of the or~enisation after those
103arrests.

The small body of active, regular support for the

Confederates indicates that its orgsnisation was too loose

to inspire much loyalty or energy. The Confederctes must

also have been operatin:z on very restricted financial resources,

which would hamper legal and extra-legal activity. Indeed,

the movement was only able to gain any foothold in areas of

particularly large Irish communities, Liverpool and Manchester-

Salford, which shows that the Confederates depended on large

population centres to increase the likelihoor] of recruiting

even s moderately-sized membership. ~ost Lancashire to~,ms,

even a large town such as Preston, never supported a Confeder,ote

club at all. There was undoubtedly s~ai-athy for the ultimate

goals of the Confederates among Irishmen throughout urban

Lancashire, but this was rarely trenslrted into active support.

The few successes the Confederates achieved durin~ 1848, such

as the meeting at the Free Trade Hall on St Patrick’s day, the

Oldham Edge demonstration and some of the !-~r,:~r Liverpool

meetings, were only possible because of En~Tlish Chartist

support. Irish Confederate audiences ,,vault] h.~ve been very small

without English workin~ men. Altogether, the impact of the

Irish Confederate movement, as an ~ttractive political alternative,

had only a limited impact on the Irish community of Lancashire.

~ut within n rle,::~Oe    a movement with much more promise and

durability was found ed.

102. Denvir, The Irish in Britain, pp 141-2
103. Treble, ’Attitudes at Irish immi~’r:nts towards Chertism’, p.(



Chapter 12

Fenianism

A very important feature of Irish immigrant ]ife in

Lancashire during the quarter-century 1846-71 was the growth

of the Irish Republican Brotherhood, the Fenians, during the

1860s. The movement was significant in Lsncashire’s towns

because of the extent of its influence on the Irish communi~’e01 .s

there and the impact it had on local public opinion. A

detailed study of Lancashire Fenianism is tootle possible by

the availability of various local sources. The richest records

come from the Liverpool borough police, who were confronted

with the most extensive IRB organisation J n the north of

England. Liverpool police reports for the period 1865-9

contain a day to day account of Fenisn activity, which was

compiled from the observations of Liverpool and Royal Irish

Constabulary police officers, as well as the statements of

numerous Fenian informers. Police letter books ~nd watch

committee minute books are available for other Lancashire to~ns.

This local material is supFlemented by the various RIC files

on Fenianism, Home Office records and local newspapers.

The IRB, founded in 1858, was a secret, oatbbound society

constituted to organise and ~rm Irishmen for a war of

independence against Great Britain. The Fenians were a

physical force organisation who scorned political, non-violent

agi tati on.

The founders of Fenianism drew the conclusion from Irish
history....that England would never concede self-government
to force of argument, but only to the arA~xnent of force, and
that therefore parliamentary politics were futile and demoral-
ising. They took the justice of Ireland’s claim to independence
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for granted and they concentrated their efforts on preparing
to win independence by rebellion, i

The single aim of the movement was an independent Irish

republic, but the nature of that republic vies never defined

by any social or political program. Social questions were

considered quite secondary to the principal task of ousting

the British by force. The calamitous state of Irish society

during the 1840s and early 1850s, with its severe agrarian

difficulties and heavy emigrations, seemed to them testimony

enough, since they blamed British misrule for these problems.

To the IRB the key to socio-economic improvement was indepen-

dence. And the key to independence was an ~rmed rising.

The membership of the IRB was basically working-class.

This fact combined with the continental-styled, cell system

of organisation left them open to the accusation of being

communists. It is true that some Fenians, such as John

0’Mahony and James Stephens, did have connections with Marx’s

first international. But Marx found them ’doubtful’ acquisitions

and nothin~T ever developed from the association. Despite its

working-class composition, the idea behind the IRB was simply

nationalism. ’It was essentially a separatist, but not a

doctrinaire republican movement. ,2 Their physical and fiscal

energies were directed to training and arming the membership

to defend the organisation and, ultimately, to effect a

successful rebellion. There was never very much importance

attached to the evolution of any sort of socio-political

consciousness of the nature of their struggle. There never

was a little green book of the thoughts of Chief Centre Jsmes

Stephens to help them address political questions. The main

political significance of the Fenian movement lay in the

consequences of their successful war for independence and not

in the movement towards that goal.

i. T.W. Moody, ’The Fenian movement in Irish history’ in
T.W. Moody (ed.), The Fenian movement (Cork, 1968), p.103
2. T.W. Moody, Michael Dsvitt an(~ Irish revolution, 1846-82
(typescript), p.50
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Much support for the movement emanated from the large

expatriate Irish communities in America and Britain. The

Fenians’ organ, The Irish People, is said to have created

the movement in Britain and various delegates made trips to

British towns to propagate the organisation among the emigrants
3

during the early and mid-186Os.    They found Lancashire, with

its hundreds of thousands of Irish residents and their English-

born families, particularly fertile ground for the development

of the conspiracy, especially Liverpool and Manchester-Salford.

The way was prepared for the introduction ot the IRB into

urban Lancashire by another Irish nationalist organisation, the

National Brotherhood of St Patrick. The National Brotherhood

was launched in Liverpool in July 1861, on the occasion of a

fund-raising meeting for the funeral of Terence Bellew McManus,

a prominent Irish nationalist of the Confederation days who

had died in America. At the initial meeting it was stated

that the National Brotherhood was

established to secure the national independence of Ireland,
whether by parliamentary agitation or other means remained to
be shown; but it was also its object to establish reading and
lecture rooms and other places for the use of Irishmen, where

nationality could be disseminated. 4

Within a year the National Brotherhood was under attack from

the catholic church as a subversive organisation. ’The

National Brotherhood is reputed to be the cover of a secret

combination - bound by obligations accursed of God, and aiming

at objects destructive of society.’ The President General of

the Catholic Young Men:s Society, Monsignor R.B. O’Brien, was

emphatic in his opposition to the National Brotherhood.

I do not think we should accept as members of the Young Men’s

societies any member of the National Brotherhood; and I am

equally decided that if any member of our organisation has
joined them, he should be requested to select between the two
societies. 5

3.     E.R.R. Green,                       ’The beginnings of Fenianism’ in T.W. Moody

(ed.), The Fenian moyement (Cork, 1968), p.21
4.    Northern Press, 20 July 1861

5.    Northern Press, 15 Mar 1862
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The National Brotherhood of St Patrick was founded

avowedly for ’the promotion of cordial union, based on

devotion to the independence of our common country, amongst

Irishmen of every creed and class’. The Brotherhood operated

publicly and there were no oaths. They had the same ultimate

goal as the Fenians, but their relationship to them is not

clear, rooking it difficult to say whether it was a parallel

political organisation or a front for the IRB. But the

evidence seems to indicate that it was initially a separate

organisation which was soon absorbed by the FeniPns as a

public outlet. At Liverpool the Brotherhood of St Patrick’s

activities were mainly social; and tea parties and balls were

held on such occasions as St Patrick’s day an~ new year’s

eve during 1863-4.6 The Liverpool National Brotherhood was

headed by George Archdeacon, who had been the Secretery of

the Irish Confederate movement at Manchester in 1848.

Archdeacon later became the first Fenian head centre for

Liverpool, which meant that the two bodies could not have

been very far apart. The lonc-time resident of Liverpool and

Fenian, John Denvir, said that the National Brotherhood was

the chief means of recruiting volunteers for the IRB.7 So it

seems that the Liverpool National Brotherhood came to an

early accommodation with the Fenians. But it must have ceased

to function independently fairly soon because after 1864 there

is no mention of the National Brotherhood in the Liverpool

press or police records.

In Preston there was a branch of the National Brotherhood,

but it was continuously condemned from Roman Catholic pulpits

throughout the town. In 1863 one priest went so far as to claim

that

thousands of Irishmen here and in Ireland were sworn, after
going to America to return and wade knee deep in English blood.

6. Mementos of National Brotherhood, 1863-4 (SPO, Fenian briefs,
no.lO)
7. J. Denvir, The Irish in Britsin, pp 178-9
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These ’infidel republicans and bloodthirsty men’ were warned

that they would ’soon have English bullets in their brains’.

The over-zealous remarks of this cler~zyman indicate that

the National Brotherhood was being confused with ribbon

lodges, who were reputed to swear very angry oaths. There
t ,~: ±

was no reason to think~the members of the National Brotherhood

were interested in wading in anybody’s blood, but the sermon

had the opposite effect to what the priest hoped.

Well, so badly was this taken that contrary the lecturer’s
intentions, even the Old Irelanders - the O’Connellites -
and moderates all left the chapel in distrust and crowded the
Brotherhood rooms at night.

But still the Preston members were ’determined to give him

no shadow of reason to nroceed with his vile charge, which
8they indignantly disavow’.    But ten months later the Preston

National Brotherhood was declining, and ’altho’ there are

a great many Irishmen in this town, the Food men sad true

are very scarce ..... ,9 After this the National Brotherhood

of St Patrick in Preston drops from sight altogether.

But the story of the Manchester branch of the National

Brotherhood is the most interesting. This section was completely

independent of the Fenians. In 1863 the Brotherhood ’existed

under the most determined opposition’ of one of the local

clergy, They were ’openly denounced by him at first, and

he has done all that lay in his power since to crush us’. At

one point there wet,’ fifty adherents, but in a single week

this number was reduced to twelve, ’in consenuence of a mission

of the holy fathers here....’ The founder of the Nsnchester

organisation, Neil Walsh, died suddenly by drop, ruing. A

priest told another member in the confessional that they all

’would never have s good day’s fortune and that it was the

vengeance of God that fell on Neil ~2~alsh for st:~rting the

Brotherhood against ~is ,,ili .... ,iO By spring 1864 it was

8. G. Archdeacon to J.P. NcDonnell, 25 Aug 1863 (SPO, Fenian
briefs, Archdeacon papers, no.25)
9. H. Nr]1o~, to J.P. r:!cDonnell, 21 June 1864 (SPO, Fenian briefs,
no. 84)
i0. P. V!a!sh to ~. l)n!an, ~’i Sept 1263 (S1iO, Feninn l~ri ~fs, no.24)
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reported the National Brotherhood had ’decreased rapidly

in numbers, there bein:< only a few of the most stern men

now together’. But the reasons for this decline were very

revealing.

It was not for want of energy or patriotism that the branch
has decreased so low...,A certain class of Irish nationalists,
not members of the league, but others of more advanced
politics came in among us. They first told ~s that they
would give us all the aid and cooperation to extend the
Brotherhood in the town. V/e worked to~ether till we became
pretty stron~c and every week we were incr< asin,~ when they
seceded from us and enticed the best part of our members
away. They told us that they consider the brotherhood the
great obstacle to their progress and the sooner it is
dissolved the better. They are therefore determined to use
all means in their power to breek us up. ii

The Fenians, those of ’more advanced politics’, had rin,-,l the

ascendancy over the Brotherhood of St Patrick in B[anchester

after using it to ~et themselves started. So weakened was

the National Brotherhood branch theft it took a second place

to the branch in nearby Oldham, which was much more vimorous,
12

in spite of the usual problems with the local clergy, and

had ’more resources to work the district’.13 But the

Manchester Fenians also found the 01dham National Brotherhood

a hindrance to their development and ’fall it must’. They

boasted this threat to the head of what remained of the

Manchester National Brotherhood, who immediately sent off

a letter to the Oldham section to warn them against ’visitors

from Manchester’ bringing ’advanced politics’. But even

thou~Th the story is not very clear, it seems that the Oldham

National Brotherhood were not at all adverse to the intrusion

of men of ’advanced politics’. A Fenian dele,T~te was

received at Oldham and Walsh’s letter of warning was turned

over to him. \Then the Manchester Fenian head centre saw the

letter, Walsh wos threatened ’with their ven~ennce for doing

my duty’.14 The Fenian victory over the National Brotherhood

in Manchester was complete and no further reference to it in

Ii. P. Walsh to J.P. McDonnell, I0 May 1864 (SPO, Fenian briefs,
No. 24)
12. J. Leonard to J.P.NcDonnell, 15 June I~64 (SPO, Fenian briefs,
no. 60)
13. P. Walsh to J.P. McDon1~,,ll, N.D. (SFO, Feni~n briefs, no.24)
14. P. Walsh to J.P. r4cDon~ell, N.D. (SPO, Fenian briefs, no.24)



southeast Lancashire appears in any source.

These examoles show thst the branches of the National

Brotherhood in the various Lancashire urban areas varied

a great deal in their relationship with the Fenisn movement.

In Liverpool the two organisations were always close and

became one movement by 1864-5. At Preston the National

Brotherhood withered from lack of interest, while the more

independent branch in ~anchester had to be infiltrated and

destroyed by the IRB. But the National Brotherhood of St

Patrick helped to pave the way for the foundation of a large,

broadly based organisation in Lancashire durin~ the 186Os.

Unlike the Irish Confeder~:te movement, Fenianism had

wide support throu~Thout urban Lancashire durin~ the 186Os.

But the branches in the isrger population centres were the

most active. There were Fenians in the St Helens-Widnes

area, but they never became very powerful. The first evidence

of Fenianism in Widnes turned up among documents seized by the

Liverpool police in September 1866. It was a letter to a

Nr A. Davis from a Mr John Jones. Jones was mn alias for

John Francis McAuliffe, and if he showed little imagination

in his choice of aliases, we ’~ ]I see later that he more

than compensated for it in other ways.

ZcAuliffe had been Tivin~ lectures in the Widnes neigh-

bourhood to win support for the IRB amon<~ the Trowin~ Irish

community there.

I am happy to tell you that affairs in this totem have turned
out more favourable than I anticipated. So ~rert is the
impression I made on the minds of these cold people that they
are goin~ to get up another lecture on ~{ondav week .... The
thing merely paid the expenses, but the next will no doubt
clear 20 pounds....~y next lecture will make 50 to iOO converts
here.

There were already some ardent supporters of the movement in

Widnes, who urere ’impatiently an@ anxiously waitin,~ the #Treat

event’ and NcAuliffe was ’perfectly satisfied that we will
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15
have many friends here in the course of a little time’.

The local press noted that ~cAuliffe was ’very busy in this
16

district, Widnes especially’ durin:T this time.     He told

his Liverpool contact that he would be movin~ on and asked

him to ’recommend me to as many as you possibly can at St

Helena, as I think I shall be able to send you somethin~ nice

from there towards the support of the boys’. He closed his

letter by remindin~ his friend to ’caution all our friends

as to who they minTle with’.17 As we sl-ll see, this warnin,T

was more significpnt than K~cAuliffe himself renlised. All that

is known about r~cAuliffe’s activities in St ~elens is that he

gave ~t least one lecture, where B.A. Drom~Toole, the local

newspaper ma.,~nnte and avowed Irish nationalist, ~cted as
18

chairman.

During the succeedin:v year Fenisnism in the Widnes-St Helens

area was not of a very formidable character. One alleged

Fenian was found in a drunken stupor in St IIelens by a police

officer and brou~Tht before a ma:Tistrate. At the hearin:~, it

emerged that when the patriot was awakened by the constable

he shouted that he was a Fenian ’and would kill the lot of

them (laughter)’.19 Another drunken Irishman, who was arrested

in Widnes, was found to have ~ bond for fifty dollars, ’payable

six months after the establishment of the Irish republic’.
2O

But still he had to find lOs. to pay his fine.     Despite

the potential for a more energetic movement in the Widnes-

St Helena neighbourhood, Fenianism in the area was of a very

mild variety.

Preston also had a low-key Fenian or,~anisation smon~ its

Irish population. The Fenians hoped to enlist Irish-Americans

with military experience gained durin.~ the war between the

states to lead an army which would liberate Ireland from

British rule. In September 1865 ’several of them /American

15. HC Grieg to Watch cttee, 13 Sept 1866 (LCL, Reports of Head
Constable, 352POL/2/4/cited~hereafter as Reports 4, etc._/, 16,p.30
16. Runcorn Observer, 23 NoV 1867
17. Grieg to Watch cttee, 13 Sept 1866 (Reports 4, 16, p.30)
18. St Helens Standnrd, 16 Feb 1867
19. St Helens" Standard, 2~ Feb 1867
20. St Helens Standard, 2] Mar 1867
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officers_/ have made their appenrance in this town’, but it

was unclear whether or not they were ’part of the expected
21

Hibernico-American contingent’.     But the presence of a few

American officers did not seem to encourage the growth of an

active Fenian branch in Preston, and nothin~ more is heard

of the organisation in the town for more than a year. But

in mid-December 1866 it was feared that the ’poison of

Fenianism’ was spreadins~ to the toums of northern Lancashire.

’Preston is mentioned as one of the towns vlher~in it has found

a footing.’ Fenian agents were reported to have arrived in

Preston from Liverpool, and they had ’induced several Irishmen,

some in s pretty good position, ~nd one or tv,’o shopkeepers,

to join the Fenian brotherhood’. Private meetings were held
27

’for the purpose of m~turing" Fenian plans’.     It appears

that the Fenians were in fact trying to establish ~ stronger

section in Preston at this time.

From at least December 1866, the Royal Irish Constabulary

had stationed a detective in Preston to keep an eye on what

was thought to be a potential Fenian stagin~ centre. In

January 1867 ~I~ ~.et~,~ HC John Egan, reported that Fenians
’ 23were tryin,-. to infiltrate ~reston’s military ~arrison.     At

two ’Fenian haunts’ in the town the IRE oath was bein:~

administered to Irish soldiers. After one swearing-in the

’whole party commenced drirflcing, singin¢ Fenisn son,~s and

drinkin~ Fenian toasts’. But E~an was not very worried about

the Preston organisation because the local police had all the

activists uniter surveillance.24 A fe,,,~T weeks later it seemed

that Fenianism in l-’reston had passed its zenith and was

’everyday ouietly declining here’. But E:~an had ’reason to

think that I am suspected or known by people here’ and he

requested that he be withdrawn.25 The Inspector General of

the RIC apparently saw little reason to m’~intsin a detective

in a town where there was so little Fenian activit,y, and E~n,

was recalled.

21. Preston Guardian, 23 Sept 1865
22. Preston Guardian, 15 Dec 1866
23. HC Egan to Insp Gen, 7 Jan 1867 (SPO, F oso~rs, F2304)
24. HC Egan to Insp Gen, 8 Jan 1867 (SPO, F papers, 23040)

. 21 Jan 1867 (SPO, F papers, F2304)25 HC Egan to I nsp G en,



Fenians were first found in southeast Lancashire in March

1864. ’A party has arrived in this auorter, and is now

briefly eng~’~Ted in administering an ille~nl oath to the parties

who are likely to be brought within his influence.’ The

catholic eler~Ty of the area were urged to be on the lookout
26for ’wolves who are prowlin~ amon~ their flocks’.     Evidence

of Fenian influence was detected in the ~ecision of several

Irish persons brought before the Oldhsm County Court to refuse

to take the oath a~ainst makin~ false stotements, which ’leads

to the belief that one phrase of the Fenian movement is the

refusal to be sworn in s n English court of justice’.27 The

Fenisns wer~ also trying to organise themselves in Manchester

itself during 1865-6. The Manchester mre~ v.,~s suspected as a

major centre of Femisn activity, and the RYC had stationed

HC Thomas Welby there to monitor any developments in the torn.

John Gleeson, an Irish foreman in an engineering works, had

a grinder at the works ’sharpening what he first thought was

a long knife, which was about two feet lon~’. When the

grinder found out that Gleeson was ’the moving pivot here

amongst the Fenians’ and that he was in fact finishin.~ swords

or bayonets, he refused to do -~v ~:~. Noney was being

collected for the support of the IRB organisation. ’The

collections are even paid in the public streets when they

hapF~en to meet. No names are taken dora.’ But unlike

the Fenian sympathisers in Widnes, St Helens and Preston,

there were signs of militancy among the Manchester IRB. James

S±ephens, the Chief Organiser of the Irish Republic (COIR),

had been promising a risinT for December 1866. ’IPnen the

’vows of vengeance’ were madeinsurrection did not take place,

’and unless he comes and fights too, theyagainst Stephens,

say, his life must be t~sken’.28 These threats of action never

26.
27.
28.

Salford Weekly News, 19 Mar 1864
Lpool Courier, 25 Sept 1865
HC Welby to Insp Gen, 30 Dec 1866 (S~O, F papers, F2185)



gave way to anythinc more serious in southeast Lancashire up

to 1867. But the main focus of Lancashire Fenianism during

1865-6 was Liverpool.

Folice autl
- o~ ].iv(r.’:4~l

impor~anc elan rune

IRB. Diverpool was tho pri

for marine communications

orities in Dublin early reco~Tnised the potential

crowth of the trans,~tlantically-orgsnised

ncipal port of the United Kingdom

,,~ith both Ireland and America,

and vrith its Isr~ee Irish community it could constitute a

valuable staging area for Fenimn actions directed at destroy-

ing British authority in Ireland. Only nine months after the

organisation of the Fenian brotherhood be~ffsn on a large scale

in 1858, the Inspector General of the Royal Irish Constabulary

was receiving re~q[ular reports from his detectives in Liverpool.

HC McHale was sent to Liverpool in 1858 to report on the

influence of ’secret societies’ amons the substantial numbers

of Irishmen who m~de up another nineteenth-century Atlantic

migration, those who returned to the llnited ~in<dom because

they found America ’not so ,cood for workin people as it used

to be’.29 Ship watchin’~ at Liverpool continued to be an

occupation of the RIC detectives stationed there during the

whole of 1858-71, and the indexes to the Chief Secretary’s

registered papers, Dublin Castle, indicate that reports were

submitted very regularly durinc 1858-67, although only six

of these reports on re-emigrants survive. 30 But from these

few pieces there was nothin,~ to be derived on the Penian

movement in Liverpool or anywhere else.

Between December 1858 and ~eptember 1865 there is no

evidence in the RIC or Liverpool police records that Fenianism

was considered any sort of problem in Liverpool. But in 1865

P,:cHale reported that he believed that the Liverpool Fenians

had ’enrolled a good many memb’~rs, this is, however, confined

to the lower classes’. And he added thor he did not think

there was a ’respectable Irishman of business who is not

29.     }~C McHale to Insp Gen, 3 Dec 1858 (SPO, Police reports,
secret societies, 1857-9, 329ODF)
30.      If(; McHale to Insp Gen, 3, 11, 16 Dec 1858 (SPO, Police
reports, secret societies, 1857-9, 329ODF, 3302DF, 3205DF) ;

}{C Clear to Insp Gen, 18 Feb 1864, 13 May 1866, 7 July 1866
(SPO, RP, 1864/12656, 1866/9603, 1866/13146)
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o~oo~ed to them

America he detecter a

very stron~ fee
against the Bri
by the sufferin
th~ dissnpointm
all laid to the

NcHale ~n

the Liverpoo

J.J. Grie~q, the Head

was ’fully alive’ to

’. Talkin~ with some ret!Irne~ emi~rnnts from

lin~ of enmity amongst all_ classes of the Irish
fish ~<over~mment, thqt the emigration ca~ised
~.s, 8e~ths, anti h-~rdships 8~rin~ the voya.~e,
eats ~nd hesrt-burnin,~s nt the other side, are

chnr~o~e of the ~overnment /sic_/.

ded this re~)ort by s::yin~ thqt he w,os shadowin,~
-I he~qc] centre, Ceor,~e Archdeacon, nn8 that .~n.lor

’active steps to meet say

Head Constables ]VIcHale an~

Archdeacon, the ’leader in

who was ’ en~s:~ed in every

elsewhere since 1848’ on

him with hi.~h tree, son.32

Constmble of the LjvorDool borou~h oolite,

the clanger of Penisni~m rnd was tn]<in,~

emergency’.31 Fivn dsvs later

Cle,or, RIO, orr~st~8 Geor~e

chiof’ of the ]dvernool Fenians,

uneasy movements in Irolsn8 or

a w~rra.nt from ]~ublin, chr~r>~in,~

q’his event si,~onl]_ed the be~inninF

of diligent activity by the Liverpool cons’tmbul~ry in

investi~atin~ an4 combattin~ Fenimnism, which was described

in the Head Constable’s daily r~oorts 8~r~n~ th~ succeeding,

four years.

But the police account of Liverpool Fenisnism ooened

on a curious note. }ila-.<ior    Grie~ first ~rote ~bout the local

Fenians on 26 September 1865, in resoonse to a message from

. ~,~a     qrie.~ who wasthe Home Office on the subject jot ,

described only n week befor,~ ns ’fully plive’ to Liverpool

Fenianism, comn]~ined that his town was bein~ unfairly

’renresented as -the ~.~reat hotbe@ of s~ch nernons’. Grie,~

caused the most ~ili~ent innuiry to be mnae by his most

intelligent officers’ a n£ foun8 the alle~tion that there

might be ’a ~ood many members’ of the I’IB in Liver noo]

’entirely without the smallest fnun¢]~tion’. It w qs Grje~’s

’thorough conviction that there is no ~ro~n8 for thinkin~
,33

that there is any Fenisn or~snisation Jn Liverpool ....

But Grie~ mi,mht have mistm]een the l~ck of overt Fenian

31. HC ~cHa]e to Insn Gen, ].8 Sept 1865 (SPO, Police Re~orts,
Feninnism, 1864-5, no. 22q)

#.~ I,

32. Lpool Courier, 25 Se~i 1865; <,rie:~ t,o ,Mtch cttee, 2< Se~t
1866 (Retorts 3, 170, p. ,"iO)

33. G~4~:- +~ ~.+~ ~*ee.    6               ,,<’ept 1865 (:,~norts, ~, 170, pp 209-IO]



activity for the absence of an organisation. During the

remainder of 1865 and the first wee]~s of 1866 Grieg’s

policemen investigated four reports from Whitehall about

the arrival of American Fenian couriers, important meetings

and the rumour that James Stephens was hidin~ in a Liverpool

lodgin~ house    But all these probes ’ended in nothing’

further strengtheninT Grieg’s belief that there was no

Fenian problem in his torn.34 ~’ " " ,,rltln~ to the mayor of

Liverpool, Grieg felt ’justified in repeating th,t it is

still his conviction there is not the sm~llest ground for any

alarm’. He also thought it would be counter-productive to

take any ’open precautionary measures’, becau~’e, it would
35only draw attention to the matter.

But Grier~ went on to point out why he believed that

Fenianism could not take hold in Liverpool.

T¢ is many months since there was so much ~eneral employment
for the labouring classes, both in town an~ docks, as there
is at the present time. Owing to the mildness of the season
not any of the o~tdoor trades has been suspended, and work
of every description is abundant.

So it was an attitude in some official ~unrters that working-

class people did not revolt in the name of a principle, such

as the independence of Ireland, but only when driven by

actual physical deprivation¯ It could also be inferred from

the tone of this passage that it was thought that, if there

was plenty of work, people had less time for conspiring in

the snug of a public house. But Grieg badly misjudged the

situation¯ He did not consider another pivotal side of

Liverpool Fenianism. The organisation in Liverpool was

composed of emigrant Irishmen end their families who were

livin~ in Britain because it was impossible or undesirable

to continue to live in Ireland. And the difficulties of life

in Ireland were often attributed to the misrule of the

British administration and the indifference of Westminster.

Grieg to Watch cttee, 27 Jan 1866 (Reports 3, p.268)
Grieg to Mayor of Lpool, 22 Jan 186~ (Reoorts 3, PP 265-6)
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Even if the Liverpool Irish were able to mske a l,,-,.~-~r l~,.,i.n~z,

they still had memories of the hardshios which drove them

to England in the first place. They did not look at them-

selves as people who left s good life for a better life,

but as people who fled a hard life. It was not st all

surorising th,~t the Liverpool Irish were inclined towards

sympathy with the IRB. Also, Fenianism was to provide an

important social focus.

Nine days after Grieg submitted his assessment of the

failure of the Liverpool IRB to cain a foothold among the

emigrant communit,v, The Times produced an item indicatin~ that

the abundance of work at the Liverpool docks, which was

supposed to be the spearhead of the socio-economic deterrent

to the spread of Fenianism, was in fact brin~in~ff Fenians and

potential recruits together. There was not ’the slightest

doubt a ~reat number of labourers have become ta~nted with

Fenian princioles and that several cases are kno~n in which

the Fenian oath h:os been administere~l’.36 It seemed th,~t

"~    a "    }-eeverybody was aware of a rapidly exp~nd~n Fenian n~twork

except the Liverpool police.37 During, January-July 1866

there is no report of any police enauiries or actions regard-

ing the IRB. Yet the press reported in L iarch 1866 that a

large Fenisn fund-raising ~atherin~ was held in Liverpool

where £800 was collected to aid Fenisns in penal servitude.38

During July-October the Liverpool police and the RIC detectives

helped the Home Office try to keep track of Fenians arrested

in Ireland under the Habeus Corpus Suspension Act and

released on condition th~.~t they left Ireland immediately.

But of sixteen men reported on their way to Liverpool the
39police could find no trace.

The police did not becom~ aw~re of the actual proportions

of Liverpool Fenianism until a Fenian infor~er, the first

of many, began making statements. Even though no RIC reports

36.
38.
39.

The Times, 31 Jan 1866    37. Warrin,~ton Gu,~rdian, I0 Feb 186~
Warrin{,~ton Guardian, 3 B~nr 1866
Grieg to ’Vatch cttee, July-Oct 186g (Reports 3-4)
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from Liverpool survive for the ye’tr Se!~t~,ml~.~r ]3<qS-SeT, tenber

1365, the detec;tive:~ posted there were takin,< a ~reater

interest in the fTrowing Fenian or~anisation than the local
4O

police were.     Anti it is significant that the first Fenian

informant went to the residence of HC Nichael Clear, RIC,

to m:~ke his first statement, re, ther than to the borough

police. The Irish detectives made themselves known among

the, Liverpool Fenians, not only to intimidate them by obvious

surveillance, but also to let potential informers know where

to go with inform:::tion. It never worrie~1 the RYC men or the

Liverpool detectives that their identities ,’,ere well knovm

among the Fenians because they preferred to rely on informers

rather than undercover police agents.

The first turncoat was Peter Oakes, a for~ner lieutenant

in the United States Army who was commissioned a Fenian

officer by John O’Mahony in February 1866. He was first sent

to Ireland and then to ~ Mr Beecher, the Fenian paymaster for

Liverpool, at Lambert’s Hotel, Lord Nelson Street, which

remained a prominent Fenian rendezvous during: the succeeding

year. There were other men, besides Oakes, in Liverpool

at four other addresses who were ’paid Fenisn officers, sent

over by O’Nahony, and served formerly as officers in the

United States Army’. Three of these were ~,~,ichael O’Brien,

John Corydon and Timothy Deasy, men to become very significant

figures in the story of Fenianism in the northwest of England

during the following year.

Oakes told Clear in an interview that the Fenian head

centre for Liverpool was Arthur Anderson and that when the

’the men in Enf~land and Scotlandrisin,T occurred in Ireland,

belongin~ to the organisation are to burn the principal towns

of both countries’ to divert British attention and resources

from the main bnttle~Tround. He added that there was a ’large

quantity of combustibles’ for burnino~ Liverpool hidden in a

40. HC Clear to Stewart Wood, 3 Sept 1866 (PRO, HO 45/o~/7799/188)
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house in Salisbury Street. Oakes concRuded his statement

by renouncing his Fenian oath, askin~ thnt his identity be

kept confidential, and that he be given enough money to go
41

to Canada.

Clear immediately sent the information to Major Grieg,

and a police expedition set out to search the house in Salisbury

Street. Just as Oakes said, they found a small closet in the

garret, which the l~ndlady said was used as a store for hard-

ware by a ’dealer from Sheffield’ called Brooks. Inside were

three tubs filled with water, in which were fifty-five jars

of some liquid substance, varyin~ in size from half a pint

to half a gallon. Two police officers were sent to the

Liverpool Apothecaries Hall with one of the jars for a pro-

fessional analysis. But on their ~rrival some of th~ liquid

leaked out and set fire to an office, and ’severely burnt

Constable Scaiffe’s hands and clothes and he is now lying

at home severely injured’. The Fenians could claim their

first British police casualty. Serious injury to several

other officers was narrowly averted while thn rest of the

jars were being removed when ’one of the jars got broken and
,42the contents blazed up ....

Even the incredulous Major Grieg now had to acknowledge

that not only was there a Fenian organisation in Liverpool,

but that they were also in possession of a formidable weapon.

But it was ~, few days before the police knew just how

dangerous the Fenian fire actually was. Three jars were sent

out for analysis to the Royal Institution, Colouitt Street,

and it was found the liouid seized was a solution of

phosphorous in bi-sulphide of carbon.

It volatizes very rapidly at ordinary temperature and when
its vapour is mixed with air and a light applied it inflames
with a slight explosion. Its vapour is poisonous .... l,~nition

41. P. Oakes to ~TC Clear, 4 Sept 1866 (Reports 4, 8, pp 8-11)
42. Grieg to Watch cttee, 7 Sept 1866 (Reports 4, 8, pp 10-3)
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takes place most rapidly when a modergte amount of liquid
is used, when it is spread over a considerable surface and
air has free access....In an enclosed space, if much linuid
be used, no i~nition takes place, but the air becomes charged
with ~i~u!~!~~.    of carbon, and if a light be introduced an
explosion ensues and dense fumes ~iven off durin~ the
combustion of this liouid render it still more dangerous
by preventing access to the flames .... So far as I sJn aware,
there is no legitimate use for such s liquid ss this. It
can be prepared with the utmost facility, nothin~ more bein~
necessary than to put phosphorous into a bottle of bisulphide
of carbon and shoke it occasionally. 43

After the discovery of the Fenisn fire the Liverpool

police began paying special attention to the Fenian ~<atherin~

places mentioned by the informer Oakes, as well ss those

suspected by the RTC detectives, and they were on the alert

for any sign of IRB activity throu~Thout the borou~Th. Three

days later the extra vigilance yielded a shipment of twelve

Fenian revolvers and ammunition on their way to Ireland.44

Soon after, Superintendent Ride, with the RIG detectives

NcHale, Neagher and Clear, interviewed Oakes again. They

established that the public house of Austin Gibbons, Richmond

Row, a Fenisn private whose wife headed the Liverpool ladies’

fund-raising committee for the families of imprisoned Fenians,

was the principal meeting place for Liverpool’s Fenians.

Noney was paid out there for the suprort of the American

officers waitin~ to be called to Ireland to help lead the

expected rising. Captains mmd majors were in receipt of

£2.10-15. per week and lieutenant colonels and colonels

received somewhat more. Oakes was an IRB captain, but he

was not receiving enough to support himself, which was probably

the main reason he decided to turn informer. Very little money

was arriving from America ’to support those who are waiting to

take command when the anticipated risinF takes place .... con-

sequently they are almost starving’. Scarcity of funds caused

43. E. Davies to Grieg, ii Sept 1866 (Reports 4, 13, pp 18-9)

44. Grieg to W~ttch cttec, I0 Sept i ~66 ( Re,~orts z], ii, ~n 15-6)



a decline in activity and

at present the agitation is kept more alive by the persons
who have come from America than any other cause and these
persons are interested in keepinc up a certain amount of
agitation in Liverpool as their only means of subsistence. 45

The money itself came by special courier, when it came at all,

from a Fenian agent in Paris, who until Au~,~ust 1866 had been

John Mitchel.    Oskes also pointed out that several of the

American officers, including himself, were in debt to Gibbons

for ’board, lod~in,~ and drink a_~d libitum’. None of these men

were organisers, but only ’waitin~ to take command at the

rising ....’ Two days before, a captain n~o~ned John Corydon

read a letter from America to some American officers at

Gibbon’s, which was desi:Tned to raise their spirits by

promising an IRB risin,T in Ireland for the end of November 1866.

But if a rebellion actually broke out in Ireland,

the organisation in Liverpool an~ other parts will confine
their operatives to En,~land exclusively, their intention
being to burn and destroy the ship%~in~ anal other property
in the principal cities.

To achieve this Oakes believed the Feniens could call on

15,000 men in Liverpool alone, which shows that the organisation~

sworn members and sympathisers, was extensive. The situation

was still more dangerous because Fenians had penetrated at

least one of the local volunteer units, the 64th Lancashire

Rifle Volunteers (LRV), also called the Irish Bri,~ade. Besides

the money tricklin,~ in from America via Paris, ’contributions

are made by the workinf men in this and other principal towns
46

throughout the country for the support of the organisation’.

Oakes provided the police with a very ,Tood profile of the

extent and workings of the IRB organisation in Liverpool, which

Major Grieg and the RIC detectives were to use as a basis for

their work in investigating and combattin~ Fenianism during

the succeeding five years. In the li~ht of Oakes’s information
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Grieg decided that it would be best to act a:Tainst the

Liverpool Fenians before they became aware th:~t there was

an informer outlinin:c the entire movement for the authorities.

The morning after Oakes made his statement~grie~ obtained

search warrants for Gibbons’s house, and four others in Lord

Nelson Street, London Roa~, Blackstone Street and Hu~hes Street.

In five simultaneous police raids very Iitt]e was discovered.

At Lambert’s beerhouse, Lord Nelson Street, ’seven or eight

men were found, whose appearance was that of what is called

"Irish Yankees". They were dirty and repulsive lookin~.’

All the police discovered were copies of two Irish rebel

ballads (’The Irish Fontenoy’ and ’That 4~mned <reen fla~ a<ain’),

twenty-five new hnversacks and some letters in which Fenian

names fi~ured. At London Road, Blackstone Street and Hu~hes

Street there were found six military hsndbooks published in

New York and a cooy of the ilorse Guard’s Fielcl exercises, 1862.

But more significant was that at all five olaces members of the

64th LRV (Irish Bri~Tade) were present.

At Gibbons’s, the ’princip:~l rendezvous’ for Liverpool

Fenians, only a pencil @rawing of m yankee soldier, on which

was written ’Peter Oakes’ was found    But also scribbled

on the portrait was ’damned scoundrel’.47 Oakes was no lon~er

any use to the police and on 15 September the informer saile@

for America to lose himself, with the aid of glO provided by

the Irish goverr~nent.48 Alto,~ether the concerted raids of

12 September produced very little, but they demonstrated to

the Liverpool Fenians that the police could obtoin reliable

information and were prepared to be vigorous against them.

And no sooner had Grieg lost one informant than he gained

another who had still more important tsles to tell.

On 21 September ~,~.ajor Grie:T spoke with ’John Joseph

Corydon, alias John Joseph Carr .... whose appearance is of that

47.Grieg to Watch cttee, 13 S4~t 1866 (Re~orts 4, 15, pp 25-7)
48.F. Williamson to R. Mavne, 15 Sept 1866 (PRO, HO, 45/0Z/7799/120)
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style called the Irish Yankee, of poor a~pearance in every

way.’ Corydon told Grie~ he would find s shipment of arms

and Fenian fire in a warehouse in School T, nne, Hanover

Street.49 The Liverpool and Irish police acted on the

story immediately and discovered a cart leavin~ a warehouse

in School Lane. Four men walked behind the cart, one of

whom soon separated from the rest. The police arrested

the other three in Chaucer Street. The fourth, Michael

0’Brien, was seized in Gibbnns’s public house later that

evening. In the cart the police found two l~r~e plate glass

packin~ cases containing forty-seven rifles, of both British

and American manufacture, many bearino" the morks of various

volunteer units, end thirty-e~mht bayonets. In three

smaller cases were 800 sticks of pure phosphorous, which

would produce s l~rge supoly of Fenian fire. The cases

were marked ’Glass with care’ and were addressed to John

Brookes, the harden,are dealer from Sheffield whose cache

of Fenien fire was taken in Salisbury Street two weeks b~fore.

The Liverpool Courier said the arms seizure ’caused more

alarm amongst the brotherhood in the town th~n any event

of the past twelve months’. The Courier also mcrvelled at

how quickly news moved throu:~h Fenian circles.

On Saturday it was resolved to be more cautious in futmre....
All former si~ns were abolished, and one new ~eneral sign
adopted. This sign was so rapidly propaTeted that it was
used and reco~nised on Sunday nmongst the Brethren. 51

But the story of this arms raid ended happily for all

involved. The four arrested Fenians were committed to trial

at the December South Lancashire assizes.52 But at their

one day trial all four were acquitted because the jury was

not convinced that they knew the rifles they were accused

of possessin~ ille~Tally were ~overnment arms, the property

of the Queen.53 It appears from this verdict thnt there

5O

49. Grieg to Watch cttee, 22 Sept 1866 (Reports 4, 28, p 371o
50. Grie~ to Watch cttee, 22 Sept 1866 (Reports 4, 28, p[37 F

51. Lpool Courier, 26 Sept 1866
52. Lpool Courier, ii Oct 1866
53. Lpool Courier, 18 De," 1866
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was nothing legally to prevent Fenians havin,~ weapons so

long as they were not stolen, from the British Army for

instance, or used against, the crown.    And jf they did not

get a conviction, what did the Liverpool authorities

receive from this to make them happy? In February 1867

they were able to sell the 800 sticks of y.hosphorous back

to its manufacturer for £18.54

The man who originally tip~oed off the police about the

arms, John Corydon was born in Washington, D.C. and lived

in New York from the age of fourteen. He was not an

Irishman. When the war between the stotes broke out in

1861 he enlisted in the 63rd New York Volunteers as a

medical officer and was with the Army of the Potomac for

the next four years. While in the federal army he was

first introduced to the Fenia~ movement and took his oath

in 1862. After the war he was amon~ ’t~ select number’ who

were sent to Ireland by John O’Nahony in summor 1865. In

Dublin Corydon was directly subordinate to James Stephens

and his ’adjutant ~eneral, Colonel Kelly’, who told him

to ’remain quiet until the expected risin:~ took place’.

Corydon claimed that he had ’two or three interviews with

Stephens in South Anne Street. In those interviews he

invariably spoke of the rising.’ When Stephens was

arrested, Beecher, paymaster for the American officers,

ordered Corydon and about forty others to .~o to Liverpool.

Corydon arrived in Liverpool in April, 1866, and he went

to live in Austin Gibbons’s public house. His orders were

to remain in Liverpool until he was needed in Ireland once

again. While in Liverpool, Corydon was to be paid £5 per

week, but he never received that much. Durin~T one week

he received half-pay, but usually less at very irregular

intervals, and ’for some short time past tl,ere has been no

pay at all’. Corydon said he was in debt £7 to Gibbons and

54 Grie~ to Watch cttee, 16 Feb 1867 (Reports 4, I15, p.153);
Orders of watch cttee to the Head Constable, 19 Feb 1867 (LCL,
35 2/POL/I/8)
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if he could not raise the money to pay up he felt he

would probably h~ve to leave there. The police considered

having an informer at Liverpool’s ’principal rendezvous’

too important to lose, and Corydon was ,Riven £7 to sauare

his debts.

Four days after his first statement Corydon had another

meeting with Superintendent Ride, two of the Irish officers

and s London detective. This time his ~nformmtion was more

~eneral in ch~racter. Gibbons’s public house was most

likely to be frenuented by local Fenisns on weekends. The

head centre, Arthur Anderson, was there nt le~nst once every

week. Occasional pep-talks arrived in letters from America

to say that Steohens was on his way with ’men end means’.

~any of the 64th LRV came to gibbons’s to hear these

messaRes and Corydon estim~te~ that three nuarters of that

volunteer company were Feni:~ns. ~eny American officers

had grown imp~tient ~nd returned to the St:~tes. But from

what Corydon could see ’there is as much determination as

ever there wos to carry out the movement, but there is

certainly a falling off in the funds .... ’ Even though

resources were limited, the Liverpool Fenians still intended

to use their Fenian fire to

destroy the shippino" first....Men were to be told of~ to
use this stuff,¯ so many to each dock. This was to be done
two days prior to the risin~ in Ireland. Indeed, London
and the principal to~,a~s of Eno~land were to be destroyed.

Corydon supported Oakes’s estimate that there were 12-15,000

Fenians in Liverpool to do the job. He finished the interview

saying that he would refuse to appear in court, since he was

much more useful in his spying role. Superintendent Ride

described Corydon as ’thoroughly posted’ on all matters

connected with Fenisnism and told the informer that if he

continued to provide ’useful information’ money would be
55

’no object’.

55. Supt Ride to Grieg, 26 Sept 1866 (Reports 4, 79, :~n ,ip_n)
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Durin:~ September-November 1866 Corydon had nothing to

say about the Liverpool IRB. But RIC detective ~,!cHale

submitted an appraisal of how far Fenisnism pervaded the

Irish community, based on his experience in Liverpool since

1858.

I find the :<rear majority of Irish Imbourers in this town,
London, Nlanchester, Birmingham, Sheffield, Leeds end
Newcastle, as well ss those residin~ in to~vns of less note
through this country; if not actually enrolled members of
the brotherhood, are strongly impressed with the spirit
of Fenisnism, and there is another class of the Irish
resident in this country, who are in comfortable and easy
circumstances....and who have the strongest sympathy with
the movement, and :~itho’ not enrolled members would, I am
quite certain, give active cooperation if it so happened
that there was a rising, or shy attem t at rebellion in
Ireland. There are also numerous youn~ Irishmen .... who
are Fenians. Nany of them joined volunteer corps in order
to acquire a knowledge of drill and military movements, for
the express purpose of usin~ it in the Fenisn cause .... 56

It appeared that the police were fscinc a movement with

considerable sup ,ort on all levels of Irish emigrant society.

In mid-November 1866 another informer mnde himself known

to Major Grieg. He was John Wilson, who hnd been helping

the Dublin Metropolitan Police earlier in the year. While

directing the arrests of his Dublin confreres, he was

suspected of informing end he asked to be arrested. He

was !od,<ed in B~ountjoy for two weeks and was sent to Liver-

pool in July 1866. He was one of the released Fenisns Grieg

was asked to watch for, but who could not be found.57 ?lilson

was not a sworn Fenian, but he mana~.ed to attend a meeting

of fifty centres at the home of William Power Pitt Street,

his fortnight in prison beinl credentials enough. The

Fenians appeared ’more confident than ever’ that there

would be a risin:T by December 1866. A sergeant in the 64th

LRV told the meetin,T that as soon as there was a rising in

Ireland the volunteers’ arms and ammunition would be captured

by the Fenians in the ranks and ’every man of the brigade

56. HC McHale to Insp Cen, 18 Oct 1866 (PRO, HO, 45/o~/7799/135)
57. Grieg to Watch cttee, 26 July 1866 (Reports 3, 291, p.342)
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would be true’. There were Fenians in s]l the other

Liverpool volunteer companies too. The Fenisns’ strength

in the town was considerable because there was

scarcely an Irishman in Liverpool who is not a sympathiser
in the movement, whilst many are sworn members of the
brotherhood and contribute money according to their means,
some one shilling, ~,-’,~, c~.~. half a crown ~ week.

Money for sup portin~ the or~anisetion was also bein,~ raised

throu:<h beerhouse raffles for such prizes as watches.58

But despite police vigilance, the Fenisns were able

to carry on their work of orcanisin~ and arming for the

rising. On 23 November 1866 Grieg received ~ telegram from

London tel]~inF, him that a shipment of eighty Enfield rifles

was seized on board a steamer at Queenstown, which had

picked up its cargo in Liverpool.59 This was very annoyin~

news for the Liverpool police and they increased their

surveillance of all festal arms consi~Tnments and any

suspicious cargoes which passed through the port. But

bluster from America promisin~ a rising by Christmas time,

the recent discoveries of Feni~n weaponry ~nd ’rumours as

to the intentions of "Fenisns" by fire, or otherwise’ had

Liverpool’s public mind in sn ’uneasy state’ by the end of

November 1866. Grieg was very sceptical that the Fenians

would ever try anything,, but he dis increase patrols in

the town and alon~ the docks and made arrangements to

concentrate police reinforcements quickly in the event a
6O

disturbance did occur.     And there did seem to be somethin~

to worry about.

John Wilson brou<ht in another report about a meetin~

of fifty local centres across the Mersey in Birkenhead,
61

where financial arrangements were discussed.     But this

apparent renewed enthusiasm was damoened by another success

for ~,.~ajor Grieg’s policemen. Two Fenian couriers who arrived

from America via liverpool were arrested ~t ~r~d~ed~, through

58. Grieg to Watch cttee, 19 Nov 1866 (Reports 4, 51, pp 66-7)
59. Grieg to Watch cttee, 23 Nov 1866 (Reports 4, 53, p.69)
60. Grieg to Watch cttee, 23 Nov-12 Dec (Reports 4, 53, 65, 68,
Pp 69,90,96)
61. Grieg to \’/etch cttee, 28 Nov 1866 (!~eports 4, 57, pp 76-8)
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62Liverpool police-RIC cooperation.     One of the men left

a chest in Liverpool which the police were able to track

dovm. It contained three revolvers, amm1~nition, v,qrious

other accessories an~1 a bowie knife. But two other things

made this a unioue Fenian cargo. There was also a ~reen

Fenian uniform, consistino-of coat, vest, trousers and a

cap sporting a ~old harp. Some Fenisns intended to rise

in style. The other find demonstrated that there was no

lack of imacination in Fenian ranks. An eighteen inch

diagram of a ’mnchine to be constructed apoarantly upon

the principle of the needle gnln’ was on its way to Ireland,

but there was no indication that the Fenians planned to

mass p,’oduce a secret weapon. At any rate ~qajor Grie<
63robbed them of their blueprint.

\lilson brou~<ht news th:~t Centre Wil]iom Pov’er’s house

in Pitt Street was a central depot for Fenien ~.~un-runnin~.

Grieg immediately dispatched ~ detective sauad to wntch the

house and try to secure another arrest, but they were able
64

to turn un no thin.~-.     But a few days later another informer

made himself known to the Head Constable and the Liverpool

police embarked on probably their most unusual Fenian

adventure.

On 4 December 1866 Detective Kehoe received this letter.

Sir,

I can point out the house where Steohens, the COIR, is
hid at the present moment in Liverpool. He will remain
till Friday. I made three attempts to re~ch the detective
office today, but was watched and my life would be in
danger if I was discovered, as I am already suspected.

The writer asked that receipt of the note be acknowled~ed

in the Liverpool Daily Post and si~ned himself simply ’Alro’.

The police put a notice in the afternoon Post for Afro ~.ncl ~e~t

mornin~_ a second letter appeared with Alro’s conditions for

divulgin~ Steohens’s Liverpool residence. He asked for

62. Insp Horn to Grieg, 26 Nov 1866 (Reports 4, 54, P.73)

63. Grieg to ?latch cttee, 28 Nov 1866 (Reports 4, 55, pp 74-5)

64. Supt Ride to Grieg, I Dec 1866 (Re~orts 4, 63-4, pp 88-90)
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£I,000 and complete anonymity. He a~<~mn asked the police

to signify their a~reement in tbst day’s Post. The police

complied and on 6 December the last Alro letter arrived.

Sir,

You will find him at Dr. Uark’s house, Hill Street
/Toxteth_/ Park. Caution must be used in approachin~ the
place as his friends ~ure on the lookout. In case of d~n~er
Stephens is to ~To to the house of a man named Hutchinson ....
a ~>erambulntor manufacturer near St. Patrick’s chapel ....
If the matter is settled to your s<~tisfnction I will csll
upon you when it is blown over.

Yours truly,
’ Afro ’

Since writin~ the above I have learnt thst Hutchinson
possesses a skeleton key which opens the vaults beneath
St Patrick’s chapel, where Stephens will be conveyed
in case of urgent need. There is a coffin mr~de with a
ventilat" (- in~ apparatus for his concealment there    I have
it for a fact that arms are concealed in Wark’s, and that
there are more in Hutchinson’s .... If you succeed, make it
appear, if possible, that the discovery was made accident-
ally and not from information received.

Yours truly,
’ Afro ’

Grieg obtained search warrants for the houses of Wark

and Hutchinson, but the police did not find James Stephens

or any si~n of Fenian activities in either place. And they

did not examine coffins beneath St Patric]<’s. In fact

Stephens was still in New York, where his role as Fenian

in chief was bein~ sealed in another coffin, fashioned from

Fenian impatience for action. I~ajor Cries’s reports on

Fenianism always carry the tone of someone who is never

surprised at anythinc. And the negative results of the

search for Stephens evoked a choracteristic remark.

It had been the opinion of the Police all along that such
would be the case, but the Head Constable did not feel
justified in not actin~ where there was the most remote
chance of the information turnin~ out to be true. 65

65. Grieg to Watch cttee, 7 Dec (Reports 4, 66, pp 91-4)



So ’Alro’ evaporated as suddenly as he appe2red, along

with Major Grieg’s chance for the really bi~ Fenisn catch.

Durin< 12-19 December the police carried out searches

of six suspected Fenian rendezvous and arms stores, but came

across nothin~T st all suspicious. But reports continued

to come in of a Christmas insurrection in Liverpool. A

music hall or<net from the Scotland ~oa@ brou~zht Grief the

news

that the brotherhood in an~ around Liverpool musters between
20 and 30,000 stron:~, theft they h:~.ve been told off in sauads
and their pls.ns are, on a given night between Christmas and
New Year’s ni~ht, to fire the town ~nd thereb~r draw the
attention of the police to the fires, t~ke possession of
the barracks and volunteer stores, arms, etc., cut the
telegraph wires, break up the rails upon the different lines,
rifle the banks, etc. 66

Corydon, who had been ’s~ain and again in communication’

with both the Liverpool police and the RIC detectives,

brought word to HC ~engher on 27 December that a rising

was imminent, but both Meagher and Grie~ discounted the

story because nothing extraordinary was detecteS at the

Fenian meeting places, which ’are well known to the police

and frequently visited by them, and the parties themselves

must be aware that they are known’. Grie~T was certain his

overt and covert intelligence s~stem would warn him in time

to prevent any projected Fenian uprising. And this

confidenee was proved to be justified six weeks later.

But, as Grieg reiterated many times in his reports, he

was not taking unnecessary risks, especially since the

IRB had access to a very dangerous weapon, the Fenian fire.

Police patrols were strengthened and special arrangements were

made to secure the volunteer arms and ammunition in the event
67

of an emer:<ency.

But the police did not confine themselves to watching

the Fenians. During 27 December - 5 January they made five

searches, two of which produced illicit arms. An Irish ex-

66. Supt Ride to Grieg, 15 Dec 1866 (Reports 4, 72, pp I00-i)
67. Grief to Jatch cttee, 27 Dec 1866 (Reports 4, 77, po 105-7)
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volunteer from London was found to h~ve his musket ’by

mistake’ and was arrested for ille~el possession of
68

government arms.     But at Park I,~ne railway station two

cases boun~ for Dublin were found to cont,~in seventeen

revolvers.69 There was no Fenian risin< th3t Christmas.

Perhaps the vigilant police surveillance discouraged them,

or the talk of a risin,~ wos only whistlin;~ in the dark of

or,~anisationul decl~ne to keep fl~gin~ s~irits up.

The mont~ of January 1867 and th~ early part of February

was an extremely nuiet period ~mon~ the Liverpool IRB.

Corydon hod nothin~ to sell and the only informant to come

forward was a brothel keeper who suspected there were

Fenians conspirin,e in her street. But the police disre,~arded

her story alto<ether.70 By 9 February the Liverpool C.ourier
71was able to announce the ’Deoth and Burial of Fenianism’.

But a few days later the same paper comnlained that

only the other day we were a~sured theft the Fenian movement
had collapsed entirely. Now, however, we ~re told that it
is cropping up at our own doors.... 72

On the evening of i0 February 1867 Corydon contacted

Superintendent Ride to say he had attended a meeting of

Liverpool Fenians where it was resolved to raid the military

arsenal at Chester Castle the followin, T day.

Af’*.~r possessin.~ themselves of the arms they will
proceed by rail to Holyhead or someplace neor where two
ships are to be ready to convey the men and eras to Ireland,
two special trains are engaged for the purpose .... Should they
succeed in seizing the arms they will m~t the teleKraDh
wires and pull up the rails so as to elude pursuit.

Several Fenian centres, includin~ Caotain ~,~cCafferty, who

planned the oper~tion, were already at Ch~ster. Besides

the Liverpool Feni~]ns, 200 men from Birkenhead were expected

68. Grieg to Watch cttee, 3 Jan 1867 (Reports 4, 84,
69. Grieg to Watch cttee, 27 Dec 1866 (Reports 4, 76,
70. Grie.z to Watch cttee, 15 Jan 1867 (Reports 4, 92,
71. Lpool Courier, 9 Feb 1867
72. Lpool Courier, 12 Feb 1867

pp llO-ll )
pp I03-4)
p.120)



as well as men from other towns of Lsncashire and the

north of England. The Feni~ns based their hopes of success

on surprise ond the fact that

A portion of the troops now in Chester are Fenians and they
have admitted some o~" the men of the organisation, knowing
them to be Fenians, and have shown them through the olace. 73

Ride brought this intelli~ence to the Heod Constable,

who, even thouFh he found the Fenian plan ’incredible’

’did not venture entirely to iFnore it’. Ride ,,,as sent off

to Chester immediately to alert the authorities there. At

Chester, early on the mornin< of ii February, the police

notified the commander of the company of the 54th regiment

stationed at the Castle, as well s s the commander of the

6th Chester Rifle Volunteers, the Cheshire County Constabul~ry,

the Cheshire militia and the army pensioners, of the intend-

ed raid. At 2.30 AM, while the police and military hastened

to organise, ’a party of about 30 men of suspicious

character’ arrived by rail from Manchester. At 3.00 A~

the police reported two strange men p~cing the railway

station platform, as if standin.~ guard, while 20 other men

were observed in the waiting room en:ws:~ed in ’close conversation’

At 8.50 AM seventy more stranFers appeared and they

continued to arrive b.v nearly every train from Birkenhead,
Liverpool, WarrinFton, Nanchester, Leeds, Halifax, and other
places until 8.10 PM when their numbers were about 1,300.

Several dozen men left Preston for Chester;74 ’a large
75

number of Irishmen’ went from the Widnes area;     and seventy

01dham Irishmen, ’presumed to belon~ to the brotherhood’

booked for Chester on ii February. The 01dham Fenians had

received money from the organisation to cover their rail fare

to Chester. But since they were exoecting to travel to

Ireland after the raid on the Chester armoury, they did not

have enough money for their return fare an~ had to walk

back to Oldham after the failure of the raid.76 The same

73.
74.
75.
76.

Supt Ride to Grieg, II Feb 1867 (Reports ’~,, 107, pp 139-40)
}TC [.~cl!ale to T,1.sp lien, 17 T."eb Iq67 (!;TO, -,7 .~-.n~.r.:::, T~2,~/:~)
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thing happened to twenty Fenians from Leeds, ’some of them

being compelled to pawn their coats and boots on the way’.77

During the mornin~ of ii February, 200 Chester

volunteers and 300 orivate citizens were sworn in as
78special constables,     and at 12.45 PM another company

of the 54th regiment arrived to bolster the Castle garrison.

The Chief Constable st Chester also tele~<raphed to ~ajor

Grieg for 200 policemen to help protect the torn. But

Grieg turned dovm the request because ’the very causes

which are alarmin~ them were to be ~uarded a,<ainst here’. 7~)

But Grieg’s re]uctance to send aid was more than comnensated

for by the arrival of 500 Guards by snecial express from

London. Extra troops continued to enter the to~’aq during

12 February. The manager of the railway station was en-

listed to inform the police durin~ the whole day of new
8OFenian arrivals.     This display of deterrent capability

was enough to discourage any attempt at ~ction by the

Fenians and

In the early part of Tuesday it was ascertained that the
strangers h~d been gradually withdrawinc from the to~vn
in batches veryin< from I0 to. 20 to 30 men, m:~rchin~ towards
Birkenhead, Warrin~ton and Nanchester.

But some Fenians returned northwards lighter than they came.

A large quantity of ball cartrid~e (some in packages, others
loose), revolver cartrid:Tes and revolver bullets, percussion
caps and two h~versacks with ~reen bonds h:,ve since been
found in various places adjacent to the railway station
& apparsntly throv~n avcay to avoid @erection...6 pocket
pistols, all loaded, and a formidable dafter were taken
out of the canal..., 81

Corydon later told HC ~cHale that most of the Fenians who

travelled to Chester to take part in the operation were
82

armed with revolvers.

77. Salford Weekly News, 23 Feb 1867
78. Chester, watch cttee, minutes, ii Feb 1867 (Chester Record
Office, CCB/16)
79. Grieg to watch cttee, 12 Feb 1867 (Reports 4, 109, pp 145-6)
80. Chester, city council files, 13 Feb 1867 (Chester Record
Office, CF15/5)
81. Report of the arrangements made by the magistrates of ....
Chester...to prevent the threatened outbreak of Fenians,
Wm. Johnson to HO, 16 Fe~ 1867 (PRO, HO 45/0S/7799/180)
82. McHsle to Insp Gen, ]:’ Feb 1867 (S}O, F ~spers, F2441)



,~.]~, nr~,~,-~ of t1~ r~,~c1.:,rswere either reluctmnt to ~give up

ho~oe that an ettack could still be e~.ecuted, or were left

in Chester without the money to leave, expectin,~ a free

train and boat excursion to Ireland via Holyhead, because

on the Saturday after the attempt was to h~ve been made

there were still some of the men hangin~ about Chester.

Durin~ the whole affair only one Feni~n, John F. ~{cAuliffe,

was taken into custody at Chester on suspicion.83 He was

held for a fortnight and released, but he will appear again.

After the failure of the Chester raid some Feni~ns tried

to go to Ireland, but they were all ~rrested in Dublin.

The Chester police authnrities con~rntulmted them-

selves on frustratin~T the Fenian plans.84 But what did

it all look like to the Fenions? Corydon continued to talk

to Superintendent Ride and ~ave an account of his own

activities with the Fenisns on II February. Thnt morning

he met seven American officers at the Liverpool landing

stage and they all travelled to Chester, arrivin~ at about

noon. The plan was that they should proceed to a pre-

arranmed meeting place to w~it for the order to begin the

raid. But they were met by Austin Gibbons, the former

public house o~a~er, who told them that ’the thin= was sold’

and that there was ’~ traitor in the camp’. They should

go back to Liverpool to prevent any more Fenisns coming

down to Chester. Corydon also reveale8 more details of the

raid plan itself.

It was intended to go to the Castle on ~onday night, when
the soldiers would ~ive per~aission to the parties to go in.
Burke has been there upon several occasions within the last
two months and has been shown through the various parts of
the castle, and from information ~’hich he received both
from the centres in Manchester and the Feoisns elsev’here
he knew that several of the soldiers of the 54th were Fenians.

So the Fenian leaders did not intend an ’attack’ at all.

They were to be ouietly admitted to the Castle after dark

83. Wm. Johnson to HO, 16 Feb 1867 (PRO, HO 45/6Z /7799/180)
84. Chester~ city council files, 13 Feb 1867 (Chester Record
office, cm5/5)
85. Supt Ride to Grief, ]4 Feb 1867 (Reports 4, lll, p Ia7-8)
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to overwhelm the small ~_arrison, and then help themselves

to the armour~j.

Barrin~ the intervention of an informer, did the

Fenian plan to seize arms have any chance of success?
86

As the map s?iows,     the part of Chester Castle the Fenians

were interest~d in was that in the upper left called the

Higher Ward, the old castle itself. The front ~ate could

only be aporoached by crossin,~ a wide p~rade ~round, the

Esolanade, on which the army barracks faced. The low

terrain on the other three sides of the Castle increased

the height of the walls. Even i~’ some aT the sentries

were collaborators it was unlikely that 1,200 Fenians could

approach the Castle’s front gate without being detected

by the soldiers in the barracks, which they had to pass,

or by a reliable gjunrd at the front £ate or on the wall.

And armed only with some revolvers, an assault on the

steep walls or across the parade ground was out of the

question, since s relatively few soldiers had only to

close the gate and keep the attackers st a distance with

rifle and E~erhaps even artillery fire. But in the wall

directly opposite the front gate of the Castle is a

passage which Toes dovaa through the back wall and leads to

a door at ground ].evel outside. This entrance to the Castle

is not mentioned by Corydon, but with darkness comin~ early

on a February night, the Fenisn soldiers inside the Castle

need only leave this back door ooen to admit their marauding

comrades. It would take a lon~ time to bring over 1,000

men up through ~ narrow stairway, but enough men to overcome

the guard and secure the barracks could enter nuickly

enough by this route not to lose the advantage of surprise,

and then admit the rest of the raiders by the main ~ate.

The Fenian plan to seize the arms seems workable. They

had the cover of an early nightfall, help from inside the

86. Plan of the proposed improvements at the castle of
Chester, c. 1820 (Chester Public Library, in collection
of drawin,Ts by Thom~,s Harrison, architect)



Castle and a why of entering-unobserved. It very well might

have worked. And if their only aim was to seize arms, they

very well micht have succeeded.

But even if Corydon had not betrayed the plan, other

thin~s went wron,~ which would have prejudiced their chances

of success. The raid was to take place on the night of

ii February. But participants were arriving in large groups

as early as 2.30 AM of that day. On arrival they remained

to~ether, which was certain to arouse local susnicions.

Too many came too early and made themselves too conspicuous.

Still it was possible that the Castle rsid could be executed.

But the Fenians intended more them just visiting the Castle.

Actually seizinl the arms was the easy Dnrt of their Droject.

Direct from their one-n[~Rht-stand at the Castle, the

plan was to travel to Holyhead and thon to Ireland. But

between the Castle and the railway station resided the

great bulk of the citizenry of Chester. 1,209 Fenians

laden with rifles, smmmunition and perhaps even artillery

would certainly attract attention, and probably resistance.

And even if they reached the railway station, would they

be able to commandeer a train for Holyhem~ and then a

vessel for Ireland? Corydon claimed there were trains and

two steamers arranged to convey the Fenians to Ireland, but

this is unlikely. The IRB organisation certainly did not

have the money to charter trains and steamships; and even

if they did, who would do business with characters like them?

The most likely outcome of a successful arms seizure is

1,200 Fenians, armed with all kinds of formidable weapons,

raising havoc in Chester and then tryin~ to m~rch to

Holyhead. And if it became necessary to use their new

arms against police or military; how many, besides the

sAmerican officers and ex-Briti~h servicemen, would know

what to do with the guns? There would be little time for

training. It is very possible the Fenisns could have seized

a large quantity of arms at Chester, but the rest of their
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plan can only be described as hopeless. Corydon made

sure theft the IRB defeat was total.

But in another sense, the Fenians scored a considerable

organisational success. That there was an arms raid planned

for somewhere was ,<eneral knowledge ~ong the Fenians for

several weeks ~rior to ll February, but it was not until

the ni~ht of I0 February that the actual date an~ place were

known. Tele~raph mess~,_es were sent that evenin~ to the

head centres of towns throu,~hout Lancashire and the north

of En~land. Intra-Fenian communications in these towns

must have been efficiently arram~ed because within hours

of the tele~rams bein~ sent the first elements of the Fenian

raidin~ p~rty u’ere arrivinq in Chester. Even The Times

conceded t },.,!-

We must certainly ~ive the Feni,?,ns credit for havin~ formed
a bold plan, ~)n~ for havin~ ~ut it into execution with
considerable promptitude. If it had not been for the
inevitable traitor, there is too much re:~son to fear they
would have had at least a ~artial success. 87

Though the Chester plan could not be carried out, the

Fenians demonstrated that their command structure was

perfected to the point where orders could be transmitted

rapidly over considerable distances and throughout

populous urban districts and a l~r~,e force concentrated

on very short notice.

In the wake of the Chester attempt Liverpool was in

great excitement.

Newspaper reports of the affair are read with an avidity
surprising, and many people c~n hardly rea~ise the fact
that the old city of Chester was in such danger. 88

Liverpool newspaoers and mo~azines produced disparate

resnonses to the abortive raid. Though the gravity of the

threat was not lost on Liverpolitans, there was still an

inclination not to take the Fenians altosether seriously.

Cool-headed, practical people mi~ht laugh ot such a <~i~nti~
undertaking; but it should be remembered that the brotherhood are more

87. The Times, 13 Feb 1867
88. HC McHale to Insp Gen, 13 Feb 1867 (SPO, F papers, F2386)



noted for their daring than for their discretion, and that
they would not hesitate about enterin~T upon a desperate
scheme which might appear absurd or incomprehensible to
most people....Besides, reflection will show that the plan
of attacking Chester Castle, although snvourins of madness,
had some method in it. 89

The Liveroool Daily Post asked: ’A hoax or a reality in

Chester; which?90 There were people who thought the

military measures taken r~t Chester were superfluous, but

even though

It seems almost ludicrous- lookin~ at thin~s after the event-
that military precautions should be taken a~sinst outbreaks
of the brethren .... still they are indJspensmb]e .... Certain
journals ridicule the whole affair end make merry of the
fool’s errand of the soldiers. For our part we think the
peace snd safety of the city was cheaply ourchased by a
journey of 500 fusiliers from London. 91

But the most interesting< comment on the military precautions

came from the London correspondent of the Liverpool ma~azine

Porcupine.

Nen are asking< here why Liverpool could not send troops,
as well as Fenians, to Chester. There are barracks in
Rupert Lane. Where are the soldiers? Have you ~ot as many
as fifty men - a Chester fifty - to guard the second city
in the kingdom? 92

Other Lancashire newsoapers produced similar commentary.

The Preston Chronicle said that

Nothin~ can more effectively show the utter absurdity of
the movement in f~vour of the Irish republic than the
proceedings of the Fenians....The alarm caused at Chester
and the rising in rebellion at Killarney /13 February 1867_/
are parts of a scheme, not to overturn ~ritish authority,
but to practice on Irish credulity.

The Chronicle even insisted that the leaders of the IRB

kept the British government informed of all their plans

’in order that they may be frustrated, and they themselves

may thereby be furnished with that excuse for inaction which

they are in search of’.93 The ~anchester Cusrdian warned

that even thou~<h ’the first feelings provoked by the

89. Lpool Mercury, 13 Feb 1867
90. Lpoo:l Daily Post, 13 Feb 1867
91. Lpool Courier, 14 Feb 1867
92. Porcupine, 16 Feb 1867
93. Preston Chronicle~ 2 Feb 1867
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discovery ~of the Chester plan_/ are scorn and indignation,

the next should be s determination to profit by the whole-

some lesson of vigilance which it teaches’.94 Character-

istically, the Oldham Chronicle remarked that

The only tangible grounds which those have who poke fun
and flin~ sarcasm on the Chester dan~er consists of the
utter absurdity of the movement. We at once ~rant theft
the idea of takin~ and holdinc Chester Castle is too
monstrous even for Irish credulity to entertain .... 95

But the foiling of the Chester plan did not diminish

Fenian activity in Liverpool. Fenians from other northern

towns stayed in Liverpool waiting to go to Ireland and

many meetings were held at ~ l~ ,. public house, Birchfield

Street. Members of the brotherhood were extremely an~Try

over the presence of the informer, whom they were as yet

unable to identify. And both Corydon an~! the police on

regular patrol reported a great deal of movement among the

Fenians.96 All the bustle revolved aroun@ plans to send

men to Ireland to take part in the rising. The American

Fenians, including Corydon, were to be sent in small aToups

to several Irish ports, and they were to ~o ’without makin,~

a show on the boats’. Even though plans for the insurrection

in Ireland were well advanced, ss far as Corydon knew, it

was ’not the intention of the orgsnisation to do anything

in Liverpool’. He also said that the head centre for

Liverpool, Arthur Anderson, had been deposed for being

drunk for two days during the preparations for the Chester

raid and for failin~ to account for money he received on

behalf of the brotherhood. By this time the Fenian

organisation was m~ture enough to suffer from corruption.

The following day Corydon was leavin~ for Ireland and since

it was the last report he woul~ ~ive the Liverpool police,

he asked that when he was finished helpin~ the RIC in

Ireland he be ~iven enouFh money by the ~overnment ’to ~o

to some distant country and become a resoectab]e member of

94.
95.
96.

M/R Guardian, 12 Feb 1867
Oldham Chronicle, 16 Feb 1867
Supt Ride to grieg, 14 Feb 1867 (Reports 4, Iii, pp 148-9)
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society’. Superintendent Ride assured him/\he would be

looked after. After his depsrture for Dublin, Corydon

did not provide any more information for the Liverpool
97police.

But less than a week later the informntion ~ap was

filled by a person who ’keeps one of the orincipal

rendezvous for Fenians in this town’. Throu,~hout reports

on his statements his name is not ~iven and he is referred

to only as ’the party’. He said various Fenian ~enerals

were in Liverpool en route to Ireland. But durin~ the

next year there were frenuent assertions by informers that

ranking Fenians were on their way to, or already in,

Liverpool, which the police were never able to verify.

Saying/\an important Fenian person~Te from America was

present was probably just another way of keepin~ up

morale. The party also said thnt a number of Liverpool

Fenians were in Ireland at the time, but this is not likely.

Lastly he produced a letter from a John Griffin in Dublin

which read:

ThinFs are goinT on very well here, but the horse was bad
and did not run according to promise, but he is expected
to run on Saturday or ~onday. 98

The ’horse’ referred to the rising of March 1867; and

even when he did run he fell down. A couple of days later

the party claimed that

In Ireland they are determined to strike a blow next week.
They were to have done it today, but it has been put back
until next week.

There were still men in Liverpool from America and other

British towns ’anxious to get away to Ireland’ to help

’strike a blow’ and the lack of funds for their support

left some of them ’very hard up’. But as far as he could

tell~no action was planned in Liverpool.99

Nothing on the Fenians was reported for over two weeks

and then the party reappeared with startlin~ news. There

were Fenian plans for firin~ the shippin~ in the port

97.
98.
99.

Supt Ride to Grief<, 15 Feb 1867 (Reports 4, 114, OP 150-2)
Supt Ride to Grie<, 21 Feb 1867 (Re:~orts 4, 120, pp 156-7)
Supt Ride to Grieg, 2Z Feb 1867 (Reports 4, 121, pp 158-9)
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on 16 March, after which ’there would be a ~eneral fight

in the town’. They also hoped to seize all the Irish Sea

steam packets. He believed that many of the seamen employ-

ed on the vessels ’if not actually sworn Fenians, are

sympathisers’. He went on to say that nearly Nil the

Irish labourin~ class in Liverpool are Feninns, numberin~

many thousands....’ That same day Crie~ received an

anonymous letter warnin,~ a~oinst an attempt to destroy

Liverpool’s shipping by fire, which was ’to a certain

extent a confirmation of the fore~oin~ information by the
i00

informer as reg)ards Liverpool’. The object of this pl(~n

was to prevent any more troops goin~ to Ireland by creating

a fiery diversion in Liverpool. There was considerable

activity in Fenian circles and meetings were held where

it was resolved that ’somethin~ should be done this week

for Ireland’. So important were these discussions considered

by the Fenians that they even changed their meetin~ places

to avoid police detection. Instead of goin~ only to

public houses and beerhouses where the proprietor, was

friendly, they went into any estnblishment ’where they can

find a room in which they can converse without interruption’.

’At the dinner hour a lon,~ the line of docks, a ~ood deal

is talked about amongst the labourers of the present state
i01Of things.,

Even thou{3h the attack on the Castle at Chester had

been prevented, that experience gave the Liverpool police

an idea of how dangerous the Fenians could be and how much

damage they could cause, especially with a weapon as

destructive as Penian fire. On the strength of the information

he had, as well as the obvious signs of Fenian activity,

Grieg felt that there was good reason to suspect a

St Patrick’s day uprising in Liverpool.
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The police made no public statements durin~ the week before

17 March, but the local press were soon a"mre that something

was going on. Under the hemdin~ ’Fenian ml~rm in Liverpool’

the Courier said:

The police authorities and officials appear to have been
frightened or ’scared’ into the belief thnt a Fenian rising
was contemplated in Liverpool on St Patrick’s day in the
morning.

Despite the obvious measures for security, there was a ’state

of uneasiness’ in the town. Richard Nixon’s press secretary

could not be more ti~ht-lipped than the Liverpool police

were that week, ~nd the Courier complained that

The police officials, by dint of unexampled reticence and
other normal oualities, fully sustained their reputation as
masters of equivogue, as nothin~ definite in the way of
information could be gleaned from Major Crieg nor any of his
subordinates. 102

But even though they could ~et nothin~ from the police,

the Courier was able to reconstruct the situation from other

sources.

The Fenian, or liouid fire, is to be used in firing large
warehouses near the riverside and ships and steamers in dock;
and confusion being thus created, attacks are to be made on the
volunteer stores and gunsmiths’ shops, and arms seized. The
Fenians bein~z thus armed, are to help themselves to the
contents of the banks, and whatever other damage they may take
a fancy to, and then be conveyed in stemmers which are either
to be in readiness for the occasion or seized in the port - to
Ireland, there to l,~nd and keep alive the flame of rebellion.

Both the Courier and the },~ercury strongly criticised the police

for withholdin~ information and denounced al~rmism and un-
103

necessary preparations to repel a Fenian attack.

After the alert passed Grieg~typically, wrote to the

watch committee that he really

never believed that any large body of men would show, but the
great apprehension on my mind was that a number of men, dis-
posing themselves in small parties might set fire to ship sing,
of warehouse property, not only for the sake of destruction,
but to draw the police to these points, and whilst so engaged

102.
103.

Lpool Courier, 15 Nar 1867
Lpool Courier_, 16 ~,’icr 1867; Nercurx, 18 Mar l,q~7
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make a genera] attack on property in the town. 104

From 12 March Grieg began makin~ arrs no-ements with the

other authorities of the town and the military to handle

any Fenian action. Crieg hoped to call on the local

volunteers to help preserve order. As far back as 1862

he had proposed employin~ the volunteers as special constables

’in their civil capacity’, since the T lar Office prohibited

their aiding the civil power as volunteers. He fotmd that

ordinary workin~ men could not be de~ended on and were

difficult to or~anise as specials. He oreferred men who
105were alread~i organised and susceptible to discipline.

But after five years the ouestion was still unresolved and

Grieg was able to make no arrangements with the volunteer

commander. But even if he had made an arrangement, there

was the additional problem thnt since 1865 the Liverpool

volunteer companies were infiltrated by the IRB, whom they

would be expected to fight against.

All the hes~s of public departments in Liverpool were

alerted, as were ot,me~s and agents of the various shipping,

~as and rnilway compsnies.

In order that they might take such precautions as they thought
proper, sug,~estin>~ the employment of confidential, trustworthy
persons to be observant in preference far to any ~reat outward
show of force.

Gunsmiths were warned to secure their shops. Vulnerable

volunteer stores were removed to more defensible places, and

arrangements were made with the army oensioners to fruard them.

Three componies of re~,~ular infantry were brou~Tht from Manchester.

Dock police, gatemen and watermen were organised for swift

responses to any firing of shippin,~ alon~ the docks, and HN

Customs officers secured their building with an armed force

which included ni,~ht patrols. Municipal employees such as

sanitation men and borough engineers were employed as ~uards

104. Grieg to ~ayor, 19 Nat 1867 (Reports 4, 130, p.178)
105. Grieg to watch cttee, 18 ’cb 1862 (Reports 2, pp 109-11)



at public buildings and as extra firemen. Just to be certain

that the town was secure, an arrangement was ma~le with the

Captain of H~’IS Donegal, in the Nersey Estuary, for l~nding

300 royal marines if Grieg si~nalled him. But all these

preventives, alonF, with extra duty by the police force, were

either unnecessary or did in fact deter a Fenisn attack because

Saturday and Sunday /St Patrick’s day_/ passed over most
quietly, and I now feel satisfied in reportin,~ to your
worship that the excitement and anxiety in the public mind
have greatly if not entirely subsided. 106

He did not mention that the preparations themselves caused

all the ’excitement and anxiety’ in the public mind.

The police in several other to~,ms were also aoprehensive

of possible Fenian disturbances on St Patrick’s day. In the

Widnes district, the police were on the alert anc~ the volunteers’

arms were placed under ~u,’~rd. ’Not the slightest incident

occurred to create alarm, except it might be the presence

of several mysterious-looking strangers in the streets. ,107

There was ’considerable e~citement’ at St Helens, ’owin~, to

a rumour of an expected risin~ of the Fenians, who s re con-

sidered to be very stron~ there’. The local volunteers pro-

vided extra security for the various armouries and ’the town

on Saturday evenin~ was remarkably auiet, there bein~ fewer

cases at the police office th~n has been known for some ye~rs
I08

on a St Patrick’s eve’. Preston, which had a very weak

Fenian organisation, was also very quiet. ’In the popular

mind, St Patrick is mainly celebrated for "driving the

venomous reptiles out of Ireland"....Fenians, like snakes,

will not thrive very lon~, in the country. ’109 In Manchester

it is very evident that the Fenian sentiment is at a discount
in this commercial and eminently sensible city. Even if this
were not so, the precautions that have been t’~ken by C~ptain
Palin (one of the most perceotive and ~uietly-ener,~etic of
chief constables) v,ould h~ve sufficed to (]i~co1~rn~e any Fenian
ardour. Ii0

106. Grieg to Mayor, 19 Nar 1867 (Reports 4,
-

A]

107. Runcorn Observer, 2~ ~sr 1867
108. ~-rool Courier, 18 ~’~a~ 1867

¯ ’~ 20 i~.ar 1867109. Preston (,u~rdisn,
llO. M/i~ Courier, 18 ~or I~67

13o, pp 178-83)



V./hen the museum, library and park committee of the Selford

borough council heerd the rumours of a :.en~an rJs[nr, they

sent a request to the watch committee for a police ~/uard,
iii

’day and ni~ht’,                , on the librar.y, and museum building.

But it seems unlikely that the musm~n would h~ve been a

primary Fenian tnr~<et. Alto~ether, whether or not the

Lancashire Fenisns had planned a St Patrick’s day rising,

the extensive nolice precautions made its execution impossible.

~,[’%,:~r cb.,~t, ,’ n,l ’,’_!n ~’I"I:.,".1 f~ilure of the ~!nrch rising

in Ireland the Fenisn movement in Livernool slumped badly.

There was not a sin~le report durin,~ 18 I,:]nrch - 7 June, 1867.

In June the Dublin ~,letroDolitan Police v,~nrned F:njor Grieg

that attempts were bein~ made to revive tT~e movement in

Liverpool. Enquiries and observations were mode, but the

police could

neither trace nor hear of soy revival of the orgsnisation of
the brotherhood in Liverpool. At the various places, known
as the Fenian rendezvous there was not s D~rson in the house,
except the landlady. 112

The only news to emerge from these investiFotions was that

the Fenians were determined to kill Corydon, which surprised

nobody.I13 But later in June HC NlcHale, RIC, received a

telegram from Queenstown which said that three Fenian

emissaries from New York were en route to Liverpool to

resuscil-~te ÷’ .... ;nc~,, ,~,~,~,t there. One was a Colonel ~.~urphy. The

three were kept under watch by the police durin~ the one nicht

they spent in Liverpool, but none of the them behaved at all

suspiciously.I14 The three separated in Liverpool, t~vo goinq

to Psris and Nurphy to Dumfries in Scotland. Grieg wired

the Chief Constable in bumfries to keep en eye on ~!urphy.

But when the Colonel arrived in Scotland he was immediately

arrested. The local police wired to Grie< to find out what

they should do with him. Grieg replied that he shoul~ be kept

under observation, not arrested, and ~;!ur~hy was freed.115

Half a century later, John Denvir recalled that

IIi. Sslford, watch cttee, minutes, 1866-8, 25 r~or 1867 (SCL,
typescript, p.8)
112. Insp Horn to Grieg, ;’ June 1867 (Reports 4, 159, pp 209-10)
113. Horn to Grie~<, 17 Ju~e 1867 (Reports 4, 161, pp 211-2)
]la_ ~. ~#e~l~. to T~p Gels, 22 June (~0, Police & crime records,
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At this time the organisation of the Irish Revolutionary
Brotherhood in Great Britain hnd been placed ~n the hands
of three of the Irish American officers, CoptaJn Nur~hy,
who had chnr~e in Scotland, Colonel Richard Burke in the
Southern part of England, and Cnptatn Edwnrd O’Eesgher
Condon in the northern counties. 116

So it appe~rs that the Fenian head centre for Scotland

slipped throuFh not only the fin~ers of ~jor Grief, but

of the Scottish police too.

Durin~ the whole summer of 1867 the police cnuld not

find any Fenian activity in Liverpool.

From ~ii the infot~:~tion the head constable is able to
obtain, there does not aDnear to be any movement amongst
these persons....there is an entire absence of any appenr-
ante of organisation.... 117

But behind the apparent inactivity of the Lancashire

Fenians during the summer of 1867 w~s an effort to re-

organise the movement throu~hout the British Isle~ James

Stephens had been deposed as the Chief Centre of the move-

ment in late 1866, and the failures nt Chester in February

and in Ireland during March convinced his self-appointed

successor, Colonel Thomas J. Kelly, that the IRB structure

needed urgent renovation. Kelly called a convention at

Manchester sometime durin~ the mid-summer of 1867, where he

was confirmed as Chief Executive of the Irish Republican
118

Brotherhood. After the convention Kelly kept his head-

quarters at Manchester and started workin~ on ways of

improving the Fenian organisation. Manchester appears to have

remained the headquarters of the movement for some years

afterward. But on II September Kelly and an aid, Captain

Timothy Deasy, were arrested by the M~nchester police. Seven

days inter they were rescued from a prison van in Hyde Road

which was tailing them from the Manchester court house to the

New Bailey prison in Sslford. Durin:~ the Fenian rescue a

115. Grieg to Wntch cttee, 2° June 1867 (Reports 4, 165-7, ~r 21’~-I’
’    Life story, p 95116. I envlr, ,,, ¯

117. Grieg~to W2tch cttee, 24 Sept 1867 (Reports 4, 185, ~.235)
118. Leon 0 Broin, Fenian fever: An An~]o-Amnrican dilemms.
(London, 1971), p.193
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119
police officer, Ser:~esnt Brett, was shot Hnd killed.

In a wild chase after th~ breakin~ of the van, and during

the followin:T week, over thirty Irishmen were ~rrested.

But Kelly and ])easy were never recaptured.

The killin< of Sergeant Brett deeply shocked people

all over Lancashire, and throughout Britain. We saw in

chapter 6 that it was a widely held, but unrealistic,

belief in British <overnin:w circles that their countryTnen
120

were, on the whole, peaceful and law-abidin~ people.

Living under this misconception mnae the death of Serme~nt

Brett seem an even ~reater outro~e. The press responded

vociferously to the Manchester rescue.

It is evident, in the first place, that the importance of
the Fenian conspir3cy has been seriously underrated....
Leniency has been tried already .... even the tin<leaders in
the risin~ of last winter hsve been relieved from the extreme
penalty of the law....all this ~<entleness has proved ineffectual,
for rather it has served simply to encoura:~e the rebels in
their evil habits. Now, however, the time for ,<entleness
has passed away. 121

While the Fenian movement is fondly supnosed by some people
to be extinct, it breaks out with atrocious violence at our
own doors....It is when we find that, in our own industrious
and outwardly neaceful cities, widespread political conspiracy
can be orgsnised with perfect secrecy and carried into
execution....that the real strain upon our credulity begins....
It may be that we shall yet h~ve reason to regret the
magnanimous leniency shown in spsrin~ the lives of all the
Fenian leaders who were convicted in the spring of this year. 122

Hyde Road, ~anchester, has been the scene of an outra,qe such
as is happily of rsre occurence in this kin7dom. En<lishmen
are so much accustomed to hold constituted authority in
respect, that a sudden and murderous breach of universal usage
is never cant empl~ted....Cnptain Palin, unlike Major Crieg,
seems to have hel~ Fenians and Fenianism in too low estimation.
He did not appreciate the violence and recklessness of the
Irish Americans.... 123

119. ’Report of the mnyor to the council of the; city of
Nlanchester, as to the recent Fenian outrage’ in Manchester
Council Proceedin~=s, 1866-7 (M/RCL, 352.042 ~22), pp 306-7;
0sprain Palin to R. Neill, I0 Oct 1867 (~/RCL, Archives Dept,
watch cttee, letter books, M70/2/3)
120. Norman P1cCord, ’The Fenisns and public oninion in Great
Britain’ in N. Hnrmon (ed.), Penians and Penianism (Dublin, I~68),
p.40



The murderous Fenian outr~e at Manchester shows that it is
not safe to consider the Fenian conspiracy as entirely 9t an
end...there ~,re too many knaves interested in Iceepin~, up the
delusion, and too many fools willinc to supply them with the
means of doing so, for the unc~ertaking to collapse alto~ether
and at once. 124

From all quarters the unanimous verdict res~oectin~ it seems
to be that a more scandalous violstion of the oublic peace,
a more outrageous defiance of the law, or a more reckless,
cold-blooded sacrifice of human life was never oerpetrsted. 125

It is nothin~ less than cool deliberate murder, ,.~nd we shall
be ~,~restly mistaken if the assassins do not find a very stern
verdict pronounced s ~Inst them by our country,men. The day of
forbearance    is ~nst. ~,~ercy h~Js been show~!, and we see the
result. The same amieble mistake will not be repeated a~ain. 126

The Preston Chronicle warned that continued Fenian violence

could lead to En~Tlish employers and worlcin,o men refusin~ to

have anythin~ to do with the Irish.

Shut out Irish people from the 19bout mnrkets of England
becn use of the apprehension sn~i the slarm thmt the Manchester
out~.,~.e has roused in the bre:~sts of the employers of labour,
and the wretchedness of a wretched netion will be immeasurably
increased. 127

But even thou~_h there was s ~reat des]_ of r~v~ision to:yards

Fenianism, and especially Fenisn violence, the ~anchester

rescue never fomented a severe backlash of English opinion

which endangered the position of the Irish in Lancashire.

Within weeks of the rescue of Kelly an~ Dessy, five men,

Allen, Larkin, O’.l~r~en, Condon and Man,ire, h~d been tried ~or

the murder of Sergeant Brett. They were convicted and

sentenced to death on I November 1867. The execration was

set for 23 November. The 5~anchester Courier was confident that

by ’a decisive example, Irish and Irish-American adventurers
128

will receive ~n unmistakesble warning’. The Manchester

Fenisns, probably because they were still hidin,~ Colonel Kelly,

kept themselves very ouiet indeed durin~ the trial ~nd after.

121. N/R Courier, 20 Sept 1867     122. M/R Guardian, 20 Sept 1867
123. Lpool Courier, 20 Sept 1867 124. Lpool Mercury, 20 Sept 1867
125. Selford Weekl,y News, 21 Sept 1867
126. Oldham Chronicle, 21 Sept 1867
127. i~reston Chronicle, 28 Sept 1867



But Fenians elsewhere in Lancashire were not as intimidated

by the ’urnnistakeable exmnole’ of the ~anchester trials as

the Courier would have liked. And where overt Fenian activity

was not found, suspicious citizens perceived evidence of

any stranger or untoward hn~e1~inT. For

the IVJanchester rescue a man on his

conspiracy in

example, the da~r after

way to Preston noticed th:-,i: ~. fe]low-r~sssen~er in his railway

csrri~,~e h~’~d s I,’eni:~,n ’demeanour’. The m:~r~ ~’.’~s h’,ncled over to

the police in Preston and sent to ~,Innchester.129 The Salford

police were put on their ~usrd in Is~te ~epte~l~ber b.v information

that some Liverpool Fenisns were on their w~)r to t,:isnchester

to free the nrison,~rs cr~nt~red after the ::tt~c’< on the prison
130

van. But this u,~s ~ fa]se al,o~n. The C:hief Constable of

the Lancashire Con~:tabulary foun~ that Fenisn head centres in

various tovms were communicstin~ re~Jlsrly with oersons in

Manchester, ’generally women’. He advised Captain Palin at

Manchester to make arrangements with the telegraph offices to

be informed if suspicious messs~es were sent to ’any person who

is not in the habit of receivin~ tele~<rams’. An exsmDle

of a suspected Fenian message wcs: ’Don’t come the ~oods are

delayed. ’ 131

Everyone in Lancashire was watchine for Kelly and Deasy

during October-November 1867, and the police were flooded with

reports of their suspected hideouts from helpful citizens.

On 30 September ’the various localities occupied by the Irish’

in Oldham were se:,rched by the police when it was discovered

that Kelly had had his post forv,mrded to the Oldham post office

since the previous winter. The postmaster identified a

photograph of Kelly as the man who collected the letters. But

Kelly had not res~uned his residence in Oldhnm after his escape

from the ~rison vnn.132 A week inter s police constable observed"

129. Preston Guardian, 21 Sept 1867
130. Salford, watch cttee, minutes, 1866-8,
(SCL, typescript, pp 16-7)
131. LC, ~eneral order book, 2nd series,
vol. 2)
132. Oldham Chronicle, 5 ,,ctober ]867

23 Sept 1867

21 Nov 1867 (LRO, PLA,



a secret drillin~ session of about forty men outside Oldham,

’after midnight’. By the time he could return to the scene

with reinforcements the men had disappe~Jred, but a ’strict

watch’ was bein#< kent on the movements of the 4-500 Oldham

Fenians.133 The watchful residents of Smli’ord thought they

saw Kelly and Deasy nll over the town a1~ring early October.

The Chief Constable, Captain Sylvester, executed n series of

’minute’ searches in all the nei~.hbourhooc1s where they were

reported to be hiding, but the police could not find a trace

of Fenian activity or the e~caDed leaders.134 In Preston

an ’alarming’ Fenian communication was founS~ in one of the

orincipal streets, which warned that the ],sncashire Fenisns

would swiftly and ruthlessly ~ven~e ~ny h’n~in~s in ~nnchester.

The fate of Alien and Co. J s sealed, and s~ is the fate of
Manchester and the nei~hbourin,~ tovms; sn~ I hope you have
made all preparations in ~’reston .... Fire all the public
places as near as possible. ~le’ll let the devils see and
know what Fenisnism is before we hsve done. Only confide to
those you know are true to our cause. I sup~os~e you hnve
plenty of arms and ammunition. If not, storm the depots.
You have any number of men .... We’ll warm the up,
you’ll see.

But it was thought that the letter was a hoax by s Fenian

sympathiser, since the organisation in the tov,n was entirely

too weak to effect an attack such as the one ~rescribed in

the letter.135 The powerful or~anisation in Liverpool

remained the hub of Fenian activity durin~ the autumn of 1867.

After a very quiet summer, it was nearly a week after the

~lanchester rescue before the first Fenian informer since the

previous March mode a statement to the Liverpool police. He

was a tailor who emoloyed a Fenian. Besides namin~ a few

public houses where Fenisns held meetings, he sai~ that the

British IRB was steadily declinin~ until Kelly and Dessy arrived

to start reorganising and rebuildin£ confidence, ’since which

time it has improved both in members and money’. On 15-6 Sept-

134. Salford, watch cttee, minutes,
typescript, p.19)

,-)
135. Preston Guardian, ¯3 ~ov 1867

| i i

18~6-8, 7 Oct 1867 (SOL,



ember meeting-s were held throuchout Liverpool Fenian

circles to sanction end help to finance the r#,anchester

rescue. As usual, he was able to report a Fenien plan of

action, which called for a ’simultaneous risin< in this

’ and there was ’hardly s Feniancountry and in Ireland.... ,
136

in Liverpool who has not arms’.

The very same day a ’sworn Fenian’ who lived st Liverpool’s

chief Fenian meeting-place, Rossiter’s beerhouse in Adlin~ton

St, visited Grieg at his office. He revealed thnt the head

centre for Liverpool, J~unes Chambers, was a pnrticipmnt in

the attack on the prison van in ~nnchester. There was a

great deal of discussion and collectin~ of money throughout

Liverpool for rescuing the Fenians arrested for their part

in the attack. Possible responses to any executions were

also discussed.

It is under deliberation that should Allen be hung, to set
fire to the shipping" and warehouses here and also in Manchester
the day he is executed. 137

And once again the fi~ure of 20,000 Fenimns in the Liverpool
138

area emerged, there bein:q 200 centres with nine nines each.

In the wake of the Nanchester affair there was a spate of

rumours in Liverpool about the fugitives Kelly and Deasy

tryins to make their escape from the port. The stories ran~,ed

from the pair tryin~ to ~o to Ireland ss hsrvestmen, ’one

having a humn on his back’, to a more traditional journey

by packin~ crs~te or even a trip on a ’slow sailin~ ship’ to

Iv]ontevideo. The police were watchful for any attempt to

smuggle Kelly and Deasy out of the country, and they invest-

igated many of the Kelly and Dessy si~htin<s throu,Thout the

town. Just to be certain, they even opened coffins st railway

stations.139

The freeing of Kelly and [)easy at ~:,!nnchester ~ave a ’fresh

136. Grieg to watch cttee, 24 Sept 1867 (Reports 4, 199, pp 256-8)

137. One of those arrested at ~anchester was F~ike O’Brien,who
was arrested a yesr earlier st Liverpool ~, ~. illegal possession
of ~ov’t arms. Lpool and RIC officers went to r@anchester and
recognised him at s court ileoring. When O’Brien saw the officers
he ’evidently reco~nised !~le officers as old acnusintances’
because ’he chaunted colour’ when h~ saw them.
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impulse to the Fenisn movement’ in Liverpool and this

worried the usually imperturbable Grief. A few days after

the Manchester raid, tele,~o~rsms from

to several Lancashire police forces

revolvers were avaiTable for armin~

the Home Office were sent

informin~ them that

policemen from the military

stores at Chester, if the commsndin< officers thought firearms

were necessary to the securit)~ of their tovms. At that time

’always consi~,erin~Grieg declined to ~rm his men, that

precautionary measures are better than weapons ’ .140 But a

week ]_ater he asked the mayor to reollisitiom fifty revolvers,

’not to arm -the police with them at pre~ent, but to be ready

....when the result of the trial of Allen is kno~vn or put
141

into execution’. Besides these scnuisitions, the Liverpool

police possessed a considerable arsenal. There v!ere 104

carbines with bayonets and 1300 cutlasses. In addition,

wooden truncheons were iss~led to the police.142 To make sure

that all these weapons could be put to ~ood use, constables

began practisin~ with revolvers and carbines.143 And a plnn

was devised where the army p~nsioners would be c~].led out to

form the nucleus of the s~ned policemen in case of a major

disturbance.144 The shootin:~ of Sergeant Brett at ~anchester

convinced even the sceptical Grieg that the Fenians could

be extremely dangerous, and the precautions he took in autlnmn

1867 were much more extensive that those he took in anticipation

of a Fenian attack the previous ot Patrick’s day.

~it g~.itg’s anti-Fenian measures included more than just

a heavily c~rmed police force. Fenia~ haunts were constantly

visited by ’strong bodies of detectives’ to remind those

present that the police were on their A~uard.145 Durin~ the

previous year Grie~ learned the best weapon n~sinst the IRB

were informers, who could let the police know of Fenien

intentions in advance so that they would be e’~sier to counter

138. Grie~T to :i.:tcl~ cttee, 24 Sept 1867 (Reports 4, 200, po 259-g~

139. Grieg to ’.J,,L~I~ ctbee, 30 Sept 1867 (Reoorts 4, 208, p 271)
140. Grieg to Watch cttee, 21 Sept 1867 (Reportn 4, 197, Do 253-,4)
141. Grieg to R. Mnyne, 3) Scot i~67 (Reoorts ’, 208, p. 271)

°2 3 p~ 291-2)142. Grie~ tn ’.Tatch cttee, II Oct 1867 (R,~0orts 4, < ,
143. Grieg to ~atch cttee~ I Oct, 15 Oct 1867 (Reoorts 4, 212,
~.L’73)
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and contain. But information from info~ners did cost money,

which was supplied by Sir ~<ichard IVJsyne, Commissioner of the

~etropolitan Police. Either money went much further during

the mid-1860s or Fenian informants D]aced a small value on

their lives, because durin~ the year Se~ter:~ber 1866-September

1867 Major Grie~ nsid out only some:vhat more than £,I0, ~nd
146this included instalments to bi;~ spenders like Corydon.

But Grieg reauested and received £20 to s:~tisfy the next year’s

turnco~qts.147      But for the amount an8 choracter of the inform,~tion

the police obtained through the frugal 4isbursement of this

fund, it has to be said that the]~ had aresl bargain. And

with the excitement amen;< the Liverpool Fenimns after the

Manchester rescue, the info~mers wo~Id cnn~inue to h:~ve plenty

to disclose.

The ’sworn Fenian’ informer, also called ’No. I’, was

providin~ almost daily accounts of the n~rmerous Fenian

meeting, s and discussions throughout Liverpool. Some of the

conversations he repented help to ill~istrnte the temnersment

of some of the ]_eadin~ Fenians. All the talk centred on

what the brotherhood should do to helD the MaDchester

prisoners and what they would do if Allen ~nd ~ny others were

to be han~ed. Plots to send armed Liverpool Fenians to

Manchester to intimidete or liauidate witnesses a<ainst the

accursed raiders were contrived~but no intimidators or

liauidators were ever dispatched. T~ does not seem that

even the Fenians took this sort of talk ~:eriously, well aware

that there was little they could to to interfere with the oro-

ceedings at the ~[~nchester col lrtho~se. So in the same

144. Grieg to Watch cttee, I Oct 1867 (Reoorts 4, 211, p. 271)
145. Grieg to W,~:tch cttee, ii Oct 1867 (Reports 4, 223, p. 289)
146. Grie~ to R. ~qsyne, 27 Sept 1867 (Reports 4, 203, ~.266)
147. Grieg to R. M~yne, 30 Sept 1867 (Reports 4, 208, p.271)
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conversations they also talked about u, hnt would ~,:ould hs~oen

in the more likely eventuality that Allen and o,’rhaps others

were executed. A centre called Hurley decided that a Fenisn

firin7 s0uad should be posted beneath the scaffold to shoot

Allen in the trap, rather than let the British have the

satisfaction of causin~ his death. But no matter how Allen

died, ’Liverpool v.~ll be in s blaze, this is :zlmost the doily

talk amongst them’. It is curious th:~t durin,~ the whole of

September-November 1867, while various Feninn exDloits in

l~anchester and Liverpool were sketched an~’1 c:~refu]!y forgotten,

men called upon to carry out these do r[n,< Dlsns frenuently

excused themselves on the grounds that the)T were m~rried and

had a family to think about. But theft were always ready to

encourage youn,¢, sin~le men to martyr themselves for the cause.

The infiltration of the local vol~Jnteers, p~rticularly

the 64th LRV (Irish Brigade), continued. The centre Hurley,

a member of the 64th, was asked b.v informer No. I:

’How is it, Hurley, that you bein~ ~ centre in Liverpool are
wearin~ the En<,-Tish uniform?’
’Damn it, man,’ he re~lie@~ ’half of us in the brigacle ere only
learning our drill, th:~t we may fight a~ainst disciplined men.’

No. i believed at least half the Irish Bri~ae ,’.,ere Fenians.148

But in mid-October Hurley and three other Fenisns were dismissed

from the 64th because of the information theft the ’sworn

Fenian’ gave, arousin~ff susnicions that there must be an inform-

er at Rossiter’s beerhouse.149 The IRB h~d some other problems

too.

James Chambers was confirmed permanent head centre for

Liverpool in early October, but ’doubts were expressed as to

the fitness of Ch~mbers for the post’.150 That he was neither

trusted not very popular was demonstrated by on exchange at a

meetin,~ of centres which took olnce around n beerhouse tab]e.

148. Grieg to ’.’latch cttee, 7 Oct 1867 (Reports 4, 217, OP 275-9)
149. Grie,T to ~,ratch cttee, 19 Oct 1867 (}~eports 4, 228, po 299-30()
150. Grieg to ’,latch cttee, 7 Oct 1867 (Reoorts 4, 217, p. 275)
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The new hend centre announced that the only news he hnd

for them was th~-:t he should continue to or~Tanise and collect

money. A man called Dully irritably sho1~ted ~t Chambers"

’We are lone enou:<h listeninT to this sort of thin.T;’ As a

peace offering, Chnmbers told the c.atherin~ ths~t there were

130 rifles hidden in Liverpool for a rising, but this only

elicited more remn rks of impatience to put th~ weaponry to

use. There was also the matter of n fund instituted by the

Fenians the previous l~’!nrch to ~py for p~ssa~s to Liverpool

of those men released fron~ custody in Ireland. Chnmbers was

in charge of the collection. A m~n cs]]ed Brophy, for whom

money was doneted, demanded that Chambers nccnunt for his

share, threotenin~ to brin,< forward the contributors to

confront the new head centre. Chambers became very an,~ry and

said that Brophy was lyin-~ becnuse the money hnd been sent

away. Duffy finally interposed and pushed Broohy back into

his chair.151 Fenian meeting, s were not always devoted to

the formulation of excitin~ schemes, nor was the movement

free from internecine muarrellin~ and distr~st. And there

were men who ~,rew tired of en£1ess cons pirin~ with no

prospect of action and becks_me imostient with the leadership.

But despite these differences, the Liverpool movement never

split into opposing factions. They were able to remain united

around their ultimate ~oal, the liberation of Ireland.

But the loose lips of the Liverpool Feninns fashioned

a weapon %hat Grieg could use against %hem. Within a week of the

~lanchester rescale Chambers we s named by informer No. i ~s a

participnnt. Grei~ was reluctant to expose his talkative

confidant on the witness stand and arran:~ed for two police

officers and several eye witnesses from ~nnchester to come to

Liverpool to identify an8 arrest Chambers. On the evenin~ of

ii October No. 1 was able to keep Ch,tmbers st ’the Dlace’

8 Oct 1867 (Reoorts 4, 218, pp 279-81)151. Grieg to Watch cttee,
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’by p] vin~Fenian j~rgon for Rossiter’s, Adlin~ton Street,

him with drink’, which ~ave the police time to corner him.

Six Fenians, includin~ No. I, were taken into custody and

the Manchester witnesses identified Chambers as olayin~ a

prominent role in the attack on the prison van. Two of the

men were freed immediately sn~ the oth~r four, including

No. I and Brophy, were sent to Manchester by rail the same

night. One of those detained with Chambors w~s oersuaded

to give information and the Liverpool police d~bbed him

’No. 2’, though RIC reports revea] th:~t his name was James

Nolan.152 All but Chambers an~ Brophy were discharged by

the Manchester ma,Tistr~te the followin~ morning, but these

two were ~mon:o7 ~ nt~b~r liberated on 7 November at Manchester,

when the prosecution withdrew the murder c}~,r~e s~Tainst them.153

Just as the police hoped, Chsmbers’s srrest ’oroduced

~reat constern:~tion amon< those frequenting the place.....’

And just as after the ~,~anchester rescue, ~Tlib pledges were

made about ~o,’oin~ to ~,4anchester to sweet that Chambers was

in Liverpool st the time of the raid.154 Several women

did go to ~nnchester, but do not spoesr to have attempted

to swear for Ch~mbers.155 Nolan, the new infoY~er, claimed

that the Fenisns were wary of the police and informers and

switched their meetin~ Dlsce to another house nehr ’the

place’. And he predicted that there wo~Id be yet another

~anchester rescue if there were Fenian convictions for the

September attock.156 Amid the bravado and adventurous pleas

to free the forty Manchester Drisoners was sn idea to

attack Her Majesty the Queen at Edinburgh. They intend,
if possible, to destroy the castle. Should the guard be
too cautious they will waylay Her Majesty and shoot her.

A message was sent to the Home Office immediately, so that

precautions could be taken.157 It seems that there was some

such design current among the Lancashire Feninns because

152. Grieg to Watch cttee. 8 Oct 1867 (Reports 4, 220, pp 284-7);
HC Meagher to Insp Gen, 12 Oct 1867 (SPO, RP, 1867/18196)

153. Lpool Courier, 8 Nov 1867
154. Grie~ to :.~atch cttee. 15 Oct 1867 (Reports 4, 224, pp 292-3)
155. Grieg to Watch cttee, 30 Oct 1867 (ReDorts 4, 243, p. 318)
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three days earlier the Home Office received a reoort from

Manchester about a olsn to kidnap the Queen, to be ’kept

as a hostage for the Fenian ~risoners’. The police in

Scotland took s~ecial care to prevent the Fenisns dabbling
~58in regicide and no attempt was made on the Queen. The

Fenians were very short of u, eapons and without them royal

kidnappings and attacks on ~snchester were ~mpossible. A

plan was under consideration to sta~e-m:~n2~e simultaneous

bread riots in major tovms of England and Scotland so that

armouries could be raided in the confusion, but this, like

all the other notions of this period of Liverpool Fenisnism,
159came to nothing.

In late October Grieg aco1~ired two more informers. One

was Jemes Fitzpatrick who lived in the house of Joseph Gavin,

who was the Liverpool head centre reDlacin~ Chambers. He

named four Fenian meeting-places and claimed that there was

a lot of talk about setting fire to shipnin,~ and warehouses
160

in Liverpool, which was confirmed by Nolan. The other

new informer, called the ’fresh informer’, spoke of meetings

held to raise money to send witnesses to ~anchester to testify
161

on Chambers’s behalf, but he h~d little other news. But

from what Grie~ could gather from all his sources the arrest

of Chambers greatly disturbed the Liverpool IRB,

who are of opinion that someone s mon~st them must be ~ivin~
inform~tion to the police, and they are in consequence each
afraid of the other.

In fact Grieg ha(~ not one person, but four ~iving information

at the same time. This m~ber was reduced to three when Nolan

was found tryin~ to stowaway on a steamer for America. He
162

was turned over to the RIO.

156. Grieg to Wstch cttee, 15 Oct 1867 (Renorts 4, 224, p. 293)
157. Grie~ to ’ffstch cttee, 17 Oct 1867 (~eoorts 4, 226, p. 2q7)
158. Capt Palin to Mayor Neill, 14 Oct 1867 (PRO, HO 45/0S/7799/PB
159. Grieg to Wstch cttee, 17 Oct 1867 (Reports 4, 226, p. 297)
160. Insp Carlisle to Supt Kehoe, 21 Oct 1867 (:~ ~t~: ,., o?~., ,,~.    ~i

161. Grie~ to Watch cttee, 25 Oct 1867 (Reports 4, 239,
pp 309-10)
162. Grieg to T.A. Lsrcom. 28 Oct 186’ (Roports 4, 241, p. )13)
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But even though the Head Constable was cc, nfident that he was

on top of the Fenians, he was not one to take chnnces.

Durin~w 29 October-13 November he made arr-n~qements similar

to those of the previous St Patrick’s day with the local

military and the Royal Navy. Grieg estimrted that the

Liverpool police would be supported in con emergency b v 900

regular troons, with ~rtillery.16Z An~ for a time it seemed

that supT, ort mimht be required, because No. 1 re~orted that

’the place’ was verv busy with Fenisns. A m~n n~med ~cAuliffe,

’a very dan~ero1~s member of the Fenisn or~snis~tion’, w~s

tryin~ to recruit :~ five-man team to attempt to rescue Allen

or shoot him before he could be h’~n,~ed. R~offles were beinm

held to gather as much money as possible. 164 But McA~liffe’s

plans for. a ~rsnd effort at M~nnchester were shortlived.

John Francis ~cAuliffe called himself a lecturer and, as

we saw earlier, he collected money for the Fenisn movement,

and himself, by travellin~ around the northwest speakin~ on

’the wron,~s of Ireland’. ’His dress and anpearsnce are those

of a Roman Catholic priest.’ In the h~n£bills he distributed

before his lectures, he described himself as ’Knight of the

Holy Roman Empire, ex-commander of the Papal Brigade, and

formerly in the US Federal service’.165 He was in Chester

for the attempted raid on the arsenal and was the only person

arrested there.166 He was released after a fortnight and

dropped from sight until 20 September 1867, when he was listed

among the prisoners held at Manchester in connection with the

rescue of Kelly and Deasy.167 McAuliffe cl~imed that he was

visiting Manchester on 18 September ’to meet a lady friend’,

but he was arrested while strollin.e past ~lanchester Police

Court. He was appnrently ignorant of the pl~n to free Kelly

and Deasy.168 No evidence could be produced a~ainst him and

he was discharged.169 ~,~cAuliffe went to Liverpool to or~snise

163. Mayor to Grieg, 13 Nov 1867 (Reports 5, I0, p.13)
164. Grie~ to Watch cttee, 30 Oct 1867 (Reports 4, 943, PP 318-20)

165. St Helens Standard, 16 Feb I;~67
166. Lpool Courier, 24 Sept 1867
167. Lpool Courier, 20 Sept 1867

168. Lpool Courier, 7 Oct }867
169. Lpool Courie~r, 14 Oct 1867
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another rescue mud was said by other Feni~ns to be ’doing

more harm than half a dozen centres’ to the organisation
170there. On i November Major Grie~ received his strangest

171letter since corresponding with ’Afro’ a year eerlier.

114 Campbell St
Derby Road, Bootie
30 October, 1867

Sir,
Since my liberation at ~anche,~ter, over the late outrage,

the Fenisns are un~ler the impression that I ~ot out by ~ivin~T
information to the Crown, but I did not. The~F have, however,
twice attempted to, or rather planned my assassin’~tion, but
I baffled their efforts. Conseouently I sm now determined
to give all the information I can about the whole org:~nisation
& in total, break it up in England & almost smother it in all
other countries. I came here to try and secl~de myself for a
while, but I sJn under the impression that they have traced
me to this district, and ~re in several places lookin= out for
me. But when I have turned round upon them, they may rest
confident the Fenien org~nisstion is no more, because there
is not another m~n in Europe who knows the workin~ position
of the whole affair in England but myself. In ~ worS, I’ll
smash up the whole affair. Come ~nd see me as soon as
possible. I don’t like to venture out fesrin~ they would
see me. I want to put the authorities on top of them through
the different towns through England unnv,~r~s Isic/.

J. F. ~cAuliffe.

McA~liffe o’.~;~r~’.~’!-i,n~te~l his own importance, but Crieg

still wanted to interview him. Inspector Carlisle was sent

to Campbell Street, but there he found thst &IcAuliffe had

already turned himself in to the Lancashire Constabulary

’in a ~reat hurry’at the Old Swan Station around the corner, .

When Carlisle tried to see McAuliffe the county police refused

to allow him, despite the letter to Crie~, because the ex-Fenian

was in a very excited state of mind. The Liverpool police

170. Grieg to Watch cttee, 19 Oct 1867 (Reports 4, 225, pp 2Qg-30n’
171. J. F. ~,qcAuliffe to Grieg, I Nov 1867 (Reports 5, i, p.l)
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obtained a court order from a county magistrate to allow

them to see the gre test Fenian smasher in Europe, but by

the time they returned to the Old Swan,.~:icAuliffe had been

moved elsewhere. No record of where he went or what he

said survives and the Liverpool police were never able to

talk to him. He did mutter somethin~ about a few ~uns and

a lot of Fenian fire in Liverpool, that w~s all. It seems

that he was considere~ mad nn~l his inf~rmation, if there

was any, was disregarded, or what he hna to say was not

very important. The Fenians were very much the same after
172what he thought would be his historic b~tr~.v,~l.

After the ~cAuliffe incident it was almost three weeks

before Grieg made another entry in his reports about

Liverpool Fenianism. It is strange that no informers made

statements and the police could find no Fenisn activity

worth mentionin-~ durin~ this month because at that time the

’Manchester martyrs’ were wsitin~ in their cells at the New

Bailey to be executed on 23 November. If the Feni~ns ser-

iously intended any resnonse~ this should have been a very busy

period for them. On 21 November No. i, the sworn Fenian,

turned up to say that vrith the Manchester hangings t~vo days

off there was much talk among the Liverpool IRB of doing

their ’duty’, which meant usin~ their stores of Fenian fire

to destroy the port’s shipping,. A visitin~ centre from

Nianchester said -t~:,.~

if Allen and the others were hun~, as many of the cabinet
as could be caught would cert~inl.y be fixed, th’~t Hardy’s
~Home Secretary/ life v,ould not be worth two pence.

He also made arrangements with the returned Chambers to

communicate by tele~ranh if the ~anchester Fenisns were

executed, so that the Liverpool brotherhood could immediately

take reprisals against the town. But despite all the tall~

of assassin~tions’, of ministers z~n~ the b~2ruin~ of Liverpool

172. Grie~ to Watch cttee, I Nov 1867 (~eoort.n 5, i pp 1-4)



The men who freouent ’the plc, ce’ are strongly of opinion
that Allen and the others will not be executed.

Just to be sure, Mnjor Grieg mnde arrangements with all

the Liverpool telegraph offices to be on the lookout for any
173messa~Tes from Manchester ’in figures’.

On t~e Thursday and Fridav before 23 November all the Fenians

who promised to do their ’duty’ made themselves very scarce,
174and few people were foun~] in the usual Fenisn ’haunts’.

Most of them orobably thought that whatever happened ot

Manchester, it would be better for them to be out of the

reach of the Liverpool police.

In Manchester, l l,~,~ire was freed a~d Condom’s sentence

was commuted to a prison term. But three men, Allen, Larkin,

and O’Brien, still faced han¢in~ on 23 November. Despite

the universal outrage at the killin~ of Brett in September,

by November there was a considerable body of opinion which

f~voured commutation of the death sentences on the three

Fenians. But most leaned, thou<h often reluctantly, towards

condoninF the execution.

The ~allows never was a ~ood teacher, but the ~allows appear
to be the only emphatic institution availnble in this most
tragic and lamentable instance, snd we woulc] most ~ladly

deliver the communit,v of [v!anchester, if it were possible, from
the horror of the expiation which we fear is almost inevitably
impending. !75

In our jud,<ement, it would be an act of criminal weakness to
spare the lives of men who have shed innocent blood in the
prosecution or :~ enterprise which s~:~ravates the ~uilt of
the murder itself. 176

With the execution of a few, and the imnrisonment for life
of the rest of the Fenian conspirators, s blow is likely
to be struck ~t the cause of ~enl,~nism. ]77

The Liverpool Courier ,,o~.~,mn~ ’maudlin humanity’ ~enerally.
178

173. Grieg to Watch cttee, 21 Nov 1867 (Reoorts 5,
174.
175.
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But it is refreshin~ to see that, in a country with a

traditional fondness for public han~in,~s, there was support

for commutation of the sentence on the Manchester Fenians

and abolition of capita] ounis.hment.

Those who hold to the orincipsl tlhqt it wnuld be both
proper and expedient to abolish eaoita] nunish’~nnt - and
we are of that number - could on this, ns on every other
occasion of <~ ]i][e ],:inc], ~oroach the throne andl spt~.eal for
mercy without hesitation. 179

If our ~overnment, by discriminr~tin~ in the execration of the
sentences, will prevent a sense of ’martyrdom’ ’~risin~ in the
cause of the condemned, these trials, we ho~e, will ~o far
tow,::rds endin:" Fenianism. 180

As our last word, in the face of the scsffo]d, prior to its
usin~r, we would say we are convinced thnt these hangings can
be no cure for Fenianisra....it is more th~n ever necessary
to turn attention to Ireland, anti ~en.l with Fenianism in more
rational and more effective methods there. 181

The most interestin,~ of the editorials in favour of commutation

was that in the ms~azine Porcuoine.

It is absurd to sr~ue that an act of mercy will be construed
into an admission of weakness on the pnr’t of our rulers; and
if the latter are mngn~nil,lou~., I;hey ’,,~_]_~ bnlJ]_y ~-.hovr their
contempt for such sn undignified s~ppositior., n~ refuse to
sanction a deed which wil] dish-race the reign of Queen Victoria...,
there is still room to hope that Calcraft’s /the bun~ling
hangman/ hands will not be laid upon men who ~re, after all,
widely removed from criminals in the ordinary acceptation of
the word. 182

But these sentiments, including" the. ar~ment thnt Alien, Lsr~in

and O’Brien were in prison for a political, rather than a

criminal, offence, were overridden.

Even among those prepared to see the three Fenians han~ed

for the killin~ of Sergeant Brett, there was an effort to m~ke

certain that the Irish population of Lancashire was not held

generally responsible for the actions of the IRB. A Manchester

city councilman complimented the ’successful efforts of the

179.
180.
181.
182.

Preston Gu~rdian, 20 Nov 1867
Salford" ;"le~ News,~,\±Y 9 Nov 1867
Salford ",",’eekly News, 2~ Nov 1867
Porc~pin, e, 2~ Nov 1867



Irish to adapt and assimilate into British society’. He

further emohasised thqt ’most Irishmen were ~eaceful and

lawabidin~ an@ that Fenisn and Iris}~nan sr~ two terms not to

be confounded’.183 The Liverpool ~,~ercur,y was certain that

’Fenianism, in its v,,orst form of violence ~n~ outra~Te, has

made little progress amon:¢st the Irish populr’tion resident

in En,~land’.

By far the most serious dsn~er which the Fenisn or~snisation
and the crime suggested by its authors could hnve produced
in England would have been to excite fee]in,"’s of jealousy
and hatred between the En,fflish peoDle and the Irish population
residin~ :~monr:st them. 184

Even though the shootin~ of Ser,~eant Brett caused intense

resentment throu~hout Lancashire, and mr, ny people felt that

the hangings- of the Manchester Fenians was necessary, anti-

Fenisn opinion was never allowed to become any kind of anti-

Irish pogrom. But the [’]anchester rescue did little to

improve intercommunsl relations.

A~ 23 November drew closer, it becnme increasingly

clear theft Allen, L’~rkin and O’BrLen wnu]d 9robsbly be hnn~ed.

The police in southeast Lancashire pr~pmred for s major

security operation to deter any last minute rescue attempt

at the execution and to prevent any desperate Fenian reprisnls.

Two months earlier the Home Office had circulated a renuest

to all the chief constables of Lancashire to watch their local

Fenians more carefully and to assign

such s number of discreet men in his force as shall .... seem
advisable, whose sole business shall be, for the ~resent,
to watch the Irish population, and to report to you any
information they may obtain of suspicious ,,-~v~ .-:~.,i,:, or Derson.~-’....

Besides keepin~ a closer watch on kno~ Fenians, the Manchester,

Salford, Oldham and Lancashire constabulnrins were ~rmed with
186

revolvers by the War Office. Sslford and Oldham, in

,

183. N/R Courier, 26 Sept 1867
184. Lpool Mercury, 26 Nov 1867
185. J. Fer,~uson to Chief constables of En~Isn~, Scotland and
Wales, 28 Sept 1867 (PRO, HO 45/0S/7799/26)
186. Oldham, wntch cttee, minutes. 2 Oct 18~7 (Oldham Town Holl,
book ~); Sslford, w~tch cttee, minutes, 1866-8, 30 Sept 1867
(SCL, typescript, po 17-8); ProceeSin~s of the County Constnbulary

cttee, 17 Oct 1867 (LRO, ~ ~C/2/3)
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particulnr~becsme very sec~rity-conscious. Thp Oldhsm

magistrates thought thnt ’the present number of the ~olice

force is insufficient for the protection of the to~ and its

inhabitants’. The attack on the prison v’~n st r~’lanchester

convinced the economy-minded Oldhsm watch committee that

it was ’expedient that the borough police force shoul@ be

increased to the :~overnment standard’. Twenty cutlasses were
187

also purchased for the ~olice. But there was op~osition

to an increase in the size of the police force, which was
188

voiced principally by the Oldham Chronicle. New a~ointments

were never made and i00 special constables were sworn instead.189

Even though the ~,lanchester police were on extra duty, they

seemed able to co~e with the additional responsibilities. But

in Sslford, where the executions wer~ to actually take place,

the Chief Constable was worried thnt he did not hnve the

manpower to provide adeaunte security for the torn. He wrote

to the Home Office to obtain some sort of help.

As the occasion givin~ rise to these special services is not
one of local, but of n,.tional importance, it is thought that
the government should ~rovide such additionnl number of police
constables in Salford as may be necessary to meet the
exigencies of the case, or recoup the police authority of the
borough the extraordinary expenses that must necessarily be
incurred in relation to the extraordinary duties imposed upon
the authority. 190

The Home Office replied that it could offer no assistance, but

if the civil forces ~roved ’insufficient to repress disorders’,

the military would be available. The Home Office also

~ 191
recommended the swearin~ of smecial conot~bles. The

watch committee decided that at least 400 ~olice officers and

1,O00 special constables would be necesssry at the execution,

and the chief constable was ordered to apply to the Lancashire

Constabulary and other oolice forces for 300 additional police-

men.192 ~,~ajor Grieg wss approached, but ’considering the

wants of the town’ he ’reluctantly declined to accede to the

187. Oldhsm, watch cttee, minutes, 2 Oct 1867 (Oldham Town Hail,
book [ )
188. O18ham Chronicle_, 5 Oct 1867 189. Ol:~hnm Chronicle, 23 Nov 1S,
190. Salford, watch cttee, minutes, 1866-8, 14 (,ct 1867 (SCL,
typescript, pp 20-1)
]ql_ S.-,lfnr~. v.,ateh cttee, -~ .,.!,- 1~.,- , (,.~. 1 47 (;,’11,, ~,’.’o~ .... ~ri,~’
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reeuest’ 193 Oldham was asked to send twenty men to Salford

for 23 November, which was almo~:t half the police force.

The watch committee s~reed to send the men, providin~ that
194the Chief Constable brought them back as soon as possible.

But the local justices of the peace bec~me very nervous and

asked the watch committee to kee~ the police in Oldham.

The committee did not feel that they could back down from their

engagement, but they ordered the Chief Constable to remain
195in the borough, to soothe the nerves of the justices.

The Sslfor~ chief constable had ’much difficulty’ in

securin~ policemen from other towns, but on °3 November he

was able to assemble men from [v~ranchester, Blackburn, Leeds,

01dhum and the Lancashire Constabulary, as wel]. as 2,000

Salford specials. Troops were stationed near the New Bailey

prison, where the execution was to be carried out. As an

added precaution,

letters were sent to the railway companies nskin~ them not to
run soecial trains to brin7 people to the execution, and the
mayors of a number of towns in the vicinit?i were asked to
publish notices rec~uestin.~ the inhabitants of their towns not
to,tend the execution. 196

As we have seen, the Liverpool police were well-prepared for

any trouble the local Fenians might cause, and the Preston

police were equipped with revolvers durin~ the autumn of 1867.197

The Lancashire Constabulary post at St Helens was furnished with

fifteen revolvers durin~ the Fenian emermency. The county

constabulary’s Prescot division, which included Widnes, was

issued ten revolvers. But the ~restest da~.,’er in that area was
198

thought to be "idnes, where five of the revolvers were sent.

The police in Lancashire were ready for any move that the

Fenisns mi,~ht try to m’~ke.

192. Salford, watch cttee, minutes, ]866-8, 15 Nov 1867 (SCL,
typescript, 2.23)
193. Grieg to Watch cttee, 19 Nov 1867 (Reports 5, 15, p.18)
194. Oldham, watch cttee, minutes, 18 Nov 18~7 (Oldh,mm Town Hall,
book I )
195. Oldham, wntch cttee, linutes. 21 Nov 1867 (Oldhnm Town Hall,
book I )
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On Saturday, 23 November, when Allen, Lar]:in and O’Brien

were hanged in S~Iford, Lancashire was ~uiet. In ~;lanch~ster,

’the utmost re~,~ularity prevailed throu¢hout the town’. Still

it was said that the Lancashire Irish

are nearly frlTntic with indiCnation with the :~overnment for
the steps it has taken in re~rd to the execution of these
three heroes, as they ~the Irish/_ call them, and it is said
amongst them that the Fenisns will have life for l~fe. 199

But such talk was only brsvndo. The execution stunned the

entire Lsncashfre Irish communit.v, nnd es~ecis]Iv the members

of the Fenian brotherhood, who were forced to ncknowledKe

the :government’s determination to ~e~7 ver.v hqrshly with the

movement, if that was necessary to suppress it. After the

Manchester executions many leadin.~ Fen i’~ns curtailed their

activities vcith the brotherhood or fled to America. The

impact of 23 November 1867 si.~nificantly cooled Fenian ardour

in Lancashire, an~ the movement assumed s different character

during 1868-71.

But in the weeks immediately after the execration the

Lancashire Irish demonstrated their continued sympathy with

the Fenisn movement. On the day after the execution many

Irishmen gathered in the Ancosts area of ~,!anchester and spent

the afternoon ’discussing the events of the ~receeding two

months’. Later they were led by a fife and drum band, playing

the Dead Mnrch, in a ’decorous’ procession to th~ homes of

Allen and Larkin. ’They were respectably dressed and very well

behaved.’ By the time the procession disnersed there were
20O

nearly lO,O00 participants. A week later another ~rocession,

in files of six and one and a half miles in length, took ~lace

from Stephenson Sounre in ~qanchester to the New Bailey prison

Jn Salford. ’It was principellv composed of the Irish workin~

class of men, women an4 boys, but ~ ,~oo~ m:~ny seemin,~ly

196. Sslford, wntch cttee, minutes, 186c{-8, 2 Dec 1867 (SCL,
typescript, pp 24-5) 197. Preston Gunrdian, 19 Oct 1867
198. LC, Fenersl order book, 7 Oct 1867 (LRO, PLA, vol.4,

English to Insp Cen, 2~ Nov 1897 (SPO,

P5 Nov ]’~67

pp 234-5)
199. Constable B.
F5076)
200. ~/R Co,ur/er,

5154-5,
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resoectable c, eople were olso amongst them.’ The procession

took place a~ninst the ~@vice of the Roman Catholic clnrATf
201

of Manchester-Snlford. Tu, enty-five Irishmen tr~velled

from Oldham to join the mnrch.202 Local oninion was very

tolerant of the two large demonstrntions, but there were siTns

of possible trouble when the Irish oroposed s third procession

for Sunday, 8 December. The ~,~snchester Oranr-emen plnnned

a counter-demonstration to exDress s.vmonthy for the family

of Sergeant Brett. The Irish decided not to oush thin~s

too far end neither procession took mince.203 A much more

tense situation developed in Liverpool.

A procession committee, which had no npnnrent link with the

IRB, though the Fenisns undoubtedly supported it, pl~nned

a funeral procession in memory of the three men handled in

Nanchester. The committee first pl~nned to hold the march

on i December, but ~iajor Crie~ banned it under a ~,latch committee

order of November 1852.204 We have seen thnt in 1851 clashes

between Oran~emen an@ the local Irish on the twelfth of July

resulted in a killin;e. The fo]]owin< ye~:r th~ Liverpool

Watch Committee, in accordance with ~ m: ~istrste’s decision,

ordered

the Head Constable, on receivin< info~mation of ,ony procession
being about to take place in which it is intended to exhibit
party badges or do anythin~ calculated to crente a breach
of the peace~to adopt measures for preventin9 the same from
takin~ place. 205

From that date no partisan displsys of any kinfl, including

Orange or St Patrick’s day processions, were allowed in

Liverpool. But the first bsnnin~ of the Feninn s.~nmpathy

procession did not deter the committee and they called for

another march two weeks later, 15 December, when ’Irishmen and

on

Gri eg

Irishwomen of Liverpool an~ surroundin~r tov,,ns’ were called

to wear a piece of crepe, tied up with ~reen r~bbon.

201. HC Welby to Insn Gen, i Dec 1867 (SPO, F papers, F5076)
202. Oldham Chronicle, 7 Dec 1867
203. M/R Courier, 9 Dec 1867
204. Grieg to b’stch cttee, 3 Dec 1867 (Reports 5, 24, p.28)
205. Orders of watch cttee to the Hend Connt~b]e, 27 Nov 1852
(LCL, 352POL/I/3)
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seized upon the ribbon an~] crene as a ’onrty bsd~Te’ and the

magistrates banned the second demonstration too, saying

that it was ’most certainly calculzted to lead to a serious

breach of the peace’~ because if the nolice did not prevent

it, the Orangemen would.

Besides detnilin< a body of police to disl~erse any

demonstration before it had a chance to assemble, the police

called upon the Roman Catholic cler,,~y of Liverpool to exhort

their parishioners to stoy sway from ~ny processions. The

diocese of Liverpool condemned membershin or sTamnathy with

the Feni~In movement officially in February I~66.206 On 8

December and 15 December the Sunday homilies included

condemnations of the proposed m~,rch and ronewed denunciations

of Fenianism and anythin:~ connected with it.207 And on 12

December Bisho~ Coss, of the diocese of Liverpool, issued

a pastoral callin,q on the Irish to abstnin from demonstratin~
2O8

the followin~ Sunday. The m~yor of Liverpool interviewed

leaders of the Oran~emen ~?nd assured them that the police would

take all necessary measures to nrevent the Fenisn funeral

procession, and impressed on them th:-,t any vi~ilsnte activity

on their part wo1~Id only make thinTs more difficult.209 On

12 December a proclamation was i,vl!i~l,~ ordering all Liverpool

Orangemen to abandon any plans of intervention imless called
210

upon to aid the authorities ~s special constables. ’~i~b

the proclamation and the considerable public opinion s~ainst

the march, the orgnnisers rerouted it so that it would take

place outside the borough limits. But the Lancashire county

magistrates banned it there too.

When 15 December arrived the Liverpool

for all eventualities. Since the proposed

near the

police were 9repsred

m"rch was to pass

Liverpool borou~Th boundories, 300 Ln~cashire county

206.
2O7.
2O8.
2O9.
210.
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constoble.~ ,ver on duty, 30 of thrum n~rryin:~ revolvers.’:II

.,,my peo~]e were mil].in~.,.: around th~ ns~e~,nb].y nr~ns of C’hie].

Road and Stanley Road, but the police kert them movin~ durin~
?12

the whole day aria no procession could br, fo]’med.

On 13 ];ecember 1867 an attempt was m~de to rescue Ricerd

O’Sullivan Burke, who had or~,onised the Y~nchester rescue,

from Clerkenwell prison, London. The Feninns tried to blow

a hole in the prison wall, but instead they killed ond

injured over lO0 oersons in the surroundin-~ nei~hbourhood.

Such o thin,r, comin,~r so clone on the Mnnchester rnscue,

caused ~ ~reat deal of resentment throughout Britain. The

Clerkenwell blast m:~de Iri,~bmen haw: secon~ thoughts ~bou± the

IRB or at least m:~de them c:~refu]_ to be discreet in their

support. RIC detective in I~]nn

I knew to be wearin~ crepe on

men Ictely executed here, tn take it off when they
213

the outrs,~e ]"~tely commaitted in Lon~nn’.

chester observed ’porsons whom

thnir hats in mournin~ for the

heard of

The Fenit,n or~an[sation itself w~s ~oin~ throu.,{h s bed

time. After o month of no reports an investigation of known

Fenian haunts in Liverpool revealed very few members around,

and Grief, did ’not think th~,t the or~enisr, tion is ~sinin~ any

ground here’. In fact it was losin~< ~.~round because the

leaders were doin,~ their best to become obscure or ~-et away.

Already Head Centre Chrmbcrs, in whom there was ’more

confidence reoosed .... th,~n :~,ny oI:her man’ ~ month earlier,
o15

was on his way to Amnr]cn. A few days l’-,ter nnother check

was ms~e and ’a]..l was unusur].ly n~i~,t, nnd no ,~perrs.nce
,o16

of any meetings’. Two weeks ]: 1,~r thn ~o]ice could not

find n single Peninn. Pub].ic house,~ where they used to

congregate be,,~an to close down for wnnt o~" c~stom.217 The

only Fenian activity the Liverpool nolice were able to locate

P14
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in the first month of 1868 was within their own ranks.

Two Irish policemen who were ’undol]btedly Fenisn s vmp~,thisers,

if not act1~a]ly members of the brotherhood’ were ’called

upon to resign st once, and were thus s~;nred the 81s~rsce
218

of dismissal’.

In mid-February 1868 !,’[njor Crie~ preprr~d a snecial

report on the Fenisn movement in Liverpool for the Home Office.

The drift of tl~renort was tllnt Liverpool Feninnism wns

finally d eclinin~.

The Fenian movement in this town, so far ss is kno~,’m to the
police, is fast d~,in,~ out .... olthou~h there is n inr~e section
of this community who are Irish Romnn Catholics, and many of
them no doubt s~anps~thisers with the movement, there are no
prominent Fenisns here.

Grieg also enclosed a return of ’names, rosidences, and places

of meetin~ of all kno~’a~ Fenians’. He listed twenty three

names and addresses, twenty-one of which were beer or public

houses. At fifteen of these places the Fenisns were no lon~,er

to be seen. Nine of the ov~ners hnd F~iven un the trade for

lack of business. Austin Gibbons and l~ntrick Nullins, at whose

houses people such as Oskes, Corydon, ?,iichael O’Brien once

stayed, were both in America. The beerhouse of Niles Lambert

on Lord Nelson Street, another ’~reat rendezvous for the

American section’ I~I~1 sheltered the nsvmaster Beecher

Timothy DeasFr and Richard Burke, was unc]er new mnns~,~ement.

At the other ei~ht ~Inces the numbnr o~ Fenisn notrons was

much diminished nn8 }~ossiter’s, ’the place’, was st the point

of elosin~ dora.219 Feniani~n was ’most certainly on its
220

last legs’ in Liverpool. C~rie~ thought that he h~d won ~t

last. He was both rfi,~ht and wron~ in his est imnte.

Durin~ 1865-7 the most importnnt ir, fluence on Lancashire

Feniansim, particularly in Liverpool, was v~,hat Grief, cnlled

218. Preston Gu.~rd~an, 29 Jan 1868i

219. G rie~ to HO, Ii Feb 1868 (Reoorts 5, 57, ~o 55-7)
220. GrieT to watch cttee, 13 Feb 1868 (Reports 5, 58, DP 58-9)
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the American section. Not only was the Fenian or~9nisetion,~l

scheme worked out in America durin~ the late 1850s and early

’60s, but Irish-Amoricans with military experience were

despatched to Ir<,land and Britain to take comm~n~1 of the

Fenian army when the rising, to make Irelnn~ indegendent

finally took place. In the early 8a,vs of the movement the

’American section’ deter~nine~ not only the IRB’s organisation,

but its direction. ])urin~ 1865-7 the emphasis was on ~re-

parstions for a major mili+ary campaign. The Irish American

officers provided the h~rd core -to ~uide this process. Their

aim was military an.~ only ultim~tely politie~l, ~n~ they ~ave

little consideration to even such ouestions as whnt the basic

premises of the Irish republic ’virtua]ly estnblished’ woul~

be when it was actually established. So the tone of the

Lancashire IRB was dominantly military, with little room

for politics. Interest and morale were m,nintained amon~ the

brotherhood by the very presence of the ’Irish Yankees’, who

were in Lancashire for no other reason than to take part in

a rebellion; an~ by meetings where the l~test strategy was

announced, fun~s collected for arms and relevant news from

America or Ireland read. For over two years the Lancashire

Fenians were repeatedly told that the risin~ was imminent

and that they were only wnitin~ for orders, money, arms or

~enera]s from America for preparations to be complete. But

this sometimes led to expressions of impotience smon,e the more

adventurous members, l’,~en ca~mot be expected to live in a constant

realisation

ri sin~ was

the

some

a

!, ~ altered

a military

Lancashire Fenianism was an

state of excitement and expectation without

of promises. The r,:jection of the ides that

almost always impendinF, was one influence

character of Liverpool Fenianism.

Besides a military organisation, vrith

orientation ant] objective,

important social focus for the Irish community livin~ there.

Gatherings under the auspices of conspiracy wero also re ,~ulnr
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opportunities for Irishmen to ~et to~ether. The fact that

almost all the meetings were held in public houses added

to an atmosphere of conviviali~y~ which durin~ 1865-7 existed

alon~side the more serious atmosphere of buildin.~ an army

to take on the British. A Fenian m~etin~ was s chance to be

with other Irish ~mmi;~rants, ss well ~s o fom~ for ~lottin~

the violent overthrow of British rule in Irelan,-1. Irishmen

could talk with like-min@~d persons about excitin~ ~lans,

some of v~hich might even be put into execution. The orgamisation

allowed the Irish to mn.intsin ~J feelin.r,- of relevance in the

affairs of their homeland and heloed to su-ooort the feelin~

of nationnl identit.v and unity in the Irish con~nity. A

Fenian felt important. But the American section and the more

devoted Lancashire Fenians were not ns interested in whether

or not their confreres a~preciate~ their own worth or were

able to see each other often in a?-reeable circumstances as

they were in the ~raver task of military operations n~ainst

the British. The ~olice reports show theft this more serious

side of the movement received the ~reatest attention ~rin~

1865-7, both because of th~ presence of Fenimn notables and

enthusiasts, such as those in the Am,~ricsn section, and

because it did seem possible to effect a rising.

:But after the failures of the Chester raid and the March

1867 rising, in Irelnnd the influence of the American section

and other ’hards’ was cut dovm by arrests, executions an~

ha.sty exits to America. There was less ~l~nnin~ s.n~ less

heady talk. After the ~anchester rescue there was hardly

an ’Irish Yankee’ to be found in Fenian circles and determined

Fenians such as Chambers emigrated or minimised their roles

in the movement. This process was aided by the decline in

the vigour of the movement in America. ~[’he L<oncashire

leadership was opened up to new fnces. It becnm~ a movement

of the Irish in Britain. There were still s ctivists such as
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Michael Dsvitt and Arthur Forrester in the northwest, but

the complexion of the movement was genera]]y more tame.

They continued to meet, swear oaths and do some plannings,

but it was all very low-key compared with previous years.

The IRB remained the largest Irish club in Lancashire end

continued to h~ve s great social importance. Organisation

continued to reassure the Irish and Fenianism was still

very much the thing to do. From 1868 the social si~nificance

the Lsnca.~l~Jre    IRB outweighed its military or political

importance. But in the 1870s the groundwork of the under-

ground Fenian organisation~as weak as it was in many ways,

provided a useful foundation for launchin~ a dynamic political

movement for Irish home rule. Even if its tone had changed,

the organisation, strengthened by its social importance,

remained basically in ~act. The Fenian movement of active

preparations for violence against the crown, lead by h,~rd-

llne nationa]ists~was ’most certainly on its last legs’ in

early 1868, as Major Crieg said. But a less militant, though

still extensive IRB continued to exist. Feni~nism was not

dead~ only somewhat different in ~pD~nrance.

of

the

police felt there was little to fear from

1868, they were wary of anything remotely

calculated to strengthen the movement. In April 1868 Dublin

Castle decided to release former Liverpool head centre Arthur

Anderson, one of those Liverpool Fenians arrested in Dublin

after the Chester raid, from c~stody, on the understanding

he travelled immedit~tely to America. To do that he had to go

to Liverpool first. RIC head constable Meagher advised against

sending Anderson through Liverpool because

Even though the

Fenians in

it would be extremely dangerous to allow this man to return
to Liverpool~ ss Fenianism is almost a ’dead letter’ here: And
a man of Anderson’s anteceSents was allowed to mix among his
class here, there is no doubt he would revive the conspiracy
for his own personal Interests if for no other purpose. 221

if

221. HC Meagher to Insp Gen, 1868 (SPO, Fenian papers, R3141)
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But Anderson was permitted to travel thro11,<h Livernool and

he did not try to contact his former brethren, oerhaps because

he fell out with them a year earlier.222 To the police it

still ap0esred that the end of Fenianism was at hnnd. But

a few weeks later a man called only the ’youn~T’ Fenian

came to Grie~T with inside info~intion on the movement. Grieg

was forced to acknowled~Te the disa<reeable fact tt,r,t t!~�~

still a Fenian organisation to keep treck of.

The youn,~ man told of o meetin~ of eentres st n pub

in Re~T~nt Street ’convened for the purpose of removing any

doubts from the min~s of the eentres here of the existence

of the supreme c,~uncil’. At the ,~therin~ n membor of the

recently consolidstod supreme council, Arthur Forrester,

about a meetin~ which was held a month before.

spoke

Representatives from each of the prineinpl to,,vns ~n the three
kingdoms attended the meeting. It was resolved to send out a
mnn to America for the purpose of seein,~ the lenders of the
two parties there and endeavor to effect, if ooss~ble, a
reconciliation between them. Should h~, however, fail in
doin:~ this, his instructions were to ascertain which party
would afford the most material support (arms sn~ ammunition)
to the home sections end whichever party would do this he was
to act in concert with and inform them that they were the pgrty
the home sections would reco~nise, and them only.

The representative sent to America was Fr }atrick Lavelle,

the ’patriot priest’, who departed earlier in Aoril.    To

finance the journey a levy of Id. per member was made.

The ’young’ Fenien also revealed why the movement apoeared

to the police to be disinter~ratin~. After two years of constant

police hsrrassment the Fenisns finally abondoned the practice

of meetin~ only in friendly public houses an~ beershoos. They

started ~oin~ to houses where the ova~ers woul4 not know who

they were. So since December 1867 the police hnd lost tr~ck

of the Fenisns. The Liverpool Fenisns de]iberntely tried

to throw off the police ~nd lcr<ely succeeded in doin,T so.

222. HC Mem~her to Insp Cen, 29 July 1868 (SPO, Fenian p~pers R3141
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The body ~the
opinion that
is steadily
pl~c es.

The new

oointed out

bale Street,

]RB/ believe th * the authorities are of
Feninnism is dyin~ out, but 1:ho or~nnisntion

~ro~ressin~ nnd meetings -’re held in v~rious

informer nlso nnmed

th:~t ’there ,ere two

John Short and

The l)envir was John Denvir, who

orominent Irish c,etholic. Both

and Bishop Turner in Snlford had
2~4

Fenianism, nnd the local cler..<v

to dissu~,de their onrishioners from

quite n few centres and

centres in Pr Nu~ent’s

Denvir: Short is a

w,~s, ,gs we h,~ve seen,

BLshop Goss in Liverpool

unreserve~ l.v condemned

office,

c entre ’

So it mi,~ht seem odd that

church as Denvir woul~ be

he took his oath in 1866,

conflictin~ loyalties’.

not of the militant kind’ but still

])envir illu,otrntes the socinl s]~p~:~l

failure as n military or:<a~ir~otion,

attroction stronT enough to overcome

church. 5’io~’t Lancashire Irisbn~n

reconcilin~ ,~n pttschment

.IRB ,’.,ere not i~ comn

Irish. I srtim~inrly

too]< every oo~ortunity

symnsthy with the movement.

someone ns clos~ to th~ c’~thq]ic

inclined to join the IRB. But

’aopsrently without shy sense of

’John Denvir’s Fenianism....wss
225he j,ined the IRB.

of Feni<nism. Despite its

the ]I~B developed s social

~hn cm~sure of the catholic

h,ed little difficulty in

to both boaies. The church nnd the

etition for the loy~ities of the Lancashire

in Livernool, memb~rshin in th~ I RB bec~me

nsr, irin~ to ]e~dershin

In Au_~ust ,~n infowner led

some seventy men nt a public

a reouisite socin] credential for nnyon~

in the Irish community.

DurJn~ 1869 oolice investi ~stions of
:"’6

meetin,,-, pl~qces continued.

the oolice to n :~,ather-i.n~ of

in J~ckson Street.

They certainly were better
intelli~ent than those who
haunts some time a~o.
apoesrance, bein,,~ we]l

house

dressed and a.ooe::~red much more
wer~. usually m~t with :~t the Feninn

About 30 or 40 of them hnd a military
set up, v,,ith moustnehes, etc. There

223. Grie~ to W~tch cttee, 2~, Aor 1868 (l~erorts 5, 83, pp 78-81)
~"    Nev,s 19 Oct224. Preston Gunrdian, 14 Feb. ]866: Snlford ’,,/e.]~]y

225. ~oody, ~.iiehne] D’-qvitt, # 55
226. GrieF. to .,"ntch ettee, % l,]ay 1869 ([~eoorl, s 5, 227, ~ 929-%0)
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were also 2’) men clovi:Lstsirs. They sl! spem~d confused
’,’/hen the officers er, tered.

V/hen the detectives left the house, without interferin~ with

the men, the info~vner told them th’:t the men were centres from
"~>7

other tovrns. ~’]nouiri~s mr~de at the Dub t~e follov,in~ day

revealed thor the landlady did not know who the men were end

she a,Treed to notify the ~olice if ony more meetin<s ~,,ere
1"    l

to be held at her house.

There s re no further re.~or-ts from !:h~ l,iverpool police or

the PIC until Nove~nbor 1869. The police v’ere v r’tchin~ beer

and public houses where Feni~ns ,.’,ere knov,n to meet. After

two years of relative Quiet the police detected incrensed

activities smon~ the Livernool brr.therhood. Head Constabie

Nurphy, RIC, hod an informor v~ho often communicated by letter.

This person reno.rted th:Tt one reason for tho renev:ed vi~our

of the movement was the formation of a nero, snecial section,

a rescuecircle.

That means in the event of any leader bein,~ arrested, this
body, comnosed of 36 of the best onc] smr, rtest soldiers, who
will die to ~, man to rescale the nrisoners. They ere to f~{ce
every dsne’er. The B~anchester nffair is well improved on.

This is the inst mention of a ’rescue circle’ but there was

a considerable effort to ~sther funds to arm the movement
229

through raffles ’under assumed charitable forms’. At about

the same time ~sjor Grie~ ,~ained another informer, who had

been a Penisn until two mo~ths earlier. He was s member of

the 8th Lancashire Rifle Volunteers end] enid t~,~+.

it is s condition of admission into the or~nisation thst
each member shell, if not one already, become ,.~ volunteer,
the object bein= to have a body of drilled men.

The informer told his centre he wanted to join the Irish

Bri~_,sde,. but the centre s~id that i1                                                                                         .,,~,"~,,,.~. better he did not

since ’there was slread,y a sufficient number in the corps’.

The Fenisns had infiltrated st lea.~t three other local volunteer

227. Insp Carlisle to Grie~, 2 Aug 1869 (Reports 5, 267, pp 281-?,)

22q- Insp C~rlisle to Grief, ~ Au~ 1869 (Re~orts 5, 270, pn 285-8)
229. HC ~,qurphy to Insp Gen, i Nov 1869 (SPO, F~ninn pm~ers~R4846)
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compsnies too. This informent ~Iso hit upon the recent

fund raising activities nmonrt the members¯ In Liverpool-

Birkenhead there ;’~ere sixteen circles of ’several thousands

members’. ’Each member contributes, if well and in work,

threepence a week, anti s nanny a month; if out of work or

unwell they do not contribute.’     l,~,~/ :~,,~, t!~

the ~eninns collected ;:~,s invested in the tools of the

Fenisn trnde. ’There is w~r mnterial in L~verpool,

consisting, of rifles, sword-bayonets,, nnd te~-chnmbered

revolvers¯’ But most si:~nific~Int].v, he n~med five Fenian

renaezvous previously unkno~,m to the RIC or the Liverpool

230police.

All five ’hn1~nts’ were visite8 thp same niTht and it

was found J.hnt none of th~ l:~ndlords knew the chnracter of

the meetings J:!~-t were held in their houses and all agreed

to cooperate ~,’ith the police. It was found thnt raffles
23!

were being conducted to raise money for ’chnritable’ causes.

But unfortunately this is the inst I, iverpool ~olice roport

on the IRB which is available, since the follo~,,in~ volt,he,

coverings, November 1869-Au~ust 1872, is missing. When the

series resl unes in 1872 there is no further mention of the

Fenian movement¯ But the story continues in the RI0 records.

0n 24 November HO &~ur~hy reported that the Fenimn leaders in

this country are v~rv busy of Inte’ nn~ he renu~sted ,~n extrn

detective so he could keen u~ ~’~’ith all the surveillance n~eded. 2~’"

The same day he wrote about obsnrvin~ throumh n window s meetin~

of about 40 Fenisns in s public house.

Speeches were mnde A the s~eakers apolm~]ed. He saw from
the street one man in the act of s,~eskin~ and flauntin~ a ~reen
fla~ attached to a stick at the same time .... The meetin~ was
held on the eve of the anniversary of the }~nchester executions

The Fenians always were fond of talkin,~.

]3ut 1:h~ collection of money for nr~,q enntinu~.d.

230. Grie~ to W,utcl~ cttee, 9 Nov I~69 (Reo~rts 5, %d)~, ,~]~ 324-7)
2~I. Grief, to Watch cttee, 9 Nov 1869 (Reoortr 5, 303, [’P 32~-31)
~3,. HC ~lur~hy to Insp !,en, 24 Nov 186q (Si-O, Fenian p~pers,

 5o18)
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There seems to bn ~n nrdent and earnest desire on tho part
of Fenian n cnnts to acc1~mulr~te f~n(]s for thn nur~)ose of arms¯
The weekly subscrintions of members ~re incre~sed from ~-d. to
6d. per week. R::’ffles r~re s~t on foot fn~" tho st’me object.
~ressure is bro~-~ht to t_)e;~r on the membr~rr~ ,"~ttnchnrl to
circles to pureh~,se tickets &. to orevail on their friends
& acouaintances for to purchase them also

Besides money, the Fenisns received anoth

Rossa, thou,~h in prison, wos electe@ to s

for Tippersry. ThJ s

infused a fresh soirit into thn Fenir~n rain4 here¯
seems to be no doubt but it i~: n stimulus to their
and will ~Svance it to a certain extent¯ " ~

er boost. O’Donovnn

sent at V/estminster

There
cnuse

But this excitement was brief. In mid-December 1869,

the police in Liverpool re~Tistered anothor important success.

It was reported to the RIC at Dublin Cust]e thnt ’Forrester

is expected to return to Liverpool this week for the purpose

of reorganisin~ the various circles’.
Arthur Forrester

was the man who ~ddressed the meeting of centres at Liverpool

in the spring of 1868 and he was the ’orgnniser anti arms s,~ent

of the IRB in the north of ~nF±sna’. On his arrival in

Liverpool he was arrested in a cnfe in William Bro~ Street.

He was found to have six revolvers in his possession. Forrester

was clearly an important catch for r/,ajor (;rieg, but the

Prosecution pulled its punches at the co~rt hearing~ in oraer

to conceal the identity of the informer who set up the arrest.

Forrester wc,~s let off with bein~ bounc] over to keep the peace
:-t3({for a year. But Forrester’s arrest brou~ht forward another

significant fi:m~re o/ Lancashire Fenisnism, Uichael Dovitt.

It apoears that after Forrester’s arrest ’ 9evitl /sic_/ has

replaced Forrester in the work of reorgmnisation in the north
,-,L~,7

of England’.~     Davitt had ’done incalculp.ble mischief by his

o)
unwearied and practical inculcation of Fenisn principles,.’~ ’%

He had been devoting a ’:~ood deal of his time to Liverpool

durin-~ Forrester’s remand sn,] detention in prison for the
<)~g]- w

perfection of satisfactory bail’. His activities in

2_~. HC &~.urphy to Insp Gem, 27 Nov 1869 (SPO, Feni;~n nopers, Rr~02:-’

234 H(; Y:ur~hy to Insp Ge~, .8 Nov 186q (,~-0 P~,n’-. _ , lan Dqners R507,~.
P35. R. Anderson to Insp f:-m, 14 Dec 1860 (SILO, RP 1877/9%O9)
236. A comolete :~ccount oi the Porrer, t~r nffr~i.r ~nnears in q’.w.

Moody’s forthcomin,- ~,iichs,,L D"~vitt, p.62
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Liverpool ~ave the police the opportunity to brin~ him under

closer surveillnnce, and ~ few months l’~ter D~vitt was

arrested in London for ~un-runnin~.

AlthouTh RIC reports from Liverpool continued until the

winter of 1871, the arrest of Forrestor was the l,qst important

Femian caper in thnt town. Other reports only mention

,~atherin-~s of Feninns and s?~nnthtsers in public houses around

the town, some of which possessed n ’mr,~notic attraction’ for
2/,,’,J

Fenian types.       But, Fenianism hnc]

Lancashire after December 1867. In

~gravit,y of ],nncnshir~ Feni~ ".... el_am h-’ ,~

Lancashire.

In Preston, where the Feninn movement

strong, there w~s still the remains of ,"n

’and the

closely nnd narrowly watched’ by the police.

Liverpool Feninns, there were meetkn~s held

public houses, which were made

or for the purpo:~e of rafflin~

were present. In January i868

suspicious characters in the town,

of dress favour the idea thnt the,v

not died elsewhere in

f~7~t, the centre of

shimted t, sol]thenst

h:~(l never been very

or~Tan~sation in 1868,

movements end actions of those individunls have been

Similar to the

in D’Trticula~r

to ,qDTear as ’social gathering, s,

or dancing’ when the police

t]",,-,re were ’a number of

’,,’,,hose n~ne, n rsnce and style

belon~ to the class who

are the Drime movers in, and promoters o:f, Feni:’n schemes and

plans’. One proof thqt there were still nctive Fenisns in

Preston wss th::~t

persons from whom money
the movement_/ have been

would be likely to be nrocurea /for
recen’ly ’hard up’, to ,oil apoer~rances,

and although in the receipt of their ordinnry wnmes, seem to
h~ve a secret drain upon their resrmrces. This, of course,
is most perceptible omoncst those who h’~ve been nccustomed to
spend their money in dissi~ati0n, 9n~] their usu ~ h,~unts
have been in n certn.i.n mens~re Oer~.erte~-1 for some time ernst.

But the police ke~t s li~t of names ~t~nfl re,~ide.~ces of norsons
2< I

v’ith ’proclivities in thn t direction’.       The Preston wntch

237. HC ~4ea~her to Insp C, en, 28 Jan 187,] (SPO,
23’:. HC Men,her to Insp Cen, 17 ~!a.y 1870 (SPO,
239. HC Mea~her to Insp (]en, % June 1870 (SP0,
240. HC Mea~,her to Insn qen, 9 ~ny 1870 (::;PO,
-°41. Preston :b~’ rd~qn, ]. J ’n 1868

RI°, 1877/9309)
RP, 1877/9 %09 )
RP, 1877/9 %oq )

877/q  09)
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committee s!~thorised nn exr, snsion of th,’ nolice force to

cone with nny Fenion oroblems. -

With th~ ~J, nchester rescue and the Clerken’"ell ex01osion

still in the recent past, ’from every %n,vn nnd vtllm,~e almost

in the kin Tdom we h:,ve rumours of suspected Feninn outrages, nnd

it would be odd iF Preston ....were exemot from these alarms’.

On 5 Janusry 1868 four Irishmen were seen nenr the ~aol with

’a small bottle, from which n pioe was Drntr~d~n~’. The

police increased their o~trols, but nothin~ hnDnened. That

some evenin.~ an Irishman nnmed Richerd ~,r~d,~.    ,, ,. was found lookin~

over the wail of the Preston ,ffssworks. }]e was arrested. He

said he had only just arrived in Preston from r~’Innchester and

was lookin,~ for a place to sleep, but he was remanded in
~.’13

custody. A case could not be mnde a~ejn~t him, and he

was released a few de ys Inter.74] Five susnicious Irishmen,

who were seen ’in the com~nny, of Fenisn svmn~thisers’, were

arrested on 8 ~{nrch, but they were also released.245 After

this very minor inciSent the Preston Feni~ns absorbed much less

police attention and dronoed from sight entirely.

After comparin~ the ’~,~usnt form of Fenienism’ to Luddism,

the Oldham Chronicle warned its readers ’a~sinst any excess

of panic end terror’ in the face of rumours of nn imminent

attack on the volunteers’ arsenal and widespread Fenian
? 4 ,(

incendiarism. But Oldhsm was still nt~ndin,~ when the next

issue of the Chronicle appeared. ])urin~ 1868-71 the Oldhsm

Fenians kept well out of the public eye ~nd no lon~er took

up much police time.

Ever since Colonel Kelly’s convention durin~ the summer

of 1867, ~[anchester had been the headauarters of the entire
247

Fenisn or~anisation, in the British Isles an4 in America.

Even thou~,h the movement in ~[nnchesteT,-Salford vms not as

242. Preston Guardian, 4 Jan 1868
243. Preston Gu]nrdi:~n, 8 Jnn 1868
244. Preston Gunrdinn, 11 Jan 1868
?~ Preston Gu’:rdir~n II ~]nr 1868..i.~ ¯

q

246. Oldham ’Chronicle, 28 Dec ]868,    , ,     i i|
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numerous as

continued to

it was in Liverpool, rer~orts of activity

come in from the RIC detective stationed there

after the Nove,:~ber 1867 executions. In early December 1867,

HC Welby wrote from },~anchester’ that

notwithstandin’< the apparent auietness of
I am of opinion that they were never more

the Feniens here....
dete~77ined in their

wickeSness the, n now. I :,~:.~ told that it wap a calm before
a storm. Of course, they cannot do much harm here, but can
privately destroy property and commit other outrn~.es.

Welby also foun<] a ~reat deal of resentment emon,~ the ~qanchester

Irish towards police detectives, ’part]cularl?[ the Irish ones’.

Welby himself was threatened in public houses ,nnd ~,~reeted in

the streets with shouts of ’There <oes the Fenisn hunter’ and

’The blood.~ orange villisn’. But even thoumh the ~olice

were keepin-~ ? c]os~ watch on the movement, :’lelby thought

the movement was ~rowino: in stren~th in ~innchester-Salford.

It is almost impossible to describe the chnn~e that has taken
pl~ce in persons whom I hitherto considered to be loyal
subjects, and this h~s all at once teken place since the
execution of the three convicts in this city. I do not
think the t there is 1,000 out of 150,000 Irish catholics
in this district, loyal. I have no doubt ]:,ut the Fenians will
be better aided in money matters now in this district than they
have ever been before. ?4

A fortnight inter Welby reported an informer’s story
[’AO

about a Fenian plot to blow un the Smlford ,~.ssworks. "In

conseauence of Vlelby’s informin.~. the Salford police, en Irish

soldier stationed in ~’!anchester was pl~ced under arrest,

ostensibly for ’communicatinr~ with persons kno,:’n to be

connected with the Peninn movement in this city’. Welby

had it ’on private info.~mation’ th~:~t l;he soldier had mined

the drains in the barracks y~rd, which was c--nti~.~uous to the

gasworks. ’His friends from outside were ready i;o attack

the ~ssworks when the explosion in the b.~.rrnc]c ~,nrd v~uld teke

247. Grief< to Watch cttee, 26 Oct 1867 (Re~orts 4, 240, p.311)~
Supt Rya~ to Insp C~en, 15 Oct 1867 (SPO, RP, 1867/18458)
?,18. HC ~;elby to Insp Gen, % Dec ]867 (S~O, [’~ pppers F5076)
24<). Welby to InsT) C, en, la Dec 1867 (S~O, I!’ pr,T)ers, F5076)
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not been me.de public¢ and was
,-~r- ]

authorities’.       After the

in ~anchester were very discr~ot

reoort which survives is

nlsce.’ The full story h~d

’kept private by the militc, ry

gasworks incident the Fenians

in their activities. The next

dated Au:o~st 1869. Welby told the Inspector General of

the RIC that ’the only sign of FenienJsm th,qt was knovm

here for some time

unsympsthetic Irish

worth reportin,~’ wns hnressment of ~qn
’r]

public,on.     ’I would shy thnt Fenianism

in this district was ns if it were de,qd, except in fee]in,~.

They sing their Irish son~s, ~qnc], in seDerntin:~, nil in

s chorus will cry out "God sere Ireland".’ "

But the Feninns in the neifrhbourhood v;ere still,            or~,,:nlsinp_~o "

and armin,~. In mid-Sentember 1869, ’,Velby v’rote thnt a Salford

Fenimn h,ed been shot.

The injured man, with some
showin~ off how well they c
their enemies, when one of

Sympathy with the movement

community in Nanchester-Ssl

Welby noted thet mr~ss vms c

of his comp:-ninns, Feni,~ns, were
ould use their revolvers a~oinst
them accident ql!y shot Ryan ....

remained stron/r among the Irish

ford. At the end of November

elebrated, ’without comment’,

1869

for

the ’~[anchester ~qmrtyrs’ Allen Larkin and O’Brien, at
254

St Patrick’s church, Livesey Street.       The ’~,~anchester

Martyrs’ are still commemorated at St Patrick’s durin~

November of every year. In December 1£69, the IRB sponsored

a ball which was ’held with the ~reatest possible Feni#n

as far’ as m~mbers, many bein~ obliged to return forSUCCESS, ,,rr
)

the want of room’. "    Despite this activity an informer

told Welby th~qt

the T’eni. r, nr-’ 1 ,e ~ot I;1,,-. , !~E,-l~tez,-’,, j.,ler, :~.t pr’,. :LL 1;,, c"~t:~e

the government any serious trouble, beca~;se they are not
prepered, but will wait ~qnd prepare until nn opportunity
OC cLlrs.

2~0. ’~elby to Insp ~,en, 24 Dec I~67 (SPO. P ~(;r~. ~,~;076)
251. Welby to Insp Gen, 26 Aug-186"9 (SF0, ~en-ion papers R4579)

252. Welby to Insp Gen, 20 Sept 1869 (SPO, Fenian papers, R4579)
"bF,~,,3- Welby to Ins# (;en, 17 Sept 1869 (SPO, Fenian papers, R4572)

254. We lby to Inps Gen, 22 Nov 1869 (SPO, Feninn papers, R4985)

255. Welby to Insp Gen, i Dec 1869 (SPO, Feninn papers, R5119)
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There were at ]_east seven drJllin.~ places in the area ~nd

the informer wns storin,q two rifles with bayonets.

The. Fe.nisns were never more stron~ in numbers than _t, he,.v are
a~ present, porticularly in tho sm,~ll ~-.~ -j,~,:i,~    here.
The truth is the police, generally speakin,~, wi±l take no
notice of them. They will not expend money upon such duty
Captain Palin ~anchester Chief Constable_/, of course,
always excepted, and the only exception so far as I know-
except myself. ’>56

But even th’ou.Fh ’./elby’s informant was not aware of any

military operations, the Feninn command, based on r~:anchester,

had other ideas.

A week before Christmas 186q, the commander of the troops

in the Manchester and Salford barracks received a telegram from

the War Office which warned of Fe~_ian ~Inns to attack the

Salford barracks to seize 800 rifles. The military took

precautions ’with great ,~:-,~,,~.~tit,,.~.~:, ’ a~ no ,~,ttempt on

the barracks was m:~e. Curiously, the police in ~anchester

and Salford were not informed about the a].leged Chester-style

attack¯ "    The police claimed publicly that no raid had been

planned by the I RB.

Their ini’o~mation of the ~novements of the Feninns in this
district shows thet they are in no position to attempt any
enterprise of the kind, an@ that there is no ground whatever

for any uneasiness respecting them    "~’

But du.ring the followin~ week HC ~,qurph.v in Liverpool reported

that a Fenian meetin~ was held there, which was attended by

Michael Davitt and Bernard Denvir, John Denvir’s brother,

for the ’puroose of consultin~ over the treachery of the
Og

S~Iford raid, and how treachery will be best managed here’¯’~9

Clearly, a major operation was planned, prob?b]v by DavJ.¢~ ~,n<1 Porre~,

for the E~anchester-Salford IRB, but the endemic lack of

security, as well as Forrestor’s :~rrest in I.iverpool, foiled the attempt.

The Manchester Fenisns ouietened down durinF the first

months of 1870. But the arrest of Davitt in London caused

256. Welby to Insp Gen, 16 Dec 1869 (SPO,. Fenian papers, R5286)
257 Preston Gu,~rdian, 24 Dec 1869 ’~’- .¯ ,.,’~ Snlford Weekly News,

3]. Dec 1869.
?5 HC , h , R5438). . N:urp y to Insp C,e~, 5 Jon 1870 (SPO, Fenian papers
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renewed activity. Welby reported that drillin~ ws, s kept
’L// 0

¯ ¯
u~ and dues were ~romptly palS. A meetin~ of centres

was called,where Davitt wss cens1~red for ’inaiscretion’,

but funds were a]loc~ted for his ~efence. ~.~lur Forrester,

who hod been in Manchester since bein~ re]ensed by the

Liverpool authorities, sent a note to the meeting, which

said th,ot ’~,erhs~s it might be his last colmmunication’. He

was worried about bein~ imnlicated with Dnvitt’s ~,~un-runnin:~.

His letter w~s ’cheered snd hissed’. ’It was Forrester who

recommended Davitt ss his o~nn successor.’ Welby wrote a

month Ister that

the Fenians in every part of this district, s~nce the arrest
of Davitt, were very active in drillin~ until last week, when
it was all at once stopoed, and since then there was not a
move amongst them until Wednesday ni.ght ]~st, when many of
them met at He~alrty’s without, however, 1:rnns~cting any
business....

Forrester was keeDin~T his wheresbouts secret from police

and Fenians alike, but !~,~ .~:~ ,.i~,~ly c~me to He~arty’s s!~ a- Jg!

shook hnnds with nll the Fenians p2esent nnd ms~e off’.

Another meetin~ was held a week Ister to settle a dispute

between two sections which involved money and a few revolvers.

It was announced at the meetin~ th~:~t a new section was bein~

o rganis ed,

to be composed of youn~ men who never took the Fenian oath
until Sunday ni~ht ]ast .... This section will, it is expected,
be about fifty youn~ men. It will be a ~reat addition to the

ofund s. ,= g3

Welby continued to rer:ort from Nanchester durin~ the e,~rly

1870s, but after June 1870 there was nothin~ significant to

report. But this does not mean that Feni~nism 8ied out.

Indeed, the determin~tion of the Feni~ns to keep their organis-

ation alive, even if military compai~ns were out of the

260. Welby to Insp Cen, 14 Nay ] ~ (zl~o, ~ ,~ ,~ ,~pnrs, ~74)
261. Welby to Insp Cen, 28 June 1870 (SPO, ]~p, 1877/9309)
262. Welby to Insp gen, 17 June 1870 (SPO, RP, 1877/9309)

2g June 1870 (SPO, RP, 1877/9309)263. Welby to Insp Cen,
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ouestion, was as stron~ as it h:d ever been. The resolve

of the ~qanchester Fenians, and L~ncashire Fenians generally,

to keep the or~anisation~l str1~cture o[ the IRB in %ao%

was well expressed st a Fenisn ~atherin,~ in 1870.

When those Feni~n officials were about pnrtin~, one of them
said if all the world denounced Feninninm thst he for one
u, ould not. At th]~ time ~]i of them stood up, r, wearin~q
theft they should be the last to ~ive un ..... Immediately
after this, in a subdued tone, nnd when seonrntin~, all,

’Cod save Irelend’s.s if with one voice, said, ¯ 264

Durin~ the second

significant influence

was strongest in the

and Nanchester-Salford,

town. Liverpool

1865-71, ,~,n~ most

heighbourhood

sections were

influence of

headouarters

Nichael Davi tt

half of the 1860s Feninnirm was :~, very

throuchout urba~ Lnnc~qshire. The IRB

inr~e po~ulstion centres of Liverpool

but there were Feninn circles in every

had by far the lsrlest or~enisntion throughout

Fenisn activity centred on the Liverpool

up to 1868. DurJn~ i~68-9 the most active

found in ~..lanchester-Salford, which reflects the

the Fenian supreme council, which had its

there, end the more determined leaders, such as

and Arthur Forrester.

soberinffAfter the exnerience of the Nanchester executions,

t~ie movement’s overt activities were severely curtailed, so

much so that the few operctions which were planned by the

militant ~[anchester leaders sta~d out from the ~enerally

low ~roCile in the rest of Lancashire. But even though

active prep:)rations for a risin~ were almost entirely set

aside, the Fenisns continued to command a large body of

support amon:T the Lanc~shire Irish. The executions of November

1867 impressed upon th~ Fenians the impracticality of.effect-

Ing a reDellion, but the movement was still as oopulsr as it

had been, and p~rha~s more so. This demonstrates thnt the

IRB was an important social focus which provided a medium

264. Welby to Inso Gen, 2B June 1870 (SFO, RP, 1877/9309)
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for nationol exoression sad eomnunity ident[t.v. It did

not supplant the catholic church as s Drimnrv socio-n~tional

institution, but, rnther the IRB existed nlonL::~i ie the church.

Few Irishmen viewed Feninnism rnc] the e h~irch ,~s incomp,~tible.

Also, the turn from milit,oncy after 186/ 0rob~bly enhnnced the

appeal of the II{B smon,:" those less interested in armed stru~,~,le

"’- c~,~It~al ond national b~,se ofthan in e~psndin,~ the socz~l,

the Lancashire Irish community. The hqmnchester executions,

instead of slienstin~ the Lancashire Irish from the IRB, seem

to hs, ve stren~,thene8 community feelin- nmon,< them, which helped

the Lancashire IR!3 to maintain ,a for:,idnble, if fairly harmless,

organisation. In 1871 the Fenisns in Lancashire h,o8 fewer

hard-line notionslists smon~ them and less money than the,v

had in 1866-7, but they still could claim ~ Inr~e membership

and the ,~ener,ol sympathy oS the Irish community.

The Feninns had a tremenc]ous imp~ct on local oublic opinion

in 1867 because of their military o~erations, the Chester r~id

and the ]V]anchester rescue, which mode them a~pear to be a

ruthless collection of urban terrorists. But despite their

enormous potential for causin~ havoc in En~]ish towns, the

Fenians showed little interest in urban ~er~illa warfare. Their

military planninF was dominated by the buildin~ of s field army,

anc] guerrilla tac%ics were discussed only incidentally and

with little conviction. They bore no oe, rticul~r ,~rud~e against

the British people and they lacked m desire to aven~e Irish

grievances by attackin.~ British civilians an8 their property.

Their c onf-[ict was with the ,~over1~nent, represented by the

sad it was on those lines th<~t the Feninns wantedBri tish army,

to fight. The Fenisns were not bloodthirsty assassins~ and

when there was violence anc] blooclshed, such ms durinF_ the

Manchester rescue and at Clerkenwell, it was due more to

ineptitude than wickedness. No one was sorrier thsn the Feninns

directly involved in those incidents. Indeed, after the violence

of the last ~arter of 1867, the Feni~ns, with the exceotion of

a few youn:~ lenders, turned from milit~r,v pre~:~rations and

emphasised their social dimen:~ion. The Lnnc~shire IRB became
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more of a n~tionnlist friendly society t.q~n ~ subversive

conspiracy. But in the mi@-187Os the IF~B membership

furnished ~n organisstionnl foundation on ~’~hich the

constitutional home rule movement was built. Onths

continued to be swJrn, meetincs were he]~, b~,it after more

than a decade of a barren military outlook, the Fenians

fin~lly added political activit,’T to their pro~r~ne and

achieved much ~reater s~ceess.



Conclusion

The social history of urban-industrial existence cannot be

condensed into a few succinct, easily-remembered generalisations.

The several general topics discussed in this study demonstrate

that the interaction of diverse elements contributed to the

whole experience of mid-Victorian town life. Attemnts to sum

up urban living too conveniently can engender inadequate and

misleading oversimplifications. Likewise, it is difficult to

produce a homogeneous, tightly-patterned picture of any particular

part of the urban population. The Irish in Lancashire during

the quarter-century 1846-71 cannot be described in two or

three sentences, but some conclusions, if at times subjective

and tentative, can be reviewed.

In the first part of this study we examined a quantitative

breakdown of census data on the general domestic lives of

the Lancashire Irish. The results of this wide-ranging analysis

show that in most ways, with usually only marginal differences,

the Irish lived in very similar fashion to English residents

of urban Lancashire. Irish households were more likely to

be found sharing a dwelling with one or more other households

than their non-Irish neighbours, and that the Irish tried to

house themselves as inexpensively as possible is demonstrated

by the fact that Irish families were more likely to live in

cheaper court dwellings than English families. This situation

is in part due to the shortage of alternate cheaD housing in

Liverpool, but it still indicates that the incomes of many

Irish households could not meet the rent for slightly more

expensive,

usually larger

consequence of

of additional,

less crowded accommodation. Irish households were

than non-Irish h~useholds, which was the

larger nuclear families and a higher incidence

non-family household members residing as lodgers.
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Even though these were differences between the Irish and the

non-Irish, they were not great differences. But one thing

that certainly did set the Irish apart from the rest of the

people of urban Lancashire was their tolerance of extreme

overcrowding of houses, which was another way of reducing the

cost of rent per household.

Census enumerators’ books can also be used to make

estimates of the actual numerical size of the Irish community

(Irish-born and non-Irish-born) in Lancashire. Using data

on household structure from a 1OO% sample of Irish households

in Widnes during 1851-71 to derive a factor which can be

adjusted and applied to the whole of Lancashire, it emerges

that the total Irish community of/Lancashire town was usually

at least 50%-60% larger than the number of Irish-born oersons

recorded in the published census reports. This numerical

strength made the Irish a significant and conspicuous minority

in urban Lancashire.

A census study of occupations in Irish households shows

that the Irish were generally firmly rooted in the working

class. On a comparative basis, Irish males were on a lower

occupational level than non-Irish males and their uoward

occupational movement was noticeably slower. But occupational

tendencies among female members of the Irish communtiy closely

paralleled those among non-Irish females. This similarity

highlights the fact that employment opportunities for women

generally were very circumscribed and prevented the development

of wide occupational differentials between individual women

or groups of women. Males had a wider choice of occuoations,

but the alternatives for Irishmen were limited by a lack of

urban experience and industrial skills, which left them mainly

in labouring and unskilled jobs. Few Irishmen brought caoital

with them that could be put into a business, and given the

generally menial nature of their jobs and wages, it would take

a long time to accumulate such capital. It appears that most

Irishmen in Lancashire retained the cultural outlook that had

been moulded by life in rural Ireland, which hindered the



adoption of values which would urge them to strive for

occupational advancement. There was progress, especially among

the younger generations of the Irish community, but it was very

slow.

Irish immigration also involved social problems for urban

Lancashire. During the famine crisis of the 184Os and early

185Os, the Irish were a very serious Door relief problem in

Manchester, Preston and, particularly, the entry port of

Liverpool. The dislocation caused by conditions in Ireland

left thousands of Irish families destitute when they arrived

in Lancashire and they were forced to resort to Door relief

until they could find housing and employment. Statistics

for the Manchester board of guardians show that the Irish

continued to be a substantial portion of those relieved during

the 185Os and 186Os. Even though there are no statistics

after the mid-185Os for Liverpool, the Irish probably continued

to be a large part of the relief problem there. This situation

is indicative of two circumstances. First, it shows that

immigration from Ireland, though at a lower level than the

torrent of the famine period, was continuing. These immigrants

from an underdeveloped, rural background needed time to settle

in and aoclimatise themselves to the demands of urban life.

During this transitional period public assistance through

localboards of guardians might be necessary. Secondly, since

such a large proportion of the male members of the Irish com-

munity worked in casual labouring jobs, they were often likely

to find themselves temporarily out of work, narticularly

during the winter months, with no financial support to fall

back on except that of the local board of guardians.

It does not appear that the Irish were considered a

serious detriment to public health in Lancashire’s towns after

the 1840s. The poor physical condition of many immigrants

during the famine left them very susceptible to disease,

especially typhus, and their large numbers helped to spread

infection throughout Liverpool and, to lesser extents, in other
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towns. But during the 1850s and 1860s the Irish did not stand

out as threats to health, probably because there was little

importance attached to personal hygiene and domestic habits

among the working class generally. The wider distribution of

water for domestic consumption was slowly helping to reverse

this problem. The notoriously low standard of Irish lodging

houses and the often severe overcrowding of Irish dwellings

were two areas where the Irish were particular causes of

concern to public health officers. But the Irish were only

a part of a generally bad health situation which, for example

in 1847, they sometimes aggravated. Health among the Irish,

or any other part of the working-class population, would be

slow to improve until local authorities were able to renovate

the urban environment. The Irish certainly contributed to

the public health problem, but they were not its cause.

Crime was one area where the Lancashire Irish caused a

disproportionately large and very noticeable social problem.

Irish crime consisted almost entirely of fights, assaults,

breaches of the peace, vagrancy and, most glaringly, drunken-

ness. These offences were the ones most prevalent among

the rest of the working-class population as well. The tedium

of industrial employment and the strain of overcrowded, sub-

standard living conditions, as well as the proliferation of

public houses and beershops, created an atmosphere very

conducive towidespread excessive drinking. Drunkenness

was commonly a factor in the brawls and assaults which so

frequently took place in working-class neighbourhoods. The

Irish stand out as a disproportionately large part of this

general problem, which shows that they had particular difficulty

in adjusting to urban-industrial life. This adjustment involved

conformity to social rules, formally embodied in laws, which

often seemed irrelevant to working-class life, and especially

to the Irish immigrants, who came from a very different society.

Second and third generation Irish seem to have been more law-

abiding, but the police statistics show that Irish-born persons
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continued to be a severe problem right up to the end of the

nineteenth century.

At the centre of community life in Ireland stood the

catholic church. Irishmen looked upon the church as much

more than a religious body. The church had proved itself a

very useful social institution in Ireland and it continued

to hold the allegiance of the Irish when they moved to Lanca-

shire. Although the Lancashire Irish did a great deal to extend

and maintain the edifice of the catholic church, surviving

statistics compiled by the diocese of Liverpool indicate that

most of the immigrants were very nonchalant in their attitude

towards performing the religious duties required by the church.

~ut the church continued to give the Irish community a basic

focus for social organisation in Lancashire. Since denomina-

tional schooling was the only educational alternative available

to working-class children, the church exoanded its school

facilities to meet the demands of a much larger catholic com-

munity, which was a by-product of Irish immigration. Not everv

child of an T~ish c~hnlic household could be accommodate~ in

a catholic school in 1871, but most Irish children could

expect admission and a good standard of schooling. The social

dimension of the catholic church in Lancashire stretched to

other areas of urban life too.

English working men had their friendly societies and

trade clubs to turn to for formal social organisation. The

catholic parish in urban Lancashire offered similar social

facilities, with the difference that the English clubs were

independent of patronage while formal organisations among the

Irish usually existed under the auspices, or at least with the

approval, of the catholic church. This close involvement of

the church in Irish social life is demonstrated in the devel-

opment of the Irish-catholic press in Lancashire. In the words

of the Northern Press: ’Irish and catholic are to us the same.’

During 1846-71 the trade union movement had little relevance

for the Lancashire Irish, socially or industrially. Clerical

opposition to the growth of radical trade organisations in

the 183Os and early 184Os was Dart of the explanation for Irish

non-involvement. But more imoortant was the fact that only
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a very few Irishmen worked in organiseable trades during the

mid-nineteenth century.

Even though the late 184Os saw the arrival of thousands

of destitute Irish families, very little anti-Irish feeling

was apparent among English working men during that time.

During the first forty years of the nineteenth century a

widespread awareness of unity of interests developed among

the members of the rising urban-industrial labour force. As

late as 1848 there were Englishman hopeful that the immigrant

Irish would include themselves in a mass working-class move-

ment. But by 1848 the broad consciousness of working--class

common purpose was weakening, and its decline coincided with

the growth of a greater degree of anti-Irish feeling. The

controversy surrounding the ’paDal aggression’ of 1850-1

generated an atmosphere in which anti-catholic-anti-Irish

sentiments could spread very easily. The Lancashire local

press, perhaps at times unwittingly, helped to foster the dif-

fusion of anti-Irish opinion by creating an unflattering,

simplistic media image of the immigrant Irish. But the growth

of militant Orangeism probably did the most to increase

intercommunal tensions. Particularly in Liverpool and Preston,

the Orangemen frequently strained intercommunal relations with

provocative sectarianism which gave way to intermittent violence.

Southeast Lancashire was largely free of overt English-Irish

animosity up to 1868. Even the condemnation of the local

Fenians stopped well-short of denouncing them as Irishmen.

But in 1868 William Murphy did his best to stir sectarian

passions among both Englishman and Irishmen in the Manchester

area.

At this point the question of assimilation becomes

important. Religious differences between the Irish and their

English neighbours, institutionalised in separate, denomina-

tional schooling, which limited contact and understanding

between Irish and non-Irish children, seem to have hindered

the absorption of the Irish into Lancashire community life.
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But these impediments to assimilation were to a large extent

offset by several positive factors. The Irish usually did

not live in ethnic residential clusters, and where there were

readily identifiable Irish neighbourhoods, they were being

steadily broken up by the increase of second and third genera-

tion Irish community members. This same rise of later genera-

tions in the Irish community also helped to reduce differences

between the English and the Irish because their experience

consisted wholly of urban-industrial life. Finally, the inter-

dependent employer-worker relationship between English and Irish

implied a willingness to cooperate on both sides. Despite

obstacles, it was not impossible for members of the Irish com-

munity to become part of the larger community socially, as

well as occupationally. But the acceptance and absorption of

the Irish was generally very gradual.

The Irish community did not become a force in British

domestic politics, locally or nationally, during 1846-71.

The restrictive franchise set limits on effective participation,

and the Irish community remained generally aloof from British

domestic issues. When the Irish were active at all, it was

to further Irish political causes. The Irish Confederate

movement in Lancashire during 1848 did not attract very much

active support from the immigrants. Since the Confederates

had split with O’Connell, this probably made many Lancashire

Irishmen wary of joining them. Also, so many of the Lanca-

shire Irish were impoverished by the famine crisis in Ireland

and industrial recession in England that they could hardly

be expected to become a very potent political force. The

Confederates tried to augment their political influence by

forming a temporary alliance with Feargus O’Connor and the

English Chartists. But this may have alienated Irish opinion

still further because O’Connell and the catholic clergy had

instilled a great deal of distrust of radicalism generally,

and of Chartism in particular, among the Lancashire Irish during

the 183Os and early 184Os. The Irish Confederates failed to

mobilise the Irish community of Lancashire in support of Irish

independence in 1848.
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The Fenians were much more successful than the Irish

Confederates in winning active support for their movement among

the Lancashire Irish. During 1865-7, led by the ’American

section’, the Fenians concentrated on military planning and

managed to execute two military operations in 1867. But equally

important for the Irish community was the simultaneous develop-

ment of Fenianism’s social function. When the military side

of Fenianism declined after November 1867, the social side

gained strength. Besides stimulating the sense of identity

among Irishmen, Fenianism enabled the Irish community to

broaden its social organisation.

Further, it appears that Fenianism in Lancashire enabled

the Irish to give coherent exoression to the idea of a

community, which grew out of a common cultural and national

background and the shared experience of immigration. The

awareness of community was only nascent among the immigrants

in 1848, which helped to prevent the emergence of a strong

political movement. But urban-industrial culturation and the

development of a community life centred on the catholic church,

the primary Irish national institution, encouraged greater

self-confidence

of this growing

Irish catholic press at

tensions aroused by the

negative, inducement to

causing defensiveness.

for Fenianism. Fenianism

social and national

remained an integral

utility as a nucleus

demonstrated that

among the Irish. An important manifestation

confidence was the establishment of a durable

ance in community

community feeling.

identity to this social awareness

Fenianism was the expression of a

national community.

by

Liveroool in 1859. The sectarian

Orangemen were another, though

community feeling among the Irish

By the mid-186Os the Irish were ready

did not supplant the church as a

focus for the immigrant Irish. The church

part of community life because of its

for social organisation. But Fenianism

while the church was important, its promin-

life was not the ultimate affirmation of Irish

Fenianism added the assurance of national

of community. Lancashire

social, cultural and



APPENDIX

The following six figures contain the inf-

ormation on occupations of heads of house-

holds summarised in Figure 1 (chapter i) ,

broken down by individual town for the cen-

sus years 1851, 1861 and 1871
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Figure i

Occupations (percentages) of Irish hh heads (males and females), 1851
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Figure 2

Occupations

Learned
professions

Teacher

Board/lodging

Domestic

service

Merchant

Small business

Transport

Clerk/cashier

Hawker

Messenger

Artisan

Fabric/dress

Miner

Metal, glass,
earthen ws.r ~

Construction

Labourer

Cotton factory

Factory hand
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Pensioner/

annuitant

Manager

Unemployed

(percentages) of non-Irish hh heads (males and females),
1851
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Figure 3

Occupations

Learned
profess ion s
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Board/lodging

Domestic
service

Merchant

Small business

Transport

Clerk/cashier

Hawker

Mess~’~ger

Artisan

Fabric/dress

Miner

Metal, glass,
ea_rthenw:~z" e

Ccnstruction

Labourer

Cotton factor/

Factory hand

No occupation

Pensioner/

annuitant

Manager

Unemployed

(percentages) of Irish hh heads
1861

Lpool
M F

M/R Salford Oldham
M F    M F    M F
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Figure 4

Occupations (percentages) of non-Irish hh heads
1861

(males and females),

Learned
profess ion s
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Figure 5

Occupations (percentages) of Irish
1871

hh heads (males and females),

Learned
pro fes s ion s
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Board/lodging
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Transport
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Figure 6

Occupations (percentages) of non-Irish hh heads
1871

(males and females),

Learned
profess ion s
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A_~,eDdix B

I. Sample sizes for census ~nal~’sis

The numbers of households sampled in the two greups of

data (Irish snd Non-Irish), according to the. method described in

chapter 3, Pp 69-72, for the seven towns in each of the three

oensus years are as follo~,~s:

Total numbers of households sampled

1851
Irish Non-I-ish

1861
Irish Non-I’,’i sh     Irish

1871
Non-I ri sh

Lpool 589 422 610 525 536 604
~4/R 354 428 4.03 524 278 619
Salford 63 i01 85 173 89 222
Oldhs.m 26 94 61 123 36 161
Preston 42 106 63 135 45 155
St H 21 36 36 57 39 71
Widnes 51 25 261 55 723 102
Over~ll 1146 1212 1519 1592 1746 1934

T~bles 6-9, ].~ "’ ~ "~-~.7, 19-20, 22-35~ found in chapter ~, and T~tble 7~

(p®336) of ch8.pter 8 were compiled from the full sam’..~les of both

principal dats. groups. Lik~wise~ Vigure i and the six figures in

Apl.endix A resull from a consideration of all the heads of the

households in these s~mple groups.

Sever’~l t;~.bles in chs.pter 3 did not require the" considez.~,~tion

of the enti~e samples. The numbers of households se-[,:~-~.ted io t}._e~’e

tables ~re as fol].ows:

Table 5 (po61)
Size of Irish co mmu____ni.~ies, 18f,].-71

(Number of Irish~households having ~ ~ ~ ~ast two Irish-born
fami!y members) ¯

1851 186].     1871

Lpool 440 473 354
M/~ " 251 270 178

S~iford 40 55 54
Oldham 21 44 24

F~eston 31 47 31
st H 15 3o 25
Widnes 48 228 573



 abl . lO (p.79)
~~ numbe-~, of hou’~eholds t~er court house7 1851-71

1851
Irish Non-Irish

1861
Irish Non-Irish

1871
Irish Non-Irish

Lpool 114 74 III 63 ].12 73
N/R 22 13 15 5 i0 6
Salford 7 1 3 4 2 3
Ol dham .... 4 1
Pre~;ton 2 4 I 2 - 5
St H I - 7 2 I -
Widnes .... 6 2
Overall 146 92 137 76 135 90

18 (p.88) a 36 (p.129)
Aver~.,Te number of extended f~,.mzl~ members in households having them

Percent.~,~es cf hou,~eholds having at least one extended family me.mb.e~
earnip~_

1851
Irish No~.-!ri sh

1861
Irish Non-Irish

1871
Irish Non-Irish

Lpool 106 92 123 104 94 121
M/R 69 85 64 81 44 113
Salford ll 31 17 34 13 41
O].dham 5 26 12 18 6 22
Presi~on 9 27 15 33 7 25
st ,i 4 13 3 6 6 12
Widnes I0 5 28 13 93 2.4
Ove ~"~,]. 1 214 279 262 289 263 359

] 851            1861            1871
Irish Non-Irish Irish Non-Irish Irish Non-Irish

Lpool 226 122 175 121 160 137

N/R 134 123 120 146 73 158

Salford 113 23 22 31 23 40

O].oh~ m 12 14 25 26 4 32

Pres~on 18 39 29 ~4 19 36

St II 9 8 i0 .1.4 17 I0

WiSheS 15 5 94 17 267 36

Overall 427 334 475 399 563 ~    449
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Table 37 (p.132)

percentages of wives having no occupation, 1851-71

1851            1861           1871
Irish Non--Irish     Irish Non-Irish     Irish Non-Irish

Lpool 479 310 483 415 393 475
M/R 261 348 298 412 202 482
Salford 36 84 60 133 67 179
Oldham 23 76 47 107 30 124
Preston 31 78 44 113 32 116
St H 17 26 35 46 35 66
Widnes 45 22 239 49 618 86
Overall 892 944 1206 1275 1377 1528

Figures 2 (preceding P. 130) and 3 (prec~!ding p.13].) consider

individuals from all the households of both sample groups who were

employed in the occupations listed. The numbers ef persons included

are as follows:

Figure 2
0ccuoations (percentaees) of other members of nuclear family .~youths)

Irish

1851           1861
M~]e Female     Male       ~emaie     Male

76 65 IiO 52 IIi

Non-Irish

1871
Female

81

1851            1861            1871
Male       Female     Male       Female     Male       Female

102 69 135. 79 127 79

Figure 3

Oocupa:bions (oereenta~es) of other members of nuclear family (adults)

Irish

1851 1861 1871

Male Female Male Female Male Female

322 1180 414 1633 507 1722
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Figure 3 (continuea~
/

Non-Irish

1851                                  1861                                  1871
Malo Female Male Female Male Female

269 1204 384 1643 489 1967

The larger numbers of females than males in Figure 3 are explained

by the fact that all wives were considered, whether they were

actually employed or not.

2. Anal~’sis

The census data that appears in chapter 3 was analysed by the

University of Dublin’s IBM 360 /44 computer. The framework for

this analysis was provided by the Statistical Package for the

Social Sciences (SPSS*). SPSS is specifically designed to offer

a comprehensive and flexible format for the analysis of the hinds

of data used in the social sciences. It is particularly useful

for the social historian who is working with census data because

the package affQrds a convenient and readily comprehensible labelling

system for variables, and is specially adapted to handle the analysis

of subgroups of sample data.

The two basic SPSS programmes applied to the Lancashire cc~sus

date in this study were crosstabulations and breakdowns. The crosstab

programme yields tables encompassing two or more different categories

of data and can control for up to eight ~ariables in one ta~l,.

* For the detailed {nstructi0n manual see N.H. Nie, D.H. Bout and
~J.~    "

¯
C.ll. }~/II~ S PS$: o~ ~tlstlcal Pac]~age for the Social Science~
(New York, 1974)
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An example of a table deriving from a ~rogramm~ controlling

for several variables is Table 9 on page 77, which shows

percentages of households living in court houses among the

Irish and non-Irish. The actual instructions to the computer,

clarified, of course, by certain specific directions, read

simply: CROSSTABS SAMPLE BY HHTYPE BY TOI,~q~ BY YEAR. For SAMPLE

read Irish and non-Irish households; and for HHTYPE read streets

or courts. Breakdowns are used to find means and variances for

a variety of subcategories. For instance, Table 14 on page

84, which represents the numbers of persons in Irish and non-

Irish nuclear families, results from this programme: BREAKDOh~

NOb~JCFAM BY SAMPLE BY TOWN BY YEAR. For NONUCFAM read nmmber

in nuclear family.

At this stage of analysis formal statistical tests have

not been applied to the census data.



Appendix C

"Loqal sources for the stud7 of the Lancashire Roman Ca.%hollo church

The absence ef archival material from the catholic diocese

of Salford for the mid-nineteenth century leaves an imbalance on

the side of the better-documented diocese of Liverpool in the

discussion of the Irish and catholicism in chapter 7’ Fr John

Allen, Secretary to the present bishop of Salford and an avid student

of Lancashire catholicism, points out that the several removals of

the diocesan chancery during the last century have unfortunately

resulted in the loss or misplacement of all records relating to

the diocese during the mid-nineteenth century (see pp 280-1).

Greatly assisted by Fr Allen’s cooperation, which included a

letter of introduction to the pastors of the parishes of Manchester,

Salford and 01dham, I attempted to redress the imbalance of available

material between the two diocese by examining welevant parochial

sources in southeast Lancashire. Since 1898 parishes iu ~he

Salford diocese have been required to keep a log of loc~l evemts

(see p. 281). It was hoped that some parishes might have preserved

such a record for ,arlier years. Letters were addressed to the

parishes of the three towns that were in existouce during 1846-71,

and, when possible, I visited some of th~se presbyteries personally

(Leg-books were net re0uired in the diocese of Liverpool and limited

time for field work ruled out undertaking a pamish-by-parish inquiry

into possible local sot~rces there). This search uncovered only

a manuscript history of St Wilfrid’s parish, Hulme, and an i:complete

series ef Sunday announcements at St Jehn’~ c~thedral parish, Salfor<]

(p.281). At the other parishes the resident clergy claimed to oE

unaware of the existence of such material. It did not appear that

I was being obstructed in my research in any way. More probably,

the changeover in parochial per~o~nel during the years has left the

current clergy in ignorance of possible resources for sturlying the

nineteenth-century history of their parishes.
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Unfortunately, l~ited financial resources prevented the

investigation of parochial baptism, death and marriage registers at

this stage of research. But it is a source th~Lt I hope to return

to as p~rt of a more detailed study of Irish residential patterns

and social assimilation (see Introduction, pp 3-4 and chapter lO,

PP 469-70). It is hoped that the s~urch for old parish registers

in the dioceses of Liverpool and Salford might also reveal somc

other long-forgotten sources for the study of Lancashire catholicism.
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